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INTRODUCTION

"Now of Introductions sooth be it Said that in them it behoveth

to Speak fair and with nice Tongue and Quaint upon the matter,

yet not so far'Removed therefrom that he that heareth be set Astray

in his Expectations of things that be to Come."
Mirrour of Pryntyng.

Long prima anour.i [Miller & Richard).

If we except the marks left by fossils such as those of leaves, shells, and

other natural objects in the soft clay, hardened and turned to stone by the

long-drawn action of ages, probably the first printing-surface m the world

was the thumb or finger of some hunter ancestor of our race, producing its

impress in blood on the blue-white surface of the skin freshly torn from

hlS

Though the methods that produced this mark were similar, very different

indeed was our antique hunter from our modern savages, regarded askance

by society, whose thumb and finger prints present such interest to the

Bertillons and to the Galtons and, incidentally, to the police of all civilized

nations. It is indeed a far cry from the mark of prehistoric fingers on

fresh-plucked skin to the marks the burglar leaves behind him on an

incautiously handled beer-bottle, but thg rnechanical conditions which

result in these marks are the same, and both -are produced from a similar

printing-surface.
'

In this work it is practically with printing-surfaces alone that the

authors propose to deal, and not with the impressions produced
;

there-

fore, from their point of view, the thumb or the finger and its series of

depressions and ridges which are the origin of the print, have for them

more interest than the print itself. Within the same category fall all those

processes which they are about to describe as contributing to the formation

of a proper typographical printing-surface. Though ever striving to obtain

perfection for the production of the printed page—to the printed page

itself, except contingently, their subject will not take them.

Contrary to common opinion, the art of producing a printing-surface is

a very old one indeed, and it was not so much the want of knowledge of how

to print that retarded its development for so long, as the want of a proper

fluid medium with which to print. It was ignorance of a proper ink and

not of a proper type that kept this art almost unknown, and only led to

its practical inception in the fifteenth century on the continent of Europe.



vi INTRODUCTION.

Printing on clay tablets or cylinders—in idea like the most approved

modern methods—was practised in Babylon at least three or four thousand

years ago. Printing on a plastic clay-surface with movable types was
known in classic times, and the art was to a limited extent adopted among
potters. Printing on tissues of various surface-qualities, continuous such

as those of paper, or cellular, such as those of .silk or other fabrics,

was understood and used in China in remote ages. At all periods within

civilization there have been printing-processes of some kind or other going

on in the world, and therefore printing-surfaces have always been in use

somewhere or other.

Interesting, however, as the matter may be from a philosophical or

historic standpoint, it has but little importance so far as the scope of this

present treatise is concerned, and therefore the brief remarks already

made upon the subject must suffice in this introductory note. Reference,

however, to the bibliography at the end of the volume will direct any, who
may wish to investigate the matter at greater length, to works that contain

information concerning a question full of interest.

The first really practical typographical printing-surface was an engraved

block. Similar blocks are still in use to-day in certain parts of the world,

for instance, in China and Japan, where the number and complexity of the

ideographs, when this form of conveying ideas is employed, often render

the use of movable type unremunerative and unpractical. The next

improvement, useful only for languages possessing comparatively simple

alphabets, was the separation of the characters, which composed the

words engraved upon a block, into separate units.

This, about a.d. 1454, constituted the invention of Johann Gutenberg

and Peter Schoeffer :
" The Harlemers plead that Lawrence Jansz Koster

of Harlem was the first inventor of printing in the year of Our Lord 1430."

With the addition of this quaint sentence from Moxon, the first Englishman

to write on the subject of the mechanical side of the printing art in 1683,

is summed up what we know of the dawn of printing in Europe.

A word here, however, must be given to Moxon, whose " Mechanick

Exercises " is the only English book that, so far as the authors know,

has yet appeared on the subject of their treatise. Several chapters of

the present work are headed by a quotation from this delightful old

author, the study of whose volume has been a " pleasant drudgerie," and

has never become, as has often been the case in wading through the works

of some of his more ponderous contemporaries and followers, a " labour

would make Hercules sweat."

In the initial stages of the art, printing was done from wooden types.

The next step was the substitution of suitable metal types for the wooden

ones, and this involved a much greater advance than is at first apparent,

for it ultimately required the production of a steel punch from which to

strike a matrix by means of which in turn, with proper appliar"-

produce a type.
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INTRODUCTION. ™

Hand-setting at this period, and for many years afterwards was the

means adopted for assembling the different units that went to form the

page. In the early part of last century efforts were made to introduce

mechanical composition, and probably, to Church-whose patent, a British

one is dated 1822—the honour of this innovation must be allowed, this

process of composing or-creating the printing-surface by mechanical means

was carried to a considerable state of perfection and real usefulness towards

the end of the nineteenth century, and probably, had it commenced earlier,

and had the production of cheap type been as far advanced then as it is

to-day, it would have been one of the chief methods employed by the

printer for the production of his printing-surface.

In the latter quarter of the last century, however, Ottmar Mergenthaler

conceived the idea, along with many other fellow-workers of less note, of

not only mechanically assembling type already cast, but of casting the

type 'themselves, or their equivalent, from previously assembled matrices

Without going into details or referring to similar but unfruitful lines of

invention, the advent and improvement of the Linotype on the one hand

and of the Monotype on the other, and of all their kith and kin, have carried

things forward to the pitch of excellence marked by the closing years of

the nineteenth century. A further advance seems likely to mark a new-

departure in these early years of the twentieth century, and what the next

fifty years may show of yet further developments, it were hard to say.
^

In every instance, however, from the impress of the early hunters

finger upon the smooth white surface of the freshly separated skin to the

most perfect example of modern letterpress work, the ultimate aim of the

originator of the printing-surface is to produce a series of surfaces and

depressions from which to reproduce the desired design. The end, un-

consciously or consciously sought, has been the same, only the means for

its realization have altered, changed and improved. It is with the more

modern of these changes and alterations that the authors of this treatise

have to deal.
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" I hold every man a debtor to his profession, from the which, as men do of

course seek to receive countenance and profit, so ought they of duty to endeavour
themselves by way of amends to be a help and an ornament thereunto,"

"Never let 1

Lord Bacon, encouraged the i

" Founders and senators of states and cities, lawgivers, extirpators of tyrants,
fathers of the people, and other eminent persons in civil government, were
honoured but with titles of worthies or demi-gods ; whereas, such as were in-

j ^H
life, were ever consecrated amongst the gods themselves : and justly, for the \

merit of the former is confined within a circle of an age or a nation, and is like In dealing with typo
fruitful showers, which, though they be profitable and good, yet serve but for mechanisms of their
that season, and for a latitude of ground where they fall ; but the other is,

indeed, like the benefits of Heaven, which are permanent and universal, coming
' in aura leni,' without noise or agitation."
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Pierre Simon Fournier. Preface to" Manuel Typographique."
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PREFACE.

" Never let it, then, be said, that a British Public have
encouraged the introduction of that machinery, which can only

tend to damp and destroy ah the energy and talent of those who
have hitherto upheld and exercised the Art. . .

."

Preface to Johnson's Typographia (1824).

"... mais nous avons change tout cela."

Molifire, Le Medecin MalgrS Lui.

In dealing with typographical printing-surfaces and the processes and

mechanisms of their production, one of the great difficulties experienced

has been, not so much to know what to include in this treatise as to decide

what to leave out ; the aim having been not only to produce an interest-

ing volume, but to make it also a standard text-book on the subject of

which it treats.

The foundation of the present work is a paper read by one of the

authors before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers and published by

that body in their proceedings. The widespread interest it aroused, and

the demand for copies of the excerpt as a work of reference, suggested the

turning of a technical paper into a manual of technology ; the one con-

taining in all some hundred and fifty pages of illustrations and printed

matter, and the other between six hundred and seven hundred pages of

letterpress and over six hundred illustrations.

None can be so well aware as the writers themselves of their own

deficiencies and of the skeleton fashion in which important sections of their

thesis have been discussed, but the subject as a whole is so vast and so

complex, and embraces so many fields of human activity, industry, and

invention, that, if treated in a more prolix and less practical manner, the

result would have rivalled the ponderous tomes of the old schoolmen

themselves.

The time and trouble involved in the production of the book, even

in its present form, have been very considerable, and the large amount

of what may be called " dead work " is little apparent in the pages as they

appear in their finished state.

To take the single instance of patents : thousands of these, both

British and foreign, have had to be looked up, compared, abstracted, or
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xii PREFACE.

considered, a task not rendered any the easier from the curious Patent

Office classifications that confuse the multitudinous masses of typewriter

detail with things that are more nearly pertinent to the printer.

The authors do not grudge their labour, for it has been a labour of love

and one that has led to numerous friendships, but where thanks are due to

so many, it would be invidious to particularize. The courtesy, however,

of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers demands unique acknowledg-

ment, for ready permission for the reproduction of parts of the original

paper and kirn II' iibui lh in ilknving th< us. of their blocks and drawings.

Special help is referred to in the text as occasion demands, and all those,

whose names are recorded in the following pages, and without whose

friendly co-operation this work could never have come into being, are

here very heartily thanked.

London, 1915.

Note.—The authoi

and discovering error,

directly or t

in a following edition.

will be much obliged
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par. 3
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a-z length (in ems) ; ti

Bastard body, see p. 6f

Beard or neek, see p. n, ft

Beard or kern (at front or b

Bill of fount or scheme, see
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j

Blacks ; impressions of spa<

blaekfriars ; a style of type
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GLOSSARY OF COMMON TECHNICAL TERMS.

the obstruce Words and Phrases used among Printers, Lftter'

cutters and Founders are here exposed ; for Words and Phrases

offer themse.ves either as Discourse™%%«g££™£^

atlas ; a style of type, see p. 33, § 10.

Bastard body, see p. 68, par. 3.

Beard or neck, see p. 11, fig- 3-

Beard or kern (at front or back), see p.

Beard ; the dimension line-to-front, at

Bill of fount or scheme, see p. 126, pai

Mack ; a style of type, see p. 83, par. c

Blacks ; impressions of spaces, quads,

blackfriars ; a style of type, see p. 82,

Body or

4-5. fig- 59. § i-

.

,-7, figs. 59 and t

booklet ; a style of type, see p. 577. e

Borders and corners, see p. 109, pars.

bourgeois ; a size of type, see p. 59. t:

broad face, see p. 89, fig. 61.

canon ; a size of type, see p.

Capitals, see p. 35. table 3. 1»

Cat's ears ;
part of a letter,

Columbian ; an > meriean size of

columbus i
a style of type, see p

Composing ; sett

e compressed face, see p. 89, par. 1

condensed face, s

a type, see p.
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GLOSSARY OF COMMON TECHNICAL TERMS.

Crotch ; part of a letter, see p. n, par. 2.

Dashes, see p. 112, pars. 1 and 2, and figs. 10
Depth of strike, see p. 11, par. 1.

Descenders ; letters or characters that descen
De Vinne ; a family of type faces, see p. 32,

and 15 ; and p. 92.

diamond ; a size of type, see p. 58, par. 4.

Distributing ; putting back sorts of type or n

dorie ; a style of type, see p. 30, § 1.

Dot ; part of the type tang, see p. n, fig. 2.

i below the 1

8 ; pp. 84- ,flgs.

atriees,lette -sors

P
othebody

4
°fthe type.

-wise d leqv the b

see p. 5

seep

body :>f the type.

excelsior ep. 5

expanded 1 and fig

extended

extra-condensed 1 , fig. 61.

tyle of type,

e printmg-suri :eol

Family (0 typef

83, par
fat face, s ee p. 89 hg.br
Foot (of type), see p.

Forme ; a page or p;

par. S.

Former, see p. 122, pi

Fount scheme, see p.

Fount of type, see p. 3

french antique ; a sty

trench elarendon ; a s

Full point or period ;

Furniture, see p. 55, p
Galley ; an oblong tra

par. 1.

it inverted ; the de

le of type, se

GLOSSARY OF

Hair-space, see p. 55, par. r.

hawarden ; a style of type, see r

Heel-nick or groove, see p. n, fi

Height-to-paper, high-to-paper, s

Inferiors, see p. 39, algebraical s:

inclined sans serif, gothic,—
a style of type, see p. 31,

a style of type, see p. 9.

ion

latin character

;

Lay of case ; t]

Lead, leads, sec

l style of type, see p.



.ting from. ; see p. 689,

GLOSSARY OF COMMON TECHNICAL TERMS.

Hair-line, see p. n, fig. 4-

Hair-space, see p. 55, par. i.

hawarden; a style of type, see p. 91, ex. 5-

Heel-nick or groove, see p. 11, fig. 3-

Height-to-paper, high-to-paper, see p. 14, last par.

Inferiors, see p. 39, algebraical signs.

inclined sans serif, gothic,—grotesque; a style of type, see p. S3, par. '

ionic ; a style of type, see p. 31, § 4-

italian ; a style of type, see p. 90, exs. S and 18.

italic, see p. 95, last par.

jenson ; a style of type, see p. 31, § 5-

jobbing faces ; fancy faces, see p. 83, par. 4.

Justifying, see p. 19, par. 3-

Kern, see p. 21, last par. ; and p. 79, fig- 57-

latin ; a style of type, see p. 31, §6.

latin character ; as contrasted with the german, greek, arab.c, and other<*

Lay of case ; the arrangement adopted for the type m the compartments o

Lead, leads, see p. 55, par. 4.
*

Leaders ; dots or dashes placed at intervals in letterpress to guide the ej

lean face, see p. 89, fig. 61.

Ligatures, see p. 147, fig. 122 ; and p. 150, par. 1.

Line, alinement, see p. n, fig. 4 ; P- ^ fig- <H and last par.
;
and p. 122,

p. 126.

Line-justification, see p. 77, par. 4.

Line-to-back, see p. 11, fig. 4 ; and p. 14, par. 3.

Lock-up (test), see p. 116, fig. 118.

Logotypes, sec p. 108, par. 4.

long primer ; a size of type, see p. 59, table 3 ;
and p. 60, par. 3.

Lower-case letters ; specifically those letters which are placed in the comt

the lower case (p. 285, fig. 263) ; now often used for small letters as

Low-to-paper, see p. 14, last par.

Main-stroke, see p. 11, fig. 4.

Matrix, see p. 216, par. 1.
m

Matter ; type ss

leads 1 ; live -

x p. 58, i;

modern ; a group of styles of typ

par. 1. modernized old-style ; a style of

cimal point. Monks and friars ; heavy and ligr

morland ; a style of type, see p.
winch compose 1 type or Mould, see p. 241, par. I.

Neck or beard ;
part of a type, s

Nick ;
part of a type, see p. n,

nonpareil ; a size of type, see p.

old-face ; a style of type, see p. 3

- - old-style ; a group of styles of ty

Ornaments, see p. 109, last two p

Middle space, see p. 55, pai

' e of type, see p. 50, pa.i. 4.

p. 33, § 9 ; PP- 84-7, figs. 59 and 60 ;
a:

ressions of type, high or low to paper res]

[i, fig. 3-

,ble 3.

; p. 83, last par. ; and pp. 84-7, figs. 5

and figs. 98-9.
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xxiv GLOSSARY OF COMMON TECHNICAL TERMS.

Page (of type), see p. 144, par. 1.

paragon ; pearl ; sizes of type, see p. 59, table 3.

pica ; a size of type, see p. 58, table 2 ; and p. 59, table 3.

Pie ; type which has fallen down or become indiscriminately mixed.

Plate ; abbreviation for stereotype-plate.

Pocket, to work in ; to pool wages.

Point; the unit for type body-sizes -, 0013837 inch, see p. 59, par. 1.

Point common line ; point title line, see p. 124, par. 3 and table 10.

Point system, see p. 60, par. 3.

Quad or quadrat, see p. 55, par. 1.

Reglet, see p. 55, par. 4 ; and p. 113, last par.

Rubbing, see p. 19, last par.

ruby ; a size of type, see p. 59, table 3.

Rules, see p. no, last par. ; and p. in, fig. 102.

sans or sans serif or sanserif ; a style of type, see p. 30, § 1.

Scheme or bill of fount, see p. 126, pars. 3 and 4.

script ; a style of type, see p. 96, par. 3 ; and p. 279, ex.

9S (of type f

1, fig- 4Serif, si

Set, see _

Shoulder ; part of a type, see p. 1:

Side-wall, see p. n, fig. 4.

skeleton antique ; a style of type.

Slug or clump, see p. 689, par. 4.

small pica ; a size of type, see p. 59, tabl<

Spaces ; hair ; middle ; thick -

Stem or shank, see p. ir, fig. 3.

Strike (of matrix), see p. 218, par. 1.

Superiors, see p. 39, algebraical signs.

Tang, see p. 10, par. 1 ; and p. 11, fig. 2.

three-line pica or two-line great primer ; ;

trafalgar or two-line double pica ; a size

tudor black ; a style of type face, see pp.

two-line brevier ; a size of type, see p. 59
two-line double pica ; — english ;

see p. 71, table 6.

two-line letter ; a type, usually of the san

two-line pica ; small pica ; sizes of

Type-high ; the same height as type = o-

Type-slug, see p. 689, par. 4.

typewriter ; a style of type, see p. 91, ex.

Venetian ; a style of type, see p. 31, par.

winchell ; a slvi

Windsor ; a style of type, see p. 91, ex. 7.
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TYPOGRAPHICAL
PRINTING-SURFACES.

CHAPTER I.

PRINTING-SURFACES.
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tteateb. Cbe ©rgnter batb THHoe« of buy own enow: ffioo

fmowetb !

"

Alcrour of prgnteng.

Printing-surfaces may be divided into several classes, all of which are

comprised under intaglio printing-surfaces, lithographic or what may be

called smooth printing-surfaces, and relievo or typographical printing-

surfaces.

I. Intaglio printing-surfaces, which may include the cylindrical as well

as the plane surface.

(a) Etching.—An ink-containing depression produced by the

localized action of an acid or other solvent on a smooth

(b) Engraving.—An ink-containing depression produced by the

action of a cutting tool or graver on a smooth surface.

(c) Dry-point.—An ink-containing depression produced by the

scoring of a smooth surface by a pointed tool, ridges being

thrown up by its action on one or both sides of the score.

{d) Dry-point ebarbee.—A process similar to the preceding, but

in which the ridges on the sides of the ink-containing

depression are removed.

(e) Mezzotint.—Cellular ink-containing depressions produced in

(or removed from) a suitable smooth surface at more or

less regular intervals.

Otl ORL OZl Oil



a TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACES.

(f)Aqat t—Ai nk-containing surface interrupted by pro-

jecting portions of the original plane surface which are

formed by the protection afforded from the mordant by a

rosin solution which has granulated in drying on the plate.

The most usual materials in which these various forms of ^-contain-

ing depressions are produced are steel, zinc, or copper plates suitably

prepared Tl a g ally nked by hand ; the surplus ink is removed

from the original smooth surfaces, and a damp sheet of paper is laid on

the face of The plate. The plate and paper are then passed through a

roller press in which a blanket is interposed between the roller and the

paper and the latter is forced into the depressions in the plate. All

these intaglio processes are usually confined to the production of artists

o gfnal works or reproductions of them. They are comparatively slow

and costly on account of the very considerable skill required to carry them

out successfully. j,i„«„

2. Lithographic or smooth printing-surfaces, also known as pono-

graph^ printing-surfaces in America, which may include the plane,

cylinder and cone, and in which there is little or no appreciable

difference of elevation or depression. ..•,•*
(a) Lithography.- All forms of lithography proper, which it is

( }

unnecessary to describe, save to say that the pars

required to receive the ink are kept greasy by suitable

means while the parts required to refuse it are kept wet.

(A) Anastatic printing.-A form of lithography in which an

existing print is used to effect a transfer to a metal plate

by a somewhat complicated process in which the elements

of lithography and etching are combined.

(c) Photographic printing, which includes a large number of

diverse processes, but which all practically come under

the heading of printing from smooth surfaces.

(d) Photographic printing, which includes a large number of

diverse processes, some of which approximate to certain

of the methods included under intaglio printing.

(e) Photographic printing, which depends for its results upon a

chemical reaction caused by the transmission of light

through a negative on to prepared paper.

3 . Relievo or typographical printing-surfaces.-Relievo or typographical

printing-surfaces, which include the plane and cylinder, are those

in which the printing-surface is in relief, and may be inked by

means of an inking-roller.

id) Various forms of relievo, or relief, printing-surfaces known as

process blocks, and chiefly used for illustration, which may

be roughly grouped under the terms half-tone blocks,

zincographs, etc., all of which can be used in conjunction

with the more common typographical surfaces.

:i
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PRINTING-SURFACES.

(6) Typographical printing-surfaces, which are produced directly

by means of movable type or indrrectly by means of

movable matrices which mechanically compose the desired

characters, combinations, or groups of suitable length

correctly dimensioned, or consist of relief surfaces em-

bossed in thin sheet metal.

<c) Typographical etching is akin to the various forms of relief

printing just mentioned. One notable use of this method

of producing the printing-surface is in the production o

the shorthand pages of "Pitman's Shorthand Weekly.

In this process a metal plate is covered with a wax

etching-ground through which the characters are engraved

bv means of tools of appropriate shape. When the

engraving is completed an electrotype is taken from the

plate, from which impressions can be printed The

printing-surface is formed by that portion of the electro-

type which was in contact with the metal plate and

the whites occur where the wax was left.

W) Graphotype.-In this process a layer of prepared chalk is

compressed on a suitable backing so as to present a

smooth outer surface. The drawing is made with a

glutinous ink on this surface, and after drying, the

adjacent non-treated material is removed with a pad of

velvet or a brush to a depth of about o-oi inch
,

suitable

tools are used to obtain increased depth in the whites.

The block is then treated with a solution of alkaline

silicate, and, when dry, a mould is taken from it, from

which an electrotype or stereo-plate can be made.

The extent and complexity of the subject of printing-surfaces may

eas™ beveled when I is'considered that this entire work wdl be

Umit

y
ed to the consideration of thtlnogy Ml pod ^

graphical printing-surfaces, and that not only one, out many

"SJ'^S^A also be included vario.

methods Lployedt the transference of the capabilities of the ongina

surfaces in metal to plaster, paper, flong or papier mache^

Te mechan cal and other processes connected therewith. These, however

than that of keeping the actual type masses.
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CHAPTER II.

TYPOGRAPHY.

" Cfu Settina of Cope to Cj.pt, eacf> fflmmblti btiiOt fas JJrottjtr,

Bull, anB as fesmnrti) &«S quatitj), is an art not to U «$«» SUarneB

ana", feting apprthmBeB, one tfiat is to it fjonourtB m «)t Set, as, sootn

it is of not?) Ijigl) anB loto fa tije Jftwult ; dfor it is a ben. »raw«, na»,

ti)t nugbtitst of JHonaw^s among tf)t 9rtt, fjabtng fa it% potott of

4Han IjiS Srajmt, nao, also of tfjt Congut, as Saint »aul saitfj."

f&inam of ;Brj>nt»ng.

Typography, or, literally, the art of writing by means of movable types,

now includes the art of printing on paper or any similar surface not only

from movable types, but from printing-surfaces produced as a secondary

product from movable types or their equivalent. In this treatise printing-

surfaces only are dealt with, or, to speak more accurately, only printing-

surfaces such as are produced by the methods specified above. The con-

sideration of this matter, however, presents to-day the peculiar difficulty

that, whereas the records of all other callings and industries are effected by

means of typography, yet the records of that art itself are singularly

deficient, and, for a trade of such antiquity as that of printing, the data

available are very meagre.

however, entering into the more particular history of this

le salient points in the

other plastic surfaces

i, the earliest attempts

about the commence-

said that in the year a.d. 175 the text

e erected outside the

subject, it may be as well to give a brief recital of

art generally.

Apart from those forms of printing on clay

already alluded to in a paragraph of the introduct:

at printing are believed to have been made :- r

ment of the Christian e

of the Chinese classics was cut into tables which w

national university, and that impressions-probably rubbings-were taken

of them. It is stated that some of these are still in existence.

Printing from engraved wood-blocks was almost contemporaneous with

the Christian era, and printing from movable types seems to have been

practised in China many centuries before the invention of the art in Europe.

In reply to a query addressed to the authorities at the British Museum,

the authors are informed that " Chinese writers state that a certain Pi

SMng in the eleventh century invented movable type. This Department

Museum possesses 1



lost contemporaneous with

types seems to have been

;ntion of the art in Europe.

:ies at the British Museum,

rs state that a certain Pi

TYPOGRAPHY.

[the Department of Oriental Printed Books and Manuscripts]

copy of the Wen hsien rung Kao, a Chinese encyclopaedia printed in Korea

from movable type in 1337. Further information on the subject will be

found in the ' Chinese Repository,' volume xix., p. 247 foil. The British

ftc xm£> m wfUrtYer vm& xmi> form die fwfalftn %tiuh/tn

limten xwdem'fungftentnfyvcnlid) Vrieruut) fcuren * <^urrr/

jrrcfpr^mnilpfiyparmb/^ijjM^ wille

die i»€rallTncrlrn00flt-^uaUcJi menfdjen l?allv-$t> \jater gtctbi ',

mereti tmdrjtmadbd Zxtf&tfnatypfitjrfoen funfadfren lauttmgt;

evken fullen vmdem Jungftm tng> nttri; tern vnb tti6aud)tne let-

befttymimi • "3lfo ixie niledementxmb gefdmife •wn intterlidf)'

ex nngfrvmd (imJjr wjjtn -d«eKuifhgen Jung|W £truirte£>V>ri2>
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tibcr cmj|al7tn^\)nd £nfl (p hvgute xvet&mt (paten • big fax imp,
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-
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) books printed, or supposed to have been printed,

from type made by Pi Sheng."

In Europe xylography, or printing from wood-blocks on paper, does

not seem to have been practised before the latter half of the fourteenth
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century, though this art was certainly applied to the printing of designs

patterns and decorations on woven fabrics, skins, and vellum, and a so

to the imprinting of single initials and like characters V~«ipt
works for subsequent filling and illumination by hand. I he example

from a block-book given in the text, fig. . ^

^d on a

slightly reduced scale from a facsimile of a page of the original German

work, "Der Entkrist " (The- Antichrist), circa 1450, appearing in the work

of Drs. Lippmann and Dohme-will show to what a pitch of practical

excellence the art had been carried prior to the advent of individual

^Engraved wood-blocks were formerly used by kings and other im-

portant personages for signing documents. Engraved seals are still used

in this way in the East as relief printing-surfaces, with the advantage that

the prints can be identified with certainty by the derate, whereas a

written signature, which varies, cannot. A modem revival of this method

of attestation is exemplified by the rubber signature stamps used by many

of those engaged in the cycle, automobile, and other industries.

Without going into the vexed question as to who the ongmal in

ventor of printing by movable types was, it is sufficien to say
.

that the

first authentic European printing-surface composed of movable types

from which we have any recorded impression, was that from
^
which two

different editions of Letters of Indulgence issued in the year i454 by Pope

Nicholas V in behalf of the kingdom of Cyprus wereP^"
though the earliest authentic specimen of printing from movable types wa

certainly not the earliest specimen that had been produced in this way 11

Europe, for it is certain that at that date there were at least two nva firm

of printers at work, and earlier impressions from movable types must have

been taken, though none of them has come down to us, so far as is known

From this date on, the history of printing from movable types is simply

part of the general history of human civilization, and does not require

n^TovaJrtypes were, in the first instance, possibly made
,

from

engraved blocks sawn into rectangular prisms, so roughly fashioned that

they were incapable of being locked up, and required other devices to hold

them in position, such, for instance, as being bored through or pierced and

threaded on wires, or possibly nicked in one or both sides and held in

position with strips, the art must have rapidly progressed, for wooden types

of fairly good form are stated to have been made. This wooden type

however, must have proved weak and short-lived, and the obvjous step

was the substitution of some harder material.

After various experiments, an alloy of the metals lead and tin was

adopted, with, subsequently, the addition of varying quantities of

f^J-
and occasionally of other metals such as copper and bismuth. These met*

types may at first have been produced by engraving, but if so the process

was too slow and costly, and ended in types being cast from matrices wnicn,

m
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TYPOGRAPHY. 7

in the first instance, were made of wood and later on of lead. Here, again,

the inferior hardness of the material demanded the use of a harder matrix.

After various attempts to engrave metal matrices, the tedious repetition

involved in this process led to the production of engraved steel punches

which were struck into copper. Having arrived at this stage, the art of

producing a printing-surface had made a fair start.

The early types, however formed, were not very accurate, and probably

could not be secured by locking up as they are to-day. To enable them to

be handled when set up, their shanks, as mentioned, may have

been pierced and the types strung together with thread or wire, c
^

wise secured. As the individual types required much handwork in their

making, the printer could not carry a large stock, and in this pristine

period in the history of typography, books were often printed page by page,

and, after the requisite number of impressions had been struck off, the types

were distributed, and the composition of the next page was commenced.

The paper used by the early printers was hand-made, much tougher

and better capable of adapting itself to the inequalities of the printing

surface than the highly-glazed, machine-made papers of to-day. This

old paper, owing to its power of adaptation to inequalities, has been much

sought after by artists for printing etchings. Hand-made paper of long

fibre, used damp and with an elastic back, gave an impression in which

the breadth of the actual lines forming the face of the type was uniformly

widened, and consequently the hair-lines and serifs were broadened out

of proportion to the main-strokes, the external corners at the same time

becoming rounded. One has only to examine old prints with the micro-

scope to see this ; under a suitable power the circumjacent surplus ink

appears as a band, almost detached from the edge of the actual impression

of the type itself. This defect contributed in a rather marked degree to

legibility, for it tended, as has been said, to thicken the hair-lines and thus

render more pronounced the difference between the less dissimilar letters.

The highly-glazed papers of to-day, of short fibre, containing much sizing

and mineral matter, are not adapted for printing from such irregular

surfaces ; their want of flexibility requires a hard and true backing, and

hence increased accuracy in the printing-surface in order to obtain a

uniformly sharp impression. Modern calendered paper has, however,

rendered possible the reproduction of the admirable process blocks with

which the current high-class papers and periodicals are illustrated. The

depth of the grain in process blocks is so smaU that the old paper can not

be used effectively for direct printing from this small height of relief.

From the earliest days of printing to the present day the thickness of

paper used for ordinary book-work, however, has kept approximately

between the same limits.

What, moreover, we term paper, did not exist, except

Japan, before the eighth century ;
it is stated

tured in Europe before the twelfth century.

China and

have been manufac-

According to the Italian
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r, Jos. La Mantia, as quoted by the " Inland Printer,"

letter from Adelaide,

ritten about A.D. 1109. It

, of a strong texture, and has

Deutscher Buch- und Stein-

one which dates to A.D. 399,

known piece of [European] paper

third wife of Roger I, Count of Sicily,

measures eleven inches by thirteen inches,

a pinkish white tinge. According to the

drucker," the oldest piece of paper known

and was found near the Turfan Oasis, in Asia. The papyrus generally used

as a writing-surface prior to the dates given could not be folded like ordinary

rag-paper, and would probably have been torn to pieces under the action of

the printing-press. Being built up of separate portions of the papyrus

reed, it could not be rolled up in the same way as a sheet of paper can be

rolled, but had to be wound round a wooden cylinder or roller. Parchment,

the earliest common medium for carrying writing, is greasy, resists ink,

and is comparatively troublesome to handle, being regarded even at the

present day as a most undesirable printing, or even writing, material ; more-

over, as a rule its surface is not a plane.

Combined with the paper difficulty, there was another difficulty. The

ancients, as has been said, lacked a suitable printing-ink, and, trifling as

this fact may seem, it was one of the chief obstacles in the way of successful

progress ; for even had types been invented, printing from them would have

been an impossibility without the contemporaneous invention of a suitable

printing-ink.

The Chinese, thanks to the highly absorbent nature of their paper, were

never confronted with this difficulty ; so that although, strictly speaking,

they were printers even at that remote period, yet they were not printers

in the special sense in which the term has from the commencement been

understood in Europe.

The writing-ink of European classical antiquity was made of a thin

wash of soot, thickened with gum, with an acid sometimes added to make

it bite into the surface of the parchment or papyrus. Later, oak galls

and sulphate of iron were also used in the early writing-inks. These

thin watery inks would have collected in blotches on a smooth metal

surface, and if stamped on ordinary paper or parchment, the impressions

would have been of irregular blackness and illegible in many places. The

discovery which proved a kind and helpful godfather to the invention

of printing was the invention of the mixing of colours with oil—a step

which wrought a revolution in the art, or rather, really made the art a

practical possibility. It is generally, but erroneously, attributed to Jan

van Eyck, of Holland, or to his brother Hubert, who lived during the early

part of the fifteenth century. The printers, it is said, finding that they

could not use the ink of the copyists, took a hint from the painters, and,

mixing their lamp-black with oil, succeeded in making an ink which

answered their purpose admirably, and enabled them to give to the world

books, which, after more than four centuries, are still beautifully legible.

Since the foregoing paragraph was written, the authors'

on 0S1 0X1 00T
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. Shaw's remarkable article i: the " Con-
has been called to

noisseur," of October, 1911. Apart from the vindication of the latent

artistic nature of Englishmen and of our grand old school of painting and

its masters who in their age were second to none, the fact that the use of

oil-painting was known in England possibly more than a century before it

was independently discovered—which it is difficult to suppose—or borrowed

by the van Eycks, is a matter of singular interest. Had the need for

printing been pressing in this country in the fourteenth century, doubtless

necessity, the mother of invention, would have given Englishmen the pride

of place in that art owing to the power which they would then unquestion-

ably have had of producing a proper printer's ink with materials ready to

hand and with the help of methods well known and in common use.

Further research while these pages were going through the press has

carried the knowledge of the discovery of the method of painting in oils

back by at least a couple of centuries, and probably a wider sweep of

investigation would take the date of its invention yet deeper into the past.

The work of the monk Theophilus, " Diversarum artium Schsedula," a

translation of which was published in 1843 by Count Charles de l'Escalopier,

should give its quietus to the widespread error that credited Jan van Eyck

with the invention of oil-painting about the year 1410. Theophilus noted

its use and himself employed this method between the end of the eleventh

and the beginning of the twelfth century. Jan van Eyck was probably

the inventor of drying or siccative varnish for pictures, and it is not un-

likely that this fact gave rise to the general misconception.

Possibly, moreover, the retardation of the invention of printing, though

doubtless largely due to ignorance as to the potentialities that lay latent in

a proper printer's ink, was due quite as much to the fact that no real

necessity for the invention existed ; for it must never be forgotten in con-

nexion with printing, that cheapness of production of manuscript works,

at any rate in the days of ancient Rome, actually to a certain extent

rivalled the productions of the present-day printing-press when the limited

editions and the limited number of readers are considered. The press of the

day consisted of scribes who were educated slaves ; their food and clothing

cost but little, and they could produce books faster than the books could be

sold. A large number of these slaves would be assembled in a great hall

and write from the dictation of a reader selected for his accuracy and

clearness of enunciation, with the result that an edition of a poet's latest

work or the latest declamation of an orator, or the commentary of a jurist

on some edict or current law, was produced at a price which rendered all

thought of the invention of any further labour-saving methods unnecessary.

It is stated that a roll of Martial's " First Book of Epigrams " in plain

binding or casing was sold for six sesterces, or about one shilling, by the

Roman booksellers. It is only in the last few years, indeed, that this price

has been approached in the twelve-penny volumes and cheap editions of
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DESCRIPTION OF TYPE.
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As usually cast, a type has attached to it a tang or gate which carries with

it a small plug, generally the frustum of a cone, known as the dot. This

dot consists of the metal which remains in a piece intermediate between

the mould and the nozzle of the metal-pot from which the supply of liquid

metal for casting the types is ejected. The tang, of course, has to be

removed, and the lower surface or foot of the type dressed or grooved so

as to get rid of the projecting irregularities resulting from the fracture of

the tang. This operation has usually been carried out by hand, and the

types, after the removal of the tang, are set up, also by hand, on sticks

preparatory to their transfer to the dressing-bench, where they have the

irregularities at the break removed by the passage of a hand-plane along

the inverted line of type, the plane at the same time producing what is

known as the heel-nick.

Hitherto this groove in the foot has been considered as essential in

good type, but modern practice, supported by the experience gained from

several machines which cast and trim the type by other methods, or

cast the type perfect as regards its foot bearing, has shown that the

mere removal of projecting metal is all that is really necessary, and that

the provision of the heel-nick as a distinct depression is unnecessary.

The names for the various parts of a type are shown in figs. 2 and 3.

The term face is also generally applied to any fount of type when

s features, for instance broad face, narrow face, etc.

es of the various parts of the face and of the di

given in fig. 4.

The dimension given as side-wall does not appear to

name till recently, when it was thus named in the matrices <

machine.

describing it
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DESCRIPTION OF TYPE.

o the shoulder is known as the depth ofThe distance from the fi

In addition to the names given to the various parts shown in

figs. 2, 3, and 4, certain parts of characters have names of their own,

for example, the round portion of the letters b d p q surrounding the

counter is known as the bowl, the bulb at the end of the tail of the letters

/j y is the tail-dot, the lugs at the

top of the capital letters C G are

cat's ears, and the sharp extremities

of the counters of the letters

KMNVW and many other sorts

are styled crotches.

Various devices, at present by no

means universally adopted, have

been designed with

eliminating the work of breaking

off the tang, setting up the type

and planing the heel-nick ; all of

^=i={F^

ii is unnecessary. Fig

lown in figs. 2 and 3. (2i times full s ze.) (2i times full size.)

r fount of type when
2 The counter 1

>w face, etc. Main-stroke.

of the dimensions are
5. The** ian,. 5

Beard°"
baCk'

ppear to have had a 7. The back. 7

matrices of the Wicks
The body-wise dimension of

1 1
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these operations were formerly performed by hand. A few typical

examples of breaks may now be considered :

—

i. Mason's break, fig. 5, which has been adopted in type-moulds

prior to the introduction of self-

dressing matrices. Two inclined

formed in the breaks

of the mould which produce pro-

jecting shoulders on the tang

;

these are caught by the inclined

faces of the breaks and the upward
movement of the top break causes

a greater rotational movement of

the tang than the movement of

the mould-faces permits to the

type-body, thus causing the tang to be twisted away from the

f^=\
Fig. 5.—M.

body of the type.

:. Non-dressing break, fig. 6. An improvement made
fitted with Mason's breaking arrangement, consisted ii

semicylindrical

of a cylindrical hole

having its axis at right

angles to the axe

the wires, which are

coincident. The tang-

wire requires to

to position for each

alteration in set width

of the matrix which is in use.

dressing matrices, the type w
mould, the break being effected

of the tang contained between tl:

surface of the foot.

3. The Davis break, fig. 7. In this a ti

By the introduction of self-

re ejected finished from the

n the small cylindrical portion

wires and occurring below the

riangular wire having a short slot

at one end is fitted to the lower

half of the mould. The type

is broken away from the tang

by the action of the drag fitted

to the upper half of the mould,

when the mould commences to

open, and the tang is subse-

quently ejected from the wire

by means of a pusher.

The Nuernberger-Rettig break, fig. 8. In this break two sections

of cylindrical surfaces are formed in the top and bottom halves

Fig. 11.—Monotype bt
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of the mould into which they project from the tang-blocks ; these

are guided by plates in, and are spring-operated from, the

carriages. After the cast is completed and when the pressure

against the tang-blocks has been removed, these retire under

the action of the springs,

dragging the tang with

them and subsequently

ejecting

takes place within the

depression at the foot

of the type, but the

method evidently re-

quires the use of springs of considerable strength when the set

width of the type is large.

The Stringer break, fig. Two V-shaped nicks are formed one

on each side of the tang by means of

inset pieces working in conjunction with

the mould. The type, after ejection from

the mould by the action of the body-slide,

is automatically passed into a raceway,

and the tang fractured by a blow or

thrust,

g. 10. In this form, which i<6. The Typograph break, fig. 10. I

a slug-casting machine, the jet

does not run the whole length

of the slug, and a portion of the

base of the slug is depressed

over a slightly greater length.

The jet is sheared off within

the boundary of this depressed

surface, the fractured metal

coming below the foot which

surrounds it on three sides.

7. The Monotype break, fig. 11.

In the Monotype mould, which

casts single type, no provision

. is made for ensuring that frac-

ture takes place below the

surface of the foot, but the tang which joins the body

edge is sheared off by the

the mould, leaving a surface which has

been found to be sufficiently true for all

practical purposes.

8. The Grantype break, fig. 12. In

i line of single or loose type in one

^3
the Grantype—which

1
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operation—by designing the foot of the type and the tang-

blocks of appropriate form, the fracture below the surface of

the foot of the break, which is

confined to one side of the stem or

body of the type, is mechanically

ensured ; and this method also is

found to be perfectly adequate to

all the requirements of the modern

Efforts have been made to cast

yf\^y^ tyPe from other portions than the

\^Jr foot, but they have not met with

Fig. 12.

—

Grantype break. success in practice hitherto, as far

as the authors know.

Dimension 5, fig. 4 (line-to-back) , is the datum for all measurements

of a fount—pronounced font, and so spelt in America—of type, and that of

the lower-case m or capital H is usually taken as the standard, but the

difference between the body-size and this dimension is also frequently

referred to as a dimension, and called the beard. In actually measuring

type, dimension 5 is that which is measured.

The nick is in the front of the type in England, America, Germany,

and most other countries, but in France and Belgium it is placed at the

back. A supplementary nick is cut,

usually just below the shoulder, in the

small capitals o s v w x z to enable these

characters to be distinguished from the

lower-case. In old-style the small

capital I is also marked to enable it to

be distinguished from the figure 1.

When finished type is produced direct

from the casting machine, as in the case

of Wicks type, a different method of

identification is required. This can be

effected by the provision of a projection

on the beard having its upper surface a

sufficient distance below the face of the

character to avoid producing an impres-

This i:

. 13.—Small iaj .

Identifu

fig. 13. The pin-mark, or drag, shown

in fig. 3, only occurs in certain machine-

made type. The dimension from the foot to the face is called the

height-to-paper ; the standard for this in England is now 0-918 inch. The

term high-to-paper is used to express a deviation in excess of the standard ;

thus type 0-920 inch high is described as being 0-002 inch high-to-paper.

is expressed by the term low-to-paper.

" Now (according to

mingled with Sallad Oj

In the early days of printing,

pure and simple, but also to

metals, and that some of his ex

altogether pleasant is evidence

famous work, which is given at

Sir Henry Bessemer, whose

French Mint, and afterwards

typefounder, also alludes in his
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pot, this work often seriously
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TYPEFOUNDING.

" Now (according to Custom) is Half a Pint of Sack

mingled with Sallad Oyl provided for each Workman to

drink, . . ." Moxon's Mechanick Exercises.

hong prime, old-style antique No. 2 [Shanks * Sons).

In the early days of printing, the typefounder was not only a founder

pure and simple, but also to some extent a metallurgist and mixer of

metals, and that some of his experiences in the pursuit of his art were not

altogether pleasant is evidenced by the quaint quotation from Moxon s

famous work, which is given at the head of this chapter.

Sir Henry Bessemer, whose father was originally the engraver to the

French Mint, and afterwards in England became a punch-cutter and

typefounder, also alludes in his autobiography to the trouble arising from

the dust of the crude antimony when it was being broken up for the melting-

pot this work often seriously affecting the workmen engaged in it. He

adds that his father also used tin and copper, which made his type

superior in hardness to that of his contemporaries.

Moxon says,
" What the metal founders make printing letters of is lead

hardened with iron : thus, they choose stub nails for the best iron to

melt
" Nearly a century later iron was still used, but it was subse-

quently shown that its utility in the making of type-metal was due to its

combining with the sulphur contained in the crude antimony then avail-

able ; when purer forms of the latter metal were commercially obtainable,

iron was no longer used.

Type-metal at the present day consists chiefly of lead, antimony and

tin with in some cases, the addition of a small percentage of copper.

Experiment has demonstrated that from r8 to 2 per cent of copper is the

maximum which it is possible to alloy with typefounders' metal.

Line-casting machine type-metal undergoes a wastage or depreciation
;

this depreciation amounts often to an average of 2 per cent each time the

metal passes through one complete cycle of making and using. The

n which the metals are combined, are usually varied according
proportions, ii

e of type to be c Type of small s i hard alloy
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which also must flow very freely ; it usually contains a much higher per-

centage of tin and antimony. The percentage of tin falls more rapidly

than does the percentage of antimony as the size of type to be cast

increases ; in fact, in the case of furniture and leads, no tin at all need be

used. The proportions in which the metals are mixed vary considerably

with different founders, but a general idea of the proportions generally

14.—Com !

•

'

used may be obtained from the diagram, fig. 14, which shows the

percentages and their variation for different sizes of type. In general,

only three or four alloys are used in any particular foundry, as these are

found sufficient to cover the requirements of practice.

Casting.—In the early days of typefounding the metal was first melted

in a pot from which it was taken in a ladle and poured by hand into the

mould. This was jerked upwards by the founder with a peculiar and

M

dexterous motion, so as to

its end and so obtain a cast <

Furniture and leads, wl

length to be conveniently

cast by this method.
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dexterous motion, so as to cause the liquid metal to reach the matrix at

its end and so obtain a cast of the impression previously made by the punch.

Furniture and leads, which are usually of too great and too variable

length to be conveniently produced in casting machines, are still being

cast by this method.

Early in the nineteenth century a pump, partially immersed in the

metal-pot, was brought into use, so that the molten metal was injected

into the mould under considerable pressure, and the cast effected with

greater certainty and speed.

The United States patent of M. D. Mann and S. Sturdevant, of

7 January, 1831, shows a pump with a spring-propehed plunger. This

appears to the authors to forestall both the patents of Sir Henry

Bessemer, No. 7585, of 8 March, 1838, and the United States patent of

D. Bruce, jun., No. 632, of 17 March, 1838, which cover a pump with

a spring-propelled piston and an opening and closing mould.

The improvement resulting from the use of such a pump in the process

of typecasting, being such an interesting and important one, the authors

make no apology for inserting here an extract from that extremely interest-

ing book, " The Autobiography of Sir Henry Bessemer," which practically

covers the whole question of the change of typefounding from a purely

manual to a mechanical art ; for though forestalled in actual date by the

patent of Mann and Sturdevant of 1831, as has been pointed out, Sir

Henry's patent carried out and virtually made use of improved methods,

certain of which, as far as the authors are aware, have been brought into

practical use by no other inventor up to the present day. Sir Henry, so

far as can be ascertained, has nowhere left an exact description of how

he carried out his invention of exhausting the air from the mould at a

moment prior to the injection of the molten metal.

It is within the authors' knowledge that, about the year 1899, a

patent was applied for, or proposed to be applied for, for producing a

vacuum in moulds and that a sum of money was paid for the patent

or the suggestion, which, had the interested parties known of Sir Henry

Bessemer's work, would not have been done. The authors are also aware

that the idea has been revived and its application suggested as a novelty

in connexion with another patent of quite recent date.

Sir Henry writes, in his "Autobiography," as follows:

" When I was experimenting with plumbago (about 1838) I was

engaged in designing a new system of casting types by machinery, some

features of which are of sufficient interest to be recorded. The moulds in

this machine were entirely composed of hardened and tempered steel,

shaped by laps, as the metal could be neither planed nor filed. From

fifty-five to sixty types were cast per minute in each of the two compart-

ments of the mould ; and in order that the solidification of the metal should

take place in the extremely small interval of time allowed for that purpose,

the moulds were cooled by a constant flow of cold water through suitable
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passages made in them, in close proximity to those parts where the fluid
.

metal came in contact Another special feature of this mode of casting

was the employment of a force-pump placed within the bath of melted

metal by means of which the latter was injected into the mould at the

proper moment, the pressure of the injected fluid being under the perfec

control of a loaded valve. It will be readily understood that a sharp jet

of fluid metal would propel with it an induced current of air and conse-

quently produce a bubbly and spongy casting, which would have t

n

wholly valueless. The' short space of time occupied m its sohdifica ion

afforded no opportunity for the escape of air in the usual way by ftoatmg

in bubbles upward, as in the case of castings where the metal is retained

in its molten state in the mould for several minutes.

«
I found an absolute cure for this apparently insuperable difficulty, by

forming a vacuum in the mould at the very instant at which the injection

of metal took place ; and so successful was this system of exhausting the

moulds, that one might break a hundred types in succession without finding

a single blowhole in any one of them.

"The iron or brass founder, whose slow and tedious operations are per-

formed by quietly pouring his molten metal into the mould with a ladle,

will a : o-ce see what a new departure in the art of founding this machine

presented Firstly, there was the same mould producing fifty-five to

^xtv castings per minute, instead of being broken up and destroyed after

SaSXn pouring the metal from a ladle was replaced by injecting

it with a force-pump, the mould itself having a continuous stream of cold

water running through suitable passages formed in it so as to coo every

part of its surface in contact with the fluid metal ;
and, finally, instead of

Enould being composed of porous materials through which the confined

air gradually escaped, there was an almost indestructible mould, wholly

free from pores, from which all the contained air was withdrawn in the

fraction of a second by its sudden connection with an exhausted vessel at

the moment when the metal was injected.
_

,

« The valve through which the metal was injected into the mould being

extremely small, required to be fitted very closely to prevent its leaking

it was found that after it had been opened and closed some six or seven

thousand times, a portion of the fluid metal would, by friction ag**J
th

sides of the valve, be rubbed into powder, and more or less obstruct it*

aSon Otherwise, the really beautiful mechanism of this casting machine

performed all its functions with perfect precision, and formed thOod.es

of the type so parallel and so perfect in other respects, that it soon began

to create much jealous feeling and opposition among the type-founders,

whose occupation was threatened by it. For this reason, Messrs. Wilson

the well-known type-founders, of Edinburgh, to whom I had sold my

nvent^n preferred to make no further efforts to improve the valve

range—, and allowed the whole matter to sink quietly into obliv10n

rather than face the storm they saw was brewing.
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TYPEFOUNDING. 19

The gate through which the metal passes into the mould becomes also

filled with type-metal, and forms the projecting tang which must be removed

subsequently from the type, which in itself is either cast finished from the

mould or has to go through various other operations already alluded to

before the foot is finished.

The face of the type is obtained from an impression, usually made by

'

a punch, in a piece of soft copper, of bronze, or of nickel called a matnx.

The sides of the mould are formed of steel, ground and lapped. As the

mould goes through the various stages of opening- and closing at each cast,

the surfaces must be so true that the molten type-metal will not flow

between them under the pressure at which it is injected into the mould, as

otherwise a fin or fringe would be formed at the joints of the mould. The

position of the matrix relatively to the

sides of the mould must be very accu-

rately determined, so that the face may

be cast in the proper position on the

shoulder. This work requires careful

positioning of the matrix to bring the

strike into its proper place relatively

to the mould cavity. This may be

effected by stops or registers attached

to the mould or by mechanical con-

straint of the matrix independently of

the mould. In any case, the strike

must be accurately placed relatively to

some portions of the external surfaces of

the matrix.

The work of shaping by hand or

machining the exterior of the matrix so Fig. 15.—Type Fl%te}
6
r^%pe

as to be true and correctly placed re- »«/ore rubbmg- v "r ru »»g.

latively to the shank of the type to be

cast from it, is known as justifying; it is very highly-skilled work, and

is performed by casting a type from the mould, and comparing it with a

standard lower-case m and correcting the matrix till the face of the trial

type agrees with the standard for alinement, and occupies its correct

position on the shoulder, so that the proper amount of side-wall is given

011

Wnerftype are cast in matrices which are not of the non-rubbing kind,

that portion which projects beyond the stem of the type, fig. 15, is usually

removed by rubbing on the sides and occasionally at the top and bottom also

This operation is performed by hand - -

piece of steel cut with teeth like a

usually on a rubbing-stone, which

is used lying on a bench on one o

area to allow of its use by two or

rubbing-file, which is a large ft

rer the whole of its surface, or more

nilar to an ordinary grindstone, but

flat sides ; it is usually of sufficient

e workmen
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is of the type have been rubbed sufficiently

jections^ as is shown in fig. 16, it is set up by boys

fig. 17, in line, in the first operation, face

The sticks of type are then passed

3 these pro-

r girls upon a stick,

placed in the dressing-bench, which

sufficient length to clamp the whole li

rubbed to and fro over the length of the line

ltwards.

workman known as a dresser,

who at the dressing-bench,

fig. 18, transfers the lines
.

individually to the dressing-

rod, fig. 19, in which each

of them in turn is supported

on the face of the type by a

brass strip and clamped for

length by an adjustable jaw

operated by a screw. In

order that the line may be

securely held and supported,

the dressing-rod is then

practically a vice with. jaws of

of type. A piece of hardwood is

occupying a position

with the face downwards, with sufficient pressure to ensure the faces coming

down evenly on to the brass supporting-surfaces of the dressing-rod.

The dressing-plane,

the dresser to plough

operation, and is used by

between the feet, frequently known
.
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as the heel-nick. The manner in which the dressing-rod is held between

the jaws of the dressing-bench and in which the dressing-plane is guided by

the line of type while the nick is being cut, is shown in fig. 21.

In some cases, and particularly for the purpose of enabling certain

small-capital sorts to be readily distinguished from lower-case or other

sorts of the same fount so closely resembling them that there is the risk

of confusing them, for example, the o s v w x z, and I in old-style, it is

necessary to cut a supplementary nick, usually placed high on the stem,

Dressing-plane.

for identification purposes in these small capitals. This operation is also

performed by the dresser, who uses a somewhat different plane, fig. 22.

When the actual printing-face of the character projects set-wise beyond

the stem of the type, it is said to kern, and the projecting portion, which

in this case cannot be removed by rubbing, must be trimmed so that it does

not, when set up, foul the bevel of any type to which it may be adjacent.

This operation also comes within the province of the dresser, who uses the

same plane as that used for cutting the supplementary nick, or one somewhat

similar. The type are set up body-wise on the stick instead of set-wise, as

in the former operations of cutting the heel-nick or the supplementary

nick, and the planing operation bevels the overhanging portion down from

the face to meet the body, as shown in figs. 56 and 57, p. 79.

on oei ost oxx 001
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When the actual printing-face of the character projects body-wise

beyond the stem of the type, -it is said to beard, and the projecting portion

must be treated as in the case of a kerned sort. Bearding was a trouble-

some peculiarity not unusual in early printed works, where, especially in

the capital letters, ornamental flourishes were liberally added, while, m

Kanarese, and to go furthi

scripts—a different meth

just to clear the should!

is much more liable to d

the kern is in this case ei

file held in an apparatus

a sliding guide for the ty]

the lower-case those abbreviations (a relic of the days of

books) which represented omitted letters or syllables, made this peculiai

feature quite 3earding is becoming because of the obvious

risk of fouling between ascenders and descenders in consecutive li

printed matter when set without leading.

In the case of type of large body and where the amount of kern is very

great as in some oriental founts-such as Arabic, Sanskrit, Gujarati, the

members of the Dravidian group, namely Tamil, Malayalim, Telugu and
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,

Javanese and various neighbour

lied, because the overhanging portion

STof such length that it must be reduced on its flat lower surface so as

Kanarese, and to go further

scripts—a different method

iust to clear the shoulder of the adjacent type. Such type, of course,

!s much more liable to damage and breakage. The operation of dressing

the kern is in this case effected by rubbing the type smgly over a ker^ng

file held in an apparatus shown in fig. 23 ; this contrivance is fitted witn

a sliding guide for the type, shown full size in fig. 24.

the days of manuscript

bles, made this peculiar

of the obvious

: amount of kern is very

,
Sanskrit, Gujarati, the

Malayalim, Telugu and
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CHAPTER V.

TYPE DESIGN.

" God hath given us Eyes, but herein is Mystery, for the Devil oi

is Malice hath them marred that they see not at all Times aright."

Mirrour of Pryntyng.

Probably not one reader in a thousand appreciates the degree to which

lie is critical about size and alinement of type ; the ease with which the eye

detects want of alinement in two adjacent lines, used by the engineer

in the vernier for obtaining accuracy, here acts conversely in requiring it.

A difference of o'ooi or 0'002 inch in alinement is readily apparent,

and a difference of 0'002 or 0-003 inch in the size of a character is

easily noticeable ; not only must the characters be of the correct

size and truly placed, but the proper proportions of thickness of stroke,

length of serif, and other variable dimensions must be maintained through-

out the fount.

In justifying and in punch-cutting it is necessary to remember that

type faces must not be made so as actually to be in alinement, or so that

the characters are of equal size, but they must be made to appear so.

To show the very great importance of adopting what may be styled

accurate inaccuracies by the use of which the human eye is deceived, or

deceives itself, inaccuracies which are necessary in the designing of type

owing to the failure of the eye to differentiate realities from illusions, a

few examples are given which show in accentuated form the difficulties

that have to be considered and overcome by the punch-cutter or the

designer of type faces.

<v

V

A

A
V
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Included among the specimens illustrated are two, the effect of which

1 a large scale can be observed in certain of the London tube railway

:ations, where the patterns set out in coloured tiles on some of

le station walls produce curious and not infrequently startling effects.

i shown in figs. 25 and 26, which should be viewed from a

distance of about four feet.

In fig. 27 the lines AB, CD, EF, and GH are all strictly parallel, but

A \\\\\\\\
// / / / / z//// y / / / / / /

E\\\\\\WO
Fig. 27.

—

Combined parallel and diagonal lines.

the diagonal lines drawn across them produce the illusion of their being

convergent and divergent. If, however, they are viewed from a sufficient

distance, the illusion is destroyed.

V V Y VA I A I* A

A V A V A V A
The vertical lines in fig. 28 are of equal length, though the 2nd, 4th,

and 6th appear shorter than the 1st, 3rd, 5th, and 7th.

If the eyesight is perfect, the letters in fig. 29, from a block supplied

by the courtesy of Curry & Paxton, should all appear of the same
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shade in any position through which the page may be turned. But per-

errors, it is necessary to turn the book through 360°, and notice whetter

the apparent errors remain uniform ^U «es °Mg-^
noticeable difference is probably due to

corrected by proper glasses before the comparison of characters

estimation of their errors are undertaken.

m M jf

t G
n'»ii'

iiii'.ii 6 B
135?

ft
150?

V
L

'

Nearly all the illusions given are traceable to t^£^£
figs . 27 and J^^S^-a^raLao-edlV.-*-
1

5
6

Xuelines ^d sJcondJ fhe difficulty the eye finds in estimating the
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hexagonal has a curious history: in many insects the eye consists of a

roup ofi or .mail circular' eyes arranged as in «-figj«^«

L«i were for many years believed to be" hexagonal, an error which tor

some time even appeared in text-books.

The authors are indebted to a very interesting article by Dr. James

Fraser, winch appeared in the » British Journal of Psychology" for January

I9o8, for several of the suggestions and illustrates here grven, in winch

the illusion of extreme distortion is brought about by comparatively simple

#
;e figs. 31 t lates I to III. The subject has quite a literature

in its own, as cunous as 11 is voluminous.

In figs' 31 to 36, plates I and II, the ends of the short lines com-

posing the strokes of the characters lie actually on vertical and horizontal

lines respectively, but the effect of the inclination of the strokes causes

the letters to appear out of the vertical in figs. 31 to 35, and the efface-

ment of part of the chequered background by means of white hnes causes

still further exaggeration of this effect in the case of fig. 36, and in

figs S7 to 39, plates II and III, it is carried still further by showing a

series of circles built up of white and black sections of spirals and

superimposed on a chequered background. The result produced is one

of svmmetrical irregularity in the case of fig. 37. °f a system
o

of

logarithmic spirals in fig. 38, and of two forms of distortion at 90 to

each other in fig. 39. It can be easily confirmed, by applying the circles

given on tracin papei thai these apparent distortions are merely optical

illusions, and that the boundary lines are in every instance actually placed

in the form of true circles.

Still more interesting as affording direct evidence on the subject of errors

intentionally introduced in order to obtain apparent truth are the curves

shown in fig. 40, plate II. These appear to be truly circular, but their

outlines as printed on the transparent sheet covering the plate show that

they are in fact much distorted, and that the appearance of truth has been

obtained by the introduction of a real error of opposite sign to the apparent
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error visible in a diagram constructed with true circles. The actual amount '<

of distortion is apparent when the lines on the tracing are examined apart
from the figure.

THE INFLUENCE OF ILLUSION ON THE FORM OF CHARACTERS.

Accurate inaccuracies.—If the characters used on the printed page
were all made equal in their dimensions and true to line, they would

^

appear unequal. Fig. 41 shows the relative magnitude of the errors
which must be introduced in order to make the characters of uniform
appearance. Almost all the characters in a fount have some peculiarity
which must be retained if they are to appear true ; thus the round
sorts must be larger than the square sorts and come above the square

"'I
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small sorts, and to a greater extent below the line, in order that they

may seem to be of the same size. The upper part of the lower-case

S must be smaller than the lower part ; the lower-case t must not be

vertical or of uniform thickness in the main-stroke, or it will seem to

lean back ; the dot must not be placed centrally over the main-stroke of

the lower-case i, or it will seem to be on one side ; the strokes of the w
must be slightly curved at the lower extremities in order that they may
seem to be straight ; the projects more below the line than it does above

the upper line ; and other characters have their own peculiarities.

lagnitude of the errors

e characters of uniform

t have some peculiarity

true ; thus the round

come above the square

THE INFLUENCE OF THE SERIF.

The serif.—There are few who, when they look at the characters

of a fount of type, consider the extreme accuracy that it is necessary

to observe in their design and production, and .fewer still, perhaps, are

those who have considered the influence of the serif on the style,

durability, and legibility of the character that they see before them.

It has even been stated that the serif makes the character, and although

the authors cannot endorse this somewhat sweeping statement, in a modified

sense it certainly has in it a good deal of truth.

All European faces whose origin can be traced back to inscriptions on

stone or to inscriptions formed as continuous lines on some hard

material, were first produced, so far as the authors are aware, with strokes

of approximately uniform width. As a matter of fact, the ordinary sans

serif of to-day reproduces almost exactly the characteristic features of the

early Roman incised lettering.

Possibly, as has been lately stated, the effect of shadow in obscuring

the terminations of incisions in stone-carved characters had some influence

in bringing the serif into being, but the authors are inclined to the belief

that the serif also had in great part a simpler origin, namely, the desire

of the scribe or penman to define accurately the ends of the strokes which,

in the form of writing now developed ir

cation at the top ends, arid often eve

well as at some horizontal t<

tendency for the stroke to finish w

end, giving the appearance of irregular and uneven alinement, forced upon

the scribe the necessity for obviating this defect, and hence, in his efforts

to define the stroke-ends, the most natural trend of development resulted

in the evolution of the serif. Once the advantages due to the serif, however

crude and rudimentary its form, made themselves apparent, its advance

and differentiation became only a question of time. This, matter, however,

does not call for historic treatment : it is rather the aim of the authors

to show how the modern use of serifs tends to separate into a compara-

tively few different groups the whole range of type faces.

print, required accurate demar-

l more so at the bottom ends, as

If this was not done, the natural

somewhat rounded, if not ragged
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Faces of type may be classified, according to the shapes of their serifs

(if any), as follows :

—

I. Characters devoid of serif.

John Day, 1546

JOHN GRISMAND

Thomas Wright
Characters devoid of serif, as shown by the examples given above from

the catalogues of two leading British typefounders, are known by various
names, and, save for the absence of serif, vary within the same limits as

any other form of face. These faces are generally called sans serif, more
correctly sanserif, sometimes abbreviated as sans, but occasionally they
bear the quite irrelevant titles of grotesque and doric ; in the United
States of America they are known as gothic.

2. Characters in which the upper and lower bounding lines of the

serif are horizontal, and in which the depth of the serif is less

than, or approximately equal to the width of the main-stroke.

Arthur Nichols

5. Characters in wh:

This face is frequently known
egyptian ; in England :

antique.

England, and usually in France, as

ityled clarendon, and occasionally

3. Characters in which the upper and lower bounding lines of the

serif are horizontal, and in which the depth of the serif is

greater than the thickness of the main-stroke.

Wynkyix de "Worde
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This last face and its derivatives are widely used in France for display

and advertisement purposes. In England it is frequently called french

clarendon or french antique, whereas in France, judging from its name

italien, a different origin is implied.

4 Characters in which the upper and lower bounding lines of the

serif, as in class z, are horizontal over a portion of their length,

but 'in which the serif is connected to the main-stroke by a

fillet or radius.

John James
In some examples of this style, commonly known as ionic, the radius

or fillet is so extremely small, that it is hard to differentiate it from the

style called antique.

5 Characters in which the upper and lower bounding lines of the

serif are horizontal, except that the upper serif of the lower-

case sorts has its bounding lines parallel and inclined to the

main-stroke of the letter.

Nicholas Jenson

The characteristic features of this style follow those of the face

originated by Jenson, whose name it generally bears, though it is some-

times known as Venetian.

6 Characters in which the respective upper and lower external

bounding lines of the serifs are horizontal, and the two internal

bounding lines of the serifs are inclined to the horizontal,

forming pointed serifs with their extremities on the respective

upper or lower lines of the type.

DOCTOR FELL
Faces having this peculiarity are

heavy, as bold latin, though they :

styled antique.

sually known as latin, or, when

; occasionally and ambiguously
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7. Characters in which the serifs have the outer bounding lines

usually horizontal and the inner bounding lines inclined, also

a short vertical bounding line terminating the serifs and a

small fillet or radius connecting the serif to the main-stroke,

except that in those lower-case letters which have vertical

stems the upper serif has its upper bounding line inclined and

the lower bounding line horizontal.

John Bagford

Robert Andrews

Henry Bessemer

These are the characteristic features of the old-style group. By ;

system of hybridization between various forms of capitals and lower-casi

letters having these peculiarities, derivative old-styles are formed, sue]

as old-style ionic, old-style antique, etc.

8. Characters in which the serifs have the outer bounding lines

usually horizontal and the inner bounding lines formed entirely

by a radius or fillet, and also have a short .vertical bounding

line terminating the serifs. In the lower-case the upper serifs

generally have their upper bounding lines inclined.

Joseph Moxon

Rowe Mores
This style is termed old-face, and perhaps the finest example of it

known to the authors is that cut in Glasgow by Wilson, about 1768, and

used for a notable edition of Virgil published by Fowler in 1778.

9. Characters in which

John
This form of serif is th

as modern, one of the mo;

its extreme forms as a bo'

shortened and thickened sei

punch-cutters of the nineti

skill on the steel of the pii

eyes of the unfortunate r<

siderate ingenuity.

1. Char winch

Thetc

from the gradual tl

in following a cun

Alexai
1 generally used

A curious instance of tl

in differentiating a type fa

ordinary old-face and De
serifs that are practically id

In addition to the vari

among the foregoing typic;

serif, developed and undevf

bous, vermiform, undulating

distressing maladies such as

daenic ulcerations, to menti

of the incongruous serif fo

merit the names attached t<

appear foreign to a technic

Applied knowledge is always

worthy, but, perhaps unforti

examples of failing or ignor

are evidence of a depraved

minority of their public.

It is a great pity that nc

styles of type face, but thosi

their descriptions are thos

adopted for general convenif
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9. Characters in which the serifs are reduced to a simple horizontal

hair-line, connected by a small fillet or radius to the main-stroke.

John Baskeryille
This form of serif is that common to the great group of faces known

as modern, one of the most extensively-used styles, whether in some of

its extreme forms as a book face, or in its somewhat heavier form with

shortened and thickened serifs as a news fount. It is in this style that the

punch-cutters of the nineteenth century manifested the greatest technical

skill on the steel of the punch and the least kindly consideration for the

eyes of the unfortunate readers pi the ultimate product of their incon-

siderate ingenuity.

10. Characters in which the serif is rudimentary and indistinguishable

from the gradual thickening of the main-stroke towards the ends

in following a curved outline.

Alexander Wilson
Thet. n generally used to describe this style of character is atlas.

:rif alonA curious instance of the small effect that the serif alone may have

in differentiating a type face is shown in example 8, where two founts,

ordinary old-face and De Vinne, differ very widely and yet possess

serifs that are practically identical.

In addition to the various forms of serif which have been classified

among the foregoing typical examples, there are numerous varieties of

serif, developed and undeveloped, exaggerated and minified, angular, bul-

bous, vermiform, undulating, many apparently suffering from strange and

distressing maladies such as elephantiasis, rheumatic arthritis, and phage-

denic ulcerations, to mention nothing worse. In all seriousness, some

of the incongruous serif forms which the authors have met with, fully

merit the names attached to them above, though such nomenclatures may
appear foreign to a technical work on typographical printing-surfaces.

Applied knowledge is always to be respected ; applied ignorance is not so

worthy, but, perhaps unfortunately, these curious serifs are not so much

examples of faffing or ignorance on the part of type producers, as they

are evidence of a depraved taste on the part of what is happily but a

minority of their public.

It is a great pity that no standard nomenclature exists for the various

styles of type face, but those names to which the authors give priority in

their descriptions are those which they would suggest ought to be

adopted for general ci
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CHAPTER VI.

FOUNTS OF TYPE.

" Imps of Hell are busy but in

the Printer maketh use but to his own

men held to be Imps of the Case
;

For

rk also Symbols and Abbre-

woe seeing that Memory worketh n<

to him that Eeadeth and in him that Bnildeth his Bookes^

^

According

cast of the

Mirrour of Pryntyng.

' Moxona fount is^}^^T^LZT^^Z^^^r an/cruder methods

aanThose at present in use, a fount P™teedat one *™»^ ^
corresponded with a fount P^/^f^ and says that the

zt:t^:^::z »<**. «* P— rf a tyPe ^,
or foundry. ,,+rir+lw sneaking no founts.

T ?f ^eXtCrirharlcSSS/io Hansard,

imitate the handwriting of those times ;
the words were V™»*» >

Petrarch was not introduced till I50I- m„mnnb

in table 1.
i,nauirv to follow out and classify

It would be an interesting lme of ™V**-™
esperanto of

character shapes and the authors are not aware of any a P

d' cover it nor even do they remember seeing anywnere a ^g8

Roman lo

Roman si

Peculiars

mercial signs

01 09 Of 0T-
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that such exists. Accents would naturally fall into the scope of the

investigation, for an accented letter is virtually only a new letter or one

with a different outline from its fellows.

Kind. Characters. Number.

Roman lower-case . a to z and se ce fi fi fl ffi ffl 33

Roman small capitals A to z and m as. & 29

Roman capitals A to Z and M CE & 29

Roman figures 1234567890 10

Fractions miHi.fi 9

Roman points .,;:-'!?([ ro

Roman accents
{ ililliliWnq \

26

Peculiars * t tsui;--*--.-— •• «

Commercial signs ©?.»/£.*% + - x + = 12

Italic lower-case atozw&acefffiflffiffl 33

Italic capitals A to Z and M (E & £ 30

Italic figures . 1 234567 890 ro

Italic points . ;:!?(] 6

Italic accents
1 diddaeilSiUi \

26

275

The fount given in the preceding table comprises all the accents and

accented sorts used in the principal languages of the Latin, Anglo-Saxon,

and Teutonic groups ; other languages and dialects require some special

accents or characters. Those shown on the next page may be taken as

typical of the large number of examples which might be quoted. The border

line between letters bearing accents and special letters cannot easily be

defined, a further variety being introduced when small letters are them-

selves used as accents in conjunction with ordinary characters of the body

fount. Only languages employing generally, or occasionally, the latin

character are here considered. Any analysis of the vowel signs, tonal
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marks and other variations (usually termed accents by the printer) of

character, in languages still making use of their own alphabet (such as the

Semitic group, the Indian groups, the languages of the near and far

East of Melanesia, of Polynesia, and the native languages of North and

South America), would be quite outside the scope of this brief reference. In

a later chapter, however, a classification is given of languages using the

accents peculiar to various European and other groups of languages for

which the latin character is the basic script.

Albanian K e « Icelandic P 8 p
Norwegian

Kienning a & 5 8

Nupe u e

1 Polish I a I

Ashanti e w n o Latin SSiaoi Roumanian

Bohemian ii z e r o Magyar 6' Slovenian c

Maltese H h Swedish a

Guarani u y Micmac a ui e » Urdu k t n

Ibo Q <J <J
Nkondi ft e i Yahgan h H

All these varieties of accents, however, fade into insignificance when

contrasted with some of the proposed universal international systems. The

" Standard Alphabet " of C. R. Lepsius (2nd ed. 1863) bristles with accents

both above and below the line, and a single vowel may be accented in more

than thirty different ways, while the consonants also are freely marked.

The Berlin Academy of Oriental Languages applies a very elaborate

system of accents. In one of its recent volumes, dealing with a single

language, forty-five vowels are thus distinguished, the a appearing

in no fewer than thirteen different guises. Even under the best con-

ditions with new type, the best paper, the blackest ink, and the

brightest light, it is very difficult to differentiate between several of

these accented' sorts, while in less favourable circumstances to do so be-

comes a virtual impossibility.

The task which confronts the designer of a totally new letter is twofold.

In the first place the new letter must be sufficiently distinct from any of

the old ones so that its impression can be read even under unfavourable

conditions; 'and in the second place it must be sufficiently strong to

enable it to withstand the same treatment as the rest of the fount. For

nearly half a century Isaac Pitman strove to find the best working

compromise between these two claims, but only some half-dozen of his

inventions met with his unqualified approval.

Several of these new forms have been adopted by the International

Phonetic Association, which, however, avoids many difficulties by eliminat-

ing all the capital letters. Its system of phonetic printing is now widely

diffused one single publisher having employed it in upwards of seventy

books.
'

The following is an example of the system as applied to

the English language :—

08 WAn hu: fkst m<
ken 'sided strange Sen
mait, bet fJe ma: hi:

(h)iz klouk e'rarmd h

e'tsm(p)t. osn da sab

tuk o;f (h)iz klouk;

ken'fss Set Se sau we:

CONVENTIONS

Conventional -In

which, taken together

numerous other character:

has greatly extended in tl

the number of guide-book

announcements, and works
in response to the desire fo

restlessness of the human ra

Never was truer prophs

Daniel, more than twenty-fi

of the future stages of our
the words :

" Many shall run

arguing with the

his statement is full of relev;

enormous modern increase c

does. In some ways it is a ci

is the old sign-board thrustin

but in another form, the old

what was to be had within t
a modern guide-book a ne;

traveller, a garage for the c

essence for the motor, a wel
repair shop. Truly " Time
changeless wing."

The signs shown below ai

the astronomical being given

conventional signs that can 1

rate, they were undoubtedly
by the educated.
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accents by the printer) of

I own alphabet (such as the

jages of the near and far

ive languages of North and

pe of this brief reference. In

iven of languages using the

ler groups of languages for

Norwegian

! Polish Ijans
Roumanian 5 4 t

Slovenian o 3

Swedish a

*. Urdu k t n

Yahgan iHi»i:

[ade into insignificance when

i international systems. The

:d. 1863) bristles with accents

)wel may be accented in more

lants also are freely marked.

Ls applies a very elaborate

>lumes, dealing with a single

inguished, the a appearing

. Even under the best con-

the blackest ink, and the

:rentiate between several of

.e circumstances to do so be-

l totally new letter is twofold,

fficiently distinct from any of

read even under unfavourable

mst be sufficiently strong to

as the rest of the fount. For

e to find the best working

; only some half-dozen of his

adopted by the International

5 many difficulties by eliminat-

honetic printing is now widely

lyed it in upwards of seventy

f the system as applied to
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Sa no: 6 wind end &a sau wa: dis'pju:tirj witj' waz Sa strorjga,

wsn a taevla team a 'Ion rsept in a wo:m klouk. Sei a'gri:d Sat
9a WAn hu: fe:st meid Se trsevla teik o:f (h)iz klouk Jud bi

ken 'sided strorjga Sen Si ASe. &sn Se no:9 wind blu: wiS o:l hiz
mait, bat Se mo: hi: blu:, Sa mo: klousli did Sa travla fould
(h)iz klouk e'raund him; and at k:st Se no:9 wind geiv Ap Si

e'tsm(p)t. Sen 8a sAn Jon aut wamli, end i'mi:djetli 9a travla
tuk o:f (h)iz klouk; end sou &e no: 9 wind waz e'blaidgd te

ken'fss Set Se SAn wez Sa stronger av So tu:-

CONVENTIONAL AND IDEOGRAPHIC SIGNS.

Conventional signs.—In addition to the characters in common use

which, taken together, make up what is called a fount of type, there are

numerous other characters and signs of special meaning. Their use

has greatly extended in these last few years, owing to the increase in

the number of guide-books, route-books, hotel, hydro and health-resort

announcements, and works of a similar nature that are now published

in response to the desire for general knowledge, and the vastly-increased

restlessness of the human race.

Never was truer prophecy uttered by any seer than that made by
Daniel, more than twenty-five centuries ago, that a particular epoch of one
of the future stages of our world's life-history would be characterized by
the words :

" Many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased."

There is no arguing with the Prophet ! Even in a technical book like this,

is full of relevance and truth, and a brief consideration of the

s modern increase of signs bears testimony to it, if nothing else

does, In some ways it is a curious reversion to an earlier state of things ; it

is the old sign-board thrusting itself upon mine host's customers once more,

but in another form, the old representation of a natural object announcing
what was to be had within the shop or workshop, when we come across in

a modern guide-book a neat little representation of an hotel for the

traveller, a garage for the car. a well-limned can of petrol, gasolene or

essence for the motor, a well-drawn spanner to notify the existence of a

repair shop. Truly " Time sweeps on in cycles, with changing, yet

changeless wing."

The signs shown below are placed more or less in chronological order,

the astronomical being given priority, as being probably among the oldest

conventional signs that can be properly credited with that name ; at any
rate, they were undoubtedly the first that were brought into general use

by the educated.
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ASTRONOMICAL SIGNS.

Sun

5 Mercury

J Venus

I? Saturn

» 6 Uranus

>r $ Pallas

S Juno

t Flor;

s, all of which are r

® Metis

© Hygeia

(5) Parthenope

©Victoria

w denoted by numerical signs.

g, Ascending node

£5 Descending node

Quintile

1 1 1 1 1 a g a i o 1 1 1
Tv Tn

,£ light and darkness ; weekdays.

«, infinity

Exponents and :

* ^ * * * ® *^ m r
and many other forms.

Pseudo-scientific signs.^ln addition to the astronomical signs already

given there" e Lnius other signs and symbols which have been mvented

Z ^el-astronomers and astrologers, apparently for the purpose of

riding their own ignorance from the ignorant and of^%^g*£
tious looking symbolism the pages of their almanacs These signs are

o give here, and are hardly of sufficient importance at this

OtI 0£T OST OTT 001
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1? Saturn

r \y Neptune

© Metis

© Hygeia

(u) Parthenope

I Victoria

date. Among them, it may be stated, to mention only a few, are signs

giving notice on what day it is proper to let blood, to bathe, and to cup,

to sow and to plant, to take physic, to have the hair cut, to have the nails

cut, to have children weaned, together with endless other absurdities, as

well as symbols that serve to indicate the approach of hail, of thunder-

storms, of lightning ; and, in addition to these natural phenomena, symbols
that have reference to many occult marvels. Those interested in these

symbols, which have no technical importance, will probably discover them
in old almanacs and even in the present astrological and prophetic almanacs
that are still on sale, and, what is more extraordinary, still, find believers.

MATHEMATICAL SIGNS.

Z angle

L right angle

JL perpendicular

{ used for partial

•e known in printing as superioi

astronomical signs already

ols which have been invented

arently for the purpose of

ind of filling up with preten-

almanacs. These signs are

sufficient importance at this

All tl .pitals « ich differ

9, a, s, n, 2, *, w, n.

g 4 Overscored letters and figures

llalsolllo Split fractions

• Decimal point (full point inverted)

7 Dotted figures

7 Double-dotted figures

!/ i/ F '

OtT 0£X OZT OTT 00T ^
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The interrelation between typesetting and mathematical notation.—-The

difficulty which the printer encounters in the composition of even simple

arithmetical work has long since been recognized, and has resulted in the

placing of the figures upon the en-set. With the advent of the decimal

system this influence has become extended to the points, the full point

and some other points now being cast on the quarter-em or middle-space

set to facilitate the composition of tabular work. In the composition of

mathematical formula; this influence has already made itself felt to such

an extent that changes have been brought about'in mathematical notation

with a view to facilitating the work of the compositor. First among such

changes may be mentioned that made some thirty years ago in the ex-

pression for factorials. These quantities, which occur so frequently in all

matters rein ting to permutations, combinations, probability, etc., were

formerly represented thus, [n , and expressions of the form
^ j

(n _ rn )

gave rise to a very large amount of work in composition, the short rules

requiring much time and skill for their justification. The introduction of

the exclamation sign (!) in place of the combination of rules formerly used

'

and eliminates much of the labour
tliis expression ti

iposition. Similarly subfactorialn, (_nj), is n<

The progress of machine-composition has already begun to make itself

felt in the simplification of fractions from the compositor's point of view.

It is now quite usual to arrange in one line fractions which previously

required at least two lines of type separated by a rule ; by this method

what the French term le parangonnage, or the building up of a line out

of several bodies, is avoided. It is true that the point system has greatly

simplified such work when set by hand, but with machine-composi-

tion, whether the machine produces lines of loose type, or slugs, further

simplification is desirable in order that formulae may, as far as possible,

be capable of composition in single fines. The fraction has been the

commonest and one of the greatest stumbling-blocks, but its horizontal

division fine or bar is now, in many cases, replaced by the sohdus or

diagonal stroke ; thus the formula quoted above can now be written on one

line, n ! j\m !{n — m) /], without the least danger of misunderstanding.

The above, however, shows that at present the application of the

method is somewhat restricted for want of other appropriate symbols for

such additional brackets as may be required. It is to be noted that the

brace {} also might be cut on a small body, and that it is an already

familiar sign ; furthermore, it would be easy and would in no way interfere

with legibility to make use of parentheses and brackets of much-increased

thickness of main-stroke, and by so doing to retain the familiar form while

obtaining the requisite difference essential to accurate interpretation.

Another sign which could easily be dispensed with is the radix V.

This has frequently to be made of £1- section to allow for the ii

the index of the root, tit

expressed by a fractional

(A + B)l The use of the

the reverse of legible, besi

composing with split fract:

be obtained by the use of c

cast as a superior, the expi

present any difficulty to th

the fraction can thus be inc

in the case of the horizor

on a half-body of the size u

to use inferiors also on a !

form M^8
) + M( £/) + M{e°)

fact, a is here set up, it

know the lin
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the index of the root, thus, ff, ^(A + B) 2
. This can be equally well

expressed by a fractional index and the expression set up in the form

(A + B)». The use of the small index fraction, however, produces results

the reverse of legible, besides involving, in many cases, the difficulty of

composing with split fractions of minute body. Increased legibility can

be obtained by the use of ordinary superiors in combination with a solidus

cast as a superior, the expression then becoming (A + B)
2' 3 and ceasing to

present any difficulty to the compositor. The size of the figures forming

the fraction can thus be increased by about one-half beyond that necessary

in the case of the horizontal bar. If the powers are cast as superiors

on a half-body of the size used for the matter being composed, it is possible

to use inferiors also on a half-body for suffixes, and an expression of the

form M( ei
2

) + M(c/) + M(es
s
) + . . . presents no difficulty in setting up ; in

fact, as it is here set up, it could be composed and cast on the Linotype or

any other composing and casting machine. It is to be recommended that

the solidus should be put on the same set-width as the figures and that

the characters used for superiors and inferiors should, whenever possible,

be cast on the en-set or the em-set, as this would make the work of

composition much simpler. Moreover, the solidus should be made heavier,

to render it more visible.

The long / used for integration offers similar difficulty in many
formulas, and the loss of time which it occasions in a printing-office

. where mathematical works are composed is sufficiently great to warrant

mathematicians permitting the adoption of some more convenient

substitute for this familiar sign, such, for instance, as a greatly expanded

doric italic S, in which case an expression now written and printed

B^gf^'fl
would become B(29) 1''!!S H

[(H - h)/K]h1/:!
dh.

This question, as well as the many others involved in that of a

universal notation for mathematical and physical constants, is worthy of

the very careful and serious consideration of an international commission.

The commission engaged on this work should have the advice not only

of publishers and authors whose province is the use of type faces, not

only of typefounders and printers who deal with the production and
manipulation of type, but should be especially advised by those who
know the limitations imposed by machine-composition and appreciate the

constant change and advance in methods of typesetting. The leading

mathematicians and physicists have in the Oxford, the Cambridge, and
the other university presses large stores of material for hand-composition ;

the difficulties of converting old methods to meet the exigencies of the

modern press-room are as unknown to those who have such access, as

they are to their confreres of continental countries like France, where the

influence of machine-composition has yet scarcely made itself felt. The
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professor and the editor of technical proceedings have difficulty to-day

in finding in London a greek alpha, a, which can be distinguished from

an italic latin a ; the physicist and the electrical engineer are endeavour-

ing to find a type face which will provide many symbols they require

;

Frakiur script, heavy-face and other special type have been proposed,

but each of these is either troublesome to mite or to distinguish from

others on the blackboard or in manuscript ; a id th toes of those

engaged in other branches of science may be estimated from the fact that

it has taken nearly two years to collect from the foundries of England,

America, and various European countries a small percentage only of the

signs given in the preceding and following lists.

The whole of the lower-case and capital letters of the roman alphabet,

the lower-case italic, and those letters of the greek alphabet which differ

from the roman or italic, have almost all found familiar uses, many of them

for several different purposes. There are an ample number of signs in

existence for covering the range of expressions used or required for mathe-

matical work and physical research without drawing upon the very

illegible gothic or german characters or even upon the more legible of those

Russian characters which differ from the greek or roman, though these

would be far preferable to the gothic. Moreover, there are available

among the lesser-known languages of Europe and the near East many

simpler but beautiful and easily-written characters which would readily

amplify the list of universal notation characters should this be found

necessary.
.

In many cases fractions may be avoided by the use of negative indices,

written on one line, thus, w 2»-i, though in so
for example, — can be wi

simple a case the solidus is ) be preferred.

J xdxf

fdxf
"'

* rSx^TrVr
5

IllilSlii
1

A difficulty which is met' with by the compositor in setting up complex

mathematical formula, is illustrated in fig. 43, in which a formula

+ Greek cross

f Latin cross

X St. Andrew's c

1 St. Anthony's

I Calvary cross

or B? Recipe

5 Drachm

3 Scruple

or in. Minim, or di

0. Octarius, or i

C. Congius, or
;

> or'+t Libra, or poi

or ss. Semi, or hall

, ij, iij One, two, th

P. Particular
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and type
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md below it a horizontal section of the type of

composed. The total number of leads, rules, spaces, <

lown here, apart from quotations and furniture to make up

of the page, amounts to 159 pieces of which only 58 form the

actual typographical printing-surface.

The difficulties of mathematical composition

an extent that in the future, unless a simplified notation is adopted, it will

be necessary for the mathematician to obtain the reproduction of his

formulae in the shape of zinco-blocks instead of having them set up from

loose type of many bodies and founts, made up with leads and rules of

various thicknesses, cut specially to length for the individual formula and

laboriously packed with the necessary spaces and quads.

ECCLESIASTICAL SIGNS.

+ Greek cross «J*
Ornamental cross

t Latin cross # >{< Miscellaneous crosses

X St. Andrew's cross |fj Buddhist cross

St. Anthony'
^ Mitres

cross M Ave Marias

1 Calvary cross M Sacred Heart and Crown

•i- Triple cross of the Pope
& Tears

W$ Response

+ Double cross

|
bishops an

of Arch- f Versicle

1 Cardinals -P £> Monograms

^f Double Jerusalem cross M Crowned M
and many others.

MEDICAL SIGNS.

!< orEj Recipe P. seq. Partes csquales, or equal

5 Ounce parts
ft

3 Drachm aa Ana, or of each

9 Scruple q.s. Quantum sufficit, or as

8 or ni Minim, r drop much as is sufficient

0. Octarius, or pint q.p. Quantum filacit, or as

C. Congius, or gallon much as you please

ft or+b Libra, or pound -M- Misce, or mix

I or gr. Grain s.a. Secundum artem, or

fi or ss. Semi, or half according to art

j, ij, iij One, two , three, etc. p.r.n. Pro re nata, or occa-

P. Particular sionally

and manj others.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNS.

i j i J aI n f « is i b f L i ii H
'

I E ffi « if li » »' i 1 H U T

SCRIBAL ABBREVIATIONS,

j K t 1 ft B m m @ S355
t t ?

ABElOMPi'P'R'V

CARTOGRAPHICAL SIGNS.

m Battle O Town

© County town ++++ Railway

KM Canal Castle or abbey

and many others.

CARTOGRAPHICAL E S INDICATING ARCMOLOGIC

Black © Earthworks and oppida

Blue 7T Megalithic remains

X Coins and miscellaneous

A. Settlements

X Torques, etc., also bronz

weapons

Interments

_ Drift implements

Red D Walled towns

I Cistra

Interments

A. Foundations of buildings

„ ^ Potteries

— Roman roads

« Probable Roman roads

^ Coins and miscellaneous

finds

Green # Interments

X Coins and miscellaneous finds

O Plants capable of but

fructescence

® Monocarpic annual

© Monocarpic biennial

© Hardy monocarpic pi:

only flowers after ;

of years and dies

1/f Rhizocarpic plant ; t

say, a plant whose

hardy and throw u

bearing stems each
j

IB) Caulocarpic plant as

whose stalk survi

fructifies many time

¥ Perennial herb

5 Suffrutex, an undershr

g Frutex, a shrub

5 Arbuscula, a bush or s

5 Arbor, a tree more th;

high

O Climbing plant

C Right-handed climbing

O Left-handed climbing
j
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NATURAL HISTORY SIGNS.

j Male $ Hermaphrodite 9 Female

in

t t
-

e I ft

a 3 5 a

sjJ Church= Road

ey # Lighthouse

BOTANICAL SIGNS.

Walled towns

Interments

Foundations of buildings

Potteries

Roman roads

Probable Roman roads

Coins and miscellaneous

O Plants capable of but a single

fructescence

® Monocarpic annual

© Monocarpic biennial

© Hardy monocarpic plant winch

only flowers after a number
of years and dies after so

1p Rhizocarpic plant ; that is to

say, a plant whose roots are

hardy and throw up flower-

bearing stems each year

i> Caulocarpic plant as a rule,

whose stalk survives and

fructifies many times

¥ Perennial herb

5 Suffrutex, an undershrub

§ Frutex, a shrub

5 Arbuscula, a bush or small tree

5 Arbor, a tree more than 25 feet

high

O Climbing plant

G Right-handed climbing plant

O Left-handed climbing plant

A Evergreen

6 Male plant

? Female plant

5 Hermaphroditic plant

0= Cotyledons accumbent to the

OH Cotyledons incumbent on the

00 Indefinite number of petals,

? Casts doubt upon a preceding

word or phrase

! Indicates certainty

+ Following a name, signifies that

the object is not well-known
- Between two figures, as in 5-10,

indicates the extremes of dif-

ference, as the stamens are

X After a synonym, indicates that

a description from nature

will be found in the work of

the author cited

; signs are also used by Linnasus, but with different

cases. Many other signs are used by various authorities.

MONEY SIGNS.

£ Pounds sterling (roman

£ Pounds sterling (italic)

£ Pound sign (Italian)

B. Pesetas (roman)

C
M. Pesetas (italic)

A Deniers

B Bolivars

8 Schellings

S Sous

$ Reis

$ Dollars (roman

$ Dollars (italic)

E Pound (Roman

# Pound (Tourno

and many others.
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% Per cent

%£ Per mil

COMMERCIAL SIGNS.

@ At

% Account

% Care of

z#z Number (used in America)

and others.

it Pound

$ Pound

METEOROLOGICAL SIGNS.

INTERNATIONAL SYMBOLS

= Fog
= -° Mist

=; Wet fog, from which mois-

ture is deposited copiously

on exposed surfaces

oo Dust-haze, or smoke

T Thunder

< Lightning

K Thunder-storm

• Rain

>Sc Snow

.$* Snow-drift

SS Snow lying *

«— Ice crystals

PHENOMENA.

Hail

A Soft hail

o. Dew
^— Hoar-frost

— Glazed frost

? Gale

© Solar corona

© Solar halo

til Lunar corona

rjj Lunar halo

/-* Rainbow

vy Aurora
"% Zodiacal light

Exponents o or 2 applied to symbols indicate respectively light and

heavy. Thus A2 indicates heavy hail, •Might rain, -° light fog or

CROWNS, COI

5 METEOROLOGICAL SIGNS.

)
A O Q *

H • I 1 3 '

e © e » •> »

© © vj n n n i

* More than half the ,untry cc



Soft hail

Hoar-frost

Rime

Glazed frost

Gale

Solar corona

Solar halo

i Lunar halo

. Rainbow
- Aurora

I Zodiacal light

dicate respectively light and

light rain, = ° light fog or

3 * <

FOUNTS OF TYPE.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES SIGNS.

ft, Pound @ Arrobas (roman)

$> Pound @ Arrobas (italic)

and many others.

'

ENGINEERING SIGNS.

HP Horse-power <\j Alternation

PEDIGREE SIGNS.

CROWNS, CORONETS, WREATHS, HELMETS, AND
HERALDIC SIGNS.

#

Royal £ R
Xwn H Knights

dlfa Bachelor

"one ^m D
coronet

j, Red hand
« of Ulster

Marquis' •^^ M
coronet

Gte Scotland or

(B Nova Scotia

Earl's
dggip'

Co
c

u
f

'*

et

A Fleur-

*f de-Lys

Viscount
t

s <m v^i t Ermlne

B
»Tone *fr

Brronet

, Double cross
t of Lorraine

A^w
U
n M N

-otn
A Archbishop's

Civic J^^ Military

O II wreaths

and many others.

ft Bishop's mitre

,

of[ oei 0<U OLl 001
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ORDERS.

Order of the Garter

Order of the Thistle #

Saint-Esprit

Saint-Michel

Saint-Louis

Order of Saint Patrick *£ Saint-Georges

Distinguished Service

Order *
Saint-Sepulcre

Legion of Honour : white

Imperial Service Order

I
Legion of Honour : white

with ribbon

Saint John of Jerusalem * Legion of Honour : wit]

ring

(Military) Order of Merit * Merite militaire

>| Mirite militaire; with ring

(Civil) Order of Merit

and many others.

MEDALS.

|1|q Victoria Cross * Iron Cross

[gig New Zealand Cross * Mentana Cross

and many others.

MASONIC AND OTHER SECRET AND PHILANTHROPIC .

ASSOCIATION SIGNS.

y^ « m '

and many others.

POLITICAL SIGNS.

^ Phrygian cap £jg3 Primrose League

and others

Q Country

A Mountain

'A* Range of r

{©)• Fortress

Town

SE Syndical ro

I
Monument

>s Cathedral

L Church

Cemetery

Castle
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Saint-Esprit

Saint-Michel

Saint-Louis

|
Saint-Georges

|

SaintrSipulore

• Legion of Honour :
white

Legion of Honour : white

with ribbon

Legion of Honour: with

ring

Merite militaire

Merite militaire ; with ring

Merite agricole

ifr Iron Cross

j, Mentana Crc

T AND PHILANTHROPIC .

f SIGNS.

m

SIGNS.

£§2> Primrose League

FOUNTS OF TYPE.

METAL SIGNS.

© or © Gold © or ® Bronze

© or (A) Silver © or (?) Iron

and others.

TRAVEL SIGNS.

0<^fe Fish-market

O % Fruit-market

O $? Flower-market

O $ Grain-market

£& Wine stores

3JP Wine-shop

m Music-shop

jij Pawnshop

^fr Dark-room

O.D# Photographic stores

1 Central post, telegraph, and
telephone office

18 Post office

[PPl Parcel post

g| Redirection

T Telegraph office

? Telephone office

y 357 Telephone and number

SS Railway station

=tt= Level crossing

IEDCI Railway delivery company

EBB Electric tramway

10^-VoitJ Horse and carriage

•* M. Veterinary

Q g£ Farrier

-!& Forge

jjjg Motor-car

/ Recharging accumulators

an» Air cylinders

w" Repair shop

m Garage, and number of cars

it will hold

© Country

A Mountain

'A* Range of mountains

<§> Fortress

o Town
HI County town

EH Urban district

EI Royal borough

m County borough

HS Municipal borough

m Police borough

® Police station

<m Syndical room

A Monument

^ Cathedral

L Church

Cemetery

s Castle

# Country-seat

j*J Chateau

A House

Hotel (first class)

jm Hotel (second class)

<» Hotel (third class)

ja Hotel (fourth class)

a Hotel (fifth class)

* Hotel (sixth class)

EB Central heating

if
Lift

o«p Meat-market

°v Poultry-market
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I
Curling

t Ice hockey

I Croquet

I Golf

Fishing

? Tobogganing

Rowing

- Guides

i Skating

5 Bob-sleighing

Jf
Steamer

| Theatre

5) Concert-hall

B Ambulance

I Hospital

» Doctor

^ Apothecary

% Chemist

u Inspection-pit

(g Benzene

a. Naphtha

@ Lubricating oil

w "W& Motor-car works

Q Velodrome

«L Bicycle hire

"•^fik Bicycle repair

Q Balloon station

»r»-»"^ Aeroplane repair shop

£U Admiralty

^g^ Harbour

£ Anchorage

Ship

xBsU- Steamer

^^ Motor-boat

~^ Arrows

gy Fist

»», Curved fist

X Golf-links

5i* Race-course

J Prohibition
;

\ Dangerous descent

i'
Turn to right

-A. Hump or bridge

tmj Level crossing

| Rails projecting upv

^^ Dangerous cross-roa

Jl, Village

ind very many others.

. Keep straight o

Turn to left.

Turn to right.

.traight or

o right.

DIRECTION SIGNS.

When three roads, diverging from the same point,

are met with, one going straight ahead, one

turning to the left, and one to the right (what-

ever may be their angle of intersection).

When two roads, diverging from the same point,

are met with, one going straight ahead, and the

other turning to the left (whatever may be their

angle of intersection).

When, of two roads diverging from the same

point, one goes straight ahead, and the other

turns to the right (whatever maybe their angle

of intersection).

When two roads are met with, one turning to the

left, the other to the right (at any angle of

intersection).

JW Caduceus

|i Heart and

9? Heart

Ety Bretons

© Siphons

y <
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IT Inspection-pit

® Benzene

« Naphtha

© Lubricating oil

(g Motor-car works

Q Velodrome

^ Bicycle hire

^_ Bicycle repair

© Balloon station

->^ Aeroplane repair shop

Admiralty

2f Harbour

£ Anchorage

Ik Ship

^_ Steamer

g±£ Motor-boat

m Curved fist

X Golf-links

^ Race-course

liverging from the same point,

me going straight ahead, one

it, and one to the right (what-

r angle of intersection),

iverging from the same point,

e going straight ahead, and the

the left (whatever maybe their

ads diverging from the same

straight ahead, and the other

it (whatever may be their angle

re met with, one turning to the

to the right (at any angle of

FOUNTS OF TYPE.

CAUTION SIGNS.

ENGLISH.

J Prohibition
; red disk A Caution ; red triangle

and others, usually of diamond shape.

(S) Speed limit ; white ring with $*?W limit in figures 'f

\ Dangerous descent

p~~ Turn to right

.^L. Hump or bridge

tlttl
Leyel crossing

=§= Rails projecting upwards

^£ Dangerous cross-roads

Jfa Village

"~
"^ Turn to left

y f Gulley

f"."l Low bridge

;.;; Bad *«*

*»^ Winding descent with bad

and others.

SPORT SIGNS.

&fo <M>
BicyclinS -ssfe. Coursing

2 & Cricket ^g^ sj£. Hunting

^ HP Football ^a^glss^ Horse-racing

(%0 Lawn-tennis

and many others.

MISCELLANEOUS SIGNS.

|| Heart and c:

%) Heart

Kly Bretons

® Siphons

Q Trefoil

y Hearts

^ Diamonds

4» Clubs

. many others.
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SYMBOLIC SIGNS.

These symbols are used as substitutes not o^t*£•**£
* represent, but %**%£^'—^ similarly

m 4^s « navTe^r,," and 01 signifies " mihtary engineer,

¥W * S1&IU1
, , ., • CJT;„„ taken from an actual work,

iorm 01 a 6
t amount of pnnt.

while saving at the same time a veiy gi<=

fr Was born in

•f
Died in

J< Theologian

1 or »*» Philosopher

Sjgl
Lawyer

^ Surgeon

/ Physician

f $ Naval officer

/ Military officer

W Musician

/ Musical composer

<? Painter

O & Picture

/> Sculptor

O f Statue

© Drama or actor

* Writer

/ Agriculturist

@ Geographer

$£ Engineer

| or 1§ Geologist

leralogist

\ Historian

a- Chemist

»$ Botanist

% Astronomer

A Architect

M^ Archaeologist

a A literary work

f Philologist

/> Mythologist

n Physicist

|| Poet

$ Trader

g Commerce

^ Prophet^ Ornithologist

ty Entomologist

|?| Philatelist

^ Miner

j*| Apothecary

and many others.

EXAMPLE OF USE OF SYMBOLIC SIGNS IN

CONTEMPORARY WORK.

r. u -t, ™« t & m * 1712 Carr End, t *7&0 London ' "

FothergillJohn/ *«
, ^ CasseU

,

s
„ mniature Cyclopia."

NoTK.-The signs here used are similar .to but^ £*££*.
those used in Messrs. Cassell's work, which itself is based

KoTverSons-Lexikon
" of Dr. Kurschner of Stuttgart. .

Here Q * 1760 w

of Tretz
;

once a

who finally vanquished h

foot ofA in 'A' of the

^». >$< and *** have

each exercised their art i:

.* have laid within its disl

disputed with ^, * an

the very stones disinter

have studied its rocks, ai

to distribute through e

be found sa-3*, every c

*. ». 'jj|0 are he]

ruins and even over the

of the agriculturist. Th
and the mining enginee!

products to distribute 1

In this district are to I

exists for the horse an

markets are held weeklj

telephones, post-horses, i

boats and facilities on th

on the land are there, wi

of course bicycle repair <
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IS.

.ot only for the substantives

, for example, while © stands

'dramatic author "
;

similarly

signifies
" mihtary engineer."

I taken from an actual work,

as, and another given in the

power of conveying meaning

lount of print.

d)
Mineralogist

\ Historian

a Chemist

at) Botanist

l»+ Astronomer

/&. Architect

^ Archaeologist

co A literary work

f Philologist

<* Mythologist

n Physicist

|| Poet

tt Trader

^ Prophet

i^. Ornithologist

^ Entomologist

m Philatelist

I Miner

gtg Apothecary

« Battle

rr End, t I78° London * .

ell's
" Miniature Cyclopedia."

Hilar to but not identical with

i itself is based on the " Taschen-

I of Stuttgart.

Here Q * 1760 who t 1810 in f circumstances in |4|_ <§>

© of Tretz
; <§> once admirably defended against C by the heroic

{g$fe ?

who finally vanquished his adversary in the great ^ at ^ near^ at the

foot of in «^ of the Carpathians. It is a spot well known to *» and

^^. iff. and *** have moralized over it even as "J$, & and f> have 5

each exercised their art in connection with its beauties, while ®/r and other

r have laid within its district the scene of their m. \ and /? on early n have

disputed with ^, » and -* over the meaning of its ruins and even over

the very stones disinterred by chance by the plough of •. J and $
have studied its rocks, and J_ ^, assisted by a, have given £ products 10

to distribute through every Q known to @ . In this district are to

be found SS-3-, every convenience for 35*5 and Wt ; ^K, W>, *^*>

&, $, lfij|<"> are held weekly ; every facility in the shape of H,

^ T.Bjg. £Scb., -««*, 4S£. and
jj|||_,

and facilities on

river and A ; Iffij? S iBS on the land are there, with EJ, and even 15

-we ffa, and of course <§£%, 3=> and =™-.a.

THE PRECEDING EXAMPLE IN ORDINARY LETTERPRESS.

Here the poet was born in 1760, who died in 1810 in tragic circum-

stances in the cathedral fortress town of Tretz ; a fortress once admirably

defended against the Turkish Sultan by the heroic King-Emperor, who

finally vanquished his adversary in the great battle at the cross-road near

the ford at the foot of the highest mountain in the range of the Carpathians. 5

It is a spot well known to botanists and ornithologists. Theologians and

philosophers have moralized over it even as musicians, painters and

sculptors have each exercised their art in connexion with its beauties,

while dramatic and other authors have laid within its district the scene of

their works. The historian and the writer on early law have disputed 10

with the archaeologist, philologist and mythologist over the meaning of its

ruins and even over the very stones disinterred by chance by the plough

of the agriculturist. The geologist and mineralogist have studied its rocks,

and the mining engineer, assisted by the chemist, have given commerce

products to distribute through every country known to the geographer. 15

In this district are to be found hotels of every class, every convenience

exists for the horse and motor ; fish, flesh, fowl, flower, fruit, honey

markets are held weekly ; every facility in the shape of posts, telegraphs,

telephones, post-horses, steamboats, rowing-boats, motor-boats and sailing-

boats and facilities on the river and railways ; electric and steam tramways 2c

on the land are there, with garages, and even aeroplane establishments, and

of course bicycle repair shops and the necessary outfit for pneumatic tyres.
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It is obvious that the foregoing guide-book or Baedeker example could

be extended, page after page, through ecclesiasticism, Rivalry heraldry

etc but even the matter given above shows that it is possible to effect a

saving on the ordinary letter-press of nearly one-third, or say 30 per cent,

when the matter is set up with symbols and abbreviations, or as it may

be truly called ideographically, though the saving in space is reduced

in the actual example given owing to the extra leading made necessary

bv the large sorts used in it for many of the symbols.

The spoken words which directly represent thought are called ideo-

ohones and the written symbols which directly represent thought are

called' Ideograms. It is probable that for some considerable time.after

its introduction writing was ideographic, but at length it was extended so

as to represent the sounds of the ideophones, and the symbols which

perform this function are called phonograms. The crucia distinction

between ideograms and phonograms lies in the fact that the former since

they represent nothing but soundless thought, cannot have any fixed

sound of their own ;
whereas the latter represent sound and nothing else.

Yet since every language, for the sake of convenience, bestows names on

most ideograms and since these names are usually reduced again to writing

"Icli is then' only the great-grandchild of thought-we find that speech

,A writing are so closelv interwoven in actual practice that it is rarely«VZZ^Xl they really constitute two totally different

1111", hods of expressing thought. .

All pictures, maps, and diagrams, when they convey any meaning at

all, ma/be regarded as ideograms, since the meaning they convey to the

ev is independent of the language spoken by the owner o the eye. They

address one in a language that practically no one has to learn, a language

that is international and that stands in its ready simphcity in the same

relationship to Esperanto as Esperanto itself may be said to stand in

relationsliip to any human language of ordinary complexity. The method,

in its proper sphere, is perfectly legitimate, logical, legible, and instantly

comprehensible and its use is ever widening and increasing^ Furthermor

the method of appealing to the eye (and not to ^\™\^\ d™\™^ ™
!

of all other written speech, with one great exception), links it to the only

Kving human language-Chinese^that like itself in its recorded^expression

has practically no sound, no grammar, and no troubles save the trouble

memorizing an enormous number of signs which convey every shade of

"!vning and in practice, of automatically and instantaneously allottmg

the correct meaning to each individual symbol.

Spaces and quads.—In a

or quads, must be prov

lines. These usually h

thin space = \ body, 1

quad = \ body, em qu

em quad = 3 x body ai

that the en and em qui

but this only occurs i:

conditions of noise in

telephone, these are betf

In 1

™
oti oet ost oxt 001 08 Oi 09 OS ^^



CHAPTER VII.

UNITS AND DIMENSIONS.

'a Mechanick Exercise;

Spaces and quads.—In addition to the letter characters, spaces and quadrats,

or quads, must be provided for separating the words and spacing out the

lines. These usually have the following set widths : hair-space = J body,

thin space = \ body, middle space = \ body, thick space = j body, en

quad = i body, em quad = the body, two-em quad = 2 x body, three-

em quad = 3 x body and four-em quad = 4 X body. It might be inferred

that the en and em quads are of the same set as the n and m characters,

but this only occurs in exceptional circumstances. Owing to modern
conditions of noise in printing-works, and to make orders clear on the

telephone, these are better called " nut " and " mutton " quads respectively.

In most cases where typecasting machines are concerned it is not

necessary to consider the quads larger than the em, as they are usually of

softer and cheaper metal and cast separately.

When quads are of 18-point or larger body they are frequently cast

hollow, in which form they are known as quotations when they do not

exceed 8 ems in length. Quotations of 8 ems and upwards in these bodies

are known as furniture ; this is generally cast hollow and cored from both

sides instead of from only one side, as is usual with quotations. Quotations,

and furniture are used for making up the blank spaces on pages having a

considerable area of white.

In order to separate lines of type and increase the amount of white

between them, leads are used ; these are thin strips of metal of thicknesses

varying up to 4-point, generally expressed as fractions of a pica thus :

a 3-to-pica lead, that is a lead I pica in thickness. Above the thickness

of 4 points, leads are usually called clumps, and this term covers the size

from 4 points to 18 points, above which the term furniture is generally

adopted. A reglet is a strip of hard-wood sometimes used in place of a

clump, and is made of the s|ime thickness as a clump.

Height-to-paper.—In the " British Printer," Hermann Smalian, of

55
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Berlin, with whom the study of type standards is a hobby, c°".tr°ve^
some statements made in a lecture by Wightman regarding he

heights of types in use on the Continent. On collating the quotat on

(given by Smalian below) with the original in De Vinne s work, the

authors find that it is incorrectly tenned a quotation, ^rSeTtne
the nature of a paraphrase ; for though the sense is correctly rendered the

wording differs in several places from that of the ^hor quoted.

Smalian says, "These particulars appear to have been taken

from Mr. Th. L. De Vinne's book, ' The Practice of Typography. (New

York, 1900.)

" Thev read as follows :— .

• ' Variations in the height of types have not been as marked as varia-

tions in body. British and American founders came to a pracri^agreement

at the beginning of this century that the standard of height should be eleven-

w Sths of an English inch. In France the height of type has been fixed

bv law at ten and a half geometric lines. Modern French types are higher

San American types ; th

§
e two heights cannot be used **££jT£

tvnes were still higher, but are now made to the French standard this

En was Lade "by H. Berthold. He modelled and had constructed

several standards of steel, and sent one gratuitously o<£?<*££
typefounder. The types of Russia and Poland, once morethan one

in height are now made to conform to the Berthold system.

- These particulars are altogether incorrect The correct height of

^Fra^Mght of ^.-Nearly 68 Wot points in height.This

was the height of the typefoundries at Frankfort-on-the-Main. Very old

printing establishments have this height up to the present day.

P
•
a Russian height of ^..-Nearly 66f Didot points m height. This

is the only height of type in Russia proper. ...,,+ tw* was
"3. Lei^ig height of ^.-Nearly 66 Didot points m height. This was

the height of the typefoundries at Berlin, Leipzig, Hamburg and^so forth.

Same if still to be found in many old printing establishments m G many

Switzerland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, in the Russian^Balric»
and in Russian Poland. In addition that is the standard of the type

founders in Holland.
.

„, . . .,

..4. Haase height.- Nearly 63I Didot points in haght This is the

height of type of the typefounder Gottlieb Haase of Prague- Same rs

3in existence in very old printing establishments in Austria-Hungary

'5. Fournier height of ^.-Nearly 63 Didot points m height.(&

lines of the French foot). This height was laid down m 1723 by the

French law. This is still to-day the standard height for typefoundnes m

Belgium and Austria. .
• , , ™ .

" 6. French height of ^.-Nearly 62| Didot points m height This*

the height of the typefoundries in Pans. AS typefoundn* on the

Continent desirous of having a uniform height of type now introduce

The height-to-paper of

ized at 0-918 inch, or 2;

points and dots of the i ai

height of 0-919 inch, wh

machines the height-to-pa

high-to-paper, when new,

I'll'l'll'l

on
ililil ilJiliiililllililililililililililililJilllil
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French height, i.e. all typefoundries in France, Spain, Italy, Greece

Germany. Switzerland, &c. In Germany, ever since 1879 all new
_

pmtag

establishments have been set up on the basis of this French height of

tvne Ever since 1840 individual German typefoundries have fitted out

new printing establishments with this height of type. It is evident from

this that Berthold did not require to create this height of type

"Th L De Vinne has confounded body of type with height of type.

Hermann Berthold's great service to typefounding consisted in the

scientific adaptation of the Didot system based upon the Pans foot. In

l879 he adapted same to the metric scale, and prepared about forty steel

tyjometers tf 300 mm. = 133 Nonpareil (798 Didot points), and handed

one copy to each foundry without charge. (Vide, " Bntish Printer, No.

69
'

» IifGermany an effort was made to gradually supersede the old heights

of types by the French height. In order that this height might not

suffer any modification, the combined German typefounders deposited a

standard of this height of type with the authorities in 1905: 6a| points

~~

^The British height of type is nearly 62 Didot points in height

" Hermann Smalian.

The height-to-paper of type in America and England is now standard-

ized at 0-918 inch, or 23'3I7 mm. Certain typefounders still cast the

points and dots of the i and j about o-ooi inch high-to-paper, that is of a

height of 0-919 inch, while in the case of some composing and casting

machines the height-to-paper is made as much as 0-920 inch, or^|inch

high-to-paper, when new, to allow for the wear which takes place m the

^ThTtrade height-to-paper of spaces, quads, quotations, furniture, leads

and clumps is usually 0-75 inch, but where stereotypes are to be
,

tatanr

the height-to-paper is frequently made as much as o-88 inch so ha the

top of the spaces, quads, leads or clumps comes to the height of the

shoulder of the type : quotations and furniture are but rarely made of this

stereo height. Some special furniture is also made cored from one side

only with a flat surface on the other; this is known as table-top

furniture, and is used extensively for mounting the metal plates of

process blocks in place of the mahogany backing generally used tor

that purpose.

UNITS, LIMITS OF ACCURACY, AND SPACING.

Units -In order to appreciate fully the difficulties to be contended

with in typecasting and composing machines, the degree of accuracy required

must first be considered.

t for measurement in this country and in America is the pica
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which is approximately one-sixth of an inch ; until quite recently the

size of the pica varied from 0-1678 inch to 0-1664 inch, but now most

founders are in agreement and the size O' 16604 incn adopted in America

has become standard.

The size of pica as made by the leading English typefounders recently

varied as follows :

—

TABLE sizes.

Maker. Pica ems per foot.

Standard size ; 72 272 016604

Stephenson and Blake 72 "5 0-16638

P. M. Shanks and Sons 72 000 0-16667

Caslon . 71 875 0-16696

Figgins . . . V- 708 0-16735

Sir Chas. Reed and Sons 7i 667 0-16744

Miller and Richard 71 500 0-16783

The Monotype moulds and matrices used in England do not cast type

of standard-point bodies, the size of the 12-point being 0-1668 inch. Not
only does this differ from standard practice, but the height-to-paper is also

slightly different from standard, being 0-920 inch.

Not only was there a difference between the sizes of pica cast by differ-

ent firms, but other sizes, such as english, varied, one being 14-point and

another i3|-point. Further, some other sizes such as emerald, the half

of l3j-point english, or 6f-point ; diamond, the half of 8§-point bourgeois,

or 4j-point ; and minikin, the half of nonpareil or 3-point, were made by
some founders and not by others. Of these, minikin, or excelsior, by
which name it is known in America, is used for split fractions in mathe-

matical work and also occasionally in the setting up of musical matter.

The sizes above paragon were formerly known by names which were

in some cases confusing, thus, double pica was the size intermediate between

paragon and 2-line pica, being equal to 2-line small pica or 22-point. The
five sizes above double pica were

—

2-line pica .

.

2-line great primer

trafalgar (known in America

as meridian)

24-point.

2?-point to 25

36-point.i--'

44-point.K

48-point. !-'

^

Name. E

2-line pi .iKT Tyi

pica 1

all/ Typ
Paragon I/? Type

Great pr mer^-Type

2-line bre vier'l/ Typec

English V'. Tjpec

Pica 1 Typeca

Smallpic,.(
. \ . c

'•
1 !

Long pri ner*
( Typecast

Bourgeoi. 3
•{ Typecastii

Brevier ' Typecast™

Minion . Typecasts

Non parol 5
. Troecastinss

Agate Typecasts

Ruby .

Pearl .

4

:}
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inch ; until quite recently the

to 0-1664 inch, but now most

16604 inch adopted in America

lg English typefounders recently

1

rioot. Size of pica. In.

X66C4

16638

16667

16696

16735

16744

16783

;ed in England do not cast type

:2-point being 0'i668 inch. Not

e, but the height-to-paper is also

n the sizes of pica cast by differ-

, varied, one being 14-point and

sizes such as emerald, the half

i, the half of 8J-point bourgeois,

lpareil or 3-point, were made by

these, minikin, or excelsior, by

;ed for split fractions in mathe-

setting up of musical matter,

y known by names which were

was the size intermediate between

ine small pica or 22-point. The

4-point.

17-point to 28-point. /
16-point.K

4-point./

8-point. 1/
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The pica (o- 166044 inch) is divided into twelve points (1 point

= 0-013837 inch). The sizes of the various bodies are measured by points,

ind are as follows :

—

TABLE 3.—Body- sizes of type.

Name. Example. Used in Points. Body. In.

2-line pica * fT Typecas
These larger

24> 033209

pica 1
.

Typecasti sizes are 22V 0-3044*

Paragon S. Typecastin
for display

20 ]/ 0-27674

Great primer^-Typecasting purposes. r8K- 0-24907

2-line brevier «V Typecasting a 1

'

iter o-22r39

English V . Typecasting an < Scotland for \

legal reports.
I4K- o-!9372

Pica 1
.

Small pica •
S

sting and c

iting and co

Parliamentary

I reports.

/ Text-books and
1 novels.

0-15221

Smallp.ca .j

Typecasting and com Patent
io| 0-14529

Long primer" '

ting and comp

Typecasting and comp

/ Text-books and
\ novels.

/ "Proc. Inst.

Mech. Eng." 9i

0-13837

0-I3I45

Bourgeois' . Typecasting and eompo
us and composi

" Times " leaders.
8| 0-11761

Brevier

'

" Punch." 8 0-11070

Minion .
Typecasting and composing " Times." 7 0-09686

Nonpareil . Typecasting and composing m 'Engineering "ads 6 008302

Agate . . Typecasting and composing mac Used in America. 5i 0-07610

Ruby . Typecasting and composing mach " Times " ads. 5i 0-07264

»otat

:

/ Devotional works

{
" Bradshaw." 4l 0-06573

have changed the body-size of the type u;

jounced Non'parel.

s compiled, some of the examples givi
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The relative importance of the various body-sizes may to some extent

be gauged by the following table, which shows how many different faces

of each body the American Type Founders Company supply according to

one of their specimen books :

—

TABLE 4.—F1 id body-si

past through w

From this table it will appear that the even-point bodies are most in

demand. Of these 183 faces, 99 are modern and 84 are old-style.

Point System.—Much confusion and trouble has been caused in the

it of adherence to a definite unit, and some evidences of

1 the half-point sizes, for example small pica (ioJ), long

primer (gj), and bourgeois (8|), still in use in England.

In the United States of America the point system has for nearly

twenty years been in universal use. It may be said also that its use is

now practically universal throughout Great Britain and her colonies and

dependencies. The system has for its basis the point or unit of 0-013837

inch. It has been stated that it was originally intended to make the unit

one seventy-second of an inch, and the nearness of the measurements

gives some colour to the statement, for, as a matter of fact, 72 points

are nearly equal to an inch. It was found, however, more convenient, as

the result of a careful discussion and a report following on the meeting of

the United States Type Founders' Association held at Niagara in 1886, to

adopt the pica of the MacKellar, Smiths & Jordan Company as the

standard basis, the subdivision of which into twelve equal parts gave the

unit or point of 0-013837 inch (0-3515 mm )-

Incidentally it may be mentioned that 996 points are very nearly equal

to 35 centimetres, the difference in the length being only about one five-

hundredth of an inch. In this connexion it may also be as well to state

here that the British and the United States inches are not absolutely identi-

cal, one British inch being equal to 0-999997 United States inch. There is,

roughly speaking, a difference of one three-hundred-thousandth of an inch

between the standard inches of the two countries.

The French point system is of much earlier date, and was originated

about the year 1737. Its author was Fournier, le jeune, by whose ir-

is still known, and in this system the unit <
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to double that body-size, by which means the Regulation is fulfilled:

another makes his Saint-augustin bodies of greater or lesser size and from

the two body-sizes he makes his Petit-canon ; here again the Regulation is

fulfilled although in spirit it has been evaded. Thus has confusion been

perpetuated in the matter and to such an extent that it is sometimes

difficult to distinguish between two bodies of which the larger is of small

size for its kind and the smaller of large size. It follows that Types

reputedly of the same body-size vary to greater or lesser extent, and when

such type find their way into a Printing-Office the workmen mix the quads

and spaces together, thus spoiling both founts.

"The Regulation has provided against this mischance, I shall be told,

since it requires that a certain number of type of each body-size shall be

delivered to the Founders to which they shall work, under penalty. But

these type, selected haphazard, were never delivered, and they could in no

way have remedied the. evil which it was desired to avoid since their body-

sizes would not have been correlated to one another, they would have been

devoid of any reasoned out proportion, would not have worked together

and finally were without any definite underlying principle. These farcical

Regulations, instead of introducing precision and order, have on the other

hand increased confusion by an unnecessary multiplication of units. Hence

it happens that the bodies of Petit-canon, of Gros-parangon, of Gros-romain,

of Cicero, of Philosophie, of Gaillarde, of Mignonne, according to the

Regulation, are without double bodies on which two-line letters can be

made, notwithstanding that such are necessary for all these bodies. Hence

there arise seven or eight bastard body-sizes, useless for any other purpose,

and mere useless burdens on the Printing-Office. Moreover, this division

of bodies using a Cicero and a Petit-romain to equal a Gros-parangon,

using a Petit-romain and a Petit-texte to equal a Gros-romain, using a

Petit-texte and a Nompareille to form a Saint-augustin, clearly show the

limited experience and knowledge of those who proposed this method

Why make a division of the type-bodies into these unequal parts which

lead nowhere, and of which one cannot render any account? Moreover,

this clause in the Regulation has never been carried into effect. The

trouble was indeed realized, though no one knew how to find the remedy

for it, and for the good reason that the Printers, who alone are called into

consultation on these matters, are not themselves Typographers enough

to be able to discuss with authority, and to make regulations respecting, a

branch of the art which they do not themselves practise, and of which

frequently they know nothing but the name.

"
It is this fact which led me to unravel this tangle by establishing

order where no order had ever previously existed :
I think that by my

invention of the Typographic point system, I have had the good fortune to

succeed with an exactitude and a precision that leave nothing to be desired.

This system consists merely in the division of the body-sizes of the type

into equal and definite parts which I call Points. By this means the
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difference between and ratio to one another of the body-sizes can be exactly

determined. They can be associated together in the same manner as

numerical signs can be combined ; and, as two and two make four, add

two, and six will result ; double this total and the result will be twelve,

etc., similarly a Nompareille, which consists of six points, taken with

another Nompareille, will together equal a Cicero which consists of twelve

points ; add to this another Nompareille and a body of eighteen points or

the Gros-romain will result ; double this total, making thirty-six points,

and the Trismegiste, which contains this number, will result, and thus

with other sizes, as will be seen from the Table of Sizes which follows

[figs. , 049]-
" In order to combine bodies, it is merely necessary to know the number

of Typographic points of which each consists. For this reason it is necessary

that the points, or given dimensions, should be constant, so that they may

serve as guides in the Printing-Office, just as the pied cle mi, the inches, and

the lines are used in Mensuration [Geometrie]. With this object I have

fixed the exact size which the point should have, in the scale which appears

at the head of the Table of Sizes ; and in order to ensure uniform exactitude

of workmanship in the production of the body-sizes of Type, I have

designed an appliance which I have called the Prototype, and which is

described and figured later.

" The invention of these points is the first tribute which I paid to

Typography in 1737. Thereafter compelled to carry on continuously a

painful and exacting profession, that of cutting all the punches necessary

for the equipment of my Foundry, I could find no established rule which

might have guided me in determining the body-sizes of the Type I had to

produce. This being the case, I was compelled to set up laws for myself

;

this I did, and I kept my record of them in the following Table [pp. 62-63].

" At the head of this Table a definite scale is printed divided into two

inches, the inch divided into twelve lines, and the line into six of these

typographical points ; the total length is 144 points. The small divisions

at one end are each of two points, which is the exact difference between the

Petit-texte and the Petit-romain, between the latter and the Cicero, etc.

The number of points which I assign to each body-size must be taken from

this scale. These sizes when accurately taken for each particular body-

size, and after they have been verified upon the Prototype, will together

show a general agreement amongst all the body-sizes of type, as will be

shown by the combinations wliich follow.

" This scale has a total length equal to twelve Ciceros. After the

printing of this Table, which I published in 1737, I found that in drying,

the paper had slightly reduced the true length of the scale : in the present

case I have taken precautions against this defect by adding what was

required for the shrinkage of the paper.

" Each body-size at the head of its own paragraph is divided or made

up with the greatest exactitude by the combinations which are recorded in
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the Table, combinations which are made up of equal bodies, unequal bodies

and multiples. The first are preceded by a -, the second by =, and the

third by +." [Fournier uses these signs for reference marks and not in

their arithmetical sense ; figs. 44 to 49 are self-explanatory.]

Fournier-s system has now, however, been almost entirely superseded

• by the system of Didot, and the Fournier point or corps is now used only

in Belgium, in parts of Austria, and in the North of France.

Didot was a celebrated typefounder of Paris, who somewhere about

1770 or not long after the death of Fournier, proposed the improvement

of tnat reformer's system of typographic points, basing the point upon

some well-known and authoritative lineal measure, selecting for this purpose

the -bid de roi, or the governmental standard foot of France. This foot is

the equivalent of 127897 E«Slish inches
-

He retained F™r s sub'

divisions and made no alteration in the number of 72 P°mts to the inch

;

twelve inches of course went to the foot, and twelve fines to the inch
;
each

line was divided into six typographic points.

The Didot system, now generally adopted, has as its basis the point or

corps of 0376 millimetre. It is to this Didot unit that most foreign type-

casting and composing machines are designed. The philosophic or corps

onze of 11 Didot points, measures 0-1628 inch and is therefore nearly

equal to the English pica. The corps douze, now generally regarded as

the standard for body-sizes, measures 4-512 millimetres or 01776 inch.

The French point is 0-01480 inch, whereas the English point is 0-013837 inch.

The bodies in use are named according to the number of points
;

the

it generally ir e 5, 6, 7
!, 14, l6, I

28, etc.

The height-to-paper of French type is 2350 millimetres, but is increased

to 23-545 millimetres for very fat black faces. The height of quads and

spaces is from 19-18 millimetres to i9'50 millimetres. The height of leads

v
. , , ,1 .1- — :-: 1, ,,;,-,„ ,s;-n- millimetres.

and furniture is about the same, being 18-05 millimetres.

OTHER SYSTEMS.

Other plans for securing uniformity in type-bodies were proposed by

Fergusson of Scotland in 1824, by Bower of Sheffield in 1841, and Shanks

of London in 1857 I
but, with the exception of the last mentioned, none of

these suggestions ever came into practical use.

FerguLn's system, which is quoted from Hansard's " Typography

is interesting, as the sizes would form a harmonic m place of an^arith-

metical progression ; but obviously the bodies would not work together as

in the arithmetical and more rational systems that have been adopted.

Body. Points.

Semi-nonpareil . 5

Brilliant . 6

Diamond . 7

Pearl

.

8

Ruby 9

Nonpareil . 10

Minion "
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"PLAIN AND ACCURATE RULES

•For obtaining Permanent Uniformity in the Sizes of the Bodies of Tyfes

and in their Height to Paper.

" t Let the fount called Nonpareil be made the fundamental standard,

and make 12 lines of Nonpareil measure exactly one inch.-2. Let 14 lines

Nonpareil be the common measure for all other founts; his meagre

to take in 5 lines of Great Primer, 6 of English, 7 of Pica 8 of Small Eca

of Long Primer, 10 of Bourgeois, II of Brevier, and « of Mrmon.-3 .

Let

ti lines of Nonpareil be the standard height to paper.

AConformity with these three rules would evidently piwe a great

benefit to Printers, and might ultimately not be less so to Le er-founda*

If adopted, the bodies of English, Pica, and Small Pica will be a little

enlarged
• Long Primer and Brevier a little diminished.

en "g
The' standard foot measure kept at the Royal Society shoul

1
be made

use of for obtaining an accurate inch to proceed upon. I shall be glad to

find these hints taken into due consideration; and unless some strong

objection be stated, I trust they will be readily adopted^

The system introduced by Shanks in the Patent Type Foundry^and

there used for many years, differed from the foregoing system n much

as it adopted a decimal division of his nonpareil body, which latter was

n inch. The following table (table 5) shows the number of

;s of the various bodies up to english.
one-twelfth of ai

points and the actual si

TABLE s.Shanks's point system.

Body.

I 0-0500
|

Bourgeois

I
0-0583 1 Long prim

I
0-0667 Small pica

-"•
I

0-0833
j

English

It will be seen that these sizes, based c

agreed very closely with the body-sizes then ii

a different point syster

;e by many founders.
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It i strange that in the history of this subject geometrical progression

been proposed. Had

r half of the

e of body in

fifths of the next smaller body,

Although

for the sizes of type does not appear t

the art of typefoimding not come into being until the

nineteenth century, it is probable that a systi

geometrical proportions, each size being

or some similar ratio, would have rec

difficulty would have occurred in working the different bodies together,

there would yet have been found partisans of such a system amongst those

who print different sizes of the same works, for instance Bibles, prayer-

books, and other devotional compilations, in which type oi dittcrcnt sizes

ire required at different periods of human Hie, each new volume resembling

its predecessor in every respect save in Us dimensions and in those of the

characters used.

With such an arrangement of geometrically-proportioned hotly, a man,

whose fading sight required him to have recourse to large type, would find

on the same page of the work and in the same relative portion, the same

word the «ame letter and the same space as in the smaller copy to which

had made him accustomed. This result is now actually attained,

quires very careful workmanship and elaborate precaution in the

-election of the founts and in the spacing.

To facilitate comparison between type made to the various point

systems at present in use, table 6 (pp. 70-71) is .given. In this

table the sizes of each body are given in decimals of inches and milli-

metres with their corresponding names, which practically cover the held

for Great Britain, her colonies and dependencies, Europe, the United

States of America and all South America, and indeed, for the matter oi

that the whole civilized world. The point, or one of the corps systems, is

now in u=c everywhere, and though, in consequence of the large

quantities of standing matter that yet exist, bastard bodies, namely, bodies

not conforming to any of the point or corps systems, are still in use and

.till produced, their employment is steadily dying out. Moreover, the

names which originally belonged to them, are now occasionally applied

to the next larger or nearest true point size, as the faces have been trans-

ferred to such sizes. It is, however, preferable to avoid this use of the old

names and to style the different body-sizes by the number of points or

o.rhs w'lich truly represent them, reserving the old names only to designate

bastard sizes in which case it is further advisable to supplement the name

„\
',!„•

l,„,lv with that of the maker, for example pica (Caslon's), bourgeois

(Figgins'), minion (Miller & Richard's).

In the European names for bodies still further confusion arises from

the fact that the cicero of 12 Fournier points measured o-Tfi+S inch. When

the Didot system was introduced it was found that it Didol points w

nearly equal to the Fournier cicero, and the name cicen

In the specimen book of Didot a
applied to corps

5 generally

;, Paris 1819,

Limits of accuracy

type of the sizes corr

with these and the

machines deal. A co!

25 inches in height,

therefore contains froi

parallel in body to 1<

thousandth of an ind

inclined each over O'c

interfere with the trut

every endeavour must

the product of every

readily be done in prc

about two inches, but

to be received.

.mends the use of numbers of points to designate s
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owing to the confusion caused by names relating to the old sizes. The

confusion commenced at mignonne, the next name ***** being used

for 7I Didot points ;
saint-augustin was used indifferently for 12 or 13 points .

gros-romain for 15 or 16 points ;
petit-parangon for 18 or 20 points ,

"gros-parangon for « or 22 points; petit-canon for * to 3s _pamte;

gros-lo* for 40 to 44 points; and **6fc «**». for 48 to 56 point

Didot. The Germans, who appear to prefer names to numbers, called the

body of 12 Didot points the Cicero. So that the French acero had

h points while the German had 12 points; after much confusion the

cicero was accepted in France, about i860, to mean corps 12, or 12 Didot

points. The names and sizes of type-bodies are giVen in table 6, pp. 70

ACCURACY OF BODY AND SET.

Limits of accuracy.—Most of the matter which is printed is set in

type of the sizes comprised between english and ruby, and it is generally

with these and the intermediate sizes that typecasting and composing

machines deal. A column of newspaper commonly measures about 22

25 inches in height, and is very usually set in brevier or immon.,

therefore contains from 200 to 250 lines. The type must be sufficiently

parallel in body to lock up in the forme. A uniform error of one ten-

thousandth of an inch in parallelism would result in the end lines bemg

inclined each over o-oi inch from the vertical. Greater inclination would

interfere with the truth of impression and with safety in handling .therefore

every endeavour must be used to keep the body of the type uniform and

the product of every machine has to be continually checked. This can

readily be done in practice by means of an 1__ gauge, fig 50
,

me~g
about two inches, but actually made to the calculated length of the type

to be received.

The type are carefully cleaned from grease and small particles of metal

and then pressed firmly against the stop a with the fingers. The finger-

nail is then passed over the flat surface b of the end of the gauge and the

end of the line of type, where a total difference of one-thousandth of an

inch in the total body and of inequality in parallelism can easily be felt. A

better form of gauge is made with two ends screwed to a base-block
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TABLE 7.

et widths of a pica fount (modekn) without spaces and qu,

0-16604

0-I3I45

0-12453
0-11761

0-11070

|WiE(E + - x +- = — ••• m \

KM&mmmffiffiHKMNXHGNUXjMlDm
fADEOQRVYwoe//£JBw

&BQLPTZ£qww .

0-10378 |P ZfiflC JO QQ . •

(S {bdgtknpqufiUKM
0-08994 '

0-08302

0-07610

0-07264

0-06573

0-05535
0-04843
0-04151

!*&
xyGHNUXl 2 345678
•ttill-**?* 1 *!!*?
11 2 3 46

OZADEOQEV
S6666 .

CBCFLPTZ&

rbfgq&a-

? <5 e h e

i\-/[)lt/J )i

10,770

26,650

14.750
38,270

25,900

4,965

206,655

48 82,190

24 118,270

23 125,700

15

9
16

8

108,680

80,920
100,120

56,160

275 1,000,000

.ength o

Length a

pe = 77,630 in

carefully prepared to the correct length. The type are hud or this.and tta

last type inserted gives the feel of the fit and consequently an appre

elation that the type are of the requisite degree of accuracy. A gauge of

^Su^a^-Le xW inches for M pica, for x8 brevier,

or for 24 nonpareil ; a gauge .0340 inches would serve for 14 smal pica

or 28 ruby and also for 2I minion. In this connexion it should be noted that

the multiples of the decimal sizes given in table 3 (p. 59) do not agree exactly,

but this gauge should be 147 points in length The variations m approxi-

mate decimal sizes have proved a great stumbhng-block to some founders

!
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TABLE 8.

widths of a pica fount (old-style) without spa

Characters.
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161,855

43.38o
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who for the body, have first worked out the decimal approximation and

then multipEed it, and have so obtained varying results, which would

have been avoided entirely by working from the point as the unit.

^

A still better form of body-gauge would be one in which one end of the

"
Lg to thousandths of a"

> replaced w

inch and enabling a d

with a micrometer-sc

;t measurement of the error to be obtained. Such

gauge is not, so tar as the authors are aware, in actual use at present

among typefounders, though it would have advantages over the old

methods where determinations of such accuracy are left largely to the

personal equation of the operator. A gauge of the form suggested is

shown in fig. 52. .

In setting up tabular work it is necessary that the points, figures, ana

fractions should all agree, so that the figures may fall vertically under each

other and the columns may be of uniform width. For this reason the figures

and two-figure fractions (J, J) are almost invariably made on the en set
;
the

diagonal and straight fractions (#, & S) on the em set ;
and those points

used in tabular work, such as the full point, which inverted becomes the

decimal point, the comma, the colon and the semicolon are usually placed

on the same set as the middle space, namely, one-fourth of the body.

Some founders place these points on the thick-space set (or | body),

but with this arrangement spacing is more difficult, as the column can only

be made a multiple of the en or em by adding two thick spaces, whereas

with the points on the middle space the addition of a single middle space

will bring the column to a multiple of the ei

The si e gauge that is used for the body will si e for checking the

ie particular characters ; but a; a column of matter is seldom

than four inches wide, a larger error is here admissible than in the body-size.

It may be of interest to show the means employed by practio

makers and typefounders for the last 150 years to ensure the requisite

degree of accuracy in type without the use of the, then unknown, micro-

it used for this purpose is known in the trade

UNIT

turning-gauge, and is showr.

fixed to the stem by screws,

;

fit on the stem by grindin;

position by the thumb-screw

taper, the inclination being

sides of the jaws have lines e

therefore, equals O'ooo5 inch

from grease and gently pus

the

14.

—

Height-to-paper gi

position of the type being a

for-end to compare the sizes

can be as easily detected by

shaft when compared with a

gauge is also used for checkii

width produced by the type:

can be obtained by using thi

This is actually the usual pr

type should fulfil the followir

1. The face must be true

to the four sides of

by condition 4.
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turning-gauge, and is shown in fig. 53. The upper jaw of the gauge is

fixed to the stem by screws, and the lower jaw, which is made a good sliding

fit on the stem by grinding and lapping, can be secured in any desired

position by the thumb-screw. The jaws are made with a small amount of

taper, the inclination being usually 3 in 1000, or less if required. The

sides of the jaws have lines engraved \ inch apart ; each division ordinarily,

therefore, equals 0-0005 inch. To use the gauge the type are rubbed free

from grease and gently pushed into the taper opening of the jaws, the

position of the type being as shown in fig. 53 ; the type are turned end-

for-end to compare the sizes at head and foot ; a

can be as easily detected by feel as can a similar v

shaft when compared with a Whitworth gauge by means of callipers. The

gauge is also used for checking parallelism in set as well as the definite set

width produced by the typefounder. Still greater delicacy of comparison

can be obtained by using three or four types together in the turning-gauge.

This is actually the usual practice in typefoundries. Commercially perfect

type should fulfil the following conditions :

—

1. The face must be true for flatness, that is its plane must be normal

to the four sides of the body ; the degree of accuracy is governed

by condition 4.
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1, that is

0-0005

2. The face must be true for positio:

strokes must be parallel to the set and the line parallel t

body ; the degree of accuracy is governed by condition 3.

3. It must also be true for alinement, that is within plus or minus

inch the dimension line-to-back must be correct to gauge.

4. The height-to-paper must be correct within plus or minus 0-0005 inch.

5. The body must be parallel within plus or minus o-oooi inch.

6. The set width must give the correct side-wall on both sides of the

character ; the tolerance varies according to the character.

The height-to-paper gauge in ordinary use by the typefounder is

shown in fig. 54. This gauge is generally used for testing flatness of

face for compliance with condition 1 above, and, unlike the turning-gauge,

the jaws are made parallel. The type is placed in the gauge and sighted

against the light in two directions, in the plane of the face of the upper jaw, at

right angles to each other and inclined each at 45° to the faces of the body.

A steel gauge, shown in place in fig. 54, is used for verifying that

the height-to-paper is correct. In some foundries a gauge of simple horse-

shoe form, like the engineers' outside-calliper gauge, but with the jaws

arranged at a small angle to each other, is used ; and in others a gauge

with a sliding carriage and a guide against which the type is placed enables

any error in height-to-paper to be estimated by the distance of the type

from a mark made where the jaws of the gauge are separated by the

dimension of the true standard height ; this form was invented by Henry

Barth, of the Cincinnati Typefoundry, and is illustrated by De Vinne in his

book on " Plain Printing Types." It is, however, little used in this country.

The dimension line-to-back is checked by comparing the type on a

lining-gauge with a lower-case m, this letter being taken as the standard.

An ordinary lining-gauge is shown in fig. 55. One somewhat similar in

principle, but more elaborate, is shown in fig. 209, p. 234.

Spacing.—The width of a column of newspaper or a printed page of a

book generally varies between 14 and 40 ems. Where this is ordinary reading

matter each line contains on the average from 7 to ro words. As many

the minimum error obtainat

circumstances, is the produi

The line cannot be made Ion

of admissible error based or

and it is probable that it

becomes about ^5 inch, and

The problem of spacing :

in composing-machinery ;

justification, but is known tc

tion, a term which is alw

manufacturing operations t

applied. Various attempts

readily than by the crude

however, by no means a si

in set width, as in the caa

variable number from nougl

already in the line. Taking

word known to the authors

considered, and if this wore

letter too long, there are st

precedes the last word. Ii

for instance schleichst and s

Thick added spaces woul

white gaps over the page,

type is afforded by the s

Benton. In this all charac

one-sixth of the body, so tha

of the em by the addition

equal multiples of the six

table 9, p. 78.

The provision of so smal

of characters which do not

'A "''"» '"'^
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of the letters are unequal in set, and since the widths of set generally

bear no particular relation to the em (or body), it follows that the spacing

has to be done after the line has been composed. If the line, made up w,th

thick spaces in hand-composition, comes short, or long, some or all ot the

,t be removed and replaced with others.

,t used for this purpose, but only for spacing out

a very narrow column of rr"**°T

onally its is allowed to obviate

The hair-space i:

between the characters of words where a

runs alongside a block or table, and o<

overrunning where author's corrections occur.

The spacing must therefore be obtained by the u

and thick spaces forming A,
|, and i of the body r<

the minimum error obtainable with such a system, in the most tavoma

circumstances is the product of the fractions of the body, namely M
The line cannot be made longer than the allowed width, therefore the amo

of admissible error based on practical experience may betaken at
_

T,

and it is probable that it frequently amounts t

becomes about ^ inch, and in nonpareil about 3| ;

The problem of spacing is one of the most ser

in composing-machinery; throughout this work it is defined i.

justification, but is known to printers by the unfortunate name of justifica-

tion a term which is always used elsewhere in this treatise for those

manufacturing 'operations to which the term justification has also been

applied. Various attempts have been made to effect the spacing more

readily than by the crude trial and error method just mentioned. It is

however, by no means a simple problem. Even if all letters were equal

in set width, as in the case of most typewriter faces, there would be a

variable number from nought to nine to be added and inserted with those

already in the line. Taking a line ending in the longest Enghsh indivisible

word known to the authors, that is strengths, there are nine letters to be

I, and if this word comes at the end of the line and proves o-

,e of the thin, middle

espectively. Obviously

This i

is difficulties met with

letter too long, there ar

precedes the last word.

still n o be dealt with si

indivisible words e
:n German still longer

for instance schleichst and schnarchst.

SELF-SPACING TYPE.

Thick added spaces would generally make large, irregular, and unsightly

white gaps over the page. The nearest approach to accurate spacing of

type is afforded by the so-called self-spacing type invented by L. B.

Benton. In this all characters are made on set widths each multiples of

one-sixth of the body, so that any combination can be made up to a multiple

of the em by the addition of some of the self-spacing spaces which are also

equal multiples of the sixth of the body ;
the arrangement is shown m

tab

The provision of so small a number of set sizes results in the production

of characters which do not conform sufficiently closely to those ordinarily
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in use to secure the general adoption of the system, and the difficulty,

which becomes apparent if table 9 is compared with tables 7 and 8, pp. 72

and 73, is even more marked with the italic sorts.

TABLE 9.

Self-spacing type.

Set. Characters. Kunrber.

f body

t body

£ body

i body

i
body

2 em quad

WMCEffifflWMCE

fern-quad m ffi ffl H K M X lb $ @ ... - x +1
{ - + = h t

+ 4
l

-

a ,„HKMX/

fwKceABDEFGNOPQRTUVY&HK)
Mwm<EWcewfffiflABDEFGNOPQ\

,
RTUVY&v/www . . )

C3-to-2-em quad abdghknopquvxyfffifl^i
$C JLSZabcdefglnopqeiuvxy

1 a~) (-J .. (leader) — (rule) 12345678901
( C JLSZabdghknopquvxyl I 2 3 45<

6 7 <? p a A a a a fl 6 6 6 u u u u g 9 a i a a\

{ anbSbdiiiikug J

(en-quad c e r s t z ] s z I ? ( ]
* t t § II 1! « */' s

\ frrlJfSiJJj.nJ • • • •/

r 3-to-em space f i j 1 1 . , ; :
'

! -
/ » j I ; : ' 1 ' 1

!'

Hair-space

32

51

Total . Spaces and quads, 6. Characters, 275

3 BEARDING.

Kerned type and italics.—-Some of the italic sorts,, and occasionally

the roman lower-case f and j in certain display and fancy faces, project

beyond the sides of the body, fig. 56; these are known as kerned

characters. The projecting kern requires to be dressed by hand, as explained

on p. 21, so as to enable the face to approach closely to that of the

adjacent character and to clear its shoulder when composed, fig. 57- This '

of course, makes the type extremely weak, the sharp projecting edges of

the face being peculiarly liable to damage.

In early printing, some of the characters kerned above or below the body,

or bearded, and this was liable to cause fouling where an ascending or a



item, and the difficulty,

th tables 7 and 8, pp. 72

Number.

•

iH KMX) 32

V Y&HKI
}N OPQ\ 5 J

xyfffifl^i
RTU VXY

I

ft 2 3 4 5[
120

g s a a h a\

llcefrs-

,»

281
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c sorts,, and occasionally

and fancy faces, project

,e are known as kerned

ssed by hand, as explained

h closely to that of the

d composed, fig. 57. This,

sharp projecting edges of

. above or below the body,

where an ascending or a

descending kern in one line came immediately under a descending or over an

ascending letter in the next line. A still more exaggerated form of kerning was

found in some seventeenth century type to which ornamentation was added

at the top to fill up part of the white adjacent to the much-inclined italic

letters and some characters, among which may be quoted the K, N, Q.

R, X, and Z, had their tails greatly extended to the right ; so much so that

in certain instances they would come under two or three succeeding lowe~

case characters. These bizarre forms r seldom found, for the

1
artistic effect produced is not commensurate with the technical difficulties

of the construction and use of such letters.

In modern type, kerning above and below the body is rare ; the only

notable exceptions are accented capitals—the use of which is now being

abandoned by the French—and the very ingenious two-line letter for com-

mencing advertisements introduced by the Linotype Company, a form of

overhang which is described on p. 429.

The French have for many years abandoned the grave accent on A
while retaining it in the lower-case :

" A Paris il faisait beau, a Londres un

brouillard."

In the head-lines of the French newspapers, while the accent is now

almost universally omitted on A, one finds accents sometimes on other

characters; but the influence of the composing machine is to be seen

in the gradual abandonment of accented capitals, which is now in
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For example: " L'ANGLETERRE REFUSE LE SYSTEME METRIQUE
car la plus grande partie du commerce exterieur britannique interesse

des pays qui n'ont pas le systeme metrique " Le Matin, 23 mars, 1907.

One instance of the ill-advised use of accented type kerning above the

body occurs in the case of Esperanto, for which several accented ascending

characters are used, for example, C H G J S V h, apart from the lower-case

characters c g ] s u, which, of course, present no difficulty except that they

require special matrices. The Esperantists would have done far better in

adopting a non-kerning form of modification ; examples of such modifica-

tions arc the Danish 0, the Polish I, a and e, and the Maltese H ; and they

would have been better advised had they adopted a simple bar or a dot

added wiUiin the body of the character, thus : J or G.

In one specimen of Esperanto printed in Switzerland we find that owing

to the absence of accented characters a substitute has been formed by using

an inverted full point after each such letter :

—

" Ni donas ci sube kiel specimenon la tradukon de la antauparolo. Oni

vidas ke la tradukinto ne uzis la kutimajn supersignojn, sed anstatauigis

ilin per ordinara punkto renversita.

" Kompreneble, io ajn nova prezentas unuavide aspekton iom nekuti-

man, scd antau ol esprimi definitivan jug'on pri g'i, oni devas uzi g'in dum

tempo sufice longa."

The difficulty of kerning accented characters also affects German type,

the modified capital vowels having this peculiarity. The difficulty can be

overcome by placing the dots lower at each side of the vertex of the A and

within the O and U respectively : a practice now occasionally adopted.

It is difficult to understand why different nations should cling to these

accented or modified characters; they usually represent sounds quite

dissimilar from those of the primary form, and it is but seldom that the

use of a particular accent is intended to produce a consistent change in

Speaking generally, it would be better for these countries to abandon

the accents altogether and to produce and adopt a few national characters

in their place. That there is no difficulty whatever in reading a language

fluently in which a few only of the less important characters are changed is

apparent from the two paragraphs forming fig. 123, p. 154, the second

being set up in a slightly-reformed English alphabet.

Characters kerned in set are, however, still common in the case of many

of the best book-founts ; they present a serious difficulty to most type-

casting and composing machines. Where the type is ejected through the

length of the mould, as in the Wicks machine, they cannot be made.

Where no subsequent dressing operation can be performed, as in the Mono-

type, they must be of the form left by the matrix in its withdrawal, and

although the sides of the kern may be nearly vertical, as shown in fig. 56,

yet these portions will, when the line is closed, come into juxtaposition with

the base of the neck of the next character and fouling will very easily occur.
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The use of a small percentage of kerning sorts in hand-composition is

not a very serious matter, nor does it add greatly to the cost of the type

;

in fact, the founders may supply it at the same cost in order to secure a

demand, but the questions involved in the various forms of machine-com-

position are so greatly and unnecessarily complicated by these few and
little-used characters that it would be better to face the problem once and
for all and adopt non-kerning italics and accents as the general rule.

In any case the weakness of the kern renders such italic type easily

damaged in distributing and composing, and it is probably only a matter

of time for the kern to be abandoned, except in the case of the highest classes

of printing and in artistic work where appearance is considered to be the

most important factor.

Example of kerning italic :

—

The ejection of kerned italic type offe

Example of non-kerning italic :

—

The ejection of non-kerned italic type offers no difficulty.

The principal difficulty in designing a non-kerning italic lies in the

ascending and descending sorts and particularly in the letters_/ and j, which
have to be somewhat modified from the more familiar shape. Whereas
the slope of the italic main-strokes in the kerning type will be found fre-

quently to be as much as i in 3, it is necessary to reduce it to about 1 in 5
in designing a non-kerning fount, and I in 4 is generally the maximum slope

permissible. With this the / requires to be considerably distorted and
shows excess of side-wall and consequent space between it and the adjacent

characters.

Nicking, bearding, and kerning planes are used in conjunction with a
dressing-stick for putting the extra nicks in certain small capitals and for

other purposes, such as bevelling the top or bottom kern, known as the

beard, of accented and certain other sorts, and for dressing the kern in set

of italics and other type respectively ; this latter operation, however, is

more generally done by hand by rubbing the type on a dressing-file, or

by treating it, when set up in line, with a small milling-cutter on a power-
driven kerning-machine.

OPT 081 OET OTT 00T
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CHAPTER VIII.

TYPE FACES.

th a Pace at Sight hath the Gift of Kings; And

is of the Craft it is a Dower-Royal so to tell Face

le be Right-Rogues and offend in any Forme."

Mirrour of Pryntyng.

Type faces may be divided into three main groups s

i the maker of typecasting and composing machines.

and the ample fillet

stroke. These features

o legibility. 123456

Variety of fa

far as they cc

1. Old-style faces. Example :—

Notice the short ser

connecting each to the ma

tend to durability as well a

789O. picM st U {Mmer SRiOmQ

2. Modern faces. Example :—

Note how thin are the hair lines, how long are

the serifs, and how small the fillet connecting each

to the main-stroke. Wear takes place more rapidly

and legibility is sacrificed. 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a ^
3. Fancy faces. Example :

—

Our eyesight is one of our most precious assets,

and the designer of type should therefore consider

legibility as of greater importance than artistic

effect. 123456789 0.

The faces may be extended or condensed, and the strokes may be fat or

lean The faces used for the greater part of the printed matter of the day

are either old-style, or modem, or follow the leading features of one or of

the other very closely.
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1. The old-style face has thick hair-lines and a large radius connecting

the serif with the main-stroke. These features render it more legible and
durable. On the other hand the old-style numerals are irregular, and, owing
to the smallness of some sorts, their legibility is no greater than that of the

modern figures. Moreover, the fact that they comprise ascenders, descenders

and small sorts makes them unsuitable for most scientific works. Old-style

founts are therefore frequently ordered with modern figures.

2. The modern face—to which reference is again made under sections

11 and 12 of ordinary faces—is very largely used ; the defect from which it

suffers has arisen from the endeavour to obtain a more highly-finished outline

without regard to the ultimate object in view. Thicker hair-lines and a

larger radius connecting the serif and main-stroke increase both the clear-

ness and the durability of the type, and a face comprising these features

is very suitable for most newspapers, periodicals, magazines, text-books

and novels.

De Vinne, in his classical work, has not only drawn attention to the

requisites for legibility, but has himself produced some excellent examples

of easily-readable type faces.

3. Fancy faces.—There are so many varieties of fancy faces, and they

differ so widely, that they rarely come into question under conditions which
permit of their production in large quantity. These faces are used chiefly

for advertisements, circulars, bill-heads and titling ; that is in instances

in which the fount occurs in such small quantity that hand-composition

is the only effective method of setting.

The chief varieties of faces in ordinary use, figs. 58 to 60, may be

broadly subdivided into the following classes :

—

1. Black.—This is the old English character used by the earliest

printers and now reproduced more or less correctly by modern type-

founders for various uses, for the headings of certain journals, for

Christmas cards, etc.

2. Black ecclesiastical.—A variety of the preceding, used principally

for prayer-books and texts. Ornamented forms of the two preceding are

known, with a more or less degree of ornament, under various names,

such as Anglo-Saxon and St. John.

The term gothic, which was formerly and correctly applied by most
people to describe nearly all forms of black-letter, is not used here,

being restricted by modern usage, and especially American usage, to a

simple, and " sturdy type that has neither serif nor hair-line."

3. Sans serif, or, to be strictly accurate, sanserif.—In modern usage

frequently called gothic, grotesque or sans. In its italic form, 13, fig. 60,

this face is generally referred to as inclined sans serif, gothic, grotesque, etc.

4. Old-face is a light face, very open and with long ascenders. This

face has inclined serifs, is accompanied by an italic, 14, fig. 60, and is a

precursor of the old-style already mentioned, which has a heavier face and
also small sorts of larger size.

:,,_:,!. „
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iBCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
LBCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
CDEFQHIJ KLMNOPQRST
CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST

b t a t i 9 h i j It I m n a p q r t it to to

1- b c b e f b i j ftT m n p q r s t u v w
.bcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
bcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
ibcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
ibcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
LbcdefghijklmnopqrstUYW
l
bcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
ibcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
Lbcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
Lbcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
ibcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw

. Black.

. Tudor black (ecclesiastical).

. Old-face.

. Antique old-style.

, De Vinne.

7. Blackfriars.

8. Cheltenham old-style.

9. Bold latin.

10. Modernized old-style.

11. Modern.

12. Egyptian.

y ? 3

cy z

. x y z

i y z

1. Black.

2. Tudor black (eccls

3. Sanserif.

4. Old-face.

5. Antique old-style.

6. De Vinne.
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8. U V W X Y Z Qu 1 23 456 7 890 £ $

9- UVWXYZiBIE 12 34 5 6 7890£$
o. UVWXYZ M (E 1234567890 £ %

T . U V W X Y Z J! CE 1234567890 £ $

2 UVWXYZ JE(E 1234567890 £$
Ka . 5S -Roman capitals and fig* res (concluded from opposite page).

xyz a a ft ff ft ffi ffl & ..::!?:'()[ 1

2 y ^ 3 x oe f i ff fI ffi ftI , . ;

:

t}
*'

' K ) [ ]

3 xyz secefifFflfflffl& , • 1
: !?-'()[]

4 x" y z jecefiffflffi ffl & , . ; ! ?-'()[]

5 xyz ae ce fi ff fl ffi ffl & !?-'()[]

6 xyz se ce fi ff fl ffi ffl & , • ; !?-'()[]

7 xyz ae ce fi ff fl ffi ffl & a , . ;
!?-'()[]

8

9

xyz ae oe fi ff fl ffi ffl . & <<t a ... : :!?-'()[]

xyz aeoefi fffl fflffl& ,.; : I ? - ' ()[]

xyz » oe fi ff fl ffi

xyz 88 OB fi fE fl ffi

xyz aeoefiffflffi.

ffl & , .
;

!?-'()[]
ffl & , .

;
!?-'()•[]

12 fH& , . ; !?-'()[]
Fig. sg.-Rcman lower-case, ligatures nd points (concluded from opposite page).

1. Black.

2. Tudor black (ecclesiastical).

3. Sanserif.

4. Old-face.

5. Antique old-style.

6. De Vinne.

7. Blackfriars

8. Cheltenhar

9. Bold latin

10. Modernize

11. Modern.

12. Egyptian.

a old-style.

i old-style
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
ABCDEFQHIJKLMNOPQRST
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN P Q R S

T

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST

abodefgh
a b c d e f g h

abcdefgh
a b c d e f £ h

a b c d e f g h

abcdefgh
abcdefgh

J h I o p q r

j k I m n o p q r s t

jklmnopqrst

t u I

i * it

i k i,i

j k i \

j h l \

, p q i

i p q i

» P 1 '

> f q i

t i

H u v w x r

'5 U V W X Y
16 U Y W X Y

17 U V W X Y
1

8

U V W X Y

19 U V W X Y

13 x y z cb ce ]

14 x y z <e ce J

15 x y z as ce i

16 x y z se ce
\

17 x y z j

18 x y z ce ce f

IQ x y z m ce j

13. Inclined sanserif.

14. Old-face.

15. De Vinne.

16. Blackfriars.

17. Cheltenham old-style.

18. Modernized old-style,

ig. Modern.

5. Old-style antique is similar in its general features to old-style, but

has a still heavier face ; like the preceding, it has inclined serifs and is

sometimes accompanied by an italic.

6. De Vinne is based on the old-style, modernized with inclined serifs,

made heavier and with some features specially modified with a view to

improving its effect and increasing its legibility. The italic is shown in 15.

7. Blackfriars is a" modernized old-style in which the actual serifs have

been to a great extent replaced by thickening the main-strokes, the object

being an increase in durability and legibility. The italic is shown in 16.

8. Cheltenham.—A very popular series which comprises many forms of

modernized old-face and retains its long ascenders and its short small

characters, but is made heavier and has further peculiarities. The italic

is shown in 17. With regard to Nos. 6, 7, and 8, italic is generally regarded

as a separate fount.

9. Latin.—Sometimes called antique, has triangular serifs and a

heavy face. This class of character usually has no italic.

.0 the n

usually made le

11. Modern.—This

slavish attention to th

for which that art we

want of legibility it is :

taste which is leading

on uniformity of tint, (

an apparently happy c

productive of a durable

12. Antique, sometii
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13- U V W X Y Z £ (E 1234567890£$
14 UVWXYZMCE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g £

15 UVWXYZ/ECE 1234567890£
16 UVWXYZMCE 1234567890 £$
17 U V W X Y Z 1234567890£
18 UVWXYZMCE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 £

19 UVWXYZMCE 12 3 4.667890jg>

13 xyzcBwfiffflffiffl& ,.;;/?-'()[]
14 * y z * * fi ff fl ffi ffl & ,.;.•/?-'()[]

15 x y z m as fi ff fl ffi ffl & , .,•:/?-'()[ ]

16 xyzsecefiffflfli fil & a , . ; : I ? - '

( ) f ]

17 x y z fi ff fl ffl ffl & , • ; : / ? ~ ' ()[]

18 x y z ce ce fi ff fl ffl ffl & ..;•/ ? -'()[ J

r 9 xyzcewfiffflffiffld ,.;:>?-'()[]

13. Inclined sanserif.

14. Old-face.

15. De Vinne.

16. Blackfriars.

17. Cheltenham old

18. Modernized old-

ig. Modern.

style.

style.

10. Modernized old-style.—To avoid the inconveniences attendant on

the use of the modern face in its most pronounced form, many faces of

modernized old-style have been produced with a view to greater durability,

the serifs being shortened, thickened and better supported by more adequate

connexion to the main-strokes. In these series the slope of the italic, 18, is

usually made less and the amount of kerning thereby considerably reduced.

11. Modern.—This is an example of over-development resulting from a

slavish attention to the technicalities of an art rather than to the object

for which that art was originated. In consequence of its weakness and

want of legibility it is now being rapidly replaced owing to a more healthy

taste which is leading the reader back to insist on legibility rather than

on uniformity of tint, delicacy of appearance, and beauty of workmanship
;

an apparently happy combination which, however, was unfortunately not

productive of a durable or desirable result. The italic is shown in 19.

12. Antique, sometimes called clarendon or egyfitian.is a. development, with
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its derivatives ionic and french antique, of the modern face in which the

serifs are made parallel and heavy, thereby rendering it legible and durable.

It has, however, a heavy appearance, which is perhaps slightly incongruous

with the characteristics of the style ; none the less for such purposes as

the printing of railway time-tables and directories it is largely used for

the sake of contrast with a fighter face.

The foregoing classification, however, must really be considered a

very imperfect resume of the matter, for the subject is such a large one

that it is impossible to do more within the scope and limits of this

treatise than sketch out some leading features. Those interested are there-

fore referred to text-books such as De Vinne's " Plain Printing Types,"

which is perhaps the most complete work known to the authors. For
examples of early printing, readers should consult the fine work of Drs. F.

I.ippmann and R. Dohme, " Druckschriften des fiinfzehnten bis achtzehnten

Jahrhunderts in getreuen Nachbildungen."

In order to facilitate the comparison of the various styles of faces men-
tioned in the foregoing brief classification, the sorts have been arranged in

tabular form for capitals, lower-case, figures and points, and for italics

where such are used, in figs. 58, 59 and 60, pp. 84 to 87.

Founts of fancy faces usually comprise from 78 to III sorts.

Standard width of face.—There is no definite standard width for any
character ; in fact, what appears standard on one body will, if proportion-

ately reduced or enlarged, appear narrower on a smaller body and wider on

a larger body. This applies to all the characters of a fount, and the actual

mean set can only be obtained by taking the aggregate set of a true fount

scheme and dividing it by the total number of type in the scheme. It is

found more convenient in practice to use the a-z length in ems as the

measure by which to judge the width of a face. This does not permit of

a very fair comparison because the a-z length of an old-style face, for

instance, may measure 4 per cent more than that of a modern face of the

same gauge and body and yet have a slightly smaller true mean set.

As the compositor in England and America is paid by the ens or ems he
sets up, this question of the a-z length affects the cost of composition and
lends to the use of faces of shorter a-z length. In France a fairer system
prevails based on filling the measure with the alphabet, and its characters

repeated in order, and taking the total thus obtained as the basis for pay-

ment. This question, together with its bearing on legibility, is treated at

greater length in a subsequent chapter.

In calculating the comparative weights of different founts given in

tables 25 and 26, the authors have adopted increases and decreases of

percentage of 10, 20 and 30 per cent of the standard width, and have also

allowed for the variation with change of body of the standard a-z length.

Unfortunately in England

to the thickness of stroke an

antique and egyptian. Morei

elongated, extended and ex]

British founders to cover diff

does the same founder always

his own specimen book.

A face having an a-z lengtti

as the standard, and other f;
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may be roughly classified as fo

Nam

In this arrangement the

American nomenclature adopte

of consistency and reasonable™

Steel letters.—Apart from

printing machines and for r

produced for setting the date

stamps, as well as for other si

these types are usually produce

are used for the production of

preparation of the matrices fo:
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Unfortunately in England the term fat, like the French gras, is applied

to the thickness of stroke and hence to define a group of faces such as

antique and egyptian. Moreover, the terms compressed and condensed,

elongated, extended and expanded, are used very loosely by different

British founders to cover different proportional variations of width ; nor

does the same founder always maintain a uniform use of the terms even in

his own specimen book.

A face having an a-z length of 13 ems in pica to bourgeois may be taken

as the standard, and other faces referred to it will be differently styled

according to the proportion the a-z length bears to this standard ; they

may be roughly classified as follows :

—

Nan Standardfac Viderfact

HHHH
HHHH

the ei she
if composition and

ice a fairer system

and its characters

the basis for pay-

lility, is treated at

Fig 61.

—

Narrow, standard, and wide type. Enlarged 6 times.

In this arrangement the authors have followed De Vinne, and the

American nomenclature adopted by him has been used, for it has the virtue

of consistency and reasonableness.

Steel letters.—Apart from steel punches, steel wheels for telegraphic

printing machines and for numbering-machines, actual steel type are

produced for setting the date in postmarking stamps and in ticket-dating

stamps, as well as for other similar purposes involving hard, rough wear

;

these types are usually produced by engraving. Steel types cut by machines

are used for the production of logotype matrices, and in particular for the

preparation of the matrices for rubber type for addressing-machines.
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijfclmnopqrstuvwxys

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

./ :.'//.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefgriijklrnnopqrstuvwxyi

abcdefghijklmiiopqrstuvwxyz

Long primer skeleton antique (Stephenson & Bide).

•ig. 62 —Comparison of a-z lengths of type founts (continued on pp. 9
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abodeUhijklmnopqrstuvmyz
Brevier ecniemed s.ns italic {Milter <

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqpstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
^ rmMsm

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
^

abcdefghijklmnopqrstUTrarxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ^
w«Wf;„s „„«.,. i

abcdefghijklmnopqrsturwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ^

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
^

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvv

iso» 0/ a-i /««g(*s 0/ (yfe founts (
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
S-poinl Cheltenham wide [American Type Founders I

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Fig. (^.-Comparison of a-z lengths of type founts (concl
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Brass letters.—Brass letters are used by bookbinders, leather-stampers,

and other craftsmen working in similar materials. Not only are letters

used, but also stamps of various designs, floral, classical, and others. The

technology of these forms of printing-surface presents nothing of special

interest, as they are produced in the usual way by engraving blanks of

suitable size and section, though occasionally they are made by casting.

Wooden letters.—Characters of large size made of wood are used for the

production of printed matter, but almost always for advertisements. It is a

curious reversion to the earliest type, for the first types were wooden ;
but

these were comparatively small and used for book-work, whereas the modern

wooden types are all large and used, as has been said, for the production of

printing practically unknown to our forefathers ; advertisement—as we

understand it—being a comparatively late development in the history of

the credulity of mankind.

The technology of the components of this form of printing-surface pre-

sents nothing particularly novel, the letters being developed from drawings

or templets by various specialized forms of routing machines (usually

pantographic), high-speed cutters, saws, abrading tools, etc., similar to

those forming part of any fully-organized and extensive woodworking-plant.

nitial letters.—The initial letter which commences a chapter

is usually of much larger body than the normal type

of the work. Some modern specimens of these are

among the most tasteful examples of the typefounder's

art, and when properly reproduced, frequently in more

than one colour, are, apart from sentiment, quite equal

to many of the masterpieces of the old penmen.

Their use, however, is a relic of the early printed

which a space for an initial letter of large size was left blank by

the printer for the work of the skilled professional illuminator, whose

duties also included that of marginal decoration. Subsequently combined

engraved blocks inked separately in different colours were used in order

to complete the work from the printer's hands, and at a later period the

single-colour ornamented initial letter took the place of these composite

character:

nitial letter subsequently became of less and less importance,

becoming the 2-line letter still retained in advertisements, and

the capital letter followed by small capitals of the ordinary

publications of the day.

The later history of initials is this : firstly, complete blanks were left by

the printer for the illuminator to fill in ; secondly, outlines were printed

in for a less skilled illuminator to go over and fill up with colour ; thirdly,

outline letters were printed in the blank spaces, and it was left to the fancy

'~~i~^.h:
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of the purchaser to fill them in for himself. Subsequently the whole art of

initial-letter illumination degenerated until mechanically revived by the

modern typographer, who cut beautiful letters or blocks, by the use of

which the printer himself now completes the page when these adjuncts are

desired.

Chess and draughts.—To illustrate the handbooks on the subjects

of chess and draughts and the problems, resulting from the study of these

games, so often given in the daily press and the special journals devoted to

-
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the matter, type are made for representing the various pieces on the white

or black squares which they may respectively occupy. Of course, these
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of patience, complete sets of pi

in fig. 65. These are usually c

of 24 points. As in the preced

Dice, dominoes, and iackgat.
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pieces are cast on the em-quad and their production involves no technical

difficulty.

Playing-cards.—To illustrate the handbooks on card games and games

Italic is a form of type dii
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P

of patience, complete sets of playing-cards are represented in type as shown

in fig. 65. These are usually cast on a 36-point body and have a set width

of 24 points. As in the preceding case, these present no technical difficulty.

Dice, dominoes, and backgammon or trick-track are also cast as type and

used for the illustration of works on the games in which the pieces

Q0 Q El O

B1IIH0H11I
IIBISSSSIB

represented take part; they are shown in figs. 66 to 68, and their

production involves no technical difficulty.

Italic is a form of type directly imitative of the art of the penman

and is said to have been founded on the handwriting of Petrarch, which

it closely resembles. It was first produced by Aldus Manutius, and used

OH OST 031 OIL 001
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bv him in his famous edition of Virgil published in 1501
;

for this

Pope Leo X granted a Letter of Privilege entitling him to the sole use

of the type he had invented.

Italic was formerly much more largely used than at present, and in early

founts amounted to perhaps forty per cent of the total. Its use m con-

junction with roman type is rapidly decreasing. With few exceptions it is

now not used as a body type.
.

Sm«.-Script type, called in French anglaise (an example of curious

modesty, for it is really a French invention), is a yet closer imitation o

handwriting of the form frequently used by early scribes and popularly

In some cases the dime

shank of the type being

portion of its length ; inclini

on the corresponding halve:

supporting bracket to the

the succeeding type. This

of a pyramidal form, as ir

of a prismatic form, as in

known as copper-plate. Much technical skill and attention were devoted

to this face on the Continent, particularly with a view to designing the

characters so that they would join up properly in combination, and give the

ffiSHHSH
effect of continuous writing, without requiring a large number of shapes to

be given to each character according to the combination in which it was to

be used. The difficulty is analogous to that met with in the arable

r forms, initial, medial, final
face, in which some characters are made ir

and detached.

Owing to its great inclination, the kerning of script much exceeds

that of italic characters ; to meet this difficulty, type have been made of a

section composed of two rhomboids with sides inclined to each other, lype

cast on this form of body kerns but little, and the angle of one type fitting

into the recess in the adjacent type enables the fine to be locked up as

securely as if it were composed of rectangular type ;
an end type of appro-

priate shape is provided for each end of the line, having a face at right

angles to the front and back of the body, fig. 69. Other sections adopted

in France to arrive at this simple result are shown in figs. 70 and 71.

OH 08T OSI Oil
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In some cases the difficulty has been overcome in another manner, the

shank of the type being retained of rectangular form for the greater

portion of its length ; inclined pieces are cut away in the mould and added

on the corresponding halves, so that the upper portion of the type forms a

supporting bracket to the kern and nests against the cut-away corner of

the succeeding type. This may be done by removing and adding portions

of a pyramidal form, as in the script type shown in fig. 72 ;
or portions

of a prismatic form, as in the test type shown in fig. 73, cast in moulds

made for Kanarese but without the face, a plain matrix

testing, having been used instead of a struck matrix.

TYPEWRITER 6 ) DUPLICATING-

Typewriter type.—T&e type used generally on typewriters differs to a

marked extent from printers' type, because, with a view to avoiding

complication in the typewriting machine, it is necessary to make it of

uniform set-width. A few machines, it is true, have been constructed to

work with differential spacing, but these have not found popular favour.

Typewriter faces in use are generally either one-tenth or one-twelfth of an

inch in set width, all the characters coming on the same set. Another

peculiarity of the hardened steel type-heads used on typewriting machines

is that the actual faces are made slightly curved instead of plane. The

magnitude of the sagitta of the small arc of contact of the type with the

paper is less than 0-003 inch for j, which is the longest character, and

amounts to only 0-0005 inch in the lower-case small sorts. It is some-

what remarkable that notwithstanding the elastic rubber backing of the

roller it should be necessary to allow for so small an amount of curvature.

For many commercial purposes a close imitation of typewriter type is

required. This has led to the production' of ordinary type with typewriter

characters of the kinds most generally in use ; it presents no special techmcal
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difficulties. In s

) irregular in shape

these machines, often present technical difficultii

ises the face has been cut with chequered

e accurately the effect given by the ribbon in

typewritten manuscript. The resemblance

between work printed from typewriter type

and actual typewriting is increased to a

very marked extent if the points (.,;:)
are made from C003 to C005 inch high-to-

paper. The illusion is carried even further

in some founts which comprise cancelled

characters, so that the typist's corrections

can be imitated.

Duplicating-machine type. — The re-

marks already made relating to type-

writer faces apply here also, but the

peculiar troubles attendant on the pro-

duction of characters so short in body

e of those required in certain of

1 of special moulds for their production. Examples of these

e given in figs. 75 to 79.
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Addressograph type.-Very similar to the Reading are the short body

tvoes used in some forms of addressing-machines ;.- tte example Si>own in

£ 80 is cored with a double core to obtain lightness and a drag is fitted to

ensure delivery this type shows marks indicating that it has been finished

and dressed by knives on the machine,

type of the section shown in fig. 81.

.—Addnssograph

usual to use rubber

TYPE FOR MISCELLANEOUS

Semaphore type.— la consequence of the interest

signalling systems, particularly in this country with

respect to the boy-scout movement, the authors have

designed and cut punches for a fount of type in

which a small ordinary capital character is cut at a

lower level than that of the actual signal formed

by the printing-surface. These small characters enable

the sorts to be recognized by any one not conversant

with semaphore signals, and as they are intended to

be read by those not accustomed to the setting of type,

they have been cut erect instead of inverted, fig. 82.

A specimen set up in this semaphore character is shown

W1 n minu u TUTiffn fvh ii ut
tiitItj m in 11ttTt11i ( ti tTY t1t{

11 (1)1 11l(TT fm H T mfflTIM v
1TI it

if m TifiViffr it ni nitm hit t

1 f ti n iffi nn ii^t iti 11

TT It (111 VllfTT T(TTUfT it jUTlffUH
niT 11 Timffm 1u( 1 nu n tiht

mmfn ti tj iii(tiif(ffi
Fig. 83.—Semaphore type.

In the actual sending of messages by semaphore, each word is con-

cluded by bringing the arms down to their lowest or zero position. The

authors have consulted several authorities on signalling and have been
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adfisgd.-by. them th.at-iit'tne-.case f the printed character it is preferable to

use 'a-i:
1

ordinal!; ; spniie. between the words, reserving the zero sign for the

full stop.

Morse type.—For the same reason as that mentioned in connexion

with semaphore type, the authors have designed and cut a face of Morse

type following the Estienne form rather than the con-

tinuous line as recorded on the tape. An example of

this type is shown in fig. 84 and a specimen of matter

printed from it is given in fig. 85.

In this form the printed message has the advantage

that the same actual length of line is occupied by the

symbol sent, whether dot or dash, but like the ' sounder
'

it has not the advantage, possessed by the tape, of

similarity to the actual impression to be made on the

brain of the receiving operator. The visible interrupted

line of the tape resembles the wireless telegram as heard

in the telephone receiver and is as easy to read ;
it is

this perfect clearness of the telephonically-received wire-

less message that has led the authors to devise a similar

type for the blind to which allusion is made later.

I Illll,l„... .I.I...II IL.I I I..UI..I„I,II M.

,11,11 IL.I III,.). ,11.1.. UMIIL,
Fig. 85.—Morse type; Estienne form.

Figure 86 shows the Wheatstone perforated ribbon as well as the Morse

tape printed from it. This perforated ribbon is the earliest practical

Z3
example of the widened application of the Jacquard principle to printing,

a principle which is now extensively adopted in many composing machines.

Embossed metal type has been proposed for many purposes—frequently

for large body type for display work, in place of wood type—but its chief

utility as a typographical printing-surface is in certain forms of addressing-

machines. The plates used in these machines are usually of zinc about

o-oi to 0016 inch thick and the blanks are first stamped out to shape, so

as to be capable of being ultimately linked together in order to form a

,s chain for use on the addressing-machine. In other patterns of
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Fig. 87.—Embossed metal type; Addressograph.
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machines the plates are worked automatically in conjunction with a card-
imlex system.

An embossed, address-bearing plate is shown in fig. 87, plate IV.
The embossing is effected by means of a machine somewhat similar to

a typewriter, fig. 88, plate IV, but carrying dies and punches arranged
in pairs above each other in two revolving die-heads, set approximately to

position by a hand-wheel on the left of the machine, and finally to register

by a taper-ended piece which comes between guides on the die-head as the
lever on the right of the machine is brought down. The plate is held by a
holder which advances step by step as each character is embossed, and can
also be moved radially towards the centre of the die-head so as to cover
the range of lines the machine is capable of embossing. This varies from
four to five lines according to the size of type face used. The style of face
generally adopted is one of the usual typewriter faces. The die and
punch are each about 0-31 inch square by 1-25 inches long, and the die is

chamfered to clear the projecting portion of the preceding embossed
character. For erasing mistakes a flat punch and die are provided. The
machine illustrated is an office pattern known as the hand Graphotype,
a name which has no connexion with the Graphotype keyboard and
casting machines illustrated and described in a subsequent chapter. The
machine here shown is intended for use in offices where the plates are
prepared from time to time in small quantities. Where large numbers of

plates have to be prepared a similar, but power-driven, machine is used.
In this the power for embossing is obtained from a continuously-revolving
shaft carrying an eccentric, which, as in the case of punching, shearing or
stamping machines, can be thrown into gear by the depression of a key.

Printing-telegraph type.—Another form of type is that which is used
in various machines, all of which perform somewhat similar functions;
among these may be enumerated the printing-telegraph, by which news is

distributed to the various journals, news-agencies, clubs, offices, and a few
private persons. In this class of machines the type themselves are carried
in relief, generally on an aluminium wheel.

On certain of the receiving-telegraphs, such as the Hughes, in which the
relief type are carried on a steel wheel, they are formed by actually en-
graving away the portions of the wheel not required for producing the
impression. But a number of the telegraphs, especially some of the more
modern systems, use type-heads and methods similar in character to
those adopted in ordinary typewriters, modified, however, to admit of
a higher speed than would be possible to a hand-operated machine. It ,

has not been thought necessary to give illustrations of all these varied but
very similar forms of type.

Numbering-machine type are of different kinds and uses ; some of these
types are used in numbering-machines, pure and simple, and some of them
in other machines which are made of small size and type-high. These
machines can be locked up in the forme with printing-surfaces and effect
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the numbering with their type after inking in the usual way. They are

used for printing tickets, manifold books and other business documents

requiring consecutive numbering.

Whereas twenty-five years ago the output of numbering-machines

in America was only some twenty-five per week, it has risen to approxi-

mately one thousand per week at the present time. The chief difficulty in

the way of manufacturing these machines at the commencement was

caused by the engraving of the wheels : these were formerly engraved by

hand, the number of figures which a skilled engraver could turn out being

from twenty-five to fifty per day. The wheels are now engraved by machines

operated by girls who can each produce from 300 to 1000 figures per day.
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The typographical numbering-wheels are first blanked out of sheet steel

practically to size. The drop-cipher grooves are then milled, after which a

ratchet-wheel with the proper number of teeth, usually ten, is riveted to

the blank. The blank is then milled to leave the spots for engraving and

the drop-cipher is inserted. After engraving the wheel is ground, the drop-

cipher freed, and the central hole reamed out to size, this last operation

finishing the wheel.

It is within the authors' knowledge that wheels for numbering-machines

have been produced by casting instead of by engraving, but they are not

aware of any extended use of this method.

Music type.—Music type, fig. 89, is cast on an em basis, and the smallest
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type are on the en. As the note heads are on the lines or on the spaces,

and as the stems may cut one or more lines or form angles with them, and

as the number of parts required for building up the whole line is very

large, it is necessary that the type should be of the highest quality as

regards accuracy, and that it should be justified specially with a view to

the use of all the various components in any combination which may occur

in practice. As a music fount runs to some 260 characters or portions of

characters, the difficulties connected with this type are those of composition

rather than those of typefounding. So far as the authors are aware, no

advance has been made of recent years towards a simplification in the method

of setting music other than by the use of a large number of small individual

component pieces.

Shorthand type.—-With regard to shorthand type, fig. 90, it would be

ungracious to mention the subject without bringing in the name of Sir

Isaac Pitman, to whom the present very generally-used system of short-

hand owes its existence. Prior to 1873 this tireless reformer made experi-

ments on printing shorthand from metal type, but owing to the cost of
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punches, he subsequently tried the process of engraving as a means

by which type might be reproduced. He found the plan of forming

shorthand words by combining their separate parts less practicable than

engraving the whole word on the blank ; the blanks used are selected

of the width required by the word from l-en to 3-ems in set width. The

shorthand pages of the " Phonetic Journal " and similar publications are

composed of type prepared from engravings. The pages of shorthand are

distributed each week into cases so arranged as to enable any given word to

be found readily, but in distributing, the types are not thrown loose into

the case as with ordinary printing-type ; they are placed in position showing

their faces to the compositor. Two sizes are used, and in the composition of

shorthand printing-faces a difficulty somewhat similar to that which must

be experienced by the classical Chinese printer has been satisfactorily over-

come. On the exceUent authority of the late Samuel L. Clemens, better

known as Mark Twain, it sometimes takes forty years to sort a pie of Chinese

type. This information is doubtlessly not new to all who recollect his

description of a Chinese printing-establishment in San Francisco, and whose

hearts are yet warm with affectionate recollection of the great and kindly
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humorist who has not long passed away, leaving a name that is almost a

household word with the Anglo-Saxon race.

Type for the blind.—The introduction of printing for

generally ascribed to Valentin Haiiy, of Paris,ABCDEFGH
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relief script character. Various relief alphabets have been invented since,

but of these it will only be necessary to describe one, the braille. This

alphabet consists of combinations of dots formed as hemispheres in relief

by pressing suitable dies into a specially-prepared paper, generally while

moist, or warm and plastic.

side so that it
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mation Hyphen
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been invented since,

me, the braille. This

;
hemispheres in relief

paper, generally while

The braille alphabet uses dots occupying any one of the possible com-

binations of six positions taken one or more at a time. The total number

of combinations is therefore the sum of those taken one at a time, two at a

time six at a time, or I, 6, 15, 20, 15, 6, I, that is, 64 in all, including

the space (no dots) and the whole six dots. The six dots are arranged in

three horizontal rows of two each and two vertical columns of three each,

thus Si ; the dots are described and recognized by numbering them

thus: 34.

Somewhat like the semaphore alphabet the braille uses special signs to

change from lower-case to capitals and italics and vice versa. The position

occupied by the W among the logotypes proclaims the French origin of the

alphabet. The last three signs given representing the change to capitals,

letters and italics respectively, are also used as final signs.

It is in the method adopted for printing the relief sheets that great

originality has been displayed. In the first instance depressions were

formed in a malleable metal sheet, and paper in a plastic state was pressed

into these by an elastic backing, the plate being itself supported by a rubber

or other elastic medium.

A great advance on this method was made when a double sheet of metal,

usually zinc, was used and the depressions were formed in both sheets simul-

taneously by a machine somewhat resembling a heavy typewriter
;

the

depressions thus form both type and matrix, but it is from the matrix that

the actual reading-surface is produced ; the process is therefore one of com-

position of matrices in which the printed surface is formed, and the number

of consecutive operations necessary is remarkably small in comparison

with those involved in the preparation of an ordinary printed page.

A still further improvement was effected by simply folding the zinc

plate so that the halves would always register when opened and closed, the

fold being held in the printing machine and the thinness of the plate per-

mitting of the two parts being pulled by clips sufficiently wide open to

receive the sheet to be printed ; the zinc plate used is about o-oi inch thick.

Subsequent to the invention of the double metal sheet came that of

printing in relief on both sides of the paper, which was first accomplished by

the interline method ; in this the space between consecutive lines of reliefs

on one side of the paper was used for the depressions corresponding to the

printing on the other side ; the dots are raised 0-023 to 0-030 inch.

The latest advance has been the placing of one of the dots on the one

side so that it occupies the centre of the square formed by four dots on the

other side ; by this interdot arrangement the amount of matter which can

be printed on each side of the paper is increased some 50 per cent.

The same alphabet is used on a machine, somewhat like the steno-

type, for printing relief characters on a paper ribbon. The speed attainable

with these machines is practically as great as that obtained by ordinary

shorthand. In fact, the authors have seen a letter taken down by a blind

girl at the rate of 160 words per minute ; read back by passing the ribbon
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through the fingers at the same rate as the ordinary written stenography is

read back ; and finally typed by the same girl without a single error on

an ordinary typewriter.

The braille alphabet has been coded for most of the European and many

other languages, and many books-educational, literary, and scientific—are

now printed in it. F. A. J. Burns of the English and Foreign Braille

Literature Society lias, for some thirty years, been engaged in the dis-

interested and philanthropic work of the society winch provides syllabaries

which enable a sighted person who can read to instruct a blind learner ;

following the syllabaries introductory reading books are used for such

knowledge as is usually taught in elementary schools, and, of course,

this is followed with the biblical matter which comes more particularly

within the scope of the society's efforts.

Should it be found necessary to produce an edition of a work simul-

taneously in the same language, in several different countries, a process

suggested by the authors for this purpose might be found practical and

advantageous, especially as books for the blind are very bulky, and it would

be more convenient to send the metal matrix-sheets to countries in which

editions were required than to send the printed editions of the books

themselves.

The process would consist in the cutting of a small fount of steel braille

characters wliich would be sufficient for the composition of two or more

pages and would be redistributed after each page was completed, as was

done with ordinary type in the early days of printing. The forme of steel

type would be used as stamps for the production of a number of the sheet

metal matrices under a press, and these matrices could then be distributed

to the various countries in question where the actual printing would be

performed by the local blind institutions where such existed, or by ordinary

hands.

A further suggestion, here merely put forward, however, by the

authors for what it is worth, is an idea that occurred to them of line-

In this svstcm of writing braille, the points are arranged in two

horizontal rows and three vertical columns, and placed, not as at present

lint;
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3ntiguously on both sides of a

nay be found most suitable

separately from each other, but lying c

<p raised straight line or straight depression, £

to the sense of touch.!If this system is feasible, it is, in the authors' opinion, fraught with

many practical advantages, which, for lack of space, they are not able to

discuss here. Among these are technical details connected with saving of

space, ease of composition, tension of paper, and printing upon a rotary

machine for cheapness and rapidity of reproduction. The number of

different punches required to strike the matrices for this form of braille

could be reduced to three for producing the components from which the

characters would be formed, that is the double dot, the single dot above

and below the line—the second form being the inversion of the first—and

the plain line used where no dots occur and, when duplicated or multiplied,

serving as the space between the letters and words. In practice it might

be found more convenient to use a plain space instead of the raised line

for the separation of the letters and words. It would, therefore, not be

fa a costly matter to make the type. This type could be made, if necessary,

of bronze or other practically unwearable material, and, as has been said,

at first sight many technical advantages apparently group themselves

about this method of writing braille. The blind, for instance, could with

the greatest ease and rapidity set up a letter, circular, or other original or

dictated correspondence and reproduce the matter by means of a simple

press as often as wished. It is not, however, a question on which the

authors are competent to pronounce an opinion, though their idea has

been received with kindly consideration by several authorities not only

competent and interested, but occupied in dealing technically with the re-

quirements of the blind. One advantage possessed by this system is that

it makes no alteration in the present braille beyond one of position, an

alteration which could be mastered almost as soon as explained, or in other

words, in the course of a few minutes.

Braille, in its latest developments, owes much to the sympathetic ability

of the Secretary General of the National Institute for the Blind, Henry

Stainsby, to whose inventive powers, the authors believe, are due many

of the latest and most important improvements in connexion with what

might be termed the giving of sight to the sightless. In this treatise

the authors have always carefully avoided anything which might savour

of advertisement of any corporation, individual, or machine. They make,

(however, one exception, and that is in the case of the blind ; and if in any

way they can influence any reader of this work, they would like that

influence used for the purpose of calling attention to this excellent society,

with the hope that it may receive not only what they believe no human

being would refuse, namely, sympathy, but also some practical help. The

address of the Institute is 206 Great Portland Street, London, W., and

they are sure that any calling there will receive the same courtesy and

1 that the authors received when investigating the matter of
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braille type for the purposes of this book, and will themselves be as

interested and moved by what they there see.

Reversed tyfe.—The advent of the offset printing-press has given rise

to a demand for type faces in reverse. This, of course, presents no new

technical difficulties, but involves the cutting of reversed punches and the

striking of reversed matrices throughout, as well as the construction of

special moulds of the opposite hand where these have been required for

the production of an inclined ordinary face.

It is interesting to note that patents for reversed type were taken out

in Great Britain as early as 1864, nearly half a century before they were
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put to any real and practical use. The pneumatic tyre presents another

instance of long lapse of time between the taking out of a really useful and

valuable patent and its coming into general practical use.

Logotypes.-When two or more characters are cast together on the

same body, the resulting type bearing the word or combination of letters

These : e largely used
and symbols on its face is known as a logotype.

for such works as directories and railway time-tables, for example : ,

Mr., p.m., stop. In the case of railway time-tables in particular, they

present the advantage of exactly filling the column of figures. Such

logotypes may be cast from single matrices, or, in some forms of casting

machine, by utilizing a group of composing-machine matrices in combination.

Combination

arious designs c
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Borders.—This term was originally used to apply to the illuminated

border with which the printed page was surrounded. It is now generally

applied to ornament-designs so cast as to be capable of being combined to

is lines or borders, for which purpose they are largely used in

it and fancy printing, as in fig. 95.

Corners are special ornaments made with a view to enabling the design

of a border to be changed from one direction to another at right angles

to it without destroying the general spirit of the design, fig. 96.

Combination borders.—These are cast so that some portion of the design

terminates at a definite portion of the body corresponding to a similar

n the body of another design in such n

portions of the design can be fitted together, producing a complete design

in which there is no break but which is capable of variation when the

arrangement of the component parts is altered, fig. 97.

Ornaments are small figures or designs capable of being used indepen-

dently for decorative and fanc3' printing.

x& <F it
Combination ornaments are similarly designed to the above, so that

/arious designs can be built up by means of modified arrangements of
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similar parts. Type used in such combinations is generally cast on 6-point

and 12-point bodies or multiples of them for convenience of fitting together

and assembling into complete and frequently very complex designs.

Groundwork is formed by the aggregation of the same ornament either

i the same position in each line, or inverted, or turned through a right

^ M M MWM M *

to cover space in which much prediangle. It serves to cover space in which much predominance of white is

Natural objects are what their name implies and are cast on large bodies,

generally not exceeding 72 points. They include everything in heaven above.

%* .is

Fig. 101.—Natural objects.

in the earth beneath, and in the water under the earth, from Beelzebub

on a bicycle to the fatted calf, or the fish that swallowed Jonah. Their

classification is absolutely hopeless, and their technology presents no

difficulty whatever to the skilled typefounder.

Rules and cheque-rules are strips of metal, type-high, accurately
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machined or cast to form a printing-surface which may be a plain line, a

series of dots or a recurring pattern. When of brass they are machined

from the solid ; when of metal they are cast in type-metal in a rule-mould

and finished on the foot by machining, as in the case of brass rules. They

must be cast in a rule-mould by hand when they exceed 12 pica ems in length.

Scrolls are a survival of the finish to the old scribes' signatures, and are

at present chiefly used in commercial work to form a background for writing

as a safeguard against alteration in business documents, such, for example,

as cheques and bills.

Braces are the larger forms of bracket and are generally cast in rule-

moulds except when they exceed 12 pica ems in length, in which case they

in a hand rule-mould. Line or pen dashes, ornamental rules, curves

)us other similar designs used in printing are similarly produced.

es are made of various lengths, usually straight, but occasionally

t irregular. Some are made with the head and feathers in two

C Q <
105—

separate parts so that by the use of a rule for the shaft, they may be

made up to any desired length ; these are used for the direction of trains

in railway time-tables and for route-books and other similar purposes ; the

shape of the arrow, however, is by no means confined to the above, and

takes various forms in fancy and jobbing printing.

l iiliiilii UI hi
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Ornamental dashes are usually symmetrical designs of short lengths u

principally to decorate tradesmen's circulars and similar jobbing work.

Pen or line dashes, flourishes and combinah

quently made right and left handed, though

s, are fre-

only one-handed.

5 the ornamental dashes, but occa-

sionally also for terminating the signature at the foot of letters printed

Ittusional forms —

representation of vat

ordinary printing, sue!

blots, fig. 109.

Although the autt

examples of these illui

paper-fastener, the pii

which show when one

the turned-up or turnei

additions to or alteratic

sheet could be simulal

thumb print of the pi

although, under moden
than was the case wher

Leads, which have
usually cast in a lead-n

cutting machine, fig. 11

in script type. They are a survival of the old vf

and are made both as simple flourishes and in

combination flourishes, fig. 107.

Colophons, sometimes called imprints, were originally the individual

devices of early printers, but became generalized later on £

finish or ending to a book and occasionally to each chapter
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—Another

"3

use of the typographical surface is the
:ete objects, more or less accidental to

heads, nail-heads and ink

Illusional fori

representation of varior

ordinary printing, such a

blots, fig. 109.

Although the authors have not come across other
examples of these illusional forms, it is obvious that the
paper-fastener, the pin, or rather those parts of a pin
which show when one is used to secure papers together,

the turned-up or turned-down corner of a sheet and other

additions to or alterations in the appearance of the printed

sheet could be simulated equally satisfactorily and the
thumb print of the printer might be added to the list,

although, under modern conditions, it is more rarely seen

than was the case when inking was performed with balls and by hand.
Leads, which have already been defined on page 55, were formerly

usually cast in a lead-mould by hand and cut to length to gauge by a lead-
cutting machine, fig. no.

Leads, when cast in the

hand-mould, usually do not

exceed 60 ems, or ten inches in

length
; the sharp corners left

by the mould are removed by
means of a scraper of hardened

steel having a v notch. The
casting of leads accurate both
for thickness and parallelism

throughout their length de-

mands high skill on the part

of the founder. Modern, im-

proved, or standard leads can
be obtained of greater length

than the old hand-cast leads
;

j are scraped by machine,

J
and should be so true when
finished that they are capable

standing on a level plane

Fig. no.—Lead-cutting machine.
surface.

Space lines are made of

brass; they are of greater
strength and durability than ordinary leads and can be obtained of greater
length

;
they are frequently known as brass leads and are much used for

newspaper work.

Reglets are made of wood, usually oak or beech, of thicknesses equal to
those body-sizes in most common use; they are produced in 36-inch
lengths. Frequently only two or three sizes, multiples of 6-point, are used.

120 130 110
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ire also cast in a lead-mould, and in some cases a core is fixed

e side of the lead-mould so that the clump may be lightened by the

recess so formed. In America clumps arc known

as slugs and several improved patterns of tying-up

clumps have been devised in that country. These

have a groove or hollow in one side to receive the

paging cord ; this groove is of sufficient depth to

permit of locking up with the cord in place.

Fig hi—Cored clumps
Clumps are usually made of thicknesses equal to

the commonest body-sizes, and often serve as

foot-lines to pages or columns.

Quotations.—Quotations are usually cast on

provision being made in the mould for the

withdrawal of the core to permit of the quo-

tation being ejected. The large quads now

known as quotations will probably in time be

comprised under the definition of furniture.

Furnitui

furniture, to distinguish it from the hardwood furniture previously used

for the purpose, is of H or girder section

throughout its length, fig. 113. When
made of this section, however, it is liable

to become distorted under the pressure

applied in locking up the forme. When
this class of metal furniture is used it

is frequently the practice to supplement

it with wood furniture, using the latter

for actual contact with the chase.

Ordinary french metal furniture.

which is shown in isometric projection

and in cross-section in fig. 114, has the core for one side made shorter

than the length of the piece of furniture

to be cast, and has grooves cut across it

so that the furniture is cast with ends

extending for one-half of the depth, and

with stiffening bars forming ribs on the

medial web. This style of furniture is

merely a compromise between girder

furniture and the improved french

furniture, described next, which has

superseded it for most purposes as it FlG

has the advantage of greater stiffness for

the same weight of material.

Improved french metal furniture, fig. 115, i

both cores are of less length than the furniture

cast in a mould in which

) be cast, and are provided
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with groove:

"5
the cores in this instance are made deeper so as to meet each

other, and the furniture formed has rectangular holes through it, besides
being connected by struts- of approxi-
mately circular section.

Furniture is usually cast of 24, 36,

48, 72, and 96-point widths and of
lengths varying from 36 points or 3 ems
up to 48. ems, the lengths advancing by
two or three ems to give multiples of 2

or 3 ems.

Locket furniture, fig. 116, is an
improvement on french metal furniture.

It is made in 36-point size and has a
projection 12 points square at the centre of each end. It ca

with special

facilitate the setting of

inclined lines, as is shown
in fig. 116.

Mild-steel furniture.—
Of late, furniture of mild

steel, either milled or

stamped, fig. 117, has

be made

been introduced, but this in turn is likely

from some of the alloys of aluminium.
Such a material appears to be the ideal

substance for this particular purpose.

Another and very ingenious form of

steel furniture recently exhibited consists

of two pressed-steel halves placed back to

back and secured by short tubes passing

through the central rib so formed and
beaded over. The resulting structure is

finished on the vertical surfaces by grinding

on a disk-grinding machine.
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The same degree of accuracy is required in type cast by typecasting and

imposing machines as in the type cast in the simple typecaster. The
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test usually applied to check accuracy is that known as the lock-up,

which consists of repeating the same characters for a whole page. A page

different matrices, dif

the product is entirely

from foundry B ; in

while in the remaining

Which verse is the pre

the other verses whicl

the original characters
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thus set up is shown in fig. 118 ; the type for the example given were

actually cast in a single mould at the rate of 160 per minute.

In another form the accuracy and interchangeability of foundry type is

well illustrated by the following incident, a form of experience from which

others engaged in the wide fields of mechanical work have doubtless suffered

as well as the authors. All are acquainted with the " expert," the " prac-

tical man " of unpractical people ; the man who knows all type by sight

;

can tell the house of its origin, the very composition of its metal, its hardness

and durability, and every face cast upon any particular body. With such

a one the authors came in contact, and the following was their answer to

THE EXPERT.

Far above me and you;

For he knows everything on earth

From China to Peru !

Should you engage him on the

To criticize you this,

You'll find his criticism not,

The thing he thinks it is.

Suppose he says, "It's clear as

The thing he's asked to do

Well, it's been done the other

ill 8-1

Which type is whi
Come Experts to tne test;

From London even to the " Hub
And do your very best

!

"Aye, there's the rub!'

Fig. „ of face

These verses are set up in type from three different foundries using

different matrices, different moulds, and different machines. In one verse

the product is entirely that of foundry A ; in another it is mixed with sorts

from foundry B ; in yet another it is mixed with sorts from foundry C,

while in the remaining verse the products of the three foundries are mingled.

Which verse is the product of the one foundry and which of the three ? In

the other verses which are the sorts that have been introduced in place of

the original characters ?
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Our friend, the expert, fled before the test when it took practical shape

as here given. He was wise in his generation, knowing the difficulty which

faced him. These few verses, fig. Iig, are set up in type of the same

body, set and face, made by different leading typefounders and in quite

different machines, and to distinguish which individual type is the product

of which individual typefoundry is probably beyond the limits of human
arhii vcinent. Immediately after the completion of his work, the very

compositor who set up the specimen confessed himself unable to solve the

problem, without referring to the back of the forme in which this curious

puzzle was locked up. The authors themselves were almost as surprised

as their friend, the " expert," and the compositor, at the severity of the

test they had devised, and hope that they have profited from what was

equally a lesson to themselves. Apart, however, from anything connected

with personal equation in this matter, the essential facts brought to light by
the above test are the faithfulness to the original of electrotype reproduction,

the accuracy of the justifiers in positioning the characters, the accuracy of

the mould makers in the construction and finish of their moulds, and

generally the smallness of the total error resulting from the combination of

the many different processes which are applied in the production of a

type, even when carried out independently by different firms with different

workpeople, and under different conditions.

The matter has, moreover, a very important side with regard to the

question of copyright in type faces. The production of letters, founts and

matrices has in the course of the development of printing been so gigantic

that the authors have no hesitation in stating that to originate a new

letter for the latin faces, or, in other words, one that has no affinity with,

or similarity to, a predecessor is a practical impossibility.

In dealing with questions of design in individual type and type faces,

in the first place, actual size in vertical height, in width, and in thickness

of stroke, speaking broadly, cannot count as constituting a difference of

Imagine five mirrors, one a normal or plane glass, one a proportionately

enlarging or spherical glass, one a proportionately diminishing or spherical

glass, one a proportionately expanding or broadening cylindrical glass, and

one a proportionately narrowing cylindrical glass ; the curvature of the

glasses being convex or concave as necessary. With these five mirrors

successively placed in front of him, a man would be shown in five different

states : normal, large, small, stout, and thin. The design of the man,

however, would remain the same. He would still be the same individual.

Similarly with type, a new design must not comprise anything that is

merely an enlarging, a diminishing, a broadening, a lengthening, or even

a distorting of some already-known form ; although another kind of optical

device may be imagined giving the effect known generally as shearing

and showing a sloping figure for a vertical one, which in type is known
as italic, even this alteration is not sufficient to produce change in the

120 130 140



o produce not only a different form

n altogether different set of proportional

TYPE FACES. "9

design Nor can a new design be produced by the mere removal of some

portion of a letter, and the substitution of another portion, from a type

form already known, for the portion removed.
*•«„,***>

\ new design in type must present an actual and demonstrable drffeience

of outline and change when compared with any of the existing forms of

type or indeed, of any existing forms of portions of type. New design

must mean an essential change in the structure of the charac

essential change in its outline, so

and effect for the eye, but also ai

measurements. ,

The standard type forms, apart from sans senf, fall under less than a

dozen heads, depending upon the shape, position, and relativedimension

of the serif, and the means by which the serif itself is pined tothe*to

Outside of these, practically only freak faces are formed, and with freak

faces the authors are not dealing here. The likenesses m two apparently

different faces of type are often not immediately apparent to one who has

not made a study of the matter.

Two pages of type set up from two founts might appear different to

the ordinary observer, and yet from the point of view of the designer the

individual letters might be identical, the characteristics causing the change

of appearance to the reader having no place in the question of type

deS

The authors have themselves produced what have been and would still

be called original faces, but, for their part, they have never attempted to

register them, as with their present knowledge of type faces they cannot

honestly declare that anything they have ever done in this matter has

been truly original. A merciless analysis has shown these designs to have

.merely been the unconscious adaptation or combination of some already-

existing if not well-known, designs.

What frequently comes under the head of new design in typefounders

catalogues and circulars is simply a compilation from and variation m

dimension of existing originals, by which an apparent or temporary novelty

or improvement is brought about to meet the taste of the day.

The form of each character in a fount of type can only vary between

those limits outside of which the individual character ceases to be recog-

nisable : the impression formed by the same type under different cond^ons

of printing varies by a relatively large amount ;
recognizable differences ot

thickness of line, of ratio of height to length of line, oi[position and_even o

curve of line are therefore numerically limited, and although the total

number of forms which can be produced of any individual character will be

expressed by the product of these finite numbers, yet the total of such

forms will not in general exceed the total number of forms which have

already been produced, ;
umber of varieties have been

created in the past four and a half centuries.

Moreover, in a series of type faces of different body-si
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customary to alter the proportions of height to width, and of relative

thickness of stroke, so that the field covered by the various faces forming any

particular series is enlarged, and the chance of producing a really original

character is reduced still further. Hence it frequently happens that the

difference of form which is found between the same character in different

body-sizes of the same series is greater than that which is found in-

characters from two different series.

Seeing that type of the latin character have been cast for at least four

and a half centuries, in thousands of complete founts, and in millions of

individual characters, and that probably every possible variety of standard

face and form of letter has been produced, so far as type design is con-

cerned, modern type-designing is not and cannot be new and original type-

designing, and careful consideration of the factors of the case is bound to

lead any unprejudiced person to the same conclusion.

The authors believe that this question has never been fought and

decided in a court of law.



CHAPTER IX.

SERIES, PROPORTIONS, AND WEIGHT.

" Brethren in Types be of different Bodies even as among Men

brothers of one Family are of different bigness; Yet by their Faces

may ye tell them together or apart even as Twins for Likeness of

feature, though Bone be lesser and the Bulk ne so Grosse."

Mirrour of Pryntyng.

Series—-Founts of different bodies but of faces made to appear similar are

said to form a series. A fount of a small body generally has a greater

a-z length than a large-body fount of the same series.

At present there is no uniformity in the set widths of the various faces,

but it should be possible to cover all requirements by the adoption of a

strengthened modern face in three widths, namely : extended, standard, and

condensed, each bearing a definite ratio to the other. The only convenient

unit for gauging whether type is extended, standard, or condensed, is by

the measure of the alphabet, a-z, in ems. By em is meant the size of the

em-quad; the total set of the alphabet is consequently expressed as a

multiple of the body. In making such comparisons, however, it must be

noted that it is only possible to compare founts of the same body and style

It has been the custom of typefounders to have the punches cut so that

the size of the small sorts is made larger than the truly proportionate size

as the body diminishes, the length of the ascenders and descenders

being correspondingly altered. If reference is made to the figures in

tables 12 to 23, pp. 128-129, et seq., it is seen that nearly all the

vowels and most of the more frequently-occurring consonants are

small sorts, and this is not only the case in English, but also in the

which typefounding has been

1 Germany, Holland, France, and America.

1 10,000 lower-case characters there are

sorts ; but only 3510 ascenders and 620

descenders, and 40 characters which both ascend and descend. It is the

influence of the greater number of the small sorts and the adoption of

languages of the other

longest established, namely, i

In the English language i:

1 the average 5830 small
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as large a size as possible for the small sorts, in order to obtain legibility,

which is responsible for this change of shape as the size of the face is reduced,

and for the descenders being more shortened in proportion than the

Series of type faces.—The minimum width usually permissible for the

hair-line in modern faces is o-ooz inch ; owing to the enlargement of the

small sorts and to the fact that the hair-line is the minimum width of

line which will give a good impression, it is not possible, to use the

same model or former upon a punch-cutting machine for a large range of

reduction, but, in order that the type may appear similar, other formers

must be provided of the proper proportions. It will be found in practice

that the same formers can be used for pica, small pica, and long primer

;

a second set is often required for bourgeois, brevier, and minion ; and a

third set for nonpareil and ruby. In some cases one set is used for faces

from 12-point, or pica, to 8-point, or brevier, with a second set for

7-point, or minion, to 5j-point, or ruby. Larger body-sizes up to 36-point

are usually cut from the same formers as the 12-point ; the difference of

form being more marked the smaller the body-size becomes.

A former is the enlarged model of the character to be produced upon the

punch-cutting machine, and is described later on in the chapter on punch-

cutting.

When three sets of formers are used, the set widths of the second set of

formers are from 8 to 10 per cent greater than those of the first, and the

set widths of the third set from 16 to 20 per cent greater than those of the

first. When only two sets are used, the widths of the second set are

from 10 to 15 per cent greater than those of the first.

The relative appearance of the characters produced from three sets of

formers is shown in fig. 120.

The a-z length for a standard face in pica is about 12} to 13 ems, in

brevier about 13! to 14I ems, and in nonpareil about 15 to i5§ ems.

Owing to different characters being affected by differences in set width,

an old-style face having its a-z length equal to 13 ems will average nearly

the same length as a modern face of I2j ems. (See foot of tables 7 and

8, pp. 72 and 73.)

Family.-—When a number of series of type faces have common peculi-

arities, and differ only for the same body by increase or decrease of set and

by thickening or thinning of the lines, they are said to belong to the same

family. A well-known example of a type family, of American origin, is

the Cheltenham, which comprises the Cheltenham old-style, Cheltenham

bold, Cheltenham wide, and Cheltenham bold expanded series.

Line.—The line, on which the lower serifs of the lower-case m or

capital H stand, was usually placed in a haphazard position relatively to the

back and front of the type. Consequently different founts of the same

body seldom lined alike, a fact which can be readily verified from the

irregular appearance of sixteenth and seventeenth century printing, where

much italic was used in

when the roman and the

positioned.

For a long time it h;

was desirable, and

been accepted and used

been adopted

regretted that

2„TlO 20 30

M.l.lllll.l. nlll.l.ll, l.M.l

50 60 70 80 110 120 130

iJ.iiJ.h.Lm
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much italic was used in conjunction with roman, with the result that e

when the ro:

positioned.

n and the italic occurred together, their lines were differently

time it has been recognized that standardization of the line

J_Li_„mnq

an
\t

A
1

Mq
was desirable, and this important improvement has for some time past

been accepted and used in the United States. The American practice has

been adopted in several of the English foundries, though it is to be

regretted that it has not yet come into universal use, and that the
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standard line adopted in this country, while accepting the point as the

unit, has not conformed in detail throughout to the American standard.

Two forms of standard line are in use : common line which applies

to all ordinary founts, and title line which relates to founts consisting

entirely of capitals and other signs without any descending portions,

usually known as lining series.

A comparison of the American and English lines is made in table 10,

in which the position of the line is given as beard or distance of line-to-

front. The line-to-back, which is the dimension generally used when

TABLE 10.

designing type faces, can, of course, be obtained by subtracting the number

of points in the beard from those in the body-size.

The fact that the line does not always occupy the same relative position

in type of different bodies leads to some difficulty in so designing faces that

they can be reduced proportionately for different bodies. It is also

necessary that when they are placed upon those bodies they shall not

kern at the top or bottom, or, as some founders would say, " shall not

beard." It is necessary, in fact, that they should do more than this and

leave an adequate amount of wall at the front and back.

In Germany the standard line of type has been laid down in accordance

with the decisions of the commission appointed by the Deutscher Buck-

Body.
back.

5

7

3'i

6-i

7' 1

Gr
'l2 9-1

18

I8-I

32 24-1

36
32-1

48 36-1

46-1

66
54-r

84 64 -i

96
83-1

120 92-1

144 ""

kin

L20 130 140
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8 3

14 4
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drucker-Verein and by the Ftoji deutscher Schriftgiessereien, Leipzig,

14 September, 1905, as follows :—

TABLE 11.

standard line in German type, in Didot points.

-

T 1

I

9

3'

3'

5

3

I

9

7

3

5

"i

I 16
6

6

7 9
2- J

1

9

9

3 1

4<

48

9

3

•9

•9

•9

•9

9

52
62

7<:

8c

In this arrangement it was proposed to obtain exact agreement of the

line in the various body-sizes by the addition of one or more quarter-Pe«

(cor-ps 2) leads. Apparently a difficulty of considerable magnitude

must have influenced the decision as to the position of the line which is

uniformly O'l Didot point low to the nearest unit position, or half unit in

two cases. In English measure this is only 0-0015 inch or about double

the tolerance allowable in the alinement of a character. The German

authorities have, however, appreciated that the successive difference of

position of the line is of greater importance than the positioi 1 of the
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In the process for making formers, patented by the authors, special

provision has been made for securing the necessary clearances on all the

bodies comprised within the range which the former, or model, is destined

to cover. This matter is fully dealt with in the chapter on punch-cutting.

The advantage of the standard line is particularly apparent in those

faces known in the trade as lining and titling. These faces, which generally

have no lower-case, are frequently used together to obtain effects similar to

those usually produced by the mixture of lower-case and capitals. An

example of this convenient alinement is given in fig. 121.

hHHHHHHHHHHHHh

Proportions.—Type is usually supplied according to a bill of fount, or

fount scheme, which determines the proportion each character bears to the

whole. In some cases the order is for a certain total weight of type and

this is translated by the typefounder into a bill of so many m's. In this

case it is the lower-case m which is taken as the standard of demand, and

the bill is for 3000 or 5000, etc., m's ; for this reason the lower-case m is

placed first in the bill. The spaces and quads are usually reckoned

separately from the characters. For many of the problems which arise,

in the design of typecasting and composing machinery, it is necessary to

consider the total number either of type or of type and spaces together.

The authors have calculated tables 12 and 13, pp. 128 to 131, which show

the number of each character in a million type either exclusive of or inclusive

of spaces and quads up to the em quad. Although these proportions are

followed very closely in making up an order, the trade recognize the possi-

bility of irregularity in the demand ; for example, directories and voters' lists

require an abnormally large supply of capitals and small capitals, while

almanacs and some scientific works require an excessive quantity of figures.

Thus it may happen that printers occasionally require abnormal quantities

of some particular character, of capitals, of small capitals, or of figures. By

the custom of the trade the printer is entitled to be supplied with sorts or

imperfections at the same rate as paid for the fount, provided these are

ordered within three months of the date on which the fount was supplied.

In the above-mentioned tables the authors have given the proportions

generally supplied by typefounders to printers using the English language.

The proportions for other languages are, of course, different in each case.

Table 14, pp. 132 and 133, gives a bill of 100,000 type, exclusive of

spaces and quads, for Welsh.

It will be noticed that the quantity of lower-case d is nearly double that

in the corresponding English scheme, while the lower-case 1 has a frequency

1-1 I, I. I 1,1 ,1.11
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more than two and a half times as great as in English ;
so also have the lower-

case w and y. The greater frequency of occurrence of these letters com-

pensates for the small quantity of the lower-case o, of which only one-halt

the number required for the English fount bill is provided.

The bill of fount for French type gives proportions very different from

those of the English bill. The bill shown in table 15, PP
;

134 and 135

(based on that of M. Rignoux), will probably be found useful. It is no

usual to include italic unless specified ; when italic is supplied it is usually m

the ratio to roman of about I to 6. The authors have taken 15 per cent.

The quantities, for a fount of roman only, can be obtained by summing

those given for roman and italic.

The superiors are used for abbreviations, such as :—

M^ Monseigneur, Cte Comfagnie, N°s Numiros etc.

It is the custom of the trade to supply only E E E m capitals, small

capitals, and italic capitals, but 1 this bill the authors have included the

other accented capitals which may be called for.

The supplementary nick, used for distinguishing the small capitals

o s v w x z and I in old-style, is also used in France.

There are certain differences between some of the characters as usually

cut in France and those cut in England ; for example, the capital C has catOs-

cars at the top and bottom (Q, while in England they occur at the top only

also a French fount comprises a sign for inverted commas « le guillemet »

not used in England. The triple ligatures ffi and ffl are now scarcely ever

used (see chapter X) outside the English-speaking countries.

The German fount 'scheme presents considerable difference, according

as the Fraktur, table 16, p. 136, or the ordinary roman (Anhqua), table 17,

p. i37 , style of character is used, one reason for this being the large number

of ligatures in general use in Fraktur ; these account for two letters each,

so that the Fraktur scheme for 100,000 characters, or strictly speaking for

100 000 type, includes some 5,600 more letters than does the roman scheme.

The bills of fount of Italian, table 18, p. 138, and of Spanish, table 19

p 139, as well as that of Bohemian, table 20, p. 140, call for no special

comment but the fount scheme for Greek, table 21, p. 141, is remarkable

for the very large number of accents required and for the provision which must

necessarily be made for adding these accents as loose type above certain

characters, which must be cast on a smaller body as indicated in the scheme.

In the case of Russian, the italic face is generally treated as a separate

fount, and accordingly both the roman, table 22, p. 142, and the italic,

table 23, p. 143, have been given independently.

The Hebrew bill of fount as shown in table 24, p. 143, gives only the

ordinary characters and does not take into account the numerous point com-

binations which would make a complete scheme nearly as complex as that

for Greek. A great deal of news and other matter in Yiddish is set without

these points and in this form its difficulty to the reader resembles that of

shorthand written without the vowels.
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TABLE 12 [continued on opposite page).

Bill of 1,000,000 type, exclusive of spaces and quads. (England.)

Roman

small capitals. capitals.

aXints.

m 16*80 A 2,510 qoo I 3,9oo 4 250
50.330 B 2

3 350
22,370 D 3 a

d 27,960

78,300

11,180

50.300

2,510

1,510

1,680

2,510

E 4

F 2

G 2

H 2

J 1

5io

5lo
5io

9

3

800

?: 250

600

2,800 K 1 + 840

4.47° L 3 + 84o

1 1,680 M 3 * 840
n 44.740

44,700

N
i^oo

N 3

O 3

070 i
280 n

250

P 13.420 1,510 P 2 * 280 rt

q 3.360 Q 1 I

39,150 1.850 R 2 5oo

-H.740 S 3 320 i

55.930 T 4 16,780

1,340 U 2 25 170 250
8.390

670 X 1 5

y 13.980

1,680 z '670
Y 2

840 "I
4 47°

c 50
oe

'560: a; 330 CE
500

,60 f 2

680

ft 2,240 & 1,120 & : I 680 L 1 120:

fl t,680

ffi

1 120

J

Tota 677,200 Total 43,900 Total 73 54° Total 101,500 Total ,400

P,culr



w„

£ 6oo

6

250

c

i 250

\ 2-0

n 200

6
300

u

u

1

&
-

I
c

250

300

Lal 9,400

100 110 12c
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TABLE 13 (continued on opposite page).

I of 1,000,000 type, inct.ustvi: of spaces and quads. (England.)

'

Roman
Roman

capit.

and points.

m 13230 1990 000 1 3,110 a 200

B 1 2,640 a 95°

b
, 7 ;., 3o D ::;::

C 2

D 2 420 4

2,640

a 200

d
61,710 -

1,990 E 3

F 1

300
980
980

5
6

7 950

H 1 980 470

j

1 26,450

39,680 J

I 3

J 1

K 1 320

9

*

3,uo
i

300

1

3,530

35,300 I

1,320

1,320

1,540

L 2

M 2

N 2

O 2

840

420

1

i

i

660

i

5
P 2

q 2,640

30,860
Q 530

1,460 R 2 200 *
"0

6 230

1,540 S 2 * 230

T 3 520 13,230

19,840 U 1 54° 19,84"

6,610 880 3.53°

2,650 230

530 Z 880 w 160

y
2

880

530

Y 1

Z
54°
660 ,

3,530

Q

160

JE 1,320

260 (E (
1,760

1.760 & r L

h

a 1,320

a 880

•

Total 533,900 Tota 1 34,610 Total 57 980 Total 80,030 Total 7,410

1; 'wo |:

II 440 d

ir ?oo f

-*- 220

7 440

»

~ *

@ m
¥
a

440
£

1 z
1

;

Thick 88,150 ]

En quad 26,450'

quadi3,23oj|

a up to the em quad, 2!
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TABLE 13 (concluded from opposite page).

,000,000 type, inclusive of spaces and ./'<<, </>. i

Peculiars
Italic figures

C0

™Sn"'
al lower-case. pitals. "cceets. and pent,

I.IIO • 3.97° A 300 a 20 7 3io

440 B 90 260

r, 76o C 50 3

II
d D 4

§
6,170 E 330 15 5

11 300 f 1,320 F 200 ? 20 6 220

G 90 7
2,650 H

» 3.97° I 35 9
1 J

i 1i
350 K

1.

M
240

i

i |
•

360

? 3.53° N 130

11,

£ in P 1,060 P 220 d 20
r

'go

%

440

1

3.00

Q
R

90

6 25
Total 3,5701° 440 3.53o

T 350 °u

25

_ 220 1,990 U 155 k 20 Totals.

V '55 4 R. I.e. 533,900

w 25 R. s.c. 34,610

X R. c. 57,98o

1,100 Y 155 w 15
Yp?>.->Z 65 ? 5

Total 10,890 90 m 45 R. aces. 7,410

<E Pe
corat}

IO
'89°

ff 180 1
& 130

Hair 13,23c fi £ Spaces 211,600

Thin 35,27c \fl 130 Ital. 53,390

Middle 35,27c # 130 Ital. c. 5,880

90

En quad 26,45c "4© 3'«°
Emquad 13,23c

1

Tot: 1 53,39o Total 5,880 Total 740
Grand

It 10 2

LlI.I'JulLLi

30 40 .50 r

,.|,lll,,h

70

Mill.
80 100

:
, I.JI,

110 1

.If 1,11.1.11

,0 130

rii.l.ll.1.11

110 1

1
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TABLE 14 (continued on opposite page),

bill offount for 100,000 characters, exclusive of spaces and <

I Roman

lower-case. sm caprtals.

and point,

225 A 350 , 350

4:500 £ 225 300

b 175 C
D

600

55° 4

250

d

f

5,100

3,500
I

225

150

135

K
F
G
H

375

45o

6

8

250

250

250

h 1,500 45o 250

1
350

K 150 * 7°

k 200
M

15° L
M 65o

i

3

70

n
z'ooo

N 175 JSI 275

275
i 35

35

135 f 225 * 35

y t! 35

r * 165 K
S

250 35

35

T * 35

U 175 1,500

175 2,300

135 275 ;

X 300

y 3,950 Y
'oo

V

z
175

|

-

400

.as 50 ,

!

1
iiq

CK 150

& 150 (

fi 1 250 [

a i Z
l\ £

T )tal 68,975 Total 3,875 Total 7,880 Total 9,165

Pecul

reman ~

V 100 <)

y 100 11

AV 15

ty 15
"

Y
: 5

Y
Y 15

ft

£Sm. Caps
1

\V

* 5

W 5
J

~

? 5 z

16

a 'C

io

& 10

J 10

;
10

IF

ir

y
v- 5

Y ' 3 1

To al 810
J

Total 1,2
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Welsh bill of fount for of spaces and quads.

peculiars Italic~ CO £s
dal

Italic Italic

apitals. s
125 450 A

t 50 B 30

t 5° C 3 25

t
d 510 D 25

y § 50 350 E 35 5
y 100 If 35 / 150 F

G 45 7 25
Capitals. 25 150 H

w 15 25 I 45

w 50 ) J 35

w K
i I5 5° I 770 L 25 30

Y 25 150 65

Y 15
<p N 25 ? 15'

a> 25 (

^m.Caps. £
5°

P
9 30

73o
Q

25

[ 10

^ 5 Total 400
ft 5

'

+ 25

S

t 250 T 40

f
5

5
x

25

V 75

U
V

15
R. I.e. 68,975

R. s.c. 3,875

R. c. 7.S80

X
A

a,c

; y 395 Y 1 5
Pec.com. 1,235

IE Ital. l.c. 6,895

Ital. c. 765

|

10
ff 20 & *5

It. f. & p. 400

fi 25 £

# fl

IF 5
ffl 15

f
$-

5

f 5

™° Total 1,235 Total 6,895 Total 765
Grand

l.iiTl

m
io 2

11,1,11,1,11,

30 40 5

,11,1,

60

.In L
70 SO 90

,„j1i,

100 no
,,1,1,11,

'M'j'I'TM"

120 1 140
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TABLE 15 (continued on opposite page).

French bill of fount fl. .

(Police de 100,000 caraclcros, les impacts

of spaces and quads.

Basdecasse. "— c,„,„. Petites

capitales. aat

a 1 220 1,500 A 260 A 170 x 05

b 845
; 250

B
C

^25 B

125
E
E
ft

35

9 90 9 20 9 20
20

d 2 5 TO

E 380 r

170

300

I

6
15

'5

f 84 s
6 4,060 F l 35

S 845 G G 80 u 15

li «45

630
950

11

I HI 2IO '

9 345

)
420 » 300 J 80 J 80 Petals

k K
1 3 L

I 13° M X

n 220
I 40 N 210 N i 65

3 820 i. 260 260 O 170
E

E
5°

P 1 720 P 170 P 125 10

q '
010 9 2,750 Q 125 e 80

tl

10

030

s 5 54°
r"" ,l

'„V'~" s 260 s 170 U 10

t 4 630 a 380 T 260 T .70 250

v

4

845 a 40

U

170

U T50

ItaL

X 420 '; X 6,5 X 05
C

accents
S

y 260
p

V 40 Y 40 .4 15

z 260 s 40 z 40 z 40 /i 10

a? 40 i 125. m. 20 M 20 £
£

20

15

w "5 20 W 20 k 10

fl 160 & 125 & 80 5

fi 125 n
fl 210 u 40

5

32 65 025 14 3,265 30 4,625 30 3.31:0 9 95

•

L
.

Total number of sc
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TABLE 15 (concluded from opposite page).

/.

m 5

I5
! CE 5

10 w 5

25 &
45

35

935
1

30 715
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2. Lig.

m i goo &
a 3 s 3

C 2

5oo

500

fi

fl

d 4 200 a
!

g ^ 300 a 6

h 3 800
9

!

J

k

1 2 600 :

O 2 300 1

P 600 j

r 5

s 5

500

6

v 700 6 5

x 300 u

y 350 U

fi

ae 25

ce 25

74 ,
6oo 3,3

J 'tTlO 20 30 40 50 60 70 SO



SERIES, PROPORTIONS, AND WEIGHT.

German bill of fount for 100,000 characters (Antiqua), 1

and quads. (Giesszettel fur 100,000 Lettern, deutsche Antiqua.)
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TABLE 18.

Italian bill offount for 100,000 characters, exclusive of spaces a

I

1

r

fi Accents '

1. Lower-case. 4- etc.

:
j ;£

A 300 v| 150

80 TZ
&

200 !

C 200 c 100 750

fl 200 i

3,200
|

u 200 u 100
200 R. 400

A

7.7.10

K
F

300 "
'75 100

J

5°o

f 950 G 150 75 1,200 6 400

R 1,400 H 100 H 5° 600 u 35o

h

;::: J

K

48o

60 l

30

30

(

t z E 60

k 300 .T. 300 L 150 — 300 6 40

1 5.75°

4.'JO°

M M 90 U
20

P

b,750

2,700

O
P

360

P

180

90
1

20

q 1,000 g 100 y 5°
Figures fr 20

8 4,800 s 240 s 120
2 45°

080
1 5,250 1 240 1 120 400

1

78,700
J

w 200 w 60 w 3° 400 2 5,080

X 7 3 2,54°

y 200 Y
7. Z 100

8 400

5 4> I 5°

1
.

450

** 5,080 2,54° !
4,f

1 1 .
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TABLE i

Spanish bill offount for 100,000 character.
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TABLE 20.

! of jaunt for 100,000 characters, exclusive of spaces a

' Lower-case. 2. Capita,. 4. Points.

m 2,300 A 260 i 900
1 2,600

a 4,500 B 240 $ 170 2,400

b 1,520 C 24 e 1,100 850

c 2,200 D 24O n 150 360

d

h

3,750

E
F
G
H

J

K

260

350

s

900

1,050

170

1,050

1,250

(

150

360

1

2,300 L
M 27O

6 250 [

150

n 4,600 N 260 fl 600 f 50

5,220 O §

P x,

!!o Q
3

6o D
200

r 3,750 R 240 ft 40
,720

t 4,270 T 240 ft 100 5. Figures.

n 3,340 U 220 s 100 I 450

w
2,920

300

V
W

270 1" 30

3

450

X A
y Y

Z

80 E
1 80 ° 400

a 250 50 7 400

a u 80

a i 5o u 400

& 100 f 450

67,330 5,870 13,930

Incase. Vecent

a 4,200 a

2,350

t*

y
s

I

2,450

55°

1,95°

i

"

? 3^00
?

2,350

1,380

£

2,850

5,200

I

''

I

3,220

2,150

2,300

I

2,150

2,250

I

$ 750

X

f 320
P

1,380

< 150

t>

W 150

17

Total number of 9
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Greek bill of fount for 100,000 characters, J

'

to the number of characters.

'. of spaces and quads,

100 110 130
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TABLE 22.

oo characters, :

2. Capitals. , Sm.cap,

6

3.9°°

1,300

A
r. 250

* 2,000

\

2;Z

B
r

A
E

250

250 P 90

280

700 m
75° H

B I^oo
M
ft

250

(

400

850 T 170 r

K 2,500 K, 250 160

2,500 M 250 80

H
6,400 500

fl 420

P 2,500 P
c
T
y

34° E 70 8,960

y 1,700 210

<t>

B

680 X
210

\ 3,000

in

m 170 1

5. Figures.

720
660

* 1,300 H
B

170 3
600

Totals.

1,900 * 74.750
55° 130

ji'

680 Id

J 600
3

130

V 80 V 20 ° 720 6 8,96o

74,750 8,870 6,300 IOo,ooo

,L .wet-case.

a A 45
1)

« H 45

,, 210 Jl 30

650 K
w 70 X

« 380 If

M

K

90

250

1

S 30

Jl 35

M,
630 H 50

» 210 n 30

P 250 i>

C 380 V
T 3"i

170 y

70 X
U
V

"
60

in

m
300 •h

H 130 u
h ?o

"
'fio

S 20

TO

150

JO

X 30

*" 10 V 10

7.580 99o

100 110 120 130 140
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TABLE 23.

ic bill of fount for

.Lower-case. it*. 3. Figures.

a 400
'

A 45 r so

J E
i

4"

3°

,f

6°

w
M 7°

3

25 7 60

60

I
380

f
3° P 60

90 J

K 250 A'

35
30

650

V 250 M,
630 H 5° 4-

° 640
n

3° 150

170

V 250 p 3° 40

I
380 a

T
7

35

25
",

150

40
X
it

m
m

25

25

25

»

7

3°

3°

50

M ? 3 o a 20 780
h

* *
20

rotals.

*

70
3° «

1 7,580

650

r 10 F 10 4 780

7.58o 990 10,000
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WeiM of tyfie.-Type is generally made up into pages, about 8 inches by

4 inchl; L weight of a page is usually about 8J lb. The we,J «

i ooo ooo type, exclusive of spaces and quads, in pounds, is given in table 25

for various a-z lengths. The weight of type characters per square inch is

approximately o'26 lb., or 375 lb- per sq. ft. The weight of type per sq m

when composed, cannot be given as a definite figure because in most cases

q ads leads, and furniture are used in making up, all of these being o a

tower height-to-paper and some of them being cored and consequently of a

still less weight per unit of area. The weight of spaces and quads of stereo

height is approximately 0-25 lb. per sq. in., or 36 lb. per sq ft. The weight

of spaces and quads of trade height is 023 lb- per sq. in. and 33 lb. per sq. ft.

Corps

Modern .
-

Old-style ~

Gros-texte
Saint-augustin

It

Cicero
Philosophie

Petit-romain 10

Gaillarde

Petit-texte.

Mignonne

9

Nonpareille
Parisienne

Diamant

6

5

41

20 30 40 50
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On account of the high specific gravity of type-metal, about 8% it is

necessary to make the shelves and racks for carrying a store of type of very

substantial design.

When type is stored in existing buildings, especially on upper floors,

it is important to ascertain that the strength of the flooring is adequate to

the heavy load that it may be required to carry. In an instance that came

under the notice of the authors, neglect of this simple and necessary pre-

caution nearly caused the collapse of a steel and concrete floor properly

constructed in accordance with ordinary factory practice.

te weight of 1,000,000 type in kg., exclusive of sp

Corps. Length a-z in ems (longueur a-z en forees-de-corps).

Modern .

Old-style -
875

10-40

11-25

13-06

I3-75

14-30 15-60 l6 .

9o

17-50 18-75

1950

Cicero
Philosophie

Petit-romam

Gaillarde

Petit-texte.

Mignonne

Nonpareille

18

g

7

6

5
4i

1,580

\
650

|

480

4,680 5,060

3,700 4,000

2,830 3,060

i,45o|i,56o

1,170 1,260

920 1,000

7io| 770

520I 560
360 390

Note.—The stepped ci as betwc

In the case of French type, and that of other foreign countries using

the metric system of weights and measures and the same height-to-paper,

the weight of 1,000,000 Didot type, exclusive of spaces and quads, in

kilograms, is given in table 26. The weight is i8'8 grm. per sq. cm.

The weight of spaces and quads varies from 15-3 grm. to 18-3 grm. per sq. cm.

HI
, 1 hi

m
10 20

1 1

30 40 50 (50 70

It

J

'i

80

Jl
90 1 00

<i Ii.huii-.Lii

110 120 130
"T",,m*

140



CHAPTER X.

"Sith wise men have Written that it is in very Heaven that marriages are made,

it is of very Hell and the old Pen-men that have come linked letters, [logotypes ?].

For they do make a Multiplication of added Woes in seeming simplicity, piling Pelion

)f Heart, yea, and thereby also, will thy Cr

The authors of this treatise have nothing but sympathy with the spirit of

the old and evidently practical printer whose piteous outcry, about the

genuineness of which there can be no two opinions, voices the feeling of some

long-departed chapel.

Some samples of the bewildering wilderness of ligatures, abbreviations,

scribal shorthand, and other woes with which the compositor of the

period was supposed to be familiar, are given in De Vinne's " Correct

Composition," and not only must one pity the poor printer, but with him

also the even more miserable reader. The example subjoined, fig. 122, is

taken from the " Biblia Sacra Vulgata " of Bernhard Richel of Basel,

printed in the year 1472.

The modern representatives of these antique contractions are very

much simpler both in construction and in combination.

The subject of logotypes, or combinations of characters cast together,

has not yet, so far as the authors are aware, been adequately studied in its

bearing on typesetting. The very early patent (1782) of Henry Johnson

was bought by John Walter, the founder of " The Times " newspaper,

and was probably the only extensive application of the system ever made

in practice. .

Early in the nineteenth century Earl Stanhope introduced a set of eight

logotypes, each in one piece, of which he gives the following numbers to be

cast for a fount of 3000 m's : an 1620, in 1731, of 1035, on 897, re

1509, se 1152, th 3024, to 1095. It is also to be noticed that he proposed

to alter the curve at the top of the f and to discard it-
i;~"

The advantage of the use of logotypes
'

composition lies in the reduction of movem
of hand or machine

made by the hand of

nUiii
70 80 90 100 120 130 140
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the operator ; thus, a combination of three letters, like the, will save two

lifts or key depressions, and a combination of four letters, like tion, will

save three lifts or key depressions. It appears obvious that if a certain

arrangement occurs so frequently that it is commoner than any individual

letter of the alphabet, a saving of labour will result from the adoption

of a logotype for such a combination with but little strain on the

memory of the operator. On the other hand, where hand-composition is

concerned, the number of case divisions will increase for each added com-

bination, and consequently the size of the cases will be increased also.

tt t»c bico-q? fit aliqb tn me
tale quod vel poflie a me ai»

biw \*?t \»ltfbilc£T<?:rebquo

arto:tuuset bifanbi ftubiii

_ e«dmabr<#nobt0p?tTcpr<*»

bari bjbeat.^figcnium ioflle«et fine fc>aoa*

laubabile eft .0ot\ quid Hiucmae .Teb quid

querae confifceramae . AVoliie cera et ab R??*

ttiatibU3 Faolie.'ecta fi artifice et plaRe ceflTct

maiiuertaitieti vtr ttitc totum eft quicqiub cf

repotcft.pauluea#oftol9 abpfcee gatiia

lieliB^legc moyfi et^phctae bidiolTcreglo

riattmvtarmattieipiiittjalibue tclie • foftea

Fig. 122.—Ligatures.

Moreover, the number of compartments or keys to be memorized by the

compositor will increase, as also will the distance the hand of the operator

has to travel. ,,.„',
A further objection to the use of logotypes in handwork is that, owing

to the larger mass of the combination, the face of any of the characters is

more easily damaged, and damage to any one character necessitates re-

placement of the whole logotype.

In view of the absence of reliable statistics on the subject of the recur-

rence of the commonest combinations of characters, and also with a view

to testing the accuracy of the proportions in the ordinary bill of fount, the

authors, after some preliminary trials, have examined 100,000 characters

(exclusive of spaces), occupying rather more than two pages of matter

from " The Times " of 30 April, 1907, selected from
:

Leading Articles,

Foreign Intelligence and Parliamentary Debate (this latter amounting to

H Hinm
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

"'
r

"

!)() 1

<lI ;

30 110

„ k
120 130

"'"I

' '"

140

,il,l. ll
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nearly 60 per cent of the whole). The following method was adopted in

counting the combinations : first the matter was gone over and all the four-

Logotype. Authors

th 2.882

i,378

i.3°5

1,013

letter combinations, chosen from the preliminary trials, were counted ;
then

the three-letter combinations were taken, and, to avoid overlapping, treated

in order of precedence—thus, in the word expressed the combination
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inder thepre was counted, but ess was not counted ; then in

two-letter combinations were similarly eliminated.

The number of each of the combinations counted in the 100,000 characters

is shown in table 27, p. 148, in which the combinations are arranged in

order of importance according to the total number of separate characters

employed.

From this table the number of times any combination occurred, approxi-

mately, can be obtained by adding together the figures opposite the different

combinations in which it is found. Thus the combination th occurs in

the, that, with, ther, than, or in all 2882 times, while Th occurs in The

By summarizing the totals successively it is found that the first

combination the accounts for over 6 per cent of the whole matter ; the

first three combinations for over I0'4 per cent ; the first eight for over

20'2 per cent ; the first fifteen for over 303 per cent ; the first twenty-six

for over 40-5 per cent, and the first fifty for 50-1 per cent.

It is interesting to compare the proportions of logotypes in 100,000

characters, calculated from Earl Stanhope's figures and from those of the

authors contained in the preceding table.

TABLE 28.

(Compaqism.)

Logotype. Authors. Earl Stanhope. Logotype. Authors. Earl Stanhope.

585th 2,882 x.7- of 9io

in i,45i 98o ed 882 -
an 1.393 916 °r 759 -

on i,378 507 to 754 553

er 1,305 - ng 594 -
re 1,013 854 se - 651

The discrepancies that appear in the above table between the figures

given by the authors and those calculated from Earl Stanhope's work are

at once apparent. The authors, however, with all due respect to him

feel that he did not go into his subject as thoroughly as he might have

done, or his figures and theirs would approximate more closely. Variation

in the recurrence of the same combinations is dealt with elsewhere.

Certain allowance must also be made for the matter taken and tested for

an average of combinations.
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Logotypes are actually in use for the seven combinations ae, as, «, fi, %
ffi and ffl

• they are also used for the italics of these, and for the capitals /fc,

CE roman italic and small capitals. In all, twenty different ligatures are

actually supplied with every complete fount. All these combinations are

rare and, in most printed matter, could be abolished without seriously

offending 'the eye or orthography ; in France the ffi and ffl are no longer

generally used, ffi and ffl being substituted. These combinations were

originally necessary owing to the f being made to kern in the earlier type

the combined letters had to be cut specially to avoid fouling. With machine-

cast characters, which usually do not kern, the necessity for the specia

combinations ceases to exist, and combinations such as ff and fl do not

offend the eye. .

Why should not the seven commonest logotypes be substituted for

these, and while performing the composition of nearly 20 per cent 01

ordinary reading-matter, at the same time save lifting type 01 d pi g

keys to the extent of nearly 12 per cent of the total work ? The answer

is probably to be found in the conservatism of the printing-trade, and in

the fact that the tendency is to abolish rather than to adopt ligatures.

The long s (f) and all its combinations are still found in German, to tne

illegibility of which language they largely contribute. The & and qu with

several others have been generally dropped in this country, the fit atone

being still occasionally supplied with some old-style faces. It is difficult

to understand why the logotype qu should have gone out 01 use tor,

with the exception of algebraic expressions and occasional quotations

involving the occurrence of a very few foreign words, the q practically

never occurs except in the combination qu.

On 100 o»,„. On 59-2 On roc

Per
per cent.

Per
per cent.

Per — Per Per

the ..058 1,915 1,933 in 897 806 843

and 635 914 981 684 806

of 821 ing 549 527 535

Hon 532 356 428 ed

;

8I6 748 776

it may be asked how far does the above table of frequency of logotypes

show the true proportion of logotypes in general, or how far may they have

Observed. Calcul

e

8,832 6,8

7,161

7,078

6,231

6,225

5.5

5,5

It has been s

brilliant and origi:
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843

536

776

LOGOTYPES. i5i

been affected by the particular character of the matter selected for the

statistics. In the Leading Articles and Foreign Intelligence, 40-8 per cent

of the whole, and in the Parliamentary Debate, 59-2 per cent of the 100,000

type, the first eight combinations as given in table 27 occurred in the

numbers, reduced to per 100,000, compared in table 29.

The counting of the single letters gave the result shown in table 30,

in which the actual number found is compared with that calculated from

the bill of fount. In this table the calculated figures for the individual

letters are reduced in the ratio of 100,000 to the total roman lower-case,

capitals and points, that is to 812,540. In computing the number of points,

it must be remembered that in the bill of fount about 10 per cent of the

quantities of full point and comma respectively belong to the italic fount.

TABLE 30.

Comparison of observed and calculated frequency of occurrence of individual

--
Observed. Calculated. Percent. Observed. Calculated. Percent.

11,520 9,038 x.9-5 r 5.88c 4,8.9 Z22-0

t 8,832 6,885 128-3 5,442 5,502 98-9

7.16. 5.502 130-2 h 4.99o 4,130 120-8

a 7,078 6,195 d 3.524 3,441 102-4

n 5.502 XI3-2 1 3.407 3.44 1 990

1 6,225 6*95 U 2,483 3,098 80-2

This shows that there was a considerable variation between the

observed and calculated frequency of occurrence, and the total observed

characters in the table exceeded the total calculated by some 13 per cent.

This is in a great measure due to the matter selected consisting of long

sentences. It is probable that if a much larger number of characters were

taken and a greater diversity of printed matter selected, the result would

agree more closely with the fount bill.

It has been suggested to the authors by Mark Barr, to whose

brilliant and original work reference is made later, that, as the figures

given in the various fount schemes are based on old and not very

accurate records, it would be an interesting and instructive experiment to

attach a counter to each verge-rod of a Linotype machine used in the

composition of a daily newspaper—such as the " Daily Telegraph " for the

English bill—and take daily readings over a period of several weeks. From

the resulting figures reliable statistics would be obtainable, not only for
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the average frequency of occurrence of each particular sort, but also for

the variations in demand for each sort.

The question of frequency of occurrence of particular letters—without

regard to whether these are capitals or lower-case, roman or italic or small

capitals—and the relation of these frequencies to the total number of

letters, is a subject which has received a great deal of attention in con-

nexion with cipher documents and messages and the solution of crypto-

grams ; it is dealt with in a number of text-books relating to cryptography

and, in conjunction with the frequency of individual characters, the fre-

quency of successions of letters, or, as they are often termed, bigrams, tri-

grams, etc., is there considered; the resulting statistics, which have been

compiled as an aid to those engaged in deciphering secret messages, are

allied to, but not identical with those obtained in the investigations on

the frequency of two and three-letter logotypes carried out by the authors.

POSSIBLE REFORMS IN THI

Modification of the alphabet.—There are in the English language several

sounds which are represented in writing and printing by combinations of

consonants and in shorthand by single signs. The authors have-investigated

the frequency of occurrence of these, and have found that in the 100,000

characters counted the following combinations occurred which could be

represented by single characters if the alphabet were modified.

TABLE 3

Sounds represented by t%

The authors suggest that a saving of about 3I per cent in writing, type-

writing, printing, and reading would be effected by adopting two new

letters for th and ng respectively. It would also be very easy to design

simple longhand letters to replace the two separate letters now used ;

this saving does not only apply to the printer and compositor, but affects

equally all who write and read the English language, and, moreover, it is

a change which could be introduced first in the daily press and become

gradually universal—a change already predicted by H. G. Wells in his

romance " When the Sleeper Wakes."

The authors do not consider that it would be easy to carry this proposal
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about £3,000,000 per annum is paid. In America, with Canada and with

the other English-speaking colonies, the amount is considerably larger,

so that the annual wages earned in composing the English language may

THE SAVING EFFECTED BY REFORMING THE
ALPHABET.

The one thing, above all things, that seemingly is required

in the 1

1

apers, is the saving of time in going to

press. In the second place, the saving of time, and therefore

the saving of money in composing, is of the greatest impor-

5 tance and ever-increasing interest to the trade. Thirdly, the

mere altering or adding of a unit ensures a saving in space

well worth the publisher giving it serious attention. This

saving in the case of newspapers affords more space for the

advertising, and in the case of the best books and the best

10 periodicals, there would be quite an appreciable saving in

paper. The introduction of the two proposed letters E and g

means a three and a half per cent, saving of matter m com-

posing and iout England and America. By

dividing this saving between the operators and the proprietors,

1 5 the aggregate sum gained by each of them yearly would in

itself amount to a fortune.

The question als<

in other languages,

in French, but in Ge:

that the substitutior

ng would enable a

Russian letter in she

from the lower-case

that new characters

from all those in pr

dealt with in anothe
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Be one Rig, above all Bigs, Eat seemigly is required in Ee

printig of newspapers, is Ee savig of time in goig to press._ In

Ee second place, Ee savig of time, and Eerefore Ee savig of

money in composig, is of Ee greatest importance and ever-

5 increasig interest to Ee trade. TTirdly, Be mere alterig or

addig of a unit ensures a savig in space well worB Ee publisher

givig it serious attention. rTis savig in Ee case of newspapers

affords more space for Ee advertisig, and in Ee case of Ee best

books and Ee best periodicals, Eere would be quite an appre-

10 ciable savig in paper. TFe introduction of Ee two proposed

letters E and g means a Eree and a half per cent, savig of

matter in composig and printig Eroughout Egland and

America. By dividig Eis savig between Ee operators and Ee

proprietors, Ee aggregate sum gained by each of Bern yearly

1 5 would in itself amount to a fortune.

well exceed £10,000,000 per annum. The saving in this item alone would,

consequently, amount to about £350,000 per annum, apart from savings

effected in materials in typewriting, time occupied in handwriting, etc.

I,,. , !.. ;,! ,, aLAa
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CHAPTER XI.

LEGIBILITY.

Setteth up plainly tc rstood of all Men's Eyes ;
'.

" Unfortunately the needs of the reader are lightly regarded

by the men who make types. They think more of the display of

their own skill. The punch-cutter's straining after a hair-line that

stops just before invisibility is ably seconded by the pressman who
scantily inks these light-faces with a hard ink-roller, and then with

the feeblest possible impression impresses them against an inelastic

surface on dry and hard calendered paper. This weak and misty

style of printing is vastly admired by many printers, and perhaps

by a few publishers, but it is as heartily disliked by all who believe

that types should be made for the needs of the reader more than

for an exhibition of the skill of the printer or type-founder.

De Vinne.— " The Practice of Typography."

The large amount of time spent by millions of people in reading makes the

question of clearness of type one of enormous importance, though it has

hitherto been almost unnoticed by the public. It is quite as necessary

that the characters should be plainly dissimilar in form and appearance as

that a face should be used as large as the nature of the work will permit.

Legibility is a complex subject, since it is affected by many different

factors, amongst which are :—

i. The size of the characters.

2. The amount of space between succeeding lines (or the amount of

leading).

3. The amount of white between the main strokes or in the counters.

4. The length of the printed line.

5. The resemblance of some characters to others.

7 10
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6. The presence of unnecessary lines or marks, ornamental or otherwise.

7. The frequency of kerns in certain characters.

8. The quality of the paper and its colour.

9. The colour of the ink.

10. The capacity of the paper for reflecting light.

11. The illumination.

12. Irradiation.

The subject has been studied by many oculists and professors of hygiene,

amongst whom may be cited Dr. Sanford, Dr. Javal, of France, Dr. Cattell,

of Leipzig, and Dr. H. Cohn, of Breslau.

Size of type and leading.—the important influence which the size of

type and the style of printing used for school-books may ultimately have

on the eyesight of the people has been investigated in considerable detail.

The authorities quoted describe the size of type and the amount of leading

which they recommend in terms differing from those of the printer. They

deal with that which they actually see and the " size" of the type quoted

in their researches is the gauge of the lower-case m ;
what they term the

" leading "
is the distance between successive lines of lower-case small sorts,

or in other words, the size of the actual body plus the thickness of the lead

. and minus the gauge of the lower-case m.

The influence of school-books upon eyesight was investigated recently

by a committee of the British Association and the report based on this

inquiry, to which oculists, medical officers of schools, directors of education,

teachers, publishers, printers, and typefounders have contributed, contains

suggestions for standardizing the typography of school-books. This report

deals with the causes of myopia and other eye-defects and it discusses the

technical and trade aspects of the typographical products as well as ques-

tions of paper and ink ; moreover it devotes particular attention to legibility

and to the sizes of type most suitable for school-books. In the report

the gauge of the small sorts is defined as the " minimum height of face of

short letters " and " by ' interlinear space '.is meant the vertical distance

between the bottom of a short letter and the top of a short letter in the

next line below."

Length of the printed line.—Since the surface of the printed page is a

plane, it follows that the ends and the centre of the line are at different

distances from the eyes and that this difference increases with increase in

the length of line. The continual change of focus required to accommodate

the eye to these different distances is more trying and harmful to the vision

than is its transverse movement in following from character to character.

It is recommended that the length of line should not usually exceed 4 inches

in books of 10-point type and upwards, and that this maximum should be

reduced in proportion to the body if smaller sizes are used.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF DR. COHN FOR TYPE FOR SCHOOL-BOOKS.

It has been advocated by Dr. Cohn that larger type should be used in

the books to be read by children in their earlier years, and he makes the
following recommendations to which have been added the nearest ordinary
type sizes and actual thicknesses of leads :

—

For the first year children should read

from type of. a gauge "at least 2-6 mm.
with leading of 4-5 mm.," in other words,

the gauge of the m should exceed 0-102 in.

i 18-point face on a

For the second and third years they should read

from type of a gauge " not smaller than 2 mm. with
leading of 4 mm.," in other words, the gauge of the m
should exceed 0-079 in -

14-point with 4-point leads ; equivalent to a 14-point face on an
18-point body.

For the fourth year they should read from type of a gauge

"at least i-8 mm. with leading of 3-6 mm.," in other words,

the gauge of the m should exceed 0-071 in.

12-point with 3-point leads ; equivalent to a iz-point face on a

15-point body.

After the fourth year the size of type used should have a gauge " which

should not be less than 1/6 mm. with leading of 3 mm.," in other words, the

gauge of the m should not be less than 0-063 in.

10-point with 3-point leads, equivalent to a 10-point face on a

13-point body.

n width recommended for the characters is given in terms

of the a-z length, and increases progressively with decrease of body-size

from n ems for 24-point to 14 ems for 10-point.

The maximum length of line recommended is 4 inches for 18 point and

3j| inches for the smaller bodies.
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i the supplement t

159

The examples given in the supplement to the British Association

Committee's report are, in several instances, considerably larger m gauge

and interlinear space than the minima recommended in the typographical

table given in the body of the report. The sizes and interlinear spaces

recommended are based on age-periods of the child and are as follows :—

Children under seven years

should read from type of a gauge

of "minimum 3-5 mm. with mini-

mum interlinear space of 5 mm."
22-point with 3-point lead.

Children aged seven to eight years should

read from type of a gauge of "minimum

2-5 mm. with minimum interlinear space of

3-6 mm."
18-point with i-point lead.

Children aged eight to nine years should read from

type of a gauge of " minimum 2T> mm. with minimum

interlinear space of 2 mm." (? 3 mm.).

i3|-point with i-point lead,

Children aged nine to twelve years should read from type

of a gauge of _" minimum 1 '8 mm. with minimum interlinear

space of 2 mm." (? 2'4 mm.).

12-point solid.

Children above 12 years of age should read from type of a gauge of

" minimum 158 mm. with minimum interlinear space of i'8 mm."

1 i-point solid.

In the third and fourth instances given the figures for the interlinear

spaces appear to be misprinted in the report, and the specimens here set

up have been corrected in this respect so as to bring them into harmony

with the other specimens shown ; the selection of these faces, as well as
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- ling Dr. Cohn's recommendations, has involved the

measurement and examination of a large number of faces to obtain

examples in agreement in both dimensions.

The influence upon the style of character arising from the manner in which

payment is made to the compositor.—In Great Britain the payment of the

compositor is by the thousand ens, and the scale of payment is increased

with reduction in body-size. Nonpareil costs some 12 per cent more for

composition than is paid for founts ranging from english to brevier, and

pearl 25 per cent more than for these larger bodies. The effect of this

scale of payment is to discourage the use of extended faces.

This system presupposes that the a-z length is the same for all founts,

and consequently the printer prefers to use those founts which will enable

the maximum of matter to be composed for a given outlay. In France a

much fairer system prevails, based on the filling of the measure with the

alphabet repeated as far as it may go, and basing the scale of payment on

the actual number of letters thus found to be contained in the line. The

result is that the French faces are much more open, and can have more

wliitc between the letters, with the corresponding reaction that more white

is actually allowed between the lines.

From the foregoing paragraph, the authors do not mean it to be inferred

that the French do not make use of any condensed faces—for, as a matter

of fact, some of the French faces are even more condensed than anything

met with in display founts in this country—but that, taking the body type

of French books, they are on the average composed in more-extended faces

than a similar average of English works would show.

Amount of white between the max 'lie counters.—The forms

of character which are most easy to read are those in which an ample amount

of white is allowed between the main-strokes and in the counters ; in-

sufficient attention has hitherto been paid to the importance of using faces

wliich are not too greatly condensed, and the above specifications for type

for school-books should be amplified yet further by the condition that

the a-z length should not be less than 13 ems, and that the normal space

between words should not be less than the en quad.

Resemblance of some characters to others.—The ordinary latin character

generally adopted on the Continent of Europe, in England, her colonies, and

in America, is fortunately more legible than many other forms of character,

but even in its most common form—the roman lower-case—it suffers from

the disadvantage that some of the letters of most frequent occurrence are,

in reading, easily mistaken for each other. Thus it is found that the

members of the following pairs, or groups, are specially liable to be mis-

read : e for o or c ; n for u ; i for 1 ; h for b, and a for s. In all these

cases it is evident that 1

responsible for the confi
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cases it is evident that the similarity of form is very largely, if n

responsible for the confusion which arises.
fn,inwir,e

The authors have investigated a large number of^^ J~Z
method. From careful measurements, made by means of the micrometer

microscope on new type, the characters were drawn out ^ a scale 45 1
mes

S^^^SnrSTlSS:. The -eof bodytaken m

each case was .-point; the^-^— SS>*
*

a
snnarp havine its side equal to o ooi men vui d.11 <"cac»i"

. .

squa inch) The ratioVat the sum of the areas peculiar to the mdi^dual

characters bears to the sum of the total areas of the two charac e whKh

may be termed the legibility coefficient, was calculated Hnop cent

is taken as perfect legibility (in the case where there is no coincidence), then

the Serencebetween the 100 per cent and the legibility coefficient may be

s^ssss* coeffidJ ^^--^ssc^s:
exercised bv each of the characters examined on th ty as a whole,

h Sb^y coefficient was multiplied bythe recurrence of the character as

^en nfthe fount bill, and the product termedt^^/^-J^
of these illegibility factors divided by the total recurrence of ^characters

12 consideration gives the *- ««M*'coefficient. By^^
the influence of different styles of face can be compared, provided other

conditions are sensibly constant. For this ea o the a e shown in
J*e

11 trat i were selected for this investigation as they had as n ariy

as possible the same dimensions in gauge, mam-stroke, hair-hue, and set

tm How far these conditions result in uniformity can be measured

bv the ratio of the total area of the face of the character to the cross-

se

Y
ctt of the type. This figure given as a percentage has been >rrned

the blackness. It is obvious that with increasing ttocW other con

ditions remaining constant, the coincident areas wiU >°^»^J£
legibility coefficients will decrease, and conversely with decreasing.black

ness the coincident areas will decrease and the legibility coefficients will

fficreasT S Sere is no coincidence to consider, the actual legality may

be assumed to vary directly as the blackness ; hence the best comparative

fi uTwffl\e obfamed as" the product of the mean JB^*"
by the mean blackness; this the authors have styled the spenfic

^'15he tables which follow, the legibility of the combinations quoted

above has been investigated for the following faces: modern old-styk

from which the measurements were made are shown m reduced size

figs. 124 to 140. M
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)
compared with f gave, in the same modern face a

The long si) P
coefficient of 274 P« cent.

SSTT mud loweT coeffici nt than'in an" other of the latin characters
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lower-case was specially sought. Popular belief holds the sans serif, or,

as it is popularly called, block letter, to be very legible, but to printers,

and especially to those who do much display work, this view is known to be

erroneous. The blackness is unavoidably greater than in the other faces

examined, but the legibility is more than proportionately decreased.

The results obtained by this method might be extended to the remainder

of the lower-case, the characters being grouped thus : hk ;
fj ; vy ;

dq ;

mw • and xz ; but the influence of these on the total legibility

It is apparent from the illustrations that a heavy serif adds con-

siderably to the non-coincident areas of the il, un and bh pairs of lower-

case characters. Absence of the serif increases the similarity of capital

letters more seriously as will be seen by comparing the examples FP, BR,

given in fig. 133, p. 176, with the lower-case pairs shown in fig. 127, p. 168.

The combinations 3~5 and 6-8 of figures similarly treated (fig. 129,

p 172) show the superiority of the modern form over the old-style and

sans serif, even though the particular example of old-style figures given

here has been modernized with a view to increased legibility.
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TABLE

33.—

Illegibility

of

roman

old-style

(lower-case),

12-pomt;

fig

125.

The

unit

of

area

is

a

square

with

sides

each

one-thousandth

of

an

inch.

The

total

illegibility

factor,

31-96,

divided

by

the

total

recurrence,

43-34,

gives

a

mean

illegibility

coefficient

of

73-7

per

cent,

or

a

t
of

26-3

per

cent.

The

blackness

similarly

treated

gives

a

mean

blackness

of

12-2

per

cent,

hence

the

pecific

legibility

is

3-21

per

cent.
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.

.

.
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.

.
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The method shows plainly the influences which produce the greater

illegibility in the German Fraktur type. Whereas, m the faces which have

been compared, the minimum legibility coefficient in blackfnars is 171

per cent, in old-style it is i5 '9 V* cent, in modern it is 8'i per cent and

in sans serif it is 10-4 per cent, but in the German Fraktur it falls to 2 6 per

cent with the next lowest 6* per cent. In a 12-point face he difference

between f
and f

is less than 80 millionths of a square inch ;
for a 10-pomt

face the figure falls to 55 •
for 8-point 3 36, and for 6-point to less than

20 millionths of a square inch. The double letters compounded of these

haracters add still further to the illegibility of this face
;
the lowers tt

and u differ merely by the transference of a small oblique hair-line from top

to bo torn while the thickening of the ends of the strokes and he addition

o the fine unnecessary serifs in many cases render these ha>r-hn*.shorter

and less easy to distinguish. Many foreigners who attempt the study of

h German language are seriously troubled by the^^^X
ture, which has been aptly described as being 'cursed with a bhndrng

lettering." Not only is the German Fraktur lower-case of inferior legibility
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to latin in the case of the combinations already considered, but other pairs

and groups have very small legibility coefficients ; the combination mn.\ fig.

128, has a legibility coefficient of only I2'3 per cent, x and x differ only by a

hair-line, while other very illegible combinations are <t», lit, nty, gq, and t).

The comparative results proved so interesting that the same method was

applied to the three worst combinations CG, OQ, and BR, and one other

combination, XZ, of capitals in each of the roman faces above considered.

1 I

The results are given summarized in table 38, and the characters are shown

combined in figs. 130 to 133. These show a nearly uniform legibility co-

efficient of about 15-3 per cent for the three worst cases in modern, old-

style, and blackfriars, and a legibility coefficient of I0'2 per cent or only

two-thirds as great in the case of sans serif. It may be some comfort to

motorists to know that the form of the characters and figures selected for

car numbering by the governments of this and other countries is less legible

than many others which might have been chosen ;
in fact, it would be

difficult to improve them in the direction of greater illegibility except by
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combining German Fraktur capitals with the existing sans serif figures.

The German Fraktur capitals show an average legibility coefficient of only

3-8 per cent for the three worst cases, a figure which compares with the

corresponding figures for latin faces even worse than does that obtained for

the lower-case. Amongst the capitals the combinations (Sg, DO, 9S3S, and

83 are shown in fig. 134, page 178; 3M, 9BR, 9K2B, and @@ are^also

bad examples ; these sorts are of very much greater frequency than 3£ and

g) which have more distinctive forms.

From certain improvements that are steadily coming about in many of

the newer faces of Fraktur in Germany, the authors feel confident that

influential and far-seeing forces among the Germanic peoples are modifying

the form of their typographical characters in such manner as to reduce the

effect of the exacting demands made by it upon one of the most valuable

of ah national assets : the eyesight of the people.

There is yet another consideration that ought t

and that is that not infrequently their literature is

a with Germans

is neglected owing tc

for 1 in which it is presented to the world, see p. 190 ; for difficult though
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These improvements in the more modern Fraktur may be summed up

generally as tending to the reduction of the redundant fine inclined serifs,

to the thickening of the hair-line where this forms the sole difference between

different characters, and to the exaggeration of the small peculiarities which

alone enable like characters to be distinguished from each other. It

is, however, a pity that the Germanic peoples cannot make up their minds

at one fell swoop to do away with their beautiful, but, from a hygienic point

of view, pernicious character.

Turning from these faces to the greek face, the worst examples in the

lower-case, v v and £ £ table 39, and fig. 135, compare very favourably

with latin faces. It is only in a few of the combinations of capitals,

A A and O, that the illegibility approaches that of the latin, while, in

-O

The character general!;

^,TlO 20 30 40 50
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the two cases A A and H II, table 38, where the difference now depend

short hair-lines, it is so poor as to correspond to the German Fraktur.

The character generally used in Russia excels even the German Fraktur
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in the illegibility of a few lower-case sorts. The III, m, and the H, H, n, U

combinations have been compared ; the four last characters are all liable

to confusion with each other, table 39 and fig. 136- The legibility co-

efficient of the III and IU, combination is only 1-4 per cent, being the smallest

hh;h
Fie. 136.—Illegibility

found by the authors. It would be easy to improve the legibility of the

Russian upright character: the H could be made readily distinguishable

by adopting tin- heavy inclined stroke with the thin upright strokes of the

latin N ; the tails of U, and IU could be made into ordinary descenders

and the inside lower serifs of n shortened or removed. Russian italic is

less legible than the upright character and in writing it is necessary to

place additional horizontal strokes above and below several lower-case

letters in order to prevent misreading.
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In Hebrew the two worst combinations (mem, final form) and D (sa-

mech), and i (gimel) and : (nun), give low legibility coefficients, the average

of the two combinations being below 6 per cent, table 39 and fig. 137.

Apart from the combinations investigated there is also great similitude

between 3 (beth) and 3 (caph) ; 1 (daleth), 7 (caph, final) and n (resch)

;

n (h£) and n (cheth) ; 1 (vau), t (zain) and
]
(nun, final) ; and to a somewhat

less extent between some other sorts.

The devanagari character, which is so largely used for many of the

languages of India, also suffers badly from illegibility. This is greatly due

to the fact that most of the characters comprise an unbroken horizontal

a— B,ackneS

Value Form. Percent

a 3T 23-o

ch ^ 22-4

bh:

217

» H ar7

dh V .18-9

gh V 20-4

* & 19-4

i 5T .,,

v ^r 22-6

» ^ 23-6

br sT 25-2

3X7
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main-stroke and a vertical main-stroke. This characteristic is so prevalent

throughout the individual characters and the combined characters as to

serve as a diluent to what would otherwise be distinguishing portions of

TABLE 40.—Illegibility 0] ievanagan •tf «"^« *» aOers;figs. 138. *39-

deva„ LGAEI (fig. 138). ARABIC (fig. 139).~ Blacks,s Characters. coefficient.

Value. Form. Par cent. Per cent. Value. Form. Percent.

^r 23-0
|

16-5

Initial.

8-5
1

oh "^ aa-4
)

) sj
bh: ^ 19-2 6-o Medial.

H «rj
n-8

b ^

y n
") 22-0

f\ 217 1

Normal.

dh \J
iS-9

|

* > 5-4

J

8-3

gh ^ 20-4 )
' >

4-6

a ^3! 19-4

|
Initial.

i
'ST »-l)

196
a I 9-4

J

•a[ 22, 2-0
1 J

Detached.

b ^ 23-6 ) 1 J I4-I
1

br ef 25
'2

'

11

*
8-5 )

217 9-o
|

Average . 8, 3,9

icinc legibility is The specific le 2-93 p<

the letters ; the interruption of the horizontal line occurs in only two o

these which, when the character is used for the Hindi language, appear t<

the extent of only about two per cent. The comparisons are shown it

table 40 and fig. 138.

K"10 2

11,1,11,1,11,

w
30 40

,lhl,ll,

50 6 70 80
|

90 100 1

.11,1,11,1,11,1,11,1,11
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In arable, legibility is greatly dependent on the dots and their com-

binations, table 40 and fig. 139. This character, if it were freed from the

complication of the small vowel signs and were made less inclined, won d

be one of the most legible scripts. Amongst oriental peoples, especially

those who are Mohammedans, this face is so largely used that its im-

provement in the direction of increased legibility, easier composition, and

diminished kerning, would enable it to take a very much higher rank than

at present. Excessive kerning necessitates the use of soft metal, which

gives a poor printing-surface, and, by the yielding of the type, decreased

legibility. The influence of modern mechanical methods in diminishing

this evil is a great aid to the obtaining of clean, clear printing.

The question of legibility is not merely confined to ordinary letters,

whether lower-case or capitals, roman or italic, but also is affected by

the use of the accents which are common to most Latin languages. In

French the lower-case e is used in three accented forms, e, e, e, as well as

unaccented, some other letters such as a and u are used in two accented

forms, also unaccented, while the c is used with and without the cedilla.

For the same lower-case e that is shown in varioi

the area of which is given in table 32 as 1704 u

a length of side of o'ooi inch, or an area of onc-

the respective areas of the accents, fig. 140, a- '

circumflex 340 units ; whence the

combinations in fig. 124,

nits, each a square having

millionth of a square inch,

acute 240, grave 320 and

of the additional area to that of the

original character varies from 14 per cent to 20 per cent, ;

17-5 per cent. The lower-case c of the same fount having

units has a corresponding area for the cedilla of 380 units or 25 per

the original character. The table shows that the non-coincident area:

of 1521
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comparison of the ordinary character with the accented character usually

differ by as great an amount as exists between the c and e.

Common to nearly all European languages are he pomts and

frequently very little difference exists between the full point and the comma

ZT££££^£™™ -estig/tions of this founL

The difference between the full point and the comma that is the.area o

the tail of the comma, amounts to only 160 units, and although this area

between the colon and the semicolon, since the addecLtad in this ca* only

affects the total area to the extent of 37 P<* cent The difficulty m recog

nizing the difference between a comma and a full point is not. however.

so great as the difficulty in recognizing the difference between he long s f)

of the tail of the comma.

INFLUENCE (
E CHARACTER <T LEGIBILITY.

The aid afforded by the various parts of a character in securing legibility

can be investigated to some extent by cutting the character in halves and

mparing each half with the corresponding halves of other characters.

If we take a horizontal line passing through the centre of the small sorts

a suitable halving will be obtained, and if another character of each sort is

a suitable naivmg ^ bott0ms,
divided by a vertical line mio iwu c^

,„„,„„ fflrP

lefts and rights of each can be compared. Taking an ordinary™jace

modern or old-style, we find that the number of characterrwhrch retain

sufficient difference of detail to be still recognizable is as follows .-

Right.

Thus a greater number of characters are recognizable by peculiarities at

the bottom or on the right side. Now if a line of type is taken and cut

ho ontally tl gl th dll of the small sorts, and the two halves

SS it is found that the print from the toP half is quite easily

egXwhle the print from the bottom half can only be read with difficulty,
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fig. 141. The reason for this can be seen at once if the frequency of occur-

rence of the letters is taken into consideration. If the above characters

(lower-case and capitals) are arranged in order of frequency of occurrence

and the first fifteen are taken, it is found that out of a total of 1000 characters

these will aggregate about 650 ; of the 650, as many as 550 (or more than

one-half the original matter) are recognizable from the top halves while only

275 (or slightly over one-fourth) are recognizable from the bottom halves.

This supports the view that legibility is largely dependent on the easy recogni-

tion of frequently-occurring sorts, and that the slight difference between the

lower-case e and c, in most cases only a hair-line, is a bad feature. De

Vinne makes this line horizontal but much heavier. In the blackfriars

for an investigation ca

fig. 125 ; this being or

the diagram shown, enl

and of the f-ligatures 1

The other half is relatively much harder to read.

Fig. 141.—Comparison of legibility of upper and lower halves of type.

face, produced under the direction of one of the authors, this line is made

not only heavier, but also inclined in the manner adopted by William Morris

in his golden type, thereby further increasing the legibility. A modification

of this fount was introduced into America and is known as jenson ; the

legibility of the golden type, however, is usually marred by the practice

of spacing very closely so as to obtain greater uniformity of tint in the

printed page.

Several experimenters have examined the position of the imaginary

line which the eye of the reader follows in forming mental pictures of

words, but no definite conclusions based on actual measurements have so

far been given. The problem is one of great importance to the designer

of type, because the actual impression made on the eye by the same

amount of ink, differently placed relatively to the imaginary line along

which the eye travels, is different.

The authors have considered this aspect of the subject, and believe

that much can be learned from the resultant character which is obtained by

combining all the lower-case sorts, taken in the proportions in which they

occur in the English fount scheme. The resultant optical effect of the

lower-case letters so combined into the geometric mean of the whole of

their printed impressions is shown" in fig. 142. In this figure the external

rectangle gives both the body and the set of the mean resultant type stem

stroke, and were also :

from the left-hand si

ordinates indicated t

each stroke was then

as a percentage of tl
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for an investigation carried out on the 12-point old-style fount used in

fig 125 • this being one of the most legible faces available. To obtain

the diagram shown, enlarged drawings of the whole of the lower-case sorts

and of the f-ligatures were measured horizontally for the breadth of each

A, '.,'/, ;... '
' •

stroke, and were also measured for the distance of the centre of each stroke

from the left-hand side of the boundary of the type at each of the 31

ordinates indicated by the short horizontal lines. The true width of

each stroke was then multiplied by the frequency of occurrence reckoned

as a percentage of the whole of the sorts under investigation
;
thus the

90 100 no
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widths for parts of the letter e were multiplied by 11/56 per cent, for t

by 8'26 per cent, for a by 7^44 per cent, and so on. The sum of all the

reduced widths so obtained for the abscissae at each of the horizontal

lines marked at the sides of the figure, gave the corresponding mean width

of the inked impressions. The position of the centre of each of these

different dimensions was obtained by treating each measured part of the

impression as having a reading-value proportional to the product of its

width multiplied by its frequency of occurrence. By the usual engineering

method of taking moments about a given point, in this case on the left-

hand boundary of the type of the respective characters—that is about

a point in a line corresponding to the left-hand boundary of fig. 142—by
the summation of these moments and by the division of the total by

the aggregate reading-value of all the sorts, that is by 100, the position

was found for the centre of each of the mean widths previously obtained.

Some two thousand individual measurements and over two thousand

calculations were involved in obtaining the illustration of the resultant

mean figure for the lower-case characters.

The preponderance of blackness due to the small sorts can be clearly

seen, as can also the relative magnitude of the blackness due to the ascenders

and descenders respectively ; the influence of the latter is so small that if

the figure were reduced to 36-point the line representing the descenders

would be of the minimum thickness capable of printing an unbroken line.

The outer lines give the body and the set of the resultant type.

The position of the centre of gravity of the area is shown by the inter-

section of the white cross-lines ; it is situated above the centre of the

gauge of the small sorts, which it divides approximately in the ratio

of 5 : 4.

is figure with fig. 141 shows that the eye does not

m blackness, but travels along a line passing either

through the centre of gravity of this figure or above it ; those features of the

type which distinguish one character from another being more apparent in

the upperthan in the lower portions of the small sorts. Reference to fig. 125,

p. 164, which was prepared from the same type face, shows some instances

of this as well as one of the two ambiguous cases (h-b, i-j) in which the

upper half of an ascender fails to determine the character.

Dr. J. McKeen Cattell, of the Psychological Laboratory of the University

of Leipzig, in his article on " The Inertia of the Eye and Brain," published

in " Brain," has made an important contribution to the subject of

legibility.

He has analysed the time taken for the complete process of reading,

divided into the various operations involved by the eye and brain re-

spectively, and has further investigated the sensitiveness of the retina to

'^"'lO 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140



various colours. He found the eye most sei

sensitiveness decreasing through blue and yellc

the eye being less than one-fourth

estigated the

weak-eyed,
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: to orange light, the

red, green, and violet,

violet light. He then

of the retina for letters and words, using a

similar°method of exposure through a drop-shutter. He made some 15,000

observations and found that the sensitiveness of the retina in the same

observer was by no means constant. In his tests he took separate letters

and words of from four to eight letters, and obtained the relative times in

which different lands of letters were legible. He found that small latin

letters were slightly less legible than capitals, and that the german letters

were considerably less legible than the latin letters, the same applying to

words in English and German set in the respective characters. He sums up

his observations as follows :

—

" Reading is one of the largest factors in our modern life, but at the same

time a thoroughly artificial act. Here, as everywhere in nature, the

organism shows its power of accommodating itself to :

the large percentage of children who become shortsighted and w

and suffer from headaches, gives us sharp warning, and puts us on our guard,

lest these diseases become hereditary. Considering the immense tension

put of necessity upon eye and brain, it is of the most vital importance to

relieve them by using the printed symbols which can be read with the least

effort and strain. Experiments are not necessary to show that books

(especially school-books) should be printed in large clear type, but experi-

ments, such as I have described, may lead us to determine the most favour-

able type. It seems probable that the use of two varieties of letters, capital

. and small, is more of a hurt than help to the eye and brain. All ornaments on

the letters hinder, consequently the German type is injurious. The simplest

geometrical forms seem the easiest to see. The lines must not be too thin
;
we

seem to judge the letters from the thick lines, and it is doubtful whether it

is advantageous to use thin and thick lines in printing. From all these

considerations it seems that our printing-press has not improved on the

alphabet used by the Romans. Our punctuation marks are hard to see,

and, I think, quite useless. It seems to me far better to replace (or at all

events supplement) them by spaces between the words, corresponding in

length to the pauses in the thought, or, what is the same thing, to the

pauses which should be made in reading the passage aloud. Such a method

of indicating to the eye the pauses in the sense would not only make reading

easier, but would teach us to think more clearly."

In the opinion of the authors this proposal has many merits, but it is

subject to one grave disadvantage. The spacing of the different lines of

printed matter must necessarily vary in order to keep the length constant,

and any such system would require that the space used to denote the pause

for the comma should, at least, be equal to a noticeable increase on the

widest ordinary spacing, and a substantially larger maximum would be

required to correspond to the long pause given for the period.
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Dr. Cattell further observed that not only are some type harder to see

than others, but the different letters in the same alphabet are not equally

legible. He made a further series of experiments on capital latin letters

in which each letter was used 270 times. Out of the trials W was found

the most easily legible, being read 241 times, whereas E was only read

correctly 63 times. It is unfortunate that, as in the case of many other

eye specialists, the capital letters should be chosen for such experiments

instead of the more frequently-occurring lower-case sorts, since the ratio of

occurrence of lower-case to capitals, in the English language as printed, is

generally greater than nine to one.

Dr. CatteU goes on to say :—
" The great disadvantage of having in our alphabet letters needlessly

difficult to see will be evident to every one. If I should give the probable

time wasted each day through a single letter as E being needlessly illegible,

it would seem almost incredible ; and if we could calculate the unnecessary

strain put upon eye and brain, it would be still more appalling. Now that

we know which letters are the most illegible, it is to be hoped that some

attempt will be made to modify them. Our entire alphabet and ortho-

graphy needs recasting : we have several altogether useless letters (C, Q
and X), and there are numerous sounds for which no letters exist. In

modifying the present letters, or introducing new forms, simplicity and

distinctness must be sought after, and experiments such as these will be the

best test.

" Experiments made on the small letters show a similar difference in then-

legibility. Out of a hundred trials, d was read correctly 87 times, s only

28 times. The order of distinctness for the small letters is as follows

:

dkmqhbpwuljtvzrofnaxyeigcs. As in the case of the capital

letters, some letters are hard to see (especially s, g, c and x) owing to their

form ; others are misread, because there are certain pairs and groups in

which the letters are similar. A group of this sort is made up of the slim

letters i j 1 f t, which are constantly mistaken the one for the other. It

would not, perhaps, be impossible to put X in the place of 1, and the dot

should certainly be left away from i (as in Greek). It seems absurd that

in printing, ink and lead should be used to wear out the eye and brain.

I have made similar determinations for the capital and small German

letters, but these should be given up. Scientific works are now generally

printed in the Latin type, and it is to be hoped that it will soon be

adopted altogether. At present, however, it is impossible to get the works

most read, Goethe's works, for example, in Latin type."

It is interesting to compare the results arrived at from observations

by Dr. Cattell with those obtained by the authors as the result of direct

measurements of the characters themselves.

Another condition, which appears to have been almost entirely absent

in the tests carried out by the distinguished experimenters whose

researches the authors have mentioned above, is that produced by

100 110 120 130 140
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"adjacent letters or combinations of letters, particularly those which imme-

diately precede and follow the character under examination for legibility.

For example the effect produced by the vertical main-strokes of d.and b

in the combination dob would tend to give a very different average

result when read from the same distance as the same letters placed in the

order bod. The same reasoning would obviously apply to all those

combinations which have formed the subject of the authors' investigations.

In making these remarks the authors have no thought whatever of

belittling the extremely valuable research work already carried out, but

only have in mind the desirability of further research on legibility,

especially that of the lower-case sorts, of one or two of the faces most

commonly in use and in some of the combinations in which characters are

most liable to be confused with each other.

3 REFLECTION.ILLUMINATION

The quality of the paper, its colour, and the colour of the ink.

of the paper has an important bearing on legibility, because a

The quality

lugh surface

will" of

F
nTcessHy takeThe surplus ink°irreguiarly from the bevelled edges of

the characters and thus produce an irregular appearance m the same sorts ;

on the other hand, excessive smoothness is inseparable from the reflection

of light which has grave disadvantages. The best effect is secured by

having the greatest contrast, and for this reason the ink should be

perfectly black and dead in colour, and the paper as white as possible.

Yellow and grey tend to diminish the contrast and are unfavourable, while

pink and red are actually harmful to the sight. In the search for a dis-

tinctive colour which should be the least harmful to the eyes, the late Sir

George Newnes consulted many of the highest authorities, and finally adopted

on their recommendation the light green shade of paper on which the

" Westminster Gazette " has for many years been printed. In cases where

much writing has to be carried out on forms printed on coloured paper, it

is advisable that the tints selected should be light and should be chosen

from thegreento the violet end of the spectrum. Connected with the problem

of colour of paper is that of the colour of ink, which should be chose.

as possible, and for the sake of contrast should contain the complementary

colour when intended for use on coloured paper. Printing in light blue,

green, on white paper should be avoided, as the cont

Reflection of light, and illumination—The questi

from the paper has still greater importance now i

much used in reading. A highly-surfaced paper

insufficient,

of reflection of light

: artificial light is so

required for printing

the half-tone and process blocks with which many high-class papers,

magazines and books are illustrated ; in some instances the illustrations

are printed on separate sheets or plates of high-surface or art paper so as

to permit of the use of a non-reflecting paper for the subject matter of the

work The increase in the use of high-surfaced papers demands that the
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lighting of all rooms used for study should be as diffused and as uniform

as possible.

Irradiation.—-This factor also plays an important part in the legibility

or illegibility of various forms of character and styles of type, but its

effects are largely spread over and accentuate the reactions due to the other

uses enumerated above. It produces illusions in respect to size of figure

d thickness of line which can be seen in fig. 143, in which the squares

e of the same size though the large black square appears to be smaller

than the large white square and the small white square larger than the

small black one.

Another disturbing effect produced by black areas closely spaced on a

white ground is that shown in fig. 144 ; on looking at this it will be seen

that misty grey patches appear to form at the intersections of the white lines.

So true is the quaint oli

chapter, that but one otl

authors as having dealt

credible that up to the en

that deal fully with t

typography, should be tl

1764. Fournier, an orig

have the good fortune to

description of punch-cuti

unaware of the existence

de la Gravure des Caracta

A great deal of attent:
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CHAPTER XII.

PUNCH-CUTTING.

"Letter-Cutting is a Handy-Work hitherto kept so conceal''d

among the Artificers of it, that I cannot learn any one hath taught

it any other; But every one that has used it, Learnt it of his

Moxon's Mechanick Exercises.

ct to size of figure

which the squares

tears to be smaller

losely spaced on a

this it will be seen

; of the white lines.

So true is the quaint old quotation given at the commencement of this

chapter, that but one other writer besides Moxon himself is known to the

authors as having dealt technically with punch-cutting. It seems hardly

credible that up to the end of the nineteenth century the only two books

that deal fully with this important matter, the very basis of all

typography, should be that of Moxon in 1683 and that of Fournier in

1764. Fournier, an original copy of whose beautiful work the authors

have the good fortune to possess, states that in France up to his time no

description of punch-cutting had been written; and he was apparently

unaware of the existence of Moxon's work in English, for he says :
" L'Art

de la Gravure des Caracteres n'a jamais ete decrit."

A great deal of attention, which he rightly characterizes as of no prac-

tical value, had been given to the designing of letters upon geometric

principles, these principles themselves being based on the proportions

of the human form. In 1240 was published the striking mathematical

and arithmetical work of that wonderful wanderer, Leonardo of Pisa, the

knowledge contained in it being drawn from Arabian sources ; and following

him at a considerable interval came Lucas de Burgo or Paciolus. There

is little doubt that these writers exercised considerable influence on the

mathematical researches of Leonardo da Vinci when that marvellous genius

in A.D. 1500, or possibly before that date, was making his series of studies

of lettering and the design of letters based on arbitrary proportions of

the human form combined with geometric figures. Albrecht Diirer on his

second journey to Venice in 1505 probably became cognizant of Leonardo's

work, and he subsequently spent much time and labour in the elaboration

120 130 140
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of the same idea. From this period onwards many authors, notably among

them Geofroy Tory, a bookseller in Paris in 1526, yet further developed

the idea, and by him and his successors it was carried to impossible lengths.

Fournier rightly says that the judgment of letters should be by eye and

taste, and that the idea of reducing their design to arbitrary geometric

rules is absurd, and still more absurd the reduction of the larger squares

and circles of the earlier designers to sizes so minute as to be beyond

handling by aught save the imagination. All through this mass of drawing,

of letterpress and of lettering, one looks in vain for any practical hints for

the reduction of designs to useful steel, and for any practical suggestion

whatever as to their further use for the production of punches or for any

description of the process it would be needful to employ.

Punch-cutting.—In the process of cutting a punch by hand, the end of

a piece of steel about 2 inches long and J inch square (in the case of pica

and smaller bodies) is filed up square to two adjacent faces which have been

squared up. This face is ground true on an oilstone by means of the

jointer or stone-facer of hardened steel shown in fig. 145. The character

is then marked, out on the face of the punch with a scriber and the counters

struck in by means of counter-punches used by hand with a hammer.

The punch is kept true on the face by occasionally rubbing on the oilstone

in the stone-facer, and the sides are trimmed off with gravers and engraving

tools. The production of the work requires the continued use of a magni-

fying eye-glass, combined with the artistic ability to produce the correct

curves, and the accuracy to work to a limit of 0-0003 inch. There are

not many good punch-cutters, and it can be easily understood that a punch-

cutter capable of working to this degree of accuracy earns about £4 to. £6

per week. Moreover, the amount of work finished by this method is not

large, and the punches of a fount so cut by hand are found to cost on

the average about fifteen shillings each : though to the engineer who has

purchased a small complete alphabet of 27 punches with a set of 9 figures

for 5s. or 6s., this cost, without further explanation, appears absurd. As the

90 100 110 120
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engraving of the punch is proceeded with, the face is smoked and an impres-

sion taken on a piece of fine-surface paper alongside an impression similarly

taken from the corresponding standard character, the H, o, m, or p,

according to the character which is being cut. The smokes are examined

with the magnifier and the work continued till the result agrees to the

desired extent. Since the punch is the first stage in the process, and from

it a matrix must be obtained, in which again the type is cast, the problem

is one of cumulative error. In the case of the punch, the very thin film

of deposited carbon, forming the smoke, enables a higher degree of accuracy

to be obtained than prevails with the inked impression made from the type.

The hand-cut punch when finished has a long taper, from | inch to f inch in

length, and the bevels of the actual strike are seldom constant in slope, fig.

146. Moreover, the face does not occupy a definite position relatively to the

sides of the shank. Owing to the great expense of cutting punches by

hand, the hand-cut punches for the vowels and the n are usually ground

away flat on the back to enable them to be used in conjunction with

separate punches for the accents. This first step towards economy in

punches gives very unsatisfactory results. Figure 147 is a reproduction

of an illustration in Founder's classic work, which plainly shows that

this practice was well known in his day.

Punch-cutting by machine.--The history of punch-cutting by machinery

is not difficult to trace. According to De Vinne, Darius Wells, a printer

of New York, abandoned printing in 1827 for the manufacture of wood type.

To abridge the tedious work of cutting away, by means of hand tools, the

counters and shoulders from the drawing on wood as had been done hitherto,

Welle made use of a simple tool which he called the router. This was a flat-

faced and half-round steel bit, still known by the same name, made to rotate

at a high speed. The bit was suspended vertically, over the wood to be cut,

by attachments made for raising it or depressing it at will. The block of

wood to be made into a type was firmly fastened under the router, and the

operator moved the cutter spindle round the pattern until every part of

the counter and shoulder was removed.
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Other machinery, with various

improvements, was gradually intro-

duced, and in 1834 William Leaven-

worth of New York adapted the

pantograph to the manufacture of

wood type. The router in this case

was driven at the very high speed

of about 14,000 revolutions per

minute, and cut the superfluous

parts out of the design. Letters,

borders and ornaments of all kinds

are still made with Leavenworth's

machine, or improvements upon it.

The routing machine used for

the production of wood type carries

a tracer at the remote end of the

pantograph and a high-speed cutter

at the copying centre of the frame.

In principle it is the same as the

accurately made engraving machine,

fig. 214, plate XIII, the still more highly

developed matrix - engraving machines,

figs. 211 and 212, plates XII and XI,

and the direct-cutting pantograph, fig. 164,

plate X.

The earliest punch-cutting machine

known to the authors is the Benton.

It was of American origin and was patented

in Great Britain by Linn Boyd Benton

of Milwaukee in 1885.

Though this machine was originally

used for cutting master-type in type-metal

for the purpose of producing matrices by

electro-deposition, it was

subsequently improved,

and, known as the Benton-

Waldo, was used for the

cutting of steel punches,

still i To

Benton, therefore, undoubt-

edly belongs the credit of

priority in this field.

The machine is an

adaptation of the panto-

graph, but instead of the

1
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model and its reduction being in one plane, the punch is arranged vertically

over the model or former. The machine, fig. 150, consists of a vertical

in which the formers are secured. The

a which the watchmaker's lathe-head 4

80 90 100 110 120
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can be placed into position. Several of these heads are required for each

machine, and they must be made interchangeable so that the axes of the

miffing, the roughing, and the finishing cutters all agree within the per-

missible error. At the top of the frame is fixed the top gimbal-plate 5 in

which is pivoted the outer gimbal-ring 6. At right angles to the fixed axis

of the outer gimbal-ring -and in a plane passing through that axis are the

centres of the inner gimbal-ring 7 to which the four slide-rods 8 are secured.

These slide-rods are ground true and parallel and are a sliding fit in the

lower outer gimbal-ring 9, the holes in which are fitted with bushes lapped

true. The lower inner gimbal-ring 10 is pivoted to the outer gimbal-ring

and also to the sliding head 11, the axes of the centres being parallel to

those of the upper gimbal-ring. The sliding head is fitted with large flanges

above and below the adjustable slide-frame 12, the surfaces being ground

true and parallel. The slide-frame has large vertical bearing-surfaces on

the sides of the frame, and can be rigidly clamped at any desired height.

The height is usually adjusted by bringing the frame down on a gauge

13 of the requisite size placed on the stop 14. The four slide-rods 8 are

rigidly connected at their lower ends to the follower-head 15, to which is

secured the follower-stem 15a. The upper part of the follower-head is

cup-shaped ; it catches the shavings which fall from the tools and so keeps

the former 18 clear. The lower end of the follower-stem is bored up with

an axial hole in which slides the follower-carrier 16 ; a spring 16a keeps the

follower-carrier- pressed down on the former 18. The end of the follower-

carrier below the button fits into the holes in the larger followers 17, of

which there are some twenty ranging from 3 inches to 0-13 inch in diameter ;

the end of the follower-carrier is o'io inch in diameter, and some ten followers

17a of smaller diameter fit inside the axial hole in the follower-carrier which

then compresses the spring i6« to a greater extent. The sliding of the

.ikM
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follower-carrier in the follower-stem ensures exact proportionate m
of the punch when the axis of the follower-head is inclined to the vertical.

The sliding head, fig. 151, is bored and lapped axially with the lower

gimbals, and the chuck of hardened steel 19 fits in this hole ; it is prevented

from rotating by a ground and lapped feather fitting without shake. On

each side of the chuck are distance-pillars 20 shouldered at the top ends

to receive the bridge piece 21 carrying the chuck setting-screw. The

chuck setting-screw is fitted with a divided wheel ; the divisions are

figured on the top and milled in the edge as nicks by which a spring

latch locks the wheel to the bridge, and each division corresponds to

0-00025 inch of depth. Thus the chuck can be instantly removed, the

punch inspected and accurately replaced as the work proceeds. Owing to

the high degree of accuracy required, these machines formerly cost some

£800 each. The authors recently found, however, that it was possible to

reduce this sum considerably, while obtaining the same degree of accuracy,

in their improved punch-cutting machine recently patented.

The form of milling cutter common to all the different punch-cutting

machines described, is shown in fig. 153. It is parallel and about o'o6 inch

in diameter. The other cutters used are the roughing and finishing cutters.

These are of peculiar shape, the four faces being cylindrical ; the cutting

edges, which are formed by the intersection of each pair of cylindrical

surfaces, are therefore elliptical. In the roughing cutter, which has a small,

chisel edge, fig. 152, two opposite cylindrical faces have their axes in a

plane different from that of the other pair. In the finishing cutter the axes

are all in one plane and a pointed symmetrical cutter results, fig. 156. To

obtain the cutting edges accurately true to position, a hardened steel rocker-

plate is used in conjunction with an oilstone slip. The rocker-plate is

secured against its upper surface in the rocker frame, fig. 154, so as to

admit of repeated regrinding to flatness. The oilstone slip is moved to

and fro on the hardened steel surface which is cut away to clear the cutter.

Both the rocker and the lathe-heads fit interchangeably on a watchmaker's

lathe-bed. The heads are divided into four divisions, so that each face of

the tool can be brought uppermost, and while the oilstone is applied the

dllLLil hi. Ml
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elevating screw is worked up and down by one finger of the operator, so

that the plane of the oilstone is successively tangential to each portion of

the cylindrical surface which forms the face of the cutter. To obtain the

chisel face of the roughing cutter, the position of the lathe-head relatively

body of the fou

held in the chuc

the stem by the

and then is rubb

stone, the chuc]

described above,

punch-cutting m
proper reduction

round the outlii

sired ; a follower

to the rocker is varied slightly for two of the opposite faces by inserting a

thin distance-piece between the head and the stop on the rocker.

The punch is cut in the following manner. Pieces of steel are cut oft

to a given length, annealed and ground true and square on two adjacent

sides and on the end. To save work on the punch-cutting machine the ends

of the blanks are rough-milled to certain simple forms, according to the

to pre- t the

beard. For this

The roughing

or three cuts an

the punch ; this

shoulder. The i
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body of the fount required. The punch is

held in the chuck against these true faces of

the stem by the pressure of two grub-screws,

and then is rubbed down truly flat on an oil-

stone, the chuck acting as the stone-facer

described above. The first operation in the

punch-cutting machine, after setting it to the

proper reduction ratio for the fount, is to mill

round the outline to the depth of strike de-

sired ; a follower is used of the proper diameter

to prevent the mill cutting away any of the

beard. For this operation the parallel end-mill

The roughing cutter is next used, and two

or three cuts are taken round the periphery of

the punch ; this finishes the beard next to the

shoulder. The depth of cut is then reduced
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i smaller follower used, the depth, corresponding to each diameter of

follower, being obtained from a table which is prepared for each body ;
thus

a series of approximations are made to the plane face of the beard, fig. 153

elevation. Some twenty-two cuts in all must be taken round the outside

of the character, and some of these also inside the counter, the finishing

cutter being used at the end of the process in order to obtain the outline at

the surface of the punch. Figure 153, operations 8 to 22, plans, shows

the path of the point of the cutter at five different depths, while the

elevation shows how an approximation to a uniform bevel is obtained. By

suitably choosing the distance by which the chisel end is advanced in the

sharpening, it is possible to obtain a cutting edge which closely approxi-

mates to a straight line for a length of about o-on inch.

The steel punch in three states : roughed out with the mill, cut out in

the counters, and dressed to give a non-rubbing strike, is shown in fig.

155, plate V.

The dimensions of the height of the centre of the lathe and of the rocker

being known, the various dimensions of the point cutter shown in fig. 156

can be obtained as follows :

—

Let the height of the centre of the lathe a = 17464 inches,

the height of the centre of the rocker plate c= 1-6145 inches,

the height of the rocker-plate top when horizontal b = 17590 inches,

and let the minimum inclination from the horizontal, 9, given to the plate

when sharpening be the angle n° 10'. This dimension, however,

is not really important.

Then the details of tl

to that of a square p
faces equal to $ can t

r the radius of thi

d the height of the

m=Ar'i

-f)
=

»-fH-j-(r«
whence q = 0-019:

From these parti

a large scale, such a

the distance betwee:
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Then the details of the point cutter and the position of its vertex in relation

to that of a square pyramid having the vertical angle between two opposite

faces equal to can be determined as follows :

—

r the radius of the cylindrical face of the cutter = b - c= 0-1445 inch,

d the height ofthe lathe centre abovethe rocker centre = a - c = o- 1319 inch

,

m= V (r
2 - £) = 0-0590 inch,

hence m— «= 0-0310 inch and

OT _ OT + ?
=

(
r cos ii° 10' — d) cot ii° 10' = 0-0501 inch ;

whence q= 0-0191 inch.

No:

The angle
<t>
between the tangent plane at the vertex and the horizontal

can be found, since tan $ = 0-445 ; hence
<f>
= 24 o' and over the cutting

edges tan ® = V2 tan 6 ; hence © = 15 30' and tan * = V2 tan <£ ;
- hence

From these particulars it is possible to draw the point of the cutter to

a large scale, such as 1000 times full size, using the dimension q to obtain

the distance between the vertex of the pyramid formed by the tangent

planes and the point of the cutter, and the dimension m — n to obtain the
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position of the normal section at contact of the tangent planes. The curve

can then be treated as an approximation to a parabola and drawn through

points obtained by offsets from the tangent ; then by taking sections a

series of points on the cutting edge of the chisel tool can be obtained.

By completing the work it is possible to obtain the conditions giving a

form of cutting edge for the chisel tool approximating to a straight line

much more closely than could ever be obtained in practice ; and further,

the inclination * of the finishing portion of the cutting edge to the axis

can be made such that tan <s = C500, or $= 26 24'.

This angle enables all subsequent calculations to be greatly simplified,

since the alteration in diameter of the cutter at a given distance from the

lathe-stop is equal to the distance that the vertex has receded from its

normal position.

The authors have designed a bifilar microscope, figs. 157 and 158, for

the purpose of comparing the position of the cutter point after sharpening,

with the normal position which it should occupy, the one hair of the field

of the microscope retaining its normal position and the movement of the

micrometer cross-hair giving the correction for the table of settings.

The finished punch must be examined under the microscope to see that no

error has been made in the cutting. The next operations are hardening and

tempering. These do not appreciably distort the character itself, but they

introduce errors of three kinds into the punch, and these would prevent

it being held perfectly true in the striking-press. The face becomes out of

square to each of the originally true sides, and the line is no longer square

to these sides. To justify the punch, a small vice, swung on gimbals, has

been designed, the two movements of inclination being each operated by
a separate micrometer screw. To use the vice the errors of the punch are

measured on two adjustable squares, in each of which the face of the punch

is set true by a micrometer screw giving identical readings for the same

angles as those operating the vice adjustments respectively. The swing

vice is secured to the table of an ordinary surface-grinding machine, and

one side of the stem of the punch is ground true to the face. The next

side is similarly treated, and the depth of cut taken is so arranged as to

justify the character relatively to these two sides. The trueing up of the

remaining two sides to size then requires no special skill, a batch of punches

being ground up together on a magnetic chuck.

Other improvements in punch-cutting machinery were brought out by

Mark Barr for the English Linotype Company about the year 1900.

His machine shows some useful and important improvements upon the

earlier form of. punch-cutter. Ball-bearings and ball-slides were used for

ensuring optical contact without friction ; this was the method introduced

by this able inventor after extensive tests made for the Linotype Company
in which it was proved that the failures of many instruments of precision

were due to the presence of an oil-film between the surfaces.

A device which is specially noteworthy, in connexion with the tool-
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feed micrometer, is a microphonic attachment with a telephone circuit

so arranged that the operator can adjust the position of the tool to

000003 inch. By means of the microphone, it is claimed that the

newly-ground tools can easily be put into the exact position of the tools

that preceded them, and further, that the operators can use the device

in order to listen to the cutting operation of the tool, and consequently the

progress of the cutting can be followed by the operators as easily as the

progress of work on big and heavy machines can be followed by listening

to the sound of the cutting tool. The grinding of the tools also received

attention at the same hands, and an automatic tool-grinder was produced

for grinding the tool-form to shape. The influence of the shape of tool-

form on the alteration in the setting numbers was also investigated by

Mark Barr, who prepared graphical diagrams to facilitate the establishment

of tables of setting numbers for any desired ratio of reduction. The

mathematics of the subject were carefully dealt with by the same

authority, and a form of tool was adopted which is substantially the same

as that adopted by the authors and shown by them in fig. 156.

The machine is illustrated in figs. 159, plate V and 160, plate VI, and

the automatic cutter-grinder is shown in fig. 161, plate VII.

A great amount of inventive skill has been devoted to the design of

punch -cutting machines intended to operate in the same manner as the

engraving machines used for the reproduction of medallions, busts, and other

relief surfaces ; that is to say, having controlled movements in three dimen-

sions instead of in only two dimensions. By means of a suitably-tapered

tracing point, a former of sufficient depth, and a cutting tool which is an

exact reproduction on a reduced scale of the shape of the tracing point, it is

possible, by properly-designed mechanism, to adjust the depth of the cut

of the tool by the depth to which the tracing point is carried on the former

or model, and in this way it is hoped that a continuous cutting operation can

be performed in the counters and the crotches of the letters instead of cutting

a succession of contours as is the case in punch-cutting machines. The

introduction of this third system of linear movement into the construction

of the machine is one, however, which results in an amount of complication

altogether disproportionate to the small advantages which might be

gained. The engineering and mechanical difficulties involved in making

a punch-cutting machine to work in two dimensions only, with six

interchangeable lathe-heads all capable of working to a total error of

0^00025 inch when used in conjunction with each other, is sufficient to

deter those who have had much personal experience in the operation of

these machines from undertaking any further introduction of gimbals,

slides, or adjustments.

The Monotype or Pierpont punch-cutting machine, a front view of

which is shown in fig. 162, plate VIII, is designed upon the same

general principle as the Benton-Waldo, the common ancestor of all punch-

cutting machines, but modified and improved so as to obtain a greater
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output with less-skilled labour. The formers, like those of the authors,

arc made with the letters properly placed relatively to their exterior,

so as to produce a punch with a correctly-located face and one which will

consequently require the minimum of justification ; the definite positioning

of the former is obtained by means of a triangular projection from the side

clamping piece, which engages with a notch of corresponding shape and size

in the side of the former when this is clamped in place. The set of followers

required for a particular size is carried in a holder which rotates step by

step as each follower is used. The micrometer head by which the punch is

raised after each cut has been made, is constructed with peripheral notches

to receive a spring-pin, these notches being placed at the correct angles to

correspond both to the ratio of reduction for which the machine is set, and

to the follower to be used for the cut ; consequently it is only necessary

to move the index-plate one notch for each change of follower.

The graduations of the adjusting collar are made in terms of maximum

gauge, from the top of the highest ascender to the bottom of the lowest

descender of the face ; the micrometer head index-plate and the set of

followers are changed for each change of reduction ratio.

The finish of the punch is determined by examination of the tool after

the cutting is completed. If the edges of the tool are perfect it can be

assumed that the work is correct.

In order to make it possible to produce founts in which the set width

is proportionately increased or diminished throughout, while the body-size

remains constant, a compensating device is used. The tools are ground

on a special appliance, diamond dust being used for finishing them ; as is

usual in such operations, the tools are measured under the microscope before

being put to work.

The punch-cutting machine, shown in fig. 163, plate IX, designed and

patented in 1910 by the authors, is in daily use for the production of

commercial punches ; it differs in important essentials from any of those

described. Considerable experience in the construction and working of

Benton-Waldo machines had made it clear that the chief sources of loss of

time in operating were due to the position of the micrometer adjustment

for the depth of cut, the difficulty of reading the setting of the wheel con-

trolling this position, the absence of suitable arrangements for positioning

the formers on the table, and the want of uniformity in the ratio of change

of size of the tracing points. Further waste of time in operating these

machines arose from the difficulty presented by the mode of securing the

bridge-bar of the micrometer for setting the chuck, and the impossibility of

examining the work while in progress.

In the machine designed and built by the authors the chuck is fitted

on the point, line and plane system, so that one of the most costly features

of the Benton-Waldo chuck, namely the extremely accurate fitting of the

key and key-way, upon which the position of the chuck largely depends,

is superseded by a far simpler and equally accurate method.
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The micrometer screw is placed alongside the chuck, the axes of both being

parallel, and the nut, working on the micrometer screw, is cut with helical

teeth and is controlled by a helical wheel carried on a horizontal spindle

working in bearings fixed to the sliding head of the machine. The end of

this spindle is provided with a graduated wheel of large diameter, and is

so placed that the divisions to be read are directly in front of the eye of the

operator. This enables the work to be carried on continuously by the

operator without necessitating his rising from his seat for the purpose

of looking down through the gimbal-rings at a small divided setting-

wheel carried above the chuck head in a position somewhat difficult

of access.

In the authors' machine special attention has been given to the accurate

positioning of the formers on the table. This has become of greater

importance now that the faces are almost without exception cut to

standard line, which necessitates a change of position of the former

relatively to the centre of the body on which the character will fall in

different sizes.

Moreover, for certain reasons connected with the positioning of the

punches in the striking process and the fact that a standard allowance

of side bearing is made in the matrices, it is necessary to provide accurate

position of the face relatively to two faces of the punch-blank. The

one set of conditions produces an irregular effect upon the alteration

of position of the former or model, whereas the other set of conditions

produces a proportionate change of position on the bed of the machine

in order to keep that portion of the punch-blank, corresponding to the body-

size required, in its proper relative position with respect to the two

trued faces of the punch-blank. To enable the machine to deal with these

conditions, the table is made recessed with a system of packing-pieces and

vice-jaws, thus allowing the former to be placed accurately into the required

position for the particular body-size for which the punch is to be cut. Special

provision is made for cutting accented characters by fitting an extra pair

of vice-jaws for securing the separate former carrying the accent. Squares

are fitted to the machine for the transference of the standard line from

ordinary characters to accented characters, and squares are also provided

of a novel form, with transparent blades ruled with lines, for enabling the

sides of the punch to be milled as closely as may be desired to the periphery

of the character when the punches are required for the production of non-

dressing matrices or machine matrices similar in style to those used in

the Monotype machine.

It may be here remarked that when all punches were cut by hand it

was the practice to use the capitals of one fount as the small capitals for

another, but under modern manufacturing conditions this has proved to

be a mistaken economy.

The want of uniformity in the ratio in change of size of the followers

or tracing points caused some irregularity in the appearance of work cut

120 130 140
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from the same former in different body-sizes. The authors adopted a system

of followers in which the sizes increase uniformly from the smallest to the

largest in geometrical progression. In order to examine the work in pro-

gress, in the Benton-Waldo machine, it was necessary to slack back the two

screws securing the bridge-bar and to lift the chuck and bridge-bar clear

of the machine. It also required considerable skill to machine out the

counters properly with this arrangement for securing the chuck. To examine

the work, it was necessary to remove the chuck, with the punch in place

in it, to the bench and to examine it under a microscope. In the improved

machine a microscope with a reflector and electric illumination is so

arranged that under normal conditions it is swung on pivots to one side

clear of the machine, but when it is required to examine the work it can

be brought round against a stop, in doing which it automatically switches

on the electric current necessary for illuminating the object, and the eye-

piece comes into such a position that the operator can examine the face of

the work without leaving his seat. The method of securing the chuck is

also simplified ; the chuck is held in place against the micrometer by a

spring-bolt controlled by a grip-handle which enables the chuck to be

released instantly and removed from the machine when desired, without

the necessity involved on the Benton-Waldo machine of slacking the

two bridge-screws. In addition to the machine being more substantially

constructed throughout, there are other minor advantages all tending to

the increased comfort and convenience of the operator and therefore

to greater output.

Formers.—The genesis of the former is to be sought in the somewhat

primitive plant used for the production of wooden type. In the manu-

facture of wooden type, model letters were, in the first instance, drawn for

all the characters on cardboard, and these were then neatly cut out to

serve for patterns. Later, sheet-brass patterns were used instead of these

cards, and after them came cast-brass patterns with elevated edges.

The first formers for the Benton-Waldo machine known to the authors,

and indeed, the formers still generally used in that machine, are

produced bv electrotyping in the following manner. Type-metal plates

of equal and uniform thickness are coated with a wax composition which

is shaved off on a machine to the thickness required for the raised portion

of the letter. The character is drawn on paper to an enlarged scale, and

reduced by means of a pantograph, the tool of which is lowered so as to

pierce the wax and push its way through it, the first tracks which it makes

being kept a small distance away from the finished line. After the character

has been roughed out the vertical wax surfaces are rubbed true by going

round the enlarged letter with the outside of the tracer pin touching the

line on the drawing. The burr on the wax is dressed off on the shaving

machine ; the wax is examined and any holes or defects made good ;
it is

then black-leaded and electrolytically coated with copper to a thickness of
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about 0'03 inch. The copper shell is removed by melting out the wax, its

rough edges are trimmed, and it is then tinned inside and filled with lead.

The filled formers are milled off on the back to thickness, and squared up
on the justified edges so that the character is truly in place relatively to

these edges.

The authors understand, on excellent authority, that formers in the

Mergenthaler Linotype Company's Works in Brooklyn, New York, are

made on a somewhat different system.

A blank of plaster composition, similar to that used for engraving in

certain line-engraving processes, is cut away by a revolving cutter carried

on the pantograph, the tracer pin of which is caused to follow the outline

of an enlarged drawing previously prepared. The plaster blank so cut is

then placed in a mould and a cast made from it in type-metal ; this cast,

produced under conditions comparable with those obtaining in a type-

foundry, or rather in stereotyping, requires but little, if any, treatment

before it can be used on the table of the machine.

The English Linotype Company has adopted a process invented by
Mark Barr. In this process two strips of special brass, accurately drawn
and milled to size, are soldered together with a special solder, of low

melting-point, of which cadmium forms an important constituent. The
soldering is performed under hydraulic pressure so as to avoid heating the

brass unduly and thereby impairing the good cutting-quality for which it

is specially selected. The milling cutter, carried on a pantograph of ex-

ceptionally substantial construction, fig. 164, plate X, is used to follow the

outlines of the character which is enlarged from twenty to two-hundred

times full size. After the outline of the character has been milled round,

with the result that the removal of the superfluous metal would leave the

character in relief on the backing-plate, holes are drilled through this relief

and the backing-plate, and the relief is riveted to the backing-plate to

prevent change of position in the subsequent operation. It is essential,

in the cutting operation, for the point of the cutter to penetrate the solder

without going beyond, so that on gently warming the plates the character

remains in place as a relief and the superfluous metal, becoming detached,

can be removed, fig. 165, plate X.
To. obtain the requisite accuracy of rotation of the cutting tool, and to

maintain this accuracy under the condition of the high speed at which it

was necessary for the tool to rotate, a special form of cutter head was
devised by Mark Barr in which tractrix bearings were used. The
peculiar property of wearing uniformly over the length of the bearing

possessed by the surface generated by the rotation of a tractrix about its

axis proved effective in use and enabled the cutter heads to run, practically,

without repair. It should be noted that this result was obtained by this

gifted inventor by means of a novel and highly ingenious appliance for

originating an extremely close approximation to a true tractrix curve.

The Monotype, the Typograph, the Monoline, and the Victorline

11,1,11,1,11
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companies, who are or were all large producers and users of formers so

far as is known to the authors, employ the old Benton-Waldo electro-

typing methods already described.

The American Type Founders Company, though employing the old

electrotyping method for the production of their formers, make use of a

rather interesting form of enlarging pantograph with a microscopic attach-

ment. Directly beneath the field. of the microscope is a small bed-plate

or holder on which the character to be copied is secured. The point

of intersection of the cross-hairs of the microscope, having been focussed

on the outline of the character, is made to follow it, with the result that the

pencil point of the extension arm of the machine reproduces the character

as an enlarged drawing. The bed of the holder which carries the original

character can be swivelled to any angle with the plane of the pantograph,

by which means the style of the letter can be changed to extended or

condensed. This machine is stated to have a range of producti

o-point to 96-point.

The pantograph used by the American Type Founders Company

cutting and making ready of their waxes as a preli

typing process differs from those already described. In it the wax-coated

plate is held in a horizontal position at the top of the machine.

Immediately under the tracing needle, which works on the face of the

wax plate in an inverted position, is a mirror to enable the operator +«

the electro-

follow the . of the needle while copying the outlines.

Cement formers.—A new process for making

formers, patented by the authors, may be briefly

described as follows :—

A pantograph is used to trace from the enlarged

drawing, and its work is facilitated for the operator

by the use of a series of specially-designed curves of

the form of logarithmic spirals, fig. 167. These

curves are also used in the preparation of the

Fig. 166.—Grant- enlarged drawings. Each of these drafting curves
Legns former.

.^ made tQ fit the drawing and to reproduce it

either concave or convex, as may be desired. A series of logarithmic spirals

of gradually-increasing obliquity is drawn, and the curves either used as single

lengths or subdivided into two or more lengths for convenience of handling.

Each of these sections is marked with a distinctive reference letter. Each of

the curves is graduated along its length, and, by a well-known property of

the logarithmic spiral, the division of the curves into a series of equal parts

will give the radius at each point so marked. By combining two or more

of these curves on a drawing, any desired degree of approximation to an

,n be obtained : and, by writing against points on any curve

„o drawn, the reference letter taken from the curve used and the radius at

that point obtained from the graduation on the edge of the c

possible, without loss of time, to select and place correctly the c
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question either on the inside or the outside, as may be desired, when

using the tracing point of the pantograph.

A further advantage arising from the

facility which they afford for enlarging 01

proportionately ; this is a property which is

those formers of similar shape but larger sizi

of the smaller bodies.

The curves used by the authors are graduated to correspond

scale used on their drawings, so that a truly rational system of v

use of these curves is the

reducing any curved figure

of great value in preparing

used for the lower-case sorts

with curves is obtained, with the result that an unskilled operator, by

merely following instructions, can reproduce the original curve without

trial and error, and consequently at much greater speed. By the use of a

pantograph and of these curves, an intaglio letter is rapidly cut into a layer

of wax previously cast on a glass or metal plate of true square form. The

interior of the counters is removed from the characters, and the wax, which,

unlike that used in the previously-described processes, is a homogeneous

substance, is planed true and finished. The glass or metal plate with the

finished wax is then placed into a wooden or metal frame surrounded by

parallel prisms of glass, or metal, ground accu ihape and locked
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up in the frame. Carefully-gauged cement composition is then placed in

the cell so formed, and shaken down into the corners of the lines by

mechanical agitation. When this has been done the former is allowed to

set. It is then removed from the locking frame, placed face downwards

on two parallel slips of metal supported on a flat surface in such manner

that the relief of the character does not rest on the slips or on the

supporting surface. Two other packing-slips of greater thickness and of

the appropriate size are placed one on each side of the former. Plaster

composition in a fluid form is then poured on to the back of the former

and, before the composition has time to set, a slab of oiled or soaped glass is

pressed on the plastic mass until it comes into contact with the packing-slips

On setting, the glass is removed and any projecting composition trimmed

off no skilled accuracy on the part of the operator being required for this.

The result is that the former obtained is accurate for dimensions, position,

and thickness relatively to those faces by which it is secured against the

stop-pieces on the table of the punch-cutting machine. Though, from the

description of the various processes employed, the manufacture of these

formers may seem long, yet the individual operations take each but a short

time to perform, and the total time and material involved in obtaining

the complete former are very considerably less than those required for the

production of a former having the necessary accuracy, by any of the other

processes known to the authors.

All formers should be produced so that they are justified relatively to

two sides corresponding to the trued sides of the punch-blank which bear

against the interior faces of the chuck on the punch-cutting machine. The

height adopted for the character in formers is usually from o-o6 inch to

o-o8 inch, but the same standard must be retained throughout, as it is the

upper face of the former which actually determines the ratio of reduction.

The base of the former when electrotyped is about coio inch thick when

finished after filling with type-metal or lead.

In the case of accented sorts, owing to the limited area available for

placing the former on the table of the Benton-Waldo machine, in which but

little provision is' made for adjustment, the upper part of the character-

former is cut away and the accent-former is made on a narrower strip of

metal so that it can be correctly placed on the bed of the machine.

Special narrow accent-formers are required for the i owing to its small set

width. A blank piece of equal size to the accent-strip is required for the

production of the non-accented sorts. With the exception of those required

for the i the accents can be made interchangeable.

A few of the formers, such as the mathematical signs, can be con-

veniently made on ordinary machine-tools out of two thicknesses of metal

riveted together, but for the majority one of the other methods described

is generally employed.

In the case of the cement formers used in the authors' process, these

have the same height of the character above the base, namely, o'o8 inch,
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but the thickness of the base including the plaster backing is 0-5 inch. In

this case the formers for accented letters are not made smaller than the

standard size, but the position of the character is altered so as to come near

the top of its former and the accent is correspondingly placed at the bottom

of its former which is also of standard size.

For some purposes it is required to use the punch-cutting machine for

engraving, as, for example, in cutting out hollow punches or engraving

the drags for moulds or other similar work. In this case the formers are

so made that the character or design appears on them in intaglio and the

whole of the surrounding surface is of the height of the top of the character

in the normal form.

Pantograph.—The drawing of the character is usually made five times

the size of the former to be produced from it, and carries lines corresponding

to the edges of the former when finished ; it is fixed in position on the

table of the pantograph by reference to these lines. The tracing pin of

the pantograph is a plain cylindrical pin, and the tool which develops

the character in the wax is also a plain cylindrical pin having the same

ratio of diameter to the tracing pin as the ratio of reduction of the

pantograph. It is essential that the pantograph should be free from back-

lash in all its joints, that it should be extremely rigid, and that the lengths

of the arms should be equal so that no distortion is introduced into the

design. It is also necessary that the marking point should be capable of

being raised above the upper surface of the wax blank and lowered again

whenever required ; this can be done in a simple manner by means of an

arrangement of jointed shafts operated by a handle carried on the panto-

graph arm adjacent to the tracing point.

Drawings.—The drawings of the characters are usually made to a scale

from 20 to 100 times the size of the character to be produced. For

simplicity in working, it is well to adopt the principle of producing the

drawings of such size that they represent the character either enlarged,

or reduced, to a pica or 12-point body. By this means one style of drawing-

paper can be prepared suitable for all sizes of type, the alterations from

size to size being effected by calculating the dimensions, with but little

effort, by means of the slide-rule.

The drawing-paper used by the authors is of special quality and selected

for its small coefficient of alteration of size under varying conditions of

dampness. It is lithographed with horizontal and vertical scales and with

lines corresponding to the exterior of the former blanks and of the type

body according to scale. Furthermore, two of the vertical lines are

marked with points which show the position which the standard line would

occupy when the body to which it refers is enlarged to correspond with its

reference lines on the drawing, fig. 168. When the range for which the

former is required to be used is known, the highest and lowest positions of

the line can be ascertained from these marks ; whether the face is to be cut

in all or only in the even sizes has to be taken into account. From this
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range it is possible to obtain directly the amount of allowance which it

is necessary to make at the top of the former and at the bottom, respec-

tively, when preparing the drawing, so that the character when finished

does not come too close to the back or front of the body.

The preliminary work of obtaining the dimensions of the particular

face or character which is being reproduced or designed consists in the

uction of rough sketches of the letters, with dimensions, giving thick-

's of the strokes, amounts of side-wall, lengths of serifs, and such other

details as may be necessary. Where an existing face is being reproduced,

the authors find it best to use the bifilar microscope, with two cross-slides

for carrying the object type, as affording the most accurate and direct

productior

means of obtaining the data required. By the use of the double micrometer

slide carrying the type, the question of spherical aberration in the micro-

scope is of course, eliminated, but the bifilar micrometer can be used without

sensible error for independently measuring the thicknesses of strokes and

other small peculiarities simultaneously with the taking of the mam dimen-

sions So far as the authors can ascertain, they are alone in using this

method. Others working in this field use optical devices that give

enlargements of the character which are of necessity neither exact nor

sharp in outline. These require further correction by skilful manipulators

to standardize the resulting drawing for gauge, thickness of stroke, form of

character and position to be ultimately occupied on the body of the type

to be produced.

Wax™nrifrmn
Former
Punch
Matrix
Type
Printin

The re tio of
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through these and the following operations
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> ratio of reduction in the punch-cutting machine i

greater for the smaller bodies, thus for 8-Point the former is 24 times full

size, while for 6-point it is 36 times full size.
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stereotype is cast from the mould thus produced.



CHAPTER XIII.

MATRICES.

"Therefore to proceed Methodically, he
first slightly Files down the Bunchings out
that the Punch made in the Sides of the
Matrice . . ."

Moxon's Mechanick Exercises.

Matrices, which may be defined as the depression formed in the piece of

metal that serves as the end of the mould in which type is cast, would, prior

to the advent of the modern typecasting and composing machine, have

been comparatively simple to describe. Now, however, owing to the

requirements of these machines, the subject has been rendered much more

complex, for not only has the conformation of the matrix changed, but

in many instances the very material which was primarily used in its pro-

duction has been replaced by alloys and metals more intractable than the

original copper. To this complexity of material has also been added

complexity of shape.

The finest matrices known to the authors are made of solid rolled

nickel with the character impressed by machine-cut punches ; but matrices,

slightly inferior, and of a somewhat less reliable description, are sometimes

made by depositing nickel electrolytically to the full thickness of the matrix,

or to a lesser thickness subsequently backed up with copper. Matrices are

also sometimes made with the strike portion of nickel let into a copper bar.

Most of the composing-machine matrices are stamped in sheet brass, not

always of a very high quality ; others are stamped in a tough bronze, into

the composition of which aluminium sometimes enters. Instances of these

are to be found among machines of the linotype and monotype classes.

Some composing machines have a composite matrix of steel and nickel or

bronze, an instance of which is afforded by the Grantype. The commonest

forms of matrix, namely, those used in simple typecasting machines, are

made of copper, rolled or deposited ; the electrolytic deposition of copper

not presenting the same difficulties as that of nickel. Matrices for rubber

llhlL
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type are sometimes made of aluminium; for instance those used for the

Addressograph. Matrices have even been and still are produced from soft

iron bv means of hydraulic pressure. Papier mdchi or flong has also been

used for the manufacture of matrices. Many of the impression class of

machines use this material, which, of course, is used on a large scale m the

production of curved plates for cylinder printing-presses ;
these flong malice

are known to the trade as moulds. It would be difficult to enumerate all

the materials used for moulds or matrices, the list extending from wood

horn shavings, slate dust, steatite, sodium silicate, and plaster of Pans, to

earthenware, porcelain, and various sulphur compounds. In fact mans

ingenuity has ranged the whole realm of nature to press materials into his

service for the purpose. Some of the patents taken out in connexion with

this matter are perhaps among the most curious within the entire range

of the subject of curious patents.

The early matrices were struck with a punch, fig. 146, P- 195, which had xts

edges bevelled all round at more or less equal angles usually not very constant

because in performing the work of cutting the punch by hand the engraver

was apt to reduce the angle of slope when approaching the finished- line.

Type cast in such matrices had a projection on both sides, fig. 15. P- *9.

and in the case of capitals, or ascenders, one at the back, and in the case of

descenders one at the front, all of which required to be dressed off before they

could be used for composition. The first dressing operations were performed

of steel, measuring about 14 inches by 2 inches by | inch thick and cu with

teeth like a float. The subsequent dressing operations were Vanned by

mounting the type in lines in a dressing-bench and taking a cut along those

sides from which metal required to be removed, as already described. This

of course, could not be done with the two projections sidewise of the type

unless any top and bottom projections had previously been removed, because

such type could not be locked up in the dressing-rod.

A step taken to get over this difficulty was that introduced a good

many years ago by Caslon, who machined off the two sides of the matrix

to the set width of the type to be cast, and then made up the sides with

packing-pieces of the correct width for the side-bearing required, riveting

the three pieces of metal together to form the complete matnx. In any

such operation in which the metal forming the matrix is subjected to subse-

quent hammering, it is of course necessary that the justification should be

completed after the work of riveting has been performed.

Only at a much later date was it discovered that instead of removing

the excess of type-metal by a subsequent dressing operation, it was possible

to produce non-dressing matrices by grinding away those parts of he

punch which, if left, formed these parts of the depressions containing the

excess of metal. A difficulty introduced by so grinding the punches is that

certain sorts are rendered very liable to break owing to the pressure exerted

from the interior by the matrix-metal in flowing into its final form. One
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of the essentials of good matrix-metal is that it should flow properly in

striking ; bad striking metal will not give the proper depth of counters,

as shown in fig. 169, nor will it give a strike fitting the punch so closely

as to permit of casting non-dressing type. This quality of flowing under

local pressure is analogous to that required in other

stamping and pressing operations of which cartridge-case

making is an example. The difficulty of broken punches

>e largely from the depth of strike usual and necessary

Fig 169— Bad under the old conditions of printing, which depended

sinking metal: upon the old method of inking, and to a certain extent

StimrafuuTizel uPon the fact that in the early dayS of PrintinS nearly

every printer was his own ink manufacturer, and

frequently not very expert at the business.

The balls used for printing were made of circular pieces of pelt or leather

stuffed with wool and nailed to the ball-stocks. In preparing these, the

printer had to perform even the currier's work of dressing the hide

to a suitable surface and softness. In an old pressman's directions,

quoted in Savage's " Dictionary of the Art of Printing," we find the

following :

—

" Making Balls is a nasty job : there is an old proverb in the trade, that

' the devil would have been a pressman, if there were no Balls to make ;

'

that is, the printer's devil."

It will be obvious that the surface was rough and inaccurate, and, when

coated with ink of unequal consistency would tend to fill any cavities

of shallow depth in type ; that this was the case may be found from the

care given to keeping these balls in what was considered proper condition.

In relation to this matter, Moxon in his work gives " Ball-knife.—An old

blunt-edg'd Knife, that Pressmen lay by, to scrape their Balls with."

Miller & Richard

The modern conditions of inking, in which composition rollers are used

for picking up a finely-ground and evenly-mixed ink from a true metal

surface, are of course totally different ; and it is more largely a question of

the surface of the paper than one of the printing-surface which decides the

quality of the impression. Thus it is found in practice that a depth of strike

of only 0'02 inch is adequate for the bulk of newspaper work, and even less

depth is common in the process and half-tone blocks printed on a high-

surface, or, as it is frequently called, art paper. The depth of strike of

ordinary matrices varies as shown in table 41.

In consequence of the care now expended on the punch, the actual

impression made in the matrix when the punch is struck is practically as

accurate as the punch when the mass of the matrix-metal is large, but in

. some cases the metal in the centre of the strike rises under the action of the
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internal stresses caused by striking, with the result that the character when

cast is hollow in the face. This difficulty may be dealt with successfully,

TABLE 41.

Depth of strike of ordinar

The height of moulc

Typefounder or matrix Body-size.
Height of

mould.

Depth of

strike.

Depth
f.

H. W. Caslon & Co., Ltd.

Points.

Hoi

Inch. Inch,

from 0-034

from 0038

from 0-060

to 0114

Inch

from o-

l

Miller & Richard 6tor2{

18 to 72 i

from 0-882

from o-86o

Stephenson, Blake & Co.

R. H. Stevens & Co.,

lateV. & J. Figgins

18 t

12

j

from o-888

to 0-869

from o-868

to 0-827

to o-osr

from 0-052

to 0-093

from
360

ator.j
from 0-885

to 0-875

from 0-035

to 0045
iT

X? M 023

P. M. Shanks & Sons,

Ltd.

from 0-885

o-86o

0-880

0-878

0-856

from 0-847

to 0-832

0-8865

0-878

0-8615

0-842

0-890

0-040

from 0-033

0-066

0-0335

0-0585

o-o78

fromc

fromc

from

OI 5

•035

The Blackfriars Type
Foundry, Ltd.

6 to 18

Ainci-iran TypeFounders
Co.

6t

up

0I2{
18

-i

030

072

Grant, Legros & Co.,

Ltd.

Nuernberger-Rettig
18 to 48

0-060

me cases, by drilling a hole transversely in the matrix-blank below the

•e of the strike, as shown at a in fig. 177.
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The form of the matrices varies greatly with the machine in which they

re used ; the simplest form, generally of copper, is that shown in fig. 170,

fQh

and is used in the ordinary typecasting machine for casting one character

s of the Nuernberger-Rettig typecaster, fig. 171, and of

the Bhisotype machii

copper or other metal.
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on a matrix-engraving
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the Bhisotype machine, fig. 172, are struck in rectangular blocks of

C

%?rrrrshown in fi, x73 is an example of . matrix produced

on a matrix-engraving machine ; the flat top of the counter 01 tne n,

the example shown, is machined parallel to but below the bearing surface

°f
*%?££. «**. %• 174. ^ ^ruck in the end of a stem of brass wMch

is machined all over as described on p. 234 - «9- The matax ls provided

with a steel jacket secured to it by two screws and is fitted

with a hardened steel screw for setting the he.ght-to-Paper of

the character to be cast.

Tte Fowfef *<*<*. % 175. ^ almost identical with the

ordinary English matrix, except that the strike is placed more

nearly central to the length. In France it is usual to justi

y

the matrix for depth of strike only and not for line and set

contrary to English and American experience it is considered

I-

m
Monotype

u
i 76.—Thorn

le judgment of the typefounder tc

desirable to trust to the judgment 01 tne ryperuun^ ~ —-* for possible

W6!U
rf rlZf™ matrix fig 176 is produced by electrotyping to fill a

caI P
3^inTSsVe -elin place^J^^

type

7^^^«J?^ZS^£SX£2Z
>f the stereotyped deposit and prevent

matrix by adhesion to the type when "

The Monotype 1,

bronze of square sec

rectangular, with two opposite

die case as shown in fig. 178.

fig i77 , is struck in the end of a small block of

The form of the Monotype large-work matrix is

bevelled off for registering in the

\1
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The Dyotype matrix, fig. 179, is of trapezoidal shape, and has semi-
circular grooves on two of the opposite sides for the retaining pins which
lock the matrices in place in the matrix-wheel of the machine. The strike
occupies a position on the outer surface of the wheel so built up.

The Linotype matrix, fig. 180, is struck in the edge of a sheet brass
stamping, and in its simplest form the matrix carries one strike only

In this case the strike is comparatively shallow, and only 0-025 inch
depth

;
it is struck at the bottom of a routing 0-050 inch deep

-•--

0-075 inch.

The Linotype two-letter m
bottom of a routing of the same depth

„. „„. „„,...„„! ui a. luuLiug u u^u men aeep in the
that the routing and strike together give a depth of

fig. 181, , rries two strikes, each £

the single-letter re

Fig. 182.

—

Linotypt

the majority of cases the two strikes are of the same character, but of
different style of face, or are italic and roman, respectively.

When used on double-magazine or multiple-magazine Linotype machines,
a means is provided for separating the different founts of matrices, prior
to the operation of distributing them into the different magazine channels,
by the use of a supplementary nick or nicks at the foot of the matrix'
corresponding to the different magazines, as shown in fig. 181.

Fig. i83.—Linotype /ver-
tical figure iabuhir
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T

»

Since the nick arrangement at the top of the Linotype matrix is sym-

metrical, a further modification of the matrix is possible in the form known

as the Janus or two-faced matrix, in which both front and back of the

matrix carry casting strikes.

The Linotype rule-Mock matrix, fig. 182, is made in one piece, to be

dropped by hand into the raceway ; it is spaced out at each end so as to

centre on the slug to be cast. It is struck either with a plain rule or with

one of numerous ornamental rules.

The Linotype vertical figure tabular matrix, fig. 183.—This form of

matrix is used for tabular work, and the figures are struck into the matrix

at right angles to the normal position : the matrix is used for setting up

columnar work, the compositor reading the column from top to bottom

and the slug produced being inserted into the matter at right angles to the

'"In* ^Full

running matter. The object of this is to do away with a difficulty which

arises in the justification of the line by means of wedge-spaces where

columnar work is used in juxtaposition to ordinary matter.

The Linotype slot-rule matrix shown in fig. 184, is made with

a projection in place of the usual strike. To enable it to pass through

the raceways some small alterations or substitutions a

machine. The composition of the m;

holes in the slugs, which are left on

vertically under each other in columns ; and the serrated rule, also shown

in fig. 185, is inserted in these and planed down in the usual manner. The

rules are made with serrations of different pitch to suit different body-sizes

of slug. The slugs with a rule in place are shown enlarged in fig. 186.

Another ingenious device adopted in the Linotype machine for columnar

work is the use of matrices struck each with a short vertical rule, the

depth of strike being considerably increased at one end. The effect of this

is to produce a slug which has the ends of each of these short ss

;o arranged that the rectangular

withdrawal of the n

is of the

uUAai
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; vertical rules required somewhat raised above the normal height-
to-paper, fig. 187. When the matter is locked up, a small tool consisting
of a grooved roller, capable of rotating in a handle, is run up and down the
column and throws down these points so as to form a continuous vertical

Enlarged.

printing-line
; the method is, in fact, a development of the process employed

for long past by the founders of bronze statues, for securing the complete
obliteration of the joint which would otherwise be
apparent where arms or other much-overhung
portions of a statue, or group, are cast detached
and subsequently fitted into their places.

The Stringertype matrix, fig. 188, is struck on
the flat side of a brass stamping similar to that
used for the Linotype matrix. It is machined
with a notch on one side for setting the mould
to the appropriate width required for the character

Fig. iSS.—Stringertype it bears.—"' FuUsize- The Victorline matrix presents no points of

novelty over the Linotype matrix, the lines of
which it has closely followed and with which it is interchangeable ; the
same description holds good for the Intertype matrices.

The Grantype matrices, figs. 189 and 190, differ according as the

machine in which

dividual type or slu;

In this instance the

case of the Linotyj

letter matrix or one

Grantype matrix u
fig. 190, in which it

of the type. The n
carrying the strike be:

The Rototype main
edge for receiving the

radii joining the cen

slotted at the verti

carrying the matrix a

of the machine.

The Odiur matrix-

disk which carries a c<

fit the matrix-setting

deposited on to the e

0-030 inch thick ; this

recess in the matrix-di

The Monoline matr

fig. 193, having sever;

the appropriate depth

strike is a similar rout

dld.luk
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machine in which they are composed is being used to cast lines of in-
dividual type or slugs. Figure 189 shows the matrix used for casting slugs
In tins instance the strike is formed at the bottom of a routing as in the
case of the Linotype and similar matrices. It can also be either a two-
tetter matrix or one suitable for columnar work, as may be desired. The
Grantype matrix used for casting lines of individual type is shown in
fig. 190, m which it will be seen that the strike is formed on the end of a
prominence in a manner somewhat similar to that adopted in the Wicks
matrix The matrix proper carries fixed to it a similarly-shaped piece of
metal having a projection, usually equal in set width to the type to be
cast, and of such length that it entirely fills the mould between consecutive
type, thereby enabling the latter to be separated completely when the con-
tinuous tang formed in the operation of casting is sheared from the ends

of the type. The matrix is accordingly a composite matrix, the portion
carrying the strike being of bronze and the other part of harder material.

The Rototyfe matrix is of disk form with a central hole and a polygonal
edge for receiving the strikes ; it has a hole drilled through on one of the
radii joining the centre to a vertex of the polygon. The exterior is
slotted at the vertices, as shown in fig. 191. These holes serve for
carrying the matrix and for setting it into position in the casting portion
of the machine.

The Oddur matrix-disk, fig. 192, is of the form of a flat ring let into a
disk which carries a central boss on the back, pierced with a square hole to
fit the matrix-setting shaft of the machine. A copper ring is electro-
deposited on to the electrotyped nickel matrices which are from 0'020 to
0-030 inch thick

;
this ring is then turned, fitted and pinned to an annular

recess in the matrix-disk, as shown in the section.

The Monoline matrix.-The Monoline machine uses a combined matrix
fig. 193, having several strikes on one face of a long bronze bar routed to
the appropriate depth, as in the case of the Linotype. Opposite to each
strike is a similar routing used for carrying the matrix when in the casting
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The Grapholype matrix is of rectangular form and its grid resembles

that of the Monotype machine, but with the matrices electrotyped in one

piece as in the case of the Oddur matrix-disk just described.

The Tyfiograph matrix, fig. 194, is struck in one face of a bar of rect-

angular section ; this bar has, let in and silver-soldered to it, an eye of

steel by which it is suspended from a steel wire throughout the operations

of composing, line-justifying, casting, and distributing. As the matrix

never leaves the wire, distribution is a very simple matter ; the whole of

the upper portion of the machine rocks on an axis and is balanced by a

spring so that a very small force only is required to tilt the top of the

machine comprising the magazine, escapement, and keyboard until the

magazine is at so low a level that the matrices slide back into place along

the polished steel wires from which they are suspended. The matrices

may be of two kinds ; in the single-letter machines they have a rigid eye

at the upper end and are cut away to a hooked form at the lower end,

fig. 194, and in the two-letter machines, they have two notches at the lower

end on the same side as the strike and two parallel notches on the opposite

side above the strike, fig. 195. In the former case the matrices are pulled

down to justify for alinement, the upper surface of the hooked end being

used for this purpose. In the case of the two-letter matrices, fig. 194,

these slide along the upper surface of one or other of the back parallel

notches, and the justification for alinement is obtained by the gripper

pressing the matrices upwards by means of one or the other of the front

notches so that the lower face of one of the parallel rear notches bears

against the setting bar which has been clear in the groove during the

period of composition. The matrices do not bear against the faces used

for alinement either during composition or distribution, consequently the

tendency to wear and so to produce irregularity of alinement is reduced

The space-matrix used in the ordinary typecasting machine is usually

a plain piece of copper, or bronze, of rectangular section and of the

appropriate dimensions for the particular space to be produced ; but in

some'eases, to facilitate the ejection of the space from the mould, a rect-

angular depression slightly smaller than the body of the space is struck to

a depth of about 002 or 0-03 inch.

Quad-matrices are usually struck with shallow figures corresponding to

the body-size of quad cast from them. Prior to the introduction of the

point system, they were frequently struck with the name or initials of the

founder and later with the body-size cither in full as PICA, or abbreviated,
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Typecasting and composing machines generally make i e of s

distensible space and quad matrices. These are necessary for all work

involving the use of figures, such as tabular matter, for which the em quad,

en quad, and quarter-em quad or middle space are required. The em quad

is also needed for such purposes as quadding out, or filling out the white

at the end of a paragraph to the width of the measure. The quad and space

matrices of the various machines as a rule resemble the ordinary letter-

matrices used in the individual machine to which they belong except

for the fact that they carry no strike and that, in certain cases, where

n permits, that portion of the matrix, which in a letter-matrix

would normally carry the letter, is increased or reduced in height according

as the space or quad to be cast is required to be lower or higher. Tn some

instances of matrices with multiple strikes, for example, the Monoline, one

of the units forming the composite matrix, when this is of the correct set

width, is itself a quad or space matrix, fig. 193.

The Lino lie space or quad matrix, fig. 1911, dil'leis

from the ordi ix, not only in the absence of the strike, but

also in the absence of the routing. The same remarks apply to the non-

distensible space and quad matrices of the Typograph and to the space,

or quad, unit of the Monoline. In the Monotype, casting high spaces and

quads, a single blank matrix of bronze serves for the casting of quads, or

spaces, of all widths : it is described in its proper place with the matrix-

grid, and requires no illustration here. The Dyotype, Rototype, and

Oddur quad-matrices follow the Monotype.

The Monotype low-quad matrix, fig. 197, is of steel, and carries a

projecting cylindrical portion which raises the centring-pin of the machine

to actuate the low-quad mechanism.

110 120 130 140
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The Stringertype non-distensible space or quad matrix, fig. 198, affords

another instance of a space or quad matrix which differs from the letter-

matrix only in the absence of a strike.

The Grantype non-distensible space or quad matrices, figs. 199 and 200,

differ from the letter-matrices not merely in the absence of the strike, but,

in the case of the individual-type matrix, in the length of the prominence,

which may be short

quads are required
'

The Linotype distensible space-matrix, fig. 201, frequently called the

space-band and also known as the wedge-space, consists of two main

opposing wedge-shaped pieces dovetailed together, yet sliding freely and

fitting sufficiently well to avoid trouble from metal getting between the two

parts. A stop-pin is fitted at the end of the slide to prevent the parts

from becoming separated when the matrix is lifted out of the machine.

The Monoline distensible space-matrix, fig. 202, is built up of three

steel sliding parts, the outer two of which are secured to each other by

riveting, and the widening is performed by springing these sides apart by

the long wedge formed by the third or sliding part, which is moved

upwards between them.

The Stringertvpe distensible space-matrix, fig. 203, is similar in many

respects to the Linotype space-matrix, but is tapered on one side of the

long wedge-piece so that this not only decreases in thickness towards its

upper portion, but also in width, this decrease being used indirectly

for effecting the setting of the mould on the machine in the earlier

The Typograph distensible space-disk, fig. 204, is of circular form made

up of three pieces ; the main piece a is plain on one side and on the other

M

w
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is formed with a helical face and a cylindrical boss ; a loose plate b with a

projecting arm turns freely on this boss ; the portion of this plate b
t ,
which

acts in making up the variable space, is also made helical on the face next

so that the outer face is parallel to the back of the main

mJ

part when both helical surfaces are in contact ; the plate is retained on the

boss by a cover-plate c riveted to the main portion.

The Grantype distensible space-matrix for the slug-casting machine,

fig. 205, consists of two pieces of metal dovetailed together, and sliding

on each other in a manner similar to that of the Linotype matrix ; but the

external outline of the matrices is altered to suit the conditions of carrying,

lifting, and transferring in the machine of later date.

Ihkki

80 90 100 110 120 130 140
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The Grantype distensible individualsface matrix, fig. 206, is formed

of two wedge-shaped pieces of metal, dovetailed together, as in the

previous instance ; one of these carries a projection for filling the mould

and the other an overhung prominence entering a notch in the projection

and leaving a plane surface, which forms the top of the space cast in the

mould, of variable width according to the elevation of the wedge.

The Bellows compositor matrices are of rectangular shape; they

are struck in brass and measure 0500 inch by 0-9375 inch. The

depth of strike is 0-060 inch. Each fount has distinguishing cuts on

the reference-letter side ; each fount, regardless of size or face, has its
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is tested by taking a

usually the lower-case

depth of strike, posit:

surface of the metal.

To perform the wi

ments are necessary,

micrometer, fig. 208,



own combination of cuts, and the fount dis

no other fount can pass it. The space-

ordinary matrices except that they have

> that

similar to the

It is claimed for this machine that the justification adopted in it, which

does not make use of wedge-spaces or space-bands, gives a longer life to

the matrices, and that the space-matrices themselves are practically in-

destructible. The distribution of matrices in the Bellows machine, which

was originally carried out by means of electricity, is now carried out very

ingeniously on the same principle but by mechanical methods. Distribution

is effected by means of a series of holes, eight in each matrix, which encounter

certain pins in the distributing mechanism ;
this throws open the proper

gate for its particular magazine-channel to each matrix in succession.

The distributing speed is high. Figure 207, plate XI, shows a number

of Bellows matrices with a slug. The distribution system of the Bellows

matrices being somewhat peculiar, is described here with the matrices.

Justifying is the operati

metal so that the face of the strik.

machining the surrounding

the bottom of the depression

in the matrix, is accurately placed relatively to the exterior. The matrix

is tested by taking a trial cast, comparing this with a standard letter,

usually the lower-case m, and measuring it with various appliances for

depth of strike, position and truth of alinement and parallelism to the

surface of the metal.

To perform the work of justifying, several delicate measuring instru-

ments are necessary. For measuring the depth of strike a needle-point

micrometer, fig. 208, is used; for measuring the face a bevel-edge or

lining micrometer, shown in fig. 209, with a blade o'looo inch wide is used,

the measurements being made on the punch. Great care is required

in the use of this appliance, or the knife-edges of the blade may be

damaged by contact with the metal being measured. Two readings are

obtained by moving the blade back till it just shuts off the fight reflected
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from a portion of the face of the punch, or of the type, in one direction and

then repeating the operation for the opposite side of the punch or type,

making due allowance for the width of the blade when dealing with the

figures obtained.

Squares are used for testing the face, the type being sighted against the

light in two directions at right angles to each other. In the case of the

simple matrix shown in fig. 170, p. 220, which is usually finished through-

out with the file and by hand, the trial and error method suffices, but in

matrices of elaborate form such as the more complex Wicks matrix, fig. 174,

p. 220, a number of different milling operations being necessary, a

number of successive measurements are required. The trial type must be

Sido EUvaUm..
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measured, and the matrix stem bent and twisted to bring the strike true for

squareness of face and line.

Cuts are then taken off the sides of the matrix and off the base
;

trial

type are again taken, and the matrix further corrected if found necessary ;

finishing cuts are taken, and finally the matrices are gang-milled to length

and end-milled to body. With hand-cut punches some twenty-three

operations were necessary ; with machine-cut punches the number was

reduced to about seventeen ; the various operations are shown in fig. 210.

The work of justification is very highly skilled and a good justifier earns

big wages ; it is therefore of great importance to reduce this work to a

minimum. The reduction in number of operations was largely effected by

rigidly holding the punch close to the face, by rigidly holding the matrix

close up to the strike, by supporting the matrix-metal on all sides, and by

accurately setting the punch in position before striking. The saving in

justification was effected by elimination of some of the earlier roughing

operations.

In the case of mat

composing machines,

the justifier, and whi

time. The larger tht

more important it i

rately s

Wicks machine a lij

about a hundred p
quantity, a stampin,

was used, weighing a

greatly to a saving ii
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which are required in large quantities for

king press must be made by

be controlled from time to

be struck and justified, the

; it is that the punches should be a

iin iimiiiiiii iiii iiii ii m uri

and accurately set in the press. In the earlier matrices made for the

Wicks machine a light, overhung, hydraulic striking-press, weighing only

about a hundred pounds, was used; for the later matrices made in

quantity, a stamping-press with symmetrical slides and a central plunger

was used, weighing about a ton and a half, the extra rigidity contributing

greatly to a saving in justification.
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A method of manufacturing matrices has been introduced in the last

few years, in which the operation is performed by a small high-speed

cutter carried on a pantograph ; a hollow former is used and the process is

the converse of that Used in the punch-cutting machine.

The matrices produced by this method, however, except when cutters

of extremely small diameter are used, must have a uniform bevel all

round ; they cannot be used for producing non-rubbing type unless they

are subjected to a machining operation and fitted with side strips as des-

cribed above, or reduced to the same section as the type to be produced, in

which case they must be fitted and secured in a hole of the same section

pierced in a blank.

The Ballou engraving machine for matrices, fig. zn, plate XII.—The

problem of engraving the matrix is much simpler than that of cutting the

punches. -The character for the hollow former can be cut out of metal

plate like a stencil and then secured to the backing by riveting or soldering.

The follower may be of constant diameter, but must be sufficiently small

to allow it to follow the outline in the hair-lines. The shape of the cutter

can be that obtained by grinding a small amount off two of the opposite

faces of a square pyramid, so that these faces meet in a line, the length

of which is in the same ratio to the follower as the reduction ratio to

which the machine is to work. The depth of cut is constant, the flat

surface of the main-stroke being obtained by traversing ten or more times

to and fro over the length. The complex settings of the Benton-Waldo

machine are here unnecessary, and since the material to be cut is soft the

cutter lasts a long time without sharpening, and the sharpening itself is a

comparatively simple matter. The machines when set and adjusted by

skilled mechanics can be operated by girls.

A similar machine known as the Dedrick was introduced about 1899.

It was arranged to operate simultaneously on four matrices.

When a matrix is engraved the actual depression corresponding to the

strike of the punch has the same appearance as the surface run over by an

end-mill ; it looks like the engine-turning on the case of a watch, and must

be subsequently polished to obtain a similar appearance of face to that

given by any struck, or electro-deposited, matrix.

Perhaps the most highly-specialized form of engraving machine is that

used by the American Type Founders Company to engrave some of their

larger matrices. This machine in its early form was designed by Linn

Boyd Benton, and was the predecessor of the original punch-cutting

machine patented by him in 1885. Like its brother, the punch-cutting

machine, it has developed through various forms under the supervision of

its original inventor, and is shown, in the shape used to-day in the United

States, in fig. 212, plate XI.

The limits of accuracy in its working parts are stated to be within
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0-0002 inch, and practically the same careful workmanship is demanded

throughout in its construction as in the case of punch-cuttmg machines.

The pattern or former still used with it is the old-fashioned electro-

typed former or model.
. ,n „, wWrh

The matrix cutter used with the machine is seen in fig. 213, which

shows the faces of the chisel cutting edge. These vary m size f»o»i

to 0-080 inch in width, the heavier faces being used for the roughing and

thefiner.ones.for the outlining of the characters. Jhe cutting tool is driven

per minute.

A grinding machine :

or broken. This machi

with a longitudinal feed

flexible shaft

used when the edge of the tool becomes dulled

.__„itially of a light steel spindle

On the end of this spindle a small emery

Fig.

or other abrasive wheel is mounted. The slide-rest is constructed with a

ing trunmrbed which enables it to rotate at the will of the operator

through"an arc of 90°, with stops, one of which controls the angle of the

ool for the matrix draft and the other determines a curvature on the end.

On tn°c topof the slide-rest there are twoRevelled
i^yswjh a fixed

Jp
on one end ; the hollow tool-spindle is held in position on these ways with

the rtag end against the stop. The ring end is the determining pomtm^
machine for the length of the cutting tool, and in the engraving nrnchane far

thedepthofcu, ^^J^SSSSTS^SS
^'ShTSiT^Sls used blng so arranged .at

the wheel is brought to touch it in passing, thus ensuring the same

relath e pes ion of the side of the wheel with the tool andjthe grmtog«
, , . 4. +i,„ CamP sir? and contour. Any desired width of tool

fatt btnel by m^Ttf'ZSL steel measuring-blocks and when a

ofty desired face is ground, the block for that particrdar width oi

face is placed between the end of the ways and the travellmg rest is brought
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against it by means of a screw feed, which sets the axis of the cutting tool

The accuracy of the grinding is tested by a microscopic inspection of the

cutting tool. Across the centre of the face or lens of the microscope a fine

scale is arranged, reading to o'oooS inch, and the edge of the tool is

brought into alinement with the scale ; this makes it easy to obtain an

accurate reading.

The matrix is justified by means of a specially-designed facing machine,

with inserted-tooth face cutters, which is driven by a clutch, and is held

by means of a clamp on the table of the machine, directly under a

microscope which has two cross-hairs at right angles to each other and

one hair adjustable to any angle, so that the parallelism and position of

the letter can be fixed relatively to the cutter.

There are many other engraving machines ; for instance, that of

Taylor, Taylor and Hobson, fig. 214, plate XIII, which is largely used

for engraving die-blocks for printing biscuits, chocolate, and a great variety

of other work.

ELECTROTYPING

The easiest method of making matrices for the simple typecasting

macliines is by electrolytic deposition of copper. A type of the desired

character can be surrounded by two pieces of type-metal of similar form

to the mould or a single piece of the size required for the matrix can be

cast round it, in a suitable mould, and the face of the matrix is thus

obtained true in the first place ; the rough deposited sides of the matrix are

subsequently filed, or machined true.

The cast with the face of the character projecting from it is called a

fusible ; it is made in a fusible-mould which is described in another chapter

of this treatise. A number of fusibles are generally arranged in a frame

in two or more rows, each being separated from its neighbour by a division

strip of ebonite, or other insulating material. The deposition of copper

from a solution of copper sulphate must be effected slowly if the resulting

matrices, about 0-35 inch thick, are to be sound and tough. For this

reason it was usual to use a Smee battery ; but this had the disadvantage

of a dropping voltage. A dynamo giving a voltage nearly equal to the

maximum of the Smee battery produces as good a result more rapidly.

The belief in the superiority of the battery over the dynamo for this

particular class of work is one of many superstitions, dear to the hearts of

those who find something intrinsically excellent in antique methods

simply because they are old-fashioned.

For the matrices used in the later forms of typecasting machinery

electrolytic copper is not generally hard enough to stand the wear, and the

rough deposited surfaces require too much and too troublesome machining.

The Grah process for depositing matrk 1 nickel, which has been used
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by the authors, produces matrices much harder than the copper hitherto

in use. This process may be of considerable importance in the manufacture

of matrices in the future in places where the more economical and rapid

method of production afforded by punch-cutting and matrix-striking

plant of modern design is not available. There are, however, practical

difficulties in the carrying out of this process which may seriously militate

against its complete commercial success.

A process has been invented by A. S. Capehart for electro-deposition,

which has the advantage that the intaglios, corresponding to the strike in

a punch-struck matrix, could be placed in the bars or plates after these

had been machined to the necessary degree of accuracy, whereas in the

- ordinary electro-depositing processes used in typefoundries the matrix-

bar or plate had to be machined, or justified to shape, after the intaglio

had been formed or put into place. By this system the twelve intaglios

required for each matrix-bar, in a line-casting machine like the Monohne,

were electro-deposited in the edge of the bar after this had been

machined to the requirements of the casting machine. It was found in

use, however, that the thin copper edges would not stand the machine-

handling and contracted, giving rise to fins between the letters. With

compound matrix-plates, presenting flat surfaces to the mould, as m the

' Graphotype grid or the Oddur disk, this would not occur, nor would it

take place in the case of individual intaglios under conditions where the

thin edges of the intaglio were protected by the mechanism holding the

matrix in position.

DEPTH OF STRIKE OF COMPOSING-MACHINE

It will be seen from the table of depth of strike of typecasting and

composing machine matrices given below that the different makes of these

matrices vary greatly in their depth of strike. It would be a matter of great

advantage to both the builders and users of this class of machine if some

fixed standard suitable to both sides could be agreed upon. It is certainly

a matter for regret that one's foes, so to speak, should be of one's own

household, when it is found that the depth of strike on the American Lino-

type matrix differs from that of its similar and almost identical near

relative, the English Linotype matrix. How this much-to-be-desired

consummation is to be effected with machines made in so many different

countries and under such widely different conditions, it is not for the

authors to suggest, but the longer the period during which this reform is

postponed, the greater will be the ultimate confusion to be overcome

before the rectification is adopted, for it must be remembered that this

difference in depth of strike involves a corresponding

height of the mould. The case is somewhat parallel to that of the

different gauges adopted by railways in different countries, though there is

much more excuse for the railway engineer owing to the wide »»«
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in the conditions which he has to meet, than there is for the engineers who

settled the depth of strike of at least the American and English Linotype

Depth of si

height of moulds he

Machine.

Height
of

Total
depth of

Depth
of

routing.

Maximum
depth of

Inch. Inch. Inch. Inch.

American Linotype . o-875 043 — ~

English Linotype 0-843 ° °75 o-055 0018

Victorline 0-843 075 0-055 0018

Monolinc.... 0-863 055 0-037 0-012

Bellows compositor .
-

. 060 - ~

Typograph 0-878 o4o 0-025 OOI5

Oddur .... - 030 - -

Dyotype ... 0-882 ° 036 none 0-018

Rototype - 038 none -

Stringertype .
0-882 036 none 0-016

Monotype (type) 0-870 0050 none 0-028

high space 0-870 none none none

„ low space . 0-770 - - -

Grantype 1 -003 0040 OT25
(projects)

0-016

In actual practice the height of the moulds is made slightly larger

than the figures given in this table, an allowance being made to com-

pensate for the contraction of the type-metal.

lapped true, and screv

size for body, but varii

stops which close on tli

the width of each mat

direction of the height

length of stem, so as to



CHAPTER XIV.

MOULDS..

"We fill up the silent vacancy that precedes our birth bj

associating ourselves with the authors of our existence."

Edward Gibbon. Memoirs of my Life and Writings.

Moulds.—The simplest form of mould consists of two halves which are

nearly alike. Both are built up of pieces of hardened steel ground and

lapped true, and screwed together. The mould thus made is of definite

size for body, but variable for the width of set, the parts being fitted with

stops which close on the matrix and obtain from it the correct set width

;

the width of each matrix being therefore the set plus a constant. In the

direction of the height-to-paper of the type, the mould is wider than the

length of stem, so as to provide for the gate for the injection of the molten

metal. In one half of the mould are inserted the raised beads for produc-

ing the nicks in the type, and in the counterpart grooves are ground and

lapped to fit the raised beads which are exposed in the mould for a greater

length as the set width of the type to be cast is increased.

A hand-mould of very early pattern is shown in fig. 215. This has a

slight improvement upon the earliest form in the addition of a matrix-lifter

for freeing the matrix from the type. The matrix is returned to place by

the action of a spring, and the hooks shown are for use in removing the

type by its attached tang from the mould.

The authors have found that type-metal under the conditions prevailing

in typecasting will flow into an opening between surfaces varying from

o'ooos inch where the surfaces are water-cooled internally, to 0-0002 inch

(and even less) where the mould is allowed to become warm. This inflow

of metal will cause difficulty in ejecting the type, and will give it a fringe,

fin, or ragged edge. In moulds of the kind just described, where no provision

is made for continuously cooling the mould, the type cast in the mould

before it has attained the working temperature are not accurate for size
;

the speed is limited to that at which the mould does not overheat unduly,

and in practice it is kept from overheating by stopping the machine from

time to time and cooling with a wet rag. Some idea of the difficulty and
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expense of mould making may be gathered from fig. 216, which shows a

asJ
;

V,w
Justifier's type-mould.

justifier's mould for type with two nicks, though one is the usual number

in such moulds. The justifier's mould shown is fitted with a screw for
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securing the matrix in place. In the older pattern of justifier's mould a curved

wire spring, fig. 215, was generally used to secure the matrix against the

end of the mould. The one half of the mould consists of at least five

pieces while the counterpart carries in addition the beads and the stop.

The beads for forming the nicks contribute greatly to the difficulty, since

the hole is only a part of a cylinder in one of the pieces of hardened steel

which must be finished before the hole is lapped out, and the wire, which

is made a gauge fit, must have its axis parallel to the surface within the

degree of accuracy required for tightness as regards the melted metal.

As the mould undergoes some alteration of form when heated, and is subject

to some change due to wear, the fit when new requires to be within o'oooi

The Pivotal-machine mould, the next to be considered, is shown with

both halves in place in front elevation, plan and back elevation, in fig. 217.

shown separately in perspective views in

!ew shows the top half of the mould as seen

, the middle view shows the bottom half of

side, and the lower view shows the top half

n from the opposite side with that part in

The halves of the mould

fig. 218 in which the upper

from the front of the machi:

the mould seen from the san

of the mould inverted and s

7 10 20 30 40
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front which forms the tang and comes in contact with the nipple-plate of

the casting machine.

Figure 219 shows the details of a mould and gives the names of the

various parts whose nomenclature has remained unchanged for at least

two hundred and fifty years.

A different mould is required for each body, but the mould is adjustable

for those variations in set width which occur in a fount of type ;
different

moulds are also required as the nicks differ for different faces of the same

body, and a suitable mould is consequently necessary for each separate

arrangement of nick. Different moulds are also required for spaces and

quads owing to the fact that they are lower in height-to-paper, and these

again may differ if the spaces and quads are required of stereo height



or of trade height ; the position of the nicks in spaces and quads is not

material as the body-sizes only require to be distinguishable.

In some instances it is possible to use the same mould for both quads

and spaces, such moulds being known as combination moulds. In certain

cases, however, it is necessary, owing to the liability of metal getting

under the long nick-wire, that separate moulds should be usedjor

casting the wider quads, that is those above a

this

When

formed in the body of the counterpart; the

therefore, of short length, running only part of the way

done the nick projects from the body less than

irresponding groove

suiting nick

o s>

:k plate (bottom half).

Sf:

across the quad, and the mould cannot be closed to cast a quad n

than the nick-wire permits. It will be seen, therefore, that the number of

moulds required in a foundry turning out many faces of type and of the

ordinary range of sizes is very great and represents a large capital

outlay.

Mould-making as a trade is over 300 years old, and as in the case of

lapidaries' work, the finishing is usually done by means of lead laps
;

the

skill attained by the workmen in this trade is very remarkable.

The kind of mould previously considered is in each case built up

of component parts permanently secured to each other by sc

the object of effecting 1
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a foundry, owing to the range of each such mould being limited to a single

body and a single arrangement of nicks, several makers have produced

moulds in which some parts are made interchangeable with the object of

enabling others to be substituted for them and so to effect a change of

size of body. It would be invidious to particularize here about this

matter, but in the authors' opinion the finest quality of foundry type has

hitherto only been continuously cast in that form of mould in which the

parts retain their relative positions in each half and which is limited to
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the casting of a single body size. The saving to be effected by the effort
-

at interchangeability is largely discounted by the additional expense of

the parts, the difficulty of dealing with ordinary wear, and the time and

skill undoubtedly required for effecting the necessary change of the mould

parts for each change of body.

The fusible-mould is of very different construction. Its parts are so

arranged as to slide together and to embrace the stem of the type about

which the fusible is to be cast. An adjustable stop is provided for so

setting the face of the type that it projects by the proper amount from

the face of the fusible when cast, and allows a sufficient addition to

the depth of strike of the matrix to permit of justification. The fusible

when cast is about 0'35 inch thick, and is similar to the matrix with the

differences that instead of bearing a strike the type face projects from

it, and that it is slightly larger in all its dimensions to allow for the

removal of sufficient metal from the matrix to permit of this being

cleaned up when justified.

MOULDS OF THE WICKS I

The inventor and the engineer, however, are beset on all sides with

novel and peculiar difficulties when they are called upon to design and

make moulds different in form and construction from those to which mould

makers are accustomed. In the following pages some account is given ol

steps taken to surmount them. The Wicks mould, illustrated m figs. 220,

221 and 222, p. 246, and in the chapter on casting machines, in figs.

301' and 302, pp. 312-3, will serve as an instance. In this machine

the moulds take the form of 100 radial grooves in a disk 20 inches m

diameter. The groove, three inches in length, forms three sides of the

mould-the back and sides of the type. The stem of the matrix, fig. 174,

p. 220, slides in the mould ; the top cover c, fig. 301, which is fixed, and

under which the mould passes, forms the remaining side of the body-the

front of the type-and the shield q, through which the molten metal is

injected, forms the foot.
.

The error introduced by the 10-inch radius of the foot is very small

A pica em quad has for sagitta of the arc forming its base a length of

only 0-00035 inch, which is less than the permissible height-to-paper error

m
The' first attempts to build a mould not proving successful the next

step taken was an attempt to mill and lap out the grooves in the disk ihis

also failed to give satisfactory results, and recourse was again taken to

building up the mould. The construction of the mould-wheel in this form

was as shown in fig. 220 ; it was built up of a cast-iron wheel m which

an annular groove formed the water-space, fig. 301 ; this was covered by a

cast-steel foundation ring, turned all over, the latter being secured by studs

to the upper surface of the cast-iron wheel.

100 110 120 130
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The upper surface of the foundation ring was turned flat and scraped

true ; the wheel was then mounted on a division-plate and dowel holes

drilled through a jig carried on the central column of the division-plate.

Dowel pins were driven into the holes in the foundation ring and the seg-

ments, also drilled in the jig, pressed down into place ; tapped holes w
o necessary o enable it to be drawn off the dowels for

grinding and for lapping the sides. To obtain squareness in the parts of

a mould, the diamond square, fig. 223, was used ; for straightness of the

faces the knife-edge triangular straight-edge, fig. 224, was used ; and, to

measure the width of the mould at various parts of its length, folding-

wedge gauges divided on the upper sides, in such a manner as to form

together a vernier reading to o-oooi inch, fig. 225, were used. The

segments were made of cast steel and left soft. Allowance for grinding

was made on the thickness of the segments, and the aggregate top surface

ground true in place. This wheel gave fairly satisfactory results, but the

top of the segments wore rapidly under the top cover which was kept in

contact by spring pressure. The next improvement was to adjust the top

V////y//////

^

cover by means of folding-wedges and a screw adjustment so arranged

that the cover could be brought down into contact with the segments and

then backed off about 0-0002 inch to 0-0003 incn - This did not, however,

stop the wear of the segments owing to the difficulty of lubricating

sufficiently and yet obtaining perfect type. The next step consisted in

milling dovetailed grooves in the foundation ring, and in fitting the hardened

steel base pieces which were secured by dowel pins, fig. 221. The whole

surface of the foundation ring was then ground true in place on its column,

transferred to the division-plate and hardened steel segments were fitted.

These segments were secured by dowels and screws as in the case of the soft

segments just described. This wheel was extremely costly to make, and

when put to work showed appreciable wear in so short a period of time

Liidiiiidi

30 40 50 60 100 110 120 130
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that the amount of type produced before the wheel required new segments

would not have been sufficiently large to ensure commercial success.

A number of machines had now to be constructed in a limited time,

and the problem was dealt with in the following manner. The surface

of the foundation ring was turned and ground true in place on its column,

and the mould was built up of two segments as shown in fig. 222. Ine

angle-base segments were of annealed cast steel and produced by the

following operations, iUustrated in fig. 226 : (1) cut roughly to length

;

(2) and (3) rough gang-milled all over ; (4) reduced over part width by

miffing ; (5) tapered by milling in batches ; (6) straightened
; (7)

end-

milled in the angle on magnetic chuck ; (8) ground on back on magnetic

angle-block ; (9) scraped straight on short vertical face
;
and (10) ground to

set width on magnetic angle-block. The top-segment operations consisted

in (1) cutting to length; (2) and (3) rough gang-milling; (4)
tapering;

(5) straightening; (6) and (7)
grinding on flats; (8) and (9)

grinding on

edges. Both top and bottom segments were at this stage about i inch

longer than necessary for the reason that the bottom segment if made

to the standard dimension from the centre of the mould to the edge at the

periphery of the wheel, would fail to make up the width should the next

preceding segment be narrower in the set width of the mould of which it

formed the base.

Ilhl.lllll
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The surface of the ordinary magnetic chuck, fig. 227, is probably

familiar to most mechanical engineers, but for the class of work now in

question it was frequently necessary to grind segments on the edge ; also,

owing to the high degree of accuracy required, the surfaces of the vice on

which the segments were placed required regrinding whenever the magnetic

vice was replaced after being removed from the machine. Two kinds of

magnetic angle-blocks were designed and are shown in fig. 228. These

have proved useful for a number of purposes. The blocks each consist of

iT^or^l i

two soft mild-steel bars, of good permeability, milled out to
|

or |_|

shape and cross-milled with cuts which leave space for the complete

separation of the two pieces of mild steel. The ends are secured by

brass plates and screws, and the whole of the interspace is run up with

white metal. The block is placed on the magnetic chuck, so that its poles

respectively come over the poles on the chuck. The exterior can then be

ground true, in place, on the surface grinder.

120 130 140
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Some idea of the difficulties that had to be faced and c

gathered from a consideration of the methods employed in correcting the

division-plates for producing the Wicks machine.

The division-plates were in the form of a circular disk with a central

boss scraped to fit a central column. The divisions were 100 in number

and cut in the periphery of the disk with the ordinary dividing gear supplied

with one of the best makes of milling machine. The form of division was

such that the working face of each was radial arid the other face inclined

to the tangent, fig. 229 ; the locking bolt was accurately ground and lapped

to fit in a slide on the base of the division-plate. At an early stage in the

manufacture of the Wicks machine it was found that the division-plates

were not sufficiently accurate for the grinding processes on the segments to

be carried out so completely that segments could be manufactured to stock

as components. The maximum error permissible, so that the segments could

be prepared up to the stage at which lapping would begin, was found to be

about equal to an error of 0-0007 mcn at the periphery of a circle 20 inches

in diameter or less than 15 seconds of arc. This corresponds to about

4i inches at a distance of one mile and to ensure the result it was considered

necessary to make the measurements to less than one-fourth of this

1. In the first method employed a theodolite was used with two

microscopes reading to 10 seconds centesimal. One side of
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the plain end of a lightning conductor on a chimney about two miles

away was used as the distant object, and the angle moved through from

one setting of the division-plate to the next was obtained by direct reading

on the graduated circle of the theodolite with the micrometer microscope,

the reading obtained being of the form :

—

4'000 grades ± difference.

After taking the reading the theodolite was reset to zero, set on the

distant object, and the plate moved another tooth ;
the second angle was

then measured. By this means the total of the readings should have

equalled 400 grades, but the average errors of personal equation and of the

standard arc of the theodolite were found to be equal to about 0-00045 grade

(4-5 seconds centesimal).

It was then possible to determine the actual difference from the standard

angle for each angle moved through by the division-plate, and, by con-

tinuously summing the differences, the maximum positive error—or, from

the workshop point of view, the lowest tooth—could be determined. The

excess of the maximum positive error above the sum of errors at any par-

ticular tooth gave the cut to be removed from that tooth.

The method devised for performing this work consisted in mounting

the division-plate on a horizontal spindle between centres on a milling-

machine, and applying a constant torque by means of a wire fastened to the

periphery of the boss, passing over a pulley and loaded with a weight.

A micrometer screw was fitted so that it could be engaged with the flat

radial surface of any tooth in succession. An angle-mill mounted on the

spindle of the milling-machine could be fed across the face of the tooth to

be reduced. This micrometer screw was set into contact with a different

tooth of the plate, so that the cutter came inside the gap corresponding to

the tooth to be reduced ; the micrometer screw was then slacked back till

this tooth, following it under the action of the weight, just touched the

revolving mill. The mill was then traversed to one side and the micrometer

screw was turned through the amount desired to be removed plus a constant.

This constant was 0'ooi inch which represented the least amount that could

be removed with certainty by a cutter without risk of refusal and conse-

quent glazing of the surface.

The single distant-object method of measurement did not require any

particular accuracy in centring the theodolite on the division-plate. It

'

proved however a very troublesome method in practice owing to the rapid

and frequent variations in light and atmosphere near London, and further

owing to the yielding of the clay strata under the passage of trains on

adjacent railways.

2. As several division-plates were required, a different method was next

tried, fig. 230, in which the chief troubles noted above were diminished.

The same centesimal theodolite was used. Two pieces of fine piano-wire

were stretched by suspended weights from a slide and slide-rest some 200
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yards from the instrument. The wires were blackened, a clean white paper

background was placed behind them, and the suspended weights were

immersed in water to damp out any vibration. The screw of the shde-res

was worked till the readings obtained, using the same side of each of the

two wires, gave a close approximation to the desired angle of the division-

Pla

in

(
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was necessary to set the theodolite more nearly central

with the division-plate, an eccentricity of 0'o6 inch only being permissible.

The mode of operation was as follows :—

(«) The bolt being inserted in the space n of the division-plate ot tne

theodolite, the telescope was first set on the left wire L and the reading

L
° ^The telescope was then turned on the right wire and the reading Rn

noted ; thus by difference the angle LOR was obtained (Rn- Ln)

(c) The plate was turned till the bolt engaged in space (n + i) and the

reading of the left wire Ln+1 was taken.

(d) The telescope was turned and another reading of the right wire

Rn+1 was obtained; from these again the angle LOR was obtained as

^"Thus^angle LOR was measured 100 times and from these measure-

ments its error was obtained.

If d and e are the differences between 4'ooo grades and the readings

80 90 100

i,l.ii,l,ii,l,ii,l ,n
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of the left and right wires respectively, then the readings are of this form
(where n is the starting point) :—

= (n -!-i)4-ooo'

= (n + 2) 4 'ooo<

Rn -_-_4_<

K =(n+i)4
R11+1 =(n+ Z) 4
R»+2 =(n+3)4

o s+S-
°g+ e

.,+ 3

where S is the mean error of standard angle and yB+1 is the error in the
theodolite arc over the portion used from space n to space (n+ i).

Now taking the alternate readings,

Ln+1 =(n+ i) 4-ooos+

d

n+1
R„ =(n+i) 4-ooo

s+e„+1

and subtracting, we get Ln+1- Rn= d„+1 _ en+1 where v, the error of the
theodolite arc, is eliminated, and if a represents the actual error of the
angle from space n to space (n + i),

The actual arithmetical work can be reduced to about six columns of
figures and the corrections are obtained without difficulty.

The degree of accuracy attained can be judged by the following result
after three series of corrections had been applied. In this table the errors
at the circumference of a wheel having a radius of io inches are expressed
in millionths of an inch :

—

TABLE 43.

/'/)/''
/, .

.',,..,: .,,,,.

Errors. to

70 140
|

210

j

210 '

280 350

280
j

350
|
420

J 42°
j

49o

490
J

560 t
630

700

700

770

_____
Number ofl:

divisions/
1 IO 21 I5

1

r9 7 7 ,|. ' ° '

The table shows that the errors had only just been reduced to the desired
amount after the division-plate had been corrected three successive times.

3- The next method devised, fig. 231, gave far better results, and did
not involve the necessity for making so large a number of observations
without interruption.

The column of the division-plate was fitted with centres, and a long bar
of mild steel was suspended between them. This bar was forked at its outer
end some 30 inches from the centre. A set screw and bolt were provided
for springing open the forked part or closing it. Each arm of the fork was
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drilled and a plug of silver wire inserted in each ; a very fine radial line was

drawn on each silver plug with a diamond. A micrometer microscope was

arranged on a fixed support fast to the base of the division-plate so that the

horizontal lever could swing under it. A stop was fitted on the division-

plate with an adjusting screw with a long stem to enable the horizontal lever

to be set so that either of the lines on the wires could be brought to zero ;

the lever was kept under a constant pressure against the screw-end by

means of a weight and fine cord. A device was provided for enabling the

stop to be moved through an angle of approximately 4 grades after the

5 had been taken. The gear was boxed in so f

temperature, and radiation from the operator, did not affect the readings

appreciably.
, .

The method adopted was as follows : in the plan of the lever, R is the

right-hand radial line and L the left. The line R was brought under the

micrometer microscope and set to zero, then the plate was moved one tooth

and the reading on the line L was taken, the reading being the difference

between the angle LOR and the angle moved through by the plate. After

the reading had been taken the stop and lever were moved so as again to

bring R to zero ; the plate was then moved another tooth and the next

reading of L was taken.

The readings of R were always zero. The readings of L gave the differ-

ences d,, d2 , d. .
• . . from the standard angle.
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r, since the plate moves through 400 grades when it completes

2 dx + d2 + d3 + . . . d100 should= o.

Actually it was found to be equal to A, and jA = S was the error oi

the standard angle between the lines on the silver plugs.

The corrected differences d x
— S, d2

— 8, d3
— <5 . . . were then tabulated

as D
x , D2 , Ds

. . . D100 and their summation made continuously thus :

—

Dj, £>!+ D2 , D
x + D2 + D3 , . . . D

t + . . . D100>

the calculation being of a form which makes checking very easy.

These totals were then each multiplied by a constant so as to reduce

them to the scale of the micrometer adjustment for milling. The new
values were a-v <r2 , <r

3 , <r
4 . . . o-100, of which the maximum value <rm corre-

sponded to the lowest tooth ; adding o-ooi inch to this and subtracting

(
<rm+ O'OOl) from each term in succession, the negative value obtained gave

directly the amount of cut to be taken.

The results obtained are given in the following table, in which the

error in millionths of an inch at the circumference of a 10-inch radius wheel

is given in the top line, and the number of teeth falling between the limits is

given in the succeeding lines, as shown by measurement after the first,

second and third cuts had been taken.

Measured
10° 200 300! 400 5oo 600 7oo 800 900 -oojrxooxgg

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

7
1000 IIOO I2oo83oo

After xst cut 1 5 IB 22 16 10 7 4 3 I 2

After 2nd cut 10 20 17 H !3 10 4 4 3 2 I 2

After 16 26 30 16 9 2 1

The methods adopted may appear troublesome and complicated, but

actually the calculation was merely of a simple arithmetical character.

These division-plates, it should be remembered, were not light measuring

apparatus, but had to serve for carrying numerous drilling and other jigs,

and required sufficient surface to bear setting hundreds of times each day

in continuous regular work.

After having been ground true on its upper face and periphery, on

its own spindle, on a specially-constructed grinding machine, the

"?
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foundation ring of the Wicks machine moulds was mounted upon one

of the division-plates so prepared. It was then ready for the next

Assembling.—The first operation consisted in drilling and tapping the

foundation ring ; the drilling was performed by aid of a jig carried on the

division-plate and the tapping was done by an automatic tapping-head.

The drilling-jig was then removed and a segment which had been clamped on

the plate and drilled by aid of the setting-jig was put into place ; each seg-

ment was numbered when put into place ; the setting-jig had gauge surfaces

a constant distance, C, from the centre of the mould ; gauges were used

for the setting of a width equal to C — J (set). The setting-ring was then

put on the outside of the wheel and secured roughly true by means of four

set-screws ; this ring carried 100 screws, each of which served to adjust

a segment in place by sliding it along the preceding segment ; and as each

was brought to position, it was then clamped by a temporary clamping-

plate and screw at the inner end. The setting having been completed, a

sensitive drill, used in conjunction with the drilling-jig, drilled the necessary

holes in each segment, namely, three clearing holes for the holding-down

screws, one hole for dowelling the angle-base to the foundation ring, and one

hole dowelling the top segment to the angle-base, one forcing-screw tapping

hole for removing the angle-base from its dowel ; and, in every tenth seg-

ment, a seventh hole for clearing the supporting stud of the matrix guide-

ring. The angle-bases could now be removed from the wheel, cut to length,

and the burrs removed ; the tapping could be performed and the straight-

ness checked ; if found necessary the short vertical face was again scraped.

The setting-ring was then raised and clamped roughly true so that the

centres of the screws came opposite the top segments. The bottom seg-

ments were replaced on the wheel and secured by temporary screws through

the clearing holes. One angle-base being dowelled to the wheel, a top

segment was placed on this and another top segment on the next con-

secutive angle-base, each top segment having been lapped true on its

vertical faces. The top segments were pressed towards the centre of the

wheel by the setting-screws, and the width of the mould formed by them
was measured by means of the folding-wedge gauges, fig. 225, p. 248. The

angle-base was then forced off its dowel and lapped on the vertical face, until

the mould obtained was a gauge fit throughout its length. Each mould was

thus finished in turn and the top segments as finished were dowelled to the

bottom segments, each being numbered when put into place. The top seg-

ments were then all removed, and the angle-bases secured by temporary

screws with thin flat heads ; the wheel was transferred to its own central

column on which the foundation ring had been ground true. The tops of the

angle-bases were now ground true in place, the top segments replaced and

also ground true, the depth of the mould or size of body being thus obtained.

The wheel was then ground true on the periphery and the shield scraped

to fit. The under side of the wheel was also ground true, to give a bearing

100 110 120
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for the lower bearing-surface carried by the shield. These adjustable

folding-wedges are shown in section at oy o
4

, in fig. 301, p. 312.

The soft wheel, however, did not meet all requirements. The body-

size could be restored a large number of times by grinding the tops of the

angle-bases and the tops of the segments ; but the top segments became

worn after a considerable period, so that the less important dimension, the

set width, became large ; the greatest difficulty of all to be overcome was the

provision for the nicks in the body. Experiments made on a wheel with soft

segments demonstrated the possibility of casting the nicks instead of milling

them, and thus obtaining type more free from burr or fringe, with a nick

thin si

acceptable D the compositor, and with less risk of breakage of the

ssity for hard top segments now became apparent. In making

these the first five operations were the same as in the case of the soft seg-

ments. The sixth operation consisted in drilling in a jig, in which the

segment was set into place with allowance for grinding, according to the

sizes of the preceding and succeeding moulds of both of which it formed

part The seventh operation was cutting to length, and the eighth hardening.

The tempering was performed by heating in an oil-bath at a temperature

of about 320° F. for some four hours. By this method the hardness could

be adjusted with great nicety and equality for the whole of the wheel

The inner ends of the segments, into which the hole for the dowel pin had

not yet been drilled, were softened. The segment was then rough ground

rtical r

i to mill

at the correct distance f

of hardened steel wire

ground flat on two faces

the milled groove was t;

The final fitting was dc

bead. The curvature of

nick-wire could be spru

are shown at e, in fig. 30:

The lapping-block m
planing machine in such

the result was obtained i

of its corners respective!

of a set-screw screwed ii

down plate, which could

to the desired extent,

equally applicable to so

iron backing.



n both flats, rough ground on the edges, reground c the f.

Dvery, reground on the vertical faces, and finally

-grooves were ground in with a

edge to give the required section

were produced in the following

n the circular rotary table of a

;r-spindle, driven by an electric

erval of time for r<

lapped on these faces.

The wheel being assembled, the nick

fine emery wheel turned to shape on the

and depth. The beads in the top cover

manner: the top cover was mounted o

vertical milling-machine ; a small cutti

motor, was used to mill out a groove of the required width for the bead,

at the correct distance from the axis of the wheel. The bead was made

of hardened steel wire ground and lapped cylindrical and subsequently

ground flat on two faces to fit the milled groove tightly. At the one end

the milled groove was tapered by hand to allow the bead to be removed.

The final fitting was done by lapping the face of the wire opposite the

bead. The curvature of the groove in the top cover was so slight that the

nick-wire could be sprung into place without difficulty. The nick-wires

are shown at e, in fig. 301, p. 312.

The lapping-block used for la] tents was planed in the

planing machine in such manner as to produce a slightly convex surface

;

the result was obtained in the usual way by supporting the block at each

of its corners respectively on jacks, and holding the plate down by means

of a set-screw screwed into its under side, and passing through a holding-

down plate, which could be screwed down tightly so as to spring the block

to the desired extent. The arrangement is shown in fig. 232, and is

equally applicable to solid cast-iron laps or to lead laps cast upon an

iron backing.

Within the limited space of this treatise the authors cannot describe in

detail the moulds of all typecasting machines, but only leading or well-known

examples of them with the mention of noticeable peculiarities or differ-

ences in some of the many others that exist, together with examples of

the slugs, individual type, or lines of individual type produced by them.

These are shown in figs. 240-244 and 248-250, pp. 265-268, and plate XIV
;

a comb of type is shown in fig. 253, p. 269.

The mould of the Monotype machine, fig. 233, is built up of several

pieces. In the foundation plate of the fixed part is the hole for the in-

jection of metal from the pump ; this hole is coned to fit the end of the

pump-nozzle which is elevated into place before starting the machine. To

the foundation plate is secured an intermediate plate, and on the top of

this are fixed two body-blocks which form respectively the back and front

of the type ; between these blocks, through which water is circulated,

slides a rectangular plate of the same section as the type measured from

foot to shoulder. The position of this body-slide is regulated by means

k!t ""10 2
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of wedges, as described below, so as to give the required set width to the

type to be cast. A vertical plate is secured to the end of the foundation

plate opposite to the mould, and a hardened steel bearing-plate is secured

to this by dowels. In the space between this bearing-plate and the face

of the body-blocks the slide travels to and fro for each character cast. The

slide itself is built up of a number of pieces, two of which, fixed to the main

portion form the front and back of the tang of the type, fig. II, p. 13 J a tang-

slide working between these forms another side of the tang. The fourth side

of the tang is formed by the vertical face of the intermediate plate between

Hew of Mould.

the foundation plate and the body-blocks. The slide is

projection of the tang pieces below the body-blocks; the tang-slide is

moved by a projection fitting in the cam-groove milled out of the founda-

tion plate. t ...

The operation of casting is performed as follows :
the slide comes to

rest with the tang opening opposite the mould ;
the body-slide moves to

the set width required, which corresponds to the position of the matrix-

grid
• the matrix-grid descends on to the top of the mould and is brought

to true position by means of the conical hole in the back of the matrix,

fig i77 p 221. The pump-plunger makes its stroke and fills the mould

and tang. The matrix-grid or case is lifted and the slide moves to the
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right, shearing off the tang from the type and the jet ; as the slide c<

its movement the tang-slide moves towards the body-blocks, ejecting

the tang through the hole in the intermediate plate. When the slide has

travelled clear of the type, the body-slide ejects the type from the mould

into the type carrier which delivers it to the galley ; the slide then returns

to the casting position. The whole cycle is repeated for each type cast

;

during the cycle three types are in progress ; the first is being determined,

the second is being cast, and the third is being delivered.

An objection that was often raised against the Monotype in the past was

its inability to cast low quads and spaces ; this difficulty has now been

overcome by making the body-slide of two parts, fig. 234, capable of

moving together when type are required and independent in their movement

for spaces and quads, in such manner that the top part of the body-slide,

of a depth equal to the difference in height between the quad and the

shoulder of the type, is moved to its forward position after ejecting the

last type cast, and" that the lower part moves to occupy the position

required for casting a space or quad of the desired width. The top part

of the body-slide in this position forms the top of the mould and is sup-

ported by the pressure of the matrix-grid during the casting period.
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A question that is sometimes raised is that of the relative advantages

of the vertical or horizontal positions for the axis of the mould I*l the

opinion of the authors the matter is of but httle practical »*P«^«"
« Lllent type can be cast under either condition ;

it is however somewhat

"narkable" that the only noteworthy examples among casting machmesm

which the type is cast with its axis vertical are the Monotype and Grapho-

type machines, m both of which a rectangular matrixes used

"

The mould of the Stringertype machine is similar to that of the Mono

tvoc in its general arrangement of mould-blocks and of the body-slide,

JlUd an bt set to variable position by a spring-controlled movement

After the line of matrices has been received in the assembling-box it jsffled

out by the elevation of the wedges of the space-matrices ;
these are pushed

up by a table, L-shaped in plan, which maintains he lower ends of tte

space-matrices at the same height while passing before the mould lhe

m'nceTareThen presented on/by one in front of the mould, which closes

to the set width given by the notch, the pump injects metal into the mould,

which then opens, and one part, acting as an elevator, vertically

the type above the feet, two V-notches being left, one at each side ng. g.

p iv the tang can thus be readily broken off, and the rough fractured

part is left clear above the feet. The breaking is done automatically by

the machine before delivery, the tangs falling clear down a chute.

The moulds of the Dyotype casting machine are, in^f^n'^
what similar to those already described in the Monotype and the^Strmget

type machines, each of which has a movable body-shde *"*?££
moulds the body-slide is adjusted to give the appropriate set width of the

^tCI Moulds mi , m2 , hg. .35, in the casting machine, and a

collector-slide c which has a to-and-fro movement over them This

collector-slide forms one side of the mould ; it also contains two slots su s2

of the same section as the type, into which the type is received when the

olLctor-slide has moved (after the casting has been.effected) sc
,

as to tang

„ne of these slots over a body-slide bv 62 . Each slot is in turn "ought

over the elevator-slide . placed centrally between the two moulds, and

this moves the type successively out of the collector into the guide-clip,

from which it passes to the composing-stick.

The body-shde of each mould, like that of the Monotype low-quad

mould, is made in two portions which move together withJ«P«
surfaces at the same level, when type are to be cast

;
when.. *p«*»

to be cast the portion nearest the face does not move, but acts as the

matrix end of the mould, so that spaces are cast of trade height instead

of shoulder height as in other machines of this class

The two moulds are closed simultaneously by the collector, and the

two type are cast at the same moment. At the end of its movement to

the left the collector-slide

hand mould m1 ; it pause

elevator e ; the type recei

guide-clip and the type

slot s2 of the collector,

successive type is being i

It appears that the

iiAaiIr

40 50 60 70



the left the collector-slide pauses and receives the type cast in the left-

hand mould mx ; it pauses again when it has brought this type over the

elevator e ; the type received from the left mould is now ejected into the

guide-clip and the type from the right mould «2 is received in the right

slot s2 of the collector, to be removed by the elevator e when the next

successive type is being received in the left groove of the collector-slide.

It appears that the idea of the inventor of this machine is to exceed

100 110 120 130 140
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the limitation imposed by the use of a single mould and to be able to cast

up to twice the speed so obtainable, but of course there is some attendant

complication in arriving at this result owing to the doubling of a large

number of the parts which are essential for each mould.

The Linotype mould is shown in place in the mould-wheel in fig. 236

and also separate in fig. 237, plate XIV. As in the case of the moulds

already described, it is built up of several pieces of hardened steel. In

its ordinary form the Linotype mould casts a continuous slug; for

nooD
certain purposes where two or more short lengths of slug are required

to be cast simultaneously, the sectional mould, shown in fig. 238, is used.

The gear by means of which the mould-wheel, with the mould in sttu, is

rotated-in the first instance, through 270° from the casting to the trimming

and ejecting position, and, in the second instance, through the remaining

90° to its normal or casting position—is shown m fig. 239.

ililli lillilil'Jii

110 120 130



The special features of the Linotype mould are, however, best shown

by the drawing of the type-slug cast from it, shown untnmmed in fig. 240.

The cross-projections at the foot of the slug prevent the slug from bemg

Fig. 239.—Linotype ; interrupted-revolution driving-gear of mould-wheel.

sucked forward through the mould when the matrices are withdrawn

from the face. These projections are removed by the end-trimming knife

during the partial revolution of the mould-wheel

;

prevent the nozzle

Trri'

Section on A.B.
Trimming stnfr „ _.

Altgrooves-^Runners^-

from drawing the slug back, each end of the mould is formed with a small

projection at the foot. The grooves in one long face of the mould form

raised ribs on the back of the slug ; in ejection from the mould these pass
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through between the trimming-knives which shave them down, and ensure

correct body-size when the slugs are placed in column ; the trimmed and

finished slug is shown in fig. 241.

When the Linotype machine is required to produce slugs of large body-

Fig. 241.—Linotype ; finished type-slug. Slightly enlarged.

size, up to 36-point, another special form of mould with attached blocks

for forming recesses in the slug is used with the double object of effecting

economy in metal and reducing the time required for cooling. The ribs

left between the recesses are trimmed as in the smaller bodies. Figure 242

shows a large work recessed slug, and fig. 243, plate XIV, shows this form

of slug used for Arabic.

The mould of the Victorline machine is very similar to that of the Lino-

type, but the mould-wheel itself is water-cooled by means of passages

—Momiline; finish be-slug. Slightly ei

communicating with ports in the hollow spindle of the mould-wheel

;

flow of cooling water is controlled from the operator's chair by a

adjacent to a visible outflow.

The mould of the Monoline machine is in many respects similar to
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of the Linotype, with, however, the great difference that it is not contained

in a mould-wheel, but remains in place in the machine.

The operations of casting, trimming, and ejecting the slug from the

mould are effected somewhat similarly to those of the Linotype. Figure

244 shows a finished type-slug of the Monoline.

The mould of the Typograph machine—Owing to the form of the space-

disk, the Typograph mould, shown in section in fig. 245, is made concave

Fig. 246.—-Ty

y**
JSi

[\ Mould

j[-©
JC

^»Mx{t

IMMSfl

: hall si:

where it comes into contact with the space-disks which project slightly in

front of the letter-matrices.

The cavity formed by the various portions of the mould for the body oi

the slug is plain and rectangular, there being no beads, grooves, nor proj ections

in this portion ; the back is, however, recessed to a small depth, but only

over a part of the length and width, so that the tang joins the slug below
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the level of the surrounding portion, fig. 248. The tang is formed by a

separate tang-plate, figs. 245 and 247, interposed between the mould and

the pump-mouth.

The tang-plate moves upwards, after the slug is cast and the metal-pot

has receded, shearing off the tang. The shearing is actually effected by

the steel tang-plate against the type-metal of the recess in the slug and

thus wear is avoided. The slug is then ejected towards the matrices by an

ejector acting through a hole in the tang-plate. Ejection takes place in two

250.—Type

stages ; at the end of the first the fins on the shoulder of the slug, fig. 248,

are removed by a pair of trimming-knives which travel in the direction

of the length of the slug and towards the back of the machine. The second

t finally ejects the finished slug which is shown in section in

fig. 249 and in isometric projection in fig. 250. A second and smaller

ejector removes the tang from the tang-plate causing it to fall into a chute.

The finished slug is delivered into a galley.

The mould of the Grantype, shown in fig. 251, is somewhat similar to

that of the Linotype or of the Victorline machine save that it is not carried

upon a mould-wheel as in those cases, and that the water-cooling, unlike that

of the Victorline and Typograph, in which the water passes merely through

adjacent parts, is in its case carried through the actual metal of the mould
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itself, as is done in the Monotype. By changing the upper and lower mould

jaws,' fig. 251, the machine is capable of casting slugs, or lines of loose

type' according to the jaws used. The length of the line is dependent

on the mould-end jaws, fig. 252, one or both of which are adjustable.

When the product is loose type, the entire line is cast at a single operation

in a manner similar to that applied in machines of the Linotype class,

whose distinctive feature is the simultaneous casting of all the characters

forming the line. In this respect it fundamentally differs from the Monotype

and its congeners, whose distinctive feature is the succ

each letter from matrices successively presented for each s

In the Grantype a continuous, but individually-separated slug or comb

of type, attached to the tang, is cast, as shown in fig. 253 ;
before leaving

the mould the tang is sheared off, and in the process of ejection the type

are closed up ready, fig. 254, for removal by gripping-jaws into the galley.

The mould of the Bellows compositor is water-jacketed and universal,

and like the Typograph-or the Grantype when used as a slug-producing
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machine—produces slugs with smooth sides. In the advertising machine

a mould is used which gives a cored or hollow slug from 18-point to 36-point.

Figure 255, plate XIV, shows various slugs from the Bellows compositor.

The problem of mould construction is amongst the most serious of those

which have to be faced by the designer of typecasting machinery.

In the earliest forms of mould, although the parts are of simple rect-

angular section, the number of holes drilled in them and the proximity of

these holes to the edge of the steel causes liability to fracture and to change

of form in hardening. With the more complex forms used in the elaborate

galley. Enlarged.

moulds of casting and composing machines, these difficulties are greatly

augmented, and some of the parts are of such complex shape that their pro-

duction in hardened cast-steel presents excessive difficulty. In other industries

the use of some of the special case-hardening steels has been found advan-

tageous for the production of parts of intricate form, and it has been found

that this material is capable of giving even greater hardness of surface

without any reduction in toughness. It would appear, therefore, probable

that the use of such case-hardening steels would be of advantage, at any

rate in experimental work. As an example of the high cost of labour

entailed in the making of experimental moulds, the authors may mention

that it is within their knowledge that a mould of peculiarly difficult construc-

tion, made for a new casting machine, cost as much as £60 for net labour,

owing to the large number of parts of which it was composed, to the great

difficulty of preparing certain parts which failed by cracking through the

water-ways, and to the replacement of parts made necessary by warping

in the hardening process.

if
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CHAPTER XV.

PUMPS.

"It be well said that is the best Pump that draweth best upward the

Waters of Truth; By the Serew as Archimedes hath rt, or by the B*m
,

"
„

' 'on But for us of the Craft au it draw Water

£ tlLe-Wen, it hath doue its duty for *-*tJ« J
Printer may pump forth store of Learning and streams of Letters into the

SSS-i 'heir Bl^;^^M^Xl^»,
The pump as far as the authors know, was not used as a means for filling

the momd ^th molten metal till the commencement of the mneteenth

^
A Consideration of the very early efforts to introduce machinery

^-the

orocess of typecasting shows that the first forward step m effecting good

cists was based on obtaining an increase of pressure by statical action

ast sit out in the patent of Anthony Francis Berte, m 1806 when he took

means "to compress a body of air against the surface of the type metal

fo the Purpose aforesaid." In tins he. anticipated enumerable subse-

7 Orations of the use of compressed g
liquids- In

quent applications of^the use P .^^ ^ makes

£ f TpU
6

rXV^e melted nfeta! through the aperture

deleted into the mould." To this inventor therefore, beyond question,

oe ongs the credit of the application of the pump to typefoundmg

In 1820 Marc Isambard Brunei, father of the stall more celebrated

Isambard Kingdom Brunei, one of the world's greatest engineers als took

out a patent for casting
" under the pressure of compressed air for cooling

ov means of water ; for the use of a vacuum in the mould, which process

Z Sates is not new ; for cooling the cast by the expansion of compressed

air; and generally, as was often the case with this genius, he showed

himself far in advance of his time.
.

From this date onwards patents embodying the use of a pump m con-

nexion with typecasting processes were taken out at frequent interval .

As aTready" stated, The earliest mention the authors have been able to

find of a pump with a spring-propelled piston, is contained m the United
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States Patent of M. D. Mann and S. Sturdevant of 7 January, 1831. This

appears to forestall both the British patent of Sir Henry Bessemer, No. 7585

of 8 March, 1838, and the United States patent of D. Bruce, jun., No. 632,

of 17 March, 1838.

It is difficult to ascertain exactly what valve arrangement was adopted

in the early pumps, but it is clear that many of the difficulties still en-

countered in typefounding machines were very serious to the early designers.

Thus we find that Bessemer in his casting machine was troubled with what

he terms the metal becoming rubbed to a fine powder in the jet. The pro-

duction of a vacuum in the mould, to ensure the casting of sound type, was

claimed by him as a novelty, although, as the authors have shown, this

invention was then already nearly eighteen years old.

Bessemer's patent and machine were sold to the Scotch foundry of the

Wilsons, but he states that the invention was allowed to lapse in consequence

of the hostility of the founders working with older methods.

In the matter of this invention credit appears to have been both claimed

by and given to Bessemer for the origination of ideas which, as the authors

have shown were not novel ; and little credit was either claimed by him or

conceded to him for ideas and suggestions, which were in reality-like those

of Brunei previously mentioned—far in advance of his time. Among

these may be instanced duplex casting and the body-slide form of mould ;

a form presenting such difficulties of construction with the methods and

means available at the time, that none but a man in the very front rank

of mechanical skill, such as Bessemer himself was, could ever have seriously

contemplated its manufacture. It is possible that this, as well as the

hostility of the founders to which he alludes in his autobiography, may have

contributed to the premature abandonment of the invention.

From the medieval style of design which is found in the earlier pivotal

typecasters, it would seem fairly clear that the pump must have been in

use apart from a complete casting machine for some considerable time

before a machine was constructed which so closely imitated the action of

the hands in closing the mould, advancing it to the nozzle of the pump,

receding with the cast, ejecting the cast, and repeating the cycle of

It is probable that ball-valves were used at a very early date on account

of the ease with which these could be fitted, and it is known to the authors

that even in quite recent times some of the simpler forms of casting-machine

pumps were working quite efficiently with ordinary clay marbles used as

valves. Other machined, however, have used cone-valves fitted to the bottom

of the plunger, and valveless pumps are found in which the admission of metal

took place through a hole in the side of the cylinder uncovered by the plunger

on its upward stroke and covered late in the downward stroke, the com-

pletion of which effected the pumping. Owing to the difficulties encountered

in obtaining a sound cast in the mould, much superstition has been rampant

and still exists amongst the workers in this industry. Any small change

20 30 40 50
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of form of the chamber at the base of the pump, or in the length of

the port communicating to the nozzle, is expected to " cause the loss to

force " of the metal, and the same is said even of altering the position of

the pivot of the lever from one side of the machine to the other, which

would merely alter the class of lever employed. The advent of the casting

and composing machines is causing the death of many of these supersti-

tions, and others are in a moribund condition, but the authors regret to

say that they are dying hard. In fairness, however, to the earlier workers

in this field, it must be admitted that the difficulties which they had to

encounter and overcome are very similar to those encountered by the

earlier designers of gas and oil engines in connexion with the form and

details of the combustion chamber and valve passages ; and men much

more highly equipped technically than the old typefounders still have

their own equivalent superstitions which have frequently proved a nightmare

to the scientific engineer.

The difficulties generally met with are of three kinds : (i) freezing of

the jet, (2) stoppage of the jet by accumulated oxide—which occurs in

pumps of intermittent action—and (3) difficulty in getting rid of the air

which fills the pump delivery-pipe and mould and causes blow-holes in the

type. These difficulties are overcome by various expedients ; the jet is sepa-

rately heated by gas-burners, and is so arranged that metal does not remain

adhering to the orifice and there become oxidized ; the plunger throughout

the working length is immersed below the oxidized surface in the metal-

pot and the surplus metal which is pumped is returned to the pot without

exposure to the external air ; the metal is delivered in large quantity and

continuously, so that but little heat need be supplied by extra burners

under the jet ; an electric resistance is kept at a comparatively high

temperature round the delivery pipe and nipple ; and finally, in some cases,

special provision is made for clearing the air by fine grooves cut into the

face of the nozzle, as shown in fig. 240, p. 265.

Justifier's pump.—For filling the mould and making the trial casts

required for the performance of his work, the justifier uses a pump
formerly worked by hand, but now generally operated by foot-treadle,

the plunger being returned by a spring which also lifts the treadle

clear of the floor. The operator is thus able to vary the pressure and

quantity of metal injected by altering the speed at which the stroke is made.

The evolution which has taken place in the pump as applied to the

pivotal typecasting machine has doubtless been influenced by the practical

experience gained from this prirhitive form of typecasting by means of

The pump used on the simplest typecasters consists of a single plunger

ally fitted and spring-operated. The pressure on the plunger at

the commencement of the stroke is about 60 pounds per square inch, and

it falls during the stroke.

Practically the pumps of the early typecasting machines, such as those
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of Mann and Sturdevant, Bessemer, Bruce, and other English and American
inventors, present comparatively small differences ; and the later machines

nporaries in England, of Kiistermann in Germany,
and of Eoucher in France, do not present features calling for any par-

ticular comment. Foucher, however, has shown in some of the metal-pots

(illustrated in his catalogues) two brackets, one on each side of the

mactune, and a link connecting the plunger to a lever which can be pivoted

on cither side of the machine so that the pump-plunger is depressed either

on the up-stroke of the handle or on its down-stroke according to the posi-

tion of the pin which is inserted in the bracket and the lever, this probably

in deference to local superstitions, which seem as strong among our neigh-

s the channel a among o it compatriots. As a matter of

in the latest machines there is very little that calls for particular

; the ingenuity of inventors seems rather to be turning towards

devising means and appliances for preventing freezing in the nipple. In

the case of the old machines a device called a jobber was and still is used.

This is a metal spindle passing into the nipple through a hole in the back

of the casting which forms the delivery pipe. This plunger is made of

larger diameter where it passes through the casting, to give it sufficient

strength to enable it to be moved ; it is, in some cases, flatted on two sides

and operated by a fork lever embracing the central part. The action of the

jobber is that it keeps the nipple closed during the whole of the period

which lapses from the completion of one cast to the presentation of the

mould in readiness for a succeeding cast, and consequently prevents oxida-

tion taking place in the small port through which the whole of the metal

must be ejected. The trouble which occurs from oxidation is largely due

to the fact that the oxide adheres very tenaciously to steel or cast-iron

surfaces, particularly the former, and undergoes a process of accretion very

rapidly, with the result that, if once allowed to form, the orifice will

speedily become so constricted that the casting of sound type becomes
impossible. The Thompson typecasting machine contains an interesting

modification of the jobber.

It is to be noted that in all pivotal machines, and in some others,

the mould only makes temporary contact with the nozzle of the pump
or with the nipple-plate interposed between the nipple and the mould

;

in some other machines the nozzle is permanently in contact with the

mould or its equivalent, and in such case freezing occurs much more

In rapid typecasting machines, by which a

of casting 12-point type continuously at a rate

upwards, the time within which oxidation c

that this does not become an important sour

the necessity for the moulds of such machines ti

it the e:

e meant machines capable

e of 120 type a minute and

n take place is cut so short

:e of trouble ; but, owing to

;r-cooled, freezing

e end of the nipple which makes contact
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A difficulty of this kind has been overcome by the authors in a manner

the converse of that employed for cooling the twyers of the blast-furnace

;

that is, instead of circulating water through the surrounding passage in the

twyer to keep it cool, they have made the nozzle with an annular chamber

round it, divided by ribs, and fitted with ports communicating with two

channels in the casting, through which metal is pumped continuously by a

supplementary pump kept running whether the machine is casting or not.

This can be made as successful a method for keeping the metal at the nozzle

end from freezing as is the water-circulation for keeping a twyer from

melting.

The Wicks rotary typecasting machine pump has four plungers, of about

1-inch diameter and 2-inch stroke, each driven by an eccentric and rod

from a belt-driven shaft. The plungers are a mechanical fit in holes in a

steel block forming the cylinders ; the inlet and delivery valves are flat-

seated disks enclosed in cover-plates bolted to the pump-body. The

delivery pipe is fitted with a vertical branch which forms a cylinder in

which a mechanically-fitting plunger operates ; this plunger is loaded by

a lever and dead weight through the intervention of a long coiled tension-

spring ; at the top of the travel of the plunger in the cylindrical bore is

a cross hole ; the plunger thus serves the double purpose of accumulator

and relief valve. The pump runs normally at 100 revolutions per minute,

and the relief valve works at a pressure of 150 to 250 pounds per square

inch. The diameter of the jet is about O'l inch. Through the jet the

pump delivers a large surplus of metal, which is returned through a chute

to the metal-pot of pressed steel in which the pump-body is immersed.

The metal is kept at a temperature of 700 to 8oo° F. by gas-burners

beneath the pot.

The inventor of the Wicks machine made numerous experiments with

multi-plunger pumps, constructing pumps with various numbers of plungers
;

in one case the authors believe as many as thirty-six plungers were used.

This is one of those cases in which a large sum of money would have been

saved if the inventor had merely looked into the theory of pumps and their

delivery instead of assuming that a more regular flow could be obtained by

merely increasing the number of plungers. To judge from opinions several

times expressed to the authors, it is not perhaps known, outside the circle

of those who have specialized in pumps or their equivalent, that the ratio

of minimum to maximum delivery is much higher with the 3-plunger pump

than it is with the 4-plunger pump ; it is, in fact, the same with three

plungers and with six plungers. Had the inventor of the Wicks machine

been aware of this he would have made his pump with either three, five,

or seven plungers which give respectively for the ratio of minimum to

maximum delivery 86'6o per cent, 95-01' per cent, and 97-48 per cent,

instead of using four plungers, which give a corresponding ratio of only

70-71 per cent.

In order that the relative advantages to be obtained by the use of

LiTihl
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different numbers of plungers in multi-plunger pumps of the pattern

alluded to above may be easily appreciated, the following table has been

prepared.

TABLE 45.

Delivery of single-acting pumps with one plunger, or with more than one plunger,

Number
of

""*"
Maximum. Mean. Minimum.

TrTaT

TOO 30 9

7 °

3 '24

1-62

4 ZOO 90 ° 7071 in

5 IOO 96 7 9501 I -03

7 100

95

3 97H8

1-05

The pumj of the Monoty pe cash ng machine delivers the metal verti-

cally upwards into the mould. The metal-pot is attached to a swing

bracket, which is made to screw up and down so that the pot may be taken

back away from its working position. Inside the pot is the pump-body,

sometimes called the well-arm, one end of which carries a piston which

forces the metal, let in through a port at the bottom of the pump-body, up

a channel to the nozzle at the other end.

By the action of the pumping mechanism the pump-body rises so that

the nozzle may meet the lower surface of the mould and form a metal-tight

joint whilst casting is taking place ; it then recedes so as not to overheat

the mould or chill the nozzle.

In the Monotype metal-pot, as well as in those of many other modern

machines, a thermometer is fitted, in order to enable the temperature of the

metal to be controlled. The mean temperature depends upon the kind of

metal used, and may be taken at about 660° F. for 12-point or pica, and

700 F. for 6-point or nonpareil. Thermometers for this purpose are of

a kind well known to engineers ; they are constructed of glass, filled with

mercury, the boiling point of which is artificially raised by means of the

compressed nitrogen with which the upper portion of the tube is filled.

These thermometers of course require very careful handling and must not

be subjected to jarring, as they are easily broken.

The Linotype purr,

jet in fig. 257. The

pumps previously des

grooves. This metho<

o

. Fig. 256.

—

Linotype ;

about thirty years ag<

The pump is spring-op

Fig. 258.

—

Grantype; :

inch at the end. The

than that used in the
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The Linotype pump.—'Thin pump-plunger is shown in fig. 256 and the

jet in fig. 257. The plunger is made an easier mechanical fit than in the

pumps previously described, and depends largely upon the effect of the

grooves. This method is familiar to many engineers owing to its adoption

o

TOT
256.

—

Linotype ; pump-plunger. y/. -Linotype.; wrirl pat nuna

about thirty years ago for the piston-rod in certain tandem steam-engines.

The pump is spring-operated, the pressure being about 27 pounds per square

inch at the commencement of the stroke and about 16 pounds per square

inch at the end. The metal used is softer and has a lower melting point

than that used in the pumps of machines casting individual types.

The Victortine pump is similar to the pump used in the Linotype
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machine except that there is no waste of the preliminary portion of the

pump stroke and that a longer dwell is given on the stroke.

The Grantype pump, shown in figs. 238 and 259, which is designed for

supplying metal to a tang of considerable length having a large number of

small openings from it, is arranged with a1 number of plungers working

-MMMHMH

simultaneously with a view to obtaining equality of pressure throughout

the length of the tang, a result which could not be obtained with a single

central plunger. The nozzle-plate with its ports is shown in fig. 260.

The Bellows compositor pump does not call for any particular cc

but it is stated that it produces a very homogeneous slug and a clean cast.

The Graphotype pump, which is placed at a rather greater distance

from the mould than usual, is provided with an arrangement for heating

the connecting pipe by means of a low-tension electric current.

"/'/"'«
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CHAPTER XVI.

THE CLASSIFICATION OF TYPECASTING MACHINERY, COMPOSING

MACHINERY, JUSTIFYING APPLIANCES AND DISTRIBUTING

APPLIANCES, AND OF MACHINES WHICH EMBODY TWO OR

MORE OF THE OPERATIONS OR PROCESSES DESCRIBED.

°w*«

eAy,

rticular comment,

and a clean cast,

greater distance

jnjent for heating

c classification of typecasting and composing machinery might

be attempted on the following lines in which the sequence of classes follows

the cycle of the principal operations in the order in which they are usually

performed. Thus we should obtain as a first class machines which carry

out single operations, subdivided into :—

(a) Machines casting type only,

(b) Composing machines,

(c) Line-justifying machines,

(d) Distributing machines.

A second class of machines would be formed of those which combine

these operations two at a time ; . six combinations are possible :

—

(ab) Casting and composing machines,

(ac) Casting and line-justifying machines,

(ad) Casting and distributing machines,

(be) Composing and line-justifying machines,

(bd) Composing and distributing machines,

(cd) Line-justifying and distributing machines.

Of these combinations only a few would be of any use in practice
;

for

instance, a number of machines have been constructed combining the

operations of casting and composing (ab). A machine has been made

combining the operations of casting and distributing (ad), but a machine

which combines the operations of casting and justifying (ac) is not very
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likely to appear on the field, though it has been proposed and patented as

an adjunct to a typesetter for inserting in a line of type the desired spaces

of accurate size. Machines have been made for performing the operations

of composing and line-justifying (be), and of composing and distributing

(bd), line-justifying being performed otherwise ;
but i

any machine will be constructed to perform the t

justifying and distributing {cd).

In considering the triple combinations, the following ai

(abc) Casting, composing and line-justify

(bed) Composing, line-justifying and distributing machines,

(abd) Casting, composing and distributing machines,

(acd) Casting, line-justifying and distributing machines.

Of these, the first three are practicable, or exist, while n

ever likely to be built combining casting, line-justifying and distributing.

A quadruple combination forming a fourth class would consist of

machines for performing the whole of the four operations, thus :—

(abed) Casting, composing, line-justifying and distributing machines.

No such machines, however, are likely to be built. It is therefore

evident that of the total fifteen combinations or groups which exist, only

twelve are represented by machines extant or likely to be made.

What therefore, would perhaps be the ideal classification for all forms

of machines engaged in the production of relief surfaces for typographical

printing is the one given above. Admitting this to be the fact, the fore-

going scientific classification unfortunately cannot be rigidly adhered to

in practice, for the subject becomes complicated and the subclasses are so

numerous and so tend to shade off into one another, to borrow each other s

attributes and often to combine such great differences and similarities

in the same machine, as to make any truly scientific classification practi-

cally impossible.

A further complication, moreover, has also to be reckoned with owing

to the fact that the modern typographical printing-surface is commonly

reproduced one or more times for the printing-press by stereotyping, and

that numerous attempts have been made to eliminate some of the pro-

cesses and to obtain the stereotype-matrix direct, these efforts giving rise

to an entirely new class of machine known in America as impression

machines, and in England as stereotype-matrix machines.

A classification which has no claim to being scientific, but which is at

least practical, is often adopted, and machines are divided into " hot

machines and " cold " machines. Even here, however, the classification

can only be very rough. The term " matrix-circulating " machines, straining

the meaning of the word circulating, might be used to designate a par-

ticular class ; but this classification is unsatisfactory, and the only thing

that remains is to accept the scientific classification as far as it goes, and

to consider any special machines, not covered by that classification, on

their individual merits.
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Z touching of the keys upon a keyboard. This ^s^tion has also he

advantage of being roughly historic and chronological for Pjj*^
history of printing the Wicks rotary typecasting machine, in the authors

52. is so far fhe highest development of its class of machine.and is the

legitimate descendant of the primitive hand-mould, so is th^ deve

lopment of the typecasting and <^P°^.^™ rf^y
'
** gj-

mate descendant of the combined composing, lme-uistifying and dista

buting cold machine. In this treatise, therefore, following the^various

rastin- machines will come the simple composing machine
;

the simple

£2S£ macHne; the simple distributing machine; the casting
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carrying out of the several processes of casting, composing, line-justifying

and distributing ; either individually, or collectively, two or more

tlm

Most of the above machines are what are generally known as cold

machines that is to say, machines which receive their type cold and carry

it in that condition through all its manipulations to its final Portion in

he printing-surface. Even here the classification woul I
break down for

there are machines which may be considered cold m some of their pre

cesses and hot in others. However, as a broad generalization the classi

MstriZng laokines.-ln this category, with few -^'jf^^
eluded the large class of machines known genera ly as hot. Their vapete

are as numerous as those in the other class, but for the moment setting

aide certain rarer classes, which are of no great commercial interest,

they may be broadly divided into two classes, the monotype class and^the

oftachTne^Une of individual type whereas in the^secondl-W

includes impression machines, in which dies form impressions m flong or
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papier mdche from which slugs, logotypes, or type are subsequently cast, or

in which steel dies impress soft-metal blanks in various ways to form type,

strips of type in relief, or type-slugs. Some of these are in one sense cold

machines, but as they are heavy machines driven by power, they may
be conveniently classed here under the general heading of impression

machines.

Miscellaneous,—Under this head one may put machines which seek

to arrive at the production of a printing-surface by methods dissimilar from
any already described, such, for instance, as machines in which no type is

used, but which reproduce the characters directly by means of photography

and etching or lithography.

80 90 100
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CHAPTER XVII.

KEYBOARDS.

Before proceeding to the consideration of any form of composing machine,

the question of keyboards demands individual attention. So far as the

authors are aware, this subject has not been treated by itself in extenso,

especially with regard to its development, and to the influences that have

acted in determining the arrangement both of the printer's case itself and

of the keyboards of the various composing machines by means of which its

former functions are now so frequently performed.

In the first place the arrangement of the printer's case must have been

arrived at in a more or less haphazard manner, and the size of the different

compartments gradually changed and varied to allow for the requirements

of practice, dependent on the frequency of occurrence of the different

characters and on the distance "which the hand of the compositor must

travel in picking up the characters successively in the performance of

hand-composition.

ARRANGEMENT OF CASES.

The arrangement of the English case had attained very nearly its

present form prior to the discarding of the long s (f), and its evolution may

be studied from the following figures which give, (i) Moxon s case., 1083,

fig. 261 ; (2) Smith's cases, 1755, fig. 262
; (3) the ordinary arrangement of

the lower case, 1870, fig. 263.
_

No systematic attempt appears to have been made to improve the

arrangement of the English case, but modifications have been gradually

introduced and the case shown in fig. 263 has now been altered in many

n the top row read : fl, [], (), :,;,'; the

lins as before and is followed by : middle

)mpartments to the left of the b and 1

offices so that the compartments

large box for the lower-case e ren

spaces, I, 2, 3, 4. 5 and 6 ;
theices, I, 2, 3. 4. 5 ana u, uic ".'"F""'"'" - "~ ~

iding downwards now contain the ff, fl, .&, q ;
the compartments to the
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right of g contain 7, 8, 9 and 0, the odd figures coming under the 5 ; and

in the upper pair of compartments to the right of the r are placed the k and

j respectively, the k occupying the compartment which previously con-

tained the q. An illustration of this lay is given in Southward's " Modern

Printing."

The size of the box in the case is not merely dependent on the number

of characters required by a fount scheme, but also depends upon the set

Upper.
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Fig. 261.—Jf»'< mm*, 1683.

width of the respective characters. This can be seen by comparing the size

of the compartments containing the lower-case 1 and d respectively, the one

compartment being one-half the size of the other, while the number of

letters in each compartment is the same.

In these diagrams the authors have dealt chiefly with the lower case,

because, owing to the importance of the characters, the influences have shown

themselves clearly in this instance, whereas in the matter of the upper case,

which is so much less used, the influences have not taken full effect. As

1 matter of historic ii
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and amongst other matters, devoted considerable attention to the intro-

duc ion of logotypes, proposed an amended form of case m winch pro-

vision was made for certain logotypes. This is shown in a page reproduced

in reduced facsimile from his work, fig. 264.

In France the arrangement of the case appears to have been rtmdar-

dized at an early period in a form which left a considerable amount to be
"

d thregLd to the distance travelled to and fro by the hand of he

compositor in setting up and in distributing. The subject has been investi-

aXt great lengtl by Theotiste Lefevre, who publishes a table showtng

the distance moved by the hand both for composing and for distributing a

quantity of matter "equal to 18,000 ens with the case arranged in the old

V, n B D F, P c

II T K -N H I K L M » >•

V 1! s T V X I» Q R s T x

:, i u Y z U K E E v z

K w 9 ffl ffl ;v.
"' W

i,
1 u ( H 1 J /

u J j
m ff ' .1

Fig. 265.—Lay of French cases.

way and in the new way which he proposes. He takes the number of

characters of each sort, multiplies by the distance and sums the totals,

with the result that he is able to show a saving of 8 per cent in the distance

travelled by the hand of the operator in composition. He also points out the

interesting fact that in distributing type, the hand travels a considerably

shorter distance than in composing it, the distances being respectively

in the ratio of 66 to 100, according to the " Guide Pratique du Compositeur

^TlTot'the French cases is shown in fig. 265 ;
that of the German

Fraktur case is shown in fig. 266 ;
and that of the Russian case is

Sh

°WmIchankai devices have been produced with the object of -vi,

mposition; amongst which only (
reached the
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stage of coming on the market. This machine, known as the Lagerman

Typotheter, subsequently as the Universal, and later as the Chadwich,

was the invention of Alexander Lagerman of Sweden. It was based on

the assumption that the compositor could take up type faster with both

% 33 6 <D e 3 ® * 3 .ft

a m 9? D * SR © a 33
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c tl

«
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ff n|fl
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b f 9

hands than with one, and that a considerable portion of the t

composition was wasted in effecting the turning of the type to

position. The machine was constructed with a funnel into whic
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Fig. 267.—Lay of Russian case.

were dropped as fast as they could be picked up and released from the

fingers of the compositor. The machine received the type from the funnel,

selected it for position and turned it end for end, if necessary, so that the

type was arranged face up and nick outwards, irrespective of its position

i
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when it entered the hopper or was received by the filling mechanism of the

machine. In this machine a bell warned the compositor when the line was

full, and enabled him to shift it into a receiving galley in its unjustified

condition and to proceed with the composition of the next line.

In the improvement of this machine known as the Chadwick, fig. 268, .

plate XV, an indicator showed the amount of space required to justify the

line, and it was proposed that the compositor should empty into the

hopper the requisite number of spaces to make up this deficit when

the take was completed, and subsequently transpose them to their proper

position between the words. Figure 269, plate XV, shows the machine

in its place in front of the cases.

The machine in its earlier and later forms failed to make headway on

account of the very small saving effected by it in actual practice. Amongst

©©©<§>© o oQ© © © © © © ©© ^© u© u© u© u© u® u©
Fig. 270.

—

Hattersley keyboard. Scale : about \ full size.

other inventors in this direction may be cited L. K. Johnson, A. A. Low,

and Alexander Dow, all of whom have patented various devices for assisting

the composition of type by hand.

The arrangement of the keyboard of machines designed for effecting

the composition of type has been influenced by various causes ; first, in

machines like the Hattersley (1857), an attempt was made to group those

keys near together which are most frequently used, fig. 270.

The Kastenbein keyboard (1869) also places the most frequently used

keys together, fig. 271, but in two separate groups, it being intended

apparently to use both hands more equally than could be the practice in

hand-composition or than is usual in the arrangement now adopted in

most typewriters.

Hooker (1874) adopted an arrangement in which the keys were not

only arranged as, but were in size identical with the compartments of the

j"'t
m
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;W= r^f fie- 26^! with the exception that the compart-

snsss^*- *- - - £ r-ririna
contacts operating electro-magnets, one connected to each plate,

efectedthe^jection of the corresponding type from, s channel« (1883) in his composing machine arranged the keys in

narallel rows fig. 272, with the object of obtaining a saving in the distance

tmve d by the hani of the compositor by giving special attention to the

e^I production of chords forming logotypes. Tins inventor, however

liTemLy others, appears to have been guided rather by Ins personal belief

than by actual statistics.
g

Had the table of frequency of logotypes given n table-V, V- W
been accessible at the time, it would have proved of.consld^*™
SfKasass for—ss

- - ss^i
ma t+ Pr With the arrangement; btwpcneaiourbus" > r 1

for the front row, chords could be struck for fifty-one of the logotypes given

table 27 and for over 44 p- cent of the ordinary reading^matter

The Pulsometer keyboard, fig. 273, is arranged with^ space_key _o_t

greater width and central to the board ;
this key is of much larger

CVS™, extending over the whole depth of the four m
character-keys

as desired on

release of spaces fr

front end it is fitted with a slide permitting it ro a.

the other of two keys of normal size effecting the

other of two corresponding magazine-channels.
release 01 spaura u™ «"- —
The arrangement adopted in this keyboard v.

which are most used

key, but no attempt

, „„„ in which those characters

Trouped together on each side of the central space-

made to follow any well-known arrangement of keys

p«K,u«d , k.yW ,«*—«
>»'

J

'"*°%x;s^.
All the fifteen characters of a row ananged verncauy uu j

(or of a row arranged body-wise on the grid) have the same set width

Us i a molt important feature in designing faces to suit the machine The

give the following set widths ;
one row each 5,^7.^™

2 '^ ^
rrLVifnins
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367^ H£ ^ThTjace'eyTperates in a different

15, and lb units, V-3^V ^ b elevatmg stops
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Tooth oSch equals one unit, and one revolution of which is equal to
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When the Monotype machine is required to be used for two different

founts of type, it is possible to change the lay-out of the grid and to give
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different uses to some of the keys on the keyboard so that dictionary

and tabular work may be set up on the same machine using sans serif or

clarendon type, as the case may be, in conjunction with ordinary roman.

r;,- |: ul,i5O0i, : n^Miin^;u:i^:
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\_J peculiars, figures& fi'actions. (BLut/ ^5* and lower-case accents. (While.)

Two additional keys on extr me right oj keyboard {Green).

Fig. 274.

—

Monotype cemposii g machine ; pattern C keyboard.

In this form of Monotype keyboard it has been possible, by varying

the lay-out and giving different uses to the keys, to replace the italics

and accents with gothic or other display faces, but in doing this it has been

necessary to follow the set widths of the characters changed and to give
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uses to the keys other than those which they originally possessed. This

involved a change in the fingering and the necessity for putting some
special mark on those keys which no longer represent the original character.

This feature, while simplifying the work from the printer's point of

view, makes the manipulation of the keyboard extremely difficult for the

fflQWERTYUIOP
ffiASDFGHJKE&flZXCVBNM- : ;

n n ) M CE g @ ¥ §

n a n ( c

If II t 1 II. * ]MCE <b ce. / ? [
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1

art : lay-out for or newFig. 275.

—

Monotype D and DD keyboai

operator. For this reason the Monotype Corporation have improved upon
their original model.

The lay-outs of the new pattern D and pattern DD keyboards,

for multiple founts, figs. 275 and 276, are so arranged that the ordinary

standard typewriter arrangement of keys is adopted for the alphabet

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnQWERTYU I OP
- ASDFCHJKL/E
— ZXCVBNM, ?(EfflQWERTYUIOP
ffiASDFGHJKE&flZXCVBNM- :

n n n i
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O <>
I

Space
j

-0- . .

Kg. 276.—Monotype D and DD keyboards; lay-out for jobbing.

throughout, thereby greatly facilitating the work of the" operator. In

the D type of keyboard the differences of set width between the

characters are allowed for by mechanism, arranged below the keyboard,

which effects the distribution of widths to produce the proper feed of the
unit-counting wheel, while in the earlier form of keyboard the lines of

keys from back to front corresponded to the set width of the characters

similarly arranged in the grid of the casting machine.
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The DD keyboard differs from the D keyboard, not in arrange-

ment of its keys, but only inasmuch as it will simultaneously compose at

one operation by the compositor two different sizes of type in two different

there need be no agreement between body-sizes, measures or

eJb
L^-' __ m* HH

m
, m m

__ rra vMB bqH
a mQ E3

spacing, the double

keyboard there are t'

rolls of paper. This

to be duplicated for

product being quite independent. In the DD

o paper-towers arranged for receiving the perforated

form of keyboard is of use where the matter requires

of works to be published simultaneously in
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different styles, each tower being operated independently if required and

also being capable of independent line-justification.

The Linotype keyboard, fig. 277- adopts what is probably the most

rational arrangement of keyboard possible, as the characters are grouped

b hS
BOS
B HH
B SHbbbB
b qb
BCD

b b,Q

BBS
000'-
BB B!

B BB|
B 0B-.

H
according to the order of their frequency of c

time are placed conveniently for makin~ ""

^Trwi has an arrangement of keyboard, fig. 378, whi^h
J,

based on the frequency of c

,e combinatio

of the characters, those s

]; n
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occur most often being placed near the centre of the board ; this is

apparently intended to be operated with both hands. In machines like

the Linotype and Typograph, different keyboards are used for different

languages, the arrangement being dependent on the frequency of 0(

H
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00 =

01
001
00'
H 0S
00!
0?

00!
0|
0f

H 0=
H 0I
00

c<:;
2-1 SS

•3©.©
©log

CX

I-®J-.©

n of characters in the language in question. For this

reason the English, figs. 277 and 278, French, figs. 279 and 280, and German

keyboards, figs. 281 and 282, of the Linotype and Typograph are shown

in conjunction with each other.
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le keyboard, fig. 283, affords an example of an existing key-

board being adapted to a machine in which the arrangement of the matrices

is determined by their set width quite as rigidly as in the instance of the

Monotype machine. Notwithstanding the fact that each kind of matrix

"must carry twelve characters, and that there are eight kinds of matrices,

the arrangement of the matrices with their distributing mechanism has

been effected without in any way altering the desired keyboard arrangement.

In the Monoline machine a different factor operated in deciding the

form of keyboard. This machine was intended originally to be worked

by girls, and with this object the typewriter keyboard was adopted so as

®©®©®®®©Q©®®
©©©©©©©@©®©©
©®©®©©©©®©©®
®©®©©©®®©®©©
©®©®®®®®Q®©®
©0©0©©©©®®®®
©0®®®®®®®®®®
© © © © ® © ® OQQO ©

to save all trouble of learning a special keyboard and to give the facility

of obtaining without trouble operators accustomed to the fingering.

The keyboard of the Vidorline machine is very similar to that of the

Linotype, but has thirteen extra keys, making 103 in all
;
.twelve of these

are accents or special keys arranged in two columns on the right-hand side

of the board ; there is also a logotype en next the lower-case a on the left

of the machine.
.

The lay-out of the keyboard of the Bellows machine is similar to that

of the Linotype except that the two top rows are for small capitals or head

letters. The letter-buttons are fastened on straight levers which rest under

the release rods and these are in turn connected to a four-pointed star-wheel

releasing-mechanism in such a manner that a depressed key-lever causes

a quarter-revolution of the star-wheel, allowing one matrix to be dropped

from the magazine. There is no mechanically-controlled mechanism for

repeated-matrix release. The key touch is stated to be light and quick

The keyboard of the Stringertyfe follows the standard pattern adopted

by the Linotype and therefore calls for no comment. The same arrange-

ment is also adopted in the Grantyfe.
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The Unitype keyboard, fig. 284, has ninety keys— one for each

channel in the cylinder-each key being connected by levers and wires

with a small plunger at the bottom of the channel containing the character

that it represents. The front end of the plunger rests immediately behind

the foot of the bottom type in its channel, the point of the plunger being

thinner than this type. When a key is depressed on the keyboard.^ its

corresponding plunger is moved forward, carrying o-

it. A light touch of the finger depresse- «"

practically instantaneous.

The Unitype keyboard is

used combinations of characters c;

t ahead of

5 the keys, and their a

mged in such 1 manner that frequently-

1 chords such, for instance,

This capability of the keyboard has been utilized m the- case of

many other machines, and although apparently an important matter, as

there is hardly a word in the English language that does not present a com-

bination of at least two letters that can be so treated, it does not in practice

effect the saving anticipated. The authors have been informed by several

®@©®©©@®®©®®©®®®©®®®®®®©©®@©©®
©

®

®®©©®©©©@®©®®®©®®©®®®®©®©0®®®©®®©®®®®©®o©®©
®0®®®©®®®@® ©.© © ®

Fro. 284.—Unitype keyboard. Scale : about J full size,

users of chord-producing keyboards that the compositors have found that

the small saving of time effected by striking a large number of chords is

neutralized by the time wasted over corrections of the extra errors due to

transpositions, etc., that invariably arise in practice when chords are struck ;

forthis reason theoperators generallydisregard this capacity on any keyboard.

The Paige compositor keyboard, fig. 285, is also shown m perspective

view in fig 360, plate XLVI. It is claimed that the arrangement of this

keyboard was arrived at by a very careful analysis of the frequency of

recurrence of combinations of letters, or logotypes, so that as many sorts

as possible could be placed in the line by playing chords on the keys^

This statement appears to be fully justified, for on comparing this keyboard

with table 27, p. 148, the authors find that it permits of playing fifty-seven

chords, which together account for over 49 per cent of the total matter-a

result which is even better than that obtainable from their own suggested

improvement on the key arrangement of the Wicks composing machine.

The line-key of the Paige compositor is of equal length to the space-

key and works horizontally below it ; this is of Lection to prevent the

finger of the operator slipping off and it is operated simultaneously with
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the touching of the last word or syllable. An enlarged view of the Paige

keyboard is given in fig. 360, plate XLVI.
The two-em quad-key really is an em quad, but operates the key below

it so that two successive em quads are composed in the line.

At the back of the first six keys is a word and line indicator ; this re-

volves one step for each depression of the word-key ; the indicator point

travels horizontally to the right and shows the space available for the last

word or syllable.

The arrangement of keyboards, having for object the playing of chords

representing the most common combinations of consecutive characters,

was a feature of considerable importance in all machines dealing with loose

type, but in matrix-composing and record-strip machines those arrangements

have found greater favour which are dependent on bringing together the

characters most frequently in use. In the case of the matrix-composing
machine, arrangements of keys according to frequency of occurrence are

usually adopted. In record-strip composing machines, the work of com-
position need not be performed in the casting-room, but can be carried out

under less exacting conditions. The standard typewriter arrangement of

keyboard may be advantageously adopted in these circumstances. It

is, however, worth noting that the arrangement of keys on the typewriter

is not purely dependent on the frequency of occurrence of the characters

singly or in sequence ; but it is necessary, in arranging the keys of a type-

writer, to take account of the actual width of the character on the type-head,

so that the broad characters are not placed next to each other. The period

of time which elapses between the passing of one type-head by another in

effecting successive impressions is extremely short, and upon this period

depends the limit of speed at which a typewriter can be worked. This

problem of type-bar interference becomes of very serious importance in the

case of automatic typewriters for recording messages sent telegraphically.

According to Donald Murray, the inventor of the Murray automatic print-

ing telegraph, the moment of inertia varies as the cube of the length of

the type-bar and it is necessary to reduce the length of the type-bars to

about one-half the ordinary typewriter length, that is to 2 inches long, in

'.c printing telegraph.

Distributing Keyboards.

For the distribution of type, otherwise than automatically, some machines
use a keyboard for restoring to the channels of a magazine each character

in rotation from the matter to be distributed as it is read back and the

corresponding key depressed by the operator. An example of this is

afforded by the Pulsometer distributing machine, the keyboard of which is

shown in fig. 286. This and earlier proposals are discussed in chapter XXI.



CHAPTER XVIII.

CASTING MACHINES.

" That will be 1

evidenced by the efforts being made by invemuia i.u .11.™,

with machini the printing-

office is where the typemaking should take place, and emancipation

tions is looked forward to by all printers."

John S. Thompson. History of Composing Machines.

"Out jumps a type as lively as a tadpole."

Thomas MacKellar. A Manual of Typography.

In Europe, Anthony Francis Berte appears to have been the first to use the

pump, in the year 1807, as an integral part of a typecasting machine, the

type having been previously cast by hand at extremely slow speeds. Fournier

gives 2000 to 3000 types per day as the output of a French hand-caster, but

Moxon gives the higher number of 4000 as the day's work of an English

caster. Marc Isambard Brunei's invention of 1820 is remarkable because,

as has been stated, he used a vacuum to ensure the absence in the type

of blow-holes, which had been one of the great difficulties up to his time,

and is one that is still met with even in the present day by numerous workers

in this branch of the subject. That his use of a vacuum was subsequently

adopted by other inventors, together with his statement that even at that

date it was a known device, has already been mentioned.

Before the advent of typecasting machines the cost of hand-cast type

was naturally high. The prices of English type per pound in the years

1763 to 1825 are given in the following table :

—

1763 to 1792 1796 1800

Small pica

Long primer
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Foreign type at the commencement of the last century was generally

of Dutch or French origin. According to Hansard the cost of French type

cast by Didot in 1822 was as follows :

—

" It does not appear that the French type has any advantage to offer on

account of price that would be an inducement to its importation into England.

The size equal to our Nonpareil is 12 fr. or 10s. per lb., that nearest our

Brevier 6 fr. or 5s. ; Bourgeois, 3 fr. 80 c. or 3s. 2d, ; Long Primer, 3 fr. 30 c.

and 2 fr. 70 c, equal to 2s. gd. and 2s. 3d. ; Small Pica, 2 fr. 30 c. or is. lid. ;

Pica, 2 fr. or is. 8d. ; English, 1 fr. 95 c. and 1 fr. 90 c, equal to is. y\d. and

is. yd. ; Great Primer, 1 fr. 75 c. or is. $\d."

The first typecasting machine of which an illustration is available is

that invented and patented in England by Dr. William Church, in 1822. It

was intended to be worked in conjunction with his composing machine,

also patented in England in the same year. This interesting typecaster

is shown in fig. 287, plate XVI.
According to De Vinne, " In 1811, Archibald Binny of Philadelphia

devised the first improvement in hand-casting. He attached a spring lever

to the mould, giving it a quick return movement, which enabled the type-

caster to double the old production. In 1828, William Johnson of Long
Island invented a type-casting machine which received the active support of

Elihu White of New York ; but the type made by it were too porous, and the

mechanism, after fair trial, was abandoned. About 1834, David Bruce, Jr.,

of New York invented a hand force-pump attachment to the mould, for

the purpose of obtaining a more perfect face to ornamental type than

was possible with the regular mould. This attachment was known as the

squirt machine. Large ornamental types owe their popularity to this

simple contrivance. In 1838, the same founder invented a type-casting

machine, which was successfully used for many years in New York, Boston

and Philadelphia. In 1843 he added other improvements of recognized value.

Most of the l lines in Europe and America are modifications

and adaptations of Mr. Bruce's invention."

The foregoing statement, by so great an authority as De Vinne, can only

have been made through lack of opportunity for investigating early English

progress in the art, as disclosed by the records of the British Patent Office,

and their incontrovertible logic of fact.

The Bruce machine, improved, is the American representative of the

machine commonly known in England as the pivotal typecaster ; it holds

its own to the present day for those particular classes of work for which

such machines are specially adapted.

The hand or power-driven pivi illy in use in

British, Colonial, and some American foundries is illustrated in fig. 288,

plate XVI, and is shown in side elevation in fig. 289.

Simultaneously with the developments in the construction of the pivotal

machine in the United States and England, progress in the same direction

was being made independently in France and Germany.

£
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the matrix away from the face of the type so as to leave it clear for ejection

at the moment of opening of the mould. The operations are performed by
cams arranged on a cross-shaft generally in the front of the machine, the parts

and levers performing the operation being spring-controlled as also is the

pump-plunger of the metal-pot which is released by a cam carried on the

driving shaft. Originally these machines were constructed with a hand-wheel

for turning by hand, and the action of the hand-caster was to give the wheel

a turn and pause, with the handle in one definite position corresponding to the

closed mould, for a period of time which he varied according to the size of

body being cast. The effect of this method of using the machine was to pro-

duce a form of time diagram for each of the cams different from that which

would be obtained by running the machine continuously by power. The
result has been great waste of time by the builders of these machines, who
have experimented by rule of thumb to obtain the correct forms of cams under

conditions of speed which were not constant. The influence of diameter of

roller on the shape of the cam, and that of sine-curve form on the quietness

and smoothness of its action, were apparently quite unknown to workers

in this field.

The following is a description more detailed than the general resume

which has preceded it, of the ordinary and simple typecasting machine in

common use in English foundries. This machine, as has been said, is sub-

stantially the same as the Bruce machine invented and used in America.

The machine, or yet further and more recent improvements and modifications

of it, made by one or other of the few makers of typecasting machinery that

there are in England, is in general use, so far as the authors can ascertain,

by all the printers who cast their own type, and by all the typefounders

in the United Kingdom, with the exception of P. M. Shanks and Sons,

who also use a machine of their own design and construction, which has a

vertical body-slide, and John Haddon and Company, who use both the

pivotal and the Foucher machine.

The two halves of the mould are mechanically operated so that they are

brought together and, by the action of a cam carried on the driving shaft,

held in contact with the nipple-plate which covers the nozzle of the metal-

pot. The sequence of operations in the ordinary pivotal casting machine

is as follows :

—

After the ejection of a type the swing frame of the machine is moved to-

wards the metal-pot by the action of the cam on the driving shaft which

bears against a roller carried in an adjustable roller-box on the swing frame.

The movement of the swing frame towards the metal-pot causes the mould

to be closed positively by the action of the ball-ended rod, the lower end of

whicli is secured to the table of the machine ; the upper end actuates the

lifting arm to which it is pivoted. Also pivoted to the lifting arm is the bent

arm, or binding arm, which is connected to the top mould-block by a pin at

right angles to its upper portion. A groove is turned in this pin into which

fits a slotted latch-plate ; when this plate is lifted till the slot is clear

uAaAu
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of the groove, the pin can be withdrawn to enable the mould to be opened

by hand and to be examined, cooled or cleaned.

The pin carried by the binding arm comes into contact with the top

mould-block and presses it firmly into contact with the bottom mould-block,

thereby ensuring uniformity of body in the type.

After the mould has come into contact with the nipple-plate, the jobber-

cam acting on the jobber-lever causes the jobber to retire through the nipple,

leaving the opening in the nozzle clear and in communication witn tne gate

of the mould ; the pump-cam then reaches the point at which the roller on

the pump-lever can move under the action of the pump-spring, and the pump-
plunger is allowed to descend, pumping the metal into the mould. When
the pump-plunger has descended, the jobber returns into the nipple, and when

the mould leaves the nipple-plate it assists the dot in leaving the plate ; the

roller on the pump-lever then comes into contact with the spiral portion of

the pump-cam and commences its up-stroke, filling the pump ready for

the next shot.

As the swing frame with the mould attached to it leaves the nipple-plate

under the action of the withdrawing-spring, when the maximum radius

of the cam on the main shaft has passed the roller, the mould during the

first quarter-inch of its movement from the metal-pot is still held closed ;

but as the movement proceeds, the binding arm with the pin attached to it

commences to move upwards and the pin in its upward movement comes

into contact with an adjusting screw, fitted with a lock-nut, passing through

the top mould-block and entering an elongated hole in it, through which the

pin passes ; the adjustment of the screw enables the period of time for which

the mould remains closed after withdrawal to be determined by limiting the

travel of the pin before the opening commences. Thus, after the cast is made
and the mould has been withdrawn from the metal-pot, the top mould-block

is not constrained until the mould commences to open.

The actual opening of the mould is effected by the withdrawing-spring

which draws back the swinging frame. The binding of the matrix in its

presentation against the mould is effected by the lining-bar, the end of which

carries an adjusting screw ; this bears against a stop on the side-frame of the

machine. The brass plate lining-spring, the point of which enters a hollow

in the back of the matrix behind the strike, holds it in position for line and

prevents it from falling out of the machine. When the matrix is presented

and the mould has closed, it is held positively against the mould by the action

of the lining-bar. When the mould is withdrawn from the nipple-plate and

before it begins to open, the movement of the swinging frame, which lifts the

lifting arm, acts on an adjustable roller-box carried on the lower end of

the delivery-lever and causes its upper end to move towards the nozzle ;

this causes the adjustable arm of the delivery to be pushed forward against

the tail of the matrix and ensures the tilting of the matrix on the lower

edge of the back plate of the mould ; this rocking movement of the

matrix about a point midway between the face and the lower end of the
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matrix, frees the type. After the type has been cast and while it is still

attached to its tang, it is sometimes retained by the top half of the mould

and sometimes by the bottom half. To ensure its being freed from the

mould in the former case, an adjustable knife fixed to the bottom mould-

block is so set that if the type sticks in the upper half as the mould opens,

the knife comes into contact with the dot and causes the type to fall away

freely. If, on the other hand, the type sticks in the bottom half of the

mould, which in this form of machine is inclined, an adjustable knife fixed

to a stud on the back of the lifting arm catches the dot and lifts the type

up by its tang freeing it from the mould, from which it then falls. Both

knives are now usually fitted on machines of this class.

The type, with their attached tangs, fall down a chute into a tray, the

operations of breaking off, setting up, and dressing having to be subsequently

performed by hand.

The Davis pivotal machine for casting finished type—An improved

form of pivotal machine for throwing out finished type has been devised by

one of the authors in conjunction with H. Davis. In the 1912 model,

fig. 290, plate XVII, a slotted nick-wire is fitted to the bottom half of the

mould and projects across the gate through which the type-metal enters.

Drags are fitted to the top half of the mould to ensure the type being

retained and being broken from its tang as the top half of the mould lifts
;

the act of breaking off causes the type to fall away from the top of the

mould completely finished with the break below the level of the feet, as in

the case of the Stringer break shown in fig. 9, p. 13. A knife, connected with

the lifting arm and operated by a pin fixed to the lifting arm and working

in a slotted cam-path in the knife-lever, effects the ejection of the tang

from the nick-wire which has retained it, thus completely clearing the

mould in readiness for the next cast.

The finished type fall down a chute into a tray or box and require none

of the operations of breaking off, setting up, and dressing.

In this machine, as in the one next described, a straight-line movement

of presentation and withdrawal of the matrix is used, the mode of

operation being practically the same as in the original pivotal machines, with

the exception that a helical spring on the guide-rod of the presentation box,

or matrix-holder, is substituted for the brass plate spring, and that the

delivery-lever is no longer required as the helical spring performs the work

of withdrawing the matrix.

Pivotal machine for casting and setting up finished type m line.—In

a further modification of the pivotal machine, fig. 291, plate XVII, also

due to one of the authors and to H. Davis, the mould has been placed

horizontally instead of in an inclined position. The matrix-presentation

has been made rectilinear as in the machine last described. The sequence

of operations and description of the points in which this machine differs

from the original pivotal machine are as follows :

—

After the presentation of the mould and the completion of the cast,

100 110 120 130 140
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the swing frame with the mould is withdrawn from the nipple-plate by

the action of the withdrawing-spring, and the opening of the mould com-

mences as in the previously described case ;
simultaneously with this the

matrix is drawn back to a sufficient distance by the action of the with-

drawing-spring acting on the matrix-box or holder. Two thin metal blades

mounted on a slide-block are made to travel in the direction in which the

type is to leave the mould ; the one blade or pusher on the side adjacent

to the metal-pot is formed with a forked end which embraces the dot,

or that portion of the tang which was formed in the cavity in the nipple

-

plate the supplemental pusher bears simultaneously or nearly so against

the wall or relief projection of the face of the type left clear by the with-

drawal of the matrix. The process of ejection by these two pushers is

effected by means of a cam carried on the main shaft which operates a lever

pin-jointed to the fixed pillar of the machine. This lever raises a spring

plunger carried in a spring box, and the upper end of the spring plunger

bearing against Jhe end surface of the bent arm of the ejection-lever causes

its forked upper end to act on the pin moving the slide-block to which the

pushers are attached. The movement of the pushers when completed

causes the type to be ejected on to the receiving-stick along which it pushes

the last type, previously cast, forward towards the outer side of the

machine, type following type in regular order. After the completion of

the movement of ejection the finished type stands in the type-race under

a presser, and on the return of the swing frame an arm on the jobber-shaft

actuates a plunger carried on the swing frame, breaking off the tang from

the type ; an alternative method of breaking the type can also be arranged

in which the power required is provided by the movement of the swing

frame towards the type-race ; a breaking-off lever is carried on a pm

on the side of the type-race next to the metal-pot, and a fixed cam-path,

over which the tail of the lever travels, causes the depression of the lever

and breakage of the tang to be effected before the completion of the

movement of the swing frame towards the metal-pot.

In this form of machine the nipple-plate is usually made of two thick-

nesses of metal, the one containing the cup-shaped depression for the end

of the nozzle, and the circular hole for the jobber, while the other part is

formed with a tapered elongated hole for producing a form of dot which,

when embraced by the forked end of the pusher, will prevent the turning

over of the type during ejection.

In this machine and in that last described it is possible to use a matrix-

box or holder suitable for carrying either Linotype or Monotype matrices

in place of those of ordinary form ; moreover, it is possible to use a box

for containing two or more Linotype matrices, fig. 94. P- Io8
.
and thus to

cast complete logotypes.

Nuemberger-Rettig—Another pivotal typecasting machine, of American

origin, which in the last year or two has appeared on the market and

has been considerably advertised, is the Nuernberger-Rettig, fig. 292,
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plate XVIII. Apart from neatness of design and solidity of c<

this pivotal casting machine does not call for any particular remark.

The main difference between it and its congeners lies in its mould, which

has a somewhat peculiar method of removing the tang from the type

when cast. This, however, has been treated of elsewhere (pp. 12 and 13)

in this work, and here requires no further comment.

Speed of pivotal machines—The maximum speeds claimed for pivotal

casting machines are about 3000 type per hour for pica, increasing up to

6000 type per hour for 6-point and smaller bodies. Owing to the fact that

the moulds of pivotal machines are not generally water-cooled and only

occasionally have an air-blast fitted for cooling, it is frequently necessary

to stop to cool the mould, and for this reason the figures given do not

correspond to the mean rate of output which can be maintained for a

longer period.

In the case of large work, from 24-point to 72-point, the pivotal machine

requires to be run at a considerably-reduced speed, for which purpose it

is usually fitted with a reducing-gear, and in some cases with a gear which

cuts out the driving shaft for one or more revolutions, allowing it to turn

'

freely and then throwing it into gear again. This is done in order to

imitate the action of the hand-caster who allowed a dwell, in turning the

handle, at the moment when the mould had been filled, of sufficient length

ire the solidifying of the type before the mould was allowed to open,

le of the large-work machines, fig. 293, plate XIX, used for casting

quotations, special arrangements of mould are made for coring these hollow.

The core must of necessity be withdrawn before the quad is ejected from

the mould. Somewhat similar arrangements are also necessary for casting

large type of bridge-section, a form which is sometimes adopted to effect

a reduction in weight.

In all ordinary pivotal machines a different mould is required for each

body, but the mould is adjustable for those variations in set which occur

fount of type ; a different mould of each body is also required for spaces

and quads, on account of the difference in height-to-paper, and, where

a nick is fitted, yet another mould is required for the 2, 3, or 4-em quads.

As the nicks differ for different faces of the same body, a suitable mould

required for each different arrangement of nick. The nicks on the body

•e produced in casting, but the removal of the tang and the cutting of

he heel-nick, as has been said, must be performed subsequently, except in

;hose machines like the Nuernberger-Rettig or the Davis, in which special

provision is made for breaking off the tang without leaving any projection

beyond the feet of the type.

Rapid typecaslers—Among other classes of machines to be considered are

rapid typecasters, casting finished type at a high rate of speed from a single

mould ; the only one known to the authors is one designed and produced

by them and in connexion with which certain novel patents have been

taken out. This machine is perhaps the most rapid producer in the world
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of ordinary printers' type from a single mould, which is water-cooled and

constructed somewhat on the lines of the Monotype mould. It delivers

its type in a continuous line, and is capable of producing over 10,000

io-point type per hour, a slightly slower speed being maintained in the case

of 12-point, and the rapidity of production of the smaller sizes is of course

proportionately increased. These machines deliver their type from the

mould completely finished without using any form of knife, file, dressing-

plane, or milling-cutter.

Several of these machines have been constructed ; the idea which led

to their building not being the production of type for sale, but the

supplying of type to the magazines of composing machines used in a

newspaper office. A novelty in these machines is the holding in actual

contact of a hot nozzle against a cold mould prevented in

the orifice of the nozzle by the circulation of molten metal round the nozzle

delivery-pipe in the manner already described elsewhere in this work.

This machine is shown in fig. 294, plate XX.
Foucher, of Paris, has also produced a rapid caster, for which very

high rates of speed are claimed. The type, however, from this machine

is not, as in the machine just described, delivered finished from the mould,

which is duplex, but is finished by means of cutting knives in a manner
somewhat similar to that adopted in his earlier machines. These machines

respectively represent the highest speed at which type have been cast com-

mercially, in the first instance from a single mould and a single matrix,

and in the second from a duplex mould and two matrices.

Next must be considered a different class of machines, such as the ordi-

nary machine of Foucher of France, of Kustermann of Germany, fig. 295,

plate XXI, of Bottger of Germany, and of Barth of America, fig. 296,

plate XXII, which may be taken as representative ; and along with these

certain still later machines, such as the automatic typecasting machine

of the American Type Founders Company, fig. 297, plate XXII, the

Compositype sorts caster, fig. 298, plate XXIII, and the Thompson type-

caster, fig. 299, plate XXIII.

aster casts, breaks off the tang, rubs the type,

finishes the foot, and sets up in line either type, or spaces, or quads.

The mould is made with one side adjustable and the body-slide is changed

for each body. Any form of matrix can be used, adjustments being pro-

vided for setting the matrix for the line, position, and set width of the

character to be produced.

The output of the small-size machines is stated to vary from 4500 to

2500 per hour ; the rate, of course, decreases as the section of the type

increases. The machine is made in four sizes, the smallest making from

3 to 14-point Didot and the largest from 48 to 108-point Didot.

The Kiisi: ccasier, fig. 295, plate XXI, is constructed

on lines somewhat similar to the Foucher machine. A screw-adjustment

is provided for setting the matrix to line, and the position of the matrix
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produced v
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bevel-wheels. The output of the machine is stated to vary in 10-point
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The Bottger typecasting machme.-The earliest German rapid typecaster

d was that of Gottfried Bottger of Leipzig. In this machine a

slide is substituted for the pivoted rocking frame of the ordinary

machine, and a vertical shaft operated by helical gear from the main

horizontal shaft operates the mould.

The BaHh machine, fig. 296, plate XXII.-The patent of Henry Barth

was granted in the United States on " January 24, 1888, for a complete

type-casting machine. He claims that this machine produces one-halt more

than the older machines; that it does its work with more accuracy, and

that it permits the use of a harder quality of metal. Its construction and

its processes differ radically from those of the Bruce machine. One half

of the mould and the matrix are fixed upright and made immovable
;

the

other half of the mould rapidly slides to and fro on broad bearings, re-

leasing the type that has been founded and closing again before the hot

metal is injected for a new type. It breaks off the jet, ploughs a groove

between the feet, rubs down the feather-edges at the angles, and delivers

the types on the channel in lines ready for inspection." (De Vinne

)

The American Type Founders automatic macU p] ate XXII,

shows the automatic typecasting machine at present in use by the American

Type Founders Company. These machines, which are both air and water

cooled, are stated to be able to cast up to a rate of 12,000 type per hour

The type are however, cast unfinished and ejected along a channel where, by

means of supplementary mechanism, the burrs are trimmed off, the tangs

removed, the heel-nicks and distinguishing nicks cut and the type delivered

on to a stick ready for inspection. In many ways this machine closely re-

sembles those of Foucher (French) and Kiistermann (German).

The Composite sorts caster, fig. 298, plate XXIII, had its ongin

and was manufactured in Baltimore, Md., U.S.A. ; it casts any size of type

from 6-point to 36-point, and also quads and spaces, at a speed of from

26 to 13 type per minute, according to the size.

The mould is so constructed that only one mould section is required

for each body-size of type, including high or low spaces and quads, and

is readily adjusted for any change of set required, without recourse u, .kill

or to micrometric measurements. The usual equipment to a machine .< ,:v,

with space and quad matrices, and spaces can be cast ol

is claimed that the change from one body-size to another

from two to three minutes. The casting, ejecting, and

automatic, so that the machine delivers a finished

solution. The matrices are electrotyped and closely resemble

mould section

i-point set. It ii

can be effected ii

trimming movements ai

type al
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The machine is of compact design, occupies about 9 square feet of floor-

space and weighs about 800 pounds ; the pump works at about 200 pounds

per square inch, and about 0-25 horse-power is required to drive the

machine.

The Thompson typecasler, fig. 299, plate XXIII. Another machine

of which a good deal has been heard, of late is the Thompson type-

caster produced by the Thompson Type Machine Company of Chicago.

This machine, the invention of John S. Thompson, the author of the well-

known " History of Composing Machines," belongs to the class of machines

which have a body-slide and a composite mould with detachable and inter-

changeable components ; these give it a range of from 5-point to 48-point.

The -mould is cooled by the circulation of water through its jacket.

The casting of the type presents no marked peculiarity ; the removal

of the roughness left by the tang when broken off, as well as the production

of any supplementary nicks required, are effected by suitably-placed cutters ;

as in other machines which finish the type in this way, these nicks are

shallow as compared with the cast nicks.

The Thompson machine is usually fitted with an electric motor, and is

capable of being run at varying speeds which are stated to give, from 11 to

163 type per minute, the higher speeds of course being employed for the

smaller bodies. In this machine Linotype matrices are generally used

for bodies up to 24-point, and the matrix-holder is fitted with a micro-

meter screw for adjusting the alinement. For large bodies a copper

matrix formed in a brass casing, fig. 176, p. 221, is used. The machine,

which is of extremely compact and neat design, delivers the type finished

The Wicks rotary typecasting machine, fig. 300, plate XXIV, represents

the highest development, at the present time, of machines for producing

finished type. The machine has 100 moulds mounted in a wheel which

is revolved continuously by worm-gear, the number of moulds 'of each

particular set being determined by the demand for type of that set size.

The last columns of tables 7 and 8, pp. 72 and 73, show the normal

demand based on the bill of fount, and the number of moulds of each set

must be determined from this so as to give the minimum of waste due to

over-production of certain sorts.

Although type is produced by the Wicks rotary typecasting machine

at a much lower cost than by the single-mould machine, it is obvious that

the machine cannot cope with a heavy demand for extra sorts if these are

of a set width of which there may happen to be but few moulds in the mould

wheel. Hence it is a commercial necessity that a foundry equipped with

Wicks rotary casting machines should have, in addition, some single-

mould machines ; these may, however, be adapted to use the Wicks matrices

by providing suitable moulds. It is, moreover, necessary that some of

the matrices should be changed at suitable intervals, so that the proper

proportional number of each character may be cast. From these
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considerations it follows that if more than one face is to be cast in the

wheel, these faces must be so designed that they agree closely in total

demand for each set width. Type of different faces may be distinguished

by supplementing the cast nicks with a cut nick, milled by a

that used for producing the heel-nick.

The sequence of operations in the Wicks machine if

the type has left the mould m, figs. 301 and 302, the matrix s is gradually

withdrawn by a cam carried on the head a of the machine and bearing against

the hard steel surface of the ma

stem by the mould, and at the 5

ring r. After passing the wi

is follows : after

100 110 130 130 110
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the hard steel surface of the matrix-jacket ;'. The matrix is guided on the

stem by the mould, and at the upper part by a groove in the matrix guide-

ring r. After passing the withdrawing-cam w, fig. 302, the matrix is

™10 20 30 40 50 60 70

.ii hLihli i h l i HiL ihLih l i
ihliihLihLihiiihlni.Lihhihl
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slightly advanced towards the periphery of the wheel by the height-to-

paper cam h, fig. 301, which acts on the screw g in the matrix-jacket
;
a

light plate spring b carried on the top cover c presses against the outer

surface of the matrix-jacket ;', ensuring contact with the screw, and so

secures uniformity in height-to-paper. Before reaching this point the end

of the matrix-stem s has been covered by the top cover, and the end of

the mould has also been covered by the shield q, which is mounted under

an adjustable sliding-head it. On nearing the centre of the shield the port

p, into which the stream of metal delivered by the pump is forced, becomes

uncovered and the metal enters the mould. The type sets in a very short

interval of time after the mould has closed the port in the shield, since the

mould-wheel fn and the top cover c are both cooled by water-circulation.

So far as the authors can ascertain, the type sets in less than 0-03 second,

in a water-cooled mould, for bodies not larger than 10-point. This figure

was arrived at by experiments on the length of nick-wire necessary, in

the top cover of the Wicks mould, to enable the type to set before
^

it

cleared the end of the wire. It was, of course, necessary that the wire

should extend the width of the widest sort, say 0-25 inch to the left of

the centre of the nozzle, and it was found in practice that if the wire

extended for 0-3 inch beyond the centre the type did not show signs of

flow of metal into the nick. The linear speed of the mould-wheel at the

nick was about 10 inches per second, hence the time of setting could be

arrived at. In practice the nick-wires were made a standard length of

about 1-25 inches to cover all classes of work.

As the revolution proceeds, the type is carried round in the mould, and

when it is clear of the shield the ejecting-cam (not shown in the drawings)

begins to operate on the matrix-jacket, causing the matrix and the type t

with it to move outwards. When ejected about 0-05 inch, and therefore

well supported in the mould, the heel-nick is cut in the foot of the type

by a rapidly revolving milling-cutter ; when further ejected, to about -20

inch, an extra body-nick for distinguishing founts may be milled in if

required. The ejection continues with the revolution of the wheel, and

the end of the type when ejected about 035 inch enters the space between

the leaves I of the chain-link k corresponding to its mould, fig. 3°2- The

chain consists of 100 links, and is driven by the teeth d cut on the periphery

of the mould-wheel. The ejection continues till the type is just clear of the

mould, when the retaining-cam v, carried by the head of the machine a,

engages with one of the body-nicks in the type and prevents the type from

being drawn back with the matrix by the action of the withdrawing-cam w.

The cycle of operations with the matrix is now repeated.

The type which has left the mould is carried by the leaves I of the chain-

link h to the receiving-galley y ; this is slotted so that the type t± t2
is sup-

ported at the ends on the galley-plate, while it is propelled along the galley,

and prevented from tilting by the leaves I of the chain ;
near the end of

the slot in the galley-plate the leaves of the chain, which have up to the

present been carried 1

under the galley-plati

shoulders of the lea

free in the galley alo

The stream of type is

who places the type <

they occupy the sa:

boy in sliding the t

stability to the last 1

The type as recei

is shown in fig. 118,
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carried on the chain-race z, drop so that the upper ends clear

n the rounded
present b
under the galley-plate ; the side cam-pieces *, which bear o

shoulders of the leaves, control the dropping, fig. 3°2- The type is now

free in the galley along which it is impelled by the next succeeding type.

The stream of type is received on a stick of L-section, and removed by a boy

who places the type either 300 or 400 at a time into a type-galley in which

they occupy the same relative positioi

set size or of a sequence of characters of large s«

boy in sliding the type along on to the stick, and a1

stability to the last line in the galley.

The type as received in the galley form a block, the appearance of which

is shown in fig. 118, p. 116, which illustrates the lock-up test. The number
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3 the direction of the lines of

.rmed by girls who insert thin

s of different characters, and

3i6

of lines in which the blocks are made up is so chosen as to give a nearly

constant width of block body-wise of about 4i inches. The blocks ar» *°

divided by cutting them at right angles

which they are made up. This work is performed by girls who u

strips of metal or celluloid between the rows of different charac

add the lines of the same character together in small galleys to form

pages of an approximately constant width. These pages are examined for

defective type which are replaced by sound type ;
the pages are then ted

round with string and packed in thick whitish paper. The handling of several

lines of separate type between two flat pieces of metal requires a peculiar

knack which the girls acquire easily.

The casting machine is operated by one skilled typefounder who attends

to the lubrication to the maintenance of the metal in the pot at the correct

temperature and level, to the exact adjustment of the top cover so that the

body-size is maintained, and to the finish of the type left by the muling-

cutter. One boy takes off the type, and four to five girls distribute the

output of each machine.

The output of the Wicks machine is from 70,000 to 60,000 finished type

per hour for bodies from ruby to long primer, and falls with larger bodies

to about 35,000 per hour for pica.

The pump runs at 100 revolutions per minute and requires about 07

horse-power. The machine runs normally on bodies up to long primer at

10 revolutions per minute and takes about n horse-power. The total

power required to run both the machine and the pump is r8 horse-power.

The original idea of the inventor was that type could be produced so

cheaply by this machine that it could be replaced by new type for less

than the cost of distributing. The cost of distributing by hand is generally

2S per cent of the cost of composing by hand, or about 2\d. per 1000 type

The type when so distributed is not, moreover, in lines in the form required

by composing machines, and a small further expenditure would be necessary

to set up the type in the composing-machine tubes. The authors are of

opinion that, if the Wicks machine had been brought to its present state

of perfection about 1886 and a foundry equipped with a large number of

machines, the system adopted by " The Times " of using fresh type every

day and distributing by remelting would have found favour with a great

number of the most important daily papers.

,1 charging composing-machine tubes with

type an auxiliary appliance was designed by F. Wicks
;

it is shown in

fig. 304. This being a necessary adjunct for completing the series of opera-

tions contemplated by the inventor in the performance of a complete cycle

of casting, composing, and distributing by the melting-pot, is inserted at

this point, although, strictly speaking, the machine forms a class quite by

itself. , . , ..

The lines of type are transferred from the galley m which they are re-

ceived to a slotted galley g, in which the faces are turned towards the
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galley. The slot is temporarily covered with a slip of metal which rests on

the lower edge of the galley when placed on the slicer and is ejected at

the first stroke of the blade. The blade b is drawn back by means o the

handle, a tube « is placed on the hinged carrier c in front of the machine,

and is charged by the next stroke of the handle. The end type m the tube

are pressed towards each other by the fingers of the operator and at the

same time the hinged carrier is brought forward (as at cj, till the type are

inclined upwards, when the tube can be lifted off and transferred to the

magazine of the composing machine. About 2oo of these machines were

in use till recently at the printing-office of " The Times."

Distribution by hand could be realized at a speed of 5000 type per hour.

Boy labour could arrange distributed type in line at some 10,000 per hour

and type was cast in
" The Times " office, prior to 1900, at an average of

4000 per hour in the hope that new type could be supplied to the composing

machine. J. C. MacDonald, then manager of " The Times," who conducted
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the earlier experiments in the endeavour to cast a new fount of type for each

day's paper, concluded his efforts by the reflection that the more he pursued

the inquiry the more he was struck with " the glorious simplicity of the

compositor and a pair of cases." In the Paris Exhibition of 1878 was
exhibited the Delcambre machine, an improvement upon that of Church,

whose machine was really the foundation of all the loose-type composing

machines subsequently devised ; this was used in composing the first number
of the " Family Herald " in 1842. According to F. Wicks, a visit to that

exhibition and a conversation he had with A. Delcambre, in company
with J. C. MacDonald, started the series of ideas that resulted in the Wicks

composing machine, which set many combinations and several short words

with a single touch. The same conversation led later to the invention

of the rotary typecasting machine, which put into line 60,000 finished type

per hour. The realization of the rotary scheme solved the question of

supplying loose type to a composing machine, seeing that it produced the

finished type from molten metal at a speed twelve times faster than the

hand or mechanical distribution of the manufactured type.

The mechanical difficulties involved in the production of type in a

machine like the Wicks rotary are largely due to the fact that it is con-

structed in a shop temperature of, say, 60° F., and has to deal with molten

metal at a temperature of about 700 F., having a freezing-point at

about 500 F. As the product has to be delivered with a limit of error

of 0'0002 inch it is necessary not only that the mechanical construction

should be precise and accurate, but that it should withstand the expansion

and contraction involved in the reception and chilling of these thousands

of castings. Moreover, allowance has also to be made for the contraction

of the type-metal due to cooling.

In typefounding, for three or four hundred years, ever since Gutenberg

made use of separate types, the practice had been to cast dummies until

the heat of the mould had reached about 400 F., and then satisfactory

casts began. After a few hundred type had been cast the mould became

too hot, and the operator had to refrain from casting for a time until the

mould had cooled down. In later machines automatic cooling by an air-

blast or by water-circulation was adopted ; but neither of these methods

was adequate to the cooling down of castings produced at the rate of a

thousand per minute, and a uniformly cold mould became a necessity.

It is somewhat a matter of regret that a machine, which in the course

of its evolution had resulted in the solution of so many interesting

mechanical problems, should have become practically obsolete by natural

development on the lines of the principles it had demonstrated. It is not

probable that many more rotary casting machines will be built, firstly

owing to the great cost of building the machines except in batches of ten

or twenty at a time, and secondly owing to their inability to cast different

faces from the same wheel in the proportions commercially required, because

e set width of the same character in different faces n<

the supplementing of t

defect the inventor won

remedied, and, in their c

failure of the machine,

ing type to foreign four

of n n tl

The construction .

single typecasting mac

relative positions onc<

L-shaped, piece which

the under side of whic

and withdrawn downv

been made. This coi
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the supplementing of the Wicks machine by a simple sorts-caster. This

defect the inventor would never admit to the authors, nor allow it to be

remedied, and, in their opinion, it was the primary cause of the commemal

failure of the machine. As soon as the problem had to be solved of supply-

ing type to foreign fount schemes, accompanied by heavy orders for sorts

of rare occurrence in the English language, the philological as well as the

technical problem already recognized by his engineers and advisers became

a final obstacle to continuous financial development. The business ol

the Wicks Rotary Typecasting Company passed into other hands after

the authors had ceased their connexion with it ;
it is, however, within

their knowledge that their suggestion of auxiliary sorts-casters was adopted

subsequently by its new proprietors, the Blackfriars Type Foundry
._

The Bhisotype,-This machine, a multiple-mould typecaster, the inven-

tion of Prof. S. A. Bhisey, is stated to be arranged to cast from thirty to

sixty different characters per revolution of its cam-shaft, which runs at

40 revolutions per minute. The speed claimed for it is, therefore, even

greater than that of the Wicks machine, being 2400 type per minute m

the larger machine. The type are stated to be turned out with the full

depth of strike and with nicks and groove finished.

As it is intended to work this machine in conjunction with a composing

machine, the characters cast on the casting machine being conveyed by

chains to a group of from eight to ten composing machines, it is treated

of elsewhere in this work, in chapter XXIV, under the heading of

Casting and Distributing Machines. The Bhisotype machines are not at

present in general use.
, , . .

A new form of rotary typecaster, in which the ax.s is horizontal,

has been invented and patented recently by Prof. Bhisey
;

this machine

is fitted with groups of moulds so placed that the body of the type is

arranged parallel to the axis of the mould-wheel; each group of moulds

may comprise, say, four cavities and the wheel may carry twenty-five

groups, so that the number of mould cavities available can be as large as m

the Wicks machine ; there is, however, the important difference that in this

new form of the Bhisey machine the type are cast with a tang which is

subsequently sheared off. It is proposed to use Linotype matrices with

the mould groups. .

The Bhisotype single typecaster is a sorts-caster designed or easting

single types, with the object in view of simplicity and capability of bemg

operated by any person of ordinary intelligence. ,,.,,. ..
'

The construction of the mould is different from that of the other

single typecasting machines described. One side and the top retain their

relative positions once the body-size has been determined by a third

I -shaped, piece which with the other two parts forms a n cavity against

the under side of which a cover-plate is held during the casting operation

and withdrawn downwards carrying the type with it when the cast has

been made. This cover-plate is provided with a hook-shaped member
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5 with the tang

;

Dver-plate also carries a bead for

forming the nick in the type. By means of the hook, assisted if necessary

by a supplementary slot in the end of the nick-wire, the type is held

during the down-stroke of the cover-plate till it comes into alinement

with the stationary platform on to which the type is pushed by a

horizontally-sliding pusher-plate. The action of the pusher moves the

type clear of the hook and also breaks off the small retaining-piece

held by the supplementary slot in the nick-wire. A vertically-moving

slide breaks off the tang when the type is ejected clear of the hook.

After the type has left the surface of the cover-plate the pusher retires

and the cover-plate rises to its normal position ready for a new cast to be

made. As the type travels to the receiving-galley the edge is trimmed

and any additional nicks that may be required are cut into it. The mould

parts are water-cooled, and a feature of the design is that in casting

there is no sliding movement of the parts of the mould on each other.

The same mould with change only of the |_-shaped body-piece serves for

casting any body-size from 5 to 48-point ; low spaces and quads are also

cast in the same machine, which has been run experimentally.

The matrix-holder can be adjusted to suit Linotype or ordinary

electrotype matrices, and is fitted with detachable packing-blocks to

enable the change to be effected rapidly. The complete operation of

changing from one size to another is stated to be effected in less than two

The total movement of the mould cover-plate is only about an inch,

consequently a high speed is expected from the machine. Other special

features are : the nozzle which is not fitted with a jobber, and the pump

which is fitted with a gear for enabling the stroke to be varied while the

machine is running. The matrix-holder and the mould can be withdraw n

readily from the machine. Under normal conditions the machine is run

by a variable-speed electric motor contained in the pedestal of the machine

;

the floor-space required is about 2 feet by 2 feet. The power required is

0-25 horse-power.

%
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CHAPTER XIX.

; MACHINES

Owing to the number and complexity of the various machines of the class

now coming under discussion, only primary or salient and typical examples
are given ; reference to others will be found in the lists of British and
American patents at the end of the volume.

The earliest and simplest form of composing machine, so far as the

authors are aware, was that of Church, whose patent is dated 1822. Dr.

William Church, the patentee, though taking out his patent in England,
was a native of Boston, Massachusetts, and to him we must accord the

place of honour in originating the first of these labour-saving appliances.

The accompanying illustration, fig. 305, plate XXV, is reproduced from

J. S. Thompson's well-known book.

Though somewhat crude in construction, it is surprising how many
features its conception embodies which have since become common and are

retained in a large number of well-known machines subsequently designed.

The type, carried in channels in a wooden frame placed nearly vertical, were
released on operating the keys of a keyboard. On the depression of a key
the type was ejected on to a horizontal race, and by means of rocking

arms was swept to the centre of the machine, where it was received as a
continuous line in a collecting channel ; it could be divided subsequently
and line-justified by hand as was done later on in several other instances.

The machine was not driven by power derived from any outside source,

but the rocking arms or sweepers were operated by clockwork mechanism
released by the depression of the keys.

50 60 70 SO
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ivention of this class made its appearance eighteen years

s the composing machine patented by E. R. Gaubert in

t their machine,

The next i

later : this wj

In the same year Young and Delcambre brought <

which bears the next consecutive patent number.

The Young and Delcambre composing machine, fig. 308, does not

present any very striking novelty over that of Church, but instead of the

type being delivered into a race in front of the machine, it was delivered

on to an inclined guide-plate at the back. The story of its practical

genesis from the " Autobiography of Sir Henry Bessemer " may be here

quoted with interest.

" One day I was called upon by a gentleman, a Mr. James Young, who

presented a card of introduction from a barrister to whom I was well known.

His object was to obtain the assistance of a mechanician to devise, or con-

struct, a machine for setting up printing type. I had a long and pleasant

conversation with this most agreeable client ; indeed, our frequent meet-

ings and friendly discussions resulted in a close friendship, terminating

only with his death, which occurred several years later. My friend Young,

who was a silk merchant at Lille, had persuaded himself that by playing

on keys, arranged somewhat after the style of a pianoforte, all the letters

required in a printed page could be mechanically arranged in lines and

columns more quickly than by hand ; but as he was personally wholly

unacquainted with mechanism, he desired some one to elaborate all the

details of such a machine, and asked me if I would professionally study the

subject for Mm, and prepare models to illustrate each proposition. The

matter seemed a very difficult one at first sight, and I said that it would

be impossible for me to devote more than a portion of each day to its con-

sideration. It was then arranged that I should give as much thought to

the subject as I could, consistent with due attention to my general business,

and to these terms was attached a guinea per day as a consulting fee.

" The general idea on which the machine was based was the arranging

of the respective letters in long narrow boxes, from which a touch of the

key referring to any particular letter would detach the type required;

this when set at liberty, was to slide down an inclined plane to a terminal

point where other mechanism was to divide the letters so received, into

lines 'if required, and thus build up a page of matter, such as a column m

a newspaper, etc.
_

"
It will be at once understood that this was not a very simple matter,

in consequence of the many signs required. We have first the twenty-six

'

small letters of the alphabet, and the double letters, such as fi, fl, ff, ffi,

ffl then we have the points, or punctuations, signs of reference, etc. ;

the're are also the ten figures and the twenty-six capital letters and their

respective double letters, as well as blank types, called 'spaces,' of

different thicknesses, required to divide separate words from each other,

?1 20
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30 40 50 6
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308, does not

instead of the

t was delivered

if its practical

323

etc Now as a primary necessity, these numerous letters, when wanted,

H* of course Le from different places, and all must descend grooves

Tthe inclined' planes in precisely equal times. The time of the
,

whole

journey down the incline, say, 2 ft. long, must not
:

occupy any one type

Lore flan one-hundredth of a

;

£od-«^^LZ^ H

S";^^u^Slrd ACT is required, and the keyS

Ic and ?, are touched rapidly in succession. If the letter C should arrive

first instead of A, the word would not be ACT/ but CAT,' and so for

every word. A type that is less than I in. in length ^^erTtZ
iourney arrive its own length in advance or in the rear of the others that

rsTmultaneously rushing down the inclined plane to the same te_
" The difficulty that this fact presented was almost beyond belief. Many

model were made and much study devoted to it. Thus, suppose a type

Ttaherat the point A in the accompanying diagram [fig. 306] is required

to slide down the inclined plane to C, and another one from the point

iourney to perform, but it lays its whole weight on the mchned surface

of B at its destination before, instead of after, A.

-The result of studying this part of the question forced on my mind

the Imuran?fa* thatVe grooves on the surface ^
"ned

f
ne

would have to be all of precisely the same length, and every letter, m

^nS: would have ^encounter exactly the same amount o^way

I had so long eluded me. The form of grooved inchne thus indicated
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st obstacle
ensured a perfect spelling of every word, and removed the great

" The diagram [fig. 307] represents a portion of the inclined plane, with

its small shallow grooves so arranged that any one of the letters a, b, c,

d, e, f, g, and h at the top of the inclined plane would, if allowed to slide

down this series of curved grooves, pass along precisely similar paths, and

travel precisely equal distances before arriving at the terminus C.

" It will be readily understood that a simple extension of this system

would allow any number of letters arranged along the upper line to reach

the terminus in the same time ; hence each one would arrive in the order

of its departure and every word would be spelt correctly.

"
I will not tire the reader with the many other difficult points sur-

mounted only by constant patience, during fifteen months. The type-

composing machine was then a success, and my friend Young was greatly

pleased at the result. His patent was much used in Paris, and m England

it was employed by the spirited proprietor of the Family Herald, who gave

an engraving of the machine at the head of the paper, very similar to the

illustration [fig. 308], which shows the type-composing machine in opera-

tion. The person shown on the right " [in the original illustration] " is seated
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before a double set of flat keys, similar to the keys of a pianoforte, each

key having its proper letter marked thereon ; the depression of a key

detaches its corresponding type from one of the numerous partitions in the

box or case A ; this type will then slide down the series of grooves allotted

to it on the inclined plane B, and arrive at a point C, where a rapidly

vibrating finger or beater tips up every letter as it arrives into an upright

position, and forces it along the channel D. These rows of letters are

moved laterally, forming one line of the intended page. The boy on the

left hand " [in the original illustration] " divides the words with a hyphen if

necessary, or he so spaces them as to fill one complete line ;
this opera-

tion he can complete while another line is forming in the channel D. In

this way he makes line after line until part of a page is set up, when he

moves on the galley E, shown at his left hand. Thus a page or a long column

of matter was produced with the greatest ease, and in a very short space

of time.

" In the ordinary way of composing types, each letter is picked up by

hand from one of the numerous small divisions of a shallow box, or ' case,'

as it is called, and the letters are then arranged in their right positions in a

small frame held in the left hand of the compositor. About 1700 or 1800 letters

per hour can be formed into lines and columns by a dexterous compositor,

while as many as 6000 types per hour could be set by the composing machine.

A young lady in the office of the Family Herald undertook the following

task at the suggestion of the proprietor of The Times, viz. : she was to set

up not less than 5000 types per hour for ten consecutive hours, on six con-

secutive days
;
giving a total of 300,000 letters in the week. This she easily

accomplished, and was then presented with a £5 note by Mr. Walter.

" This mode of composing types by playing on keys arranged pre-

cisely like the keys of a pianoforte would have formed an excellent occu-

pation for women ; but it did not find favour with the lords of creation,

who strongly objected to such successful competition by female labour,

and so the machine eventually died a natural death."

i the difficulty and absence of exchange

of ideas and knowledge of the trend of development, other than within

individual limited circles of interest, that in the early part of the nineteenth

century Bessemer wrote as in the passage just quoted, when, nearly twenty

years before the period he alludes to, the problem of composing by machine

had been propounded and solved by Church, whose machines were in actual

operation when Bessemer was engaged by Young to carry out his ideas.

Very different is the case to-day when the scientific discovery of one indi-

vidual becomes within a period of a few weeks, through the medium of

the technical press, the scientific commonplace of his contemporaries.

From 1840 onwards machines of this class appeared at intervals of from

two to three years, and occasionally oftener, but they presented nothing

of permanent character until the year 1853.
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The Hattersley composing machine.—In the year quoted Hattersley

applied himself to the subject with the result that in 1857 the Hattersley

patent was obtained, and in 1859 the Hattersley machine, fig. 309,

plate XXVI, was evolved. This machine marks a distinct advance, because

the type was composed into a short line immediately accessible to the

compositor who could readily space out the matter to the requisite length

before removing it from the machine into the composing-stick.

As an adjunct Hattersley at one time had a separate justifier which

was virtually a galley to which the unjustified matter, in lines temporarily

separated by leads, was transferred line by line ; the leads were automatically

ejected as each line was pushed forward in sue the mouth of the

galley into which the line was depressed and then spaced out by hand to

the measure. This method was soon abandoned, the justification being

more easily effected at the machine itself.

The guide-plate of the Hattersley machine, fig. 310, instead of being

inclined, as in the case of the Young and Delcambre machine, is arranged

vertically ; it is made of brass, but those guiding ribs which are subjected

to the heaviest work in deflecting the type to its common destination are

made of steel to enable them better to withstand the wear.

The magazines, or tables, as they were formerly termed by the

inventor, in the Hattersley machine, unlike those of the Church and its con-

geners, are arranged horizontally, the type being ejected downwards from

combined installatioi

90 100 no
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e for justifi-

vided for in the design, and

in ordinary

e 6000 ens per hour.

the front of the line contained in any groove in the magazines ;
the type is

arranged body-wise in the grooves of the magazines in which it is kept

pressed forward by a presser operated by a cord passing over a pulley,

and acted on by a spring. The keyboard is arranged with the keys in

multiple rows and a more compact form is adopted than in the machines

of Church or of Young and Delcambre. The Hattersley machine is re-

markable because it was constructed by a man without large financial

backing, and is one of the few cases in which the inventor carried on a

profitable business for a large number of years in a machine of this class

Hattersley was himself a first-rate mechanic and a friend of Roberts, of

Sharp Roberts & Co., one of the finest mechanics Manchester ever produced.

Hattersley machines are still working in England successfully, the " South

Wales Daily News," for instance, being composed by means of these

machines. The manager of the printing-department of this paper, who

has a number of these machines in operation, has afforded the authors

opportunity for seeing them in the performance of their daily work. Of

their efficiency and cheapness there can be no question.

Although no provision was made in the Hattersley machm

cation, the requirements of the operator were provid(

the line when set is so conveniently placed and accessible that the work of

justification is performed by the compositor in very few seconds
;
ir

work an average compositor can set and justify sc

The fact that the Hattersley machine has been in continuous use ior

so many years has led to the devising of a number of small accessories used

in conjunction with it, which facilitate greatly such operations as the charg-

ing of the magazines and the replacement of a partially-emptied magazine

by a fresh one fully charged. To such a fine point has this work been

brought in the office above mentioned that the authors have seen the

change of magazine effected in less than one minute.

These machines are worked in conjunction with the Hattersley dis I

which will be described later under its proper heading. The old type is

distributed and the supply is maintained by means of type cast on the

premises in whole founts or sorts as may be required. Whether this

combined installation would prove as adequate elsewhere the authors are

not prepared to say, but certainly under the efficient and capable organiza-

tion of the manager of the printing-department of the " South Wales Daily

News "
it leaves little to be desired.

According to an article dated n June, 1890, in the " Newcastle Daily

Journal," a paper which at that period was using the Hattersley compositor,

"a good man manipulating the Hattersley machine averages 150 lines

or 7500 letters in an hour."

The original invention by Bouchon of the use of a previously-prepared

perforated paper strip as a means of subsequent mechanical control, and

applied by him to the loom in 1725, has often been overlooked. The
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later improvements made by Falcon, who, in 1728, substituted a chain of

cards for the strip, by Vaucanson in 1745, and finally by Jacquard, who

perfected the card-control of the power-loom, have led to the popular asso-

ciation of the name of Jacquard with all perforated controllers, whether

of card or paper.

The use of a continuous paper strip, similar to that of Bouchon, for

the automatic setting of type—though generally ascribed to William

Martin, who claims a method of actuating type-composing instruments in

his British patent 12,421 of 1849, and specifically mentions the machine

of Clay and Rosenborg—appears to have been first suggested by D. Mac-

kenzie in his British patent 12,229 oi l848 - In this he claims the use of

a perforated band of paper for controlling musical instruments, and ii

first description, or title of patent, he includes " type-composing machinery."

The invention does not, however, appear to have reached a practical form

until it was utilized by Alexander Mackie in 1867 in the control of his

automatic typesetting machine known in Manchester as the "pickpocket."

The " Manchester Guardian " is stated to have been composed by the

Mackie compositor, and the authors recently have had under their notice

many large volumes of print produced with the aid of these machines.

The Kaslenbein composing machine, fig. 311, plate XXVII, invented prior

to 1870, was brought into practical working form at " The Times " Printing

Office, and, with some modifications there introduced, was used for composing

almost the whole of " The Times " and many other publications printed in
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PLATE XXIX.
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" The Times " Office. The tubes u, fig. 312, are U-shaped, and the type are

arranged set-wise, all the nicks being downwards and the faces towards the

operator when the tube is placed in the vertical position it occupies in the

machine. The depression of a key k pushes the lowest corresponding type

forward by the foot towards the front of the machine ; when more than half

ejected, the front end comes over a bar b running along the front of the

machine ; when the type is fully ejected it overbalances backwards from this

bar (as shown dotted) on the release of the pusher, and falls feet downwards

down a guiding groove in the guide-plate v of the machine. A lightly-

balanced lower lever arm against which the type bears in falling into the

race corrects any tendency to turn. The type as they arrive at the level

of the race are pushed forward by a continuously-driven reciprocating

plunger having a stroke a little greater than the body-size of the type.

The type are thus delivered on a type-race from which they are drawn

by hand by a second operator who performs the line-justifying. The

keyboard of the Kastenbein machine is very compact, and comprises eighty-

four keys arranged in four rows, as shown in fig. 271, p. 291.

The power required is less than O'l horse-power.

The Fraser machine, fig. 313, plate XXVIII, was brought out about

1872 at Edinburgh. The bulk of the ninth edition of the " Encyclo-

paedia Britannica " is claimed to have been composed upon this machine.

In construction the position of the magazine resembles that of the Church

machine, but the guide-plate which is similar to that of the Hattersley, is

placed in the front of the machine and below the nearly vertical magazine.

The Empire composing machine, fig. 314, plate XXVIII, was, according

to Thompson, originally known in 1872 as the Burr and was one of the first

American typesetting machines to come into common use. In 1880 the

name Empire was adopted for the machine which remained in use for

many years both in this country and in the United States. The type

are contained in eighty-four tubes arranged in three separate magazines

capable of a rocking movement for the purpose of refilling. The line-

justification, as in the Kastenbein and other machines of this class, is

effected by a second operator. A subsidia ed above the

end of the type-race furnishes the necessary spaces. As in the Kastenbein,

the Wicks and other similar machines, a clear space is maintained in the

raceway for the letters falling from the channels by means of a small

motor-driven cam.

The Hooker composing machine, patented in 1872 and 1874, had its

types placed in a series of slanting troughs. At the foot of each trough

was an endless revolving carrier-tape, which received the type when dis-

charged from the trough, and passed it on to another tape, running in a

e direction. This transverse tape received the several types in

mi, and carried them forward in their proper order to a point where

a collector arranged them in a continuous line ready for justifying.

Hooker dispensed with the keyboard, and instead of it he provided
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a range of small electro-magnets in connexion with metal contact-plates.

These plates, in size, shape, and arrangement, were a copy of the ordinary

g. 263, p. 285. Before these contact-plates, as before a desk, the

compositor sat, and proceeded much as usual, only that, instead of picking

out the types from the boxes of his case, he touched in succession the cor-

responding contact-plates. The touch instantly made the electric contact,

and a letter was set free.
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Hooker composing machines were introduced into the works of William

Clowes and Sons, Ltd., in 1875, although not to any great extent there

being four machines in use at one time. These machines ran at then: Beccles

works for a number of years and only ceased to be used in 1905.

The approximate floor-space occupied by each machine was about 30

square feet, including the stand with rack.

The same inventor subsequently devised a distributing machine, and

later still a line-justifying machine for equalizing the spacing of the lines,

but none of these machines came into general use.

The Wicks composing machine. — In the Wicks composer, fig. 315.

plate XXIX, the keyboard is of great length, with only two rows of keys the

arrangement resembling more closely that of the piano than that of the

typewriter. The keys k operate vertical rods q, fig. 316, which are jointed

to plunger sectors of helical strip p working in the spaces of a coarse square-

thread screw s. Two quarters of round bar with screws milled out are

arranged the one right-hand and the other left-hand, facing each other,

and are machined so as to form a pair of races (between which is an inter-

vening strip r) inclined at 45° to the horizontal for the type to slide down

The type t are contained in U-shaped tubes u of tin plate or brass inclined

at 45 to the horizontal (and at 90° to the race). The type are arranged in

the tube body-wise, the nicks lying against one side of the U. The depres-

sion of a key causes the plunger, the end of which is reduced to the set width

of the type to remove the lowest character from the corresponding tube

and push it'into the race down which it slides on its side by gravity to the

nose of the machine where a star-wheel w catches it, brings it into an erect

position and pushes it into place against the line accumulating m the type-

race X The star-wheel is driven continuously by a pedal or a small electric

motor Sections of the line are drawn away by a second operator, who

line-justifies each line and transfers it to a galley in exactly the same

manner as in the other machines of this class.

The Wicks machine is interesting chiefly for the reason that the key-

board was designed so as to enable a number of the most frequently

occurring combinations of characters to be obtained by the simultaneous

depression of two or more keys, for example the, ing, and and. While this

effects some saving of time, the long distance which the more remote cha-

racters must travel under the action of gravity makes the machine slow

in such cases, though this is said to be compensated for by the advantage

gained on the chords ; in addition the distance through which the operator

must move his hand is much greater than in those machines which have a

compact multiple-row keyboard.

A battery of Wicks composing machines, supplied daily with new type

from the Wicks Foundry in Blackfriars Road, was used for several years

in the offices of the " Morning Post," where the machmes performed

good work from the time of their installation in 1905 till the combination

was replaced by Linotype machines in 1910.
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The Wicks composer was a two-man machine, and was operated by a

2am who worked " in pocket " and alternated as operator and spacer-out

respectively. Small capitals and itali

set when required from a separate ca

obtained by the two operators togethe

per hour, while there were individual te

upwards per hour on ordinary work
;

much greater output could be obtained.

The machine weighed about 6 hundredweight, occupied a space of

about io square feet, and required less than o'l horse-power to run it.

The Puhometer composing machine, fig. 317, plate XXX.—The type t

are contained in horizontal tubes u, fig. 318, and the contents of each tube

being on the keyboard v

by the spacer-out. The speed

n long runs averaged 9000 ens

s who produced 11,000 ens and

memorized copy a

or channel are kept pressed towards the front of the machine by a weighted

follower / ; the type are supported by a front plate v, which extends about

0-50 inch in height above the bottom of the tubes and is bevelled at the

top to a knife-edge. This arrangement, though the fact was not known
to the inventor and designers of the Pulsometer machine, had been

designed in 1890 by H. T. Johnson, formerly one of Hattersley's appren-

tices, as an improvement on the Hattersley machine, to avoid the alleged

possibility of damaging the face of the type by the action of the pusher

in ejecting the type downwards. The depression of a key k causes the

front type in the corresponding tube to be raised till it clears the knife-edge,

when the action of the follower ensures that this type is projected over the
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edge of the guide-plate. It now falls freely down a vertical groove in the

guide-plate v of the machine, which is shaped as an inverted triangle. At

the lower end of the vertical groove it is guided by the inclined raceways,

into which it falls, to a central channel, and thence to the entrance to the

composing-race, into which it is pushed by a continuously-revolving eccentric.

The guide-plate is covered with a sheet of plate-glass g to keep the type

from turning, and to enable the operator to see that the grooves do not

become blocked. A continuously-driven horizontal shaft s imparts a

vertical reciprocating motion to two steel swing plates p placed longi-

tudinally with the machine. Across the direction of these are flat steel

levers I, one for each character, pivoted at the front end and each carry-

ing a triangular pawl q, which is normally raised. When a key k is

depressed the corresponding pawl drops into the range of action of one of

the swing plates which carries it and the lever upwards ; the keys acting

in conjunction with the lower swing plate are not shown in fig. 318 ; the

vertical pusher is driven upwards by the lever, and its upper end * passing

through the lower side of the U-shaped tube, lifts up the corresponding

first type till it clears the edge of the guide-plate and is free to fall down

its particular groove. There are four rows of keys arranged as shown in

fig. 273, p. 291.

The power required is stated to be about 0"i horse-power.

Numbering-machines.—Numbering-machines, taken as a class, may be

considered as a miniature, but highly ingenious, form of composing machine,

because, though dealing with those ideographs which we term figures, they

compose these in order to form numerical equivalents of what in the larger

composing machines would be represented by the composed letters forming

the words which in combination convey the same idea.

Numbering-machines were first devised with large wheels giving space

for arranging the carrying gear and either pivoted and lever-operated by

hand or treadle, or worked by a vertical slide so as to print consecutive

numbers on sheets successively presented to the machine. . Automatic

arrangements were added later for inking the typewheels on the stroke of the

machine, and for performing the operations of counting and carrying.

The earliest British patent for these machines dates back to 1845, but it

was found that for many purposes, such as numbering bank-notes, bonds

and similar documents, it was desirable to have machines made sufficiently

small in size and height to be locked up in the forme with type, and in 1857

we find machines of this kind described. The actuation of some of these

machines was effected by a plunger which was depressed by the platen, but

as this plunger rose above the level of the printing-surface when the platen

was raised, it follows that specially-devised means to prevent obtaining an

impression of the plunger had to be provided. Some inventors and makers

have preferred making the whole of the numbering-machine in a case to slide

inside an outer case which is locked up with the type, the numbering-machine
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itself acting as the plunger. As the operation of carrying is immediately

dependent on the operation of the plunger or of the box containing the

numbering-machine, it was found that the carrying which took effect

immediately the platen rose, produced blurring of the printed characters,

and means for obviating this blurring form the subject of recent inventions.

The printing of bonds, in particular, has had a great influence on the

development of these machines, as the coupons attached to them require

the simultaneous operation of a plurality of numbering-heads or numbering-

machines for the identification of the whole of these detachable portions of

the document.

The adoption of the arabic system of numbering, which harmonizes

with a writing or printing reading from right to left, but in which the figures

are written in the order opposite to that in which they would naturally be

composed or counted for print running from left to right, has resulted in

the production of many ingenious inventions, also dating from 1857 in

Europe, for the suppression of the zeros by which low numbers would be

preceded at the commencement of the operation of numbering. The

abolition of the zero preceding the significant figure has been effected by

what is termed the drop-cipher or drop-cipher wheel ; in some cases the

wheel itself drops to an eccentric position so that the zero falls below the

level of the printing-surface, and in other cases the wheel has eleven divisions,

and special carrying arrangements are fitted to enable the blank space

to be passed over when carrying is effected, because once the wheel has

begun to register significant figures, it is necessary that it should repeat the

zero whenever it is required, and that the blank should never reappear.

The elimination of the zero appears to have been a most useless source

of worry to inventors of these machines, because, having obtained a blank

space in front of the significant figures, it was easily possible for a

forger to substitute figures in the blank space. This disadvantage led to

a further series of inventions for sliding or substituting other printing signs

and characters—asterisks, ornaments, or special signs—so as to fill up the

blank before the significant figure.

Still further inventive effort was directed to the elaboration of

numbering-machines in which the carrying is performed in an inverted

order ; that is to say, the figure next to the designating sign commences

the units, and on reaching the tens, the second wheel from the designating

sign moves to zero and the first wheel to one, the operation of counting

continuing with the first two wheels, giving significant figures till ninety-

nine is reached, when the first wheel turns to one, and the second and third

both turn to zero. This arrangement is equally open to the objection,

mentioned in the case of those numbering-machines with drop-ciphers,

that it leaves blank spaces for the use of the forger, unless special precau-

tions are taken to fill them up. Yet other and more complicated number-

ing-machines have been made to print from the wheel a sign for the

purpose of occupying the space preceding the significant figures.
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The numbering of bond coupons involves the use .of a group of number-
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carried on a cylindrical printing-roller, which come into play consecutively

in order that the carrying operations may be completed in ample time

before the printing occurs.

Not only have machines been made for numbering consecutively in

duplicate, triplicate, etc., but also for numbering either forwards or back-

wards, and in the case of special machines, devised for the numbering of

bank-notes and bonds of great importance, special means have been sought

by inventors for combining the control of multiple arrangements of number-

ing-machines in a single printing-forme, and ensuring their absolute agree-

ment over the whole of the printed page.

The actual operation of numbering-machines differs from that of printing

from the ordinary typographical surface because some portions of the

numbering-surfaces only come into use intermittently or after long periods

of rest ; consequently the figures are not ready-inked when they take their

place in the plane of the typographical surface, and they do not have that

inked surface which invariably results from the pulling of a trial proof. This

difference from standard conditions has led to the invention of means by

which the carrying gear of the numbering-machines can be disconnected,

the whole system of wheels rotated line by line and inked, so that once the

machine is set to work a properly-inked surface comes into place when

required.

In running the numbering-machines in practice, it sometimes happens

that one job is required to follow another and to commence at some number

different from that for which the machine is set. Devices have even been

produced to deal with such cases as this, and to enable the future setting, at

which the numbering-machine shall commence to work on the next job, to

be decided and set on the machine while it is still occupied with other work.

When one considers the minute size of these appliances—generally less

than one cubic inch in total volume—the extraordinary ingenuity dis-

played in their invention and construction is strikingly apparent. The

difficulties overcome are the more remarkable when it is borne in mind

that not only has a whole automatic composing machine been compressed

within lilliputian limits, but a difficulty—from which most inventors of

ordinary composing machines, thi ntly complicated, have

fled'—has been overcome. In these interesting pieces of mechanism

which form a link with calculating machines, the difficulty of producing

characters, which in relation to the size of the machine that produces

them would compare with six-inch type set by an ordinary composing

machine, has been successfully met and mastered.

In the section of this chapter dealing with numbering-machines, hand

numbering-stamps and the range of numbering operations which they

cover have been mentioned.
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Apart from numbering, hand-stamps have been devised for many pur-

poses, for instance for endorsements, for obliterations, and, as in the

common stamp for crossing cheques, for adding restrictive marks. The

face of these stamps is frequently in the form of a stereotype, and usually

of rubber, though other materials are also used.

Obliteration with the addition of a reference is an extremely common

form of stamp, and probably its commonest form is that of the post-

marking stamp. These stamps are usually fitted with a die-head, on which

is engraved in relief the name of the post office and through which pass

slots to receive shouldered steel type for the date, etc., secured in place

by screwing an internally flanged collar over the die-head and on to the

end of the handle. This form of obliterating appliance has been developed

into the machine which separates a mass of correspondence into individual

mail-letters, passes them through rollers for defacing the postage stamps

and postmarks them ; while a still further development is a machine of

the coin-freed class, which not only receives the letter and franks it for

the post in consideration of the coin placed in the machine along with it,

but also performs the dating and obliterating operations.

Following on the use of hand-stamps for obliterating comes their use

for marking documents with some frequently-recurring sign, sentence, or

symbol ; of such instruments the ordinary office-stamp is the most familiar

example : a very common form of this is the addressing stamp, from which

the various kinds and classes of addressing machines have been evolved.

These machines have been dealt with in an earlier chapter.

There are other hand-stamps in which a certain amount of hand-com-

position is performed : of these the dating stamp is a common example
;

some of these have numbering and dating wheels, while others have the

characters raised on bands of rubber which can be shifted to bring the

required combination of figures and letters, or logotypes, into the printing

position. From the dating stamps have been evolved other stamps and

stamping machines, which are controlled by clockwork—mechanically in

the machine itself, or electro-magnetically from a distance—for recording the

actual time at which certain impressions are made. Such appliances are

used by insurance companies for dating the commencement of their policies,

and are also used in some cases for tickets or contract-slips where time,

as in the case of hired appliances for amusement or exercise, is the only

factor considered in the payment to be collected.

The various recording machines cover a field so wide that it is a matter

of great difficulty to divide them into any satisfactory classification, but the

best method appears to the authors to be that of following the physicists'

notation, with the addition of the money sign, $, to the usually accepted

symbols : length or distance, L ; mass or its commercial equivalent

weight, M ; and time, T.

The particular class of machines dealing with abstract numbers only

has already been partially considered in numbering-machines, but from
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the simple forms of counting and numbering machines have been evolved

the more complex adding machines. These continuously add figures, and

from this operation obtain a total that is printed by" the machine when

required. Adding machines are of considerable antiquity, their first

invention being ascribed to Pascal in 1642, and, according to Babbage, one

capable of adding small sums of money, the total not exceeding £100,000,

was constructed " by Sir Samuel Morland " in 1666 ;
this machine is in the

Science Museum at South Kensington. Following these somewhat crude

inventions came the adding machine of Viscount Mahon, afterwards third

Earl of Stanhope, designed and constructed by James Bullock ; this machine

is also in the collection of the Science Museum, to which it was presented

by Major-General H. P. Babbage. Out of these adding machines has been

developed the calculating machine capable of performing the operations

of multiplication or division, and in some instances of printing or type-

writing a record of the results obtained.

Machines of this class to-day are the outcome of continued improve-

ments upon the original calculator of Thomas de Colmar, which was

followed by the Edmundson, and among the modern successors to these

may be mentioned the Brunsviga, the Burroughs adding machine, the

British adding machine, and the Comptometer, a machine which in

its early form was termed the Comptograph, and in that form printed its

record on paper.

Of much earlier date than the preceding and of far greater complexity

is the Babbage calculating machine, or difference engine, which in its

original form was never completed ;
parts of this machine were formerly

in King's College, parts still remain in University College, London, and

the portion put together for purposes of demonstration and illustrated in

fig. 448, plate LXXXVII, is now preserved in the Victoria and Albert

Museum. The typographical portion of this machine, according to

"Babbage's Calculating Machines," was intended to make impressions from

the type-wheels in a stereotype-matrix, and an ingenious method was

adopted of impressing rules in the card between the spaces to be occupied

by succeeding lines of figures so as to afford room for the material of the

matrix displaced by the impression of the line of figures. By this means

a stereotype-matrix of the page was obtained direct from the machine

without any handwork. Altogether some £17,000 were expended by

the Government, and at least an equal amount by the inventor, on this

first difference engine.

The analytical engine invented by Babbage in 1834 and improved

in succeeding years was unfortunately never made, although the drawings

for it were prepared by the inventor. In this proposed machine the

Jacquard card principle was adopted, and the machine itself could calculate

and perforate cards for the logarithms or other constants which it would

-require in its subsequent operations. When started to work it would con-

tinue calculating till it required a new constant, when it would ring for its
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attendant to provide the requisite Jacquard card for which it showed the

number ; on being .furnished with the card the machine would test it for

correctness, and, if the wrong card were given to it, it would ring a louder

bell and signal " wrong card." The mathematical capabilities of this

machine were fully investigated by General Menabrea in a memoir pub-

lished in the " Bibliotheque Universelle de Geneve," vol. xli, 1842, and

translated with copious annotations by Ada Augusta, Countess of Lovelace,

the daughter of the poet Byron. The results are summed up in the state-

ment : "... the whole of the developments and operations of analysis

are now capable of being executed by machinery." The principle of the

first Babbage machine or difference engine, was, however, revived by

Scheutz, a printer of Stockholm, later assisted by his son, by whom a differ-

ence machine was constructed. A replica of this was made subsequently

under contract by Messrs. Donkin, in a form in which the printed results

are produced by typewheels governed by a calculating apparatus and a

numerator confined to quantities increasing by units. This replica of the

Swedish machine was till quite recently in Somerset House ; in January,

1857, tne Scheutz machine was exhibited in the library of the Institution

of Civil Engineers, together with a portion of a table of logarithms,

calculated and impressed entirely on the machine without the use of

loose type. It was estimated that these compound operations could be

performed in less than half the time which a compositor would take to

set the types by hand. Further reference is made to the machine in the

" Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers," April, 1857, and a brief

description of the Babbage and Scheutz difference engines is given below

in the chapter dealing with impression machines.

A history of the development of calculating machines from the simple

engine-counter to the latest and most elaborate forms of calculating and

costing machines is so broad a subject that it might well in itself form a

highly interesting text-book. It is to be hoped that such a history will

include descriptions of two important machines for calculating and

summing costs, now in progress, and that these two machines will

be completed and commercially available before long.

$.—Money : taking the classification under the headings given above,

for reckoning in money alone mai t in the form of cash

registers. Several of these appliances not only record the amount indicated

by the key-depressions upon a strip, but also totalize the sums received,

and, until reset to zero, carry forward the total.

L.—Length : machines for measuring continuous lengths exist for

measuring fabrics which, while they are being manufactured or packed,

pass over a roller from which the primary movement for the recording

mechanism can be obtained. From the simple form of measuring machine

so operated, others have been evolved which calculate the money value

of the lengths so recorded=L$.

L 2.—The product of length by length, or surface, is measured and
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recorded by machines in the case of certain articles of irregular shape ;

of these hides are a common example. The operation of measuring an

irregular area involves integration, and in the case of hides this is per-

formed by a series of rollers spaced equally over a length at right angles to

that in which the hide is caused to travel ; each roller is caused to revolve

by the hide as soon as it comes into contact with it, that is to say, the

rollers measure the lengths of a series of equidistant ordinates, and the total

aggregate rotation of the rollers is summed by the machine and recorded

as an area on the hide.

L3
.—The product of length by surface, that is to say volume, is

generally measured by some mechanical means in which a unit volume is

adopted, as in gas-meters. In such cases it is merely a question of com-

bining the existing known methods of recording abstract numbers with the

counting appliance actuated by the measuring machine or meter. In the case

of the volume of liquids, measurement is sometimes made by weight, but

where large quantities are concerned the Venturi meter permits the

ment of volume while the fluid is actually in transit in its pipe

A meter based on this principle consequently measures volume

duct of time by velocity=T(L/T), or in other words, as a simple length,

L, and although such appliances should come, according to classification,

into the class of recorders which deal with length alone, they are in practice

of more complex nature.

n nt of the volume of solids is usually determined com-

mercially by the more simple method of weighing and dividing by the

density, and most of the machines that record the volumes of solids are

operated by weigh-gear ; it is, however, quite conceivable that the measure-

ment of certain solids, such as grain, could be effected by the

of length multiplied by the

measured is at rest, or by the

velocity and by time if the article

M.—Machines for recording i

rally operated by the setting

of the recipient, if the article

n multiplied by its

ass, or rather weight, i

n position of the jockey-weight on the

weigh-beam of the machine. Some of these appliances not only deter-

mine and record the weight of the object handled, but being also set

to a constant for the quality, as represented by the rate value per unit of

weight, they record and calculate the total value from the automatically-

received record of weight and the set figure for rate. Machines have also

been devised for recording the weighing of such articles as coal, in the

following manner : the number of the coal truck is noted by a key-

operated section of the machine, which does not add or subtract, but merely

records ; the gross weight of the vehicle is also recorded upon the machine,

and the tare weight of the truck which is also set by key-operation is

subtracted automatically so as to give the net weight of the contents by

difference. The summation of this difference is effected automatically by

the machine, and a total of the differences is carried forward to be
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; the Schooling machine is

a the dial

i a slot and

printed at the foot of each o

example of this class.

T.—Time-records have already been mentioned in connexion with

record stamps, but a very much larger class exists of machines which deal

with the time-records of employees and others. Most of these machines

are operated by means of typewheels producing the records on a rolled

sheet, or strip of paper, or on inserted cards ; the impression correspond-

ing to the particular time at which it is made is effected by the agency of

the employee, either directly by pressing a pointer :

as in the Dey time-register, or by means of a special key a

Bundy time-recorder, or by inserting the employee's

depressing a lever as in the Rochester recorder.

It may be considered that recording machines could better be

divided into three classes according as they are operated by hand,

or semi-automatically or automatically, but this method is open to

the objection that nearly all classes of recording machines enter the field

as hand-operated machines, become partially automatic in the adding,

carrying, or recording operations, and finally pass into the stage of fully

automatic machines when applications of sufficient magnitude or import-

ance arise to warrant their existence in the final elaboration. Of a machine

rendered purely automatic, an example is afforded by ai

translating the Wheatstone perforated record-si

characters.

It must not be supposed that this brief survey of miscellaneous stamping

and recording machines has by any means exhausted the field of freak

inventions, for amongst these appliances we find machines for printing

on as different substances as paper, fabrics, and hides ;
for marking on

curved surfaces such as those of golf-balls, eggs and hams ; for recording

on tickets, tags, and cards; for recording the various operations per-

formed in railway signal-cabins, together with the times at which the

respective operations are performed; and for recording the fluctuations

of temperature in refrigerating chambers on board ship. Moreover, the

hand-stamp has developed into machines for attaching to one's boots for

marking characters in the form of tracks, for the training of boy scouts,

and into a brobdingnagian stamp carried beneath a vehicle and intended

for printing on roads, an appliance for which one can imagine a large

ordinary printed

utility, i

only have ;

authorities

ignominious

s for warning motorists of police traps, but which could

extremely limited sale owing to the objection of the

the honest public; . of the whereabouts of their
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CHAPTER XX.

LINE-JUSTIFYING MACHINES.

" Some of the methods proposed are spring and rubber spaces

;

selection of proper spaces by calculating devices after measurement of

the line; cut to. Iier measurement or casting

of the spaces based on measurement of line or calculation of its con-

stituent units; progressive substitution of spaces until justification

is secured ; the use of wedges to operate the space-selecting mechanism,

or type metal wedges driven through the line and the surplus broken or

cut off; the method of inserting thin spaces until the line is justified

and finally the latest proposition, to use em spaces and cut them down

to the size desired after oversetting and measuring the line."

John S. Thompson. History of Composing Machines.

In dealing with the subject of self-spacing type, the difficulties met with

in spacing out a line of composed matter have been already briefly dis-

cussed, and perhaps there is no portion of the whole subject of the produc-

tion of a printing-surface that has called forth more inventive ingenuity

than the attempt to grapple with the mechanical line-justification of a

composed line.

The main difficulties may be summed up in the facts (i) that the

number of spaces in the line is variable, and (2) that the amount of white

to be divided amongst these spaces is also variable.

Many inventors have endeavoured to effect line-justifying by the use

of compressible spaces, but the difficulties have not been satisfactorily

overcome. The compressible space should be capable of occupying the

width of the em quad before compression and of being compressed to the

thickness of the thick space. This should be possible without risk of

throwing the sides of the adjacent type out of parallel, without lifting the

type from their feet and without bending a character occurring singly,

such as a or I, which may come between two spaces. Moreover, the space

must not itself rise so as to interfere with the typographical surface. Some

attempts to solve the problem of the compressible space a

figs. 321 to 323.
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In. addition to these, spring-spaces of various kinds have been pro-

posed, but there are difficulties in their application owing to the varying

pressure to which they would be subjected according to the spacing of the

line, and to the large range between the maximum and minimum widths

required in practice.

Other methods have been proposed such as (i) progressive insertion

of thin spaces. In this method, thin spaces are inserted between the words

or their equivalents, to the end of the line. This operation is repeated,

if necessary several times, the final operation usually extending only over

part of the line. (2) Spaces in the form of folding-wedges were proposed

and tried, but had the disadvantage of requiring too much width between

the words for practical purposes ; they had the further disadvantage of

not giving the top of the spaces that uniform height which is necessary for

stereotyping. (3) A form of multiple space arranged as a slug in gradu-

ated thicknesses nicked nearly through so that there was sufficient strength

in the metal for this to be inserted in the line, and yet leaving a section so

weak that the sizes not required for completing the line -justification could be

readily broken off, fig. 324, was invented by P. F. Cox in 1898. (4) A further

method which has been used in conjunction with composing machines, but so

far as the authors are aware has not been employed independently, consists

in setting a line with temporary spaces, passing it through a measuring

and calculating piece of mechanism and subsequently inserting spaces of the

nearest appropriate thickness in place of the temporary spaces. In some

of these machines the line is remeasured after each such space has been

inserted, so as to avoid accumulation of the error caused by the differ-

ence between the fractional width required and the fixed width available

in the choice of spaces provided for insertion in the line. (5) Yet another

90 100 110 120 130
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method is the one described in chapter XXIII of casting spaces of the

appropriate width determined by the measuring and counting gear and
inserting these spaces in the line.

In fact, so many ingenious devices have been evolved with a view to

overcoming the difficulties of line-justification that it is not easy to imagine

any new operation for effecting the purpose, except that of temporarily

spacing the type and filling the interspaces left with a congealable fluid, a

colloid substance such as gelatine, or with plaster of Paris or some similar

composition introduced under pressure and allowed to harden when line-

justification has been brought about. The authors do not recommend
any of these methods as suitable for the requirements of the practical

Various machines have been in ag out line-justification,

but with the exception of the machines which cut out spaces from hard-

wood or metal and those which reduce spaces by saws or milling-cutters, all

the methods employed are simply mechanical modifications of some of the

methods already described.

The first inventor to produce a working machine giving justification

by the reduction in the one case of a specially cut-out space was F. A.

Johnson. The reduction of the ordinary quads of commerce by means

of milling-cutters is a salient feature of the St) ing machine.

The Stringer line-justifying machine.—A machine invented a few

years ago by H. Gilbert-Stringer is shown in fig. 315, plate XXIX,
attached to the Wicks composing machine, and separately in fig. 325,

plate XXXI.
In this machine, within certain limits, a line of type as delivered by any

suitable typesetting machine can be accurately line-justified.

J
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The method adopted is to set em quads throughout the line in place
of spaces, and subsequently to reduce these by milling to the correct
width for equably spacing the line. As it is essential that the justified
line should contain em quads in some places, for instance at the end of a
sentence and at the beginning of a new paragraph, these must not go through
the reducing process for line-justification. It is therefore necessary that
two kinds of quads be used. Those which are intended to remain quads
are of shoulder height, while those which are to be reduced may be of
stereo height. The former are supplied by the depression of the quad-key
on the typesetter, and the latter, or space-quads, by the depression of the
space-key.

Coupled to the space-key, by tappet action, is a rod which advances
a bar step by step below one pair of folding-wedges for each space-quad
set in the line in the automatic line-justifier. The line is composed into a
measure longer than the finished line, which allows for the amount to be
machined from the space-quads. Having composed a line in excess of the
length required, the operator depresses a starting key and resumes compo-
sition. The line-justifier, acting independently while he is so occupied,
first transfers the excess of length of the line to the wedge-box, and when
those wedges which are above the counting bar are driven home by vertically
lifting the bar, and with it the long part of each folding-wedge, the amount
by which the bar is lifted divides the difference of length by the. number of
spaces automatically and sets the milling-device for reducing the space-quads.
The machine then operates by pushing the line of characters forward along
a race which has an opening at the side, provided for a reciprocating feeler.

Any character having the requisite height stops the feeler, and is then
pushed through by the pusher into the continuation of the race. When a
space-quad occurs, the feeler passes overit and the space-quad is then gripped
between narrow jaws on its front and back edges in a slide and carried
vertically down past a rapidly-revolving face-mill, the depth of cut being
proportional to the lift of the wedges of the measuring device. It is re-
placed in the line by the automatic release of the jaws and the forward
pressure of the next character. The gear which drives the feeler and
pushing-plunger is thrown out during the milling operation and comes
into action again as soon as the milling is completed. When the com-
posed line has been line-justified, it is automatically transferred to a

About 0-5 horse-power is required to run the line-justifying machine.
Grcmt-Legros-Maw line-justifying machine, figs. 326 to 329.—A later

machine of this class is a modification and improvement upon the one just
mentioned. Invented in 1909 by the authors in conjunction with T. F.
Maw, the complication of the older machine has been greatly -reduced

;

various practical improvements and an entirely original method of dealing
with the line and reduceable spaces have been introduced.

The complication of even the simplest of these machines is such that
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a better idea of one can be obtained from the patent specification than

from any general description, however carefully written; the official

abridgment is therefore given here.

The specification relates to a machine "in which the line is overset

to a greater length than the justified line, and the spaces are reduced to

the proper thickness by means of a milling-cutter. The justifying-spaces

are so formed that they can be carried in the line of types with their lower

ends considerably below the bottom of the type to facilitate the operation

of the feeler which selects the spaces for removal. The projecting por-

tions of the spaces also actuate a counting-mechanism for recording the

number of spaces in the line, and set in operation the extractor-slide which

removes the spaces for reduction. An overset-indicator is provided to show

the limits between which the composition of the line must be terminated,

and the overset is measured and is divided by a compound-lever arrange-

ment among the spaces in the line. The line of types is fed into a type-race

i, shown in plan in fig. 326, which may receive the types singly from the

delivery-shoot of a setting-machine. The types are pushed to the left

by a reciprocating plunger, the front end of the line being supported by

a finger on a sliding rod which is connected by a cord to a weight. The

spaces 50, fig. 327, are formed with a deep heel-nick 51 which engages a

rule projecting from the bottom of the type-race so that the types rest

at a higher level than the spaces. The spaces may be cut away a+ ~-

both sides for the si e purpose. . The overset-indicator ci :s of a fixed

> the end of a
pointer, which is adjusted to a position corresponding tc

justified line, and a movable pointer, which, at each depression of the

The star-wheels a

step a spring-pres

328, carrying a series of st<

mechanism. The line is mi

66, fig. 326, mounted on a s!

slightly to the left, and the
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space-key of the setting-machine, is advanced by ratchet mechanism through

a distance equal to the maximum amount removable from a space. The

composition of the line must therefore be stopped when the front end of

the line is between the two pointers, an alarm sounding when the end of

the line passes the fixed pointer. The line is now moved to the left by a

feed-slide operated by hand, and operates in its passage a space-counter

comprising star-wheels, which are rotated through one tooth by each space.

The star-wheels are connected with an escapement which releases step-by-

step a spring-pressed rack-bar 62, fig. 326, connected to a member 64, fig.

328, carrying a series of stepped bars 65, which form part of the dividing-

mechanism. The line is moved to the left until it strikes a measuring-jaw

66, fig. 326, mounted on a sliding carriage D. The jaw 66 is thereby moved

slightly to the left, and the finger which supports the front end of the line

is withdrawn, and is pulled back to the right by the weight. The move-

ment of the jaw 66 pushes down a measuring-wedge, whereby a clutch

is closed and the measuring-mechanism is started. An adjustable jaw 122

carried by an arm on the carriage D is moved down into the type-race

behind the line, and a pinion, which is frictionally held against rotation

and is carried by a lever pivoted on the carriage, is raised into gear with

a travelling pitch-chain 92. The measuring-wedge is pushed up by a cam,

and the line is clamped between the jaws 66, 122, a measuring-slide, which

operates the dividing-mechanism, being simultaneously moved by the

wedge through a distance depending on the amount by which the line is

overset. The measuring-slide rocks a lever 150, fig. 328, which acts through

a slide 153 upon a second lever 155 which adjusts a measuring-surface

slide rsg, fig. 326. The slide 153 is carried by a transversely-moving slide

136, the position of which is determined by the stepped bars 65, and

110 120 130 140
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3s with the number of spaces in the line. The parts are so

arranged that the final position of the slide 159 determines the amount to be

removed from each space in order to justify the line. The measuring-slide

is locked in position, and the carriage D is released and is moved to the left

by the chain 92 until the first space enters the extractor-slide F. The
extractor-slide consists of two flat slides 163, 164 capable of slight re-

lative movement and having between them an opening which forms a con-

tinuation of the type-race 1. Between the slides is pivoted a trigger of

which the top is engaged by the lower ends of the spaces. The movement
of the trigger sets in action the driving-gear of the extractor-slide which
carries the space out of the line and past a milling-cutter 196. The space

laterally between the parts of the extractor-slide by
t with the measuring-surface slide 159 so that it pro-

-slide by the amount which is to be removed by the

clamped between the two parts of the slide. As the

raised by an inclined ledge so that it

level as the types. After the return

jects from the

cutter, after which

space is removed from the line,

is returned to the line at the s

of the space, the line moves on until arrested by the next space when the

operation is repeated. The milling-cutter is detachably secured to a

spindle provided with spring-pressed thrust-bearings. The cutter may
have two distinct sets of teeth, an outer set for roughing-down the space,

and an inner set for finishing, and may be in one, two, or more pieces. At
the end of its travel, the carriage D is locked in position opposite to a galley

221 into which the line is pushed. The pinion on the carriage is then moved
into gear with the lower part of the chain 92 whereby the carriage is re-

turned to initial position. If a line is prevented from entering the galley,

the pusher yields and the return of the carriage is prevented. The galley

is inclined, to obviate the necessity for guard-rules, and may be adjustable

in width by means of a movable side-piece 230 and wedges 228 operated

by a screw. The fines are supported by a bar which is frictionally locked

against one side of the galley by a spring. In a modification of the machine

iring-surface bears against the space during its reduction by the

tter. The type-race is made up of two parts, a fixed race 250,

o which the line is fed from the setting-machine, and a movable

aich can be moved by a hand-lever 252 into alinement with the

The movement of the hand-lever also causes the engagement

of a clutch which starts the mechanism. The line is embraced between

two jaws 276, 277 mounted to slide on a bar carried by the movable
race. A cord 264 attached to the jaw 277 passes round a pulley 279
on the jaw 276 and is attached to a winding-drum. The jaws close on

the line 'which then moves to the left, operating in its passage the

space-counting gear B. The right-hand jaw is arrested by a stop 286

which is so adjusted that the jaw 277 moves a measuring-finger 292

through a distance equal to the overset. A dividing-mechanism similar to

that before described is thereby operated so that a measuring-surface

milling-ci

fig. 329. ™

LIN

slide 300 is set. The

and the line is moved
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slide 300 is set. The race 251 is then moved back to initial position

and the line is moved to the left by the cord 264 until the first space

enters the extractor-slide F where it is arrested by a trigger as before,

the winding-drum being now frictionally driven. The extractor-side

carries a plunger of which the projecting end strikes a bevelled part of

the slide 300 and is thereby caused to push the space out of the slide

F by the amount to be removed by the cutter. After all the spaces

have been reduced, the line travels on and is pushed into a galley

221. The galley-pusher carries with it the jaw 277 which is mounted to

slide. A spring catch retains the end of the line and prevents its return

100 110 120 130 140



CHAPTER XXI.

DISTRIBUTING MACHINES.

"The sad mechanic exercise."

Tennyson.

Originally matter, after it had been used for printing, was distributed by
band back into the cases. This simple method is followed in devices such
as the Hattersky, in which the operator is required to read the matter in a
manner similar to that adopted in hand distribution, but with the modifica-
tion that, in this instance, the line of matter is inserted in a distributing-

stick somewhat resembling a pistol, fig. 330. This is successively presented
against teeth in a vertical plate forming a guide above the mouths of the
various channels of the magazine which is secured to a frame. In pressing
the distributing-stick into place, a bearing-slip on the under side which
supports the type is pushed back to the appropriate distance and timed
to allow the trigger action of the distributing-stick when pushed home
by the operator to depress the end type into its place at the mouth of the
channel. As the line has been read in advance by the operator and the
order of the characters and sorts is known, the stick can be rapidly moved
from place to place and the distribution effected quickly and accurately.

This work in the case of the Hattersley machine is usually performed by
girls, who attain a speed of up to 4000 ens per hour ; hence a set of Hattersley
machines consists of two distributors to one composing machine.

An example of another simple form of distribution is afforded by Clay
and Rosenborg's reversed composing machine, patented in 1840, the
operator of which by reading the type as it passed along and touching
corresponding keys of a keyboard caused the letters to be distributed into
separate channels. These machines were for some time in commercial
operation.

A later machine, very similar in principle, is the Pulsometer distributing

machine, fig. 33r, plate XXXII. The galley containing the matter to be
distributed is inclined at 45 , and slopes downwards towards the keyboard.
The lowest line is raised into the receiving trough, where it is read by the
operator and is distributed through shutters on a guide-plate inclined at 45
to the horizontal and at right angles to the galley. There are twenty-four

35o
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keys, fig. 286, p. 299, and each generally corresponds to a group of three

type which are selected so as to differ by at least 6-oo8 inch in set width

among themselves. The distribution of the three sorts of type is performed

automatically by two bridge-pieces, arranged at different heights, which

divert the character to the mouth of the corresponding tube, fig. 332. A
brass follower is placed in each tube to keep the type upright ; the type

as they fall are pushed into the tubes by a series of eccentrics, one to each

tube, carried on a continuously-rotating shaft.

The power required is stated to be about o'l horse-power.

Automatic distributing machines perform the work by means of nicks

cut on the back, and occasionally on both back and front, of the type.

The type are nicked so that each sort dealt with by the distributor has a

different combination.

In the Empire aula; fig. 333, plate XXXII,

which was in use for some years at the office of " The Times," and subse-

quently in the office of " The Hereford Times "—to the proprietors of which

the authors are indebted for some of these data—the type were nicked on the

back, fig. 334, by means of a planing machine with two sliding tool-holders.

The setting of the tools could be effected rapidly by putting dowel pins into

numbered holes in each slide. A table was provided with the machine

giving the numbers of the holes to be used on each slide for each character.

Actually the combinations in the nicking machine were arranged in a

somewhat haphazard manner. The type in the distributing machine was

automatically removed from the galley in a line and then pushed by a

pusher, one character at a time, into a series of carriers. The carriers had

a step-by-step motion and stopped consecutively in front of feelers which

were formed to the counterpart of the nicks cut in the type. The feeler-

slides advanced against the type, and when a feeler fitted the nick com-

bination it carried, both could move forward releasing the type from the

carrier and thereby allowing the type to fall into the magazine of tubes.

The machine distributed eighty-four sorts.

The Thome distributor, fig. 335, shows a method in which the nicks

at the back of the type are utilized, by means of selecting wards, to effect the

distribution of dead matter. In this machine the dead matter is filled into

grooves in the upper one of two coa hich in its intermittent

movement of rotation carries the type round step by step till it brings any

individual type over the particular wards in. the groove of the lower

stationary cylinder that correspond with the nicks cut in the type. The

lower stationary cylinder itself now forms the magazine of the Thome

tributing machine, fig. 336, plate XXXIII, was

designed and constructed by Alexander Dow to work in conjunction with his

composing and line-justifying machine described later in this work (p. 364).

The type for distribution by this machine, as. for other automatic dis-

tributors, requires to be specially nicked. The dead-matter galley is capable
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the galley of the distributor. The tubes for receiving the type are

arranged in a plane slightly inclined to the vertical and disposed radially

to a central revolving disk which supports on its periphery thirty-six type-

carriers. As these are rotated past the distributing channel each carrier

receives a single type and carries it round until it arrives opposite its

proper channel. When a type comes opposite the channel, which has wards

corresponding to its nicks and is intended to receive it, it is pushed out of

its carrier into the channel, the disk meanwhile rotating continuously.

The mechanism is all positive in action and distributes at the rate of 30,000

ens per hour. A safety-lock prevents the type from being broken during

the operation of transference to the channel from the galley. An equipment

of Dow machines consisting of two distributors operated by one man

could supply sufficient type to keep about six Dow composing machines in

regular work.

In the opinion of the authors, without question the best method of

distribution is that proposed by Church and subsequently elaborated and

carried out by Wicks on single type—a system which has been almost

universally adopted in all modern typecasting and composing machines—

namely, distribution through the melting-pot.
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CHAPTER XXII.

CASTING AND COMPOSING MACHINES.

An example of a machine of this class, one that produces its line type by

type, is to be found in that of Charles H. Westcott of Elizabeth, New

Jersey, who, in 1871, originated a machine in which the type was cast as its

keyboard was operated. The authors believe this to be the first compositor

which combined typecasting and typesetting unit by unit. In this machine

dies were mounted on levers or arms similar to those of an ordinary type-

writer, and the depression of a key in the keyboard caused a corre-

sponding matrix to be swung to the central point and clamped before a pot

of molten metal, from which a single type was cast. This operation was

repeated at each stroke of the keys.

According to J. S. Thompson, this machine of Westcott's was exhibited

at the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia in the year 1876.

A machine which followed the same lines and presented various im-

provements upon that devised by Westcott was made in 1894 by Joseph

C. Fowler, who provided typecasting arrangements which cast the type

and deposited it directly into magazines from which it could be assembled

in the usual manner. He had a mould for each type character and a matrix

adjacent to it adapted to lock against the mould and receive the charge

of metal from the metal-pot. After casting, the type were ejected into

channels directly beneath them, keeping them always supplied.

The Rototype machine, fig. 337, plate XXXIV, the invention of F.

Schimmel, is operated by a keyboard having 123 keys and producing 120

characters. The matrices, one of which is shown in fig. 191, p. 226, are

decagonal and arranged coaxially in a group of twelve to form a polygonal

roller capable of both rotational and longitudinal movements in front of the

mould-opening. Some four or five of these rollers are arranged in a vertical

frame which runs in slides and permits any desired roller to be brought oppo-

site to the mould. The rotational movement of the roller is stopped by one

of ten pins on the end of the frame which enters a hole in the matrix-roller.

355
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This stop arrests the rotational movement approximately, while the flats

of the polygon give the exact rotational position ; the end-way movement

is set approximately by levers regulated by twelve stops, and is set exactly

by lugs on the frame above the matrix-roller, with which other lugs on

the mould engage, thus setting the mould to the correct set width of

character for the matrix presented to it.

The mould in opening has a movement of the top half upwards and

towards the left, freeing the type which is ejected by horizontal cylindrical

pushers passing through holes in the fixed mould-body. The type is ejected

into a galley which, when full, is rotated through 90 into a vertical position.

The operation of composing on the Schimmel machine involves the

presentation of a matrix to the mould for each key-depression, the casting

of a type from the matrix, and its ejection from the mould ; after this

the operation of setting another character can be commenced ; the

speed of the operator is therefore directly dependent on the speed at

which the casting portion of the machine works. No provision is made for

line-justification, but an indicator shows the amount of space required to

complete the line, and spaces can be cast to approximate to this amount for

subsequent use in the hand-justification of the line after the composition

has been completed. The theory of the inventor is that as composed

matter usually requires correction,, and as justification involves a large

amount of extra and complex machinery, it is considered unnecessary to

provide this seeing that the line will probably require correction before

going to press.

100 110 120 130 140



CHAPTER XXIII.

CASTING AND LINE-JUSTIFYING MACHINES.

"Now in the setting of Space with Word, and Word
with Space, there is Work that breaketh Bone at the

Beginning, for they be Funded but few, and men's Words
do stand apart, lean and large, of divers Distance, and
with Labour enow be they Brought truly into Lap with
meet Measure of Line."

Mirrour of Pryntyng.

T

In chapter XVI, which deals with the classification of typecasting,

composing, line-justifying and distributing machines, brief allusion has

been made to machines of the class treated here. It must be obvious

from the conditions implied in the classification that the operations per-

formed by such machines must be confined to the measurement of the

aggregate width to be filled by the spaces, the counting of the spaces in

the line of type to be justified, the division of the aggregate width by the

ascertained number of spaces, and the casting and inserting of this number

of spaces of the desired width into their proper places in the line.

It must be further noted that it is possible to use such a machine as

an adjunct to a simple composing machine in the same manner as a simple

line justifying machine may be applied to the line-justification of matter

independently composed.

The McGrath casting and line le.—P. H. McGrath of

Randolph, Massachusetts, applied in 1891 for a patent granted in 1898,

for performing the operation of line-justifying by measuring the total

set width of the spaces required, dividing automatically by mechanism

which adjusts a mould to the appropriate set width, and casting and in-

serting the required spaces in place of temporary ones in the line. Such a

machine could combine the advantages of the loose-type setter with the

accuracy of length of line obtained by machines of the monotype class,

and it would be possible to run the casting mechanism at a comparatively

slow speed.

Though this idea has been set forth in patents, the authors have not

been able to trace that any machine working on this principle has been

actually constructed, though two other American inventors, F. A. Johnson

and William Berri, have independently worked upon somewhat similar lines.



CHAPTER XXIV.

CASTING AND DISTRIBUTING MACHINES.

" Voici, ma foi, la chose propre original."

Moliere. Sganarelle.

Machines for combining the operations of casting and distributing type

do not form a large class. The question of the automatic distribution

of the product of the Wicks rotary typecaster was considered by the

inventor of that machine, but the idea was abandoned by him as he was

rightly of the opinion that the extra complication would prove more

costly than the cheap girl-labour then available which could effect the

distribution of the product of the Wicks machine for about one-third of

a penny per 1000 type. Under other conditions, however, mechanical

distribution of the product of a casting machine may prove advantageous.

The only machine which combines the operations of casting and distri-

buting, known to the authors, is the one here described.

The BUsotype casting and distributing machine ,
fig. 33«. plate AAAV,

consists of a rectangular sliding block on the top of which L-shaped un-

covered moulds, varying in number from ten up to sixty according to the

size of the machine, are fixed in a line and provided with a sliding cover-

plate which, when brought into position, completes the series of moulds.

At one end of these moulds there are two plates fixed, to form a slot for

the tang and for allowing the molten metal to enter, and there is a ridge

to form a groove in the feet of the types. The opposite ends of the

moulds are of course closed by matrices when in action-one for each mould

-which are fixed in a row in a frame itself attached to the sliding cover-

plate. Fingers F, figs. 339 to 34L are provided-one for each mould-

on the lower side of the matrix-frame for extruding the types from the

mould. Molten metal is supplied to these moulds from the metal-pot in the

usual way There is water-circulation through the mould-block and cover-

plate for the more rapid cooling of the injected metal
;

the machine can

be made in various sizes, in which case it will consist of one or more mould-

blocks, each containing ten or a multiple of ten moulds and supplied

from a single pump. Each mould casts a single type and is provided with

ice such nicks as may be desired in the type-body.
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In working the typecaster, the mould-block holding the moulds with

e cover-plate, firmly closed by a pressure device, is pushed forward by

ct with the mouth of the metal-spout and to receive

REFERENCES.

the charge of molten metal driven forward by the pump-plunger
;
at each

operation ten or more single types are cast simultaneously, one in each

mould ; the largest size of machine casts sixty types at a time.
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After the cast has been made the mould-block is drawn backward

from the metal-spout, the type tangs are broken off, and their removal

leaves a groove in the foot of the type. This done, the matrices are

released and the cover-plate raised sufficiently to clear the top of the

moulds, after which the matrices are made to slide away from the face

of the mould. The types are then extruded from the moulds on to a

turning platform by means of the matrix-frame. The whole mould,

including the platform, now travels horizontally away from the nozzle for

a short distance, and during this time the matrix-frame with its fingers

has moved vertically into a position which enables it to clear the top of

the moulds. The platform also commences to rise into position to

receive the type. The lower part of the mould containing the type

continues to travel, leaving behind the cover-plate, fingers and matrices ;

during this time the fingers have dropped into position ready to ex-

tract the type and the platform has risen into the position ready to

receive the type. Also the tang-slide has separated the tang from the

type and dropped to allow the tang to fall away. The mould-carriage

now moves back to the nozzle, where pressure is applied by means of

two balanced wedges to close the moulds which are now ready for the

next casting. During this movement the type are extruded on to the

platform by means of the fingers. The type are thence delivered first

into the travelling chute and then into the fixed chute and assembled

in separate channels on a tray, ready for making up into founts for hand-

composition, or they are automatically distributed to the magazines of one

or more composing machines for composition, or they may be assembled

for putting up into founts.

After the type has been ejected and the parts returned to position, the

mould-block with the empty moulds is again ready for the cast of another

set of types. All the movements of the above series are automatic and occur

during a single revolution of the machine. Each mould is made up of two

pieces, a set-piece, which also determines the body, and a wall-piece, fixed

together to form an L-shaped rectangular slot, varying according to

the body or size of the particular type it is designed to cast. The mould-

plate is so shaped as to form with the cover-plate a tapered slot in

which the tang is cast, and through which the molten metal is forced.

The matrices are of comparatively simple construction and may carry two

different faces. It is stated that the ordinary Linotype matrices can be used

with this machine. Each mould and each Bhisotype matrix are on a fixed

unit system and are interchangeable to effect a change in type-body, or can

be grouped together to form logotypes ; and quads of any length can be cast

lin block of the length required. Each mould occupies

an inch for type up to 12-point, so that a row of ten

a single 12-point type is about two and a half inches

long. To effect a change from one body to another it is stated that all that

" required in this machine is the mere substitution of one simple L-shaped

by the u

about a quarter

moulds t
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mould-piece for another, the cover-plate, being common to all moulds, re-

maining undisturbed. The peculiar form of the Bhisotype moulds enables

the operator to cast, side by side, type of varying bodies and set widths

together with any logotypes within the capacity of the machine. A

machine with only a few moulds, the authors are informed, can be made

for the use of small printers.

It is claimed that a standard-size machine consisting of sixty moulds

carried on two mould-blocks will cast sixty single types at every revolution

of the machine. This latter, working at a speed of forty revolutions per

minute, casts about 2400 types per minute and automatically assembles

them into lines for distribution as desired, either into the magazines of

composing machines or into paged founts.

This description is based on information furnished to the authors

by the inventor, Prof. S. A. Bhisey, of Bombay.

The types from this machine are stated to be of excellent quality, and

the data given appear to show that the output is greater than that of any

other typecaster known to the authors.



CHAPTER XXV.

COMPOSING AND LINE-JUSTIFYING MACHINES.

" If I justify myself j mine own mouth

shall condemn me: if I say, I am perfect,

it shall also prove me perverse.''

The invention of the Mackie composing machine by Dr. Alexander Mackie

of Warrington was made in 1867. Although the use of the Jacquard ribbon

for composing had been proposed earlier, this appears to be the first machine

in which automatic composition from a previously perforated ribbon was

satisfactorily effected. In the earlier pattern of this machine the perfora-

tions were made in the strip in fourteen rows giving

ninety-one combinations taken two at a time. In

the later model used in 1877 there were twenty-four

type-receptacles each containing seven or eight sorts

of type and spaces. Thirteen rows of perforations

were made in the strip, but the central continu-

ously perforated row was used as a guide, and, to

obtain the larger number of combinations required

for dealing with the greater number of sorts, com-

binations of three holes at a time as well as of two

holes at a time were used. A specimen of this strip

is shown in fig. 342.

A picture of the Mackie machine is impressed on

the outside cover of each copy of the folio volumes

of "Lords and Commons," a reprint of important

speeches of both houses of Parliament, composed
perforated strip.

upon the Mackie composing machine. Compressible spaces were used t

effect line-justification.

The Empire composing and line-justifying machine.—A later form of

the simple composing machine which has already been described in its

particular class, dealt with in chapter XIX, is the Empire composing and
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line-justifying machine which, though in other respects very similar to its

predecessor, is combined with an automatic line-justifying appliance,

invented in 1894 by Frank McClintock. The principle on which this line-

justifier works has formed the subject of further inventions by F. B.

Converse and later by J. D. Chalfant. The type are contained in three

cases, each of about thirty channels, which are carried on cradles with glass

fronts. The cradles can be placed horizontally for receiving the cases

and then turned vertically with the face of the type to the front so

as to be visible through the glass. The arrangement of guide-plate,

pendulum-check and ,type-race is very similar to that of the Kastenbein

compositor. Tapered space-bars are used temporarily in composing,

and are put into position by the space-key. When the line is nearly

completed a bell warns the operator, and he either completes the

word or divides it. The temporary space-bars are then driven home
to expand the line to the proper measure. The bars are arranged to

correspond to six different set widths of spaces, namely, 0-25, 0-375, 0-5,

0-625, 0-75, and 0-875 of the body. The distance that the space-bar pro-

jects decides the width of space supplied ; the machine supplies a space

not greater than the setting, and at the same time withdraws the space-bar.

After each operation of inserting a space, the remaining space-bars are

driven home, so that the final maximum possible error is 0-125 of the body.

This is a considerably larger error than that usually obtained in spacing

by hand, in which the limit of accuracy attainable in the most favourable

circumstances is given by the product of the fractions of the body repre-

sented by the thin, middle, and thick spaces : ixjX|=js of the body.

The Dow composing and line-ju fig 343, plate XXXVI,
is an invention of Alexander Dow, of New York City, the son of Lorenzo

Dow, of Boston, Mass., who was also a clever inventor and mechanic.

This machine was invented in 1896 and came under the notice of one

of the authors in New York in 1901, at which time it was doing excellent

work. The Dow composing machine is an extremely ingenious piece of

mechanism. It occupies about 17 square feet of floor-space, stands

6 feet high, and weighs about 200

account of its weight, is divided i

handling, particularly when it is d
another. The machine is capable of composing all sizes of type from

5-point to 12-point. The type lie with their faces towards the operator

and with the set vertical in channels which are 4 feet in length and afford

a large capacity for type ; this is still further increased by the duplication

of the channels most used. Thus there are four channels for quadrats,

three for e and two each for t, o, h, n, and a. Moreover, it is possible

to refill any channel by means of a type-grab which can be used by hand

to take a charge of type from the corresponding distributor-channel.

As in the Paige compositor, the movements are effected from a cam-

shaft at the back of the machine, but with the difference that the type

1 pounds. The type-n

to two parts for greater

) change from c
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are placed in the channels with the set-dimension vertical. The back view

of the machine, fig. 344, plate XXXVII, shows the arrangement of the

cam-mechanism, while fig. 345, plate XXXVIII, shows the line in process

of composition into the stick in its vertical position
;

fig. 34°, P^le

XXXVIII, shows the stick rotated to its horizontal position ready for the

ejection of the type on to the bridge ; and in this position, fig. 347,

plate XXXVIII, it is line-justified.

In the Dow composing and line-justifying machine the type is

by positive action, and the touching of the keys, which are only depressed

about a tenth of an inch, merely serves to set in motion certain releas-

ing mechanisms. As in other key-released, power-driven keyboards the

keeping of a key depressed fills the line with the corresponding character or

with quads ; in this instance it does so at the rate of ten per second. An

average of 12,000 ens per hour is stated to be obtainable from the keyboard.

The types are ejected into a raceway, and rapidly-reciprocating type-drivers

traversing this raceway push the ejected types to a central channel where

another blade, synchronized with the drivers, pushes them down into the

assembling-stick which occupies a vertical position during the composition

of the line. As the types are assembled, temporary type-high brass spaces

are brought into place between the words. When the line is complete the

depression of a line-key causes the stick to make a half-turn about a hori-

zontal axis and the types are ejected on to a second raceway, where the line

is automatically measured and the exact total amount it requires for com-

plete justification is registered by the calculating device which has already

registered the number of times the space-key was depressed in com-

posing the line. The registered shortage is thereupon divided by the

registered number of spaces in the line, and the quotient obtained by the

machine is the proper thickness for those spaces which, if inserted between

the words, will accurately justify the line. If the calculation shows that

no even division of the ten available spaces will exactly justify the line,

the mechanism will select a combination of these spaces that will do so,

and will place them between the words. Thus if the shortage on a line

is equal to 0-350 inch and there are eight spaces in the line, the machine

may select five spaces each 0-040 inch thick, and three spaces each 0-050

inch thick, and the aggregate of these will equal the amount required.

The line is then separated word by word, the temporary brass spaces are

removed and returned to the magazine and the proper justifying spaces,

brought from the space-magazine, are deposited after each word respec-

tively as the word advances in turn to the galley, where the line is

delivered either leaded or solid as may be desired. This automatic line

justifying apparatus is really the most ingenious part of the Dow

machine, and it is not interfered with by changes in the measure of

It is further claimed for the Dow machine that, as positive mechanical

e employed throughout, it is possible to operate the machine
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with type in any condition, moist, oily, or dirty. As the type does not fall

the face is not subjected to risk of injury or to heavy wear and tear. The

mechanical arrangements and speed of drive admit of possible composition

at the rate of 24,000 ens per hour, so that there is no risk of the speed of

the operator exceeding that of the 'machine. The authors are not aware

if this machine has made any great commercial advance, but at the

commencement of the century, regarded as a piece of mechanism, it was

certainly quite in the front rank of composing and line-justifying

machines.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

COMPOSING AND DISTRIBUTING MACHINES.

"Their office was to distribute." Nehemiah.

IN its earlier forms the Thome machine did not line-justify the type, but

in a later form it was combined with an automatic line-justifier. It is

here, therefore, regarded simply as a composing and distributing machine.

The Thome machine, fig. 348, plate XXXIX, is not an experimental

machine in so far as it is an automatic distributor and setter, apart from

the line-justifier, which latter, as stated above, is a later addition. The

machine, taken as a distributing and setting machine setting up into line,

in a galley, has been manufactured for many years and is the oldest

machine of its kind on the market in the United States, where it is stated

to be still in use in many places for small country newspapers.

In the early foim of the Thorne machine there are two coaxial vertical

cylinders having radial channels to receive the type. The upper cylinder

is charged with matter for distributing without special preparation except

that, as in the Empire machine, the type are specially nicked in the back

with a different combination for each character. The channels in the top

cylinder are plain without any projections, as shown in fig. 335, p. 353. The

channels in the lower cylinder, on the other hand, bear the combinations

of raised wards corresponding to the nicks at the back of each individual

character. The lower cylinder remains stationary, and the upper revolves

with a step-by-step movement, and pauses when the grooves are in alinc-

ment. When the wards in the lower cylinder channel agree with the nicks

in a type above it the latter descends, and is available in due course for

composition. The composition is effected by ejecting the lowest type,

from the channel in the lower cylinder corresponding to the key depressed,

on to a revolving circular disk. The type are brought round by the disk

to the point of delivery, where they are received on a belt and thence travel

to the receiving race.

In a later form of the Thorne machine, referred to above, and known

as the Simplex, shown in fig. 349, plate XXXIX, line-justifying was
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added, and this line-justifying mechanism comprised a summing device,

which registered the total set of the line, and a registering device for the

number of spaces. There were four set widths of spaces, and the justi-

fication took account of any tendency to under or over space the line as in

the Empire composing and line-justifying machine ; but owing to the

smaller number of sizes available, the result was not even so close an

approximation as in the case of the Empire composing machine in com-

bination with the MacClintock line-justifier.

In a still later form of the Thorne machine, which may be considered

as an early form of the Unitype, the design was modified so as to make the

delivery of the type positive, with a view to permitting the attachment

of a line-justifying machine. The construction of the machine may be

briefly described as follows :

—

There were two cylinders each having ninety-six longitudinal grooves

or channels similar to those already described. The upper cylinder, known

as the distributor, had plain channels, while the channels in the lower

cylinder, known as the stationary cylinder, were fitted with wards to corre-

spond to each character. The lower end of the stationary cylinder was

formed as a hollow cone for receiving the type when liberated from the

respective channels corresponding to each character. The distributor was

turned step by step by a worm-gear which permitted a dwell, whenever

the channels in the two cylinders came into alinement, for a period sufficient

to enable the bottom characters in the distributor channels to drop into

those of the stationary cylinder, which occurred when the wards in the

channel, usually five in number, corresponded with the special nicks in the

back of the type.

When the distributor channel in the upper cylinder was emptied, a

whole line of characters was pushed into it for distribution. By this means

the distributor was kept continuously at work sorting characters into their

respective channels so that the channels in the lower or stationary cylinder

were kept supplied.

A stationary shaft in the centre of the machine carried the distributor as

well as the stationary cylinder with its attached cone. A cam running on

this shaft revolved at three hundred revolutions per minute within the

cone ; the function of this cam was to carry a plunger up and down as

follows. When the key corresponding to a character was depressed, a

catch was released allowing the plunger to engage with the revolving cam.

The plunger in rising caused the corresponding bottom character in the

stationary cylinder to be ejected, the character falling by gravity down the

surface of the hollow cone in a groove ; while the character was dropping,

the plunger descended more rapidly, in a tenth of a second, and pusEed the

character, which had previously remained at the bottom of the cone from

the last preceding operation, into a circular channel or raceway by a

positive action. A revolving sweep, cleared this channel or raceway and

' picked up any character that might be 'there. The sweep was met by a

-P
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sed a summing device,

egistering device for the

f spaces, and the justi-

over space the line as in

ne ; but owing to the

losing machine in corn-

packer, fig. 350, which in turn picked the character from the sweep and

pushed it towards the galley.

The keyboard, like that of the Wicks composing machine and several

others, was so arranged that combinations or chords could be struck, such

as and, of, tion ; this was effected by arranging the

characters so that they fell into the channel in their

correct relative position, the sweep and packer pick-

ing up the combination instead of a single character.

The sweep revolved at the same speed as the cam,

namely, three hundred revolutions per minute, so

that it was difficult to strike the keys quicker

than the machine could deliver, one-fifth of a second

being available for each character : a speed of 10,000

ens per hour is stated to have been obtained quite

easily. The striking of combinations or chords has

not, however, been approved by the operators in

practice for the reason that the time saved in strik-

ing the combination the, for instance, over that

occupied in striking the three characters t, h, e,

singly, is small as compared with that which is lost in rectifying the errors

liable to be introduced by striking the keys simultaneously as a chord.

In connexion with this machine the line-justifier of Johnson has recently

been tested. This justifying machine is similar in principle to the Stringer

and Grant-Legros-Maw justifiers elsewhere described in this work, but

instead of acting on the ordinary commercial em quad, the spaces for in-

sertion in the fine are prepared by being cut off with a saw from a suitable

bar or slug of type-metal. The machine is so designed that should the

space break before it has entered its place in the line, a second similar space

is cut off and pushed into place. This method facilitates distribution of

the spaces by remelting. Experiments previously made with compressible

spaces had shown that considerable difficulty arose in the distribution of

these spaces, and this appears to have been an important factor in the

selection of the Johnson method of justification.

A serious difficulty with the Thome machine or any other machine

that sets up and line-justifies individual lines of type is the fact that thin

characters such as i and t break easily when cast in hard type-metal, and

are even more liable to fracture when they are specially nicked at the back

for automatic distribution, and this breakage is likely to occur both in

distribution and in line-justifying. When any such breakage occurs time

is wasted in replacing the letter and this reduces the efficiency from the

output point of view.

In its still later form the Thome machine is manufactured by the Um-

type Company of Brooklyn, New York, and is generally known as the

Unitype. The Thome machine patents for England were acquired by the

Linotype Company after the machine had been worked here commercially
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for some nine to ten years, and had performed successful work on several

leading newspapers among which may be cited the "Manchester Guardian"

(some 18 machines), the " Bradford Observer "
(8 machines) and the " Sports-

man," London (8 machines). At the latter office, an average speed of

10,000 ens per hour, maintained for a .week, was obtained on two of these

machines.

The body of the Unitype, figs. 351 and 352, plate XL, of which

machine the Thome composing machine was the prototype or forerunner,

consists of two cylinders having a common axis, one being placed above

and rotating upon the other. In both these cylinders, and extending

vertically for their full length, are ninety parallel channels. The channels

in the lower cylinder form the magazine into which type is distributed

from the channels of the upper cylinder and is stored for resetting. These

channels are slightly wider than the body of the type which the machine

is constructed to set.

On the forward side of each channel in the lower cylinder, a series of

steel strips are inserted and project partially across it. They are called

wards, as they have the same functions as the wards of a lock. The

combination of wards in each particular channel differs from that in all

other channels. Each type-character is given a combination of nicks

corresponding to the combination of wards in one particular channel, so

that it can enter this channel, afld ..this channel only. The central ward

extends nearly the full length of the channel and is cut off just short enough

to permit one type to be pushed out at the bottom when the proper key is

touched.

The channels of the upper cylinder have no wards, so that lines con-

taining all characters will enter any channel in this cylinder. In each

distributor channel there is a sliding weight, the function of which is to

press down lightly on the line of dead type contained in the channel and

make the bottom type drop quickly when it comes to its proper channel

in the lower cylinder. The weight is lifted when a channel is to be loaded,

the line of dead type is inserted in the channel, and the weight is lowered

again on top of the line ; all these actions are automatic.

As the channels of the upper cylinder are supplied with lines of dead

type, the cylinder is rotated step by step, bringing each channel in turn

directly over each channel in the lower cylinder. At each step or move-

ment of the distributor, the bottom type in each of its channels is tested

on the wards of the channels of the lower cylinder. Any bottom type

having a combination of nicks which matches the combination of wards in

the channel over which it stops, drops down into its channel, while those

type which differ in combination rest on the top of the wards, though in turn

dropping when the rotation of the cylinder brings them to their respective

channels. As the distributor can supply type much faster than operators

can set it, it is not necessary to keep it working all the time.

The mechanism with which these results are accomplished is accurately
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made, and precision of movement is obtained by using a cam to

operate the step-by-step movement of the revolving cylinder. This cam
revolves on a horizontal shaft supported by a cross-head on the top of the

machine, which in its turn is firmly attached to a rigid vertical stationary

main shaft extending through both cylinders. Motion is imparted to the

cam by shafting and gears, which connect with the main driving shaft of

the machine placed beneath the lower cylinder. The cam thrusts against

rolls which bear on pins driven solidly into the top of the cylinder. These

rolls, forty-five in number, form a circle about four inches less in diameter

than the cylinder. As there are just half as many rolls as there are channels,

each revolution of the cam gives the cylinder two forward thrusts, moving
it each time a distance equalling the distance between the channels. The
rolls are shaped to conform to the shape of the cam, and revolve on their

bearing-pins when the cam thrusts against them, thus preventing friction

and wear on the cam. Means are provided for adjusting the cam when

Should anything prevent the type from dropping freely from the upper

to the lower cylinder, or if a channel in the lower cylinder fills up, or if the

forward movement of the distributor is stopped or blocked by any cause,

an automatic clutch acts instantly, releasing the pressure of the cam, thus

stopping the driving mechanism and preventing injury to the machine or type.

The cylinder cannot be moved forward again until the cause of the block

has been removed. The clutch requires no attention from the operator.

The mechanism for loading the channels ting cylinder

with lines of dead type is attached to an upright, the upper end of which
is fastened to the cross-head and the lower end to one of the lugs which
extend upward on the base of the machine to support the cylinders. The
shaft that actuates the loader is connected with the shaft of the cam that

moves the cylinder so that the two work in unison. A bracket on the

loader serves as a shelf on which the galley of dead type for distribution

The working parts of the loading mechanism consist of an arm which
lifts the weights in the channels of the distributing cylinder ; a plunger

that pushes a line of dead matter into the channel when the weight is

raised ; and a trigger device which causes these parts to act whenever an
empty channel reaches the loading point as the distributing cylinder rotates.

These parts are all driven by a single shaft situated beneath the loader,

this shaft in turn being driven by a vertical shaft that extends up from the

main driving shaft beneath the cylinder. This vertical shaft also imparts

motion to the distributor cam-shaft on the cross-head.

A galley of dead type is placed in position on the loader bracket, with

the type facing outward, and the distributing cylinder is started rotating.

When an empty channel in the cylinder approaches the loading point, a

projecting lug on the top of the sliding weight in that channel trips the

trigger on the loader, thereby releasing a spring and starting the loader

;
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the lifter arm raises the sliding weight high enough to allow a line of

dead type to enter the channel beneath the weight ;
and the plunger

then moves forward, pushing a line of dead type from the end of the

galley into the channel. The continuing movement of the loading

mechanism then returns the plunger and the lifter arm to their posrtion of

rest. As the lifter arm lowers, it leaves the sliding weight resting on top

of the line just loaded into the channel. The pressure of the weight holds

the line in the channel and accelerates the dropping of the type when a

character reaches its channel in the lower cylinder. As the plunger with-

draws, the column of dead type in the galley is moved forward, bringing

the succeeding line into position for loading into the next empty channel.

The instant that the sliding weight is raised by the lifter arm the trigger

is released and then returns to its position of rest, simultaneously setting

in position a connected part which stops the loader when it has completed

the work of loading the line -of dead type into the channel, and the loader

then remains stationary until the continued rotation of the cylinder brings

the projecting lug on the sliding weight in another entirely empty channel

into contact with the trigger. The various movements of the loading

mechanism are performed in the intervals between the steps or forward

movements of the cylinder, so that loading and distributing proceed simul-

taneously. The loader acts quietly, and its parts are so constructed that

the type is not subjected to strain or injury.

If leaded matter is being distributed the plunger is adjusted, by a very

simple arrangement, to remove the leads ; as it recedes after having carried

a line of type into the distributor channel, the plunger withdraws the lead

which follows that line and drops it into a box situated below the loader.

As they drop into the lead-box the leads pile themselves up m proper

order for use. The distributing cylinder is not delayed by loading, but

rotates at its normal speed.

The lower-case letters and other characters most frequently used are

located in channels in the lower cylinder directly in front of the operator,

and as they become filled or emptied, the operator stops or starts the dis-

tributor by pressing a button. When the dead-type galley becomes empty

it is removed, and a full galley of leaded or solid matter is substituted.

The sorts distribute into the channels of the lower cylinder in about the

proportion needed by the operator. This depends to some extent upon

the character of the matter which is being set and distributed
;

so pro-

vision is made for removing from their channels in the lower cylinder any

sorts which distribute faster than is required, or for replenishing the supply

of those which do not distribute rapidly enough.

The machine distributes and sets matter up to 30 pi

in width and the method by which the setting is effected is as follows.

The plungers, operated by depressing the keys, eject the type on to the

flat upper surface of a rapidly revolving disk which encircles the bottom

of the cylinder, its upper surface being on a level with the bottom of the
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channels, and having a projecting vertical rim on its outer edge to keep

the type on the disk. This disk carries the types round to the right-hand

side of the machine, where a switch raises them between the flanges of a

vertical revolving wheel ; the flanges of this wheel, immediately above

the disk, are held just far enough apart to enable type to pass between

them freely, but as the wheel continues its revolution, the flanges close

together, gripping any type which has run between them, and carry the

type in a vertical position to a point about three inches above the surface

of the disk. Here the types are released from contact with the flanges, and

pass between two rapidly revolving rolls that carry them forward, on their

feet, to a channel or type-way leading across the front of the machine,

where they are line-justified by hand and divided.

The lifting wheel picks up type as fast as they are guided between

its flanges by the switch, regardless of whether they reach this point at

regular intervals or not ; if the type should arrive at this point in a con-

tinuous stream, the head of each type pressing against the foot of its pre-

decessor, the wheel would pick them up one after the other without delay,

and is thus capable of raising hundreds of type each minute. The type then

follow one another through the rolls, forming a long continuous line, which

extends, in the type-way, clear across the back of the keyboard, the face

of the type in this line being in convenient view and reach of the operator.

If it should happen that two types arrive together at the point when- lliey

are deflected to the lifting wheel, the one nearest the cylinder is detained

by a light spring until the one next to the rim of the disk has passed ; the

detained type then slips away from the spring and follows to the wheel.

This separation prevents the type from clogging.

The Unitype occupies about 6 feet by 6 feet of flooi

room for the operator to work it. It weighs about 1500 pounds and takes

about C25 horse-power to drive it. It is stated to be capable of setting

upwards of 4400 ens per hour with one operator, and this output can be

considerably increased by the employment of a second operator assisting

the first in line-justification and in recharging the loading-galley.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

CASTING, COMPOSING, AND LINE-JUSTIFYING

" Is there anything whereof it may be said, See, this

is new? it hath been already of old time, which was

before us." Ecclesiastes.

A casting, composing, and line-justifying machine is that called the Casto-

type, fig. 353, plate XLI, which was produced in 1902 by J. C. Fowler and

J. C. Fowler, junior, of Baltimore, Md., U.S.A. In this machine a series

of moulds were provided, the matrices being similar to those used in the

Monoline machine. All the letters of a certain width were upon a single bar.

The operation of one of the keyboard keys caused the corresponding matrix

to be lowered to register with its mould and a single type to be cast. In

the case of characters running from right to left on the keyboard, they could

be operated at a single stroke, that is, a chord could be struck, and the

several corresponding letters cast simultaneously, otherwise the casting

mechanism was operated for the casting of a single type at each stroke

of the keys. Soft-metal quads were used as spaces, the line was over-

set and pressure was applied from the ends to bring the line within the

limits of its proper measure. The completed line was afterwards passed

between two trimming-knives which removed any metal protruding from

the crushed spaces. It may be noticed that in this machine the use of

quads as spaces, and the oversetting of the line are features common to

the Stringer and Johnson line-justifiers, and similar methods are also used

by the inventors of the Grant-Legros-Maw line-justifier.

The series of moulds in the Castotype has in it the basic idea, further

extended in other typecasting machines, the Bhisotype for instance, of casting

at will a variable number of type.

Another machine of this order is that invented by B. A. Brooks of

Brooklyn, New York, who in 1904 took out a patent for a machine which

caused a duplicate type to be cast and deposited in the type-magazine

whenever one was ejected in the course of composition. There was one

mould and for each letter a corresponding matrix. In this machine

also, certain characteristics of the Bhisey casting and distributing machine
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were displayed. A measuring and calculating device computed the size of

spaces necessary to accomplish the justification of the line, and the casting

mechanism then proceeded to produce and insert them into their places in

the line.

The idea, however, of multiplicity of moulds and corresponding matrices

is a very old one. William Church in 1822 is stated to have constructed

a typecaster in which the letters were cast and deposited in tubes ready

for his composing machine at the rate of 75,000 type per hour, the object

being, like that of later inventors such as Frederick Wicks, to cast new

type instead of distributing dead matter. Church used a group of moulds

with a matrix for each adapted to lock against its mould while type was

being cast. A whole fount was cast at each operation.

Joseph Mazzini's patent of 1843 covered a machine for a similar pur-

pose. Both of these patents were taken out in England and show how very

old are often the latest novelties, so called.

That these inventors were proceeding upon right lines, though perhaps,

like many of their class, somewhat ahead of their generation, is proved

by what is really the practical triumph of the system in the modern matrix-

composing, line-justifying, and type or slug casting machines described in

chapter XXIX. Whether these are Monotype, Dyotype, or Stringertype

as representing the basic monotype differentiation ; or Linotype, Monoline,

Typograph, or Grantype, as representing the basic ' linotype differentia-

tion ; all these machines distribute their product through the melting-pot.

Church, Mazzini, Wicks, and those who believed with them, are fully

justified by the best of all tests : the test of time, and the survival of the

fittest.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

COMPOSING, LINE-JUSTIFYING, AND DISTRIBUTING

MACHINES.
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Two very interesting patents, machines constructed under which were

capable of performing the entire cycle of operations of composing, line-

justifying, and distributing, were that taken out by C. W. Felt in America

in i860 (and in England in 1861), and that of J. W. Paige taken out in

America in 1895. In many respects the earlier patent is the more re-

markable for its curious anticipation of much that has followed. The

Paige patent is perhaps, as far as size is concerned, the most voluminous

ever taken out in the history of inventions.

The Felt composing, line-justifying, and distributing machine.—-Felt's

machine, fig. 354, is remarkable for containing, among other things, the

earliest complete scheme for the use of a perforated record strip, though

this method of control had been suggested at least a decade earlier
;
and

he describes and illustrates a machine for producing this strip as a sub-

sidiary part of his invention. Not only is the perforated record strip

intended to be used alternatively as a method of composing, but also for

effecting the distributing of the type when used in the reverse direction.

The difficulty which would arise in the distribution of matter in which

corrections had been made was apparently overlooked by this very thorough

and capable inventor. The bell or indicator now long familiar on type-

writers and other composing machines, is mentioned in this patent as the

means of indicating when the line is nearly filled. The problem of con-

veying a large supply of type to any channel that required it is provided

for by arranging the type in a spiral line or column wound on a drum by

means of a flexible band. This is only one of many original and remark-

able ideas proposed by this inventor.

37 6
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The drawings of the Felt machine are extremely lucid and complete

and provide for effecting the various operations described in a direct and

workmanlike manner. The machine, though not complicated when com-

pared with some of the elaborate machines of the present day, was, however,
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The Paige typesetter, or composing, line-justifying, and distributing

machine.—The history of the Paige typesetting machine, which in its final

form was named the Paige compositor after the inventor and patentee, is

an interesting story of inventive and constructional evolution, several minds

being concentrated upon the complex problem of distributing, setting

and line-justifying movable type by positive:, but controlled, mechanical

The authors are indebted for their history of the Paige machine to

the distinguished mechanical engineer, Charles E. Davis, who, at an

early period in its progress, took over charge and control of the drawings

and mechanical engineering work connected with it, and superintended

its manufacture from the first stage of its development, down to the com-

pletion and operation of all the models and machines which were built.

The description here given is in his own words.

"
J. W. Paige lived in Rochester, New York, and early ir

while interested in the oil-fields, conceived the idea of a simple typesetter, -

and built his first machine to handle agate (sJ-point) type. From the start,

the method of handling the type, edge upon edge, as against the universally

accepted method of side upon side, was adopted : in other words, the type

was always in the order of hand-composition, the same as in the com-

positor's stick. [Evidently this statement can only refer to American

practice as several of the earlier European machines handled their type in

thisn *•]

" At first no provision was made for distributing from the dead matter

for resetting. The final arrangement of the keyboard for setting type

by syllables and words [a plan conceived from the first] was the result of

an analytical study of the language, covering all subjects, made by Charles

G. Van Schuyver, a printer in the employ of Paige, and to his patient

work all praise is due. The keyboard was so arranged that there was one,

and only one, combination available for setting a word or syllable when

reading from left to right. During the study of this portion of the problem

four variations were tried ; first 89 characters, then 141 characters, and

then 115. Finally 109 was adopted as the number of the best practical

" Early in his work Paige discovered the necessity for a machine which

would either distribute the dead matter or recast the type for his type-

setting machine. At about this time, the Shanks typecasting machine, a

very rapid power-actuated typecasting machine, was invented in England.

Paige secured the American rights for this and imported two of these

machines for use in connexion with his typesetter.

" While Mr. Paige was working in Rochester, many others were studying

the problem, notably J. M. Farnham, of Hartford, Conn., where the manu-

facture of the Farnham typesetter was in progress, a gravity machine

with converging channels using type side upon side. The Farnham
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Typesetter Company was also developing the Thompson distributor with a

view to its use for supplying the Farnham machine by distribution of

" About 1877, Dr. George F. Hawley, President of the Farnham Type-

setter Company, entered into a contract with Paige to use his typesetter and

the Thompson distributor.

" The Farnham Typesetter Company had their own works in the building

of the Colt's Firearms Company, which were in charge of E. S. Pierce, as

mechanical engineer and superintendent. A few months after the contract

had been made with Paige, he produced a plan for a combined typesetting

and distributing machine ; it was decided to build a machine upon the

new lines, and to abandon the separate machines. The new machine was

planned upon the lines of the Paige, and used the Thompson principle for

forwarding the type for distribution to the common type-case to avoid the

necessity of transference. The work progressed rather slowly, and not

until about the close of 1878, was it possible to show anything tangible ;

six characters were distributed from a temporary channel into the main

type-case, and were set from the same case, thus demonstrating the possi-

bility of the combined type-case.

" It was shortly prior to this period, Pierce having resigned, that the

services of Charles E. Davis were secured by those interested in the

" Soon after the test of the principle of the combined machine, various

defects in the plan of the mechanism developed, and it was necessary in

order to accomplish successfully the desired results to redesign the machine,

using only such parts of the mechanism as could be made to meet the

required conditions, and it was at this time that the plan was adopted, and

never departed from, of working always to figures on fully-dimensioned

drawings.

"Some months after the completion of the test referred to, Samuel

L. Clemens, better known as Mark Twain, first became interested in the

machine through the purchase of stock in the Farnham Typesetter Com-

pany, at the solicitation of Dwight Buell. It would be fruitless and tedious

history to detail all the delays that followed due to limited capital and

other causes. During the period which elapsed up to the time when the

first combined machine was completed and used as a composing machine

handling brevier type, operated by two men, one at the keyboard, and the

other to justify the type, Dr. Geo. F. Hawley, William L. Matson, William

Hammersley, Samuel Coit, William Gaylord, and many others were

identified with the enterprise. It was a difficult task to interest new capital,

for at this time no one believed it possible to line-justify automatically and

mechanically a line of movable type. Delay occurred until Paige con-

ceived the idea of a printing-telegraph, operated by his combined keyboard,

to be used either with Morse or roman characters, as a quick means of

raising money to enable the composing machine to be proceeded with.
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Several of these printing-telegraph machines were built, Samuel Coit being

largely instrumental in furnishing the money, and Clemens being also called

in to assist in the matter.

" It was while following the telegraph instrument that Clemens re-

newed his interest in the composing machine, and quite a number of his

MSS. were set up on the machine. While the work on the telegraph in-

strument was in progress, Charles R. North, a skilled mechanic in the

employ of Paige, invented an automatic justifler to work in combination

with the Paige machine. After this matter had been presented to Clemens

and a detailed estimate made at his request by experts from the Pratt

and Whitney Company, covering the cost of building the first combined

machine and its subsequent manufacture, he decided to undertake the

responsibility for the construction of a new machine, combining North's

Justifier with the Paige Typesetter and Distributor ; for this purpose he

deposited the first royalties received by him from the publication of his

wonderfully successful book ' Huckleberry Finn.'

" With Whitmore as Clemens's financial representative work was com-

menced with Carl Grohmann, Chas. I. Earle and others as assistants in

the engineering department ; drawings were furnished to the Pratt and

Whitney Company, and the machine was built at their works in Flower

Street, Hartford, Conn., George A. Bates acting as their foreman.

" A grave error was made at this point which caused trouble later on ;

many parts of the first combined machine were used in the construction of

the new machine, with the result that when the machine was completed

and in operation it contained features which prevented its use as a model

upon which to base a plant for manufacturing. The machine as built at

the Pratt and Whitney works, was, however, a successful machine in its

operation, and demonstrated the possibilities of distributing movable type

dead matter, and simultaneously setting, line-justifying, and assembling in

column-form live matter on a single, power-driven, positive-action machine,

operated by one man.
" It was when this result had been achieved that Clemens said one

day : ' We only need one more thing, a phonograph on the distributor to

yell, " Where in H is the printer's devil, I want more type." ' The late

Dr. Thurston, the eminent mechanical engineer, said when he saw the

machine in operation :
' This is thought crystallized ;

' and it was Theodore

De Vinne of the Century Company who said, when somebody compared the

Paige compositor to the Jacquard loom :
' True, but the Paige compositor

unravels any old fabric, and from it reweaves any new design which the

imagination of man can conceive.'

" Upon the completion of the Paige compositor at the works of the Pratt

and Whitney Company, all the leading newspapers and publishing houses

expressed their confidence in the project, and were ready to contract for its

use. It was at this stage that George S. Mallory and Marshall H. Mallory

undertook to finance the enterprise. The capital required was, however,

large and the reason the
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large and the reason the Paige compositor was never manufactured in

quantity was due to the fact that at this time Paige, who controlled the

patents, refused to part with a sufficient interest to induce other capitalists

to invest the large amount required to conduct the business successfully, and

was not attributable to any mechanical failure or defect in the machine. In

this way three years were lost. It was during these three years that Philip

T. Dodge assumed control of the Mergenthaler Linotype Company, and by a

very successfully drawn contract with the newspapers and publishing houses,

practically secured control of their composing rooms, and placed the Mer-

genthaler Company in a position to set the price at which the Paige machine

could be marketed.
" Finally, in 1892, Ward, Frink, and Kneval of New York formed the

Compositor Company, and contracted with the Webster Manufacturing

Company, of Chicago, to build the machines, and the first compositor and

the enterprise were moved from Hartford to Chicago in that year. An

addition to the Webster factory was built, and a force of draughtsmen and

^ mechanics employed to redesign and build a model machine.

" Again there were delays owing to the lack of funds, and although every

effort was put forth to complete the machine in time for exhibition at the

World's Fair, it was not ready, and late in the fall of 1893 work was stopped.

Once more Clemens came into the breach, and through his influence Henry

H. Rogers became interested, and the Regius Company was formed, a con-

cern which subsequently became the Paige Compositor Company. Work

was resumed and the machine carried to completion. When the Compositor

Company went to Chicago, Mr. Scott, manager of the " Chicago Herald,"

agreed to test the machine on the " Herald." In September, 1894, the com-

positor was erected in the " Herald" office, and although it had not been

tested on dead matter from which stereotype matrices had been made, a

sixty days' run was started on copy taken from the ' hook.' For this test

neither machinery nor repair tools were allowed to be erected. Any work

that required to be done had to be taken to the company's works two and a

half miles away. During this test two or three radical changes were neces-

sary, but even in the face of this handicap the Paige compositor, with all

delays counted against it, delivered more corrected live matter to the im-

posing stone, ready for the formes, per operator employed, than any one of

the thirty-two Linotype machines which were in operation in the same com-

posing department, although the latter had had several years' use on news-

paper work. This record may fairly claim never to have been equalled by

any composing machine on its maiden trial ; moreover, the composition

which the compositor turned out was, in artistic merit, equal to the finest

book-work ever set by hand.

" The Paige compositor has been pronounced by competent engineers

to be the foremost example of cam mechanism ever produced in the United

States, if not in the whole world, and to have performed by positive

mechanical devices the largest amount of brain labour ever undertaken.
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" Some conception of the problem may be had if we follow the various

operations required to deliver a finished column of live matter.

" After coming from the forme the dead matter was made up in the

galleys for distribution. These galleys were inserted in the machine with-

out a stop, and the top line was raised and advanced towards the front of

the machine for the separation of the individual types. The type were

then separated from the line by a mechanism, which handled them as

though of equal width, though they were of every width and arrangement

required in composition. When separated the type were raised a short

distance, and a series of tests was automatically made to remove wide

type, broken or cracked type, dirt or foreign matter of any kind, and

to pass along into the distributing mechanism only such type as were

perfect for resetting. Distribution was made possible by a series of nicks.

Here again the greatest care was necessary so that no two different type

had the same nicks, and that it was not possible for a type which

had been broken in any way to cause a wrong distribution. All quads

and spaces were so nicked that if reversed they would still distribute

correctly. The selecting mechanism was so arranged that itwould detect

two type that might become stuck together in stereotyping ; if they reached

the body of the machine they were thrown out, and the distribution was

automatically stopped until these type were removed. Whenever any

particular magazine channel became full, the feed stopped automatically

until the type had been set out of that channel, or until any excess of sorts

in that channel had been removed by special pincers provided for that

purpose. During the whole of the operation of distributing, the movement

of the type progressed towards the right, and of the justifying spaces towards

the left of the machine, and of both forward towards the operator, fig. 355-

" When the type in process of distribution was moved forward into the

plane of the common type-case, a lifting mechanism removed the type

from the end of the forwarding plunger, and lifted and placed it upon a

supporting shelf at the bottom of the channel from which the type was

taken in composing, so that it was possible in the machine to distribute a

type into the magazine and set the same type out of the magazine during

the same revolution of the cam-shaft. This distribution continued until

any one channel became filled up by the insertion of some 200 characters,

when a weight carried on top of the column of type in the channel came

into contact with the mechanism which stopped the feed of the machine.

The operator at the keyboard could set out syllables and words into a

race in which a collector operated for transferring the type set to the

line of composition. During composition the movement of the type was

again towards the front of the machine, but the subsequent movements

were towards the left instead of towards the right. At this point the opera-

tion of the automatic justification of the type commenced, the mechanical

problem which the machine solved, being as follows : after adjustment to

a predetermined length of line of composition, the machine automatically
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measured the words and syllables as set up by the operator, added the sum

of these measurements together, subtracted the sum from the length of

the line required, divided the remainder by the number of words less one,

and automatically selected a space, or a combination of spaces, for insertion

in the line which would justify the line within the limit of 0-005 inch-

When a word had been composed and delivered to the line by a collecting

mechanism in the type raceway, a key was touched which caused another

mechanism to operate positively in harmony with the remainder of the

machine, and to move the word forward a sufficient distance to allow

another word to follow : no spaces were inserted in the line at this stage.

This process continued until the indicator showed the operator that the line

in process of composition had reached a length which would not permit

of the setting of another syllable or word. The operator then touched a

key known as the line-key, and mechanism was brought into operation to

send each of the words forward in harmony with the other words previously

set in the line in such way that when the first word in the line passed the

justifying-case—which was a duplicate in principle of the regular type-case,

but located some distance to the left—the points of this mechanism acted

as an automatic key for inserting in place the space or spaces which would

justify the line. When the last word of the line passed the case no space

was inserted, and a mechanism was automatically brought into play for

moving the completed line forward ready for insertion into the live-matter

galley. At this stage provision was made for automatically inserting one,

two, or three leads into the column of live matter, before the line of type,

which had now been justified, was moved downward ; by this means it was

possible for the operator at the keyboard to set either solid, single, double,

or treble leaded matter at his discretion into the live-matter column. This

live matter was placed in galleys ready for removal to the proof galley,

and from thence, after correction, to the imposing stone.

" One very important, in fact the most important element in connexion

with this machine was what was termed the ' time-lock
;

' this was purely

mechanical in construction, simple in formation, yet so designed that it

was possible for the operator to finger the keyboard without regard to the

beat of the machine while the positive mechanism of the machine would

operate so as to perform all its various functions without interference one

with the other, and without danger of knife-edge contacts or damage to

the mechanisms. It is true that there were a large number of mechanisms

in the machine, but the subject had been so carefully worked out and charted

that even an operator who was not familiar with the machine, by simply

looking at the degrees shown on the indicator dial, could, by reference to the

chart, know exactly what mechanisms were in operation at that particular

time, and so be able to locate accurately any difficulties that might have

which might have caused the machine to stop automatically ;
this

1 whenever any undue strain was applied to any of the mechanisms.

The speed of the machine shaft was 220 revolutions per minute. At

T
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this speed it was possible to distribute approximately 7500 ems (15,000

ens) of solid matter per hour, and it was possible for an expert operator to

set up and justify over 9000 ems (18,000 ens) per hour, and 12,000 ems

(24,000 ens) on rush matter ; under these conditions, however, more frequent

sorting of the case would be necessary, and provision was made for its easy

accomplishment by the glass front of the case being spring-balanced, and

so arranged that the removal of two screws, each turned one-half turn,

would permit the case to be opened down to the bottom type.

" After the completion of the test at the offices of the " Chicago Herald,"

the matter of the continuation of the manufacture was thoroughly discussed,

and a report was made on the mechanical reliability of the machine, which

was favourable in every way. At one time the Mergenthaler Linotype Com-

pany had offered to exchange half-interests with the proprietors of the Paige

machine, but Paige would not accept this offer. During the three years of

delay the Mergenthaler Linotype Company had secured the field in such a

. way as to be able to fix the price of the Paige machine, and this caused the

capitalists to come to the decision that money could be made faster in other

channels than in the manufacture of the Paige machine. As a consequence,

about two years later Philip T. Dodge purchased the patents and the two

machines for the Mergenthaler Linotype Company, who loaned to the Cornell

University the machine manufactured in Chicago and tested in the

" Chicago Herald " office, and to the Columbia University, in New York, the

machine manufactured in Hartford by the Pratt and Whitney Company, and

at these universities they now are."

The Paige compositor, figs. 356 to 360, plates XLII to XLVI, used on

the " Chicago Herald " test, was approximately eleven feet in length, three

and one half feet wide, and six feet high. It weighed about 5000 pounds, and

the power required was transmitted through a J-inch round belt to a grooved

pulley 14 inches in diameter ; it consumed about 1 to J horse-power. It

could" be started and turned up to speed with one finger at a 7-inch leverage.

It was specially designed for newspaper work, and used nonpareil type ;
the

distributing, setting, justifying, and leading mechanisms were adjustable to

any width of column desired for newspaper or book work.

Various statements have been, made in regard to the amount of money

expended in the development of the Paige compositor.

According to C. E. Davis, who was closely associated with the matter

and who examined the accounts, the total expenditure did not exceed

one million dollars. Davis believes that about eight hundred thousand

dollars represents the actual expenditure on the engineering, experi-

mental, production and patent work for all of the Paige machines manu-

factured.

The authors subjoin another description of the Paige compositor for

which they are indebted to the good offices of Philip T. Dodge, Presi-

dent of the Mergenthaler Linotype Company, who has had it abstracted
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for them from a contemporary official booklet. The Paige machine is of

such interest both mechanically and typographically that the authors

think any repetition which may occur is excusable, and that the more

personal description of the engineer responsible for its construction is well

supplemented by the more prosaic information contained in the official

account published by the Connecticut Company.

"The Paige Compositor, using movable type and consequent perfect

face, covers the whole problem in every detail, so that we claim for the

machine, without fear of contradiction, that by no known method can a

printing surface be produced which equals, or in fact approaches, in artistic

merit, legibility, hair-line effects, perfection of justification, economy of

space occupied by given amount of reading-matter, or speed and economy

of composition, that produced by this machine.

" The Paige Compositor really performs the entire work of the ' com-

positor ' at the ' case ' automatically, for while the machine does require

a person to touch the keys which the copy to be printed calls for, as in a

typewriter, the machine sets the type itself automatically and harmoniously

with the action of the other parts of the machine, which, as a whole, acts

as follows :. When the type has been printed from and is ready to be

distributed it is called ' dead matter.' This ' dead matter,' in column

or page form, is taken to a Paige Compositor in a galley, as it is called,

placed in position in the machine while the machine is running, and then

the Compositor works as follows : The machine separates one line from the

top of the page or column, then separates each individual type from the

line and puts it in position for the other operations of distribution. The

machine then removes any type which may have been damaged in the press

or stereotype, or turned bottom-side up, or end for end, by the hand com-

positor in correcting or otherwise, takes the spaces used in justifying out

of the line, distributes them into a separate case or channels provided for

them, and distributes the types which remain into another case or channels,

putting the spaces and types into the bottom of their individual channels

which are slightly inclined back from a vertical position. The types are

then built up one on another from the bottom. On top of the type in each

channel is placed a piece of metal, and, when any one of the channels of

type reach up to a certain fixed line in the case, the piece of metal is brought

in contact with a bar which stops the feed of type from the galley, pre-

venting an overflow of the case, no matter how careless an operator may be.

Whenever a type is called for by the person who is operating the machine,

from the channel which stopped the feed, the feed is automatically started

and the distribution is resumed.

" At the same time that the distribution is in process the person operating

the machine is causing the part which sets the type to forward the letters

called for in the copy into the line of composition. That is to say, the

machine is so constructed that it distributes and sets type at the same time,

nhU
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and a type can be put into and taken out of any of the channels during the

same revolution of the machine.

" We next come to the justification ; and while this has been always

considered impossible of mechanical accomplishment, its practicability

will, we think, be clear to any one if considered on the mathematical side

Of course to make any number of things the same length one must start

with some one length as a standard or unit. This unit can be made what-

ever length the work to be done requires, as, for instance, the width of any-

book page, or newspaper column. With this length known, the problem

is simply this : Take the length of any number of words which are to com-

pose a line and subtract their sum from the unit or standard, and the re-

mainder will be the length which is to be filled out by spaces to separate

the words of the line. It is clear that the number of spaces would be one

less than the number of words in any line as no space is needed at the end

of the line Hence, if we divide the remainder, found as above, by one less

than the number of words, we shall have for the quotient the amount of

space which, put between the words, will fill out the line and make it of

standard length—or, in other words, justify the line.

" In the Paige Compositor the mathematical problem proposed above

is automatically performed, and any one looking at the person operating

the machine and following its automatic action incident thereto, would

see type taken automatically from the case and assembled into column

'form or 'live' matter; and the novel features which would fasten his

attention and hold it to' the end would come in order as follows :—

' ' Observing that the person operating the machine touched words instead

of letters would bring out the fact that the keyboard was a study of the

living language as in every day use in aU the various avenues of life and

that the man who spent ten years of his life on its arrangement had p aced

every key in its most valuable position in relation to every other letter,

so that all the keys which go to make up common words and syllables m

constant use can be touched simultaneously, as one touches the chord on

a piano, and maximum speed with minimum mental effort can be attained.

It follows also that the type will be set out and delivered to the line of com-

position by words, letters, or syllables as called for.

P
« Turning now to the type which has been started on its journey to the

column he sees the machine take the length of the first word, record it and

move the word out of the way of the second word, already on its way to

join the first ; then it takes the length of the second and adds it

to the first, and moves the two words out of the way of the third,

and continues this operation until there is no room left in the standard Une

for more words to come in, which fact is indicated to the person operating

the machine by an indicator placed in the direct line of vision and by a bel

which sounds when he has reached a point m advance of the place where

the longest word in the language which cannot be dmded would go into the

standard line. If the next word in the copy is so long that the mdicator

100 110 120 130 140
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shows it will not go into the line, then a key, called the ' line-key
'

is

touched, and those parts of the machine are put into position which auto-

matically accomplish the operations required to complete the justification

of the line, and the parts connected with the operation of the keyboard

are returned to their normal or first positions ready for the commencement

of work on another line. The machine having now the sum of the lengths

of the words which compose the line, the next operation is for the machine

to subtract the sum of the lengths of the words of the line from the standard

line and divide the remainder by one less than the number of words in the

line, and to put into position for later action certain parts of the machine

(which can be seen by the observer) which will at the proper time in the

action of the machine cause to be inserted between the words which com-

pose the line, and which words are separated for that purpose, one or more

spaces of such a character as the quotient obtained by the above division

may require to make the line of standard length. When the last word

which was set in any given line has passed the case which contains the

spaces used in filling out the line, then another part of the machine, which .

has been put in position by the touching of the ' line-key,' operates and

takes the now completed line out to, and puts it down into, a ' galley

'

arranged to receive the 'live-matter' column. When this 'galley' or

column is filled, the action of putting in the last line locks all the keys, so

that the mind of the person at the keyboard is free from any thought other

than that connected directly with operating the keyboard or the copy to

be composed. In connection with the ' live-matter ' column the machine

is provided with means for inserting, between the fines composing the

column, ' leads ' for purposes of display or emphasis, this part being also

controlled from the keyboard (as called for by the copy) by means of a

switching lever at the volition of the operator. It also keeps a record of

the number of lines composed by the machine, so that when the number of

' ems ' which the standard line contains is known, the number of ' ems '

set by the machine is found without taking duplicate proofs or any

measurements whatever.

" rt will thus be seen that the Paige Compositor has in its plan and ful-

filment canvassed the whole problem and covered the entire work of com-

position. The machinery employed to do this work is of the most positive,

substantial, and successful character known to mechanics, and is the result

of twenty years and over of the most careful study—the strength, dura-

bility, accessibility, and simplicity of parts having been points which have

always ruled in determining what should be used to accomplish the results

desired. The machine in no way limits the operator, the speed of com-

position already obtained is from twelve to fifteen times that of the hand

compositor.
" It may be stated in brief that the Paige Compositor does the entire

work of composition ; setting ordinary movable type with far greater speed,

accuracy, and artistic effect, than has ever before been accomplished by
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any method. It automatically distributes, and at the same time sets the

type indicated by the operator, automatically spaces and justifies the

matter, without mental effort on the part of the operator, places it in a

galley ready for use on book or newspaper as desired, records the number

of lines set, and leads the matter as and when required, and does -all this

by the employment of positive mechanism.

" The machine is not to be confounded with any other machine, as it

is entirely unique in design, principle, and method of working.

"It is not a mere typesetting machine. It is a compositor in the truest

sense of the word, as it performs simultaneously all the work of a human

compositor."

Lest any wrong impression should be conveyed by the quotation at the

head of this chapter, which refers to persons other than those who actually

carried out the onerous work of preparing the Paige specifications, and

lest it be thought that others had found the work too much for them, the

. authors wrote to David H. Fletcher of Chicago, the patent attorney who

prepared the final specifications ; his reply is of such interest that it is

printed here in extenso.

o which you refer. For-

'
still alive,' although the words : ' sufficient

"
I am in receipt of your favour of March 25th, 1913, in which you make

inquiry as to my connection with the Paige Type-setting and Justifying

Machine. I have never seen Mr. Thompson's History, but can readily

imagine what was meant by the ' disastrous end ' tc

tunately, as you suggest, I

unto the day is the evil thereof,' haunt me occasionally.

"
I acted as Mr. Paige's attorney and took out his three patents, although

the first two applications were filed by another—their apparent compli-

cations possibly having had something to do with the ' disastrous end.'

"The first application, although embodying a number of essential

principles was of minor importance. The second, which included the

typesetting and distributing features, was, however, very elaborate.
-

The

patent issued thereon is known in the Patent Office as ' The Whale. This

harmless leviathan, in its original proportions, greatly exceeded its present

size Its author evidently became lost in the wilderness of appalling details.

With a view of severing the Gordian knot, he drew his specification like

the sermon of an old-fashioned clergyman, with corresponding mystifying

results As a beginning, the machine was, regardless of construction,

function or operation, divided into three ' Grand Divisions.' Each division

was in turn, divided into sub-divisions, and these again divided until the

' Sixteenth sub-sub-Division ' was reached.

" Paradoxical as it may seem, this clarifying treatment tended only to

confuse the mind of the Patent Office Examini

multiplicity of inventions and division v -

t who held that tl

i accordingly required. An

mechanisms, s
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appeal was taken from the examiner's ruling. As an indication of the

complications involved, it required thirty days for the Assistant Commis-

sioner to read the specification in order to decide the question.

"
It was at this stage that I was employed. The Office required a

' working model ' which could not be furnished. A compromise was finally

made by having the Examiner come to Chicago, where, for a month he

studied the working machine. In the meantime, disregarding all previous

work, I rewrote the entire specification, in which process I eliminated forty

of the two hundred and six sheets of drawings originally deemed necessary

to illustrate the anatomy of this wonderful creation. The revision was

accepted without question.

" The justifying application filed by me, although not quite so volu-

minous in appearance, was in fact more complicated and subtle than the

other. Every sheet of drawing was packed to the limit with detail
;

and,

inasmuch as it was necessary to associate the operation of many detached

mechanisms, some of which were in continuous operation while others were

intermittent in varying degrees from minutes to months, the problem

became somewhat involved.

" Eliminating the divisions and sub-divisions mentioned, the applications

were accepted as embodying unitary inventions.

" You ask '
if this work produced no ill effects upon my mind.' Viewed

from a purely human standpoint—yes ; viewed from the standpoint that

the universe is not a blunder and that man is here for some great purpose-

no This extraordinary creation was both a triumph and a tragedy. Not-

withstanding all of the trying experiences and disappointments associated

with it, it was in many ways uplifting, broadening, and inspiring. In

judging' of it as an invention, I have tried to dismiss prejudice and to measure

its merits with those of the great inventors of the world, and, as an auto-

matic device, considering the character of the varying problems solved

by it, I am of the opinion that it is the greatest thing of the kind that has

been 'accomplished in all of the ages. Commercial failure as it was, for

reasons which need not be mentioned, it was an intellectual miracle and its

relation to men, as indicating the creative power of mind, is a suggestive

verification of the prophecy that ' they shall become as Gods.'

"
If I have gone beyond the answer to your simple question, please

treat it as ' off the record,' and disregard it. Trusting that I have not

made myself tedious, and that I have shown no marked signs of that mental

decay which would seem to be the natural corollary of the work in question,

I remain, with best wishes for the success of your work.
" Yours sincerely,

•' {Signed) D. H. Fletcher."
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CHAPTER XXIX.

MATRIX-COMPOSING, LINE-JUSTIFYING, AND :

SLUG CASTING MACHINES.

igh-grade book-work], and t

[uestionably be one which casts, sets

nachine and with but one attendant."

n S. Thompson. History of Comfiosin

INTRODUCTORY.

This class, whose various representatives are of course all hot machines,

is, historically speaking, comparatively modern, though at the speed at

which progress, more especially commercial progress, moves to-day, several

of its members have already grown up into middle age. The family may

be broadly divided into two main branches, whose typical representative in

the one instance is the Lanston Monotype, and in the other the Mergenthaler

Linotype. Their characteristics in the case of the first mentioned, are the

division of the composition and the casting into two processes, generally

carried out by separate human supervision and separate machines, ;

opposed to the linotype class in which they are generally carried on sum

taneously or conjunctively by one machine and by a single human super-

visor. A further characteristic, differentiating these two classes, is the fact

that in the first case every letter is cast successively as the final result of

a series of operations, while in the other either the slug, the commonest

product of the second class of machine, or the line of individual type m its

latest development, is cast at a single operation of pouring or casting. This

classification and these definitions may not be scientific, but speaking broadly

and from a general commercial standpoint, they are believed by the authors

to be sufficiently accurate to serve even in a text-book devoted to the subject

of typographical printing-surfaces.

The only exceptions, so far as known to the authors, to the foregoing

classification—and was there ever a classification without its exceptions-

are the Stringertype and the Grantype. The Stringertype, which is

described later on in part I of this chapter, belongs strictly to the

110 120 130 140
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on the monotype principle of casting each individual character *******

as the culmination of a series of separate operations necessary for the

^ «^ms to the broad general Ruction governing

characters in relief upon its upper surface, and it still retains the mna

difference between the linotype and the monotype classes namely to

casting of its whole line at a single operation of pouring, even though

that line is composed of individual letters, spaces, and quads.

PART I.

MACHINES OF THE MONOTYPE CLASS ;
CASTING THEIR TYPE SUCCESSIVELY

TO EORM THEIR COMPLETED LINE.

BHflHTe m, ito qenoBto onpaBRNBaeTca Rfcraini, a He

BtpOIO TOHBKO?
^^H'JlMomtype)

The Monotype composing and easting machines.-These machines consist

nf two seoTrate and quite distinct parts; firstly, the composing and line-

in fig. 364, plate XLVIII. ,

The keyboard of the composing machine, as already shown,^ 274 to

276 pP 2Q2-3, is very much like that of a typewriter, but with a larger

number' of keys. The inverted comma and apostrophe are repeated m two

by Mackie, of Warrington, in 1868, for his^^"^J^SS
used fourteen rows of holes in combinations of two at a time, the available

"ttforiitl a!ScpI™ of Monotype keyboard the arrange-

ment fig 274 P . 292 corresponds to the arrangement of the matrices m the

^rid fig 371 p 400; the two top rows of (red) keys, fig. 274, bearing numbers

IfiHhe function oi line-justifying described late, The*#££££
row of keys and the bottom horizontal row of keys each effect one perfoxa

tion only in the ribbon. The other keys each effect two perforations. Each
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key when depressed about a quarter of an inch admits compressed air to

the required combination of thirty-one plungers, equally spaced, which per-

forate the ribbon ; fourteen of these perforations produce variation of the

position of the matrix-grid in x and fourteen in y, so that a total of 225

characters, spaces, and quads can be produced (the case of x = o and that

Fig. 365.

—

Monutypi composin

of y = 0, being provided for by the keys which give one perforation only).

For the functions of the three rei of the perforations, see

ng- 37°- P- 399, references A, B and C.

Above the keyboard proper is a pointer which rises step by step for

each depression of the space-key, and a drum, somewhat like the cylinder

of a Fuller's slide-rule, on which are figures giving the resulting spacing
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required for the line. This drum can be rotated up to a movable stop by

depressing the upper of the two (green) keys on the extreme right of the B

or C keyboards. The justifying-scale key is depressed when ready to justify,

and causes the line-justifying scale to rotate until it stops with the correct

number at the end of the pointer. The bell rings five ems before the com-

pletion of the line ; this is sufficient to ensure the acceptance or rejection

of the longest indivisible word. The mechanism driving the drum stop,

fig S&5 aggregates the total set of the letters on a scale like that of a type-

writer 'and enables the operator to see whether he will proceed with the

space 'and the next word, or will divide the word, or complete the line at the

=
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end of the word. Having completed the setting of the line, he depresses

the upper (green) key, fig. 274, P- 292, and then refers to the reading shown

on the drum, which is of the form » This reading gives the two (red) keys

to be depressed in the top row and second row respectively
;
the reading

corresponds to the settings of two differential wedges on the casting machine

which divide the surplus space, left on completing the line, amongst the

whole of the spaces in the line.

To enable different faces and different bodies to be cast from the same

arrangement of matrix-grid two difficulties had to be overcome in the A, B

and C keyboards :

—

1. The difference in set widths which exists in c

old-style, modern or other faces.

s between
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2. The increased or decreased set width which the sorts occupy as the

body-sizes are varied, or when an extended or condensed face is required

to be cast.

The first difficulty is overcome by designing the old-style face of modern-

ized form so that the lower-case r, s, are wider, the h, k, n, u, etc., narrower,

the a and the o much narrower, while the e remains unaffected. The

resulting face is very legible, though many of the distinctive features of old-

style are almost absent. It was, however, possible by altering the lay-out

or arrangement of matrices, in the A, B or C pattern keyboards, and by

marking certain keys for a character different from that originally shown

on them, to cast an old-style face having the full peculiarities of old-style.

The growing requirements of the printer engaged in jobbing work such as

ti'llloltvOBDU®
' tzqiiluflsLTANCE
'isvUxnfivC&fflHM
\]rbihkJp^<BQjfiftW
-.tea .-ySfLJasVmf&M
eoO^xfiSwBceffiCE

;('?78Aqk#«GYX,E
.- 'I56«bv«PODK ..

,irz34gypZLERM-
litel2auhCFANHW

railway time-tables, trade circulars and even dictionaries, have rendered

necessary the simultaneous use of different founts, such as clarendon, sans

serif and old-style. This could only be effected on the A, B or C models

of keyboard by marking the keys to correspond to the altered characters,

with the disadvantage that the alteration of character involved an alteration

also in the fingering. Pattern C keyboard is shown in fig. 361, plate XLVII.

In the new D keyboard machine, and also in the DD keyboard machine,

different lay-outs can be obtained with practically the same keyboard

arrangements, figs. 275 and 276, p. 293, modelled, moreover, on that of the

typewriter as was previously done in the case of the Monoline machine.

The lay-out of the D and DD Monotype matrix-grids for book or news

founts is shown in fig. 368, and that for jobbing founts in fig. 369.

The method by which the alteration of the keyboard can be effected,

while the gear operating the perforating and counting device remains

MATRIX-CO

normal, consists in the in!

8 Z- J- S-

» hi

11 V X u-

12 M/g

14 tffi Si W-

isfeyy

;. 36$.—Monotyp,

bank and the operating
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nsists in the insertion of a key-bar frame between the button-

ENGLISH—STANDARD.

racters,

XLVII.
lachine,

eyboard

t of the

lacliine.

ENGLISH—JOBBING.

5 IT* TT ' ' .'
• ; • . ' '

6 [T ' ' J f t /1[ ) i-i^,pl.77ltrs ' ' r t s

s h j- I § e ? z c e ? I z c e

B 7 5 3 l: 0: o a . 9 7 5 3 1: 0.

Jf 6 4 2 * J S £ - £ 8 6 4 2

IfF-p l- f- cxav5£j;ff^a o

fe b- o- e- k u n J S x q b y u n

'CcRAflflhCfl fl kv p h d

„ VX-U-K-N-H-D-ffPFLTZCj
12
SZQVYBGNOEaePLFT
uXlHtDAw&QVBGOjAw
H<E.**jBi £££S£
is

I

fft .\ K M H m
is f+ %tr # '

Tysy^wjj

bank and the operating rods which r i transversely to the keyboard.
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The key-bars, of which there is one for each key, run «

the operating rods ; each key-bar carries on its upper e

jection which engages with the corresponding button bell-ci

projections, or in some cases one only, on its lower edge

the operating rods of the perforating and counting mechanism.

The second difficulty is overcome by increasing the whole of the set

widths proportionately ; the quads are thus no longer square or half square,

though the em is double the en. A different drum is used on the keyboard

corresponding to the number of points in the set width of the special em

quad, and a wedge corresponding to this drum is used for determining

the width of the characters in the typecaster.
.

The actual perforation of the ribbon is effected by means of compressed

air from the same supply used for controlling the casting machine.

The lower of the two additional (green) keys to the extreme right of the

keyboard, fig. 274, p. 292, serves for returning the counting gear to zero,

ready for commencing a new line.

The appearance of the perforated ribbon is shown in fig. 370. The

ribbon is rolled on a spool as it is perforated, and on completion is removed

from the composing machine. The completed ribbon can now be fed into

the typecasting machine, and is in proper order for this, as it travels in the

direction opposite to that in which it was perforated, for the casting

machine begins work at the end of the matter, and works back to the

beginning. The last operation in composing was the depression of the two

line-justifying keys in the two upper rows, fig. 274, p. 292 ; the perfora-

tions corresponding to these key depressions are now the first to come into

operation, and provide for the adjustment of the space-wedges which retain

their setting till the casting of the line is completed.

The perforated ribbon passes over the air-tower of the caster between a

long port and a drilled surface which communicates by pipes with the

cylinders of thirty-one plungers ; these correspond to the thirty-one rows of

holes which can be punched in the ribbon. The holes in the ribbon act like

ports in a valve, and admit air only to those cylinders the plungers of which

are to be actuated. In the first instance the space-adjusting wedges for con-

trolling the opening of the mould are set, and this setting remains constant

till the line is completed and a new setting is given. Then for each character

a third wedge comes into operation, determining the set width to be given

to the mould for that character. The position of this wedge is dependent

on the position of the matrix-grid in the direction of the set width relatively

to the mould. The matrices in the earlier machines, fig. 177, p. 221, are

secured in the grid, fig. 371, by wires passing through the cross holes. They

are arranged in fifteen rows of fifteen each, all the characters of a row,

body-wise, being of the same set width. The matrix-grid is controlled by

a cam and lever movement through the intervention of buffer-springs, so

that it tends to be driven the maximum distance in both directions, that

is to travel to the origin in both x and y, and it actually travels the full

T:
1:

^i
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distance in both, to the fixed stops, when there is no perforation in the

ribbon (em quad). The movement in other positions is checked by fourteen

plungers, for each direction, which rise vertically and stop the travel of the

grid horizontally. The plungers are operated by compressed a

pressure of about 12 to 15 pounds per square inch.
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The plungers also perform another function : the two justifying keys of

the two upper rows on the keyboard, which are last depressed in composing

the line, operate the plungers in x andjy respectively ; the one controls the

distance moved by the coarse space-wedge and the other by the fine space-

.
.

.

cE=: J^
wedge, the taper of which is one-fifteenth of the taper of the coarse wedge.

Once set, these wedges retain their position for the whole of the line ;
hence all

these spaces are equal in set width. The whole travel of the fine wedge may

correspond to only 0-0075 inch in the mould, the minimum difference of width

for each space being 0-0005 inch. The maximum error of line-justification
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in a line containing ten spaces will then be 0-005 inch, and in small pica body

it will be nearly double the minimum error obtainable by hand-justification,

but probably nearly equal to the error actually obtained in practice. The

coarse wedge will move 0-0075 inch for each step, and the total range will

be represented by 14 X 0-0075 inch -4- 14 X 0-0005 incn = o-uao inch. In

the case of small pica or n-point the space already represents 4 units (each

of about 0-0085 inch) or 0-0338 inch. The limits of width between which

the space can be varied are therefore from 0-0338 inch to 0-1458 inch, or

from rather less than the middle space up to nearly the em quad.

In the event of a line being cast of wrong length, the machine stops

automatically. Multiple-justification for tabular work can now be obtained

in the Monotype.

The machine presents some very special features. The ribbon, if rolled

up, can be used again an indefinite number of times. The ribbons more-

over represent a much smaller amount of locked-up capital than is the

case when type or stereotypes are stored.

A different drum must be used on the keyboard machine, however, and a

different ribbon produced if the matter is required to be printed in a style

which necessitates variation in the measure of width of column, in. the space--

wedge settings or in the lay-out. These requirements are met by the DD
keyboard, fig. 363, plate XLVIII, which enables two ribbons to be produced

simultaneously, so that an edition de luxe and a popular edition of a work

may be produced by the same compositor, at one cost of composition,

with pages of different size and of varying type faces.

When the keyboard is being used for two editions and a word occurs

which would require to be divided on one of the drums only, the other

drum can be temporarily disconnected by a lock on the drum. The per-

foration for the hyphen accordingly appears on the drum in question.

A switch placed between the two drums is used to cut out either drum

for breaking the line ; the use of this switch permits of the line-justifying

perforations being made in one ribbon only ; this device is also used for

the line-justification of matter of greater width than the galley of the

casting machine. The operation of hrowing the switch over to the one

side or to the other sets the line-justification drum to give the requisite key-

readings for the line-justification perforations.

This double tower keyboard can also be used for the composition of

matter of double the ordinary width which the casting machine is capable

of turning out ; this is effected by composing alternate lines on each tower

and combining the two galleys side by side when they have been. cast.

The speed of the Monotype caster should not be greater than 170 type

per minute on the smallest body-size, and in ordinary work 150 type per

minute are obtained.

The power required to run the keyboard and the casting machine is

about 0-5 horse-power.

The Monotype machine is also capable of being used as a typecasting

^ 10 20 30 40 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140
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machine or sorts-caster. When it is so used the die-case adjusting

mechanism, and the assembling and galley mechanisms are not required,

consequently their action is suspended by locking the paper-feeding

mechanism and locking the normal wedge to correspond to the set size

of the type required. .

A special grid, fig. 372. "can be used for holding a single matrix in

sorts-casting, while the standard matrices, moulds, die-cases, and galley

equipment can be used for sizes ranging from 5-point to 14-point. The i
matrix-holder or die-case resembles the ordinary die-case in outer form,

but is provided with a seating and a sliding clamping piece. The sliding

piece is first withdrawn from the holder, the matrix is then put into place,

and the slide is pushed home, securing the matrix as shown in fig. 372.

The range of the Monotype machine as a sorts-caster has been increased

to enable it to cast up to 36-point, while in America it has even been used

for casting as large as 48-point. When used for above 14-point a special form

of matrix is used, fig. 178, p. 221, which consists of a rectangular piece of

metal having two bevelled or chamfered corners and the character impression

sunk into one of the flat faces. This matrix is held in a special holder or

90 100 110 120 130 140
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4-point. The

, The sliding

rat into place,

in fig. 372-

die-case, fig. 373, which is provided with a seating having two stationary

gauging-faces, against which the top and bottom edges of the matrix abut

;

it is also fitted with two adjustable clamping-jaws which bear against the

bevelled corners of the matrix and are simultaneously adjusted by a knurled

screw to bring the matrix to its proper position and to secure it. The large

work matrices are not provided with a cavity for the centring-pin, but the

matrix-holder has a bushing into which the centring-pin enters.

Special moulds are used for casting from 14-point up to 36-point, two

adjustable moulds being used for these sizes, the one ranging from 14-point

to 20-point inclusive, and the other from 24-point to 36-point inclusive.

Several blades for the different mould with

corresponding- point-blocks and mould-blade stops ; the side blocks of the

mould are made adjustable to accommodate the proper blade for the

body-size to be cast. As in the case of the ordinary mould, the slide-

block is reciprocated by the type-carrier from which latter the type is

ejected by the mould-blade.

A few changes of details are necessary to accommodate the machine to

the altered conditions. The pump-well is changed and a new piston and

nozzle are fitted, while the strength of the centring-pin spring is altered. The

special normal wedges for casting sorts are set by hand from holes for the

wedge positions, instead of being set automatically as is the case when the

machine is casting automatically from the perforated ribbon. The type-,

channel blocks used for casting and composing are removed, and the special

adjustable blocks shown in fig. 374 are used instead. These blocks, as is

90 100 110 120 130 140^
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shown in the figure, are curved round so that the type, instead of being

assembled in the channel, are delivered directly to the galley. The speed

at which the casting machine can be run for casting large type depends

upon the length of time required to chill the metal before the type is ejected

from the mould, and a special speed-reducing gear is provided which effects

this reduction. The gear is fitted with three controlling levers by means of

which nineteen different speeds can be obtained.

The Tachytype, invented by F. A. Johnson of America, is a very similar

machine. The perforated strip is narrow, being about z inches wide
;

the

line-justification is effected automatically by the machine ; at the same

time that the holes are perforated the character represented is typed on the

strip so that the operator or any other person can read the record. The

English rights in this machine have been acquired by the Linotype Company ;

the machine has not been worked commercially in this country.

The Graphotype, figs. 375 and 376, plate XLIX, invented by George

A. Goodson of America in 1893, had a keyboard similar to that of the type-

writer and comprised 100 keys ; these operated a typewriter which gave a

nr-
: ^ >> ; perform ribbon

written record of the work of composition as it proceeded, and, in addition,

made certain electric contacts by means of pins which dipped into wells of

mercury, closing electrical circuits by which any one or any pair selected

by the key from two sets of ten perforating punches could be operated by

electro-magnets. The perforated strip was narrow and had guide perforations

on one side only, fig. 377 ; the perforations corresponding to any character,

or space, occupied two consecutive transverse units of its length. The type-

writer had, connected to it, a dial scale to show the amount of line to be made

up by increasing or decreasing the spaces. The face of type used was of the

self-spacing kind, having six units to the em quad. Five different set widths

were used comprising two to six units. Corrections, should any be required,

could therefore be made very easily by hand.

The line-justification was effected by pairs of perforations similar to those

used for the characters ; a single hole at the left of the ribbon (as composed)

and in the upper of the two possible positions formed the space, while another

single perforated hole, in the lower position, formed the trip for the end of

the line. As in the other ribbon machines described, the ribbon had to be
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put into the machine in reverse order. The increase or decrease in se

the spaces was controlled by an electrically-operated escapement.

The matrices were all combined in a square matrix-block which

produced by electro-deposition. The counterpart of the matrix-block

set up in type and accurately justified, so f

correctly placed both for body and set. The

of the type from it, was finished and secured

holes for setting the respective matrices into tn

were light. The stop-mechanism for the grid wi

the Monotype, but the perforations in this insts

connexions to be made which brought electro-magnets

operated the stops. The matrix-grid comprised

matrices, but

the characters were

aatrix-block, after removal

) a steel back with conical

position ; the moving parts

somewhat similar to that of

ce enabled certain electrical

play, and these

of these were used for quads. There were : one row

s 3-unit, three rows 4-unit, two rows 5-unit, and two rows

( [

: 37S.- v -

6-unit. The arrangement of matrices in the block was as shown in fig. 378.

The matrix-block being in one solid piece enabled the characters to be placed

very close together. This saved weight, as well as distance of travel of

the matrix-block.

The adjustment of the mould for set width was dependent on the position

occupied by the grid. The set width could be one of those enumerated,

or occasionally, in the case of spaces, the single unit width. The mould

was water-cooled, and special precautions, peculiar to this machine, were

taken to keep the temperature down. The pump was placed at some

distance (about 15 in'ches) from the mould, and the metal-tube connecting

it to the nozzle was heated by means of a low-tension electric current

;

this arrangement was found to work very well in practice, as it enabled

the metal temperature to be kept very accurately within the desired, limits,,

while the removal of the metal-pot to a distance permitted adjustments

of the mould and adjacent parts to be made with ease and comfort. A

„V10 20 30 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140
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peculiarity of type cast on this machine was that it was hollow, owing to

the suction applied to the mould immediately after the cast was made,

with the result that a hard shell instead of a solid type was left in it.

The above brief description relates to the small machine, constructed

under Percy W. Davis's supervision in England. As originally made it ran

at 140 revolutions per minute, and was capable of casting up to 12-point.

By modifying the shape of the cams it was enabled tc

of 170 per minute, which it effected with but little m

of undue wear.

In the meantime, work had been steadily proceeding on the Graphotype

in America, and an improved machine was evolved in which the matrix

plate comprises 225 characters and spaces. This n

;e and without evidence

w model is due mainly
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;. 379.—-Graphotype, improved ; to;

e effort and mechanical ski of W. Nicholas and W.

e modified
Ackermann.

In the first place, the keyboard and its electric ct

so that the typewriter lay-out, repeated for each fount, capitals and

lower-case, both roman and italic, could be adopted. A machine with

this keyboard lay-out was exhibited in Madison Square Garden in May

1907, and the claim is advanced that the adoption of this principle by

the Graphotype was made prior to its adoption by the Monotype. The

range of set widths available was increased by dividing into sixteen equal

parts the body, O!

the Monotype. The set i

width selected for the quad, a

idths range from 4-unit to 16-unit inclusive,
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there being three rows 8-unit (en quad), and two rows 10-unit. This

arrangement may, however, be modified or changed according to the width

of the alphabet to be adapted.

The lay-out of the keyboard is shown in fig. 379, and that of the

matrix-plate in fig. 380. The method of preparing the matrix-plate has

been greatly improved, and the use of the micrometer microscope has

been adopted to ensure the correct relative positioning of the matrices in

the plate with reference to the drilled centring-holes on its upper surfaces.

This is effected by making a trial cast of each character from a matrix grown

from foundry type with the centring-pin in the centring-hole placed in its
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normal position for each character,

measured, and the centring-pin moved

error, and a new cast is then taken.

The corrected casts, or slugs as they may be termed

cast on a stem having its sides, both in body and in set,

of the centring-holes, are then built up into a block and ;

plate is grown from them.

A further improvement introduced is to make the ur
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4o8 TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACES,

that no one justifying space shall differ by more than one unit from any

other in the line. That is to say, the method adopted is to cast spaces each

a multiple of the unit, but not necessarily equal to each other ; it is further-

more arranged that where inequality occurs the wider spaces are cast first

in one line and last in the next line, so as to keep the appearance of

the justification more uniform. The perforated ribbon has guide-holes at

one side only, as in the Goodson machine, and two sets of perforations, each

in one of the fifteen positions available, are used for the production of

each character ; two sizes of hole are used, a large one for determining

the row, and a small one for defining the individual character in the row

selected. The fifteenth or last perforation of one set is devoted to the trip,

and of the other is devoted to the spaces ; these holes also are large and

small respectively.

In this form of the Graphotype the composing mechanism or keyboard

perforates the paper strip which is then rolled up and is worked back-

wards in the casting machine in the same manner as in the Monotype. The

perforating and selecting devices as well as the other mechanical move-

ments of the Graphotype keyboard and casting machines are electrically

operated ; the current for operating can be obtained from any ordinary

continuous-current electric lighting or power supply.

A new model of the Graphotype machine has been produced which

is a one-man machine, for the whole work of composing and casting

is performed on it ; this machine contains several novel and original

features, and is illustrated in figs. 381 to 384, plates L to LIII. The

principal difficulty present in this class of machine is that of line-justification,

for it is essential that the whole line should be composed and measured, and

that the width of the spaces to be cast in the line should be determined,

before the first space is cast. In this case a totally different form of

control is adopted, consisting of a number of controller-elements, each

of which can be set to represent any character or space, or to effect the

change from character to space-width setting for line-justification, the

change back again to character being made automatically.

To understand this it is necessary to refer to the drawing, fig. 385. of

the controller-element and the escapement which frees it. The element

consists of a parallel spindle carrying two fixed end-rollers and three inter-

mediate rollers capable of longitudinal adjustment and of remaining held

frictionally in any position to which they may be set by the selecting

mechanism of the keyboard. The central adjustable roller is for purposes

of line-justification only, and, when so used, may be shifted from its

central position ; the other two adjustable rollers are set to position by

the selecting device controlled from the keyboard, and they fulfil the same

functions as are performed by the agency of the double perforations in the

casting machines, using the perforated paper strip. The controller-elements

are stored in a magazine, one being released by an electro-magnet operated
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MATRIX-COMPOSING AND TYPECASTING. 409

when each key is depressed, and they are adjusted by an electrically-operated

gear to correspond to the character selected by setting the two outer adjust-

able rollers for row and individual position of the matrix-plate respectively.

Subsequently these rollers make the contacts which control the position

in the rows, in x and y respectively, of the matrix-plate so as to bring

the required character over the mould-opening, and to set the mould-

blade or body-slide to give the proper number of units of set width to

the character to be cast.

After the controller-elements for the characters of a word are assembled, a

space controller is fed to the receiving magazine and following the completion

of the measure or line a trip controller is delivered to the receiving magazine

and a justification controller to a supplementary magazine. The arrangement

of the controller-elements and that of the justification controller-elements

in their respective magazines, together with the order in which they are fed

=^=&=&4

Fig. 385.-

o^)=^>=^>==#^>

through the index-head and dealt with in the casting machine, are shown

in fig. 386. The trip controller from the end of the preceding measure

or line causes the justification roller to be the next to be received by the

setting portion of the casting machine, and thus sets the justification of

the spaces for the lines to be cast. As the casting of the line proceeds,

the spaces are cast each to the proper width determined by the position

of the rollers on the justification controller-element, and at the close of

this measure or line the trip controller which follows causes the justifi-

cation controller-element for the next measure or line to be brought into

play.

It is therefore possible for the operator to work several lines ahead of the

casting portion of the machine : the controller-elements set for the selection

of characters and spaces being stored ready for use in one magazine con-

structed in the form of a zigzag raceway, and those set for the setting of

justification 1
1

; pplementary magazine.

120 130 WO
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MATRIX-COMPOSING AND TYPECASTING. 4"

The system adopted for composing and justifying a line of type is as

follows :— , .

The first action of the operator is to set a trip controller, which is

deposited in the main receiving channel or magazine. Next, controllers for

each character of the first word of the line are successively set. Then a

controller for the first word-space of the line is set. The setting of a word-

space controller gives no indication of the size of that particular word-

space. Every word-space controller when set is exactly like every other

word-space controller, that is it simply denotes that at that place in the line

there shall be a word-space ; it gives no indication of what size any word-

space shall be. The sizes of word-spaces are attended to when the end of

the line is reached. After the first word-space controller is set, controllers

for the successive characters and word-spaces of the line are set in their

order. When the units-register indicates that no further whole syllable

can be included in the line, the operator sets a line-justification controller,

the function of which is to set the various movable parts of the casting-

machine justifier so that the word-spaces of the line are of such a size or

sizes as to fill out exactly the predetermined measure to which both the

type-galley and the units-register have been previously set. Obviously,

the units-register will indicate that some of the predetermined units of

length of line have not been used up by the sum of all the various

unit values of the type and word-spaces in that line—the units-register

having registered four units for each word-space, although the line-justi-

fication mechanism may subsequently give these word-spaces a greater

When a justification controEer has been set, it is deposited in the channel

of the supplementary magazine separate from that which contains the trip

controllers, character controllers, and word-space controllers.

The outlets of these two separate channels meet, and there is a

mechanism provided for removing controllers from these channel outlets,

one at a time, and presenting them in proper order to the index-head

which controls the circuits of the casting machine. Further mechanical

arrangements present the controllers automatically to this index-head in

the following order :

—

(i) Trip controller
; (2) justification or justifier-setting controller

; (3)

character controllers
; (4) word-space controller ; (5) character controllers ;

and so on until the end of the line, when another trip controller is presented

ahead of the justification controller for the following line.

The trip controller serves to trip into action those mechanisms which

annul any previous setting of the justifier and which bring forward its

movable components so that they are in position to fall back on such

movable stops as may be set by the justification controller which follows.

When the justifier has been set, as described above, it retains its setting

during the entire line, because none of the movable stops can drop, for

they are all provided with lips or undercutting to prevent dropping.

100 110 120 130 140
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412 TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACES.

The mould does not receive a setting for line-justification word-spaces at

the beginning of every line—as in the Monotype—but is set each time it is

required for that purpose during the casting of the line, that is each time a
word-space controller is presented to the index-head.

After a word-space has been cast, the setting for that space is annulled,

and the mould is set for the size of the following character.

Whenever a word-space controller is presented to the index-head, a

movable escapement contact-finger in the justifier is indexed one notch
thereby automatically counting the spaces until the finger rests on another
contact which causes the remaining word-spaces in the line to differ in

size from those already cast in that line. This is the only portion of the

justifier moved during the composition of the line.

The description given above relates to ordinary justification, in which
the justification slide and the end-of-line slide are manually locked together,

in which case the combination of trip and justification causes the necessary

operations to be performed for the transference of the finished line to the

galley.

The machine is rendered capable of performing multiple justification

by manually unlocking the two slides for justification and end-of-line.

This condition is shown diagrammatically in fig. 386, in which fifty-one

controllers are shown composed for multiple justification ; the left and right

columns of figures to the right of the diagram give respectively the order

in which the controllers are composed into and used from the magazines.

The order of passing through the index-head is as follows :

—

1. Trip ; trips the justification cam to draw up the justification slide.

2. Multiple justification ; operates an electro-magnet so that

:

3. Trip ; causes the justification cam to be tripped a second time and
the justification slide and the end-of-line slide to be drawn up as

one slide causing the delivery of the finished line.

14. Justification ; sets the justification mechanism for the line-justifi-

cation of the section of the line 4-13, the controllers for which
then pass from the main magazine and cause the required

characters and spaces to be cast

:

15. Trip ; trips the justification cam to operate the justification slide for :

'

38. Justification ; sets the justification for the section of the line 16-37,

the controllers for which cause the required characters and spaces

to be cast ; and so on.

The machine occupies a floor-space of 3 feet by 6 feet ; it weighs 1250

pounds, and, including two 16-candlepower lamps, requires 1 kilowatt to

drive and control it.

The Graphotype machine has also been adapted for use as a sorts-caster,

and has been used successfully for casting from the limit of machine com-
position (18-point) up to 36-point inclusive. Each large-work fount is carried

on three matrix-plates, and it is stated that a complete fount of 200 pounds
of type has been obtained from the machine in a run of eight hours.

•• -
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The matrices, fig. 179, p. 222, are of trapezoidal shape, and a number of

them are built up into a wheel, fig. 390, plate LV, having solid longitudinal

dividing-bars of the same section as the matrices. These solid dividing-

bars serve for casting spaces of the various thicknesses and for quads.

The matrices are secured in the matrix-wheels by cylindrical pins which

lock them to each other, to the dividing-bars formed on the solid portion

of the matrix-wheel, and to the ends of the matrix-wheels.

Each matrix is provided with a small steel plate at one side which

engages with the upper end of the bell-crank levers, lx 1%, fig. 235, p. 263,

when the matrix-wheel is presented to the mould, and the other end of the

lever depresses the body-slide against the pressure of a spring, so as to give

the characters a set width proportional to the distance moved by the upper

end of the bell-crank.

Each matrix-wheel contains twelve solid dividing-bars with four rows of

matrices arranged circumferentially between each pair of dividing-bars. There

are six circumferential rows of matrices, each of which contains forty-eight

matrices arranged thus : the first row for roman lower-case ; the second

row roman capitals ; the third row italic lower-case ; the fourth row italic

capitals ; the fifth row small capitals ; and the sixth row the various signs

and figures. Thus each matrix-wheel contains 288 matrices for characters,

apart from the twelve solid dividing-bars from which spaces can be east.

There are two matrix-wheels on each casting machine.

Unlike the Monotype in which compressed air is used, or the Grapho-

type, in which electro-magnets are used, the selecting needles are caused to

enter the perforations in the ribbon by means of spring blades.

The perforated ribbon is very similar to that prepared in the Graphotype

perforator. There are, however, two lines of guide-perforations, one on each

side of the strip, fig. 391, which are made by the keyboard itself. The

strip may receive perforations on thirteen longitudinal lines, of which the

perforations on lines 1, 2, 10, 11 and 12 indicate the kind of type or fount

(and consequently the lateral position of the matrix-wheel), while perfora-

tions on lines 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 indicate the different characters, letters, or

signs, and control the rotational movement of the matrix-wheel. Perfora-

tions on line 3 control the casting of spaces, giving a middle space when

there is a perforation on line 3 alone, and a justifying space when the perfora-

tion on line 3 occurs in combination with another perforation. The perfora-

tion on line 13 is of larger diameter than the others, and sets in operation the

trip gear for transferring the line to the galley.

A very important feature of the Dyotype is that it avoids the dis-

advantages of requiring the use of unit systems or self-spacing type.

The keyboard is arranged to effect the summation of any widths of

characters, this being performed by a metal piece which is changed for

each fount used. The wheel, which is used for the summation, is a tooth-

less ratchet, driven and held by friction. This arrangement allows the

matrices to be struck from existing punches, and therefore permits the
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considerable importance.

The line-justification of the line when C(

and permits any shortness of length, from

to be made up. The line-justification

connected with the keyboard.

At the end of the line, the operator presses the line-justifying lever, and

the machine modifies the space-perforations already made, without the

further intervention of the operator, the strip being held m readiness for

the purpose. .

Unlike other machines of this class, the line-justifymg perforations occur

at the beginning of the line and the strip is put into the machine so as to

start at the beginning of the matter. In order to obtain the requisite total

of combinations, the number of perforations varies for different characters,

some characters being formed by one perforation and others by two, three,

four or five perforations respectively. ,.,,., +w
It has been proposed by some inventors of machines of this class that

the ribbon should be held by a portion of the perforating apparatus, alter

the trip perforation has been made and until the end of the line is reached,

when this part of the perforating mechanism should be again bought mto

operation to punch the perforations corresponding to the set width of pace

required throughout the line. Such an arrangement woud enable he

ribbon to be used in the same direction as that of composition, but the

ribbon would require to be rewound before it could be used on the castmg

^fZsiHngeriyfe machine, fig. 39*. P^e LVL-In this machine a line of

matrices is composed, and the operations of line-justifymg, casting a justified

line, and setting are performed automatically. The Stnngertype matrtx

fig 188, p. 224, differs from the Linotype matrix, fig. 180, p. 222, the strike
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being on the flat. The matrix is notched at the side, and this notch serves
to set the mould to the correct width for the character, the dimension from
the bottom of the notch across the flat being the set width plus a constant.
The matrices are assembled as in the Linotype and measured in a vice
together with the space-matrices, fig. 203, p. 231, the measurement being
made on the aggregate thickness of all the matrices.

In the original machine, when the line has been composed, the space-
wedges are driven up to fill the vice. The set width of the spaces is obtained
in just the same way as with the type-matrices ; the Stringertype space-
matrix is tapered in side elevation, and the width at any point is equal to the
set desired plus the same constant as in the type-matrix. It is not essential
that the thickness of the matrix should be the same as the set width of the
type cast from it, but all the matrices of a fount may be a constant multiple
of the set width in thickness. The space-matrices must then be arranged
with different tapers in front and side elevation. If B

1
is the inclination

of the wedge surface to the vertical in front elevation, and
2 in side eleva-

tion, and C is the constant multiple in the case of the type-matrices,' then

is thus possible to set the vice and its details to the dimensions of any
it body-size, such as pica, and the difficulty of obtaining a sufficient

thickness for the matrices of the thin sorts of small body-sizes is overcome.
The type during the casting and composing operations is horizontal

;

when the line is completed it is automatically turned through 90 ° to the
vertical position and placed in the receiving galley.

The matrices travel from the vice to the left of the machine after the
measuring operation

; they are then pushed successively one at a time
into the cross race and travel from the operator in front of the mould ; the
last matrix cast from remains in the slide until the first of the next fine
comes along, when this matrix is pushed along the cross race. After the
matrix has been cast from, it is pushed along the cross race by the pressure
of the next succeeding matrix, and when it has travelled its own width past
the casting point a plunger pushes it into the elevator race. On the com-
pletion of the line the elevator lifts the matrices then in the race to the slide

where the space-matrices are transferred to their magazine, and the type-
matrices elevated to the distributor-bar, which operates in the same way as
in the Linotype machine.

Safety cut-outs are provided, and operate in any circumstances which
would involve damage to the machine

; in the event of a line being cast
of incorrect length the machine is also stopped.

The advantages of casting separate type are many : corrections can be
made by hand and away from the machine if necessary, while in the slug
machines it is necessary to recast the whole of the line, even when the
correction consists only of two transposed letters or a point omitted ; the
depth of the strike can be deeper, and therefore a clearer impression can be

I
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MATRIX-COMPOSING AND TYPECASTING. 4*7

obtained, and the breakaway tang permits a hard metal to be used (similar

to that of which ordinary type for hand-composition is made), while the

metal used in the slug machines, and even in those similar to the

Monotype, must necessarily be softer.

The normal speed of the Stringertype mould is stated to be 160 characters

per minute ; as mentioned above, this does not represent the hmit of output

mould ; the total output possible, if the mould were kept i:

work, would be nearly 10,000 ens per hour.

L , „ not generally intended to distribute the type, but to remelt it

;

when, however, it is desired to do so, a matrix can be left at rest in the

machine and type cast from it continuously, so that sorts can be obtained

from the machine for hand-composition, if both machine-work and hand-

work are used.

The machine requires about 0-5 horse-power.

Important modifications have recently been made in the design of this

machine, chief among these being a new method of justification, and a

novel form of matrix distribution, by which the machine has been rendered

more efficient and easy of operation, and its field of usefulness increased.

The 1013 Stringertype machine is shown in fig. 393. plate LVII.

The distensible wedge-spaces of the earlier machine have been replaced

by single non-expanding space-matrices similar in configuration to a

character-matrix, and of a thickness proportional to the maximum ]ustifymg-

space ; the set notch is of sufficient depth to permit of the production of the

ig-space.

The matrices are assembled to a greater length than that corresponding

to the length of the line of types in_the galley, and justification is effected

by measuring the overset or excess of length and dividing the latter

equally among the number of spaces ; the mould-blade is then set to the

appropriate position to give the correct space.

The essential parts of the mechanism for effecting line-justification are

shown diagrammatically in fig. 394- The line-measuring vice a is fitted with

a longitudinally slidable spindle c carrying the clamping-jaw b. The iaw6

is adjustable and can be set for different measures by running it along the

threaded spindle c and locking with the nuts d. The closing of the vice-

jaw b on to the line is effected by raising the slide e which carries the

line-justifying wedge /; the latter then engages with the block g on the

spindle c, displaces the latter to the right, and thus moves the jaw b

till it grips the line. The distance through which the slide e moves is

therefore dependent on the length of the line of matrices between the vice-

jaws, and this movement is transmitted through the knife-edge h, the measur-

ing-beam j, and the lever k to the mould-justifying wedge m. The extent

of the movement transferred from the line-justifying wedge /to the mould-

justifying wedge m is properly proportioned to the number of word-spaces in

the line This result is obtained by providing the measuring-beam / with

a movable fulcrum block n, and arranging that the position of the fulcrum
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block n is determined by means of a series of equally-spaced stops on the

surface of the drum o, which is mounted on the spindle p. On one end

of this spindle is an escapement wheel q having teeth equal in number

to the stops ; an escapement mechanism working in co-operation with

the wheel and connected to the space-key r permits a stop of different

length to be brought into position at every depression of the space-

The sequence of operations is as follows : on completion of assembly,

the line of matrices is transferred to a position immediately above the vice.

Simultaneously with this operation, the mould-justifying wedge is released

from its previously adjusted position and allowed to rise into contact with

the lever k. In the meantime the fulcrum block n is advanced to the

right until it meets the stop corresponding to the number of spaces in the

line. The beam j is now permitted to fall into contact with the knife-edge h.

The slide s is next elevated, and this permits firstly that the vice may rise

to embrace the matrices, and secondly, through frictional engagement with

the slide e, that the latter and with it the wedge / and the knife-edge h

may be driven upwards to measure the line. The appropriate position of

i hh i hL i hli ii Jii i
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thus attained,, it is locked in this

concerned are returned to their normal
the mould-justifying wedge having

position, and the various mechanisms

Thus the line-justifying space-m;

the thickness of the spaces to be cast

to bring the mould-justifying wedge

blade at the moment when the line-

to the mould preparatory to casting.

The latter remarks do not refer

set thickness is determined in the s;

itrices do not themselves determine

, but act through suitable mechanism

into the path of the mould body-

justifying space-matrix is presented

to the normal or fixed spaces, whose

character-type, namely by means of the notch in the edge of the matrix, the

depth of which varies according to the thickness of type to be cast.

The method of distribution of the matrices into the two magazines is

illustrated in figs. 395 and 396. Its chief objects are : increasing the capacity

of the distributor-bar, and providing improved means for separating the

matrices into groups and for delivering them to their respective

magazines.

With these objects in view the distributor-bar is given an eight-tooth

combination of matrix-sustaining teeth, instead of s

the Linotype, fig. 412, and provis: s made for discharging matrices from
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the bar at every half revolution, or every J inch, instead of at every

revolution of the distributor-screws, or every J inch, as usual ; this

enables a distributor-bar of given length to distribute twice the number

of matrices which could be dealt with by the earlier arrangement.

The distribution of the different groups of matrices into their respective

magazines is effected by means of an oscillating guide pivoted at a, fig. 395,

and extending the whole width of the magazines ;

it is provided on either side with chutes b and c

for receiving and guiding the matrices d to the

appropriate channels V , c', of their respective

magazines, the chutes on one side being staggered

relatively to those on the other ; this is shown

more particularly in fig. 397.

The oscillating guide is so correlated with the

distributor-screws e, e
1

, e
2 of the distributor as to

make one complete stroke for each half-revolution

:ws and this brings each group of matrix-chutes b, c

correct position to receive the matrices from the

e them into the respective magazines.

With a distributing apparatus for multiple-magazine machines operating

as above described, it becomes unnecessary for the matrices belonging to

one group to be distinguished from those of the other group otherwise than

by the combination of the serrations or teeth engaging with the distributor-

It should be noted that in the Stringertype the conditions of matrix

circulation differ from those of the Linotype in an important particular.

In the Linotype, as soon as the cast has been made the line of matrices

is elevated to the distributor, and distribution commences but few seconds

after the line is completed and sent forward. In the Stringertype, on the

other hand, after the line has been set, each matrix must be cast from

separately so that in an ordinary line of, say, sixty matrices, about twenty

seconds must elapse before distribution begins ; and whereas, in the Lino-

type, one magazine-channel of the most frequently used character is in

general sufficient, it is necessary ype to provide a larger

number of matrices to enable uninterrupted composition to proceed while

the casting is taking place ; it is this fact which is mainly responsible for

of the distributor-screv

alternately into the c

distributor-bar / and tc
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PART II.

CLASS ; CASTING T

Ijj^U ^J j^-au jK" jJj «P«

r THE NAME OF THE MOST MERCIFUL GOD.

The Linotype machine, figs. 398 to 413, plates LVIII to LXVII.—To the

persevering genius of Ottmar Mergenthaler the world owes the Linotype

machine and all its class, for to him belongs the credit of the original

idea of a machine that should produce a bar or slug of type from a line

of assembled and justified matrices. But the original idea of the Lino-

type had its origin in France, for the French patent, No. 285, applied

for by " le Sieur Herhan " on the 23 Dec. 1797, with additions made " le

27 brumaire an VII "
(17 Nov. 1798), was in the first instance for the

composition in lines of matrices of soft metal struck from steel type which

were not hardened, and in its later form for " la composition par matrices

movibles." These matrices, made of copper, were set up in page form

and stereotyped from direct. Herhan gives the composition of his

stereotype-metal as : lead 80 per cent and antimony 20 per cent* In a

French patent taken out at about the same time by Firmin Didot the

composition of stereotype-metal is given as : lead 70 per cent, antimony

20 per cent, tin 9 per cent and copper 1 per cent. The tin and copper

were to be melted first and the lead and antimony added subsequently.

Though the patent of Herhan may be viewed as the earliest forerunner

in idea of the Linotype machine, the cost of the many individual matrices

required and the impossibility of pulling proofs, and thus avoiding

errors, prevented its practical adoption. It may be also mentioned that

years before Mergenthaler made his matrices, the Caslon Type Foundry

patented a method of casting imprints and logotypes, in which single-

letter matrices were set and secured together for use on the casting

machine. Mergenthaler was probably unaware of these early inventions,
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which contain principles embodied in the Linotype machine. Nevertheless,

all the more credit is due to him because he had long been striving to

produce transfer or impression machines and had been working on quite

different lines ; but when the new idea dawned upon him he cast aside un-

grudgingly all his former achievements and started out for the fresh goal

well knowing the troubles that would be his lot before he arrived at it. He

has had many followers, imitators, and improvers ;
his class of machine,

MATRIX-CC

involved the sinking of s

a volume to itself ; sevei

written. It cannot thei

machines, although man;

want of space.

The evolution of the

to the series of illustra

a machine that casts a slug or line of type from a line of previously assembled

and justified matrices at a single operation of casting, is still the most im-

portant factor in newspaper printing throughout the world.

The Linotype, which was first produced on commercial lines by the

Mergenthaler Linotype Company of New York, has been the subject of so-

much invention, it has played so important a part in the development and

production of a great proportion of the newspapers of the day, and it has

earliest form, fig. 398, i:

matrix formed as a long

great number of strikes

piece of mechanism km

four matrix-magazines, it

At the top of all mod
is formed with seven wa
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involved the sinking of so large a capital sum that it is really worthy of

a volume to itself ; several text-books relating to it have already been

written. It cannot therefore be dealt with so briefly as the preceding

machines, although many interesting features must be here omitted for

want of space.

The evolution of the Linotype can perhaps be best traced by reference

to the series of illustrations of complete machines, beginning with the

earliest form, fig. 398, in which a characteristic feature is the multiple

matrix formed as a long bar—shown enlarged in the figure—with a very

great number of strikes, and having as its penultimate that beautiful

piece of mechanism known as model 9, fig. 410, plate LXV, with its

four matrix-magazines, its four distributors, and its great range of faces.

At the top of all modern machines is the distributor-bar, fig. 412, which

is formed with seven wards interrupted on the following system : the top

100 110 120 130 140
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ward which may be styled No. i, is alternately tooth and space, the length

of tooth corresponding to the pitch of the divisions in the magazine mouths

immediately below. Ward No. 2 is alternately tooth and space but the

length is double the tooth length of No. i ;
similarly No. 3 is alternately

50 60 70
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, x ,„« thP tooth length of No. i, and generally

fnVe bLk with seven teeth on each side of the top V-mck ;
one or more

•

f .nrr^nondins? teeth are removed, and that combination only is re-

which it is desired that the matrix should fall
,

fig. 4*3, plate LAV!
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arrangement on each side of the V is symmetrical. The matrices of the cha-
racters which are most used travel the shortest distance, return soonest to the

magazine, and the keys releasing them are most conveniently placed together
under the operator's left hand. The order of release, detail of the dis-

tributor-bar, and detail of some of the matrices are shown in fig. 412, and the

keyboard in fig. 277, p. 294. The matrices in the magazine are retained by
an escapement w, fig. 414, which is freed on the depression of the key k.

The key does not effect this directly, but releases a cam-carrier q, which

permits the cam c to be driven by one of two roller-shafts Sv S2 which are

kept revolving one in front of and one behind the lower verge-rods v
1

which are raised by the depression of the keys. As long as the key remains

depressed, the cam will roll on the roller and cause the upper verge-rod u2

to reciprocate vertically and release a matrix successively at each stroke.

1 10 20 30 40 80 90 100 110 120
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A very light touch ol the key is sumcjen, the^P^^fifg
th* lele^™Tioltlt^:k into tJguide-box in

was Z tc hft against the last in the line and to damage the sharp

was apt 10 iul ««<""•' ..,,,. „ „„,„„, Viae hppn ait awav, and

been effected, fig. 416, plate ^^ ;

T"e

t achine5

the total length of the group of matrices As m other^ p ^ g^^

is dropped ; this has no teeth, consequently it is not
ma£?azine

^eT^Sd^t^l^g free, and fit«ng ££*£
to avoid trouble from metal getting between the two|^JJe^^
been set up, the other parts of the ™chl^™ £

° ^"toe of

operator depresses the handle which raises tne compose

matrices and starts the cycle of operations.

At the back of the machine is a cam-shaft carrying nine cams tins

.
shaft is belt-driven through the interventoa of^ J^S*
clutch. The clutch is thrown out of ge r m the e

ent of y

fh^he'pumTdoes not make its stroke and-^C^f
if, on the other hand, the compositor should d iver too kmg to

matrices a cut-out or safety stop comes into action and tnrows out

Xch ThTse and other safeguards render the machme g*~*£**
proof-a very necessary precaution-not only to avoid mkrf damag

by a learner, but because the expert operator once he ^= composed a to

aid depressed the lever, immediately begins the imposition of he next

Z. and does not watch the line which he has set through *M£££
operations of casting and trimming, nor does he follow the matrices

theThelli^rquence of movements made by the Linotype :

a line of matrices having been assembled it vs^^^^\
and oas.es carriage, which carries it into the first elevator

^Ki description the figures in parentheses denote the cams
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position . see fig. 419, piate LXIX .
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atrix-pusher (2) from the second elevator into the lift-

[atrices are lifted, one at a time, so that each successive

matrix is engaged by three distributor-screws, and passes on to the dis-

tributor-bar, fig. 412, p. 425. along which it travels, by means of the revolving

screws engaging with the lugs. The matrices are suspended from the

distributor-bar by their teeth, and when each arrives at that portion of the

bar from which this particular combination of teeth has been removed,

it falls between guides and passes back into the magazine. The path

of the matrices through the machine is shown in fig. 417, plate LXIX.

The Linotype is driven usually by belting ; the main-shaft carrying

the clutch runs at about 72 revolutions per minute and the cam-shaft at

about 6-5 revolutions per minute. About

0-3 horse-power is required to run the

machine ; the maximum torque is required

when making the upstroke of the pump.

The mould and the body-trimming

knives may be specially arranged so that

when a suitable matrix is used the type

can be kerned, or can beard, below the

body-size, the kerned, or bearded, portion

being entirely formed in the matrix. This

is used to form the two-line letter used in

newspapers at the commencement of ad-

ning of the suc-

g line must be set with two or more

so as to provide the clearance for

the exact length may be

by using the two-line matrix

A portion of a slug commencing

ro-line letter is shown in fig. 420.

iiic iiwo-line and other large matrices ;

consequently are not elevated to the distributor-bar; they drop w -

tray near the space-magazine. Matrices for accented and special sorts have

a complete set of nicks and drop from the end of the distributor-bar to

the pie-tray on the right, of the machine.

In the model 4 English and model 9 machines the magazines may be

arranged so as to take matrices for two-line letters, up to 36-pomt. In the

case of the larger bodies the matrix carries only a single strike, the back of

the character corresponding to the back of the lower character carried by a

two-letter matrix ; consequently such matrix is used in the raised position

when composed, unless a mould of suitably large body is being used.

The rate of output of the Linotype machine is generally taken at a

minimum of 6000 ens per hour, this representing the normal rate of an

average compositor. Under good conditions, however, the compositor

averages from 8000 to 10,000 ens. Under special conditions a very expert

- the kern

obtained

reversed.

3 formed without nicks, and

lldl]
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operator is capable of greatly exceeding this speed. It is recorded that

in a competition lasting for two hours, held in 1900 in the United States,

between thirty-six operators, the winner attained the remarkable speed of

over 17,200 ens per hour, and the lowest speed attained by any com-

To avoid confusion between the various models of Linotype machines

which are, generally speaking, numbered differently in England and in

America, it should be noted that :

—

The first independent-matrix commercial machine is identical

with that known in England as the blower machine, fig. 400, p. 423.

Following the square-base machine, figs. 402 and 404, p. 424, in

both countries came the star base, which has since remained standard.

The next decisive step in the change of pattern was the introduc-

tion of the light, quick-change magazine, the outstanding feature

of which was that the change was effected from the front of the

machine ; the machines embodying this feature are American model 5

and English model 2, both of which are single-magazine machines;

fig. 465, plate LX.

Then followed the provision of two superimposed magazines with

two distributing mechanisms ; these features appear in American

model 4 and in English model 3 ; fig. 406, plate LXI.

The next important step was the provision of an equipment of

three magazines with a common distributing mechanism ; the

machines so fitted are American model 8 and English model 4

;

figs. 408 and 409, plates LXIII and LXIV.

Following this came the four-magazine machines with four dis-

tributors, which are model 9 both in America and in England ; fig. 410,

plate LXV.
A still later machine is known as model 10 in both countries. The

differences between this and the standard models are that it holds

one magazine at a time only, that the magazines are smaller with

shorter channels, and that each holds fourteen instead of twenty

matrices, but with two channels for e and an automatic change of

channel at each line delivery ; fig. 411, plate LXVI.

The Linotype single-magazine machine, fig. 405, plate LX.—By a

recent improvement the single-magazine Linotype can be arranged to take

one of several interchangeable magazines, and may have two moulds fitted

diametrically opposite each other in the mould-wheel. This enables the

machine to be changed very quickly for face and to be operated on two

different body-sizes without changing the mould.

The double-magazine Linotype is shown in fig. 406, plate LXI.

—

Double-magazine machines are now in general use. There are two

magazines which are placed one above the other ; the lower magazine

has its escapement below, as shown in fig. 421, plate LXX ; the upper

magazine. has its escapem

means of a lever on the

can be thrown into gear,

shift-key on typewriters

channels of the two m;

construction, and so ai

column from left to rig]

which effects this is sh

distribution is carried o
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1

magazine has its escapement above, with separate upper verge-rods. By

means of a lever on the right of the keyboard either series of verge-rods

can be thrown into gear, the lever performing a similar function to the

shift-key on typewriters ; thus any portion or portions of a line may

be set in matrices from the upper magazine and the remainder from the

lower magazine. Each magazine may contain two-letter matrices so that,

with a keyboard of ninety keys, a total of 360 characters can be obtained.

The return of the matrices to their respective magazines is effected by

means of a central notch in the bottom of those matrices which belong

to the upper magazine, fig. 181, p. 222. The matrices, after leaving the arm

or second elevator, are received on a short rail, and those without notches

engage with the lower distributor-bar, while the notched matrices

straddle this short rail, travel between guides below the top ears, and

drop sufficiently to clear below the lower distributor-bar ;
they then fall

into an elevating device which transfers them to their own distributor-

box above the other. The return of the matrix to its proper place in

its own magazine is therefore perfectly automatic. The magazines can be

thrown backwards and raised clear of the escapements at the front end

by means of an arrangement of levers ;
in this position they can be

changed very quickly.

The American or Mergenthaler Linotype machine has the same difference

in the matrices, but the notched matrix in this case falls down a chute to

its distributor-box and enters the lower magazine. The escapement of

the upper magazine is below, and that of the lower magazine is above

Thus in the American machine the additional magazine has been added

below, and in the English machine above, the original position. With the

. American arrangement the lower magazine can be changed while the

machine is being operated with the upper magazine in use.

These machines, known as model 3 in England and model 4 in

America, comprise a number of improvements for facilitating, in par-

ticular access to the mould-wheel and to the trimming-knives.

In 'the Linotype machine adapted to use the arabic character, fig.

s LXII, there are two distributor-bars, and a corresponding

„*= ji the number of distributor-screws, of which there are four as in

model 3 instead of three as in the machines with only a single distribut-

ing mechanism.
.

By special alterations in model 3 Linotype machine it has been

made possible to carry out the composition of Arabic and other orienta

languages. The keyboard has twelve rows of keys in place of the usual

six rows and matrices of a single-letter fount are distributed into the

channels 'of the two magazines. The galley of the machine is of special

construction, and so arranged that the completed slugs are delivered in

column from left to right instead of in the usual order ;
the arm

which effects this is shown in fig. 407, plate LXII. In this machine the

"ae matrices from the two

407, plat

distribution is carried o
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magazines are automatically sorted and replaced in the magazine channels
to which they belong by means of a duplicate distributor-bar; the
mould can also be made of a special form for casting recessed slugs, and by
this means slugs up to 36-point can be produced with only a small portion
of the metal which would be required for the solid slug.

.
The recess mould when used for setting bodies not larger than 12 or

14-point may also be used to effect a considerable saving in metal.
Model 4 Linotype machine (English), like the other models, is capable of

using the two-letter matrix, and can be made either as a simplex, duplex,
or triplex machine ; that is, it can be provided with one, two, or three
magazines with their matrix equipment, the arrangement being such that
the machine can be increased in capacity progressively from simplex
to duplex or to triplex, as may be required, by the addition of the extra
magazines

; the same applies to American model 8.

The main feature of the design of this machine is the facilitation

of quick-changing from one fount to another, the three magazines being
retained in position, in the triplex machine, ready for operation at the
will of the compositor who effects the change from one magazine to
another by merely raising or depressing a hand-lever. The magazines
are counterbalanced by means of a spring so that the operation of shifting
them from one position to another can be effected with the minimum
of effort. The change of the mould and the setting of the knives for effect-

ing an alteration in type-body and measure can be made in the time re-

quired for the distribution of the matrices of the last line composed into
their proper magazine. With this machine it is possible for the operator
to make a complete change of face, body, and measure in a few seconds
without leaving his seat.

The two upper magazines are of the light quick-change pattern, and
can be easily removed by sliding forward on to the hooks, whence they can
be lifted off by hand, and other similar light magazines substituted in their
place if it is desired to make a further change of fount.

The range of these machines in body is from 5-point to 14-point, and
the length of line ranges from 4 to 30 pica ems.

Among the improvements introduced into this model of machine are :

an automatic knife-block for adjusting the trimming-knives by means of a
hand-lever with an index-gauge ; a quick-change driving pinion for enabling
the mould-wheel to be turned to any desired position ; a chute for convey-
ing the metal chips from the back knife to a box at the base of the machine

;

and a quadder for the automatic quadding out of short lines without necessi-
tating the use of the quad and space keys. In addition to the above an
alteration has been made in the keyboard by carrying the space-key across
the top of the board to give greater speed in composition ; the keyboard-
rollers have also been geared. Improvements have been made in the metal-
pot which is fitted with three independent gas-jets at the front, centre, and
rear respectively, and the gas-supply is fitted with a mercury governor,
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gas to be turned on fully without affecting the temper-

2? wlich the adjustment has been made. The galleon ™
o the first elevator, has been improved so as to enable the compositor to

sete slugs al they are delivered, and in addition to these modifications

some"fimprovements have been made in the assembling-shde and m

th

\
C^°

llt
r

e'r magazines are standardized and interchangeable so that

For oreventmg matrices from falling into the lower magazme when the

upolr one is in use a plate is fitted, covering the open space, so that any

matrices fall into a tray instead of into the magazine below.

Plas:j=r2=^:
7H&Z^££*L the standard Linotype keyboard of ninety

tvs as each matrix is of the two-letter pattern, it follows that it is

^ble to compose any of 7*o different characters from the one key-

board and in addition to this any character of mfrequent use may be

set into the matrix line by hand, and will, after casting, automatically

"Tny^ct^brset continuously or all the faces can be mixed in the

samtline of composition, so that an operator can set complete display

aXertSng work involving several different styles and sizes of face and

boTv and varying measures without leaving his seat. As m mode 4

can De lncre

^ h Linotype. The mould-wheel carries

f u moX
1

The u^sal e^or tnd Universal knife-block which are

"olhis model are instantly adjustable for all brtfa. an =te,

A single assembling-belt transfers matnces from any of the various maga

zines to the assembling-elevator ; by swinging the front entrance open the

"Lbling-mechanism'becomes accessible In this model ^ -gazmes

themselves remain stationary, instead of being movable, as m mode 4.

S iirine is provided with a series of escapements for controlling

with the escapements of the particular magazme desired Tfce same move

ment of the handle couples these rods, through one of the series of notches,

Tothekey rods-and thus connects them with the usual keyboard mechanism

Both the magazine and the mould which are being used at the tlm a

shown by indexes plainly visible to the operator. The cards of these
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'

indexes are changed by the compositor to correspond to the different

magazines or moulds on the machine.

Any magazine can be removed by one man from the front of the machine

without disturbing the other magazines, and it can be replaced by another

containing a different fount of matrices, for each magazine is independently

carried. The matrices are automatically locked in the channels, so that

there is no danger of their falling out when the magazine is removed. The

front entrance can be opened and closed without disturbing any adjust-

ments, and the machine is ready for immediate use as soon as it is

closed. The entire operation of changing the magazine can be performed by

the operator in less than one minute. The four different kinds of matrices

are selected and conveyed to their respective magazines by means of

small bridges which engage with notches in the base of the matrix. Three

different notches being required to differentiate between the different

founts, it is of course necessary to alter the position of the respective

bridge or selector to correspond to the fount to be distributed to any

magazine which is changed.

The escapement for matrices in models 4 and 9 Linotype machines

is not carried entirely on the framing of the machine as in the earlier models,

but the escapement proper forms part of the magazine itself, while the

escapement-operating gear is carried on the key-rod frames. The arrange-

ment of the matrix-escapement and of the escapement-operating gear is

shown in fig. 422, plate LXXI.

Figure 423 illustrates the flexibility of composing machines, a flexibility

which is in some respects limited only by the matrices available.

This particular example is from the Linotype, and, of course, cast in

slug. Specimens of similar work from individual-type machines might

perhaps, in the matter of their correction, afford greater facilities of altera-

tion after setting, but, as above stated, the real limit in every instance

is merely the variety and supply of matrices.

The Dougall Linotype, fig. 424.—This machine was a Canadian inven-

tion, and has been built and successfully operated. The authors are

authoritatively informed that it was a very handy and practical machine.

The machine differed but little from the Linotype in general appearance,

but the line of matrices when assembled was rotated about a vertical axis

before presentation in front of the mould occupying a position at right

angles to that of composition. After the cast had been completed, the

line of matrices was again rotated through a right angle to its original

position, and then transferred to the distributing mechanism. The

mould was not carried upon a mould-wheel proper, but upon a lever arm

which had a reciprocating angular movement through 90 instead of

making a complete rotation as in the case of the Linotype. Any

advantages which this machine may have had depended upon its more

compact form and greater simplicity rather than upon any organic differ-

ence from its great prototype.
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The authors understand that this machine came under the control

of the Linotype Company and was withdrawn from the market.

The Viclorline, fig. 425, plate LXXII.—This machine closely resembled

the Linotype two-letter single-magazine machine, but comprised some

Dougall Linotype.

special features. To facilitate changing the magazine this was so arranged

as to swing to one side and to be capable of being tilted. The keyboard

comprised thirteen additional keys. Water-channels were provided for

circulating water through the mould-wheel and ind the mould-blocks.

Several minor improvemi e claimed in respect to the matrix-ra the
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vice-jaw, the locking gear for the keyboard, and the release of the mould-

wheel. The Victorline machine and plant were acquired by the Mergen-

thaler Setzmaschinen-Fabrik shortly after it made its appearance.

The Intertype, fig. 426, plate LXXIIL—Like the Victorline, this

machine closely resembles the two-letter, single-magazine Linotype. The

matrices, space-bands, and other supply parts are interchangeable with

those of the Linotype, and the constructors have given special attention to

speed of operating. It is claimed that the magazine can be changed by the

operator in twenty seconds ; that the act of removing the magazine locks

the matrices at the front and back of the magazine and at the same time

locks the keyboard and verge-rods. The knife-block and vice-jaws can be

operated from the compositor's seat and the mould is universal and

adjustable. It is also claimed that the transferring of the matrices at all

points has been simplified and that the cut-outs prevent the casting of a

tight or loose line, with the resulting splash. It appears to be virtually

a copy of American model 5 Linotype.

The Linograph, fig. 427, plate LXXIV, is of American origin, and

closely resembles the Linotype machine, from which, however, it differs

in the arrangement of the magazine, which is vertical in the Linograph

as in the early models of the Linotype instead of inclined, as in the

Linotype in its present forms. The distribution is the same as in the

Linotype, but the line is transferred directly from the elevator to the dis-

tributor-box, and the spacers are separated from the matrices in the

distributor-box before the matrices are elevated to the distributor-bar.

The magazine-channels are designed to hold twelve matrices, two channels

being provided for the most frequently-used letters, the release being

effected from each of the two alternative channels by means of the same

finger-key.

The Bellows compositor, figs. 428 and 429, plates LXXV and LXXVI,
is the invention of B. F. Bellows of Cleveland, Ohio, and is a slug-casting

machine using electro-magnets with a mechanically calculated justification

employing non-distensible space-matrices ; distribution is effected by

combinations of holes in the matrices which serve for their distribution to

the magazine. The machine is now manufactured by the Electric

Compositor Company of New York.

In its present form the Bellows compositor only uses electric power for

the driving motor and for the signal light which indicates the line length ;

the machine, however, can be driven from any suitable source of power

and the signal light replaced by the bell which is usual on other

machines.

The operations of composing, line-justifying, and slug-casting are per-

formed in the following manner :

—

The control lever 27, fig. 428, is connected to the rheostat controlling

the driving motor, and used for starting and stopping the machine. The

base is formed with a space between its two pillars so that the operator

80 90 100 110 120 130 140
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can sit at the keyboard, as if it were that of a typewriter on a table. .

keyboard 23, fig. 428, comprises 128 keys and a space-bar and lever
;

c

of the keys is used for disposing of the line of matrices. Ihe lay-out of the

keyboard is similar to that of the Linotype, with the exception that the

two top rows of keys are used for small capitals or titling letters, ihe

key-buttons are fastened to straight levers which rest under the release

rods, 4, fig. 429- which are in turn connected to a four-pointed star-wheel

escapement mechanism, 3, fig- 429. * ^ch a manner that the depression

of a key-lever causes the star-wheel to make a quarter of a revolution and

allows one matrix to be dropped from the magazine, 20, fig. 428. The

matrix-release mechanism is not mechanically controlled as in the Lino-

type, but it is stated to be operated by a light touch.

As the matrices are released they drop into the gatherer, 21, fig. 428,

where they are carried to the assembler star-wheel, 22, fig. 428, and formed

into the line. The depression of the space-bar or lever, 24, fig. 428, permits

a hollow temporary space, 7, fig. 428, to be dropped into the line An

assembled line of matrices and the slug cast for the matrices are shown

in fig 207 plate XI. Six temporary spaces are provided, and, should

more than six spaces be required in the line, the space-bar or lever is

automatically connected to the matrix-magazine and causes a normal

space or en quad to be dropped into the line for each extra matrix, llie

range of the machine is such that it can compose any length from

zero to five inches. . ,

The operator continues the composition until the line has attained a

sufficient length for justification, when a signal light on the_ top ot

the keyboard, shows him that the line is nearly complete. When the

line is ready for casting the compositor depresses the line-key (the centre

key of the second row from the top of the keyboard), and the machine

automatically proceeds with the line-justification permitting the operator

to commence the composition of a new line almost immediately. The com-

positor has no calculation to make, but only has to watch for the signal

light. The depression of the line-key puts in motion the mechanism for

measuring the length of the line and transmits this measurement to the

iustifier 7 fig 429. By means of another star-wheel escapement, space

or blank matrices of the proper number and size are selected and released

from the space-magazine, 6, fig. 428. The space-matrices are carried

to their respective places by rectangular tubes connected to the temporary

spaces, 7, fig- 428 ; the temporary space-matrices are then withdrawn

vertically from the line of matrices and returned to their normal place

over the assembler star-wheel, leaving the justifying space-matrices m the

line which is then carried horizontally to the left and into the elevator,

8, fig. 428, where it remains until after the cast, when it is delivered to

the upper line carrier-slide, 3, fig. 428.

The horizontal water-cooled mould is then brought by a reciprocating

;o alinement with the matrices on one side and with the

metal-pot, 10, fig. 429,
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metal-pot, 10, fig. 429, on the other ; both the line of the matrices and the

metal-pot are locked against the mould, and the pump-plunger makes its

stroke. After the cast has been made the metal-pot and the elevator are

both withdrawn from the mould, which is moved past a knife, for trimming

the bottom of the slug, to the ejecting mechanism, 9, fig. 429 ; the slug is

here pushed out of the mould, through the side-trimming knives, 9, fig. 428,

on to the tilting shelf, 10, fig. 428, which drives it down the slug-chute,

n, fig. 428, and on to the galley, 12, fig. 428, ready for the imposing-

When the elevator has been released from the mould the chain causes

it to ascend to the upper line-carrier slide, 3, fig. 428, where the carrier,

4, fig. 428, receives the line of matrices and takes them through the fount -

distinguisher, 1, fig. 428, to the separator, 15, fig. 428, where the matrices

are pushed one at a time into the matrix-cage, 5, fig. 428.

The matrix-cage presents the matrices singly against the distributing

pins, 16, fig. 428, of which there are eight pairs. The illustration of

the matrix, fig. 207, plate XI, shows that there are eight holes in each

matrix, and that opposite to each hole there is a blank space. As the

matrix is presented against the pins one pin of each pair enters the hole,

and is moved forward by the other pin which is pushed backward by the

blank part of the matrix ; this gives a possible motion to eight bell-cranks,

17, fig. 428, and these in turn operate the segments, 1, fig. 429, connected

to the various gates which act as switches to the channels of the distributor.

The first or top hole in the matrix operates a segment controlling one gate,

the second hole operates a segment controlling two gates, the third hole a

segment controlling four gates, and so on, so that the eighth hole controls

128 gates, which are capable of being moved from side to side according

to the position of the hole and the blank in the matrix ; the number of

combinations possible for one hole is 2, and for n holes is 2™, hence in the

present case the total possible number of combinations is 2
8 or 256 ; seven

holes would actually be sufficient for the 128 keys provided.

The presentation of the matrix against the pins sets the gates so that

there is a continuous channel open for the matrix ; the matrix-cage,

5, fig. 428, now recedes from the pins a sufficient distance to allow the

matrix to clear, and to pass down the channel to its proper place in either

the space-magazine or the matrix-magazine, 6 or 20, fig. 428. The matrices

are given an initial acceleration as they leave the cage, the speed of distribu-

tion being at the rate of 300 per minute. The completion of the distribution

terminates the sequence of operations started by the operator's touch on

the line-key. The distributor, 19, fig. 428, the justifying-space magazine,

6, fig. 428, and the matrix-gatherer, 21, fig. 428, each have hinged glass

fronts; the matrix-magazine, 20, fig. 428, is made of aluminium . alloy,

and is designed on symmetrical lines.

Accessibility of detail has been made a feature of the design of the

machine which has been divided into a number of units, each of which

80 90 100
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is really a small machine in itself, and these small machines are so connected

as to synchronize with each other. These units also have each been made

accessible to permit of adjustments or replacements being easily made and

to reduce the cost of manufacture and assembly. Most of the moving parts,

including the motor, the casting and the ejecting mechanism, are housed

in the left pillar of the machine, 14, fig. 428 ;
the elevator mechanism

is enclosed in a case, 2, fig. 428, and the line-justifying mechanism is also

enclosed in a case, 7, fig. 429. These casings are useful for protecting the

parts from external injury and from dust or other foreign matter, besides

serving to retain oil and grease where lubrication is required.

The casting mechanism contains some special features, amongst these

being the end-clamp, which is a spring-actuated slide of the same width

as the matrices and rather more than five inches in length
;

this clamp

follows the matrices into the elevator just before the casting is effected.

The principal advantage of this device is to quad out or make blank the

last portion of a line ; this portion being any length from zero to five inches.

This usually obviates any possible trouble with long or short lines, and

enables the machine to cast blank slugs without composing a line of quad or

space matrices. The right-hand end of the slug, shown in fig. 207, plate XI,

and the slug preceding the tabular matter in fig. 255, plate XIV, were

automatically made blank by this device. The construction of the justifier

is such that spaces of equal size are supplied in any line which does not

require any modification of length after justification.

The mould is water-jacketed and universal ; it produces slugs with

smooth sides except for the holes shown in fig. 255, plate XIV ;
the slugs

are cast without ribs to permit them to be used in conjunction with loose

type ; the pins remain in the slug until it is ejected and ensure uniform

height-to-paper. When it is desired to cast repetitions of a line of

matter, of a line of blanks, of borders, of dashes, or of kindred work,

the mechanism can be controlled so that the repetition is effected without

distribution.

The metal-pot is capable of containing about sixty pounds of type-metal,

and is heated by Bunsen burners which are controlled by a gas-governor,

8, fig. 429. It is stated that the delivery of the metal from the pot and

the peculiar method adopted for venting are such as to produce a very

homogeneous and clean-cast slug.

The machine is stated to be capable of running for several weeks with-

out filling the waste-box, 13, fig- 428, which catches all the trimmings.

The side-trimming knives are controlled by a quick-change device so as

to cover all sizes of slugs within the scope of the machine, and also to be

capable of dealing with the overhung two-line letter which commences many

short advertisements.

The matrix-magazine containing a full fount of matrices weighs about

forty pounds, and can readily be changed by interlocking it and sliding it

a few inches to the right ; the right pillar of the machine, 26, fig. 428,
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can be used for the storage of three magazines. It is stated that a change

of magazine can be effected in thirty seconds.

The standard matrices are made from the smallest size up to 14-point

;

they are of brass and measure one-half inch by fifteen-sixteenths of an

inch. The depth of the strike is 0-060 inch from the face of the

matrix ; distinguisher cuts are made on the reference -letter side of the

hiJung the fount to which each belongs. Each fount

of matrices, regardless of size or face, carries its own combination of

distinguisher cuts, and the fount -distinguisher, I, fig. 428, can be set so

that only the particular fount for which it is set will pass it.

The magazine contains 127 characters, but as many extra sorts as may

be desired may be run as pie-matrices. The pie-matrices carry the

combination of holes for opening the pie-matrix gate, 18, fig. 428 ;
this

allows them to pass down the pie-matrix chute, 2, fig. 429, into the pie-

matrix box, 6, fig. 429. The pie-matrices are distributed by hand into

the pie-matrix sorts-tray, 5, fig. 429.

In the process of composition pie-matrices are inserted by hand either

at the top of the matrix-gatherer belt or at the assembler.

The space-matrices resemble the character-matrices except for the absence

of the character-strike in the face. It is claimed that the use of solid space-

matrices gives a longer life to the character-matrices, because of the

absence of sliding motion under pressure which occurs where space-bands

are used. Moreover, a set of solid space-matrices can be supplied for about

a fourth of the cost of space-bands, and they are subject to less depreciation.

The alinement of the composed line of matrices is effected by lock-

ing them against the top of the elevator by lifting them from the top of the

dovetail ; this portion of the matrix is only used for this purpose. All

matrices are made to a standard alinement regardless of fount or of body-

size. A line of H's ranged from 5i-point to 36-point is shown in fig. 207,

plate XI ; above 14-point the matrices are used in the advertising machine.

The speed of the machine is beyond that at which the compositor can

work. The casting mechanism runs at 8j revolutions per minute on all

sizes of slugs from 2 to 18-point, or an equivalent of more than 26,000 ens

per hour of medium width 6-point on a slug 13 pica ems long. It is stated

that actual runs have been made at the rate of 22,000 ens per hour for short

periods, and that no trouble is experienced in getting long runs averaging

between 14,000 and 16,000 ens per hour, which is above the amount expected

from the average operator. A cancel-key, 25, fig. 428, enables the operator

to dispose of a complete line, or part of a line, without its being cast.

The machine above described is neat and compact ; it weighs about

1550 pounds ; it rests on a rectangular pillar base and takes up about half

the floor-space required for a Linotype machine. The power necessary

to drive it is stated to be o'25 horse-power.

In addition to the standard machine just described the Bellows com-

positor is also constructed as an advertising machine to be used for large
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type for advertising and title-line matter. The two machines are identical

except that the matrices from 13 to 36-point, the distributor, the magazine,

and the keyboard are designed for seventy-seven characters only in the

advertising machine, and that the mould is constructed so as to give a cored

or hollow slug from 18 to 36-point. The ordinary standard mould being

used for smaller sizes, the matrices from the standard machine can be run

on the advertising machine. A 36-point slug is shown in fig. 255, plate XIV

.

The cores enable the weight of the 36-point slug to be reduced to such an

extent that it weighs a little less than the ordinary 14-point solid slug of the

same length. The casting speed of the advertising machine is 8f revolutions

per minute, or the same as that of the standard machine. The smooth

sides of the slug are even more advantageous in the case of advertisement

slugs, as they allow all kinds of loose type, blocks, or furniture to work

against them.

The Monoline, fig. 430, plate LXXVII, invented by W. S. Scudder, in

1892, is of American origin, though manufactured in other countries, and is

remarkable for its great simplicity as compared with the other slug-casting

machines. Reduction in the number of parts has been carried out con-

sistently in the design, with the result that a very compact, much lighter,

and much less costly machine has been evolved.

The keyboard, fig. 283, comprises ninety-six keys and a space-key,

which are arranged in eight rows of twelve, the arrangement being very

similar to the standard keyboard of the Barlock typewriter or of other

machines which have no shift-key. There are, apart from space-matrices,

fig. 202, p. 231, for line-justification, eight different kinds of matrix, fig. 193,

p. 227, each kind carrying twelve strikes. The characters of a group are,

of course, chosen so that they come on the same set width, fig. 431.

According to the particular key depressed, a matrix is released from the

magazine compartment for the kind of matrix containing that sort, and is

received on a stop, set by the key, so that it is at the proper level to bring

the assembler. The space-the required character in line when it passes lr

matrix, fig. 202, p. 231, consists of a long steel wedge sliding between two

short steel wedges, and is operated in the same way as the Linotype space-

band, fig. 201, p. 231. The long wedge has a projection on the back against

which the justifier pushes, lifting the wedges until the line is filled, but

the distribution of the matrices after the line has been cast is effected

in a much simpler manner. The hooks at the top of the matrices

are arranged in a series of nine different lengths corresponding to the

eight kinds of type-matrices and to the space-matrix. The selection

into the nine magazine compartments is effected by sliding the matrices

on their lower ends so that the hooks engage on a series of distributor-

rails, which are then lifted and bring all those of each kind of matrix,

which have been used in the line, opposite to their respective channels in

the magazine, into which each kind is pushed laterally, off the distributor-

rails, by a pusher.

90 100 110
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The great gain in simplicity in the Monoline machine is obtained,

however,^ thf expense of accuracy in the product In otber matr-

composing, line-justifying and slug-casting machines tha portion of the

matrices which is subjected to wear on the guides is not the same as that

from which the alinement is determined; tms arrangement of supp -

mentary guide-surfaces is not practicable in the Monolme and
^
conse

quently wear of the alining surfaces is inevitable. Matrices with so large

a number of strikes, moreover, are more difficult to produce commercial y

than are those with only two strikes, and they are also more liable

1 of mat
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bottom I 7 q !
Z

2
1

6 ; b ) P

damage, as an accident to the feather-edge of any one of the s

renders the whole multipli mati

The Monoline slugs are delivered into a galley in column.

The Monoline machine occupies a space of about 3 feet 6 inches by 4 teet

6 inches ; it weighs about 800 pounds and requires about o'i7 horse-power.

The adoption in the Monoline of a rational keyboard 11

keys most used are placed close together is

preferable to the methods adopted in

described, in which the arrangement of keys is dependent on the set widths

of the characters or on some constructional peculiarity of the machine.

n which the

n the opinion of the authors,

i of the other machines
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The. Typograph, figs. 432 to 445, plates LXXVIII to LXXXIV.—This
machine, invented by John R. Rogers, about 1888, was first constructed
in America. It was bought up so far as that country was concerned by
the Mergenthaler Linotype Company in order to acquire the rights of the
wedge-space invented by J. W. Schuckers. The Typograph continued to

be made in Canada and Germany, and was reintroduced into this country
in 1908.

The space-disks, fig. 204, p. 232, are used in pairs one above the other, and
are rotated equally so that the long stems of the letter-matrices are kept

parallel. Two steel bars of square section form the magazines for the space-

disks ; each of these bars is separate from, but forms the continuation of,

the end of one of the square steel line-justifying shafts. In the normal

position of these shafts, relatively to the bars, the space-disks can be made to

slide freely from the one to the other in either direction. The hole through

the centre of the main part of the space-disks is square, which enables this

piece to be rotated relatively to the plate b, fig. 204, p. 232, the arm of which

is held in a groove in a brass guide. The letter-matrices on each side of a

pair of space-disks are thus wedged apart by the action of the helical

surfaces ; equal rotation of the two square shafts is effected by spur gears

on the overhung ends of the shafts engaging with a rack which is spring-

propelled on the line-justifying stroke.

ii .LihliH
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Fig. 434.—Topograph; normal composing position of upper part ;
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Figure 437 shows a line of single-letter matrices ready for line-justification,

and fig. 438 shows the line after the shafts have been partially rotated to

the requisite extent to make the space-disks fill out the line.

At the top of the machine, fig. 432. plate LXXVIII, is the keyboard,

together with the escapements and magazine. The keyboard comprises

eighty-four keys, the arrangement of which for the English Ian ?uage
1
sb •

in fig 278 p. 294 ; since the matrices do not leave the wires it is possible to

adapt the machine to any other language without either the necessity |..i

specially designing the faces to any particular system of set widths or the need

for modification of the magazine, escapements, etc. It is, in fact, as easy to

adapt the machine to. use other characters as it is so to adapt a typewriter.

The escapement, fig. 439, is operated by a rod from the key
;

it is of the

shears variety, the pull on the rod raising the first blade and releasing the

first matrix after the second matrix has been checked by the second blade of

the shears. On the return of the key, the second matrix is allowed to come

forward into the place occupied by the first matrix after the first blade has

descended far enough to check its further movement. When the upper

frame of the machine is tilted back the escapements, which are carried on a

separate frame, are raised clear of the wires by a lever having an eccentric

movement, so that the matrices can return freely to the ends of their respec-

tive wires. The escapement-frame comes back into position on commencing
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e before the wires.rn movement, so that the escapements ai

,e a horizontal position.

The operation of tilting the upper portion of the machine back also

ensures the return of the two sets of space-disks to their respective places

on their magazine-bars, this being effected by a cam on the magazine-shaft

operating a rack, which turns a pinion on a vertical shaft carrying two levers ;

these act respectively upon the two space-disk shafts on which the space-

disks are threaded. These space-disks are released by a key-button just
above the keyboard proper.

The operations of assembling and line-justifying are shown in the four
figs. 440 to 443, plates LXXXI and LXXXII, the reference numbers in

each of these being the same.

In fig. 440 the machine is shown at rest, neither the matrices, nor the
space-disks being in the assembling-place which is open ready to receive

them ; the vice-jaw 1 is in the open position and the square shaft 2 is empty.
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t 3 is a removal stop-piece wind, can *^J^^g
is altered for varying the length of line. The two bars 4, 4 serv^ bearing

to carry the matrices while being assembled, and to support their^gamst

the pressure of the metal-pot when the cast is being made The ahning

bar 5 provides the bearing-surface for the feet of «* "fra-bf* t

°

line to which the machine has been set to correspond to the m0«
&

This mark warns the operator when he must finish the line and start the

cat pat Tl

P
pat7 1 W *•- **<» *\*

gripper it is mounted on the shaft carrying the mould-arm and bears

against 'one of the notches in the matrix-bars pressing them up so tha one

of the back notches bears against the alining rib. This operationJake

nllrp at ths same time that the space-disks revolve and spread the line the

final justification of the line being performed after alinement has been

effected.

The operations described he

description of the single-letter n

of the alining bars must differ ir

letter machine the gripper moves

letter it moves down.

Figure 441 shows the assembling-block with a line of two-fetter m

composed but free the space-disks, nine of which are shown between the

te o d composed, are barely visible as they occupy that position which

presents the narrowest face towards the mould.

Figure 442 shows the vice-jaw in its erect position ready for closing in to

the proper length of line indicated by the mark 6. This closing is effected

automatically on moving the starting-handle. When the vice-]aw 1 has

re clTthe'p ston Je poiding to the proper length of line the space-

disks, which have up to this time remained stationary, rotate by tne a

of the rack on the two pinions. The space-disks can assume any width

fr°
Fisre^"hows

ln

the arrangement of the matrices after line-justification

has been completed The increased width occupied by the space-disks as

compared with that shown in fig. 44^. * easily seen. The grippe,
: 7

holds

the matrices in position for alinement. The mould is then brought up and

held against the matrices pressing them against the back bars 4, 4- Ihe

n^al pot with its mouthpiece is then brought to face theW^££
mould making the whole space to be filled with meta1

air-tight, xcept for

the small air ways ground into the face of the mould. The pump now

operates and the LS is cast. After a slight pause, the pump and

mould return to their original position and the line of matrices is then

unlocked.

, the two-letter matrix. 1

„„„s how the position and act
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n readily

While the above operations are taking place the compositor is reading

his copy, and as soon as the casting lias been made the top of the

machine or magazine tilts back automatically, thus distributing the line

of matrices, after which operation it returns to its normal position
;
the

compositor can then commence setting the next line. The upper portion

of the machine is locked from the moment of moving the starting-handle

until the casting has taken place.

After the matrices have been unlocked the tang-plate rises, cutting the

tang clear from the slug ; when the tang-plate has reached its upper position

the slug-ejector comes into operation, partially ejecting the slug ready for

the trimming-knives to operate. After the knives have completed their

stroke the slug is ejected and travels down a chute to the galley
;
the

tang is ejected from the tang-plate by the small ejector, and the various

parts return to their positions of rest in readiness for the next casting

The slugs being smooth on both sides, lines of single type c

be composed and used alongside of them.

The time occupied in performing the cycle of casting, distributing

and returning the magazine to its normal position is three seconds.

Immediately the cycle is completed, the operator, who in the meantime

has been reading his copy, proceeds with the next line, simultaneously

with the operation of trimming and ejecting the slug. It is stated that

in practice the time occupied by the casting and distributing operations

is equal to that required by the operator for reading his copy, and

consequently no time is actually lost. The copy-holder remains fixed in its

place while the upper portion of the machine is tilted.

Where repetitions of a line are required, it is merely necessary to move

a lever which throws the distributing mechanism out of action and leaves

the line of matrices standing, and to move the starting-handle as soon as

each slug has been turned out. The time occupied in the cycle of

operations necessary for the repetition of a line of which the matrices are

standing is the same as the period of three seconds required for dealing

with a newly assembled line.

In its earlier form the Typograph dealt with one face only, but its

range was soon after increased by the adoption of the two-letter matrix.

Change of face from the one strike to the other is effected by a shift-key,

similar to that of a typewriter. Change of the complete fount or founts

involved removing the entire top of the machine, including the keyboard,

by taking out four screws ; a duplicate top complete with magazine and

keyboard was then substituted for the one removed.

According to the latest improvements change of fount is now

performed by the following method: racks, each of which forms a

continuation of the matrix-guides, are provided for fitting on to the

frame of the magazine, on its right and left sides respectively, from

which they are readily detachable. Under normal working conditions

'
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Fig. w.—Typograph;rapli ; assembly channel filled with line of to
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Fig. M3.—Typograph
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these racks a'

return against

magazine. Tl

the stop-rail a

i absent and when the magazine is tilted the matrices

i stop-rail extending the whole width of each side of the

s action of fitting the rack on to the magazine-frame raises

d gives the matrices access to the rack ; to enable the

3 off the guide-wire the latter is bent downwards and then

upwards in "a plane at right angles to its length, as shown in fig. 444,

plate LXXXIII. This bend passes through the opening in the matrix-

hook when the matrices slide off on to the rack. When the transference

has been effected, with the magazine in a horizontal position, fig. 445, plate

LXXXIV, the rack carrying the matrices, secured by a locking-bar which

duplicates the stop-rail, can be removed and a similar rack which carries

another fount can be substituted for it. The rack which has been

removed serves as a holder for the particular fount it carries until it is

again required.

When it is also required to make a change in the body-size, the

mould, which is retained in its socket by a spring-propelled bolt at each

end, is released by the withdrawal of these bolts ; it can then be removed

and one of another body-size substituted for it by simply pressing the

new mould into the socket. The bolts then close upon it automatically

and secure it in place without further adjustment.

No adjustment of the knives when changing the size of the body is

necessary, but the knife-block is instantly detached and another corre-

sponding to the new body-size required is substituted for it.

A complete change of face and body can be effected without the use

of any tools in less than three minutes ; the keyboard remains untouched

throughout the operation.

The output of the Typograph is stated to average from 6000 to 12,000 ens

per hour, according to the skill of the compositor.

The capacity of the metal-pot is about 40 pounds of metal ;-it-is heated

by gas, the quantity required being about 11 cubic feet per hour.

The machine weighs about 9 hundredweight. It occupies a floor-space

about 2 feet by 2 feet and stands about 5 feet high ; the space required

for a machine and its operator is about 6 feet by 6 feet, but a smaller

allowance suffices where a battery of several machines is installed.

The power required to run the Typograph is about 0-25 horse-power.

The Rowolype, fig. 446, plate LXXXV, is a matrix-composing

machine in which there are as many sets or banks of matrix-bars as there

are different characters carried by the machine, at present eighty-four, and

all of the banks contain several matrices bearing the same character, there

being as many of each character as can be required for the setting of a line.

The matrices are plain and are attached to the upper and inner ends of

the matrix-bars. These bars are hinged at their lower or outer ends,

the hinges being concentric with the central and assembling position. There

are two concentric arcs of the matrix-bars, one arc on each side of the

machine.
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When the matrix-bars are released, they drop by gravity, turning about
the hinges, and the matrices enter the composing-race at the centre of the
machine. The matrix-bar escapements are electrically operated through
covered wires formed into a cable and carried to eighty-five contact-points
at the front of the machine.

In front of these eighty-five points is fixed a standard shift-key typewriter,
and each key depression of the typewriter made when the operator fingers the
keyboard causes the depression of a corresponding matrix or spacer. The
operator can insert paper in the typewriter and obtain a typewritten copy as
the composition proceeds. The typewriter can, moreover, be removed for
use as a typewriter and readily replaced.

The line of matrices is assembled in a vertical position, and the slug is

cast in the same position as the matrices stand, that is to say, reading from
the bottom to the top of the fine.

The justification is effected by means of pairs of space-wedges dropped
between the matrices at the end of each word.

Cut-outs prevent the machine from starting if overset or underset.
The machine locks and justifies the line of matrices at the place of assembly,
consequently the time of transfer is not lost by the matrices, but, as in the
case of the Typograph, it is necessary for the whole of the casting operation
to be completed and the matrices returned to their initial position before the
operator can proceed with the composition of a second line.

The Rowotype occupies between 5 and 6 square feet of floor-space.

Many other slug-casting machines have been proposed and some of
these have been made experimentally; amongst those which have
achieved a fair measure of success are : the Linotype Junior evolved from
the Typograph, and the Barotype invented by H. F. Brown. The
Barotype, according to J. S. Thompson, resembles the Monoline in its

multiple-strike matrix, the Bellows or Electric Compositor in its use of
hollow temporary space-matrices, and like these and the Typograph it

produces a smooth-sided slug; as in the Linotype the matrices are
provided with distributor-teeth.

The Grantype.—In considering the evolution of machines which perform
the complete cycle of operations, it may have been noticed that a limitation
was imposed on the speed and freedom of the operator by the necessity for
casting characters consecutively in one mould as in the Monotype, Stringer-
type, etc., and that further invention was directed to multiplication
of the mould, as in the Dyotype, for the purpose of overcoming this
difficulty.

The same tendencywas observed in those machines which perform casting
alone in its various forms, from the early pivotal machine with its single
mould, to the Foucher machine with duplex moulds, and ultimately to the
Wicks machine with its hundred moulds. The total number of characters
composed per minute by the fastest operators on the Linotype machine
greatly exceeds the maximum number of type which a single mould is

capable of producing wi

had its influence on t

perform the operation

as the Monotype.

In order to obtain th

and at the same time ef
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ipace-wedges dropped

capable of producing within the same interval of time, and this fact has

had its influence on the development of the class of machines which

perform the operation of composing independently of that of casting, such

as the Monotype.

In order to obtain the maximum speed of which the operator is capable,

and at the same time effect the casting of a line of loose type, it is obvious

that a multiple mould or its equivalent must be used if the automatic portion

of the mechanism is to be capable of working so rapidly that, in no

circumstances, will it cause delay to the operator. In other words, it must

be as easy to operate as are the slug machines so widely in use at present,

and must perform the operations of casting, removing, and distributing

the matrices within the time period allowed in the slug machine.

The slug machine is capable of creating a very large and increasing

percentage of the typographical surfaces required for the production of

printing of an ephemeral and periodic nature, but in spite of all improve-

ments that have been made in slug machines, their work has not, up to the

present, proved entirely satisfactory for the whole range of printing, owing

largely to the inherent disadvantages that must always accompany the

use of a slug. The authors do not by this mean to imply that the use of a

slug is of itself a disadvantage, for it may actually, as in the case of news-

papers, be of the very greatest assistance in facilitating the handling of the

composed matter. In fact, inventions have been made and patented for

securing loose type after composition in the form of slugs ; of this Hanigan's

patent, referred to in the next chapter, is an example. This property is

also recognized in the machines that form the type-bar class, also described

in chapter XXX. In the best-known and most practical of these machines,

the major portion of the slug consists of a metal bar of body thickness

and of less than normal height-to-paper, into which the characters forming

the typographical surface are successively fed while the groove in the block

is sprung open to receive them, closing when the line is finished, and,

usually, line-justified as well.

For very many purposes, however, the printer finds it necessary to have

more freedom than is given by slug machines of any kind, and the advantages

of a loose-type machine are always making themselves apparent to him,

a fact which is strikingly brought out by the large and increasing appli-

cation which the Monotype machine has found in the last few years.

A class of machine, however, in which the speed of the operator at the

keyboard and the speed of the casting machine are different, and the

perforated record of which can be read by few people even with difficulty

and by most people not at all, has very grave disadvantages in the

production of book-work, in which case the time elapsing from the commence-
ment of a work till its final revision ready for the press is considerable.

Not only is it necessary to arrive at the correct proportion of keyboards and

casters to perform the work demanded by the particular conditions of each

installation, or to have some machines of one class or of the other frequently
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standing idle, but also any amendment or correction wanted in the proofs

must necessarily demand the use of machines of each kind consecutively.

It is clear, therefore, that the requirements of the printer are more

adequately met by a machine which, for want of a better word, may be

spoken of as having greater flexibility. A one-man machine performing

the complete cycle of operations of composing, line-justifying, and casting

—at a single cast—a line of individual type composed into a galley, is,

consequently, the highest ideal of the book-printer producing high-class

work.

Briefly described, the chief differences between the Grantype and its

parent, the Linotype, are as follows :—

1. The matrix is made to carry, as an integral part of itself, a portion

of mould forming a division between the type cast against it and

against the succeeding matrix.

2. The justification of the line which has to take account of a constant

added thickness in the space-matrix, and a proportionate added

thickness in the type or quad matrices.apparentlycomplex in theory,

and involving considerable investigation, is simple in practice.

Several modifications of line-justifying mechanism have been

elaborated according to the general form of the machine.

3. Owing to its peculiar form the matrix is required to be turned

through 90 on its way to the mould and back again on its way to

the magazine.

4. The pump is made with a combination of plungers coupled to a

common cross-head so as to produce a sufficiently constant flow

of metal over the entire width of the mould or comb.

5. Special forms of tang-break have been devised for enabling the

complete tang to be sheared from the comb formed by it and the

individual type as cast.

6. The mould, which is water-cooled, is arranged in such manner that

its ends can be removed for the ejection of the completed line of

type to the galley.

7. The form of break adopted and the method employed for removing

the tang are such that it is possible to use hard metal as in

founders' type.

8. The depth of strike is identical, both as to shoulder and as to

counters, with the best products of the typefounders.

9. Like the Linotype, the speed of the machine is not limited by

mechanical considerations, but only by the capability of the

operator.

Except to the expert the machine would appear to be an ordinary

Linotype machine.
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CHAPTER XXX.

IMPRESSION MACHINES, TRANSFER MACHINES, TYPE-BAR

MACHINES, PHOTOGRAPHIC AND UNCLASSIFIED MACHINES.

"
First impressions are best." English Proverbial Saying.

" Fair exchange is no robbery." English Proverbial Saying.

" A soft head is misplaced upon a strong body."

English Proverbial Saying.

"Look here, upon this picture, and on this."

Shakespeare.

Impression macMnes.-A great deal of time, not very profitably spent

eHher by readers or authors, would be taken up if the subject of impres-

2h machines was discussed at any length, for, though the class of these

machines is large, and they have engaged the attention of numerous m-

ventors-the most notable among whom was Ottmar Mergenthaler, subse-

quently the inventor of the Linotype machine-this form of composing

machine has never been a success. The difficulties are inherently almost

mo ntable. The broad feature of these machines is he impression

from male dies, of the letters desired, character by character, or the im-

pression of a complete line at a time from male dies assembled in the desired
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position and order, in some more or less soft material, metallic or non-
metallic, which impressions later serve as a mould from which to cast a

slug or stereotype-plate with the required relief characters upon it. Methods
and details may vary, but the principle remains the same. Some of these
machines are exceedingly ingenious and costly, and have done good work
in what may be termed the experimental stage, but the difficulty of justi-

fication and other practical drawbacks have, as far as the authors are aware,
prevented any of them from becoming really commercial. The most interest-

ing facts in connexion with these machines are that, as already mentioned,
Ottmar Mergenthaler spent much time on them, and that J. W. Schuckers,
while working on an impression machine in 1885, invented the double-
wedge justifier, which, as J. S. Thompson well says, proved to be a very
important invention in the art of printing. It was curious that Schuckers
only just preceded Ottmar Mergenthaler in filing his application for the

patent, and as itwas decided that he was the prior inventor, the Mergenthaler
Linotype Company was compelled to buy his rights in order to use this

spacer in the Linotype machine. The price given is stated to have been
$416,000, and is said to be the largest sum ever paid up to that time for

a single patent. It is also interesting to note that John R. Rogers,
inventor of the well-known Typograph, was in 1888 the inventor of the only
impression machine ever put into practical use, this being the original

Typograph, which was an impression machine. Like Ottmar Merpenthaler.

this inventor also developed his machine on similar lines, namely, the
casting of the slug from an assembled and line-justified line of matrices.

Another incident also worth mentioning in connexion with these

machines, which have been so fruitful in causing the discovery of cognate
and highly practical inventions, was that Charles Sears, while working
on one in 1898, evolved a differential feed for the carriage of a typewriter.

Among a number of impression machines may be mentioned the Typo-
matrix, the St. John Typobar, Fowler's impression machine, and the Heath
matrix-typograph. A reproduction of an illustration of one of these

machines, namely, Fowler's impression machine, fig. 447, plate LXXXVI,
is given to show what important and powerful machines some of these

were, and to afford an idea of the large amount of time and money and
effort that has been wasted to accomplish what has so far been found to

be, if not practically impossible, at least a commercial impossibility in

competition with the ordinary slug-casting machines. Further particulars

of machines of this class are given in "The History of Composing
Machines," by John S. Thompson, from which the illustration shown in

fig. 447, plate LXXXVI, is reproduced.

According to the writer cited, a few of the Rogers impression Typograph
machines are still in operation in the United States of America, but as far

as the authors are themselves aware, none of these machines has had any
real practical or commercial success ; for, apart from the troubles arising

from line-justification, the embarrassments due to distortion and the
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difficulties of making corrections militate too much against any apparent,

though dubious, advantages which they may possess.

The most important impression machines ever made or proposed to be

made are the calculating machines of Babbage and of Scheutz, in which

the typographical operations are confined to the impression of figures for

tabular work.

The tremendous labour involved in the calculation of tables of logarithms,

of the trigoni ins of angles, of annuities and of astronomical

tables such as those published in the " Nautical Almanac," as well as of other

tables, is only a part of that necessary for the final production of the

printed works of reference. Errors may occur in transcription from the

computer's sheets on to the copy ; they may be introduced by the com-

positor setting a wrong type through the preceding operation of distril >uti. >n

having been imperfectly performed ; they may be subjected to error through

the compositor misreading the copy or lifting the wrong sort, and again,

even after the proof has been read, errors may be introduced by trans-

position of the figures or by mistake in correcting when the proof is being

revised ; in fact the work of checking tables, such as those of the " Nautical

Almanac," is a most onerous and responsible matter, for there is practically

no context to go by and the probability of an error passing uncorrected in

a mass of figures is far greater than that of a mistake remaining in a literary

work. Charles Babbage himself took the precaution to check his tables

of seven-figure logarithms figure by figure with those of Vega, Callet, Bikigs,

Taylor and others, in all nine times, and yet, just before stereotyping no less

than thirty-two errors were detected ; after stereotyping eight more were

found and corrected in the plates. The large tables of Prony, which were

calculated in France by a staff of six mathematicians, six assistant mathe-

maticians, who converted the formulae to numbers, and from sixty to eighty

computers, remain in seventeen folio volumes of manuscript still unpublished,

though 100 pages were actually set up by Didot of Paris. The enormous

amount of time occupied in the calculation and in checking the copy, and the

even heavier work involved in checking the proofs, led Babbage to the in-

vention of mechanism which would enable the whole of this purely

mechanical work to be performed by machinery instead of by human
agency.

Allusion has been made earlier in this work to calculating machines
and to their evolution from the original adding machine invented by Pascal.

The principle of the Babbage calculating machine may be briefly explained

by means of the following simple examples :

—

The squares of the natural numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . form the simple

mathematical series I, 4, 9, 16, 25, . . . If it is desired to calculate many
terms of this series, it is found that if each term in it is subtracted
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rm which succeeds it, the new series that is obtained is

. . . which may be termed the first differences. If these first

e again subtracted from each other, the series obtained is

2, 2, 2, 2, 2 . . . which may be termed the second differences. If these

differences are again subtracted in the same manner the third differences,

0, o, o, 0, . . . are obtained ; the series is said to be of the order A 3 = o.

These figures may be arranged as shown in table 46.

In the arrangement adopted in the table for the series under investi-

gation, any square above 3 consists of the sum of the immediately preceding

Table 46.—Squares of the natural numbers.

CALCUU

manner as the square

3, 6, 10, 15, 21, . . .

third time the different

areo. This series is sa

These figures may r.

Natural

N.

Square of

number
N 2

.

First

difference

A 1
.

dffcTnce

> ' 3 *

* 4 5 *

3 9 ' *

4 ,6 » *

5 a 5 » *

6 36 13 -

7 49
" "

^ Nur
sho

1

-

3

4

5

«

7

square and of the differences taken diagonally upwards across the tab!

to the right. Thus : 25 + 9 + 2 = 36.

In this simple example only two differences are required, but if ;

slightly more complex case is taken, that of the number of units in tetra

hedral piles of shot, the series is obtained by the summation of the sue

cessive triangular layers of shot :

—

The numbers contained

56, 84, . . . Treating this s

n the piles form the series I, 4,

e subtraction i

This table shows that

shot in any pile above
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lanner as the squares of numbers, the first differences obtained are .

6 10 15 21 . . . ; treating these again by subtracting, the second

, re

'

3 4 5 6 . . . ; and treating these by subtraction for a

hird time the differences' are : I, I, I, . . . , after which the fourth differences

re o. This series is said to be of the order A* = o.

These figures may be arranged as shown in the following table :—

of si hi \nk

U^rstf ES£ First

difference

3

difference

3

Third

' 1

a 4 6 4

3 10 ro 5

4 2 I 5 6

7

—

—

5 35 „

6 56

7 84 -

This table shows that for the series under investigation the number of

shot in any pile above 20 consists of the sum of the immediately preceding

pile and of the differences taken diagonally upwards across the table to

the right. Thus : 35 + 15 + 5 + 1 = 56-

Now most of the figures required for the tables used m calculations are

obtained from the summation of the terms of a series, and it is

possible, in practically all cases, to obtain a series which is convergent

;

a familiar example of a convergent series is

' = I + +7ir, +T^ -! + • 27182818

As the terms diminish rapidly in value a very limited number suffices for

obtaining as many figures as are necessary for the degree of accuracy

required in calculations of almost any kind based on measurements and
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cs, and the six orders of differences adopted by Babbage would

have been adequate to most practical requirements.

Translating the mathematical requirements shown by the tables of

differences, the mechanism was so contrived that whatever might be the

numbers placed respectively on the figure-wheels of each of the different

columns, the following succession of operations took place when the

handle was worked. Whatever number was shown on the column of

first differences, would be added to the number on the table column.

The same first difference remaining on its own column, the number

shown on the column of second differences would be added to that first

difference, and so on for other columns. The first half-turn of the handle

E 48.-

Numerator
column.

Table
column.

First

difference

column.

Second Third

] 5

» 3

6

6 6 7 6

;

3

3

6

9 8 6

performed the adding from wheel to wheel across the columns, while the

second half-turn effected those carrying operations which may have been

rendered necessary by the preceding additions or by the carrying operations

themselves.

In the Babbage machine, a portion of which is shown in the illustration,

fig. 448, plate LXXXVII, the reading wheels were arranged vertically oyer

each other, so that the figures read downwards, the lowest wheel giving

the units digit, the one above it the tens digit, and so on.

Thus in calculating the cubes of the natural numbers the figures 125

appear on the table column ; 91 on the first difference column

;
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f the handle is

1 1833 and r

36 on the second difference column ; and 6 on the third difference

column. By making two half-turns of the handle, 91 is added to 125,

giving 216 on the table column ; 36 is added to 91, giving 127 on

the first difference column ; and 6 is added to 36, giving 42 on the

second difference column. Another two half-turns of the handle give the

figures in the columns respectively as 343 in the table column and 169,

48, and 6 respectively in the first, second and third difference columns.

The arrangement of the figures before and after the first
'

of the handle and after the next two half-turn

table 48.

In the portion of the machine assembled

Kensington the upper wheels of one column

counter and give the natural number of the series shown above. A wheel

below the units wheel on the central column serves for the third differences,

which cannot exceed nine in this case ; this arrangement was adopted

for the sake of compactness, and to avoid the use of an extra column for

this single difference wheel. Another but smaller portion of the machine

is in University College, London.

It was intended to construct the machine for calculating six orders

of differences each to twenty places of figures, so that the machine would

have required six sets of wheels in its width and twenty in its height. In the

work on " Babbage's Calculating Engines " by General Henry P. Babbage,

the son of the inventor, it is shown that the construction of the difference

engine was fraught with many difficulties. It was necessary to design

many special machine-tools and other appliances for the production of

the large number of identical parts required for the difference engine.

Difficulties, moreover, occurred with Clement, the engineer, with regard to

the ownership of these special tools and appliances, and further difficulties

were encountered in the typographical portion of the machine.

When Clement stopped work on the Babbage difference engine, in

1833, amongst the workmen discharged was a young mechanic, who after-

wards became world-famous as Sir Joseph Whitworth. It is to the interest

and to the active part taken by him in the preparation of parts of the

difference engine that we owe the very groundwork of all modern

engineering—standardization—and the great advance made by Whitworth

through the introduction of gauges of high degree of accuracy and machine-

tools of such excellence as enabled others to approach his standards.

It has been mentioned that Charles Babbage invented another machine

capable of a greater range of work than was within the capacity of the

difference engine—a machine which he styled the analytical engine. So

much investigation had been made of the possibilities of this engine, and

of the claims of Babbage, supplemented by a series of elaborate drawings

with a unique and simple system of notation devised by the inventor, that

the question of the construction of the machine was investigated by a

committee of the British Association appointed in 1878, consisting of
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Prof. Cayley, Dr. Farr, J. W. L. Glaisher, Dr. Pole, Prof. Fuller, Prof,

(now Sir) Alex. B. W. Kennedy, Prof. Clifford, and C. W. Mernfield,

" To consider the advisability and to estimate the expense of constructing

Mr. Babbage's Analytical Machine and of printing tables by its means."

From the conclusions arrived at by the committee it appears that the

drawings for the analytical engine were not what would, even at that

time, have been considered proper working drawings ; the drawings did

not give the limits as modern drawings would, and it was found that

further invention might be necessary to bring the design to such a point

that a more definite conclusion could be drawn as to the ability of the

machine to perform the work for which it was intended ;
further, the

committee was unable to give any estimate of the cost of the machine

from the data laid before them ; it made, however, certain recommenda-

tions as to the possibilities of a less elaborate machine, for the calculation

of determinants and for the solution of simultaneous equations.

Probably the most admirable of the many ingenious inventions of

Charles Babbage was the anticipating carriage which he devised for the

analytical engine.

A large amount of work was done by General H. P. Babbage on that por-

tion of the analytical engine which his father styled the " mill." This

portion of the machine, which is the property of General Babbage, was

exhibited at the Japanese-British Exhibition in igio and at the Coronation

Exhibition in 1911 ; it is at present in the South Kensington Museum, where,

by the kindness of the owner, one of the authors had an opportunity of in-

specting it. This machine has been provisionally fitted with a printing device,

of the ribbon-printing class, to enable the work done to be checked.

The other portion of the analytical engine in the South Kensington

Museum has an impression device somewhat similar to that fitted to the

Scheutz machine, but the authors are informed by General Babbage that

it was proposed by the inventor to adopt a toggle action instead of a cam

for obtaining the impression.

The analytical engine was arranged to print, in all, twenty-five figures

in the width of the stereotype-matrix, and the number-wheels are engraved

with a modern face of pica body.

The difference engines actually constructed and completed were those

of Scheutz, a printer of Stockholm, Sweden, who was assisted by his son.

The first Scheutz machine is stated to have been capable of calculating

terms of five figures with three orders of differences of five figures each,

and of printing its results. The second machine, which went to America,

could calculate series with four orders of differences each of fifteen figures ;

it printed the results to eight figures, with automatic correction of the last

figure-where necessary-for the omissions ;
for example yM^W for

3'i4i5g2653. ...

The Scheutz difference engine was completed at Stockholm with the

e of the Swedish Government on a guarantee by the professors
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of the Academy of Stockholm. It is due to this assistance that the honour

of producing the first complete machine for calculating mathematical tables

by differences and printing the results was secured by Sweden. The Scheutz

difference engine was exhibited at the great Exhibition of Pans and was

then purchased for the Dudley Observatory at Albany, New York State, by

Tohn F. Rathbone, an enlightened and public-spirited citizen.

An exact copy of this machine was made by Bryan Donkin & Co.,

for the use of the British Government in the Department of the Registrar-

General, Somerset House. The cost of this machine was £1200, and

e of the authors who has examined it in detail, it

a, and by the

give the t

in the opinio: -

must have cost more than this sum for net labour.

This machine is now in the South Kensington Mus

courtesy of the director, F. G. Ogilvie, the authors are ab

SSI shown in figs. 449 and 45C plates LXXXVIII and LXXXIX,

as well as a portion of a stereotype, fig. 45L plate LXXXVIII, cast from

a matrix actually impressed by this machine.

The Scheutz machine is slow in action compared to the Babbage differ-

ence engine for the Babbage engine completed its cycle with two halt-

revolutions,
'

forward and backward, of the operating handle, while the

Scheutz machine requires thirty-eight revolutions of the handle to effect

the complete cycle of calculation and impression.

A further difficulty with the Scheutz machine arises from the tact that

many of the movements are gravity-controlled by small weights, and unless

everything is working quite freely it is possible for the alining bar to be

brought on to the tops of the teeth ; the machine, when received at

South Kensington Museum, bore evidence that this had occurred at some

period in the past.
.

The reversing of the carrying carriages is effected in the Scheutz

difference engine by a mangle motion on the large gears which show at the

front of the machine, fig. 450, plate LXXXIX.

The impression device consists of a group of steel toothed- I.-

I

mounted on concentric sleeves, the other ends of these sleeves being fitted

with gear-wheels engaging with the controlling racks. The toothed wheels

are engraved on the tops of the teeth with the die-figures for impression ;

an alining bar of gun-metal is brought into engagement with a set of spaces

between the teeth prior to the elevation by cam action of the stereotype-

matrix bearing table. The stereotype-matrix is of card 0-05 mch in

thickness, and the depth of strike is 0-026 inch. The depth of counter

in the engraved figures of the wheels is o'on inch. The face impressed

by the machine is long primer old-style.

The authors are informed by the Dudley Observatory, Albany, that the

Scheutz machine there has been out of commission for over twenty-five

ears. An example of the work performed by it remains m the " Specimens

f Tables, Calculated, Stereomoulded, and Printed by M
,' Longmans, Brown, Green, Longmans and Roberts, London,
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1857, a work dedicated to Charles Babbage by George and Edward Scheutz.

This machine was fitted with number impression wheels for long primer

modern figures ; owing to this difference there can be no error made as to

which machine produced tabular matter referred to either of them. Both

of these machines gave an increased feed to the impression table, so as to

produce the effect of leading, at every fifth line. The work of the Somerset

House machine is represented by the " English Life Table ; Tables of

Lifetimes, Annuities, and Premiums with an Introduction by William

Farr, M.D., F.R.S., D.C.L.," 605+clV pp., Longmans, Green, Longman,

Roberts and Green, London, 1864. The stereotype here reproduced in

fig. 451, plate LXXXVIII, is from a matrix prepared for this work.

Dr. Farr says of this (third) Scheutz machine :
" The machine has

been extensively tried, and it has upon the whole answered every expecta-

tion. But it is a delicate instrument and requires considerable skill in

the manipulation. It approaches infallibility in certain respects, but it

is not infallible, except in very skilful hands. The weakest part is the

printing apparatus, and that admits of evident improvement."

Dr. Farr, in the appendix to the " English Life Table," refers to the

Scheutz machine, and after mentioning the use of the machine writes :

" This volume is the result, and thus—if I may use the expression—the

soul of the machine is exhibited in a series of. Tables which are submitted

to the criticism of the consummate judges of this kind of work in England

and in the World."

Transfer machines.—Amongst the early attempts to produce a printing-

surface mechanically, the idea of producing one by lithography rather than

by the setting up of type and so producing a typographical printing-surface

took hold of man's inventive imagination. Two main lines of inventive

development seem to have been followed, the one being the production on

a metal plate, by the touching of keys, of printing-characters for lithographic

use ; and the other by printing on a secondary machine from paper ribbon

perforated on a primary machine on the Jacqtiard principle, with justi-

fication of the lines by some computation system, and the subsequent

transference of the characters printed in lithographic ink to the metal plate

from which the direct printing takes place. Where corrections are required,

the paper is excised and patched.

Possibly with the offset press and the lithographic methods of printing

now coming into general operation, there may be some small field for

machines of this class, but this is very doubtful. As in the class of impres-

sion machines just discussed, an immense amount of ingenuity and brilliant

invention has in the authors' opinion been expended to no purpose on

transfer machines.

It is stated that it was while experimenting with a transfer machine

that Ottmar Mergenthaler made his invention of the Linotype, but that
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diligent inventor was probably also at work on both transfer machines and

impression machines when his most important invention, the Linotype,

assumed a practical shape. Transfer methods seem to have had a greater

fascination for American inventors than for British, as is shown in the list

given of American patents covering this method, which begins with that of

Pierre Flamm in the sixties, his patent being granted in 1866.

One of the latest of these machines is the Lithotype, figs. 452 and

453, plate XC, patented in 1903 by Walter S. Timmis of Brooklyn, New

York, an exceedingly clever machine electrically controlled and provided

with a keyboard of 100 keys. The line-justification is highly ingenious, and

after the desired matter has been perforated and recorded in a first machine

on a ribbon, this is passed through a second machine which, with equal

ingenuity, at a very high speed, prints the copy on sheets of transfer paper.

The sheets are made up into forme and a transfer taken on an aluminium plate

lying on the bed of the transfer press.
'

' When the transfer paper is removed

from the aluminium plate, the ink characters are left on the surface of the

aluminium. This sheet is ' rolled up ' a few times, swabbed over with an

acid solution, which fixes the design, and is then capable of producing an

unlimited number of copies " in the printing-press. The mechanical electric

typewriter, for so we can call it, has been operated at 10,000 ems (20,000

ens) per hour, or at twice the speed at which an average operator can

manipulate a keyboard. Thus each transfer machine can handle the output

of two perforator machines. Mistakes of the operator can be corrected in

the usual manner with these machines and founts can be changed by

simply slipping a new typewheel on the printer. The whole machine, as

has been said, is exceedingly ingenious. For more detailed information con-

cerning this apparatus and the subject of transfer machines generally,

readers are referred to John S. Thompson's " History of Composing

Machines," from which the two illustrations of the Lithotype are reproduced.

SHORT TYPE COMBINED WITH TYPE-BARS.

Type-bar machines.—Another class of machine which may be here noted

—for the ultimate aim in its development is to form a slug—is that class

known as type-bar machines. The characteristic feature of these machines

is to produce a short type, practically only the face of the type, and sufficient

base to give it the necessary strength and contain some form, such as a dove-

tail, notch, groove, furrow, or narrowing, capable of making an attachment

with a bar, generally of steel, but in other cases of type-metal. This bar,

by springing open or by a soldering or other process, such as swaging or

casting on to the short types, is attached to the type-heads, which, before

the attachment is effected, are in the later machines line-justified.

The slug so formed is then passed into a galley to be Used in the ordinary

way. When a mechanical attachment of steel bars has been used, distri-

bution is effected by returning the bars stripped from the type-heads to

their magazine and consigning the type-heads themselves to the metal-pot
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The use of short type was proposed by Mazzini in 1843, though in his

case the type were intended to be secured from lifting by projections on the

sides of the leads which were to engage with nicks on both sides of the

type. In this arrangement the short type were jointly supported by two

leads ; in the modern arrangement the types and leads together form

a slug capable of being handled independently.

The Calendoli type-bar machine was invented in 1893 by Father

Calendoli, a Dominican monk, of Paris. In this early machine no method of

line-justification was provided for the words as they were transferred to

their prepared bases.

The Composite type-bar machine, invented by Lucien A. Brott, of

Brooklyn, in 1895, one of the most interesting of these machines, was

exceedingly well devised and compact, and had a proper system of line-justifi-

cation, and though it had good chances of coming into commercial opera-

tion, 'the inherent drawbacks of the system probably prevented the

realization of its constructor's anticipations.

The Unitype-bar machine, invented by Rolls P. Link, casts short

type-heads with a dovetailed lower end which serves to retain them in

the steel type-bars used to receive the characters. In this, as in the pre-

ceding case, the type-heads are arranged in position, and temporarily spaced

by means of removable wedge-spaces ; the channel in the steel type-bar

which is in the form of a deep slot is then sprung open to permit of easy

arrangement of the type-heads in line, during the processes of setting and

line-justification. After the completion of each line the type-bar is per-

mitted to close and grip the dovetailed ends of the type-heads, thus holding

them in the position determined by the line-justifying mechanism
;
the

bar is then delivered automatically to the galley.

The Oddur machine is a type-bar machine based on the inventions

of Oddur V. Sigurdsson, an Icelander, who has invented and developed

several machines in which he has attempted to produce single types very

rapidly from direct keyboard manipulation. In his earliest machine he

used long matrix-bars, each carrying a full fount, and worked in combina-

tion with a corresponding number of adjustable moulds, the whole being

so arranged that any one of the units could be brought into operation

independently of others and in succession to them. At a later stage the

matrix-bars were mounted upon drums, rotatable and axially adjustable,

and for his latest machine a matrix-disk, fig. 192, p. 226, with rotational

and radial movement has been evolved.

One of the earlier machines is illustrated in fig. 454, P^te XC. In the

machine shown in figs. 455 and 456, plate XCI, which represent the present

form adopted, a matrix-disk is mounted on a steel matrix-holder, which is

immediately detachable from the shaft on which it is carried. This shaft is

rotated by a frictionally-driven gear, and performs so much of a rotation as

may be necessary to bring the next matrix required opposite to the mould

opening, fig. 457 ; the depressing of a key advances a stop at the right
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TYPE-BAR MACHINES 465

circumferential position for arresting the movement of the matrix-disk and

withdraws the previously advanced stop used for positioning the matrix-

disk when casting the preceding character. The shaft connecting the

matrix-disk holder with the matrix stop-wheel is fitted with a double

Hooke's joint to enable the matrix-disk to slide at right angles to its

axis so as to produce the radial change of position requisite for utilizing

the concentric rings of matrix depressions. Carried on the upper table of

the front of the machine is a second shaft, parallel with the matrix-disk

shaft, and geared to it through the intervention of an idle wheel. This second

shaft carries at the end next to the mould a stop-wheel capable of receiving

a stop-disk formed by combining together two or more separate disks

with the periphery cut by a narrow mill into the requisite number of

divisions corresponding to each circle of depressions in the matrix-disk.

Each stop-disk has the resulting teeth, or projections which are left, reduced

in length radially by an amount corresponding to the opening required.

The stop-wheel slides axially so as to bring into line with the body-slide

stop-screw that disk which corresponds to the radius of the circle on which

the particular matrix goes. The body-slide stop-screw is made adjustable

to enable any wear to be taken up. The shaft which carries the matrix

stop-disk is made D-shaped, so that the disks can be instantly removed and

replaced in the same relative position to the gear-wheels. The same applies

to the matrix-disk holder, so that a change of fount can be effected by

uUAai
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removing the matrix-disk holder and the combined stop-wheel disks and

replacing them with others of a different fount.

The operation of the machine is as follows :

—

At each key-depression the matrix-disk makes a partial rotation, the

matrix stop-wheel rotates through the same angle, lateral displacement of

the matrix-wheel is made if required, and simultaneous axial movement of

the stop-wheel takes place, the body-slide is brought back from its zero or

closed-mould position as far as the mould stop-wheel permits, the pump

makes its stroke and a short type is cast, fig. 457 ; the matrix-wheel is

then drawn back, the mould stop-wheel remaining in the axial position it

last occupied. The mould cover-slide, fig. 460, makes a downward stroke

leaving its upper surface flush with the mould-cavity ; the sprue or jet-plate

makes a downward stroke shearing off the tang or jet and assumes the

position necessary for the ejection of the jet ; the mould body-slide then

makes its ejecting stroke, pushing the type clear out of the mould into the

type-race. At the end of a word the depression of the space-key causes a
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space-band, which is of the form of ;

angular section, figs. 458 and 459, tc

by the type cast as the compositic

nearly completed, which is ascertained

between gripping jaws and transferred

plain wedges are elevated, forcing the

words apart and bringing the end

characters of the end words into con-

tact with the abutments and locking

the line firmly between them.

The short type cast on the Oddur

type-bar machines are shown with

and without the jet or sprue, in figs.

461 and 462.

A grooved slug, fig. 463, previously

cast in a separate machine, is then

forced on to the line, and while in

place in its proper relative position to

the grooved slug, a corrugated steel

swage is brought down into

with the upper tongue of the slug

covering the nick in the lower portion

of the type ; it is then given an oscil-

lating movement so that the metal of

tapered piece of steel of rect-

nto place, and this is advanced

proceeds. When the line has t

the usual manner, the line is taken

the swaging portion where the

the slug is swaged into the depressions in the type and the whole is formed

; or type-bar which is shown in section and in

isometric projection in figs. 464 and 465.

By the adoption of the corrugated oscillating steel swage a greater

depression is caused between the words than where the slug-tongue is partially

supported by the type ; this renders the locking of the words in their proper

relative position more certain than if it were merely dependent on the

liLuLii
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friction produced between the individual type and that portion of the slug

which is in contact with them.

The size of the type is, of course, much shorter than that cast in other

body-slide machines such as the Monotype, but the speed at which type can

d 465.—Oddur type-be

be cast in the Oddur machine

type of en-set.

In some of the inventor's earlier attempts the slug vi

type, as shown in figs. 466 and 467, instead of being swaged in the ir

just described, and the method although successful from most points of

view was abandoned temporarily owing to the difficulty arising from un-

equal contraction of the slug when cast. Further experiments have, how-

ever, satisfied the inventor that this difficulty can be easily o
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n of the slug

cast in other

469

it slugin his new model of machine, following that here illustrated, the

will be used in preference to the swaged pattern.

The matrix-disk is obtained by electro-deposition in a manner somewhat
similar to that already mentioned in the description of the Graphotype

machine. Five of the type are arranged in a jig with proper packing-pieces

so as to form a segment equal to one-eighteenth of the wheel ; from this a

mould or stereotype can be taken and from the whole assembled eighteen

sections a disk is grown in nickel.

This disk need only be of small thickness as it is adequately supported

in the steel matrix-holder, in fact, a thickness of only 0-08 inch to 0"I2 inch is

sufficient for the matrix-disk. Moreover, as the machine is independent

of wedges, or of any scheme for influencing the set of any particular character,

other than the production of the tooth on the mould body-slide stop-disk to

the requisite length to suit the set of the character to be cast, it is not

necessary that the type should be specially designed to suit the machine in

any respect, and it is claimed that the disks can be made more cheaply and
economically, from any existing fount of foundry type, than is possible for

any other combined casting and composing machine. The inventor

recognizes that the key of the whole question of matrix-composing machines

rests with the production of matrices, and adopts a method for dealing

with this problem different from that adopted by the large companies who
have each and all been forced to adopt manufacturing methods of con-

siderable complexity in order to enable them to produce matrices in sufficient

quantity and variety to meet the demands made on them. It is claimed

for this machine that matrix-disks can be produced for a few shillings and
within a few days from receipt of the sample type.

The use of this machine as a sorts-caster has also been considered, and an

extremely ingenious universally adjustable mould has been devised for

n 5-point to 48-point

m of which have come under

e of preparation,

e may be devised, but it

labling the machine to deal with type of all si

inclusive.

Inventors are still busy on these machines,

the authors' inspection while this volume v

Possibly a thoroughly practical and successful 0:

appears to them that the difficulties involved in the provision of the number
of type-bars necessary to carry the type-heads produced by such machines
would far outweigh any other advantages claimed for the method. Still

more so is this apparent when it is considered that each different measure
of line requires the use of bars of its own particular length, a serious

matter where bars of steel are used, but one of little moment where
cast slugs are used in conjunction with type-heads.

The Hanigan machine.—So strongly has the advantage of the slug in

convenience of handling impressed itself on the minds of certain in-

ventors, that proposals have been made for converting a line of loose type,

after it has been cast and line-justified, into a form of slug by the use

20 30 40 50 70 80 90 100 120 130 140
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of a locking-strip. An instance of this may be noted in Hanigan's machine,

the product of which is shown in fig. 468. This machine may be called a

composite slug machine ; for the individual type are cast their full height

with a dovetail groove, and are then themselves turned into a type-bar.

In the method adopted by Hanigan there is no necessity for casting

spaces of varying set width to meet the requirements of line-justification,

because the spacing of the words can be effected directly by means of wedges,

and, once the locking-strip has been inserted and hammered home, it is

asserted that the type are securely held and further displacement of the

characters laterally becomes practically impossible. Nevertheless, the

i. 468.—The Hani

inventor, in a later patent, as an extra precaution against possible lateral

movement, has introduced means for depressing portions of the locking-

strip edges between the words to act as positive keys ; one of these is

shown in the illustration of a composite slug which is drawn inverted on

the left of fig. 468.

' PHOTOGRAPHIC METHODS.

Photographic machines.—-Many suggestions have been made for doing

away with type altogether and reproducing letters and signs directly by

photographic etching ; a patent for this purpose was granted in 1898 in

America to W. Friese-Greene. The letters were placed on strips and the

whole fount arranged with the letters one above the other in the order of

their width. As the keyboard of the machine was touched, corresponding

letters were assembled, and the letters of the line being brought before a

camera, it was automatically operated and photographed the letters on the

plate. Letters of large size were proposed for use, to be reduced, in the

process of photographing, to any dimensions desired. Photography suggests

endless ideas for various methods and means of producing a line-justified

printing-surface directly, but there are so many practical difficulties in the

way of the adaptation of this very widely-spread and useful process that at

present they seem to the authors to militate against its introduction into

the printing-world as a serious rival of the older methods.



CHAPTER XXXI.

STEREOTYPING.
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"SPREAD INTO PLATES . . . THE WORK OP THE WORK-
MAN AND OP THE HANDS OP THE POUNDER."

JEREMIAH.

Stereotyping may be defined as the art of reproducing, one or more

times, as a sin ! surface, the composite surface of the type,

or of the blocks, or of both these components combined, which, either

alone or in combination, may constitute a forme. It is effected by

taking an impression in intaglio of the forme, and using the mould thus

obtained as a matrix from which the whole typographic

in relief so as to produce a fresh cal with the

original.

The process was originally proposed as an economic means for obtaining,

for works, such as the Scriptures and the classics, of which successive editions

are required and in which no change occurs, a permanent and practically

convenient surface for the reproduction of the successive editions. The

stereotype made at a single cast is much less costly than the original type

in which the matter is composed ; it enables the type to be released for
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fresh work once the proofs have been finally passed, and it ensures the

absolute identity of one edition with another, so that a carefully corrected

work may be reproduced in each successive edition equally perfect in all its

detail. It has, moreover, the further advantage that the types need never

be subjected to the heavy work of the printing-press, and that they can be

returned to the case practically in the same condition as when new. More-

over, a work of great magnitude can be produced from a much smaller fount

of type, for, as the reading and correcting are followed by the stereotyping

process, distribution of the earlier pages can be effected and the type used

again for composition. It is in the newspaper office that the introduction

of stereotyping has proved to be a step of revolutionary character, for it

has permitted the rapid multiplication of an original surface—itself unused

in the actual press—and the simultaneous printing from replicas, instead

of from the original, on a number of presses.

So great is the saving in capital formerly locked up in type, that stereo-

typing has now come into general use for all such works as remain practically

constant in detail ; it is also used for works of which a very large edition is

to be printed, as it is cheaper to wear out the stereotype-plates than the

type from which these plates are produced.

In many cases the stereotypes, or plates as they are called, are stored

in readiness for a future demand, while in others the moulds from

which the stereotypes are made may be preserved, and so give a still

more economic method of future reproduction of the work. The advantage

of stereotyping in the case of woodcuts and other costly blocks is obvious,

as in the event of accident, damage, or excessive wear, a replacement can

be effected at a trifling cost. Further advantages of the stereotype are

the ease with which it can be handled, its immunity from becoming pied,

and its freedom from blacks, monks and friars.

The stereotype mould or matrix is now generally made of one of two

materials, plaster of Paris or paper ; hence the various stereotyping

processes may be divided broadly into two classes, according as the

material used and its method of preparation approximate more closely to

the one of these materials or to the other.

Of the two methods of stereotyping, the paper process is the simpler,

and finds the larger number of applications because the material of which

the mould is made enables it to be formed and handled more readily
;

several plates can be made from one mould, and the mould can be con-

veniently stored for use at some future date, or a replica of a stereotype

taken from it.

The plaster process, on the other hand, an earlier invention, gives a

deeper and sharper cast, and is for this reason preferred for the stereotyping

of woodcuts ; for the reproduction of blocks, however, it has now been

superseded in most cases by electrotyping.

The flong or paper process requires the following sequence of opera-

tions : the preparation of the flong ; the making of the mould ; the
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; trimming of the plate, ;

473

pouring of the <

the backing.

Flong (from the French word flan) is a kind of papier mdche. It

consists of a number of layers of paper of different qualities super-

posed and united by means of a special paste, usually composed of flour,

starch, alum, and whitening. It is important that the paste should be quite

free from lumps or impurities. The back of the flong may consist of a sheet

of brown paper, to which is pasted a sheet of blotting-paper, usually

followed by a second sheet of the same material and finished with two or

more successive sheets of tissue-paper. It is important that no air bubbles

should be formed between the sheets of paper, nor should the surfaces be in

the slightest degree wrinkled ; the whole mass must be carefully smoothed

and, in some cases, a steel roller is used to incorporate more thoroughly

the various layers of paper and paste. The flong is generally used in a

damp or partially dried state, and, if it has not been quite freshly prepared,

care must be taken to damp it to the proper degree before attempting to

obtain an impression from the type. To obtain the impression, the forme

is placed on the imposing-surface and the face of the type slightly oiled by

means of a brush, and the flong is applied with the tissue-paper side next to

the type. It is then covered over with a piece of damp linen, and the flong

is beaten, by means of a stiff-haired, long-handled brush, well down into the

type, care being taken, however, to beat lightly on those parts of the forme

which are more open. The beating must be continued until the depth

required for the cast has been obtained, a matter which can easily be

judged by experience. The damp linen is then removed, and the large

, depressions in the back of the mould, formed by the whites, are filled in with

softened pipe-clay or with pieces of old flong mould, pasteboard, or other

suitable material cut approximately to the shape of each depression. The
next operation consists in the application of a pasted wrapping, or backing

sheet, lightly beaten on to the flong ; the forme, with the flong in place, is

then passed into a gas or steam heated press in which it is dried for some
ten minutes, and after this it may be removed from the forme.

It is obvious that the flong process is not suitable for taking moulds of

woodcuts, because the drying of the matrix tends to make the blocks

split. The drying of the mould in place, on the forme of type, leads to a
lengthening of the type due to the continued application of heat while the

type is subjected to the pressure of the surrounding chase. This growing

of the type in height-to-paper, renders it unfit, after the operations have

been repeated several times, for use with new type ; for this and other

reasons, of which speed in the production of the finished mould is one of

the most important, various dry-flong processes have been devised, to

which reference is made later. It is to be noted that as far back as

1880 a process for preparing dry-flong was patented by F. Wicks, whose

name appears elsewhere in this work as inventor of several typographical
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Plate-casting.—The casting is usually performed in a pivoted press and
casting-box, fig. 469, into which the flong mould is placed when the press

is in a horizontal position ; this is then turned to the vertical, fig. 470,
for the metal to be poured in so as to obtain the requisite head to ensure a

sound cast. The metal used for making the stereotype-plate is of similar

composition to type-metal, but contains less antimony and little, if any,

tin
; it must not be poured at too high a temperature, or it will damage

the flong mould. After the plate has cooled sufficiently, the casting-press

the paper process, it is 1

a soft brush, in order to

The casting-frame mi

imposed with stereo-higl

consistency of cream, j

be carefully dabbed in so

forming any air bubbles

with the top of the castii

efficiency lies in the speei

is turned down to the horizontal position, unscrewed, and the plate removed
;

it is then trimmed and machined to thickness ready for mounting on wood
or other backing.

Plaster process.—The plaster process differs essentially from the paper

process, for the plaster mould requires to be thoroughly baked in an oven to

free it from moisture. The mould requires to be arranged in a particular

manner in the casting-box, known as the dipping-pan, in which it can be

immersed in a bath of metal and removed filled after the mould has acquired

the temperature of the molten metal. As in the preparation of the forme for
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the paper process, it is necessary to oil the face of the type slightly with

a soft brush, in order to facilitate the removal of the plaster cast intact.

The casting-frame must then be placed on the forme, which should be

imposed with stereo-high furniture round all the sides, and plaster, of the

consistency of cream, poured on the face of the type. The plaster must

be carefully dabbed in so as to make intimate contact with the type without

forming any air bubbles ; while the plaster is liquid it is struck off level

with the top of the casting-frame, and left for a few minutes to harden. As

in most operations involving the use of plaster of Paris, the secret of

efficiency lies in the speed at which the operation is carried out and the care

which is expended in the proper mixing of the plaster. After some twenty

minutes, when the plaster has set sufficiently hard, it may be lifted from the

type by means of proper lifting tools
;

great care, however, is required in

effecting this operation, because, even with the high quads used for stereo-

typing, the plaster can enter some distance in between adjacent type,

and these parallel prisms above the quads must obviously be drawn out

quite truly, or they will break. Evidence that the mould has been

removed without damage is afforded by the absence of pieces of plaster

remaining and adhering to the type. The mould must now be removed

from the casting-frame by clearing away the superfluous plaster, turning

the frame upside down and tapping it to assist the mould in falling out.
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Notches must be cut into the face of the plaster rim of the mould to admit
the molten metal to the face, after which the mould is baked. The baking

operation performed in the oven is conducted at a temperature of about

380 F. and is continued for about one hour and three quarters, or until

the effect of the baking is just enough to brown the plaster slightly.

The mould, when dry and hot, is placed face downwards on an iron

plate called the floating-plate, which fits loosely in the dipping-pan.

The mould, floating-plate and dipping-pan, must all be heated, to nearly

the same temperature as the molten metal before they are immersed.

After the floating-plate and mould have been placed in position the

dipping-pan is covered with a lid, either flat or slightly dome-shaped, but

with the four comers removed to give free access for the metal to enter

- and for the gases to leave the interior. The lid is firmly clamped in place

by means of loose clamps and a screw ; the whole arrangement is then

immersed for some ten minutes in the dipping-pot, which contains the

molten stereotype-metal ; the long time of immersion is necessary to allow

for driving off all the gases contained in the plaster, and to ensure that

the face of the stereotype shall be quite free from blow-holes. The next

operation is that of cooling the dipping-pan ; when this has been done the

contents are turned out and the gates at the corners are broken away.

The specific gravity of stereotype-metal being greater than that of the

floating-plate causes it to rise in contact with the mould until the back

of the mould touches the lid of the dipping-pan ; this permits of easy

detachment, when cool, of that part of the stereotype-metal which occupies

the space between the back of the mould and the lid of the dipping-pan.

The trimming of the plate formed by the plaster process entails considerably

more work than that required by the papier-mache method of obtaining a

stereotype, so that the former process is not only more lengthy, but also

more expensive in every way ; it is, however, preferred for certain work in

which, as previously mentioned, the matter would not stand the temperature

of the drying press or the severe mechanical conditions involved in the use

of the dry-flong process.

A process somewhat analogous to the old plaster process is that which

is used for obtaining stereotypes of process blocks by means of plaster-

faced flong applied under heavy pressure.

Apart from flong, many attempts have been made to find other

materials which would be capable of taking the impression of type within

narrower limits of temperature than are required by the metal used for

ordinary stereotype casts. In one of these processes the mould is made of

a composition of yellow oxide of lead, or massicot as it is sometimes called,

and glycerine ; this composition hardens when subjected to slight heat

under pressure in the press, and in some three or four minutes is sufficiently

firm to bear removal from the forme. In another process, a celluloid sheet

is placed in a press on the top of the matrix, and when heated by the

admission of steam, is softened sufficiently to take a perfect impression of
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the matrix. It is claimed for the celluloid typographical surface that it has

more elasticity and softness than type-metal and yet does not yield under

fair working conditions ; a plate of celluloid, moreover, can be curved easily

to a cylindrical form. Further development, however, in these directions,

has become less necessary since the stereotype process has been found to

meet the exigencies of modern newspaper-work.

Although stereotyping has come into use very largely for book-work,

it is in newspaper-work that it has found most scope, and it is in this con-

nexion that the greatest amount of development of stereotype plate-making

machinery has taken place . Very early in the last century it was realized that

a single press was inadequate for news-printing, and that, for the economical

production of large quantities of matter, several presses with several typo-

graphical printing-surfaces in simultaneous use, had become an economic

necessity. Stereotyping was brought to a high degree of perfection by

Tilloch and Foulis of Glasgow, who were ignorant of its previous invention

by William Ged, a goldsmith of Edinburgh, but the process was not turned to

practical account by them. It is said that the third Earl Stanhope derived

his instruction in stereotyping from Tilloch and Foulis, and it is recorded

that he produced stereotype-plates from plaster in 1802. At first the process

found but little favour, the " Monthly Magazine " for April, 1807, stating

that " stereotyping had not been adopted by the booksellers of London,"

and that " it does not appear that more than twenty or thirty works would

warrant the expense of being cast in solid pages, consequently the loss

would greatly counterbalance the advantages," etc.

It is stated, but the authors are not aware on what authority, or

with what degree of accuracy, that the art of stereotyping was known and

practised in the fifteenth century.

Johnson in his " Typographia," published in 1824, regards the advent of

the stereotype and the steam press at "The Times " offices in 1813-1814 with

horror, and says of others who simplified the early machines : "... these

persons, although not printers, set up an office for stereotype and -printing

by steam, in opposition to . . . who had steam only ; they also made machines

for others : . . . thereby basely tearing down that beautiful fabric of our

Art, which had caused so much labour and expense to rear. ..."

The paper process for matrix-making was originated in France in

1829 by M. Genoud of Lyons, but it was not until 1848 that it was intro-

duced into England by an Italian named Vanoni, although a patent, com-

municated from abroad, had been taken out for this process by Moses Poole

in 1840. In the early part of the last century much thought was given by

printers and engineers to the problems involved in stereotyping. "The

Times," appreciating the value of such a process, entered into an agreement

with Marc Isambard Brunei in 1819, an agreement, however, that was

cancelled in 1821, for the use of certain improvements in stereotyping, and

it is on record that even at this early date the production of the journal

required the use of over 300,000 individual types. It was not, however,

ilULu
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until 1859, when the Swiss, Dellagana, brought the full advantages of the

method to the notice of "The Times," that, under the guidance of the

manager of the printing house, the celebrated J. C. MacDonald—a kinsman

of the father of one of the authors of this work—the first curved plate

was cast. The difficulties met with at the outset were, however, very great,

and it was not until 1863 that "The Times" used curved plates commercially.

A period of nearly forty years elapsed before any further notable improve-

ment in newspaper stereotyping took place.

At the beginning of this century the operations performed in the offices

of a large daily newspaper, after the receipt of the last forme of corrected

matter, comprised the making of the flong mould, including drying in a

steam-heated press and the filling in of the whites ; the transfer of the

mould by hand to a semicylindrical casting-box and the making by hand of

a cast, with a large riser attached, in this casting-box, fig. 471, plate XCII.

The plate was poured vertically and, after it had cooled sufficiently, it

_was removed from the press ; the plate then was bored in a machine, which

finished it on the inside, and the header was cut off ; the edges were then

trimmed by hand and the plate finished. The whole cycle of operations

was performed in the short period of eleven minutes under average con-

ditions, as timed by one of the authors, and in special cases this time was

reduced to as little as nine minutes from the receipt of the last forme

of corrected matter to the dispatch of the finished plate to the printing-

press. A small amount of this work had still to be done by hand at the

period named, although the heavy operations of removing the head and

of boring were performed by machines. The plate, when finished and

trimmed, appears as shown in fig. 472, plate XCII.

An improvement on the method of pouring by hand has now been

introduced in some French newspaper offices ; the metal is pumped into

a mould carried upon trunnions and so arranged as to facilitate the handling

operations. This combined metal-furnace and mould is shown in fig. 473,

plate XCIII. The plate, after removal from the casting-box, as in the

hand-casting process, requires to have the head cut off, and to be bored

and trimmed at the edges.

An automatic boring machine has since been introduced in some of the

French newspaper offices, in which the plate has merely to be placed on

the machine at one end and is bored, trimmed, and delivered finished at

the other end ; fig. 474, plate XCIV.
An improvement on the vertical pouring arrangement, shown in fig. 473,

plate XCIII, has also been introduced ; in this a machine, actuated

by hand through the medium of a lever and toggle-joint, closes a mould so

arranged that the plate is poured from the edge instead of from the end.

The movement of the lever, after the cast is cooled, throws the plate over

into the position for trimming and removing from the machine, as shown in

fig. 475, plate XCV. The machine is shown closed ready for casting the

semicylindrical plate in fig. 476, plate XCV.
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478 TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACES.

until 1859, wnen the Swiss, Dellagana, brought the full advantages of the
method to the notice of "The Times," that, under the guidance of the
manager of the printing house, the celebrated J. C. MacDonald—a kinsman
of the father of one of the authors of this work—the first curved plate

was cast. The difficulties met with at the outset were, however, very great,

and it was not until 1863 that "The Times" used curved plates commercially.

A period of nearly forty years elapsed before any further notable improve-
ment in newspaper stereotyping took place.

At the beginning of this century the operations performed in the offices

of a large daily newspaper, after the receipt of the last forme of corrected

matter, comprised the making of the flong mould, including drying in a
steam-heated press and the filling in of the whites ; the transfer of the

mould by hand to a semicylindrical casting-box and the making by hand of

a cast, with a large riser attached, in this casting-box, fig. 471, plate XCII.
The plate was poured vertically and, after it had cooled sufficiently, it

was removed from the press ; the plate then was bored in a machine, which
finished it on the inside, and the header was cut off ; the edges were then
trimmed by hand and the plate finished. The whole cycle of operations

was performed in the short period of eleven minutes under average con-

ditions, as timed by one of the authors, and in special cases this time was
reduced to as little as nine minutes from the receipt of the last forme
of corrected matter to the dispatch of the finished plate to the printing-

press. A small amount of this work had still to be done by hand at the

period named, although the heavy operations of removing the head and
of boring were performed by machines. The plate, when finished and
trimmed, appears as shown in fig. 472, plate XCII.

An improvement on the method of pouring by hand has now been
introduced in some French newspaper offices ; the metal is pumped into

a mould carried upon trunnions and so arranged as to facilitate the handling

operations. This combined metal-furnace and mould is shown in fig. 473,
plate XCIII. The plate, after removal from the casting-box, as in the

hand-casting process, requires to have the head cut off, and to be bored

and trimmed at the edges.

An automatic boring machine has since been introduced in some of the

French newspaper offices, in which the plate has merely to be placed on
the machine at one end and is bored, trimmed, and delivered finished at

the other end ; fig. 474, plate XCIV.
An improvement on the vertical pouring arrangement, shown in fig. 473,

plate XCIII, has also been introduced ; in this a machine, actuated

by hand through the medium of a lever and toggle-joint, closes a mould so

arranged that the plate is poured from the edge instead of from the end.

The movement of the lever, after the cast is cooled, throws the plate over

into the position for trimming and removing from the machine, as shown in

fig- 475. plate XCV. The machine is shown closed ready for casting the

semicylindrical plate in fig. 476, plate XCV.
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AUTOMATIC PLATE-CASTING MACHINES.

The Autoplate is one of the more important adjuncts of the printing-

office which should, strictly speaking, be regarded not as a means for

producing a printing-surface, but as one for rapidly reproducing and mul-

tiplying a printing-surface, already produced by other methods, and thus

meeting the requirements of the modern newspaper office. The Autoplate

practically stands in the same relation to a mould or matrix prepared

from a mass of composed type as an ordinary typecasting machine stands

to an ordinary matrix ; hence the flong mould taken from the type mass

as a whole may be regarded as a single, but gigantic, matrix.

In this machine, figs. 477 and 478, plates XCVI and XCVII, the invention

of Henry A. Wise Wood, of New York, the flong matrix is placed in a couple

of clips, by which it is carried horizontally into the casting-box or semi-

cylindrical mould of the machine. After the joint has been closed the mould

is filled at the side of the machine, over the whole width of one end of the

page, by the positive stroke of a pump-lever, the latter part of the movement

of the lever compressing powerful springs. After a short pause the casting-

box is lowered and simultaneously the flong mould is drawn away at the

sides from the plate which has been cast, so that this is free of the mould and

can be passed on through the machine without damaging the mould or

matrix. The core-cylinder against which the plate has been cast then

makes a half revolution, the opposite half serving as the core for the next

successive cast. The cast which has been made is trimmed at the head and

foot by saws placed in a diametral plane and encountered by the plate as it

travels automatically from the casting-box to the boring-box. After leaving

the casting-box it goes under the shaving-arch for boring, pauses for the

boring to take place, and then passes routers, which finish the head and

foot, and is finally delivered, at a rate of between three and four plates

per minute after the first plate has been produced ; the finished plate is

shown in fig. 479, plate XCII. The total time for completing the

first plate is usually about three-quarters of a minute from the time that

the process is started.

The Autoplate is a large and very costly machine ; an equipment of two

Autoplates, which is a plant suitable for an ordinary newspaper, involves a

capital outlay of £10,000. An examination of the saving effected by its

agency is of interest. In the old method of stereotyping the damp papier-

mache flong, used to form the matrix, was beaten with brushes on to the

forme of type and dried in situ in a steam-press, an operation which took

some nine minutes. It was, when dry, removed from the type-surface and

placed in a semicylindrical casting-mould, a core closed down upon it,

and a plate cast from it. When sufficiently cool to handle, it was removed

to a machine in which it was bored and the header cut off ; the edges were

then trimmed by hand, and the plate was finished.
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The next step towards the reduction of time was the use of a mangle-

press with blankets, as in the intaglio process, to receive the impression of

the type ; this reduced the time of. preparing the mould to about four

minutes. A still further improvement consisted in the introduction of the

dry-flong process, in which specially prepared papier mdche was laid

on the forme, then covered with blankets, a sheet of rubber placed on the

top, the whole passed through a mangle-press, and the flong taken off

immediately ; the flong was then placed in a rotary matrix-dryer for about

one minute and three-quarters, thus reducing the best time previously

made by over 50 per cent.

The Autoplate economizes time still further, because the various opera-

tions connected with the formation of a plate are proceeding simultaneously

on successive plates, so that forty or fifty plates, or even more if required,

can be obtained from one mould in about fifteen minutes. This is rendered

possible by a system of water-cooling in the mould-box and of internal

water-spraying in the core-cylinder. The large number of presses used by

some of the daily newspapers and the number of sheets of which each news-

paper consists have in time of stress required the supply of an almost in-

credible number of plates. It is recorded that the proprietors of the " Daily

Mail " on the occasion of the death of His Late Majesty, King Edward VII,

recast all their plates with mourning borders, and achieved a total of 3344

plates in 24 hours ; the " Evening News," consisting of far fewer sheets, on

the occasion of receiving intelligence of the foundering of the Titanic, cast

1150 plates for one edition. Such performances would have been quite

impossible by the methods of stereotyping in use but a few years ago.

The Autoplate Junior, figs. 480 and 481, plates XCVIII and XCIX, is a

smaller and less costly machine in which the mould-box is vertical and the

mould, while pump-fed, is not closed at the top, the charge of molten metal,

raised by the pump, being simply poured in. After the pump stroke has

been made, a timing mechanism is' started which rings a gong, on the lapse

of a period of thirteen seconds ; the remainder of the automatic operations of

the machine—cutting off the head and automatically ejecting—are then

performed. The plate is then transferred by hand to the boring-box of the

Autoshaver, fig. 482, plate C ; the head is returned by hand to the

metal-pot while the next charge is cooling. After the first cast, the Auto-

plate Junior produces casts at the rate of from two to three per minute.

One Autoshaver deals with about six plates per minute, and is the comple-

ment of two of the Autoplate Junior machines. " The Times," the third

office in this country to adopt these machines, is equipped on this basis.

The Multiplate, fig. 483, plate CI, is another machine of later intro-

duction than the Autoplate ; it practically combines a horizontal stereo-

type casting-box, an ordinary boring-box, a dressing-saddle, and a melting-

furnace with a semi-automatic pump. In this machine the mould, or matrix,

once it has been set in position, is firmly held in place, so that the trimming

devices can reproduce plates to a great degree of exactitude ;
the matrix
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TUBULAR PLATE-CASTING MACHINE. 481

sxposed to the view of the operator after each cast, so that

it is possible for him to verify that it has suffered no damage. The complete

cycle of operations-—stated to occupy about half a minute—performed by

this machine is as follows : opening the casting-chamber, stripping the

plate from the matrix, depositing the plate in the boring-box, cutting off the

head, trimming the top and bottom edges, boring the plate, trimming the

sides, delivering the finished plate, and pouring the succeeding one. These

operations are effected by the agency of a system of cams and levers.

It is of interest to note that, while the cycle of casting, trimming, and

delivering operations in an ordinary machine of the linotype class is effected

in ten seconds, these stereotyping machines, dealing with many hundreds of

times the weight of metal, accomplish their result in a period of time only

three times as long in the case of the Multiplate, and in even less than that

time in some of the previously mentioned larger machines. The Multiplate

is installed in the office of one of the London daily morning papers.

It is almost impossible to describe the advances made in any one branch

of the printing industry apart from those made in others, so much is progress

in any one department dependent on the exigencies and requirements of

another. Particularly is this the case with stereotyping and printing presses.

To obtain duplicates of the typographical surface, so as to permit more than

one platen press to work from the same matter, the plane stereotype-plate

was necessary, and the very existence of the rotary press depended upon

the successful production of curved plates.

The tubular-plate casting-box is shown in figs. 484 and 485, plate CII.

In the ordinary cylinder-press the plates are semicylindrical ; consequently

each plate is idle, as far as printing is concerned, for one-half of each revolu-

tion, and therefore for one-half of the time the press is running. The require-

ments of certain daily newspapers, as regards circulation and number of

pages, are such that they are intermediate between those successfully dealt

with by the duplex flat-bed press and those met by the ordinary rotary

press. Both the first cost and the expense of operating the latter are

very great, while the output of the former is comparatively very small.

Moreover, the only machines available recently for this class of daily paper

required duplicate plates, and, when printing many-page editions, it was
necessary to run them at a greatly reduced speed so as to enable the sheets

to be collected. Much mechanical complication is involved, and other

difficulties are introduced when papers with more than eight pages, and par-

ticularly those with ten, fourteen and eighteen pages, are required to be

produced commercially. The consideration of these disadvantages and
difficulties has led to the invention of the cylindrical or tubular stereotype-

plate press, in which the plate is printing all the time instead of half the

time, and which makes it possible to deliver the paper book-folded without
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of those collecting and associating devices which may be a

cause of trouble

hour greater

the larger presses. Not only is the output per plate per

: case of the tubular-plate machine than with the semi-

"ylindrical form, but the weight of plates used is less. Assuming that

seven tubular plates do the same work as ten semicylindrical plates, then

the actual weight of metal used in the former case is only one-half of

that necessary in the latter.

The tubular plate is, strictly speaking, not a complete cylinder, but is so

much of the curved surface as corresponds to the printed length of the page
;

that portion which would correspond to the top and bottom whites is absent

to provide space for an ingenious arrangement of clips which hold the plate

in position when it has been pushed home on the carrying cylinder of the

machine. Still more ingenious is the arrangement of the framing of the

machine which permits the tubular plate to be slid into place without dis-

mantling the gears and the carrying cylinder ; the framing which carries

the bearing of the carrying cylinder is reduced on one side of the machine

to a width narrow enough to pass through the longitudinal opening in the

The conditions under which the tubular plate is used are not such as to

require multiplication of the individual plate ; hence the casting and finish-

ing plant designed for its production approximates more closely to that

used in the earlier method of stereotyping than it does to the arrangements

adopted in the highly specialized Autoplate ; in fact, it consists of a vertical

casting-box containing a cylindrical core and having the two halves of the

box hinged to each other ; the core is capable of being pivoted, after the box

is opened, to a nearly horizontal position for the removal of the tubular

plate. The plate, with its head, is removed by hand, after i

'

to a combination plate-trimmer and tail-sa

ends of the plate.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

TYPOGRAPHICAL ETCHING, RELIEF PROCESS BLOCKS

AND ELECTROTYPING.

".
. . skilful to work . . . also to grave any manner of

graving, and to find out every device which shall be put
to him, with thy cunning men and with the cunning
men of my lord David thy father."—Extract from letter
of Huram, King of Tyre, to Solomon, King of Israel.

II. Chronicles.

The process block with which papers and periodicals of the day are now
generally illustrated is a complex entity. It has grown up into adolescence

in little more than a generation, and it owes its existence and usefulness

to a widely ramifying ancestry and to the inter-relationship of many
branches of the arts and crafts. Its history, moreover, is wrapped up in

the development of various other industries without which it could not

have attained its present perfection.

In the second decade of last century two patents were taken out by
Sir William Congreve for combining plates for the printing, in two or more
colours, of the backs of bank-notes ; these early colour-blocks consisted

of a series of faces of metal, very perfectly fitted together mechanically to

form the plane surface which was engraved, and so arranged that the one
set of faces could be withdrawn from the other in a direction normal
to the printing-surface, thus permitting separate inking of the two sets

of faces. When the plates were again restored to their normal printing-

position, the complete design was continuous, but partly inked in one
colour and partly in another : this method is still used for some ornamental

labels, those, for instance, on the bottles for " Stephens' Ink," which show
both the mechanical perfection of workmanship of the portions of the

two-colour block and at the same time afford an example of very skilled

geometric-chuck engraving. In this early invention the difficulty of

bringing the paper into true register as well as the other difficulty arising

from difference of dampness and consequent variation in size were avoided

by an extreme accuracy of fit between the different portions of the

printing-surfaces.

483
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Electrotyping as a method of reproducing a metal or other irregular

surface came into existence about 1840, and in 1841 a patent was taken

out by A. Parkes for growing matrices by electro-deposition. As a means
for the reproduction of a typographical printing-surface, electrotyping is

dealt with at the end of this chapter.

The first British patent for prod I es with raised printing-

surfaces is that of E. Palmer, and is dated 1841 ; this was followed in

the succeeding year by a further patent for engraving through a wax-
coated matrix-plate to form the printing-lines, or blacks in the positive

electrotype taken from it. The process was termed by its inventor

glyphography. The whites were built up in this process by adding

wax by hand, assisted by various tools ingeniously constructed and
heated. Figure 486 gives a section of the plate a, covered with a wax
coating b, and shows the added wax c built up for the whites. The copper

electrotype is shown by d, and e represents the backing-up metal used for

reinforcing the electrotype shell after its removal from the wax, the flow

of which gives a natural and gradually decreasing slope to the metal

supporting the black lines in the final result. After building up, the

wax is black-leaded and metal is deposited on the surface so obtained

;

this deposit is then tinned on the back, backed up with lead, trimmed

off on a lathe or shaping machine, and, when mounted on wood or metal

to bring the printing-surface type-high, it becomes a finished typographical

block. The method, much improved, is still in use to-day. One of

the earliest works illustrated by Palmer's process is " The History and

Antiquities of Brentford, Ealing and Chiswick," by T. Faulkner, 1845,

and the word glyphography occurs at the foot of many of the illustrations

contained in it.

Some four years later came the method of forming a relief engraving

by using a plate covered with a ground, protecting the blacks with the

medium used for the direct or transferred drawing, and etching down the

whites to the desired extent.

About the end of the first decade of the nineteenth century possibilities

in the nascent art of lithography attracted the attention of a retired French

military officer, Joseph Nicephore Niepce, who endeavoured to discover

means for producing a lithographic printing-surface by the agency of light.
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TYPOGRAPHICAL ETCHING AND PROCESS BLOCKS. 485

From 1814 to his death in 1833 Niepce worked continuously at the problem

of producing a printing-plate from a transparent engraving, and in 1829 he

invented a practical process of heliographic printing. His discovery that

a bitumen coating applied to a metal plate undergoes change and ceases

to be so readily soluble in certain oils where it has been acted upon by light,

enabling an intaglio printing-surface to be etched, was the greatest step made

towards photographic printing prior to the invention of photography itself

by Daguerre after the death of his partner Niepce.

The most important advance, however, was that obtained by the com-

bination of photographic methods with the processes already known and in

use. W. H. Fox Talbot in his patent of 1852 describes the method of coating

a metallic plate with a substance affected by exposure to light, exposing the

plate photographically under a negative, arid etching the parts on which

the light has not acted. The sensitized surface is produced by a combina-

tion of potas: uze is used to obtain a

grain. From this patent may be traced the evolution of the process block

of to-day through all its numerous improvements.

Other methods rapidly followed the Talbot process, and in the succeed-

ing year Applegath, to prevent forgery by photography, patented a method

for printing in several colours, the possibilities of the photographic method

of reproduction now having secured recognition.

About this period inventors began to realize that a process which gave

an intaglio surface would conversely give a relief surface and vice versa,

and patents were taken out for methods by which transfer prints on copper

could be increased to the desired depth in the whites by repeated etching,

and, though forestalled by other workers, the Comte de Fontainemoreau

patented in 1854 a method of producing relief zinco plates by etching.

About this time various inventors sought concurrently for the solution

of the problem of printing in several colours, and the method of using

several separate chases printed consecutively is claimed in the patent of

E. Boileau, in which both type-blocks and quads were used. A later patent

of the same year covers the method in which wood-blocks are made of hard-

wood, cut plankways, with two systems of grooves sawn in at right angles to

each other, so as to present a number of spots of equal size and equally

spaced over the whole surface. All these spots except such as correspond

to the required colour for each block, as shown by a design prepared on

section paper ruled to correspond to the printing-block, are removed by

suitable tools and the work of printing is divided over the same number

of blocks as there are colours used. This method, practically without

modification, is still used to-day for the printing of linoleum ; the large

wood-blocks in use for this purpose often exceed a square foot in area.

The simple zinc line process.—In the simplest form of this process, as

originally used, a drawing is made in lithographic ink on a zinc plate.

Powdered asphaltum or resin is dusted over the plate ; some of this adheres

to the ink, and the rest has to be carefully removed. The plate is then
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heated gently, and in this way an acid-proof coating is obtained which

protects the lines which are to form the future printing-surface. The under

surface of the plate then receives an acid-proof coating, and the whole

plate is plunged into a bath of dilute acid. The unprotected interspaces on

the upper surface of the plate then gradually dissolve. As soon as a certain

small depth has been reached, this action must be stopped, or else there is

risk of the protected lines being attacked laterally by the acid. The coating

is next reinforced, either by a dusting method or else by applying a roller

carrying some acid-resisting composition, and by then gently heating the

plate. The result of this is that not only the lines, but also the adjoining

top of the walls of the interspaces have a protective coating. The plate

is then again plunged into acid, and this series of operations is repeated

several times until the smaller interspaces are sufficiently deep to give whites

in printing. Finally the larger interspaces are routed, or cut out, by means

of hand-tools. At a later date, routing machines were used for this purpose.

If the plate when completed is generally satisfactory, but has some small

part of the printing-surface missing, it can be repaired by putting on a little

solder and working this up by hand. The zinc plate is then mounted on a

block made of mahogany, or other suitable hardwood, of such thickness

that the correct height-to-paper is obtained. This block—as the com-

pleted article is termed—is then used for printing in the usual way. If a

very large number of impressions are required, it is advisable to have several

electrotypes made, and use these for the printing proper.

The transfer line process.—In a modification of the simple zinc line process,

introduced very little later, the drawing was made in transfer-ink o:

graphic paper, and transferred to the zinc plate

the way described above. Considerable skill is

process properly, particularly in heating the zi

exact extent necessary.

The photo zinc line process.—A plate of zinc is coated with a substance

sensitive to light, such as asphaltum or bichromated gelatine. A reflected

negative is taken, with the help of a prism or mirror, from the original

which is to be reproduced. This negative must be quite clear and trans-

parent in the lines, and dense and dark elsewhere ; it must contain no

half-tones. The negative is then placed on the prepared zinc plate and

exposed to light ; this renders insoluble those parts of the coating which

are below the whites of the negatives, and the remainder of the coating can

then be dissolved and washed off. The plate then undergoes treatment

similar to that applied in the zinc line process. This process makes possible

the reproduction of all drawings in black and white in which the lines are of

sufficient width to produce a typographical surface, when reproduced on the

scale required. It is admirably suited to the reproduction of pen and ink

sketches, machine drawings, patterns, designs, and, in fact, all work resem-

bling the typographical printing-surface in its general characteristics. Blocks

of this kind were formerly known as process blocks oi

n litho-

;, which was then treated in

s required to carry out this
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TYPOGRAPHICAL ETCHING AND PROCESS BLOCKS. 487

are still often used for them, although their use has now become extended

to half-tone blocks, which were only invented at a later period.

The gelatine process.—This process resembles that last described in

using bichromated gelatine, but with the difference that while the parts

acted on by light become insoluble the remaining gelatine can be made

to swell by immersion in cold water. By taking a plaster mould from

this and working on an impression from the mould with wax, as

explained in the paragraph devoted to typographical etching, these parts

can be built up and a shell obtained by electrotyping in the usual manner.

1 etching.—Dawson's process, invented by the brothers

A. and H. T. Dawson and patented by them in 1872, is carried out by

coating a plate of brass with a thin film of wax through which the etching

is drawn with a needle used in a manner similar to that adopted in ordinary

etching. Great care must be taken by the draughtsman to cut quite

through the wax, or the resulting surface will not be type-high all over.

The whites are built up on the wax coating with wax applied by means

of several ingenious tools described in the patent. When built up the plate

is black-leaded and an electrotype is taken from it in the usual manner.

Where printed matter is required in conjunction with a design, ordinary

type can be pressed through the original aim of wax. The process is used

for preparing the illustrations for certain scientific works, and also for

diagrams, maps, etc. The curve diagrams in the " Proceedings of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers " are prepared by this process,

which is peculiarly suitable for work in which the use of lettering is often

nearly equal in quantity to that of engraving. In England the diagrams

of the " Proceedings of the Royal Society of Arts " are usually produced

in this way ; other examples of this process are to be found in many of the

maps in the eleventh edition of the " Encyclopedia Britannica."

Half-tone blocks.—In. this process, the picture is broken up into a series

of dots, placed at regular distances from each other, the appearance of light

or shade being produced by decreasing or increasing the size of the individual

dots. These blocks are produced by processes based on that of Meisenbach,

patented in 1882. This inventor at first used a glass screen ruled with

parallel lines close together, which was inserted in the camera in front of the

negative. In the original form of the process two exposures were given

to each negative, the first with the screen placed in the camera with the lines

running at 45 to the horizontal, and, after the first exposure had been given,

the screen was withdrawn, turned through a right-angle and replaced, and

the second exposure was then given. This double exposure had the result

of breaking up the image on the negative into a series of dots. If a zinc

plate was then prepared from the negative, in a way similar to that adopted

in the photo-zinc line process, the size of the dots on this zinc plate varied

with the darkness or lightness of the corresponding dots in the negative.

Thus this process made it possible to reproduce a photograph or an object

of any kind, not merely one in lines.

ninU
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which the two grids are cemented together with the lines at right angles

to each other. The pitch of the ruling varies according to the work to be

done, and this is dependent on the surface of the paper to be used and

the fineness of the ink.

The process blocks for illustrating the daily and evening papers,

which are printed from ordinary stereotypes on the rotary press, are

produced by means of a screen of 50 meshes per linear inch, fig. 487, plate

CHI, or one even coarser. For better work printed on paper with a

smoother surface, screens of 75 meshes per linear inch, fig. 488, or of 100

meshes per linear inch, fig. 489, are used ; for high-class trade catalogues

and text-books the blocks are obtained from screens of 125 meshes per

linear inch, fig. 490, to 150 meshes per linear inch, fig. 491 ; a screen very

generally used for such illustrations as appear in this work has 133 meshes

per linear inch. In still-higher-class work, printed on art paper, screens

are used having 175 meshes per linear inch, fig. 492 ; the work produced

by these requires great care to ensure that the minute depressions do not

become filled in with ink in printing and the effect spoilt ; for text-books

on and catalogues of works of art, which require much detail, a screen of

200 meshes per linear inch may be used ; the difficulty of obtaining satis-

factory work from this or from even finer screens does not lie in the

production of the block itself but in the printing.

Occasionally for advertising purposes the printed impression of a half-

tone is enlarged many times, with the result that the pitch of the dots may

be increased to as much as one inch. Such advertisements will only

appear to resemble the original print when they are seen from a sufficiently

great distance ; if an ordinary half-tone block is examined under a

microscope, it is very difficult to identify which part of the picture it is

that appears in the field.

With regard to the actual photography, that is to the optical side of

the process as opposed to the mechanical, if the glass screen were placed

so as to be actually in contact with the sensitized plate—and this would

only be practicable if a dry plate were used—the resulting print would

be a series of intersecting lines with interruptions ;
the tint would not

be broken up into a series of dots in the manner desired. This effect is

produced by diffraction ; the clear spaces in the screen permit the passage

of divergent pencils of light which spread over a larger area on the plate,

and these make the sizes of the dots vary according to the intensity of

the light received through any particular opening. The operator must

determine the correct distance between the screen and the plate in order

to take full advantage of this diffraction effect, so that in the result the dots

on the negative join together in the high lights and the shadows are

represented by small separate dots.

At first, all process blocks, both line and half-tone, were made of zinc.

Subsequently other metals were also tried, particularly for half-tone blocks.

Very good results are now obtained with copper.

80 90 100 110 120 130 140
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Until 1892, most of the illustrations in newspapers and books were

woodcuts. But the results obtained by means of the half-tone process

were so superior not only as regards speed and price, but also as regards

beautyand faithfulness of reproduction of the original, that in less than fifteen

years the art of wood-engraving had died out almost completely. It is true

that the Polytechnic and other art schools are making efforts to revive

training in this art, which almost attained perfection in the hands of Albrecht

Durer and other great artists, but these attempts are bound to remain

futile, except perhaps in the case of individual efforts of the highest artistic

Colour-printing blocks.—Before the advent of printing for books,

colour-prints were made from blocks produced by wood-engravers, and this

method is still in use in Japan.

The Japanese colour-prints made from wood-engravings require a large

number of blocks for their printing, and the method is admirably illus-

trated by the examples in the fine collection of actual blocks and the prints

from them which are exhibited in the Victoria and Albert Museum at

South Kensington. The method of inking the blocks differs from European
methods, inasmuch as the ink used is not of an oily nature but consists

of a starchy medium, to which colour is added, the mixture being applied

to
.
the wood with a wide brush. The blocks are cut with the grain

running plankways, so that the absorption is not so great as it would be

in an ordinary European end-grain wood-block. Graduated tints are

obtained in the inking by intentional irregularity in the amount of colour

applied to the printing-areas covered by the brush.

Following the coloured print composed from a number of independent

wood-blocks as used in Japan, came the completely coloured picture pro-

duced on an intaglio printed key in the manner devised by Baxter ; this

was followed by the use of a wood-block key and the building up of

a picture tint by tint, a method used by Edmund Evans, the engraver-

printer of Kate Greenaway's and Caldecott's illustrated children's books.

From this point it is very difficult to separate the history of typographical

colour-printing from other methods of intaglio and surface printing, so

interwoven is it with the progress made in intaglio colour-printing and

in chromolitlu The three-colour process as printed from

half-tone blocks has been made possible by its auxiliaries : photography,

in its mechanical application dependent on the ruling of a screen to a

very high degree of accuracy
;

paper, coated and finished to a surface

both flatter and smoother than anything previously attempted ; ink,

ground to a corresponding degree of fineness ; and finally, a degree of

exactitude in the register of the printing machinery, far greater than could

have been obtained without the corresponding improvement which had

simultaneously taken place in machine-tool construction.

One of the first steps taken was the use of a half-tone key, and the

French paper, " Le Figaro Illustre," produced coloured illustrations from a
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key made from an isochromatic plate, the colours being added from hand-

drawn plates.

Meanwhile, colour-printing had made progress in other branches, for

example intaglio colour-printing. Working, with a coloured picture by

the artist before him, on an etched plate of the subject, the printer filled

in each colour on this intaglio plate until he had obtained a result which

in his opinion would produce a print resembling the original. This method

was revived for a time, experimentally, by the Dawsons about 1886, and

is still being worked at Montmartre in Paris by Delatre, the son of the

etching-printer of that name. At the present time this process is also

being made use of by Emery Walker and others in London.

The collotype, with its resemblance in the ink-retaining quality of

the reticulated surface of the hardened exposed portion of the plate to that

of the stone in lithography, though but little known, has also taken its

part in the development of colour-printing; many good examples of

chromocollotype have been published by the Medici Society.

The use of three negatives exposed singly to red, yellow, and blue light

by the interposition of suitable niters, and the subsequent printing of the

results in the same colours on paper, is stated to have been suggested

simultaneously by Ransonnet of Vienna and by Collan of London, in 1865.

The idea, however, was premature, owing to the absence of photographic

plates properly sensitive to each group of filtered rays of light, for the early

red and yellow plates were nearly opaque to actinic rays. This difficulty

was overcome when Vogel, of Berlin, discovered that the addition of eosine

to collodion increased the range of colour to which the plate was sensitive ;

this was applied practically by Ducos Duhauron in 1868. It is stated

that the negatives obtained were excellent for their colour-values, but

that the inventor used the same colours for printing instead of the

complementary colours, and consequently the printed results were found

to be unsatisfactory. It is difficult to reconcile this statement with the

masterly exposition of the subject given by the inventor in his French

patent, No. 83,061, of 1868, at the conclusion of which he suggests the

following test for the truth of his claim :—

"C'est en essayant de reproduire le spectre solaire par mes divers

precedes qu'on reconnaitra s'il est reellement constiti

couleurs simples qu'il y a de refrangibilites, ou s'il est formed par u:

de trois spectres, rouge, jaune et bleu superposes et dont le n

d'intensite correspond a des points differents."

It was not until the early nineties that the three-colour process was

established on a commercial basis. Great difficulties had to be overcome in

obtaining absolute register for all the three negatives ; very powerful light-

ing was required to diminish the time of exposure ;
dark rooms had to be

fitted with special lamps, deep red for plates sensitive to blue and yellow,

and deep green for plates sensitive to red. Another difficulty that arose

was due to the production of a moire effect in the print if the screen

e trinite

1
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received by the paper is absorbed to a greater extent, and here comes into

account the question of skill and experience in mixing the inks to the right

tone to correct such absorption and give the desired result.

Whereas in ordinary language the words tone, tint, hue, and shade

are used almost indiscriminately, for the niceties of colour-printing

work it is necessary to use these as having different meanings, which .

are generally accepted as follows :—

Tone signifies intensity of colour ;

Tints refer to admixtures of colour with white ;

Hues relate to admixtures of colours with other colours ;

Shades indicate admixtures of colours with black.

In describing the effect which the various colours produce in the plate,

it is commonly stated that :—

Yellow gives light and life to the subject

;

Red gives colour and warmth ;

Blue gives shadow and depth and completes the form and outlines of

6

The success of colour-printing is largely dependent on the improve-

ments that have taken place in the preparation of inks and in their appli-

cation ; in the parallelism and flatness of surface of the paper
;
and lr +^°

printing-press itself, both in its power of impression a

°
Attempts have been made to print in three colours simultaneously,

that is without any intermediate period for drying the ink. Where

attempts have been made to do this on the cylinder-press it has been found

that the difficulty of obtaining sufficiently accurate register of curved plates

is extremely great. In France three or four colours have been printed at

one operation by means of a flat-bed press, introduced in 1902 by Lambert.

This process, however, involves the difficulty of adding an impression to

one not quite dry, though it avoids the still greater difficulty of change

occurring in the paper with consequent impossibility of obtaining accurate

The fact that the process block is produced from any suitable photo-

graphic negative permits it to be used to reproduce effects which could

otherwise only be obtained by lithography ; in fact, it is possible to obtain

at a single printing an effect which would require two operations litho-

graphically. An example of this is afforded by the process called the

Litho-block, which is actually a process block obtained from two or

more superposed images on the photographic plate, the lettering being

printed through the illustration or background of the block, usually an

advertisement. An example of this process is given in fig. 498, plate CV,

Other results can be obtained by suitable combinations of process

blocks. An extreme example is that process in which two stereoscopic

e taken. Separate blocks are prepared from these plates and

then printed in red and green colours, superimposed c
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of paper. The combined impressions produce a blurred effect when looked

at in the ordinary way, but, when viewed through glasses, red and green

respectively for the two eyes, the pictures actually seen by each eye become

combined into a single stereoscopic image which is comparable in effect to that

obtained by the two adjacent photographs of the familiar stereoscope.

In the issue of " The Inland Printer " for November, 1913, a very remark-

able example of combined photographic and colour printing portraiture

is shown. Three colour-record negatives were taken simultaneously and

instantaneously of the sitter, a wonderful feat of photography, by means

of the special camera and flashlight apparatus of the Polychromide Com-

pany of America. From these three colour-record negatives the Van Dyke

Gravure Company of New York engraved photogravures on copper

cylinders and printed off the seventeen thousand copies required for

the edition of "The Inland Printer," from whose pages the preceding

few lines have been summarized. This combination of instantaneous

photography in colours and rotary photogravure in colours, seems to be a

consummation beyond which it would appear impossible for pictures in

printing-ink to go. To what has been said above, the authors can only

add their unstinted admiration of the beauty of achievement and work-

manship in the specimen shown in the admirable trade-journal to which

reference has just been made.

This modern form of reproducing a typographical surface must have but

very brief notice here, for although it gives very satisfactory results it

can never compete commercially, for ordinary letterpress work, with the

older process of stereotyping and its later developments. For the repro-

duction of process blocks, engravings, and surfaces other than typographical,

it is very largely used. This process is still more largely employed in

other branches of- the arts: these, however, call for no comment in

this work.

The process of electrotyping really consists in the separation of metals

from their solution by electrolysis and their deposition in a solid form

on a suitable mould. In practice the art of electrotyping requires very

close and constant attention to minute details : the purity of the materials,

the cleanliness of the vessels used and the perfection of the electric

connexions being matters of the greatest importance, while the distance

between anode and cathode, the temperature of the depositing bath, the

composition of the electrolyte and the voltage of the current supplied are

all variables, each of which must be confined between narrow limits.

It is not a process that can be carried on commercially and profitably

on a small scale ; it does not call for further description in this work,

for it has formed the subject-matter of many scientific memoirs and has

a considerable literature of its own.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

THE LANGUAGE OF CHINA AND I

EXPRESSION.

TYPOGRAPHICAL

t 4 i ,Hth Chinese a man of any other race in the world has to divest

SSt^ed notions'and of every idea that has become

Zffit to him in connexion with speech, aural or written, and approach

tlTSect from a standpoint not only novel, but as difficult of attainment

^
"Thereofample reason for this statement, for the Chinese language in

its recorded state does not express itself through the ear as do other

languag s. but through the eye in pictorial ideographs, all of which it i

tated can be traced back to some visualized fact. Hence it has no

alphabet no syllabary, practically but little real grammar, only an enormous

fnge of characters or conventionalized pictures extending from ovr

Too ooo in exaggerated estimates to r 5 ,ooo in conservative estimates It

is obvious, therefore, that its adaptation in this state for-modern machine^

composition is entirely out of the question, for it would be quite beyond

tWange of practical possibility to cut punches and strike and apply such

I number of matrices to any known form of machine. Imagination boggles

at Lk typTkeyboard a quarter of a mile in length, or a Monotype grid

wetehing over a quarter of a ton. Indeed, to bring the whole language
weigning u

' "*

oration of an ordinary hand-compositor working

T^th

i:m^LZtZ;llr the lateVrk Twain's description

of Chinese compositors at work, a matter already alluded to elsewhere m
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this book. In practice the ideographs in general use are restricted t<

6000 or 8000 characters, but even such numbers are unwieldy.

Disregarding certain archaic types, the Chinese recognize six orthodox

styles of writing. First of these is that commonly called the " seal

character," which is said to date from 827 B.C.

fa n f\ xs it 1
Following this comes the " clerkly style " used in public offices, dating

probably from 213 B.C.
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Then we have the " pattern style," from which all modern forms have

originated, probably dating from the beginning of the Christian era.

Fig. 502.—Ch'iai shu or pattern style.

Next there is the " running hand," the pencil, or brush, being carried from

stroke to stroke ; this dates from about a.d. 200.

Then come the " grass characters," dating from about the same period. This

is a very abbreviated running hand, full of difficulties even to an educated

native ; it is still commonly in use, particularly in Japan and Korea.

% -?
'i n% ^5>

The sixth and last hand is that of the Sung dynasty, whose name it still

Fig. 505.—Sung l"i or Sung dynasty style.

This is the printed style, and, since it came into use, the Sung U has

undergone no material alterations. It constitutes a medium of daily and

common communication between the individuals of a large proportion of the

human race and is well called a " marvellous script " by Sir Walter Hilher,

one of the leading Chinese scholars of the world, and the gifted writer of

the interesting volume, " The Chinese language and how to learn it," from

which these illustrations are by permission reproduced ;
an authority to

whom the authors of this work are personally indebted for much of the

information here given and for the admirable memorandum which follows.
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Classic Chinese writing is indeed a wonderful and beautiful form of con-
veying ideas, but apart from the fact that the whole of the rest of the world
recognizes meanings through the ear and not through the eye, the difficulties

of its acquisition are immense. Not only is there the portentous difficulty

of memorizing an enormous number of ideographs, but each ideograph
changes its meaning or expresses an entirely new idea according to the
position in which it stands relatively to other ideographs. Merely to men-
tion some of the technical difficulties of reproducing the classic Chinese
characters by modern methods of preparing a typographical surface

would take up several pages of this book, and, owing to these difficulties,

the use of the language as a rapidly printed and easily understood means of
expression not only throughout the Chinese Empire, but for foreigners,

becomes an impossibility.

Many attempts have been made to write Chinese phonetically by
means of latin characters, and these have to a certain extent come
into use. All such foreign systems, however, have grave disadvantages,
firstly, from the fact that the alphabet itself is foreign, and therefore

objectionable, and secondly, from the tonal qualities of Chinese, necessi-

tating, in addition to the ordinary letters of an alphabet, the use of a
number of arbitrary marks, signs and accents. Further objection to the
latin character arises from the different dialects spoken in China, which
may practically be termed different languages using the same pictorial

sign to express the same word-meaning, but having a totally different

pronunciation ; for instance, the ideograph # metal, is in Peking pro-
nounced chin, in Nanking it is pronounced kin, and elsewhere through
China it is variously pronounced tsin, kern, cing, and dang, and possibly

may have many other pronunciations. The example given is in any
case sufficient to show how impossible it is to produce a universal,

correct, and efficient system of writing Chinese by means of a latin

alphabet.

Within the last few years, however, a new Chinese alphabet, or more
strictly speaking, syllabary, has been invented by the Chinese themselves
and has come into a certain vogue and into semi-official use ; for instance,

in matters connected with military affairs. By using this syllabary all

variations can be represented, and many of the disabilities mentioned
are incidentally removed. This syllabic form of writing, itself, however,
presented almost insuperable difficulties to machine-composition or type-
writing; but the difficulty has been overcome by an invention of the
authors, which applies not only to the syllabary in question, but with
slight modifications to any similar attempt at the phonetic expression of

a language.

The new method of writing Chinese phonetically, which is, as already
stated, a Chinese invention, includes : dividing the so-called mandarin
pronunciation of each ideograph into two portions ; expressing each of

these portions by a character of fixed phonetic value ; and adding it to

a symbol or mark whi
whole composite charact

It is impossible to d

plexity as that with whi

the ideographic charact

at present written in t

Unless special matrices ;

- not only for the whole o

for the same composite

tone and elisi -the r

slugs, or characters. Sirr

adapt the script to the ty
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a symbol or mark which expresses the tone-value to be given to the

whole composite character.

It is impossible to do without an example in a subject of such com-

plexity as that with which this invention deals. Here, therefore, is given

the ideographic character for fang )% and after it, the same word as

at present written in the new Chinese syllabic alphabet ^ & [f(u)ang\.

Unless special matrices are made for the whole composite character—and

. not only for the whole composite character as here represented, but also

for the same composite character in all its eight different variations of

tone and elision—the new composite character, or syllabic word, is as

impossible of production on the composing machine as would be the

original pictorial ideograph itself unless it also had a special matrix made

for each variety. In the one case the difficulties would arise from the

large number of permutations and combinations of a limited number of

characters and signs, and in the other, from the vast number of totally

different ideographic matrices that would be required. Moreover, even

though the syllabic character were divided into its several component parts

in the attempt to get over one complex difficulty, it would still be impos-

sible to set it, in its present position, on any form of composing machine

using separate matrices, for this would necessitate producing at the same

time and in the same mould at least two separate and interdependent

slugs, or characters. Similar difficulties would also arise in the attempt to

adapt the script to the typewriter under the same mechanical conditions of

The invention of the authors consists in the mechanical and technical

processes involved in altering the position of the two components and the

tonal mark in such a manner that while retaining perfect naturalness and

legibility to Chinese eyes, the composite phonographic character is rendered

capable of being written with a typewriter or composing machine. This,

speaking broadly, is done by placing one character after the other, followed

by the tonal mark, or otherwise arranging it on the principle here in-

dicated, so as to allow of its being brought within the range of machine-

composition.

Should elision be required, a diamond may be composed between the

two characters forming the word.

The following example displays the three methods of writing the same

ideograph ; firstly, the ideograph itself, which has already been given
;

secondly, the syllabic form of expressing it, which is just coming into use ;

and thirdly, the syllabic form of its expression as adapted for the type-

writer or composing machine :

—

the tonal mark is shown in both examples of the syllabic form.

30 40 50 60
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Another example illustrates the use of the elision mark :—

&<*«, metal J-. L L

signifying the elimination of the initial letter of the second syllable.

Though apparently a simple innovation, the subject has baffled some

of the ablest workers in the world, and it is one that affects the com-

merce, government, and intelligent and simple reproduction of ideas in

typewriting and printing among nearly four hundred million human beings.

Whatever the ultimate system adopted, there is urgent need of the

adoption of some system, by which, for the purposes of everyday life at

any rate, the inhabitants of China shall no longer be handicapped m the

ever accelerating race between the nations.

In the field of the written, as opposed to the printed character, it is

not impossible that a system of Chinese writing invented by Dr. T. F Lam

of the Middle Temple, Assistant Professor of Chinese at King's College,

London, may some day usefully be worked in conjunction with the existing

new Chinese script which has been under discussion. It is really a system

of shorthand, with its own advantages. Its mechanical reproduction falls

into the same category as the reproduction of ordinary shorthand. It

is in no sense a rival to the printed character, but stands in the same light

to it as European shorthand does to the ordinary latin character.

The brief foregoing reference made by the authors to a new Chinese

script which is coming into use in that country, and their solution of the

problem of adapting it to the consecutive operations of work performed

on the typewriter and in connexion with any class of keyboard-operated

composing machinery, are better explained in Sir Walter Hillier's own words

in the memorandum which follows.

If it is true that time is money, in this respect at least, there is

urgent need of reform, for the time of the Chinese people is being grievously

wasted when the time taken for the transcription of their own beautiful

classic script is compared with that taken by the plainer and less expressive,

but more severely practical writing of the western nations, their present

and future great trade rivals, with whose systems of transcription, printing,

and reproduction, the new Chinese script can now compete on equal terms.

The authors lay claim to no knowledge whatever of the Chu.

guage, while the writer of the following memorandum has an j

personal knowledge of the language of China, of s peoples and of their



MEMORANDUM

SIR WALTER HILLIER, K.C.M.G., C.B.

WRITING CHINESE, T

E TYPEWRITER, I

OTHER TYPECASTING AND

COMPOSING MACHINES, AND ITS ADAPTATION TO

THE BRAILLE SYSTEM FOR THE BLIND.

[ ALPHABETICAL SYSTEM

APPLICATION OF THIS SYSTEM

TO THE LINOTYPE

The Chinese written language is expressed by some 13,000 to 14,000

characters or ideographs composed of from one to six lines, dots or strokes

arranged in various combinations, the most complicated of these characters

containing as many as twenty-seven of such lines, strokes or dots.

It is obvious that these various combinations cannot, for many reasons,

be thus reproduced on a typewriter or by a typecasting and composing

machine. The only way in which they can be printed is by means of

separate dies or type for each character, and although the process of select-

ing and arranging Chinese type is considerably simplified by the fact that

every character in the Chinese language is capable of being assigned to

one or other of 214 radicals or root indices, the process of selecting and

arranging these characters from the root indices under which they are

placed in the cases of type cannot but be slow.

Many attempts have been made to express the Chinese language by

the use of roman letters, but romanization of Chinese sounds cannot be

universally applicable for several reasons. First, no common system of

romanization exists, nor can any system be found which would be under-

stood, appreciated, or accepted universally by either foreigners or Chinese.

The Chinese will not accept a common system because of the diversity of

dialects and of modifications of each dialect that exist even in places that

are not far distant from each other. The foreigner, moreover, will not

accept a common system of romanization for a similar reason, and for the

further reason that foreigners of different nationalities insist upon the

romanization of Chinese sounds as they consider these ought to be repro-

duced by their own systems of spelling, while even foreigners of the same

nationality have never yet been entirely in agreement as to how certain

Chinese sounds should be spelt phonetically.

It is only in recent years, that a script has been invented by Mr. Wang

Chao, an eminent native Chinese scholar, which appears tc "™

these' objections. The basis of this system is the adoptioi

501
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number of simple symbols representing the initials and finals of all the
sounds in the Chinese language which in combination, and in some instances
singly, adequately reproduce every Chinese sound that exists.

Before proceeding to discuss these symbols, which consist of twelve vowel
sounds and fifty consonantal sounds, it should be explained, for the benefit
of those who do not know anything of the Chinese language, that this
language is restricted in the matter of sounds, of which there are in the
Mandarin or Court dialect about 400. It follows, therefore, that many
words must have the same sound. In Chinese writing this deficiency can

.
be ignored, as each ideograph speaks for itself, but in speaking, or in repro-
ducing spoken words in any but ideographic form, it is evident that unless
some means were devised by which words of the same sound could be dis-

tinguished much confusion would result.

There is, however, a system by which these sounds are subdivided. In
the first place, a considerable multiplication is effected by the duplication
of many sounds having certain initial consonants by the interposition of an
aspirate between the initial consonant and the vowel, as pa, p'a, tan, fan,
and so on. But the number is still more appreciably increased by the
pronunciation of the same sounds in different tones or inflections of the
voice. In the Mandarin or Court dialect there are, for conversational pur-
poses, four of these tones which the foreigner, who is obliged to learn and
remember them, commonly indicates by the figures I, 2, 3, 4. The Chinese
does not learn these tones ; he picks them up intuitively as he learns to
speak, and it is impossible for him to make a mistake in the intonation of
a word. When he learns to read, he is told the sound of a character with
its intonation, and he does not forget the intonation any more than he
forgets the sound of the character. When, however, he is confronted with
a system of writing his own language such as is here proposed, tones and
tone marks have necessarily to be considered, and the Chinese, equally
with the foreigner, must consider Chinese sounds as expressed by I, 2, 3, 4,
or, as indicated in the system about to be explained, by \ > r and » .

:;
™10 20 30 40 50 6 70 80 90 100 110

1

,„„„„,,

120 130

,11,1,11,

140 1
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Herein lies the difficulty to the Chinese mind. The Chinese reader

has practically to regard his language in a new light, and must force himself

to think in terms of 1, 2, 3, 4 which he has never thought of before in con-

nexion with the words he uses, and that will not be an easy task. If he can

be persuaded to do so, the system will be a successful one. If he cannot,

it is doomed to failure so far as the Chinese literary class is concerned, though

it can be taught without difficulty to those who have not the education

necessary to read the present form of Chinese ideograph.

As it is probable that not more than a third of the Chinese race can

read the Classic script, the new system will still prove of immense advantage

to many millions of people. It can be learnt in a few weeks, and books

and newspapers can be printed in it with infinitely greater rapidity and at

much less cost than in the old script. In the embossed form it can be read

easily by the sightless, while it has successfully been adapted, as will be

shown, to the braille system of embossed writing for the blind.

In the tables which are placed below—in the first instance arranged

with the vowel sounds brought together and preceding the consonantal

sounds, and in the second instance arranged as far as possible alphabeti-

cally for the convenience of foreigners—are shown the twelve vowels and

fifty consonantal sounds by which all sounds may be represented. The

sounds which they represent are indicated for Chinese readers by ideo-

graphs in the old style ; for foreigners, by a system of spelling which has

been adopted by practically all- English students of the official dialect,

but is in no sense an arbitrary system. Any one can modify it to suit

his taste. The German may adopt his system of spelling, the Frenchman

can apply his idea of what the romanization should be. The Chinese will

not apply any system of romanization to the symbols, each of which stands

for a sound which, with three exceptions (the terminals ing, eh and ei),

can be represented by a Chinese character. They are therefore applicable

to every dialect. As the northern Chinese pronounces the character which

represents the sound of the symbol, so will he pronounce the symbol ; the

southern Chinese will read the symbol as its indicating character is pro-

nounced in the south. Thus, singly or in combination, each man will read

the sounds that the symbols represent in the way he is accustomed to

pronounce them.

It is probable that in some dialects bearing very small resemblance to

the official dialect the system will be found faulty in certain combinations,

but it is also probable that by certain modifications it can be adapted to

those dialects. In any case it is to the official dialect, which prevails, with

certain local distinctions, over the greater part of the Chinese Empire, that

the system is intended to apply, and it is believed that it will do so more

effectively than any system of romanization that has been or can be in-

vented. The objection has been raised that the written, as opposed to the

spoken language, cannot be intelligibly produced in this script. This may

be true of the higher classical style, but it is contended that it can be applied
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successfully to what is known as the " easy written style " as represented

by what may be called " newspaper " Chinese, or the " easy wen li " of the

translated Scriptures.

The practical advantage of this system lies in the fact that it is the

only one at present known (excepting of course the romanized system)

which can be applied to the typewriter or composing machine with
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advantages in the matter of speed, simplicity and economy that are so

obvious as to require no explanation.

The system, of course, has certain defects, some of which may possibly

be remedied by experience, but it is claimed that it constitutes the nearest

approach that has yet been made to the reduction of Chinese writing to a

simple and intelligible form which, though it is not suggested that it should

supersede the historic script of China, will supplement that script and be

an incalculable boon to the millions of Chinese who can neither read nor

write so complicated a character. The number of symbols might be

reduced, but no attempt has been made to alter the form or reduce the
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number of these symbols as arranged by the Chinese scholar to whose

ingenuity the system owes its origin, as it is already in limited use in northern

China, where at least one magazine in the script was published at any rate

before the revolution, and where it was taught in various schools. But, in

order to render the system applicable to the typewriter or linotype machine,

it has been necessary to make one important change. In the existing

Chinese system the symbols are placed side by side, reading from left to

i-ft £& | ft B L ft E«
J«
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Fig. 508.- wiols, at

right, as A J * 1 / -> J & • It is not possible to compose

these' symbols side by side on the typewriter or linotype machine, but if,

instead of placing them side by side, they are placed one over the other,

the process becomes a simple one. For typewriting or printing purposes

the symbols must be placed on their side as below :—

The tonal mark under each combination indicates the tones. When

reading the finished line all that is necessary is to turn the paper half round

to the right when the writing will be read downwards and from right to
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left as is the rule in all Chinese writing. It should be stated that the

credit of this invention belongs to J. C. Grant and L. A. Legros, formerly

of the firm of Grant, Legros & Co., Ltd., the well-known engineers who
have specialized in all matters connected with the production of the

printing surface. In the existing system, numerals may be represented by
single symbols preceded by an indicating mark, or they may be represented

by the shorthand numerals at present in use in China with one or two slight

modifications.

NUMEEALS.

,„ wn\ three ft*'.''

ft*"'''

Tables of the symbols, known to the Chinese as kuan hua tzu mu,

with a character showing the sound they are intended to represent,

arranged under vowel and consonantal sounds, and also alphabetically, are

given above, figs. 507 and 508, together with a phonetic rendering of the

sound in what is known as the Wade system of spelling. Tone marks,

points and proper name sign are given in fig. 506, and fig. 509 gives the

numerals.

Words of one syllable, such as /*', ti, pu, p'u, etc., are obviously repre-

sented by the symbols indicating these sounds. Compound words requiring

two symbols, such as li-ang, tu-an, pi-eh, are equally easy to represent, as

The formation of certain other compound words requires explanation.

Take the sound ti-en. There is no symbol in the table to represent the

sound en, the nearest approach to en being an. But an is quite good

enough, because in certain combinations the sound an does not exist in the

Chinese language. There is, for instance, no such word as ti-an. There-

fore, when a Chinese reads the compound ti-an, he knows it must represent

ti-en. Chi-en is a common word. There is no such sound as chi-an.

Therefore, when a Chinese reads the combination chi-an, he knows it must

be chi-en. Other combinations will present difficulties unless certain

CHINESE SYLLABAR
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principles are understood. Take the sound ma. This can only be repre-

sented by the symbols mu and a, but the combination will present no

difficulty to the mind of a Chinese because there is no such sound as mu-a

in the language. Moreover, by the system of representing the sounds of

Chinese characters employed in Chinese dictionaries, he will have learnt

that the final of the first sound must be eliminated—sometimes also the

initial of the second sound. When a Chinese, therefore, sees the^symbols

mu-a in combination he will instinctively drop the u and read them as ma.

Take, again, the sound chin. There is a symbol for chi in the table, but

there is no final » or in. The nearest we can get to chin is chi-an, but we

have already seen that chi-an must be read chi-en. To get chin, therefore,

we have to get rid of the a in an. This is the way it is done
:
when the

initial sound of the second symbol has to be suppressed an indicator is

employed. This indicator is a diamond-shaped mark placed between

the first and the second symbol chif(a)n. Where no indicator is used

and it is evident that something has to be cut out because the combination

does not express a Chinese sound, always cut out the final of the first

symbol. Another word that may puzzle the uninitiated is chiu. There

is no symbol for « in the table, the nearest approach to it being cm. We

must therefore represent chi-u by chi-ou. But there is no such sound

as chiou, so the Chinese must read it chi-u. Of course all these little

difficulties could be got over by the multiplication of symbols, but it is

not necessary to simplify matters for the Chinese, because when he finds

that the combination before his eyes does not represent a recognized sound

he at once accepts the nearest approach to a recognized sound. A very

little practice will enable the foreign reader to do the same. The Chinese

do not use capital letters. They indicate these in the case of proper names

by a line at the side of the characters indicating proper names. In the

present script proper names are indicated by a bracket placed above and

below the symbols. Commas are indicated by the comma sign > and

full stops by the sign of the full stop « .

Of the four hundred millions usually taken to represent in round figures

the population of China, it is possible that there are as many as one million

blind, whose condition, in the absence of any vehicle of education, is one

of dependence on their friends and of uselessness to the State. The relief

to their affliction and the stimulus to their intelligence and usefulness to be

gained by any system which would place it in their power to read and write

is too obvious to require to be enlarged upon. So far as is known, nothing

has been done by the Government of China or by any Chinese institution

to teach the blind to read. Missionaries in various parts of China have taken

this duty upon themselves, and there are two systems at present in use for

enabling the Chinese blind to read. One, known as the Murray systen

taught to a limited number of blind in Peking, who are educated ii

school for the blind supported by contributions from abroad. This system,

when once acquired, is effective enough, but as the readers have to commit

20 30 40 50
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ions whkh have Lady been pointed out. A third system-the applica-

tion of braille to the symbols of the Chinese alphabet orW ta tzumu

as it is called by the Chinese-has been worked out by Mr E^G. Hilher

CMG., Manager of the Hongkong andI Shanghai Bank in Peking,^

been thoroughly tested by him, and has been proved to be byTa the most

efficient system in existence. The following notes are an epitome

^tZ^Z^^^^o all European languages

and used in all schools forZ education of the blind m Western conJtaJJ,

is the group of six dots representing the hlghest throw of a die. These dots

are, for convenience of reference, numbered 1 to 6.

The various combinations, ranging from a single dot to the entire group of

six which can be made of these, will be found to be sixty-three in number,

and they furnish sixty-three distinct signs which can be either used alpha-

betically or as representing syllables and words.

The'system known as the kuan Hua tzu mu, which reduces he Chinese

language to what is practically an alphabetical basis, consists of fifty radi-

al and twelve phonetics (elsewhere described as consona^ and vowe

cmmH5l wh ;ch used singly or in combination with the addition of a tone

STtt co^tLy sound of the official Chinese language The

present scheme of Chinese braille consists, briefly, in the*PP™ ° each

of these sixty-two radicals or phonetics of a corresponding^^ *

bringing it into practical shape it has been found necessa j-to discard as

unsuitable for reasons suggested by experience, six of the sixty-three signs

tenthS by the braille system, reducing the total number of Chinese braille

sins to fifty-seven. These signs are exhibited in fig. 511 « order of series,

with their corresponding Chinese sounds.

It will be noticed that the signs of the fourth series -present both

radicals and phonetics; but as the phonetic, except when used singly

a ways follows a radical, confusion is impossible. The second srgr

^

group of two (excluding the tone sign) must a ways be a phone ac
^

Where

a phonetic is used singly it is distinguishable from the radical of the same

sign by prefixing the single phonetic sign. Similarly the comma and stop

cannot be confused with the first and second tone signs because the latte

always precede a group while the former necessarily follow 1. The tone

sign takes precedence of everything except the pr°P™ >W£ The

single phonetic sign, when used, immediately precedes the phonetic. The
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Note.-The Chinese sounds are all in the 1st tone.
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proper-name sign precedes the tone sign. In practice, it will be [found

possible to dispense with the tone sign in the case of words which frequently

recur, and where ambiguity is not likely to result, as, for instance, the

classical possessive chih or its colloquial equivalent ti. The ten signs of the

first series are used as numerals, representing respectively I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 9, 0. When so used, each group or series of figures is immediately

m -tr. m j£ " b m m jt m *i n
A Ch'i Ch'ii Erh Jih L6 Ne P'i Szfi Ts'u Yi

z m: * a m m * #
Chih £ Eu Ju Li Ni Pu Te

«£ I"! I f # H 1 ft
Ch'ih Eh He Ke Lu Nu P'u T'e

+ <

* II i # s * i is
Chu Ei Hsi K'e Lii Nti Shih Ti

10 & m & use it # ^
Ch'u En Hsii Ku Mi Ou Shu T'i

CM Eng Hu K'u Mu Pi Su Tsu
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preceded by the numeral sign. Where the figures exceed four in number

each group of four (a Chinese wan or myriad) is marked off by a comma

sign. The decimal point is represented by dot 5, the same as the fourth

tone sign. With moderate practice this Chinese braille can be written

as fast as ordinary Chinese round hand, and with little more consumption,

if any, of paper space.

Note.—For the information of those who are not familiar with the

kuan hua tzu mu, or Chinese phonetic system, earlier referred to, the follow-

ing examples will illustrate the practical application of the method.
° ..... , ...._J .. __ i« „J„„o 4h* effort

) syllables in each c

monosyllable.

Liang (tael)- radical li, phon

Tien (day)- .

.

t'i,

Ch'ing (city)- .. ch'ih, ..

Ma (horse)- .. mu, ..

Yueh (moon)- .

.

yu,

3 to produce the effect of a

eh,

Where a sound is furnished by a single radical or phonetic, these are

"

used accordingly. Employed either singly, or in combination, with the

addition of a tone sign, the radicals and phonetics given in the table will

be found to cover the entire gamut of the Chinese Mandarin dialect, and

to reproduce its Various sounds with an accuracy unattainable by any

system of romanization.

An example of Chinese braille with the corresponding Chinese ideo-

graphs is shown in fig. 513-
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

HIEROGLYPHIC, COGNATE, SYLLABIC, AND OTHER SCRIPTS.

". , . men pourtrayed upon the wall, the
images of the Chaldeans pourtrayed with
vermilion."

Ezekiel.

"And they made the plate of the holy crown
of pure gold, and wrote upon it a writing, like

to the engravings of a signet, . . ."

Exodus.

". . . David wrote a letter

it by the hand of Uriah."

to Joab, and sent

*' OH THAT MY WORDS WERE NOW WRIT-
TEN I OH THAT THEY WERE PRINTED IN A
BOOK!"

One of the most interesting developments in connexion with the modern

typographical printing-surface is the increasing use of hieroglyphics, or

more strictly speaking, of ideographs ; for hieroglyphics, as the term is

more generally understood, are not pure ideographs, but ideographic symbols

that have in the course of time had certain phonetic values attached to them.

Originally, however, they were purely ideographic, and it is a curious

fact that the enormous development of locomotion due to the internal-

combustion petrol engine has brought men of different tongues into such

contact that a demand has sprung up for a language, mute in itself, but

which is a conveyer of meanings through the eye, and may be interpreted

by every man into his own aural language in his own particular sound values.

This fact has been strikingly exemplified in chapter VI , where the great saving,

not only in printing to the printer but in time and trouble to everybody,

effected by the use of this medium of intercourse is illustrated.
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516 TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACES.

In the present chapter, however, hieroglyphics in their secondary

application are considered, and certain points in the technology of their

production and use are discussed. The authors here tender their fullest

acknowledgments in the matter to an article by Albert Gciss, which

F„™. Value. Forms. Value.

V a
i

h

I
k © kh

—J a *- kh

J
b

sh

q

P _ k

*— f u s

V- m A l3=> t

_,?
r, 1 "1

d

ra h

—Hieroglyphic alpha!. n

appeared in the November number of the " Bulletin Officiel de l'Union

Syndicate des Maitres Imprimeurs de France," of 1910, and also to

N. J. Werner, whose paraphrase of the foregoing article appeared in

" The Inland Printer" of January, 1913.

The history of the decipherment of hieroglyphics is too well known

to need discussion here ; the key to its interpretation was given by the

Rosetta stone, a stela of black basalt now in the British Museum. It

dates from the year 193 B.C., and is trilingual, being written in hiero-

glyphic, demotic, and greek characters, fig. 514, plate CVI.
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The first clue to the decipherment of the writing was drawn from the

characters contained in the cartouches surrounding royal names, and
from this comparatively slight indication the various components of the

hieroglyphic alphabet were gradually worked out, together with their

phonetic values. With comparatively small differences which here require

no discussion, the alphabet or list of sound-symbols is generally

accepted ; the particular sound-equivalents here followed—French—are

those of the venerable authority, Maspero, the mention of whose name is

sufficient.

Fo„, V„„, Form, V,l«.

|
aa +\ kha

fl
oua * aq

\ ba t sa

X pa
iilii

scha

> ma u ka

ra t ta

f ha V tha

I kha i za

iroglyphic alphabet:

Had the letters given in fig. 515 been all that were worked out, it

would have been no easy matter to decipher a hieroglyphic text, but, in

addition to those shown, one hundred and twenty-five other signs were also

made out, which, though occasionally differing in form, were none the less

the phonetic equivalents of two or more of the sounds hieroglyphically

represented in the original alphabet. Figure 516 shows a few of the more

complex sound-symbols which are of frequent occurrence in hieroglyphic

inscriptions.

In addition to these alphabetical signs, Egyptologists have discovered

that certain signs, called determinatives, are always found after

a series of letters or signs representing a word belonging to the category

100 110 120 130 140
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5i8 TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACES,

to which the sign itself belongs. Thus the name of a man is always followed

by the sign ^Ji opposite the word men in the list below ; the name of

a woman by the sign A opposite the word women in this list, and

so on. Reference to the following list of a few of the commoner deter-

minatives will make the use and meaning of these signs perfectly clear.

Fo,„ Determinative of Forms Determinative of

J

Men, masc. pronouns

Women, fern. pro-
1

Houses, buildings,

abodes

Peoples of the desert,

J

People, persons,

human race, classes

Divinities, kings 1

Meat

Fire

* Ancient gods o Tlme

>n
Goddesses

Dust, sand

T Animals f Liquids

Birds, flying insects

Plants, flowers

Earth

Marching (action),

locomotion

Sight (action),

All whichappertainsto

the mouth (actions)

Little, wretched,

mean, wicked

LAX

Water, level

Desert, steppes,

foreign countries 1
Abstract (sense,

things), writings

Violence, force

© Cities, villages

The foregoing information is si

mechanism of Egyptian writing. Its

the scope of this treatise, as well

authors.

fficient to give an idea of the

more detailed discussion is beyond

as beyond the knowledge of the

M 11

H-f II )

<-! jl I

—

t

» 1

°-i —I J

<*» es
(i 3^1

)

m Ai *

Vi Ml 31

m n
«rs &t c

ns -i *

*fi! m
*-l § *e
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The first hieroglyphic reproductions were autographic, and i

M H -1 <=*-§
i * J 1

-+-! II 11 /li
l i ( I

—

i

jl J/i —

1

- i X 1—

1

* 1 Ai |

O—

|

—

1

J? •i • i " 1

^, !SS • i J*
> i ^ 1

(i 3^1 M iM*
1 § " 1

fll Ai * 1 **S

^ i
«* i11 M! 3SE| *-

"« >i • s rai s> i • 1

rs ^! CI r-|
\ 1 =- I

ris —

1

* 1
H g

—i | —
. 1

*fii 11 —

1

^!
fe-l # i ^5 <*§ r i II 1

T-
1 —I n < g

"» s - I

4§ HI 1

1

—4
E 1 G |

>! r+l *i [I

11 1 1 1+ 1 H •=ii If

not until 1842 that the

cutting the punches for their

Imprimerie royale de France commenced

hieroglyphic founts, the first fount not being
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entirely completed until 1852. The complete founts to-day comprise 3972

*N§
' m <x| n y> 1 (I <j 1

* 1 \% At U l! —I $ 1 II

#1 % 1 m Jl —1 (l **>s SHI

^s n m S1« •<«8 -*-! «s _*g

/I $-9 i=a| S-~| «*! —I : 1 '—

s

m M —I 1 ^S —I IM --i

%i > 1 *° 1 it Hi V?l -^a II

m H «S i— 1 ^5| M J^s —

!

1 1 r*s§ <^Ss *-.i M rf§ XI (i

/i ^1 ^ S <i ^2 ^1 A% ^s

f! • |
!

? 1 II 9 £ 31 s^s —1

M CI II SI ~~§ 11 <*l +s §

<* ^2 fri —g £s *! is r^VjS

JCi - 1 -Ft f§ 31 -<8 n —

1

'Hi —I | #2 + 1
-~§ —

s

M
hi H ©1 «> i «

1

3^s III "•'s

M =-»j H^| 4-1 M x 1 ^!
—1

i i 1

1

II E|2 cxl SI >s

H
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HIEROGLYPHIC. 521

in sixty cases, in addition to the ordinary case, which is made up of

four sections, shown in figs. 518 and 519, and the space-case, which is

made up of two sections, shown in fig. 520.

The cases shown in the illustrations are used in the printing-office of

the Institut francais du Caire, They differ a little from those in use at

Paris, but the principle of their construction and the classification of the

signs are very similar in both places.

In connexion with such a matter as hieroglyphics, constant additions

are being made to the founts, owing to the fact that new characters

frequently appear when fresh manuscripts or inscriptions are deciphered.

About one thousand fresh punches have been prepared for the pro-

duction of characters not given in these cases, most of which have been

cut by Henaffe of Paris following the fine designs and careful instructions

of the actual director of the Institut francais du Caire, M. Chassinat,

Fig. $20.—Hieroglyphic case: spaces.

who has treated the subject most artistically. Private typefounders are

not likely to rival the official and semi-official production of hieroglyphic

type, which is practically a national matter for Egypt, where the Cairo

Institute can always draw upon the resources of the Imfirimerie royale de

France.

The setting of hieroglyphic types, difficult as it may appear at first

sight, is relatively easy to those who are familiar with the work.

The real difficulties that had to be overcome were in the rational arrange-
.

ment and classification of the type. Its composition became compara-

tively easy once that was done.

Before going further into the details of composition, a facsimile, fig. 521,

is given, which shows in its upper half a portion of the manuscript of a

text, and below its equivalent set up in hieroglyphic type.

This shows that the highly skilled writer of the manuscript portion
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of the figure—M. G. Legrain, Director of Works in the Service des Anliquites

de PEgyple—has taken the trouble to commence each line of the text with

^f5n
n
n^ri ':^li-^mgeek fi-jl

^ i7»«^HJ-*i*GI5DP.L£

the same sign as that which begins the line of printed matter. It need
hardly be said that manuscripts usually handed to the printer do not

r ™10 20 30 40 5

,11,1,11,1,11

CO 7

,i,i>,Li,,r-i

so 90 100 110 120 130 140
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present this peculiarity, the groups being written and the lines filled out

as the size of the paper permits. In the instance given the division of the

lines is regulated by the measure and justification adopted in the particular

quarto work for which the figure was originally prepared.

It will be noticed how the signs are grouped in the manuscript portion.

The Egyptian scribes, and, even more than the scribes themselves, the

stone-cutters, were wont to place their signs in squared groups.

For reproduction in movable type, these groups have to be analyzed

and combined with the appropriate spaces, in order to reproduce as nearly

as possible the appearance of hieroglyphic writing having this characteristic

peculiarity. To attain this end, it was necessary to have the signs cast

of more than one body-size. The Imprimerie royale de France has

adopted three bodies of the sizes shown in fig. 522 :

—

V
Third body, 8 typogn

Fig. 522.

—

Three standard body-sizes of hieroglyphic type.

It should be understood that these dimensions are those of full-sized

signs, and that the types themselves are cast on the square or em set of

each body, as shown -in fig. 522.

Signs which have one dimension small are generally cast on set widths

or on bodies which conform to their shape and to a definite fraction of the

respective standard body, as shown in fig. 523.

i points body ai

\

0nSeC°'

s of hieroglyphic i

Certain signs only, of which the effect, if placed on the first or largest

body, would be ungraceful, or which, when used by the Egyptians, are

always placed above or below, or joined with others in the same group,

have been engraved, and cast on intermediate bodies of ten points

(corps 10), six points (corps 6), etc., according to their form ; care is

taken that the face is supported by a shank sufficiently large to facilitate

composition and to give a good distribution of blank spaces within the

groups.

To secure the easy justification of all these elements, a variety of

spaces and quads have been provided, graduated in such a manner that the
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compositor can space the groups evenly ; sec fig. 520, showing the space-case.

Thus in setting the group _
^
shown in fig. 524, the compositor first

places the <=- in his stick—he knows that this is on 4-point body;

t occupy a space 18 points square, the compositor
can place between the three signs two i-point spaces of the 18-point body,
which would fill up the space. It is evident, however, that the common
rules for spacing whites must also be respected in hieroglyphic composition.

Hence in thi

positor plao

dby.
othe

This

:ance, instead of two spaces of i-point thickness, the com-
2-point space between <==» and as the white space
n its upper part is enough to permit of its being set close

is group is now correct as to its height, but the width also has to
be filled. The is cast upon a 6-point em quad ; it therefore lacks
12 points of filling the entire width—18 points ; as the sign must be placed
in the middle of the group, this space of 12 points must be divided between
the two sides of the , and this is done by using two 6-point em quads.
All the groups are made up and spaced according to this principle. Each
group is temporarily separated from its neighbours by a 2-point space

;

when the width of the line is reached, whatever spacing is required to fill

it is added between the groups. There is no extra spacing between the
words. Sometimes the lines of the original, especially of the inscriptions
on stone, are indicated typographically by numbering them with figures,

placed above a short vertical line, ordinarily less than 10 points long when

the 18-point body is being set, thus : !

'°

Once these principles have been accepted, it is a simple matter to under-
stand how the recognition by compositors of the hieroglyphic signs is

facilitated, and how the signs most in use are placed at their disposal to
the best advantage. To begin with, the types are classified in families, of
which there are twenty-eight, made up as follows :

—

1. Men.

3. Women.

4. Goddesses.

5. Parts of the human body.

6. Mammals.

7. Parts of the bodies of mammals.

70 SO 90 100 110 120
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8. Birds.

9. Parts of the bodies of birds.

10. Saurians, batrachians, amphibians.

11. Reptiles,

iz. Insects.

14. Vegetables.

15. Heavens, stars, earth, water.

16. Plans, buildings, parts of buildings.

17. Profane and sacred furniture.

18. Measures, balances, various tools.

19. Equipments for fishing, hunting, and war.

20. Vessels, sacred barges, rigging.

21. Head-dress, clothing, articles of adornment and toilet.

22. Banner staves, sceptres, symbolic emblems.

23. Music, writing, games.

25. Shallow baskets, panniers, vases.

26. Cords, couplings, knots, packages.

27. Geometric figures.

28. Objects of nondescript form and use.

This done, the signs which correspond to the letters of the alphabet are

placed in two sections of the first portion of the ordinary case, fig. 519.

Above these, and in the same portion of the case, are placed the determi-

natives and the other signs most commonly used. The second portion

contains the hieroglyphics which are next in order of frequency. The same

arrangement is also employed for those signs which are cast on the second

. body. The compositor's frame has three divisions ; on the central division

and before him is placed the space-case, fig. 520, and above it the case for

the signs of the third and smallest body ; at the right of these are placed

the two portions for the signs of the first and largest body, figs. 518 and 519, .

and at the left the two portions for those signs which are on the second

body. The complete equipment, therefore, of the compositor consists of

,s of a

, whose numberThe other types are distributed amongst other cass

varies according to the number of different characters in use

these supplementary cases that the compositor goes for the It

used odd sorts.

The difficulties which the c

both in knowing where to look for and in

got over in a practical, if not scientific, rr

a nomenclature of their own which mee

factorily. The terms they use have nothing scientific about them, but

have the advantage of being easily expressed and understood, and really

s frequently

r might be expected to meet with

n recognizing any particular sign are

inner by the compositors adopting

s their require
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vary but little from the scientific classification given above. In general,

the names used are descriptive of the forms of the written characters.

Thus the compositor always calls SA man, and fA) old man, and

whatever may be the shape of a sign of this sort, he holds it to

belong to the category of man. J represents woman, and ^L a woman

in childbirth, and so on. With regard to the various portions of the
human body, there is no difficulty in distinguishing them ; for instance,

the arm, .=-_! ; the mouth, <=»• ; the leg, f ; the head, W*
;

the heart,
>f> ; the sacred eye, ^^J ; the hand, -*»•

; the phallus, «-h».

It is the same with regard to animals and the other categories whose
shapes readily recall to mind the creature, the plant, or the object depicted

by the copy. Thus 4^ is one which is instantly recognized. Among

the signs best known to the compositors, but certain of whose shapes are

less like reality, are "V the eagle; V the chicken; V the owl;

^hw the ibis ; fc^ the duck ; ^«. the wagtail, to which the com-

positor does not trouble to give their phonetic values such as a,

ou, or m, and so on. It is the same with *— the serpent ; a»»«\

the Nile ; fi the cord ; U~3 the house
;

the i r serpent-

symbol of sovereignty ; I the lotus leaf
; fiftf the field of papyrus

;

4 the tree
; Q the town ; the sun ; |f the libation vase

;

#1 the palette of the scribe ; W the scarab or beetle
;

\ljf

the bee ; '^Pt the shallow basket
;

>»l^ the war chariot ; and
- *>> the sacred barge.

Some other rules have also been elaborated. It is taken, for example,

that three | , properly termed unities, are the mark of the plural. These

I

signs may be placed either horizontally
| | | , or vertically

| , according

as they happen to come after a sign of horizontal or vertical shape. These
three unities must never be separated from the last sign of the word
whose number they indicate, as they are a qualifying part of it. This

rule applies also to determinatives ; the mark of the plural or of a
determinative must come next to the word to which either is related,

and no division must occur between the mark of the plural or the deter-

minative and the word it qualifies.

Equipped with no more than this rudimentary knowledge, a compositor

is able to set up hieroglyphic matter quite correctly. Taking the copy,

which as a rule is to be set in the first or largest body, in one hand, a
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sheet of paper before him, and a pencil in the other hand, the compositor

scans the pages, carefully examining them line by line, having under his

eyes his catalogue of hieroglyphic signs.

He identifies by their shapes and numbers, for all the signs are numbered,

any of the signs which his memory tells him are not to be found in the ordi-

nary cases ; and he writes down their numbers on the sheet of paper in the

order in which they appear in the manuscript.

When he has picked out some forty or fifty of these signs, he takes a

wooden stick and proceeds to collect them on it so as to have them at

hand when required and to avoid further search when he proceeds with

the actual composition. If, for example, the first line of the matter in

fig. 521 is taken, the first thing to be determined is the direction in which

this copy is to be read and composed. Usually hieroglyphics are read

from left to right, like European writing ; but they are alwav, rend

in the direction facing the pictorial symbols. In the specimen shown in

fig. 521, the arm character —J of the first group at the left is turned

towards the left, and the man "^ , who alone forms the fifth group,

is also turned in the same direction ; the copy, therefore, reads from left

to right.

Certain texts, notably inscriptions, are engraved or wntter - *

direction. They are, however, rarely composed in this ma

only in the case of inscriptions having the hieroglyphi

vertical columns that these sometimes face one another,

phrases the precaution is taken of indicating by

m> > , the direction in which the original inscr

For isolated

ption is engraved or

written.

Returning to the analysis of the first line, it has to be noted that all the

components of the first group T* are to be found in the ordinary case ;

the same thing occurs with regard to the second group ^£. For the

third group £)) , which is absent from the case, the compositor is com-

pelled to search in the catalogue, where he finds it under head-dress, cloth-

ing, articles of adornment and toilet, bearing the number 2941. The com-

positor has to continue these mental and physical gymnastics till he has

completed the setting of the whole manuscript. After he has passed the

fourth, fifth, and sixth groups, shown in fig. 521, he comes across the

character t . This interrupts his work, as the sign does not exist, and

will require to be specially engraved for the work in hand ;
the compositor

therefore leaves a blank space for its reception when ready. On the dis-

tribution of the matter, this new character will be placed amongst " various

tools " in family 18, as its form approaches most closely to that particular

category. Continuing after ^ , we easily recognize "^ as coming

"
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from among the fishes, and x=c , which belongs to family 15 of heavens,
stars, earth, and water. Next comes i—t—4 from family 27, where it is

found among geometric figures, and finally f4 , who, with his smart

head-dress, his crooked staff and his whip, is identified, after considerable
search among men in family 1, as No. 367 of the " Catalogue " of the
printing-office of the Institut francais du Cain; and so on, line by line, the
composition is carried out to the end of the copy.

Those signs which are not to be found in the ordinary case, having been
sought out and assembled on the wooden stick, as already explained, the
compositor can proceed with the composition at his cases where the work
is then quite easy. There is another matter, however, to be noted. In the
fourth line of the manuscript shown in fig. 531 there appear four signs

or groups of signs surrounded by a cartouche or frame
( ]|

As was said in the beginning of this chapter, the cartouche indicates the

name of a royal personage. To render this typographically, the end (
is first taken

; this is found in the second portion of the case ; the
signs are next taken of the second body, of 12 points {corps 12), and' after

the group
immf

is set, comes the other end or closing portion of the cartouche

J|
;
when the line is filled out and justified, the portion 10

"=*"*'
,

which makes up a 12-point body, is framed by the addition at the top and
at the bottom, of two rules, each 3 points (corps 3) in thickness,
with a i-point face, shouldered on one side, and having ends which

fit exactly to the points of the brackets C and "I
.

The elementary principles of hieroglyphic composition have been given
in the preceding description. It is impossible in the space at the disposal
of the authors to treat of the rules which cover the intercalation of in-
scriptions or of isolated hieroglyphic words in the midst of roman text
An arrangement which places the roman under the centre of the hiero-
glyphics is the most usual form adopted in this class of composition. With
regard to the spacing between lines of matter entirely hieroglyphic, no
special directions apply ; the run of the work, and the exigencies of making
it up into pages, as well as good taste, decide this question.

In Egypt the hieroglyphic or priestly engraved writing, which, as has
been said, at first was purely pictorial but later developed into pictures
representing different sounds, was soon found to be cumbrous

; priestly
scribes, therefore, when using papyrus, first began to modify, and then to
abbreviate, the pictorial characters until at length they developed the
form of writing known as hieratic or priestly. This form of writing is
shown in fig. 567, but this modification itself was in its turn found too
cumbersome, and the later scribes modified it into a purely conventional

:"i
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system of signs from which most of the permanent characteristics of the

true hieroglyphic and even hieratic characters were removed. This script

was called demotic, or the writing of the common people, fig. 568, p. 548.

Figure 514, plate CVI, showing the Rosetta stone, also gives an example

of this form of writing.

Sumerian, the ancient language, which was followed by the Babylonian

and Assyrian languages, began by representing objects by signs and giving

the sound value of the object so represented to the sign. In the course of

time, what were originally pictorial ideographs developed into syllabic

sounds, without any reference whatever to the object originally represented
;

thus, as stated in a lecture to compositors by Vincent Pitman, the sound

3. O *T

4
- isfr

n&

5
- m m

e. r£> *&
parison of cun
. ideograph simple syllabic

of the sign ^- was an ; now ^ represented heaven, and the word for

heaven was an. At a later time these sounds, which were really words,

were used both in the pre-Semitic Sumerian as well as in the Semitic Baby-
lonian and Assyrian language as syllables only, without any reference

whatsoever to the objects which they originally represented. Thus the

sign |^ in the ancient language was a picture for water, the name of which

was a ; but in the Assyrian word J^S- «-&». father, the sign TI is

used merely as a syllable without any reference to its original picture-

form or meaning. Figure 525 shows six of the characters and their develop-

ment from ideographs into mere components of a syllabic system or

alphabet. An example of a clay cylinder with cuneiform inscription is

given in fig. 526, plate CVII.

There are various other syllabic, and possibly alphabetic, scripts which
at present generally come outside the scope of the printing-surface save as
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complete process blocks, such, for instance, as the Hittite, an example of

which is given in fig. 527, plate CVIII, but for which, owing to recent

discoveries and increasing interest, type is now being made, fig. 528

;

others, to go very far away indeed from oriental lands, are the curious

inscriptions from Central America, at present undeciphered, or at least

with their decipherment lying within the region of guess-work. Some
day, possibly, punches will have to be cut and matrices struck and type

m id o dodS. & <# « ai a

Fig. 528.—Hitt;

cast for these and similar scripts, but at present, strictly speaking, they

are outside the true scope of this treatise.

In fig. 529, plate CVIII, is shown a beautiful example of the as yet

untranslated script of a people who worked out an early civilization in

Central America. Whence they came, who they were, and what became

of them, are mysteries that at present, as far as the authors know, have

not yet been solved. Possibly some happy coincidence may enable a

second Champollion to start successfully a clue to their decipherment and

all the wonder and the interest that awaits our learning. To-day

intelligent man can but look and long for communion with this antique

intelligence of his race.

The authors' attention has lately been called to a curious form of writing

referred to by P. Amaury Talbot, of the Nigerian Political Service, which

is found in use among the negroes of Southern Nigeria.

According to the writer of " The Times " review of his volume, " A very

interesting part of Mr. Talbot's book is the account of the Sbididi, a secret

system of writing used in connection with the Egbo mysteries. The cha-

racters are conventionalized ideographs, bearing a general resemblance to

the script of the Easter Island tablets, though Bishop Jannsen and M. de

Harlez, proceeding on Mr. Talbot's plan of employing a native pundit,

did not succeed in making much sense of the Polynesian tablets they studied.

" The Sbididi script, though vague and inexact as a means of preserving

human thought, seems to be a genuine script evolved unaided by negroes."

From reference to P. A. Talbot's book, " The Shadow of the Bush,"

recently published, the authors have learned that the first idea that there

was a native African script, originated in 1905, when twenty signs of a

secret primitive writing were discovered by T. D. Maxwell, District Com-
missioner of Calabar ; and that later on, twenty-four signs in all were

published in the Government Civil List of July of the same year. A

,,„,„,,,,
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paper on this writing, by the Rev. J. K. MacGregor, was published in

the " Anthropological Journal " for 1909, and reference has also been

made to it by Dr. Mansfeld, who figures certain of the signs in

" Urwald-Dokumente."

According to Talbot, the native Ibos declare that this method of

writing was acquired long ago from the monkeys which used to gather

k @ r/ '^

shown by extended
n each side. The w
elonging to Egbo So Egbo feather

The ce

ving heart.

ks two calabashes of food to give to his vv

vith river between ti em. The la noted by two
The

(6) A°°* r sign or ardent love between hnsbanc and v. fe. They ha

(7) Man and wife lying with their 'pi can "betwee a them. The consort
their n different directions

n husband and wife.

a pillow between.

., .' ,.i wishes
to hold back her hu >:! th. At the b

whic h her ha
shes to be rid of her husband."

Fig. 530.—SbidUi or Nsibidi 5 Tipt.

round their camp-fires, a legend which in any case tends to prove that it is

of considerable antiquity. The script is certainly not derived from any
external or foreign source, and, though to a large extent pictographic, it has

in the course of years become highly conventionalized.
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The Ekoi explanation of the name Nsibidi, or more properly, Nchibbidy,

is that it is derived from the verb nchibbi, to turn, from which has been
deduced the further meaning of agility of mind, and hence, therefore, that

of cunning or double meaning.

Messages are sent in Nsibidi script, cut or painted on split palm stems.

The facsimile of a page from the appendix referring to this matter in

i] in fig. 530.

Perhaps the most suggestive, as well as the earliest known attempt at the

permanent record of sound, and therefore idea, are the marked pebbles

discovered by Ed. Piett at Mas d'Azil on the left bank of the Arize in

the Department of Ariege, France.

These stones are coloured with peroxide of iron, and the characters

are of many kinds, varying from a series of strokes or series of dots, which
possibly indicate numbers, to graphic symbols and artistic patterns of

various kinds. The authors have no doubt whatever that these venerable

records are really marks produced by human agency. A reference to the

work of Ed Piett, "Les galets colories de Mas d'Azil" published in

" L'Album de l'Anthropologie," they think, will remove any doubt about
the matter, if any is left after a study of the page reproduced here,

fig- 531. plate CIX. The reproduction in black and white, however, gives

no idea of the effect produced by the colour of the actual specimens. It is

not for a moment suggested that these marked pebbles conveyed to their

originators anything of the nature of what is conveyed to us by our

methods of writing. They possibly are tribal marks, curt records of some
incident, units in some form of game, or tallies and records of possessions,

or crude notes of achievements in the chase. Venerable beyond words, and
full of wonderful suggestion are these marked pebbles ; but this is not the

place for the discussion of the thoughts and strange and varied emotions
that they arouse. Likenesses have been found between these signs and
early syllabaries such as the Cypriot, and early alphabets such as those of

the Phoenicians, and also likenesses have been made out between them
and sundry hieroglyphic characters, and though in many instances it is

true that strong resemblances exist, it would not be safe to infer that any
connexion exists between them.

In any case, these inscribed pebbles are interesting objects because

they appear to be, so far as is known, the earliest efforts of man-
kind to record ideas by hieroglyphic, ideographic, or tonal methods

;

for, as has been said, there is good reason to believe that they are

genuinely marked by human beings, and are not the result of mere
coincidence and of the contact of stone surfaces with irregular surfaces of

iron peroxide.

Fascinating, however, as these and many other more advanced scripts

are, they have at present no practical technology, and therefore further

reference to them and to their peculiarities are here out of place.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

ANCIENT AND MODERN SCRIPTS AND THEIR USES.

". . . . trom Jn&fa unto Btbfopla, an bun&reo twentg an& seven

provinces, unto even? province accoroIng to tbe writing

anO unto everg people after tbeit language, ano to tbe Jews

according to tbeir writing, an& accorOing to tbeir language."

.Estber.

: reins -its* ipsap nj ^np rxrat?\ nnNtsn xfe-;

t

In chapter XXXIII the authors have dealt with the classic Chinese

character and its development in times nearer the present day.

In chapter XXXIV they have dealt with hieroglyphics and their

derivatives, the hieratic and demotic forms of writing, as well as

with the Assyrian and Babylonian developments of the cuneiform

character.

In the present chapter those type faces are considered which are

used to reproduce manuscripts or inscriptions in characters no longer

in living use such as, for instance, Runic ;
characters which have been

revived and brought into use for national or patriotic reasons such as, for

instance, Erse ; and characters which are in general use amongst the

various nations scattered over the face of the globe.

The form of character used for recording languages has been determined

in the majority of cases, in modern times, by the insistence of a religious

faith, and these new scripts and alphabets may be appropriately teimed

the legitimate children of missionary enterprise as much as the human

converts themselves. It is true that the trader, whether in more humble

effort or backed up with modern artillery and big commercial powers, may,

in the great majority of cases, have come first, but, as a matter of fact, it

is the Bible and the Cross that have ultimately created new typographical

533
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domains. Following the slave-raider, or pushed southward by the ivory-

caravan, or westward by the rush of Saracen conquest along the shores

of the Mediterranean, or carried for war or trade upon dhow and Arab

barque to the islands of the East, the swords of the followers of the Prophet

have in somewhat lesser degree spread far and wide their beautiful script

:

and in other regions of the earth religious devotees have borne over vast

tracts of country and through great varieties of peoples, of languages and

of dialects, their chosen form of writing, as was the case with the devanagari

character used for the Sanskrit in which the Brahminic books were written,

and with Pali the sacred language of Buddhism. In another instance a

character has confined itself almost exclusively to a people of one faith

who have been dispersed over many countries ; a particular example of

this spread and retention of a character under religious stress is afforded

by the Hebraic script that accompanies the Jews throughout every continent

of the world.

To attempt to classify the various alphabets used for all these lan-

guages is an extremely difficult matter, and one that, to be dealt with

adequately, would require a volume to itself. The authors have, there-

fore, adopted a method of dividing these different forms of lettering

generally under typographical headings—though in certain instances they

are placed under a geographical arrangement—instead of attempting

some other classification which might, at first sight, perhaps, appear

more rational.

They have commenced with latin, for it is the face in most wide-

spread use, and have separated this into several classes according to the

admixtures of accented characters and other sorts which have been made

with the parent stock.

Latin in its simple form of character without any accents or quantities

or additions is used by missionaries and others for over one hundred

languages and dialects.

In one language, Iroquois, the figure 8 is used as a letter with the

ordinary latin roman fount.

Following these may be taken those languages in which no accents

are used, but for which the roman fount is mixed with some italic sorts
;

this practice is followed by some of the missionaries and Bible societies

for languages of the Pacific Isles.

Next in order of classification may be considered those languages and

dialects, over one hundred in number, which are currently represented by

the use of the latin character supplemented by the accents given in the

fount scheme shown in table I, p. 35.

After these may be taken those few languages and dialects which use

the latin characters with the addition of the short and long vowel

quantities, but which do not use accents.
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For yet another small group latin characters are used with both

quantities and accents, though not both on the same character.

Certain European languages and dialects make use of the latin

character supplemented by some characters bearing accents which differ

in form from those previously referred to ; some examples of these are

given on p. 36.

With the spread of religion over the world, the missionaries, usually

educated men, have left, as has been said, examples of their erudition ; but

unfortunately they have shown little knowledge of typography, as is

evidenced by the selection made by them of the miscellaneously accented

characters with which they have unhappily endowed the scripts of many

Among the peculiarities they have introduced may be mentioned cha-

racters which carry both quantities and accents ; characters which are

dotted above and characters which are dotted below ; characters which

are underscored, and characters which are overscored ; characters which

are doubly underscored, and characters which are crossed with straight

or curved lines. Not content with this, they have used figures as cha-

racters and peculiars as characters ; they have not refrained from using

existing characters reversed, distorted, and even inverted, disregarding

the difficulties of alinement which are thereby introduced in many body-

sizes ; and when they have exhausted the resources of the latin fount,

they have 1111. iuced admixtures of greek sorts, and, without

a qualm, have also endeavoured to improve upon the greek. To separate

into classes the many founts in use for over one hundred languages and

dialects which embody one or more of these peculiarities would involve

much space and a complicated classification.

Figures 532 and 533 show examples of the extremes to which

admixture of sorts in some of these alphabets has been carried.

N'mat6ksJ/nJJ, spa/mkik £yjm ; J ie, kuiasiuam ; kintge-

1

: ... - ..nil. --

sttfks elatiBk spi mkak. Pemkisl n'ta/bjsnjir-

num ; He linheltamm i tmeltami-

lu-uigdrt tEnik wetcannvm-iniTuufajik : Hs muisfik lipli'ikek BsJU'is-duuSgdm

Sida Itse ihomga Ina hatse, sa [onset as khailie re. Sa gaosib ab ha
re; sa J&sa as I, Ihomi Jn'os I khemi, ||nati Ihub-eib on ei. Netse
sida tse-gorobe bereba ma da. E sida Ihawina luba da, si*da lhawi-

^abena da ra ||kadi luba kliemi. fi ta \m-tsdb Ina i^ai-J^ui da, e

FIG. 5ii.-Nama Of Khoi-Khoi.
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Latin characters with the addition of some special characters are used

for Anglo-Saxon, fig. 534, and the same face with fewer of these added

sorts serves to reproduce Icelandic.

Feeder line pu (le eapc on heopenum, Si pin nama gehalgob. To-

becume pm pice. CepupiSe pm pilla on eopftan, j-pa j-pa on

heopomim. Upne 5ebse5hpamhcan hlap pyle up co 0335. Xnb

popsyp up lipe gyleap, ppa ]'pa pe popgypaS lipum gyleenbum.

Fig. 5M.—Anglo-Saxon.

Other modifications of the latin character are used for the repro-

uction of inscriptions typographically ; examples of inscription Roman

re given in figs. 535 and 536.

CN . PISO . PRO . Q . MAGN . TRO . COS . CAESAR . CN . M . rOBLICI . CN

macnvs , m . pob . leo . pro . im . avTNaan/ia , jiTVkH . av-rrcaawa

> . inrcran . aw\ . vn3TK1 . am . iiov~i . iw . jiibi . \w\ . wii/Hsra* . t

/EBELR/ED REX ANCL01X L/EPE OXFERO M"0 DOFRA /EBELPC M"0
baban /ebelp/ed rex ©fege Nsivin © dcv /ece/ekexd m:lrr

AhCLClX COD MQO CFELC HEREByRHT Mt© AfCEaiX AltL C©Lr LESFPD

Fig. 536.—Inscription Roman.

After latin must be considered greek, which is still in use practically

in its original form. Examples of early Greek are given in figs. 537 and

538. The normal greek alphabet consists of twenty-four letters, and the sorts

niVrepmjuJiiomn-oicovjKvnoK;,

eTOJHBAGiAeiacoT "mil! ouorpAucoKAi

emrHC • TOUAprouHutouToueniorcioMAocHuiuGHuepou

KAIA(J)fiCHUIIITAOc|>eiAIIIJATJ

•e shown in the fount scheme given in table 21, p. 141, while a specimen,

mrposed on a Monotype machine, is given at the head of the technical

100 1.10 120 130
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vocabulary, appendix III, p. 669. The greek character with the addition

of special accents is also used for a few other languages and dialects.

TrepHMcoNoeNTOicoYMc5ic^rixceHTco

toonomacoy • exeeTcr.HBXcixeixcoYj

reNHeHTCDToeexHMXcoYCDceNOYNcu

KAieTTimC • TONXfTONHMCUNTONCTn

ase practically

1 %s. 537 and

s, and the sorts

As in the case of latin a modified form of greek character is used for

the reproduction of Greek inscriptions, of which fig. 539 is an example.

ANAPeZ A0HNAIOI KATA nANTA OZ A6IXIAAI

MONEZTePOYS YMAZ 6€nPi2 A16PXOM6NOZ TAP

KAI ANAeCilPHN TA Z6BAZMATA YMilN €YPON

KAI BHMON EN (0 ETTErErPATTTO ArNWCTU) OEW •

O OYN AriMOOYNTEC EYCEBEITE ToYTO EHx) KAT

ArrEAACO YMIN • O OEOC o TTolHCAC TON K0CM0N

;:,. /...','' '<'

The black-letter used for Old English, an example of which is given

at the head of chapter II, p. 4, closely resembles the german character,

which is still in use in some countries of Central and Northern Europe.

A fount scheme for the various sorts required for the composition of the

German language in Fraktur is given in table 16, p. 136. The German

Fmktur character, fig. 540, with or without accents, is used for some twenty

languages and dialects.

Unfet SSater in cem^fmmel! 2>ein SUame wetbe ge^eiliget. Sctn

3tet<$ fomme. 25em SBiHe gefdjefa auf (Stben, wit to ^tmmel

Unf« tftglic&eS SStob gtclj un§ tjeute. Unb wtgiefc un3 unfcve

©d)ulben, rote wix unfern Scfmlbtgetn cergekn. Unb fitfjte un§

Based to some extent on the original Slavonic and on Greek, the

Cyrillic character, in its more modern form, the Russian character, is

used throughout the Russian Empire and in certain other Slavonic

countries, supplemented, in some fifteen languages or dialects, by accents

or speciarcharacters.
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The Russian alphabet comprises thirty-six letters ; a fount scheme
for it is given in table 22, p. 142, and an example set in Russian on
a Monotype machine is given at the head of chapter XXIX, part i,

P- 393-

The Ancient Slavonic form of the character, fig. 541, is used for

Ancient Slavonic, Bulgarian Glagolitic, and Croatian Glagolitic.

b Meaaskfl, ii+ swerosro ae sw« wv93

sw*. -p ta wwashs •F+a« v-e f+r+aroe,

—Bulgarian Glagolitic.

; character used for Bulgarian i

(x)t>IE HAWZ KOMTO CH NA HEEECA TA, flA CA CBATH HME TO TBOE.

$A npi'HflE U,ApCTB0 TO TBOE ; flA K&p,E BOAA TA TBOA, KAKBOTO

HA HEKO TO, TAKA H HA 3EMAA TA. Xa'EKATZ HAWZ KATAflllE-

BHWAT8 flAH HH TO ^HECk. fi npOCTH HH AOArOBE TE NAUJH,

KAKBOTO H HIE TH npOUJABAME HA NAIUM TE flAA/KNHl^W. H NE

Fig. ^.-Bulgarian.

In one instance—Abkhazian, fig. 543—the Cyrillic character has been

used largely admixed with latin sorts, and, in an italic example, this

hapa ihaSry, yapa iqay aokqan axjqa, ii^KJaw iqajuxajm, yapa

yxjijajofm yapa ;/«/% qaH axjqa

(ijii.m Jt'jia ijbujjc ancaOajMu'nj ana hapa ha. tpajaxjta

eij hasiii'MJ hapa hdyajKya japa y6apc, hapij hatrsiiyiioi/ imiyaru-

script is extremely confusing owing t

character may bear according as it is

Dealing next with the remaining European characters, a

Runic is given in fig. 544. In its simplest form the ru

example of

: alphabet
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consists of sixteen letters, but others are frequently added, bringing the

total to some twenty-three or even more sorts.

mVw nu my w i *m-nY *wh fh^+ ht

myh nirm* nt riki* nn+ hk mm M my i

*IYY^Hk M 4* M MirHkk + P=1R1 -H*N>M &Ml>

np 4h i <H* =4* mami =iH mm Hrnnu M my

For the typographical reproduction of inscriptions in Etruscan a face

has been cut for the Imprimerie royale de France and an example

is riven in
" Debuts de l'imprimerie en France," by Arthur Christian.

Gothic, fig. 545, has an alphabet consisting of twenty-five characters,

to which nine ligatures are frequently added.

j\TTj\ TINS^ tyn 1H hmlNj\M: yGlllNjU MjUlQ <1>81N: UlMjU

•binM^SSIlS <j)6lNS: YJU|1<V(U
yiAqjl <I"»HS SyG IN IllHlHji ^

W Wti»= hAjHf riNSj^w <]>W sihtoihan ri|; mis Iuhh*

CjHjV: qjVll tfAOT "NS *»'Tei SKI"V
'
WS SŴ m SYi,SYe qiV ''

The Irish character or Erse, fig. 546, known in the trade as Gaelic, has

been revived, and many Irish works have been printed m it. in

Ap n-Ataip aca

HiogAC-o. go

ZAf) Ap ne^rii. Ap n-Ai\ATi UeteAtituit cation

inn Ay. o-peAcui«e ;
oip nuiCmfo-ii

mi. go t>-ci5eA<> t>o

o-CAUtii, niAH (-oeAn-

simplest form the Irish alphabet consists of eighteen letters
, *%****

and lower-case are used, and sometimes as many as thirty-nine tow«-ca*e

ligatures are added, making seventy-five sorts. Among other uses for the

S^ctermay be mentioned that of painting it upon the ew „ost

which the authors are informed have been erected in Ireland mth the

result that should motorists or tourists take the requisite
:

trouble to le rn

the alphabet they will find further compilation m the fact that the^a
acters may give them the Irish name of the town instead of its English
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i, and they will be reduced to the same expedient ai
appellation, and they will be reduced to the same expedient as if they had
not known the alphabet, that is to say immediate reference to the kindly
offices of the local priest, who, in country districts—it is stated—is alone
capable of undertaking the double burden of reader and interpreter.

Passing to Eastern Europe, the Georgian character is used in some
parts of the Caucasus ; the alphabet consists of forty letters, making, with
one accented letter, forty-one sorts. Examples of Georgian are given in
figs. 547 and 548.

&.*&*& &l]njEui i/ziuatrrav jj^i/; Gunmv yifiv, R5l£>tf-

Rift*? ynfii, tpimiflhfii) Qi^m>v pRy t^htt^t; ^•W$>vk>v,

"htfSx. *Uitqihv \t<Tpn\Ki Kihhmyihv, 2yfy[i &fpijB 'Stiyli. "81;

3s9bo> B$0E», (?o>3
ag?

o hb6 $bmb 3ofc, ^3o^5

°3*3C ^V? ¥°5 3^33s?oG h^b ¥°> °363
e

Sfit, 3
a
Eo, go<»&<%> &mb 3o6b,

a6
(?

3(5
6 jj^g&felto

h^b - H^ Hm° »«lteioTto 3o>3
aG g^g (og,

a
l5.

i8-?oi„( civil Georgia,*
[
sa by IV,,,. Clowes & Son,).

Fig. 54$-—Georgian; civil character.

In the form used for the language from which it takes its name,
the arabic character, which is used by the great majority of the
Mohammedan nations, comprises dotted, doubly dotted, and trebly
dotted letters; the addition of these dots converts various incomplete
basic forms into complete letters. In some instances the forms vary
according to the position which the character occupies in the word,
that is to say whether it is used as an initial, a medial, a final, or a
detached letter. These changes of form of character occur in most of the
letters of the Arabic alphabet, though in some cases the initial and detached
forms are the same, while in others the medial and final forms are identical.

Used for Arabic, the alphabet has twenty-eight letters, but these require
ninety-eight sorts for their representation under the various conditions
of position

; for Persian, Turkish, and many other languages other trebly
dotted letters are used, bringing the alphabet to thirty-two letters, to which
another character—or three sorts—forming the syllable la (V) is some-
times added. To these must be added a large number of ligatures, some
fifty to sixty of which are commonly used, and, in addition to characters
and ligatures, there are some eight points or accents mostly placed above
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the characters, though some are placed below ; one or more of these signs

may be used with certain characters or ligatures. An example of Arabic

As the arabic character spread to languages using not only the

sounds used in Arabic but others that required differentiation in the new

language, it became necessary to adopt means for distinguishing these

new sounds. The obvious method of adopting three dots where three

dots were not previously used and also four dots in combination with

basic forms of character previously used, helped to extend the use of the

arabic script, which with the addition of these other trebly dotted cha-

racters served for Persian. With the further addition of quadruply dotted

characters it became the current vehicle of expression for various languages

of Northern India and the adjacent country, of which Hindustani or Urdu,

Sindhi, and Kashmiri afford instances.

The arabic character, in its quadruply dotted varieties, comprises three

such letters which carry with them ligatures corresponding to the trebly

dotted forms ; these letters and their ligatures may be accompanied by the

various vowel and other points to which reference has already been made.

Arabic with trebly dotted characters is used for some thirty languages

and dialects.

As was the case in the early production of latin founts, the first attempts

to produce arabic type were directed to copying the character of manu-

script as closely as possible ; this kept the characters in four forms, initial,

medial, final, and detached. The early founts made in Germany, as well

as those produced by the celebrated Le Be in the sixteenth century, were

arranged so that the junction line was curved down to the lower portion

of the letter ; this modification made it possible to produce a fount from

a reasonable number of matrices. In later attempts to obtain a result

more closely resembling manuscript, it was necessary to follow the same

system of joining one character to the next as was practised by the scribes,

a system which results in a long Arabic word dropping lower in line

owing to certain of the characters joining the next at different, alinements

at their commencement and at their end respectively : fig. 549 shows the

same word set in single and in double alinement type. This peculiarity

produced a tendency to italicize the script, with the result that, if made

to resemble the most beautiful examples of the written character, arabic
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type kerned very heavily. The difficulty of change of alinement of

the junction between the letters was first overcome by the French,

who devised the two-line system, in which, when change of alinement

occurs in a word, the upper line is used for commencing the composition,

otherwise the lower line is that normally used ; but this method, though

producing artistic work—and, in the case of certain characters, work

that is more legible—is not now so generally used.

The early single-line system, as worked out by Le Be, has been revived

and developed by several able workers, with the result that the bulk of

hand-composition is now carried out with type which joins on this system
;

it is their work in carrying out this typographical improvement that has

rendered machine-composition possible.

The composition of arabic, however, in any of the forms above

mentioned is frequently a difficult matter owing to the additions of the

vowel-points and other signs. In some instances

these signs are added as separate type on a

small body above the line in which the characters

are composed, and also in another line of separate

type of small body below the composed line, eon-

™, sequently the total body-size for the fount be-

vyk comes large. In other cases the type are cast

;/% with a recess or recesses for receiving the vowel-

'Y^t points ; an isometric view and a section of arabic

/-3N type with two recesses are shown in fig. 550.

The arabic Linotype machine composes over

one hundred and fifty sorts from the keyboard,

in addition to the other sorts which may be

inserted by hand in the line of matrices when

necessary.

An example of Arabic set on the Linotype

Isometric view and machine is given in the heading to chapter
section. XXIX, part II, p. 421, in the section which deals

with matrix-composing machines. The form of character is perforce more

upright than would be the case were kerning permissible, but the result

attained testifies to the skill of those workers at the subject, who have

overcome the really great and exceedingly complicated typographical

difficulties involved in adapting the arabic character to the restrictions of

the composing machine. Since arabic reads from right to left, the order

of setting must be of the opposite hand to that usual with latin, greek,

and Cyrillic characters. As the Linotype requires the matrices to be

composed from left to right, the required result is obtained by the inver-

sion of the character on the matrix as compared with the latin sorts.

Thus the composing portion of the machine remains the same in operation,

but the slug when cast requires to be turned upside down after ejection,

and to be placed at the left-hand end of the column of slugs already

. vA*eu
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cast, instead of at the right, as in the ordinary Linotype machine. The

arrangement for doing this is shown in the illustration of the arable

Linotype, fig. 407, plate LXII. This figure also shows the manner in

which the machine has been adapted to the customs of the oriental com-

positor, who generally prefers to sit cross-legged at work at the machine

rather than upon a chair or stool as is the European practice.

The Nestorian character is used for Syro-Chaldaic, fig. 551 ;
from

this is derived the ancient Syriac or Aramaic, a character which reads from

right to left, and typographically resembles Curie.

Other early forms of Syrk

r£l**i< .
t
i-)QJ< ^ jaaax-o

Estrangelo, fig. 552, used

i.1 vui< r«li.ir£=> V^J-iii^. oocnJo

century, and Peshito, fig. 553, of later date,

its modern form is shown in fig. 554.

An example of Syriac

,

)^nn I inwm; ]iO>A ^1 .SOT . ]ih]z3 •al ' U^f* ? U^*l

Wo . Jal»i ^qq« ^ .al; lii.1 . v inri»'. ^ .ocki»o

iol Jjoioj -31? : 50^ ^>w : ^oNfti^o J.V: i 500* &ae *£ i#W <?=

^a=u( ^.i dob -al? :fia- £ «?» .J»»- <t*?i (W»? **<5 r> ^=* &> *3

Fig. 554.—Syriac; modern.

100 110 120 130 140
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The Sabsean or Himyarite character, which is the oldest form of Arabic,

had an alphabet of thirty-eight letters, and read in alternate lines from right

to left and from left to right. It was followed by the Cufic character, which
has the peculiarity of kerning but little, in which respect it resembles

JJtl Ujj±L cA io!k Aumio ±Lil °.tiji.1

UjacLs "-o^jJL LLlL LAjlL [jy\ °pJL Jx

inscribed characters rather than

is given in fig. 555.

Carshuni is Arabic in the Syriac charact

in fig. 556.

characters. An example of Cufic

example of this is shown

Armenian reads from left to right, and is used from Constantinople

eastwards over a large portion of Asia Minor, both newspapers and books
being printed in this character. The Armenian alphabet comprises thirty-

11'/'/' -i|"L//»> "[• bplfh^nuSi, bu . unupp /flip £- ut%ni%p . ^..uj j>a

•uppujjat-ppJbp
, itfl.li.pn bujiTpp, pli^u/tv bpblgn^ffi' mjl^V" kl_bpl{pp

./Irpuy : \)*bp wJVb opn^mj <,u,gh u,„ Lp Jb^ u,ju„p : fe«. /?„£ Jb^ Jbp

•y.upmpbpp
, f^^u/tu Jbl.p t:^ pJunn^J- trip Jbp .umput.ubwVUhphl, : \}i.

eight letters ; in addition to these, of which there

lower-case, there are ten lower-case ligatures and
and loose accents, so that a fount for Armenian cont

The ordinary character, fig. 557, has

both capitals and

le thirteen points

about ninety-nine

considerable slope ; but

another form of character is also used in which diamond-shaped dots replac
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the short inclined strokes, the long strokes are made upright and

thickened at one end, while the horizontal hair-lines are replaced by

thick strokes : fig. 558. This face is used similarly to the latin italic.

tj„<
*i|—v JV 4 tv. !-iW~-~r-j , >~4Jr T- ~ik -ttrr • t-i'hrWf

character is used for some i

is a very similar character.

c languages and dialects

;

The Hebraic character is one which has accompanied the Jews through

all their wanderings. The extreme antiquity of their sacred lettering,

which retains the reverent affection of every believer and co-religionist, as

well as the constant study of the sacred books by a large percentage of the

people, have resulted in the maintenance of this character, almost un-

altered, in all places where the Jewish community is sufficiently large to

require the product of the printing-press. The one apparent exception is

mentioned among languages using the Ethiopic face, p. 550.

The Hebrew alphabet consists of twenty-two letters, five of which take

a different form when they occupy the final position in a word. More-

over, as it is not permissible to divide the words in the composition of

Hebrew, short lines are filled out by the assistance of six sorts, which

are cast in various increased widths to permit of line-justification being

effected without the addition of excessive width to the spaces. In

addition to these there are twelve varieties of points for use below the

characters, and some fourteen kinds for use above them, as well as

< •mfw :Mro icf) "pE > f» * > pfi ofn onftun fen of) oroi

d wrf) "i fro xf> t ocv if>

various other sorts for punctuation ; the composition of Hebrew, therefore,

requires a very large number of sorts or the use of two or of three bodies,

as explained subsequently in connexion with the devanagari and Javanese

type faces. An example of the simple rabbinical character is shown in

% 559. an(1 a specimen of Hebrew with the vowel-points is given at the

head of this chapter, p. 533.

The hebrew character reads from right to left, and, like the arabic,

the dots required above and below may be either on a separate body, or
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nd
provided for by special sorts representing the combined consonant

vowel. For newspaper purposes these points, most of which come below

the body, are frequently omitted, so that the character may be composed

from a smaller number of sorts, with the further result that nearly twice

the amount of matter can be printed on the page. The reader, however,

where this is done, must supply the vowels himself, as in our own early

systems of abbreviated longhand, in which the vowels were omitted. This

omission of the vowels is a feature common also to many of the languages

set in the arabic character. A fount scheme for Hebrew without these

vowel points is given in table 24, p. 143.

Among the dead languages of Asia Minor are those recorded in cunei-

form letters. Inscriptions and tablets in these characters have been

^4 <> Elf & If tjx

m <m ^h m *m* ~* ^ m

described in a previous chapter. The three forms of cuneiform repre-

sented typographically are : Accadian, fig. 560 ; Assyrian, fig. 561 ;

and Babylonian, fig. 562. Of these, the Assyrian form used for the
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inscriptions of the Ancient Persians and of the Medes is the simplest ;
it

comprises some thirty-two letters, many of which are represented by

several different signs, and a fount contains about eighty sorts.

T? Hr j£- ¥

t&> SO. i! ^T=T

^ETT Or i 2W
#T& ¥ ~

ti •* Hf- V-

Fie. 562.-

- y ^T <~ e|T ^1

EI * * ^T ET

H s# ^T %m 4

< Hf- - Jt Hr- J^-

The very ancient Phoenician character, of which, as far as the authors

are aware, no manuscript exists, reads from right to left ; the alphabet

contains twenty-two letters, many of which have two forms, while in the

case of a few three forms occur ; a fount consists of about forty-four sorts.

/-^ n/ «/*** ' tv^ n/ >/ -m"^ TV "v9*

^n ' 'OZ-nyva ^°^ n>^« v*7 "O/^m'a

Fig. 563.—Phoenician.

From the predominance of straight lines Phoenician resembles runic in

its rude simplicity. A specimen of Phoenician is shown in fig. 563.

The Samaritan alphabet is closely allied to Hebrew, like which it reads

from right to left ; and the characters have practically identical names in

aiws mam : a/raZa nxs* aa"* M^vm : ama»>a"* ttma/t

?& Vv- ^atnra a?m <\a? tia^z : fli«v*a ^a? ama^a ^m
: irXwrars mzvaz TttejiAv"*a ?3yv?ares a-a- ?iZ ^Z-^ :

s?ms

/vtazas az ma : v<\:a TiZ^ ay* ma : i?m^iZ Ysywira/V 2/f*

uthyjfm.

56-1-

both languages. A fount consists of twenty-two sorts for letters, with four

sorts for points. An example of Samaritan is given in fig. 564.
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The Palmyrene alphabet also has twenty-two letters, and reads from

right to left ; an example is given in fig. 565.

1*3 1* >n>W5> 1W&H3 :**«3 <j3 «>J3V3 HVK3 3MSS

J3>3JMJ3 1«* WK3 1*>M3<m 1*3 31JM31 :W1>3

33W <153>*M :<j1>^i >M>3 IMKJfr toj^ J*Jj£

With the Egyptian hieroglyphic scripts the authors have dealt in a

previous chapter. Type are also made for outline hieroglyphs, fig. 566

,

tin;
nw:

as well as for hieratic and demotic, examples of which are given in figs.

567 and 568 respectively ; both of the latter examples read from right to left.

Fig. 567-—Egyptian; hierahc.

Fig. 568.—Egyptian; demotic.
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The Coptic alphabet used for the languages of modern Egypt—Bohairic

in the north and Sa'idic in the south—comprises thirty-two letters ;
it has

capitals and lower-case sorts ; in addition to these sixty-four sorts, seven

of the letters carry grave accents, and six are overscored for purposes of

nemunr 6T*)Eftm^>HOYi, uukpeqT-ovfio nxeneicpajT.

UApecj rtxe TeiouieTOYpo. ne-regitAK «Apeqcyumi

<bEfrr<|>e rtejutgixertniK^J. neruoiK it-repack ixmq

rtAft jli^oov. oYog, x*-" 1* ETeport rt*rt e&o^

Fig. 569.—Coptic; Bohairic or Northern.

r e-reMunHYe, UApeneKpAM o-ron. TenuMrepo ua-

pecei. neKorioja uApeq^cone ilee e/reqeMTne uq^tone om

eixunKA?. neuoeiK gtwht up+ Duoq mam unoor. MrKio

MAM 6BOA MMGTepOM
_

abbreviation. Coptic is shown in figs. 569 and 570 ; this script partakes

of the character of greek, and reads, like Greek, from left to right.

Zend, the sacred language of the Parsees, has an alphabet of forty-four

characters, and the fount consists of about forty-seven sorts ; it reads from

right to left, and an example of it is shown in fig. 571.

. ) 2$Uf 0°. )JM$UM . JMJJA) . OJSm^HJ • ^AUiiW . ^»jJjJ »• 9l<!

iy« a)W^oj5«»«»>j . juu^o °°° (£/»•" • ^p^w-"} . GjtvjfOAno . ty

The Amharic alphabet consists of thirty-three letters, or seven more

than Ethiopic ; each of these can be used in its unaltered form or with the

addition of a mark signifying one of the six vowel sounds by which it can

be followed ; there are consequently 198 sorts representing syllables, and

a still further twenty combinations involve diphthongs, besides two other

signs for points. The total number of sorts for the Amharic' fount is

253 ; for Ethiopic there are 182 syllables, twenty diphthongs, four points,
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and'twenty figure signs, that is 226 sorts; this shorter fount is used with

a few additions for Tigre and Tigrinya. This character is shown in figs. 572

and 573 • it is used in the north-east of Africa.

The one exception to the general use of the hebrew character for the

writing and printing of sacred books occurs in the case of the Falashas,

Tvnj-fi . u-£ . mV"j£ : P9°vrc .-. fi9u"?i • £f

£f| " oiryijtuffl . tf<F>X :: 6.$>Rn : aVRC.-.-fU-'i

fimi : Hi :: £*C : nMV> : nV : .PAOK1 : 7xP9°

AIM : Hllft^^t : Zt-PRtl : tlV\t :: 1-9°* A
ooi«ijUJ*lr| :: $.Wl : &.9R"n : nYlO" : ni"l"9£

(DnT^JfC*. :: ft/IP » : HAA : 6-Mrh . U1H : P*9*>

(D1R1 : Al : An«1i : Vl00 : "JArii. : «J?1 : AH Mill

who, however, it is stated, can only be doubtfully " identified ethnologically

with the seed of Abraham."

Passing further east, one finds, derived from the five Aryan dialects

which emerged from the covering flood of Buddhism about 600 B.C., the

devanagari character, which is used for thirty or forty of the languages

and dialects of India.

The Sanskrit alphabet, from which the more modern forms of devanagari

(frequently called " clothes-line " by the trade) are derived, consists of

about forty-four letters, nearly all of which include a horizontal and a

vertical stroke with the distinguishing portions of the letters, frequently

combined two or three together, on these main strokes. Some of the

resulting characters are of great complexity, and in addition to the total of

over 330 sorts, any or all of which can be included in a fount, and the ten

figure signs, there are five accents representing vowel sounds, which can be

placed above the characters, and six others which can be placed below

This character has been alluded to already in the chapter dealing with

legibility; it reads from left to right.

As previously explained in the case of arabic and hebrew characters, the

addition of accents above and below involves working with two or three

bodies, and in many cases an 18-point fount is built up of the main character

on 14-point with the accent on 4-point ; a 24-point with the main character

on 18-point and the accent on 6-point, and so on; or, if accents are used

ANCIENT AND MODI

below as well as above, these

tively. A specimen of deva

Marathi character resembles 1

^ fUK ^FNT# I

^tt *T5*r w^ 1 m

Derived from the devam

alphabet contains nearly the

for which a much smaller tot

A specimen of this charac

east of India not only for Ai

Kolarian groups, is shown in

a? "srertm ^tf3
? fn^s

retTH sttsrr ^rtt'spp 1
<

titers ^^ I
^tttra

<8Tt?T TlfSl ^TtT^ M

33T 3TJT WTf ; 3^ f̂

^#3TTTTf. f(T#3T

The Thakuri character,

Punjab, is shown in fig. 577
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below as well as above, these founts become 22-point and 30-point respec-

tively. A specimen of devanagari character is shown in fig. 574 ; the

Marathi character resembles this very closely.

%n TT3*T W1% I $tf^ %3 ^H * %i Vpft VX

Derived from the devanagari character is the Bengali, of which the

alphabet contains nearly the same number of letters as the Sanskrit, but

for which a much smaller total number of sorts is required.

A specimen of this character which is used in some parts of the north-

east of India not only for Aryan languages, but for some of the scattered

Kolarian groups, is shown in fig. 575.

c^ <srWCTra ^?N; f*T\as, c^lTt? tit *rPra il%sl TtT/ *^ i

CSlTt? 3t^J 'Brf^'S^ I
C^tTtsT t^l ^ CTTT 'Jf'tffas'S reTfa

^ft?T ^TlTSl ^1*^ *tt*tT ^•(Tt^f'fTW CTTH ^PTl ^fiRTlfS,

9 «HHTt fV^T W HcT?T *%* 9. §3T TfTf' V%3[ &WHT Hlf.

33T cTTtT WTf ; 3d* f?%W fifT# H?iJT f^S vf %vfr IT?3* V3

^oC^TP't'- frr#?TfTg?5T%orW;fT^'WTTIT''$ffeTr. «wg-frTH

vaoro wrff onvJ orarrrg'^wt $ htc ^a© tft, %jt> ua^Tg-

Fig. 576.— Pi-', . < i uto". _

The Thakuri character,

Punjab, is shown in fig. 577.

vhich is used in the Chamba States of the
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0TJ3 (fcf h Tjwf T» §»' ^' uN 3' # ft 6Sl

§^ ten' pd o] B»f r& feu d| M » <1 3fl 3

1

jyfi] ap,fll S» 3m vth zmi' S ai i m |U etA zsua

|ta<fef S.wf waaJ [In I ari> fa£ K wt w>
«
w wrf

Fig. HT.—Chiimhu; ThaJmvi character.

An example of Gujarati or Guzerati, which has a slight resemblance in

appearance to the last-named, is shown in fig. 578. The alphabet comprises

forty-three sorts, to which eighty-seven ligatures, each formed from a

consonant and a vowel, may be added.

«^4 h?. fiiA tf»«i «js(L *i«tV. faw-a ^nift

CU«t =nu/ »i*i3l "tin. ^ «?*i ^ »**iw.i

Fig. 578.

—

Gujarati or Guzerati.

A character largely used in Southern India is Kanarese ; it reads from

-
left to right, and the alphabet comprises fifty-three characters, in addition

to which fifty-four ligatures are commonly used, so that a fount consists

of more than 107 sorts ; an example of this character is given in fig. 579.

a^Trt^ose. a^^ &*&*«*£ e&s o$ddc5

S^eo ^t? *e&. ^ ^ ^-^8e^ 89&S &o^6,

,_jw(5YBilS)a_

The Telugu alphabet is practically identical with the Kanarese, but

has only fifty-one characters ; it differs otherwise from Kanarese only in

the form of some of its characters ; an example of Telugu is given in fig. 580 ;

seventy-nine ligatures are frequently used for letter combinations.
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^ «^6&o -*& aj-& ^-^^SivJ^L^
Fig. 580—Tehtgu.

The Tamil alphabet has thirty letters, in addition to which 227 ligatures

consisting of the combinations of consonant and vowel, are used as wel

as twelve figure signs; the total fount, therefore, amounts to 269 sorts

This character is also used in Southern India. Tamil reads from left t

right, and an example is given in fig. 581.

uju>6wri_«uis«Bafl6fl(5*S^ sriaaak iSfiirGai, suihQp^i^iu mi,

A cognate but less known script of the Dravidian group is Malayalim

in example of which is shown in fig. 582.

stasias crojoocniornsca) aJtoOScu ,
mlanrbo oooa„

CA^awlaaJ S^-ioaaJ ysalcoJla^ rrflooAo S<£. «aj

qye^Gs^a . manias a1ro„ yrml^^ ^Szl° ^^
ewreboda «na«offvyaa. stomas (Soos^d aoo„ «uufflmr>

Fig. 582.

—

Malayalim.

unple of Oriya or Uriya, the script of Oriss , is shown in fig. 583.

c? eii^aiWQ ^9 ocil. f^ S1^ ^1 C$$ I §^Q Q|ffM

etl^ 1 cas^ca ^sigq ewa qajicei g^© pel aero g$$ i eu«

etl^fll»c?Q 5ph qsi 6ei 1 enemies & qaQlSflisGr sasis) ^m

06, sens) eu^flisiqyQ eiaQiy ,ssil OQ I
aQlaieo. eun.fllffG' s>

enei, afi osoist, q^i qq; ccnn qi»S), csiiqq, aoi^a qoigSoi

Fig. 583.—Ociyfl Of U«y«-
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The Sanskrit sacred books of the Brahmins have been transcribed from
devanagari into Bengali, Tamil, Kanarese, Malayalim, Oriya, and various
other characters.

The Cingalese or Sinhalese character is used for the language of
Ceylon. An example of this is given in fig. 584.

®t£®d £3oe)cs eg«q£)e) oeUrfS^ c^&Deto. ®S)e)aos£f©d©ed
ditfjics €te)o. ®ae)ejgcr©d&irf satSjste «3<sWcs<3©©ad'

f<? g.S>®i50£>. rped sOcBssadeeaJQ q;8 ass@o©Ssd'^o«sJ

The Lepcha language, or dialect, of the Tibeto-Burman group, spoken
in Darjeeling not far from the border of Sikkim and the peak of Kinchin-
junga, makes use of the character shown in fig. 585.

<s3 Cii it 4tt fj <Q) if) (* <) •£$(

«J6 4{ <f( 5(V ^ i^-J *) <C fa .

Fjg. 585.—Leficha.

Tibetan, the character of the land of Buddhism, is a very beautiful

but somewhat cumbrous character ; it requires a large body, and presents

some difficulties in kerning. The alphabet consists of thirty letters, from
which many ligatures are formed. An example of this interesting and
decorative character is shown in fig. 586.
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Further east the Burmese character is largely used, with derivative

forms in adjacent countries. The Burmese alphabet consists of forty-five

letters ; the character reads from left to right. An example of Burmese

is given in fig. 5«7-

c«)o6:oo6o^|§cc»5(iGooo»og^5c§«oicqaScc»S

<S^«ca>593o:§cooG(»:§o5@£:flolcooooo«^6acoo5

OTgSGOOofiolcoGooDii wc§coa5cxDg5coooS=oo5cq§

@^ooobr^iG@@:coT9o@gS$olcoca».i
vooarSa%i

The Siamese alphabet consists of forty-four consonants (the vowels being

represented by signs written over, under, before or after the consonants

with which they are sounded), and a fount comprises some 150 sorts
;

it

is a character peculiar to Siam, and an example is given in fig. 588.

wjse^itlM^uutifi au ulimf. iSuuitifiu wn msfi^mw ou.

ttbfl ilssmu tnwmf »*fc ilur,

The Buddhist sacred books in Pali have been transcribed into this

character, as well as into Burmese and Cingalese.

The Lao-tian or Lao-shan character is used in the south of Laos and

on the frontier of Annam in French Indo-China ; an example of this

character is given in fig. 589.
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Japan—uses for its classics a character almost identical with the Chinese

ideographic writing, known as Kana-majiri ; an example of this is given

in fig. 590. An abbreviated form of character, comprising some seventy-

three sorts, forty-seven of which form the alphabet, used for Japanese

writing, is the Kata-kana, an example of which is shown in fig. 591, while

yet another written form, known as Hira-gana, is shown in fig. 592.

>fr W % © 5c x V f fT f' * < ft t
M % X i- 1**1\y £ fc K & ^

r. e?b m m 1

6 ffr * < -t

^ i c
j. ^ ^ t,

* A * * *

a (- & n t
ft ^ & (i ^ 3 * y # A £ * a a*

< i^II > * if- £ ? » & a tt *>

Vwm.C^TsoJif "t*S,«i:)" ''ir'cSrsoS
61'

Fig. 590.—Japanese Fig. Mi.-JapaneseKata- Fm.S?*.—Japanese

The Korean character, fig. 593, in some respects resembles the Chinese,

but in others it is similar to the Japanese Kata-kana, while some of the

characters are like those proposed in the new Chinese syllabic alphabet,

both being derived from a similar source. The Korean character was many

t f L* I
fr h 4 K
k u & ^
s- & * r*

* i £ fc

p* * T ts fc

% h & ft la

years ago arranged to form an alphabet of eleven vowels, thirteen diph-

thongs, and fourteen consonants, or in all thirty-eight sorts ; in this

respect this nation was ahead of its Celestial neighbour, although the form

in which its alphabet is presented is not such as would render machine-

composition possible without alteration in the method of arranging the

* 4y
# *
i* ft

Y
l«

& %
-I H
{* U

%> s

ill

ill*

80 90 100
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rious character is used for languages

of the Tartar family, examples of which are

Kalmuk, shown in fig. 594, Manchu, fig. 595—now

a dead language—and Mongolian, fig. 596 -
The

Mongolian alphabet has twenty-four characters

;

like arabic, most of the letters have different initial,

medial, final, and detached forms. The Manchu

alphabet has thirty-six letters, most of which exist

era! of the four forms, initial, medial, final,

60 70 80 90 100
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and detached, totalling 137 sorts. It has also a large number of liga-

tures, so that a fount comprises some 200 sorts. This character reads

from top to bottom ; the vertical lines do not follow, as in Chinese,

from right to left, but read from left to right; consequently, any

machine intended to compose in the Mongolian character would have to

be arranged as is the arabic Linotype, to effect the equivalent of composing

matter which is to read from right to left. The type or print would then

require to be turned counter-clockwise through a right angle, that is, in the

opposite direction to the clockwise quarter-revolution through which the

character, written on a latin typewriter fitted with the new Chinese syllabary,

requires to be turned to give the Chinese direction of reading.

The Mongolian character, however, possesses certain peculiarities due

to the ambiguity of meaning of several sorts, and consequently presents

so great a difficulty of interpretation to the reader that it is extremely

improbable that machinery will ever be adapted to produce it in its present

Of the characters used for the languages of the islands of the Eastern

Seas, Javanese, which is one of the most important, reads from left to right

;

an example of it is shown in fig. 597. The Javanese alphabet consists

(KiJfl(atEflcimwiKiMik»[SiMiniKi|^ ra in us ei «i Jh W <£\ am <m ki

(uijaonuu^ ^8jaH»nfti3aa(&ifua-JifiiaiKi-ASr*ii>.MM

,

J
L o a K a a o a

U
a

T'
DX

of about thirty letters, most of which have two forms, according as the

character comes on or below the line ; there are also five vowels for use

separately, and twelve accents representing vowels, some used above the line,

some on the line, and some below the line ; added to this there are about

120 ligatures. The large number of sorts and the fact that practically

there are three lines to be set, makes the composition of Javanese a very

complicated matter. The three lines in the aggregate are equivalent to

a very large body on account of the great length of the descending sorts

and the height of the accents.

1 the Batta character is sed, a
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Fig. 598.—Batta.

In the island of Celebes the Bugi character is used for that language

and also for Makassar. The alphabet consists of twenty-three letters and five

accents for vowel sounds ; two of these are placed before and after the

letters respectively, one is placed below, and two are placed above ;
the

*>.%

s, aYa}'* «-? <s »\A>n <«jn'<;

number of sorts required for a fount is, therefore, not far short of a

hundred. An example of Bugi is shown in fig. 599.

In the Philippines a special character is used, known as Bisaya,

or Visaya, of which an example is shown in fig. 600.

rb3ir3 1 3 K3V;fr a-r vi. vn/ir fy r~>o A^vs

Passing from the Pacific to North America, a special alphabet was made

for Cherokee, an example of which is given in fig. 601 ; this was, however,

(&yvi s^wjc M| fra-wie- i*4.».i sgvit. (.Eecr.* i*n ®*«-

5AT. Dh RGW) ©IiSfiSl *lO-t(«ET, e«*y«S MWJ h-fiSr<».*t#.

6tvx.TPn«src»t.B^cayii.A^ t«. jKiayifc^z &<*ys£T,e.«yia

jfjsr.h.jii' Kfrsy. Drf LwiJi o»iAf-?a^ i*R ©aofcy.a.!To-i»wo»y,

Fig. 601.—Cherokee.

100 110 120 130 140
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found to be cumbrous and Cherokee, as a living language,

is alluded to by Theodore Roosevelt in his account of a journey up the

Paraguay, published in the " Daily Telegraph " of 23 March, 1914 ; in this

the late President of the United States of America compares a daily paper

published at Asuncion with parallel columns of Spanish and Guarani to a

journal in the State of Oklahoma, " published in English and in the tongue

which the extraordinary Cherokee Chief, Seguoia, a veritable Cadmus, made

-a literary language."

The agglutinative languages of the Red Indian and allied tribes are now,

in many instances, represented by the syllabic character, which has

je b-s r>c, UU cr^ ove txrcn* m <u,* b b>.n

0~U, [TOS LTD TJCb»£l OCTJJ1 VSdQtT 'Rr'x nn -fOCTH

CV >k;U PC _0kj[T/ 3, jtT Jb ryW OM t>Vb

OO-O/U/ <c:
lr

J Jb «AAJ/ C t>"il[T C'tOTx Cr* _Qb 3^

several variations, two examples of which are shown in figs. 602 and 603.

The first of these, a fount of which consists of about forty-nine sorts, is used

<a>c p<LV:>n c
, <in c icuVoc-* <jna-i>6-< pc->bc-x A^Lr- c

Ao-<b('t>c-, .oar ^*j P^ ri< ><jr Ab^n^b jo-vAr-

DJc
x AVAo-y A/L(V>#VC

, ^"b_s t><J c AVAVAPW
A^Lr^^ArL<nr b

x t>AA»^v>6.'0J <: Anic, At>c-njc~

Fig. 6o3.—Eskitno or Innuit.

for Blackfoot Indian, Chippewyan, Slave, and Tinne or Tenni, while the other

serves for Cree both eastern and western, Ojibbeway, and Eskimo or Innuit.

A very ingenious universal alphabet, which may be termed the CV
alphabet, consisting of two character components, internal and external,

arranged at different angles of rotation, has been proposed by Prof.

Robert H. Smith. The two signs C and V are rotated through eight posi-

tions, advancing by 45° from each other, and represent the sixteen vowels

and diphthongs of this alphabet. The central character V, used in com-
binations with C to represent consonants, occupies a distinctive inclination

for each group of four combinations, in which the external character C is

rotated through 90° for each of the four sorts in succession ; thus one

group represents the labial sounds, another the dental another the sibilant,

z "10 20 30 4 50 6 70 80 £ 100 110 P0 130 140
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and so on. There are eight groups of four letters each, or thirty-ti

consonants in all. The total alphabet consists of forty-eight sorts, ai

their relation to each other is shown in fig. 604. All of these sorts a

on the em quad. An example of matter set in this character, named
compass alphabet by the inventor, is given in fig. 605.

Of ®0®®OS® ©O® ®f® ®o@® c ®>©
®V® ©@A@" ©CS ®*' @V ®V@® "

'*"*

whi*k 4 r
M®®

'

*® ^®°®
y

® "f®

r

©o@® >

©

G ° ®v® @6©0© C ° ©a®®"
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Many further special character systems have been sugg

which is a system of universal syllables, by which it has been p
to represent the syllables of any languages, with their proper sound values.

An example of a few lines of " The Lord's Prayer " set in this character

is given in fig. 606, which is taken—as are most of the other examples

aia faga #i? m If /<?//, j.aloeo si g'a

fel gto cifgal cai g'a &LL si g&f if

&9 <m m h iif ftff. elf ai gli 96 aia

oeli sreo, a& f&clf at aia dmzaiei ai

Fig. 606.— Universal syllables.

in this chapter, except where otherwise stated—from " The Lord's Prayer
in Five Hundred Languages," published by Wm. Clowes & Sons, Ltd.,

to whom the authors are indebted, with but one or two exceptions, for the
specimens here shown, and for much valuable and reliable information.

llu; : Composition.

In the description of the composition of some of the foreign characters

such as arabic, devanagari, and Javanese, allusion has been made to the

necessity of composing simultaneously with two or even with three bodies.

The difficulty which occurs in these founts, however, is small in comparison
with that found in the composition of music. The appearance of music,

with its two staves, each of five lines, and notes capable of falling either

on the line or in the space between two adjacent lines, or again isolated

between or outside the staves, makes it immediately apparent that many
of the signs used must be built up of several component parts. Not only

is the composition rendered difficult for the reasons already given, but also

on account of the various additions which are made to give value to the

notes, and the necessity for treating the length as a measure of time : in

fact, the composition of music requires skill much greater than that necessary

for the composition of tabular work or the even more difficult arrangement
of pedigrees and genealogies. Music composition is a craft so difficult

and complicated that it stands in a class by itself, which is only approached
in its difficulties by the composition of complex mathematical formula;.

A fount for music comprises some 255 sorts, ranging from the treble

and base clefs, which are cast in one piece with the bars, the various

6

e
-

—%—

-
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signs for sharps, flats, and naturals, the black and white note-heads with
their up and down ties, hooks for grace-notes, note stems, rests, bars,

slurs, binds, time-marks, and many other peculiar and special marks.
The various characters which go to form a short fount of music type are

is composed typographically

Gregorian music, the invention of which is attributed to St. Gregory,

and which is used for chanting, has a much simpler notation. A similar

shown in fig. 89, p. 102. An example of n

is given in fig. 607.

An excellent description of the method adopted in music composition

is given by De Vinne in his work on " Modern Methods of Book Compo-

6 _=zq

form of notation, which also has a single stave of four lines, is known as

plain-song. This form of musical composition is as simple as ordinary

tabular work, and it does not require the ? ! skill of the

true music-compositor. The Gregorian or plain-song fount comprises

about 127 sorts ; an example of plain-song is shown in fig. 608.

100 110 120 130 140
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nore simple than the plain-song is the tonic sol-fa music, in which
is used, the notes being replaced by letters. This form of compo-
1 be carried out by any compositor accustomed to tabular work.

[f n In r is -S If n Ir d Id - It, -II 11 -1- n Ir -d 1

d Id t, ta, -.ta, 1 1, I, 11, 1, n, fe, Is,

j Ide n If sf i

s, If^r,]Ir, n,.f,ls, s,l!s, -s, II, rls7 -Is, - se, -ll, "1-

The number of sorts used is comparatively small, but comprises si

types and a peculiar form of lower-case m particular to this us;
appears in the example, fig. 609.

evidence t<

England as

his first ti
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

CONCLUSION.

In one of the early chapters of this work the authors have briefly touched

upon the history of the art which culminates in the production of the printing-

surface, and they have considered the gradual development of the production

of a type from its first casting from crude wooden matrices, varied occa-

sionally by its casting from matrices of lead or other soft metal, to its final

casting from copper, bronze, nickel or steel. They have discussed the first

rough mechanical means for making these matrices, and the various early

apparatus connected with them and their product, and have described

the latest developments, showing the extremely narrow margin of error

allowable in modern practice in every matter connected with the production

of the type surface, the mechanisms used in the industry being perhaps

among the highest developments of accurate human constructive effort.

In this final chapter, therefore, a brief chronological account of the earlier

foundries is not out of place. It is not very easy to throw much light

on primitive foundry methods ; considerable secrecy accompanied at least

this portion of the operations of the first printers, who were generally their

own typefounders, and even to-day, the spirit of secretiveness as to ways

and means of achieving certain results has not died out. There is no

evidence to show whether Caxton was, or was not, the first typefounder in

England as well as the father of printing, but there is every probability that

his first two founts were cast for him at Bruges, and that the second of

these was brought over by him to Westminster.

It is stated that the first allusion in any book to English typefounders

appears in Archbishop Parker's Preface to Asser's " jElfredi Regis Res

Gestse " (The Chronicles of King Alfred), London, 1574. It is here stated :

" lam vero cum Dayus Typographus primus {& omnium certt quod sciam

solus) has formas ceri incident : faciU qua Saxonicis Uteris person

ijsdem typis diuulgabuntur." The translation of which, given by Talbot

Baines Reed, is as follows :
" And inasmuch as Day, the printer, is the

565
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first (and, indeed, as far as I know, the only one) who has cut the letters in

metal ; what things have been written in Saxon characters will be easily

published in the same type." . It is hence presumable that John Day was
only one typefounder among others, and that therefore the art of type-

founding, or at least of type production, was by no means a novel one.

Day printed from about 1346 to 1584 ; the work quoted from presents the

curious feature that the text of the book itself, while in the Latin language,

is in Saxon characters ; a table is appended to the preface giving the equi-

valents of each character. It was not till about the beginning of the seven-

teenth century that typefounding and printing were separated from each

other. Typefounding then began to be exercised as a trade by itself, and
was divided into the several branches of punch-cutting, casting, and dressing.

The workers in these various branches were indiscriminately called letter-

founders, though few of them could perform the whole work themselves,

or at least few of them did so.

In 1637 a decree was passed " that there shall be foure Founders of letters

for printing, and no more allowed, ..." The fact of the issuing of this

regulation shows that typefounding had become by now a distinct trade in

London, and that it was under rigid Government protection and supervision.

The four founders named under this decree were : John Grismand, Thomas
Wright, Arthur Nichols, and Alexander Fifield, all of whom cast from
matrices obtained from Holland, no attempt having been made, so far as

can be ascertained, to recognize original founders. These restraints on type-

founders were taken away altogether, with those on printers, by the disso-

lution of the Court of Star Chamber on 3 November, 1640, on the assembly

of the Long Parliament.

In 1662 an Act more burdensome than the Star Chamber decree of 1637
was passed, namely, 13-14 Charles II, by which the number of master

founders was again reduced to four. This restriction, with some slight

alterations, continued in force till 1693, when it expired. There must
have been some connivance or virtual relaxation of the rules in the

later years of its continuance before it expired, for notwithstanding

these restraints, Moxon, writing in 1683, states that the " number of

Founders and Printers be grown very many." In 1669 was issued the

first known dated type-specimen sheet, namely, " Proves of Several Sorts

of Letter cast by Joseph Moxon," though, according to Reed, a specimen
consisting of a few lines only was specially cut, and privately dedicated to

the King four years earlier. In 1685 the appointment of typefounders was
revived by James II for seven years and extended for one more. The
Act expired in 1693 and this appointment was not afterwards renewed.

The following quotations from Talbot Baines Reed's beautiful and
accurate work, " A History of the Old English Letter Foundries," are not

without interest as showing in a practical manner the usual disregard

Englishmen have for the letter of the law when it does not tally with their

11X1J
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" Notwithstanding this liberty, the number of founders during the

eighteenth century appears rarely to have exceeded the figure prescribed

by the Star Chamber Decree of 1637, and occasionally to have been

less.

" One more attempt was made in the closing days of the eighteenth

century to control the freedom of the press by law. There is something

almost grotesque in the efforts made by legislators in 1799 to refit, on a

full-grown and invincible press, the worn-out shackles by which the

Stuarts had tried to curtail the growth of its childhood ; and the Act of the

39th George III, cap. 79, in so far as it deals with printing, will always

remain one of the surprises, as well as one of the disgraces, of the Statute-

book. Among its worst provision:. licet letter-founders and

letter-founding :

—

" Sec. 23 ordains that no one, under penalty of £20, shall be allowed

to possess or use a printing-press or types for printing, without giving

notice thereof to a Clerk of the Peace, and obtaining from him a certificate

to that effect.

" Sec. 33 provides that any Justice of the Peace may issue a warrant

to search any premises, and seize and take away any press or printing-types

not duly certificated.

" The following sections we give in full :—

•

" Sec. 25. ' That from and after the Expiration of Forty Days
after the passing of this Act, every Person carrying on the

Business of a Letter Founder or Maker or Seller of Types for

Printing or of Printing Presses, shall cause Notice of his or

her Intention to carry on such Business to be delivered to the

Clerk of the Peace of the . . . Place where such Person shall

propose to carry on si his Deputy in the Form
prescribed in the Schedule of this Act annexed. And such Clerk

of the Peace or his Deputy shall, and he is hereby authorized

and required thereupon to grant a Certificate in the Form also

prescribed in the said Schedule, for which such Clerk of the

Peace or his Deputy shall receive a Fee of One Shilling and

no more, and shall file such Notice and transmit an attested

Copy thereof to one of his Majesty's Principal Secretaries of

State ; and every Person who shall, after the expiration of the

said Forty Days, carry on such Business, or make or sell any

Type for Printing, or Printing Press, without having given such

Notice, and obtained such Certificate, shall forfeit and lose the

Sum of Twenty Pounds.'

" Sec. 26. ' And be it further enacted, That every Person who
shall sell Types for Printing, or Printing Presses as aforesaid,

shall keep a Fair Account in Writing of all Persons to whom
such Types or Presses shall be sold, and shall produce such

Accounts to any Justice of the Peace who shall require the
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same
;
And if such Person shall neglect to keep such Account,

or shall refuse to produce the same to any such Justice, on
demand in Writing to inspect the same, such Person shall
forfeit and lose, for such offence, the Sum of Twenty
Pounds.'

" Such was the law with regard to typefounding at the time when the
widows of the two Caslons were struggling to revive their then ancient
business, when Vincent Figgins was building up his new foundry, and
Edmund Fry, Caslon III and Wilson were busily occupied in cutting their
modern Romans to suit the new fashion. And such the law remained
nominally until the year 1869, just upon four centuries after the introduc-
tion of the Art into this country. It is probable that, during the first few
disturbed years of its existence, the Act may have been enforced, that
certiHcates may have been registered, and accounts dutifully furnished.
But its provisions appear very soon to have fallen into contempt, and cer-

in, failed to trouble the peace of any British

Note.—" The clauses relating to printers and typefounders were repealed
by the 32 and 33 Vict, cap. 24: An Act to Repeal certain enactments
relating to Newspapers, Pa

, s , and to Printers
Type-founders, and Reading Rooms. [12 July, 1869.]

"

About 1667 Dr. John Fell presented his University with " a complete
typefoundry, consisting of the punches and matrices of twenty founts of
Roman, Italic, Orientals, Saxons, Black and other letter, besides moulds
and all the apparatus and utensils necessary for a complete printing

" The extent of this noble gift, the importance of which can only be
estimated by recalling the low condition of letter-founding in England
at the time, will best appear ..." [if the Inventory published by the
University in 1695 be consulted.]

" Dr. Fell supplemented this gift by a further signal service, which is

thus recorded by Bagford :—
"'The good Bishop provided from Holland the choicest Puncheons,

Matrices, etc., with all manner of Types that could be had, as also a Letter
Founder, a Dutchman by Birth, who had served the States in the same
quality at Batavia, in the East Indies. He was an excellent workman
and succeeded by his son, who has been since succeeded by Mr.'
Andrews.'

"

In 1677, according to Talbot Baines Reed, the University press was
further enriched by another important gift of type and matrices presented
by Francis Junius, the son of Francis Junius, the theologist, of Heidel-
berg. These comprised punches and matrices of founts of Gothic, Runic
Danish, Icelandic, Anglo-Saxon, Greek, Roman, Italic, Black-letter, and
Swedish.
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is laid the four" The combined gifts of Dr. Fell and Francis Juni

of the Oxford University foundry as it now exists."

At this period the types made in England were very coarse ana we

were far surpassed by the Dutch, from whom, indeed, our founders often

purchased matrices but even with the help of the Dutch matrices, they

could not cast so well as the Dutch themselves. All specimens of type at

this period were printed on sheets as a broadside, and several, both English

and Dutch, are in the miscellaneous collection of John Bagford in the British

MU
The

m
eighteenth century witnessed the end of the last of the old school

of typefounders, (John) James II, who died in 1772, and the"^ the *rSt «

the new race, (William) Caslon I. Despite the restrictive care of the Govern-

ment during the previous century, the typefounders of Holland and Flanders,

as has been stated, supplied English printers with better types than native

art could produce, and this state of things continued up to the estabhshmen

of the first Caslon foundry. Edward Rowe Mores, a learned and eccentric

antiquary and scholar, was the historian of early typefoundmg, and his

" Dissertation upon English Typographical Founders and Founderies was

published in *r about the year 1779, after his death. He was born in 1729

at Tunstall in Kent and died in 1778 at Low Leyton, and thus did not

live to see the publication of his work. He was in possession of nearly

all the early English matrices and moulds. These were sold by auc ion

in 1770 and it is not known what has become of them. In or about

the year 1750 a foundry was established by Baskerville at Birmingham

but it is doubtful whether any specimen-book of this foundry was ever

issued. The plant was ultimately sold to Beaumarchais and removed to

Paris, where it was probably absorbed by one of the large Parisian foundries.

About the middle of the eighteenth century there were working con-

temporaneously John Baskerville at Birmingham, the Caslons in London,

and Alexander Wilson at St. Andrews, Scotland.

Alexander Wilson, Professor of Astronomy to Glasgow University with

John Baine, started, at St. Andrews, the first foundry in Scotland, m

i742 In 1744, they removed to Camlachie, and started the Glasgow

foundry 1^47 Baine went to Dublin and started a branch foundry

in that city. He returned to Scotland in 1749 ,
dissolved partnership.with

Wilson and went to America, where he died in 1790. In i 749 Wilson

So had remained in Glasgow, was carrying on his foundry alone and

there he produced some of the finest founts of type ever cut, faces wmcn

in the opinion of most competent judges in many q^rters ™ e

unsurpassed in some respects by even the best productions of Caslon himself.

On the death of Wilson the Glasgow foundry was carried on by his two

sons In 1830 it descended to the grandsons of the founder Alexander

Wilson and Patrick Wilson, who established a branch at Edinburgh in

1832 and transferred their Glasgow business to London in 1834 I ™ »45

the plant of these foundries was dispersed by sale to various founders.

1;'
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Some time before 1809 the firm of Miller and Richard was started in
Edinburgh by Miller, a typefounder, who had been employed by Alexander
Wilson & Son of Glasgow. The first specimen book of this firm was issued
in 1809.

William Caslon, born in 1692 and died in 1766, the most celebrated
figure in connexion with type production in the history of the art in England,
is reputed to have cut his first punches as early as 1716 ; he ultimately
brought the art to a perfection previously unattained in England, and
rendered the English printers independent of the Dutch punch-cutters and
founders from whom it is admitted they had previously obtained all their
best founts. The authors have seen it stated that his punches are in
use to the present day.

With regard to the present principal English typefounders, it is worthy
of remark that practically all of them have sprung from William Caslon, his
apprentices or his successors. This being the case, it is hardly necessary
to give any further historic reference to firms that are still in existence.
Moreover, with the exception of the central stem to which all their pedigrees
can be traced back, their individual pedigrees are of such recent date that
their history is practically a matter of contemporary record.

Those who are interested in the history of the early English type-
founders can find everything of interest in connexion with them, their lives
and work in the work of Talbot Baines Reed, " A History of the Old
English Letter Foundries," London, 1887, to whose careful and critical
work in the " untrodden bypaths of English typographical history " the
authors here render their fullest measure of indebtedness and appre-

One of the difficulties in writing this book—a difficulty already referred
to by the authors in their preface—has been the difficulty of omission.
Endless points of importance as well as of great interest have sprung up
during the course of its production, which they have been obliged to exclude
as not strictly bearing upon the production of a typographical printing-
surface though having close connexion with it. They therefore again
apologia- f„r any apparent omission, and again state not only their readi-
ness to hear any suggestion, but their willingness to profit by it, should a
reader find any subject connected with the production of the printing-
surface, or some matter sufficiently closely allied to and bound up with it,

that has not been included in the pages of this work.
It is now, perhaps, just beginning to be felt that a printing-surface

may not always be necessary as one of the processes preliminary to the
multiplication and spread of human ideas. This question of the future
is considered a little further on.

With regard to the production of the modern typographical printing-
surface—already so largely created by mechanical means, such as some of
the various apparatus described in the work—it does not appear probable
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to the authors that the old method of casting single type and composing by

hand will ever be entirely superseded by machine-composition ;
the bulk

display work and a large portion of scientific works cannot be so treated on

account of the great variety of sizes of type required on the one hand and the

great variety of sorts required on the other. In the case of most daily

* pape the whole of the ordinary matter, with much of the^maU-type

advertising is set in the form of slugs, the only exceptions being those

Sertisemtts supphed in the form of electro-blocks and thatportion

£

the display advertisement matter which cannot profitably be set up on the

machine. One or two of the high-class daily journals are using-loose-

type machines, and several newspapers within the ^^/no^dgeare

still composed by means of a supply of cast type used cold with a simple

tyP
Thfauthors have frequently had occasion to notice the poor results

obtained by the mixture of old with new type ;
this result is, however

quite avoidable by the use of composing machines and fresh type cast either

in the form of slugs or in that of individual type. For the period when

The Times " was supplied for each issue with fresh loose type from the

wScs Zkl that" oumal had, in the authors' opinion the cleanes

appearance of any printed sheet of the kind. ^h\^
£ertot

cheap accurate type with a simple composing machine and a thoroughly

practial automatic line-justifier would enable such a result to be obtained m

the future even in face of the competition of the slug and other machines.

The biggest question affecting such a scheme as that suggested is

that of plant If there were only three widths of faces, condensed, standard,

and extended, for each body, there would still be some twenty-one type-

moulds and seven space-moulds required for ordinary work,"J«e*

to pica but there are modern and old-style and other varieties ot lace

required which must be suitably distinguished from each other by a diferent

arrangement of nicks, so that, in all, the number of moulds may soon exceed

a hundred and the matrices will run to many thousands. Apart from wa

capital outlay on these, there would be the work of originating faces so that

a considerable amount of time, as well as money, would have to be spent

before achieving any tangible result.
.

A very large quantity of high-class work for the better weekly Penodrcals,

for magazines for novels and for text-books is still being set by hand

but it is probable that most of this work also will be performed by machines

in the near future because they give a better and more regular

product. One word of caution, however, is offered by the authors to

Lse who think of competing in the field covered by these machine.

Their details are so complex and the difficulties met with in working then

out are so numerous that the time for which a patent is granted may easily

be in greater part, if not altogether, absorbed in experiment before a

commercial result is obtained. The outlay of both time and money

must necessarily be very large before any real improvement can be made.
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In conclusion, it may be of interest to record ;

of the approximate number of machines of the two
in use at the present time :

—

Linotype machines ....
Monoline machines ....
Typograph
Monotype machines ....

it important classes

These machines alone represent a capital outlay of over £20,000,000,
apart from the sum invested in the works for producing them and their

Some 30,000 of these machines are at work in the United Kingdom,
America, and other English-speaking countries, while the remainder are
mainly used for other European languages, or languages current some-
where in Europe, amongst them being French, German, Dutch, Italian,

Spanish, Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, Bohemian, Russian, Roumanian,
Polish, Slavonic, Hungarian, Hebrew, Yiddish, and Arabic.

When one regards the wonderful development of the composing machine
that has taken place in the last few years, it is very hard indeed to set
bounds to its future, especially when one considers the immense amount
of technical skill of a superexcellent quality that is being combined with the
best brain-work in this department of human activity.

The statement that it is probable that the use of loose type cast separately
and then composed, will never go out, may itself have to be modified in view
of some of the developments that are taking place. A machine of the future
—and such machines are not even now unthought of—may be capable of
setting up any advertisement ever likely to be demanded, and, moreover,
when the number of copies is sufficiently great to warrant the outlay for

matrices, to be capable, at least to a certain extent, of producing illustrated

advertisement matter.

Abandoning, however, any idea of entry into the field of advertisement,
and returning to the question of the production of a printing-surface of
plain straightforward matter, it is of interest to see what is in the mind of
capable and thoughtful men.

The opinion of an authority like John S. Thompson whose experience
in the field of composing machines, both practical and theoretical, is so wide,
and not only wide but deep, must always be regarded with respect ; and as
it is his carefully considered pronouncement that the machine of the future
will unquestionably be one which casts, sets, and justifies single type in one
machine and with but one attendant, and in one operation of casting, it is not
for the authors to dispute it, as it coincides entirely with their own opinion.
The distinguished authority they have quoted adds that such a machine
would not only be a wonderful advance in every way, but that it would find
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many and possibly been often

of what has already taken

:al production of all kinds, and
of the legitimate stage and

talk. It is quite probable that the future citizens of civilization will be
able to turn on any portion of their morning paper at the breakfast table

and listen to it as comfortably and with as little wonder as we to-day listen

to the marvel of the electrophone.

This idea, which has probably occurred tt

expressed in writing before, is only an

place with regard to sermons, speeches, i

in connexion with the plays and perfor

the variety theatre. Illustrations, as has been said, will probably accompany
sound, and in addition to private lines and private tapping of sources of

news, great public newspapers will display their changing notifications of

contents and vivid advertisements to crowds too accustomed to marvels to

wonder at the miracles that form a part of the ordinary affairs of their

daily life.

The bare sides of great buildings and hoardings are at present clothed

with advertisement in a comparatively simple manner ; the uses to which
they will be put in the times to come, if we base our conjectures on the

changes witnessed in the past few years, would certainly appear to us as

astounding, were we suddenly to see them to-day.

These things, however, for the future. Not yet have we " ransacked
the ages, spoiled the climes," not yet have we arrived at our full inherit-

ance, nor will we ever do so ; constant progress is the law of life, and
man must progress unless some great cataclysm cuts off the race, leaving,

maybe, but a few pairs to repeople under changed conditions, a changed
earth !

Il.lill.lillilill
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APPENDIX II.

BRITISH AND AMERICAN PATENTS
RELATING TO THE PREPARATION OF THE TYPO-
GRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACE, TOGETHER WITH A
BRIEF NOTE ON EACH PATENT.

" It is not a bad definition of man to describe him as
a tool-making animal. His earliest contrivances to support
uncivilized life, were tools of the simplest and rudest
construction. His latest achievements in the substitution
of machinery, not merely for the skill of the human hand,
but for the relief of the human intellect, are founded on
the use of tools of a still higher order."

Ninth Bridgewater Treatise. Charles Babbage.

" Sometimes, when we ponder over the fa teof nvcnt
g reflection on the wasteft

we deplore the rr elancholy ontrast between
and material pr its lowest. B

ouched to

an's life do 3S not depend o l the
things he posses does humanity ce so:

of physical comf e. A great thought
govern the world

Daily Telegraph : leading article on the death cfChca s Teltier.

In their preface to this work, reference has been made to the magnitude
of the task undertaken by the authors in the endeavour to furnish a
complete and reliable list of patents bearing on the subject-matter of

their treatise, and issued by the patent offices of the two greatest Anglo-

Had they appreciated all the difficulties of the task they had set

themselves, it might possibly never have been attempted. The mere
physical labour expended in handling books has been sufficient to lay
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the brickwork of an ideal home ; the time expended has been out of all

proportion to that spent on other portions of the work, and the trouble
and work involved have been both tedious and wearisome. The affair,

however, has been fought through and carried, the authors hope, to an
issue which, if not entirely satisfactory, is at least more nearly perfect
with regard to the subjects of which it treats, than any other list or
classification, national or private, known to them. The early patents them-
selves are terribly incomplete and not classified. They have, however,
been examined one by one, and so far as the subject-matter of this text-
book is concerned, the authors do not think that anything of importance
has been omitted.

One of the troubles they encountered in their quest was the arbitrary
way in which early attempts at classification were made and abandoned
by patent office authorities. A bad, but continuous and consistent
classification would have been much better than different attempts at
good ones. The system of combined dates and numbers is, in the
authors' opinion, not a wise one.

Our British Patent Office began well by numbering patents consecu-
tively irrespective of the date. This system was continued until 1852,
when, having reached, say, a total of fifteen thousand, some person, miserly
of figures, changed the system to one of rotational numbers for each year.
The result of this was that instead of the natural expansion of the numbers
up to seven figures—a number of digits not likely to be exceeded before the
end of this century, if retained—the simple system was abandoned and the
other system introduced, which has the disadvantage of a varying number
of digits in the reference and a larger total number once the numbers exceed
ten thousand in any particular year. It is, moreover, more lengthy,
because it is necessary to separate the year from the patent number by a
comma or space, or by the word of, and it has led to that worst of all
abominations, the introduction of abbreviation into the dates in the attempt
to keep the references within workable limits.

The endeavour to include a complete list of American patents gave
the authors a very large amount of extra work, and was the cause of
much expense. As it stands, they cannot guarantee that the list is

accurate, seeing that the information in regard to the early patents, before
a superior system of registration and numbering was introduced, is as
chaotic in the United States Patent Office as it is in our own . Much time has,
moreover, necessarily been spent in ransacking outside papers and possible
sources of information, such, for example, as the records and lists of the
Franklin Institute, and various official letters transmitted to and ordered
to be laid upon the tables of the House of Representatives. The list here
presented is believed to be as nearly complete as is now possible, and the
difficulties of its compilation will be evident when it is mentioned that the
authors are not aware of any American work in which there has been an
exhaustive attempt to take the subject in hand. So far as they are
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aware, the best and most complete list given in an American book is

that in Thompson's "History of b ties " : this list, how-

ever, only starts from 1843, as regards United States patents, though

four British patents of earlier date are quoted ; even this list has been

found by the authors to be frequently so far from correct that the total

errors amount to an average of several on every page. This, perhaps, is

not so much the fault of the compiler as that of his sources of information
;

moreover, the scope of the writer's work,

limited in the matter with which it deals. These remarks are made in

no captious spirit by the authors, for here, as elsewhere in their work,

their fullest acknowledgments have been given to the value of J. S.

Thompson's unique book, but are simply made for the sake of accuracy,

an especially important matter when dealing with questions involved

in patent matters.

With regard to the American enumeration, the early years are dependent

on date and name alone for identification ; in later years a system of
,

numbering was introduced. Moreover, the sizes of the paper on which

the patents themselves were printed, were not standard, and in some years

they jumped up to such inconveniently large dimensions that they cannot

now be kept upon the same shelves with the other volumes. It is remarkable,

too, that about the time that the British Patent Office made its change

for the worse, the United States Patent Office took a turn for the better,

and adopted the system of consecutive numeration.

Another difficulty that arises when the attempt is made to produce a

msistent list of patents, whether British or American,

inconsistency of both patent offices. Patents are not

infrequently recorded under the names of the patent agents employed by

the patentees, the names of the patentees being sometimes given in

brackets after the patent agent's name, the patent agent being sometimes

quoted as " for ". In the United States patents, the matter is

still further complicated by the introduction of the names of assignees.

The authors have in their lists throughout excluded the names of all but

the actual patentees, with whom they are alone concerned, except in cases

of those communicated patents in which the name of the actual inventor

is not quoted. In dealing with British patents from the year 1852, it is

necessary to remember both date and number for reference ; in dealing

with American patents, the number alone is sufficient after the year 1839.

It is, however, a matter of considerable complexity to endeavour to

trace any American patent back through its earlier stages of invention,

when it is remembered that there is not only the actual number given to

the patent when issued, that is to say, one of the numbers given in these

lists, but the number of the application, the serial number, or even the

number of a reissue, where such exists, each of which may be quoted

indiscriminately by the patentee.

Patents should either be numbered when they are handed in, or
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1854 {continued).
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No .
1880 {continued).
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1884 (continued).
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No. 1886 {continued).
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No. 1891 (continued).
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No. 1893 (continued).
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1

No. 1896 [continued). No
No. 1897 (continued).
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1897 (continued).
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No. 1898 (continued).
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No. 1899 (continued).
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1900 (continued). ,
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1901 {continued).
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No. 1902 (continued).
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1906 (continued).
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No. 1911 (.continued).
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No. 1881 (continued).
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No.. 1888 (continued).
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No. 1890 (continued).
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No. 1891 {continued).
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1892 (continued). No.
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No. 1894 (continued). No.
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No. 1895 (continued).
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machine. No. 1896 (continued).
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No. 1897 (continued).
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1900.1899 (continued).
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No. 1900 [continued).
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No. 1903 (continued).
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Andrews- Holder
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1905 (continued).
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1906 (continued).
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1908 {continued).
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No. 1909 (continued).
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No. 1910 (continued).
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1911 (continued).
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egcuer : Typesetting and lit

1912.
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TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACES.

1912 (continued).

Leffingwel] ; Typecasting machine

typographic plate with
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[. P. Quiggan ; Clamps lor printing-plates.
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1912 (continued). ^No.^
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1913 (continued!.
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No. 1913 {continued}.
N°-
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Printing- or addressing-machine
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No. 1913 (continued).
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APPENDIX III

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY.

noMai [i£v 0vY)-coi? Yx5c<Toa ' S"a S
' AGava-roioiv.

Multae terricolis linguae, Coelestib
'LIT;..,.

Many are

the language

the languages of the Writers of the earth, but one

of the habiters of Heaven~^; H;^^;

English.
French. German.

Type (collectively)
caracteres d'impnmerie

jein (Druck-) Buchstabe

A type \eine Type
(der Anguss

lejet J
der Gusszapfen

The tang (der Spritzer

ift-) Bild

The face
L^ntre-pdincon der Bunzen

das Fleisch

The neck lie support de talus f

(die Schulter

The shoulder le talus {die Achsel

The stem )

The shank le corps der (Schrift-) Kegel

The body J die Vorderseite
The front die Rtickseite
The back die Signatur (-rinne)

The nick

To nick

The cut nick >

crener

le cran fait au coupoir

mit Signatur versehen

die eingehobt'He Signatur

The planed nick (

le cran du moule ' die eingegossene Signatur

The supplementary

The heel-nick
j

The foot-nick
j

nick le cran supplementaire

la gouttiere au pied

die Nebensignatur

(der (Fuss-) Ausstoss

tder (Fuss-) Ausschnitt

The groove )

(la profondeur de la gout-) die (Fuss-) Ausstosstiefe

The depth of the groove
y fom

Sefoot }(ofthetype) !#«.}<*.**-> {die

r

Fri
S

s

S

e
}(d« Lettern)

die (Guss-) Marte
^

The drag 1 jdie (Anlege-) Marke
The pin-mark j Idas (Anlege-) Zeichen

la hgne
die (Grund-) Linie

The line (die oberen Auslaufer

The upper serifs \die oberen Anstriche

50 60 70 SO 90 100 110
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TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACES.

The body-size
The set

The depth-of-strike

The height-to-paper

Type-high

The head

:•::

To charge the body

The bill-of-f<

The scheme

The slope (o:

The break
I iques)

i du haut

'

O.Q./) lettres pleines

rrundstriche

laarstriche

Raum unterhalb der

der Kopf

I ! j nde Lettern

Letter

cine iibi-rhangende Letter

I langen
die Oberlange
(Buchstaben mit Unte

die Unterlange

((Buchstaben mit) Mitte

\ kurze Buchstaben
len die den Keg

ausfiillen

(Buchstaben aui voile:

Kegel

|
ganze Langen

ein Bastardsatz

einBastardbuchstabe (i

/3-Punkt Keg

{Minuskeln

The broken col.

The Ml point 1

The full stop

broken at end of line

mit To hyphen

Division (of ,rd

f-
tion

1

The query n
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TECHNICAL VOCABULARY. 671

English. French. German.

en Auslaufcr
sn Anstriche

Istriche

|

Capitals (A, B. C)
(aettresj'eapitales}

JMajuskeln ;'<i

1

,,, Huclistaben

Kapitalchen

Matter set in capitals compositionenmaju
To keep up (to use capitals! ,,. , , /(unnotige Versalien be-

n oberhalb der freely)
Jprodiguerlesmajus

[ nutzcn)

[klein drucken (moglichst
1

rzenseiten-) Ab-
To keep down (to use

| r jllS( _

capitals sparingly) J * 5 ules

tarke Matter interspersed with
\comrjos^jon iard& gi-irischtcr Satz

capitals / - "

Figures chiffres Ziffern

An arabic numeral (1, 5, 7) un chiffre arabe eine arabische Ziffer

Aromannumeral(I,V,VII) un chiffre romain
Punctuation ponctuation lnterpunktion

Points' \. ...,,/les points

Punctuation marksi l-"-- ,J \les signes de poncti ation
llnterpunktionen

kitten"
1'61

"" To point ponctuer

dts
e

Komma
en

ange The comma (,) la virgule {der Beistrich
rschmttene

The turned comma (') la virgule retournec das gedrehte Komma

langende Letter
The semicolon (;) le point-virgule

fdas Kolon
ausfiillen The colon (:) le deux-points

The broken colon (:—) le deux-points avec das Kolon mit Strich
egelgrosse .

ider Punkt
The full stop (.) le point \das Punktum
The period J

The en-dot (.) le gros point
a der gedrehte Punkt (als

3-5 ; used as decimal fait emploi comm e Dezimalzeichen in Eng-
land gebraucht)

h The apostrophe (') 1'apostrophe
[der Apostroph
i.das Auslassungszeichen

i mit Ober- das Einschaltungs

Quotation marks 1

/.. !,
i mit TJnter-

Inverted commas (" " «») les guillemets

Quotes )

fin Anfiihrungszeichen
To quote guillemeter \ einschliessen

n mit) Mittel- Quoted matter texte entre guillem ts
(Satz zwischen Anfiih-

chstaben /englische einfache Hak-
a die den Kegel Single quotes ('

') guillemets anglais si nple
l chen

Double quotes (" ") guillemets anglais doublc 1

The hyphen (in compounds) le trait d'union der Bindestrich

The hyphen (tojoinsepa-
] (das Teilungszeichen

Idas Divis
ngen rated syllables of word }la division

broken at end of line) )

buchstabe (mit
Bild auf einem

To hyphen diviser
(mit einem Bindestrich
I versehen

Kegel) Division (of words) coupure do mot Trennungen
The note of interroga-l

tion (?) le point d'interroga ion das Fragezeichen

staben The query mark )

!
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a
bracket

! [ ] { }>

The parentheses i

TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACES.

.ish. French. Germ

I
le point d'exclamation das Ausrufze:

The crotchets l . _ .

The square brackets I
[ ] les crochets

The braces { } les accolades

Peculiars (%, % , @, f.) {^J divers°
The per cent mark (%) le pour-cent

France)

(Repetition mark, &
many)

The commercial a ((i

The per mark ($)
The dash "i , .

The em rule/ (
—

)

The swell dash
(

-

Dot leaders (...)

.einschliessen

te Parenthesen
ie runden Klammern

die Null
(Wiederholungszeichen,

: England und Frank-

das Prozeichen

Gedankenpunkte
l(Ab-) Ktirzungen
lAbbreviaturen

To write with abbrei

Abbreviated

larks (* f I §) {!

The (single) dagge
The (single) obelis

The obelus
The double daggei
The double obelisl

The parallels
(|| //) les paralleles

(la patte-de-m
lie pied-de-mo

jmit Abkiim
\ schreiben

tin Abbreviai

is Handzeichen

s) /das Sternchen 1 ,

ft
.

Ltes) Idas Sternzeichen/ I >

das Paragraphen
die Parallelen

[das Absatzzeiche
Idas Lesezeichen

100 110 120 130 110



TECHNICAL VOCABULARY.

A foot-note \ rune note au bas de la
j

eine Fussnote
A bottom-note

j

To foot-note note/au bas de la page Fussnoten ansetsen

A side-note
fune note marginale 1

\une manchette 1
eine Randglosse

((eine Note an der oberen
I (une note a l'interieur enj Innenseite einer Ko-

A shoulder note

Let-in notes )

|(des notes qui rentrent
j

\ dans le texte) 1
Randglossen im Text

Marginalia Marginalien
lies additions J

The runners
To hook in, abo
To hook in, belo

crocheter au dessus iiberschliessen

unterschliessen

Thenar?
1"

} (
* **) un asterisme die drei Sternchen

The response m
The versicle (?)
Heraldic signs

rk(I?)

^iraldiques

das Responszeichen

das Verszeichen

heraldische Zeichen

The Greek cross

)(+> la croix grecque das griechische Kreuz

J

rdas lateinische Kreuz

The Latin cross (t) J
la croix haussee

J

la croix de Saint-Andrd

la croix de Malte

Idas Passionskreuz

St. Andrew's cr

The Maltese cro

- (X)
das Andreaskreuz

das Malteserkreuz

St. Anthony's c ross
}(T)

ross(S)

la croix de Saint-Antoin das agyptische Kreuz

The Buddhist c la croix de Bouddha das Buddhakreuz

The double crosS(
°i I / + Mia double croix (des arch

and Kt)1 eveques et cardinaux)

das Doppelkreuz (der Erz-

archbishops bischofe und Kardinale)

cardinals) ) /das dreifache Kreuz
The triple cross

The papal cros
cross (*)

la triple croix (du pape) {das Papstkreuz
konkreuz

The Jerusalem (hochstehende Buchstaben

Superiors (

a a
)

superieures \ und Ziffern

l suffix un in<licc

LStronomical signs (S.6M) signes astronomiqa.^

'lanetary signs (<J V )
signes des P^n^tes

Zodiacal signs (ft T1J =t) signes du zodiaque

Jotanical signs (JT O) siSnes botaniques

&teorologicalsigns(A.=) signes m6t6
:-™= archeologiques

(ein Index
astronomische Zeichen

planetarische Zeichen

/Zodiakzeichen
iszeichen

botanische Zeichen

meteorologische Zeichen

archaologische Zeichen

Apothekerzeichen
•Geldzeichen
Munzzeichen



TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACES.

_ O) signes de
s
" triangle

'

The triangle 1

The square mark ()
The circle mark (O) le signe " cercle

"

The angle mark {/_) le signe d'angle

The right-angle mark (L) le signe d'angle droit

The perpendicular m irkl'.l ; le signe " perpendicula

: he par.-i.lleJ niai k (|| .

)

le signe " parallele
"

The rectangle mark (a) le signe " rectangle
"

The rhombus mark ( £7

)

Le signe " losange
"

The semicircle mark (C) le signe " demi-cercle

The arc r "

The divide

Tractions (f &)

das Winkclrechtzeicl
" das Lotzeichen

das Parallelzeichen

das Eechtec

is Halbkreiszeichen

signs(+x/~)

M+)
ark(-)

y) mark (= )

signes de mathematique

le signe " plus
"

le signe d'egalite

(das Pluszeichen

Idas Additionszeichen

das Minuszeichen
' das Plusminuszeichen

das Gleichheitszeichen

mark(x) le signe "multiplie par iplikations-

ark (4-) le signe " divise par"

| das Multiplizierzeichen

(das Teilungszeichen

Idas Dividierzeichen

:tions (f |)

j
gonale

immerciale J

a barre de fractions

a barre horizontal

a barre diagonale

der Bruchstrich

der gerade ]

(der schrage Bruchstri

tder Schragstricli

(die Oberzifier

aarkW)

The degrees mark ('

The minutes mark
(

The seconds mark ('

The thirds mark (")

The infinity mark (<

The ratio mark (:)

The proportion marl i (:,::) les signes de proporti

nendlich (-keits-)

hen
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TECHNICAL VOCABULARY. 675

MAN. English. French. German.
e Zeichen - The variation mark (oc) le signe de variation
zeichen The inequality mark &) le signe d'inegalite das Ungleichheitszeichen
tzeichen The difference mark (~) le signe de difference das Differenzzeichen
ichen The congruence mark {=) le signe de la congruence das Kongruenzzeichen

rechtaeichen
The integration mark (/)

fie signe " integrate "
\

lie signe " somme " /
das Integralzeichen

The differential mark (8) le signe " differentiel
"

das Differentialzeichen
zeichen

.
The greater mark (»
The not-greater mark(>^

le signe " plus grand que '

ckzeichen (le signe " pas plus grand
I que

"

das " nicht grosser "

Zeichen

eiszeichen
The less mark «) (le signe " moins grand \

jesigM

das " kleiner " Zeichen

eichen The not-less mark (< Si)
das " nicht kleiner

"

Zeichen
1
tographiques kartographische Zeichen

nszeichen

3ichen
Map type :::: '•

'•'• ; pointillesl
Kartentypen

eitszeichen
Ornamental letters Jfl$ lettres ornees Zierbuchstaben

altigungs-

kations-

"" l " 1,ltt" 1 '

lettrines '

flnitialen

jgrosse Anfangsbuch-
( staben

An initial ein Anfangsbuchstabe
The first line -

:
die erste Zeile

The initial line la ligne de tete die Anfangszcile

rzeichen The head-line la ligne essentielle
(die Hauptzeile
(die Kopfzeile

Dropped heads Spiegelseiten

Brach The drop-down
.

C

interieur"

11

'
"^

}
der Spiegel

Bruch
The foot-line (le pied (d'une page) 1

Ua ligne de cadrats /
der Unterschlag

egossene The signaW-Iirfe }
la ligne de pied die Normzeile

Idas Bogenzeichen
em The signature la signature

esetzte Bruch- The title-signature la signature de titre die Norm

The catch-line la ligne perdue
(die Stichzeile

tdie Leitzeile

Sruchstrich
(Last line of a paragraph (derniere ligne d'un alinea

)
at the beginning of the lein Hurenkind
next page) d'une page) 1

To indent a line uinziehen
To run out a line icpleine eine Zeile stumpf halten

une hgne pleme eine voile Zeile

To make even 1

To begin even /
tomber en ligne (pleine) stumpf halten

eichen An ordinary paragraph
\ un alinea rentrant ein gewohnlicher Absatz

ch A full-out paragraph un alinea aligne
(ein stumpf gehaltener

\ Absatz

zeichen

ch (-keits-)

A hanging paragraph un alinea saillant

The break-line

Ua ligne creuse J

remplir la ligne

fder Ausgang
(die Ausgangszeile

onspunkte

To end a breakl
den Ausgang ausschliessen
mit Quadraten ausschlies-
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A line of quad
A line of point

Interlinear ma

The umlaut mark (")

n^sz

lUnterscheic.nr -/ :

.

\Tonzeichen
der Akut

l'accent grave der Gravis

rder Zirkumflex
(das Dehnungszeichen

le tilde die Tilde

le n tilde das spanische n
fdas Kilrzezeichen

bref
Idas Kiirzungszeichen

Kurzbuchstaben

l'accent prosodiqu
/das Langezeichen

long ^as Dehnungszeichen

lettres longues Langbuchstaben

mtuer (une lettre)

die Cedille

A typefounder

A typefoundry
Typefounding (operatioi

A typecasting machine

A script mould

The script-type

Overscored letters (g, m)

Underscored letters (e, n)

Scratched lip

Dotted lettei

Dotted figures (i, 8)

Typewriter type

abode
The point system
The standard point

The standard line

A two-line letter

A cock-up letter

To cock up

A title-letter

Titling type

lettres barrees

chiffres barres

chiffres ponctues
caracteres de machine

le systeme de points

le point systematique

e de deu

ligne)

oberstrichene Buchstaben
lunterstrichene Buch-

gestrichene Buchstaben

punktierte Buchstaben
punktierte Ziffern

Schreibmaschinenschrift

das Punktsystem
der Normalpunkt
die Normallinie

t
eine unterschnittene

Initiate

in Doppelkegcli

ein Titelbuchstabe

Titelschriften

eine Ligatur
Zweiletterligaturen

Logotypen

A aouDiet
| mistake)

To double

Outs and doubles

To set (a MS.) in
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ERMAN. English. French. German.
vollen Zeile /metal decaracteres

\
/Schriftmetall

tatenzeile

Type metal

To cast

lalliage J l(Schrift-) Zeug

A typefounder
fun fondeur (de caracte

I d'imprimerie)

es
lein Schriftgiesser

A typefoundry res erne Schriftgiessorei

eidungszeichen Typefounding (operation)
iiine a fondre

Schriftguss

es]
en A typecasting machine

un
C

e

a

fo

a
ndt

r

us
S

e
[
eine Schriftgiessmaschine

A mould eine Giessform
:

. . i : .,

{ ment

schen The space-mould le moule a blancs
/das Spatiengiessinstru-

ezeichen
A script mouldungszeichen un moule d'anglaise

{ form
hstaben das Schreibschriitg.ess-

ungszeichen

hstaben

The script-type mould

jmo^main pour
Hand-mould for quads Q"»

g
drat«

zungs- und
ngszeichen Hand lead-mould {"Tgnet

maln P°Ur ^ >r- Handgiessinstrument fiir

Regletten ,i

Machine lead-mould
/moule a machine po 11

} Reglettengiessinstrument

Steggiessinstrument
mtzeichen Rule mould moule a filet ssinstrument

Rubbing la frotterie Reibung
The rubbing file la lime a frotter der Reiber

ichstaben The rubbing stone der Reibstein
rte Buchstaben To set up type \

To compose /
composer Schriftsetzen

hene Buchstaben Composition Schriftsatz

hene Buch-
To set up wrong

{

fa

position

maUValSe C° n
"} versetzen

ne Buchstaben Reset !
Neusatz !

ne Zifiern
ein versetzter Buchstabe

e Buchstaben
e Ziffern

A dittogram (a letter re- un doublon (lettre
) tiimlich wiederholter

laschinenschrilt peated by mistake) doublee par erreur)
I

Buchstabe)

rtsystem

aalpunkt

lallinie

rschnittene

An out un bourdon
{eine AWassnng

-ouS:t
f

(a^^ U
Youb"Ta™r?''

feine Hochzeit (cin Wort,

| etc., irrtiimlich wieder-

( holt)

schnittener To double doubler Hochzeit machen
Outs and doubles Leichen und Hochzeiten

elkegelbuchstabe
Wrong fount (abbrevia-

j ceil Stranger falschc Schrift

haltende Initiale
Transposed words Iverstellte Worter

in Linie stellen
Transposed lines lignes transposees

/versetzte Zeilen

Iverstellte Zeilen

mchstabe To compose in slip composer en placard Packet setzen

ften To be in type etre compose
f(ab-)gesetztsein

Idruckfertig sein

rligaturen To set (a MS.) in type
t en caracteres

')
}

(ein Ms.) absetzen

120 130 140



TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-

English. French.

: in columns composer en colonnes

r set in columns (matiere composcc en
,

I colonnes /

t in narrow measure composer en lignes court:

double columns {
C°™ ê

e

en double
j

: in panels 1 /(composer
nel / 1 isolespa

SURFACES.

German.

To set up broken type

A typedressing

des lingots) I

[position de tableaux

couches

imposer un pat

die Schrift aufsetzer,

f(Zwiebel-) Fische a

I setzen
feine SchriftschleifmE

Hi,- turning-gauge le calibre

The height-to-paper gauge le calibre
The body gauge le typome

The micrometer (!
e Pa

.

Imer

The depth-of-strike

The lining-gauge
The nicking plane
The kerning, nicking, a

To line-justify

To justify the lir

'V space-mark (4

le calibre de profondeu
de frappe

le calibre de ligne

le rabot de pied

/das Kalibermass
Idas Kernmass
die Schrifthohen

Quads

An en quad (J em)

(die S]

IderA

Quadrate

lein 4-Cicero-Quadrat
leine ganze Konkordanz
fein 3-Cicero-Quadrat
4 cine Dreivier!

70 80 90 100 110 120
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English. French.
ein Drittclgeviert

ein ViertelgeviertA thick space (i em) une espace forte

A thin space ft em)
un sixieme do cadratin

An eighth-em un huitieme de cadratin

A hair-space une espace tres-fine

The height-to-paper o la hauteur-en-papier des
die Ausschlusshohe

spaces
un filet eine (Setz-) Linie

A brass rule un filet cuivre

A type-metal rule (i t

points)

A wood rule

points) 1

une reglette

run filet (de bois) pour
j

eine Reglette

eine Holzlinie

A combination rule

A dotted rule un filet pointill6

eine Akzidenzlinie

un filet ondule

Ornamental rules filets de fantaisie

la casse a filets

The quotations les garnitures die Stege

Wood furniture

Metal furniture

garnitures en bois

i;.,n,ii.iu-*n in ---
Eisenstege

Hohlstege

Steel furniture

Cast-iron furniture

Hollow quotations iSuiES?
A hollowed clump

|
un lingot creux sur le plat

Improved french furn

Curved furniture

A lead (i to 4 points)

ture garnitures a colonnes
Bogenstege

une interligne ein Durchschuss

A clump (English) 1

A slug (American) J
un lingot ein dicker Durchschuss

matiere interlignee \ durchschossener Satz

Leaded type
To lead urteriigner^

6^1165

(Zeilen) durchschiessen

fundurchschossener Satz ;
|

Solid matter composition pleine tkompresser Satz

To run on solid
{

l6

pleine

n C°mp°Siti°n
}

.

n (a paragraph) {

rel

Ornaments
Natural objet

iiberlaufen

zuriickbringen

: iiberlaufen machen

1'

Zierleisten

Ornamente

(Kombinationseinfass[Kombi
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Groundwo

accord

{ cheques

la reclame

(eine Schluss

ein Finalstock

(eine Schlussleiste

\Ecken
Unterdruck

_

Ieine Wechsellinie

das Kolophon

Wooden type
(Wood-) Block
Rubber type

The art of pun

Punch-cutting

(machine)

;h-cutting

une machine
poincons

poin9ons
r les

\
/die Stempelschneidek

/ tder Stempelschnitt

» poin9ons das Stempelschneider

fder Stempel

die Gehrung schneiden

(die Normalbuchstaben
Iitsbuchstaben

(ein Russabdruck
lein Russabzug

An electrotyped m
To justify the mat
The justification

it Stempel gepragte

as electrotypee

;e justifiee pouri

le composteur

justifier le composteur

-j'fP^^hducom

lauf Linie zurichten

Linie halten

nicht Linie halten

ein (Schrift-) Setzei

der Winkelhaken

den Winkelhaken si

Anschlagl
(desWjnkel.

„ }
e

(
hakens)

70 80 SO 100 110



TECHNICAL VOCABULARY.

English.

To lay a case

The lower case (abbrevia-

tion, l.c.)

The upper case (abbrevia-

Close spacing \

Close-spaced setting I

Close-spaced type

To set closely
\

To keep in ]

To close up \

To take in f

To join up

To space well

To space too tightly

To overrun the line

Spaced (-out) type (Ger-

italics)

Unspaced type (German

jder Schriftkasten

\der Setzkasten

(einen Schrifi

jeinen (Schrift-) Kasten

( einlegen

der Kleinletterkastcn

) le haut dcr C

:ner {einbringen

jsespaces ausbringen

r egalement gleichmas^ig all
;ro£ l'espaeement zu eng an:

(iiber das Format gehen
jr la justification j-ber die justierung

get

en Allemand)
jeter du blanc 1

'blanchir

The head margin

column)
The length of a page

The length or a colum

The manuscript (abbr,

tion, MS., plural, M
The copy
The author
Type wanted ! 1

der Bundsteg
der Kopfeteg

der Aussensteg

la largeur (d'une page ou

la longueur d'une page

iS.) lacopie

l'auteur

ie Formatl&nge
is Kolumnenmass

is Manuskript (Kiir-

zung: Ms.)



TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACES.

The type is used up
A missing letter

Battered type (collec-
\

tively) /

A battered type
To turn for letters

To rectify the turned 1

The making up of a 1

mathematical formul;

The tweezers

The bodkin

To pull (off) a proof

The proof

.-V proof impression

A galley-proof
\

A galley-slip I

debloquer

To push down upstanding 1

^

A monk (black patch in

letterpress)

A friar (light patch in

letterpress)

An unnumbered page

The page number
A full page
A blank page

\

un papillotage

respaces qui level

tespaces qui mare

)
(endroit qi

[
est rest

3t ) blanc)

ein fehlender Buchstabe

ladierte Schrift

eine beschadigte Type
blockieren

Fliegenkopfe

nkopfe berich-

tigen

"
' -legung

ie Korrigierzange

.die ]

3 Ahle
i (Setz-) Schiff

ler Korrelrturbogen

in Probeabzug

in Fahnenabzug

in Burstenabzug
in Abklatsch

ein duplierter Druck

ein schmieriger Druck

Spies

in Monch (blasse Stell

in Fahnen abgezogen

(den Satz zu Spalten urn

\ brechen
jden Satz zu Seiten urn

\ brechen

nzahlen verseher

eine Seite

eine unpaginierte Seite

diiU
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French.

la page normale

une page longue

les pages impaires

une page-signatur

une page-specimei

un ieuillet

un onglet

la page du titre

,, ..Uerdruckseite

die ungeraden Seiten

eine Probeseite

ein Blatt

die Titelbogen

die Titelseite

der Titel

The half-title

The bastard title

The fly-titles

Head-lines

The running-title

The catchword (heading)

The second proof 'i

The third proof 1

The indoor (proof-) r«

The house-reader

The reader of the las

To read the last pro

To dress the chase:

The quoins

re (principal)

/einAbzugvo
une epreuve peu chargee

|ejne jungfer

. in

une epreuve chargee { gatz

(la deuxieme epreuve
j

er Neben

Kolumnentitel

der lebende Kolumnentitel

(das Schlagwort
\dasStichwc

'

Abzugi

correcteur

. rte Korrektur

(der dritte Abzug
Jdiodritte Korrektur

(die Revision
ein Korreki

die Korrekturen

(der Korrektor

tder Korrekturleser

imprimerie der Hauskorr

/der Korrektor auf den
I Blei

/das Klopfholz mit

das Klopfholz
inrahmen

tder Schliessrahmen

(das Forma.-;



TYPOGRAPHICAL PRINTING-SURFACES.

,ISH .
French. Germ

T^mr&^ -rschiedcncr Kege,

nposition de plu-"UemjSchter Satz
rs ceils (differents) J

e

Idie Tastenanordi
krumme Gassen
gerade Gassen

Dead matter
To distribute (type)

To distribute (the type)

desserer la forme das Format abschlagen

l'encre d'imprimerie die Druckfarbe

il'encre noire (d'impri- I

die Druckerschwarze

,~es rote Buchstaben

lcs balles die Ballen

le couteau a. lame ronde das Ballenmesser
fdie Farb (-auftrag-)

^composition a conserver
j
druckfertiger Satz

composition a distribuer abzulegender Satz

distribuer (les caracteres) (Schrift) ablegen

faire des coquilles en 1 (Schrift) falsch ablegen

des sortes abgelegte Lettern

fZwiebelfische

unpate gequirlter Satz

lEierkuchen
(einen Eierkuchen macl

sammenschmeis!

rzu Zwiebelfischen zusar

\ menfallen

Zwiebelfische ablegen

die Ablegen,

jder Defektkasten

(der Zeugkasten

das (Setz-) Regal
{Ausschiessen
Ausschiessung
Formatmachen
(die Schliessplatte
" Ausschiessplatte

! en pate

tre en pate 1

c en pate J

,uerunpatej

;hine a, distribue

ietin au diable

Ider

ichliess (-platten-)

ie Stereotypic

50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140
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TECHNICAL VOCABULARY.

itereotyping

e paper proces

Stock types ,

The height of type adopted la hauteur d(

by a printing-office de l'impriri

Medium type (Then) <

Large type (Then) >

The remove 1

Upright characters i

(THEN) /

Inclined characters \

(THEN) I

wide type (Then)
Standard-width type -i

(Then) 1

Narrow type (Then)

Full-laced type (Then)
Bold-faced type (Then)
Lean-faced type (Then)

le clichage au platre die Gips-Stereotypie

le clichage au papier die Papier-Stereotypie

{

Car
^SfitrJ

e
noXe }

Lagerschriften

'

racteres gras

jacteres egyptienr

:s de lab

caracteresJobbing faces 1

Display faces I

Jobbing work
Type for bills 1

Type for placards J

Sanserifs (Then)

Swash letters (^^C)
Uncial letters (orp<v) letrres unu««»

Roman characters (as op- caracteres romains (<

_
posed to german) (Then) pose a allemands)

caracteres allemands (op-
1'

die Haushohc

der Hauskegel

mittlere Schrift

grobe Schrift

der Schriftgrad

gerade Schrift

schrage Schrift

breite Schrift

/Schrift von normaler

\ Breite

diinne Schrift

fettc Schrift

halbfette Schrift

hagere Schrift

Brotschriften

Akzidenzschriften

Akzidenzarbeiten

Plakatschrift

(Buchstaben ohne Ai

Schnorkelbuchstaben

Unzialschrift

Antiquaschrift (Fra:

gegeniibe,

Frakturschrift (Antiq

an)

(£l}en)
eres u.»i»« i

Italics )
{Then)

ties italiques I

Grotesque (THEN) les antiques

Modern roman (Then) les romains classiques

Modern italic (Then) les classiques italique

Old style roman (Then) les elzevirs romains

Old style italic ( Then) les elzevirs italiques

Ionic (roman) (Then) les egyptiens (remain

Clarendon (ro-
J

Antique (ro
(Then) les egyptiennes

{ stellt)

Kursivschrift

rGrotesk (-schrift)

\Steinschrift

englische Antiqua

die Kursiv-

\ schrift

Mediavalantiqua

Mediavalkursiv

Egyptienne (Antiqua)

(Clare) nschrift (An-

"JlO 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
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English. French.

French Clarendon (TllOU) I'italienne
"'",

"

}(®fjen) lesgothiques

SURFACES.

German.

Jens

"-(Then)

}(Then)
Script (latin

,

'

( »„
)

Ronde C^he-n)

A syllable

The syllabar

A letter

The alphabel
A character

Characters

la ronde

signes de mi:

stenographic

{ graphique

syllabisme

une lettre

l'alphabet

Cyrillic cl

Demotic i

DevanagE
old kirn

Georgia
script

German characters (;:

opposc<l to latin)

res gcorgiens
\

. allemands (op- d

latins)

|
georgische Verkehrschrift

|
(alt-) gotische Schrift

griechische Schrift

althcbraische Schrift

IMP



TECHNICAL VOCABULARY.

English.

Hieroglyphs
Himyarite characte

Ideographs
\

Ideograms J

Jap
il kinds)

Magadha characters

Nagari characters,

Numidian characters

Pahlavi characters

Peshito characters

Phoenician character

Rabbinical characte]

Runes 1

Runic characters I

Sinhalese charac

Cingalese charac

Telugu charac

Tibetan chara
Zend characte

hieroglyphes Hieroglyphen
:; himyarites himjarische Schrift

ideogrammes ideographische Zeichen

s japonais (plu japanische Schriften (ver-

schiedene Sorten)

javanische Schrift

caracteres kanaras !Che Schrift

lateinische Schrift (deut-

pose a allemands) scher gegenubcrgcstcllt)

Magadhaschrift
mongolische Schrift

caracteres nagaris,
j

' cliriften

ritschriften

caracteres numides numidische Schrift

caracteres pehlvis Pahlavischrift

.

.chc Schrift

rabbinische Schrift

Runen

russische Schrift

sabaische Schrift .

samaritanische Schrift

caracteres semitiques semitische Schrift

siamesische Schrift

caracteres cingalais die Schrift

syrische Schrift

,., ,

caracteres thib6tains tibetanische Schrift

caracteres zends Zendschrift

Langues : Sprachen :

Albanais
Arabe

Armenisch
Beloutche Balutschi

Baskisch

Bohemien Bohmisch

Korsisch
Kroatisch
Tschechisch

Holliindisch

Englisch
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Germanic Germanique Germanisch

Greek, modern Grec moderno Neugriechisch

Greek, old Grec ancien Altgriechisch

j: Hebrew Hebreu Hebraisch

Hindi Hindi Hindi
Hindoustani Hindustani

Hungarian \
(Hongrois 1 lUngarisch

Magyar J 1Magyar / IMagyansch
Icelandic Islandais Islandisch

Italian Italien Italienisch

Japanisch

'V Javanese Javanisch

Kaffir Cafre Kaffernsprache

Kanara Kanaresisch

Lappic
|

Lapon Lapplandisch

Lettish Lettisch

Livlandisch

I j' Lithuanian Lithuanien

Maghrabi Maghrebin Magreb

Moorish Maugrabin Maurisch

Malagasy Malgache Madegassisch

Malay Malaiisch

Maltese Maltais Maltesisch

Manchu Mandschu
Norwegian Norvegien Norwegisch

Pali Pali Pali

Palmyrene Palmyreen Palmyrisch

Persan
Pidgin-English Pidgin-Englisch

Piedmontese Piemontesisch

Polish Polonais Polnisch

Portuguese Portugais Portugiesisch

Provencal Provencal Provenzalisch

Roumain Rumanisch
Russisch

Ruthenian Ruthene Ruthenisch

Sardinian Sarde Sardinisch

Serbian
ISmois

Serbisch
Siamesisch

Cingalese }
Cingalais Singalesisch

Esclavon Slavonisch
Slovakisch

Slovene Slowenisch

Spanish Espagnol
Suedois Schwedisch

Tamoul Tamulisch

Telugu T61ougou

Turkish Turc
Ourdou Urdu
Valaque Walachisch

Gallois Wallisisch

Yiddish argot des Juifs Jiidisch-Deutsch

body-size Englis

3 as those dealing

lied type-bars, wen
n long multiple-stt

Monotype machine ; sucl

and Tachytype, which, ho
The term type-bar has

of individual type-heads c



APPENDIX IV.

NOTE

ON STANDARDIZATION OF NOMENCLATURE.

to eighty years before its m

Nomenclature has been

type, called ty

ds of interchangcabilit

ible that typographic

particularly vague a:

r a line of type cast in

[ergenthaler's American patent 393846 of 1

lachines also producing type-slugs, but ther

riginal meaning of the word being still man
linotype has come to be used ,

pplied even to machines used for setting ind

Although the " Oxford Dictions

m of the type-slug-, bars «
'Hi

1 1 ii( d type-bars,

"he term type-bar hi

dividual type-heads

tement referring to a Linotype

chines of the linotype class : for

a,chines as the Typograph and the

ies to statements referring to the

;ssarily hold for the Graphotype

pe class.
consistin

arms the body of the slug.
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iple

?! ' ,•
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162. Pierpyut or Monotype puncb-cui
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